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PREFACE
This is Part II of the third of a series* of indexes or source books
of agricultural statistics issued "by the Library
.
of the United States Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. It is issued in cooperation with the College of
Agriculture of the University of California. The. indexing of the other parts
is finished and they will be issued as rapidly as it is possible to do so.
This Index to the state official and unofficial sources of agricultural
statistics of the state of California was undertaken with the idea of issuing
it in one volume as were the Alabama and Oklahoma indexes. When the indexing
of the collected references was finished it was realized that • it ' would be
impossible to. publish the' Index in one volume because of its size, so it was
decided to issue it in five parts. Part I includes the fruit , vegetable and
nut crops of the state, part II, which is the present volume, includes the
crops other than fruits, vegetables and nuts. Part III" will include livestock
and livestock products. Part IV will include miscellaneous items-; such as
irrigation, land,' farm property, labor, Delhi and Durham state land settle-
ments, etc. part V is a Guide to Some Unofficial Sources of California Agri-
cultural Statistics and was compiled .under the direction of Mrs. M»- J« Abbott,
Agricultural Reference. Librarian, University of California : Library The
first four parts of the index include references to all state official sources
of agricultural statistics, that the compilers could find from the time of
beginning the index in ,1925 through December 1927. The index, therefore,
contains no references to publications issued later than 1927 with the ex-
ception of certain of the crop reports and several Special Publications of
the State Department of Agriculture which were published in 1928 but which
contain statistics for' 1927. A brief description of each publication analyzed
is given in the list of "Publications Indexed." See p.VII-XLII.
A classified arrangement always presents a certain amount of difficulty
to both the compiler and the user of a bibliography. To obviate this difficul-
ty to some extent an alphabetical index will accompany each volume of this
Index. In some cases it was hard to decide whether to classify certain crops
with the vegetable crops or with the crops other than vegetables. In the case
of beans and peas it was arbitrarily decided to classify them with the
vegetables, although it is realized that some of the items in this section
refer to the use of these crops as field crops and not as vegetables. Parts
I, II » IVywhich will include a section on irrigated crops- and V must be used
together, therefore, in order to get a complete picture of the state official
and unofficial sources of the statistics of the field, fruit, vegetable, and
nut crops of the state.
*The first two indexes in the series are: Alabama, An Index to the
State Official Sources of Agricultural Statistics, compiled by Margaret T.
Olcott and issued as Agricultural Economics Bibliography ITo. 15; and Oklahoma,
An Index to the State Official Sources of Agricultural Statistics, compiled
by Icelle E . Wright,, including a List of the Unofficial Sources of Oklahoma
Agricultural Statistics, compiled by Margaret Walters and issued as Agri-
cultural Economics Bibliography no. 21.
Ill
The compilers of this ' Index have tried to index the statistical
tables as accurately as possible. The task, however, was a difficult one.
Sometimes it was practically impossible to tell .just what was meant "by the
table headings or the dates "used. and often there was nothing of . an explanatory
nature in the text. Users of this Index should remember that it is merely a
guide to the sources of certain statistics and that "before they use the
statistics they should carefully examine the accompanying text or any notes
which may explain the terms used and the scope of the compilation,
publications which quote tables from the
: TJ. S. Census reports t&sually
quote them as of the Census year, although the figures ..are in many case.s for
the preceding year. For instance , . the 1920 Census, gives production figures
for 1919. The Census tables should be examined to-". determine which year is
covered in the report. ' "When: figures are quoted for Census years,- such as
1850,1860,1870,1880, etc.
,
they are probably: taken from the U. S. Census
tables. When credit has been given in a table it has been indicated after
the citation thus: (U.S. Census), (U.S-D.A. ), etc.
No pagination has been given in the citations for certain Census re-
ports which have been reprinted in the Statistical Reports of the State De-
partment of Agriculture from year to. year. The citation is usually given
thus: tn .Calif. Dept. Agr. Statistical repts. 1914-1921.
Statistical tables only have been indexed; no attempt has been
:
made
to index untabulate d statistics occuring in the text. Undated tables have
been indexed when the exact or probable dates could be ascertained. In case
of doubt, interrogation marks follow the dates assigned. References to the
following kinds of statistics have been omitted:
!• Forecasts, preliminary estimates, and condition reports* These
appear in the crop reports. Inasmuch as references are given
to final estimates it seemed unnecessary to list the references-
•to the preliminary estimates.
2. Statistics of experimental plots*
3* Forestry statistics. •
4« CIimatological data.
5. References to statistics of the United States * as a whole, unless
' the figures for the state are given in comparison.
• 6. Statistics of inspection service.
7. Statistics of fertilizer analysis.
.
- ;
Among the publications examined, which has not been indexed since the
few statistics that it contains are reprinted from other sources, but which
may be mentioned here is "California, Its Products, Resources, Industries,
and Attractions, What it Offers the Immigrant, Home seeker, Investor and
Tourist," published by the California Louisiana Purchase Exposition Com-
mission in 1904. The California Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition Commission
and the California Lewis and Clarke Exposition Commission also issued pub-
lications with similar titles. ... •
IV
ACOTOWIED m
We acknowledge with many thanks the help received from Mr, S. W«
Shear of the College of Agriculture of the University of California, who
made many valuable suggestions and lent us several rare pamphlets; Mrs* M*J.
Abbott, Agricultural Hefer cnce Librarian of the University of ^gliforniai
the various libraries > mentioned on p. VI; Hiss Adelaide R* Kasse, whoso
Index of Economic. Material in Documents of the States of the United States
(California) helped the compilers more than she will ever know; and others/
who in various ways contributed to tho compilation and preparation of this
Index.
Mary G. Lacy, Librarian,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
United States Department of Agriculture.
October, 1930.

Kmi CATIONS INDEXED
AteSL? Richard Laban. Farm management notes (for California) . 7th ed.
ssrkeley, Cal.
,
Distributed by Associated students' store, Uniwrstty
of California, 1321. 182p."
Earlier edition has title: Notes on methods and costs, California
crop production. Issued (multigraphed) as Agronomy project no. 337.
California, university, College of agriculture, Division of agronomy.
"The purpose of these 'Notes' is to provide a collection of data
covering California agricultural and farming conditions for use by
newcomers into the State and by students of farm management , so that
they nay be better equipped to pass upon the commercial possibilities
of the various farming industries of more outstanding importance end to
know something of the financial requirements." - Preface.
,The book is in eight parts. Part. I contains various agricultural
statistics (number and size of farms, number and value per head of
livestock, production and value cf crops, etc.) which are teken from
Federal, state, and commercial sources. Those have been indexed. Part
II is Methods and Costs of Calif ornia
.
Crop Production. In addition to
information on methods tables are given showing operating costs per acre
•- of numerous crops for normal (prewar) and high (postwar) periods. These
have been indexed. Part III gives somewhat similar data fcr the dairy,
beef cattle, hog, sheep, and poultry industries. These have been indexed
The rest of the book, which has not been indexed, contains information
on the work capacity of men, stock, implements and farm machinery; costs
of farm
-equipment and supplies; miscellaneous farm management data; farm
management outlines for reporting upon farm property, making financial
analysis, valuing farm lands, etc.; and a list of "selected farm manage-
ment literature."
California. Agricultural experiment station, Berkeley. Bulletins 1-445.
[1384?]- 1927.. Berkeley, Calif.
Previous to 1834 results of experimental work were published as a
part of a general series of publications cf the University 'of
.
California
as Bulletins No. S , 17
, 23 , 26', 32 ; Biennial reports 1876-77; 1878-79; 1881-
82; Annual reports 1880-82. These publications contain no statistics.
No. 13 and 43 are in Report of the Viti cultural work ... 1883/84 and
1884/85 (appendix no. 4, to report for 1384) p. 70-72 and p. 74-77.
Rev. editions of nos . 123 and 137,241 and 246,294,297.
Many of these bulletins contain statistics that have been included
in this index. Some bulletins contain only a few statistics but a number
of them contain many tables and charts. Ouite a few give cost data of
various types. Cost of production of crops, of dehydration, of spraying
and dusting orchards, of tractor power, of drying walnuts, etc., are
samples of some of these costs. Many other tables containing mis-
cellaneous data such as acreage, yields, prices, returns and shipments
of various commodities have been indsxed.
Among the bulletins that contain many statistical tables are two in
the Series on California Crops and Prices- Apricots (Bui. 423) and Beans
(Bui. 444), and Bulletins 413, The egg and poultry industry; 419,
YII
Cantaloupe industry with* special reference to the Imperial "Valley:
429, The economic status of the grape industry; 457, The dairy industry,
and 445, Economic aspects of the apple industry. These are all a part
of a series of statistical-economic analyses of the economic situation
of the more important California agricultural products. Earlier pub-
lications in the series were- published by the California University,
College of Agriculture, Agricultural Extension Service as Circulars 1
and 5. They are on peaches and lettuce. Work on this important series
4S still in progress and bulletins on watermelons, pears, oranges,
lemons, grapefruit, prunes, and possibly others, have been issued since
the compilation of this Index.
California. Agricultural experiment station, Berkeley. Circulars 1-311.
Berkeley, 1903-1927.
Revised editions of Nos. 87,110-111,113,154,159,161,164,212,220.
Mo. 158 revised and reprinted.
Also unnumbered .circulars
:
Kilgard, E. W. The extermination of weeds. [1898]
Bioletti, F. T. Brown rot of stone fruits [1901]
Bioletti, E. T. A warning to olive growers [1901]
.
California. Agricultural experiment station. The new fertilizer
law [1903]
The majority of these circulars contain only a few statistical tables.
Many of them give some form of cost data such as cost of crop production,
of handling crops, of equipment and labor, of brooding chicks, of pump-
ing plants, etc. Various other tables containing miscellaneous data
have also been indexed.
California. Agricultural experiment station, Berkeley. Hilgardia, a journal
of agricultural science ... v.l, no. 1 Play, 1925 - v. 3, no. 3 Dec. 1927.
Berkeley.
Published by the California Agricultural Experiment Station. Suc-
cessor to: California. Agricultural Experiment Station. Technical
Papers (not indexed).
These journals are of a technical nature and contain very few sta-
tistics. VI, no. 18, contains a table and plate showing acreage of vari-
ous crops - principally fruit, nuts and grapes and acreage classified
by types of soil.
California. Agricultural experiment station, Berkeley ... Report of the viti- (
cultural work during the season 1383-4 and 1884-5 [1885 and 1886, 1887-
89, 1887-93] Sacramento, .1386-96. See California. Agricultural Experi-
ment .Station. Report.
California. Agricultural experiment station, Berkeley. Report of work ...
1376-1925/26. Sacramento, Berkeley. 1877-1926.
No reports published ,1904/05-1911/12.
1376/7-1888/90. Reports of the College of Agriculture, University of
California. Sacramento, 1877-90.
1883/4 and 1887/93. Reports of the vitieultursl work. Sacramento,
1836-1896.
For list of publications of the agricultural experiment station see:
Report for 1898-1901, pt.2 (gives list for 1377-1902); Bui. No. 80 of
VIII
the Office of Experiment stations, H. S. T5. A. (publications previous
to 1384); Report for 1917-1918 gives lists of publications from 1877-
1916.
Variations in titles appear.
Those reports contain few statistics besides tables of temperatures
and rainfall, which have not been included in the index.
Annual reports of the Director of Agricultural Extension 1920/21-
1922/23 are included in above reports. They contain practically no
statistics
.
California. Agricultural extension service. See California. University .
College of agriculture. Agricultural extension service.
California. State agri cultural society. S_ee California state agricultural
society.
California. Department of agriculture
.
Monthly bulletin, v. 1-16, Dec. 1911-
Dec. 1927. Sacramento, 1911-1927.
v.l( 1911) -v.8, no. 7, July, 1919, were issued as the Monthly Bulletin
of the State Commission of Horticulture.
v. 12, no. 7-12; v. 13, no.l-6j no. 7-12; v. 14, no. 1-6, no. 7-12; v. 15,
no. 1-6, no. 7-12, were issued in one number each.
For preceding series see Bulletin of the State Board of Horticulture.
The 8 annual reports of the Department of Agriculture, 1919/20-1927
have been issued in the Oct. -Nov. 1920, the Nov. -Dec, 1921 and 1922, and
the July-Dec. 1923, 1924, 1925, and 1926 and Dec. 1927 numbers of the
Monthly bulletins.
These bulletins contain numerous statistical data of various kinds
which have been indexed. Beginning with the May 1913 issue through the
October 1919 issue they include the "monthly crop reports and statistics
These are mainly condition reports which have not been indexed but some-
times the acreages of the principal fruits and farm crops in the state
are given.
v.8, no. 4, Apr. 1919, is entitled "California crop distribution and
estimates 1918," and is a "Bulletin dealing with the acreage, distribu-
tion, tonnage, and value of commercial fruit and vegetable crops in Cali
fornia .
"
The Dec. 1920, the Nov. -Dec. 1921, the Jan. -Feb. 1923, the. July-Dec.
1923,1924,1925 and 1926 and Dec. 1927 issues of the Monthly Bulletin
contain the annual California crop reports for 1920 through 1927.
California. ' Department of agriculture
.
Report [lst]-3th, 1919/20-1927.
. Sacramento, 1920-1928.
These reports are published in the Oct. -Nov. 1920, the Nov. -Dec.
1921 and 1922, and the July-Dec. 1923,1924,1925, and 1926 end Dec. 1927
numbers of the Monthly Bulletin of the Department of Agriculture.
Circular no. 3 of the' Division of Animal Industry (Calif. Dept. Agr.
Special Publication no. 10) supplements the dairy report rendered as part
of the Annual report, 1919/20.
IX
iCalifornia. Department of agri culture , report of stallion registration,
1919/20-1925/26.
.
See Calif. Dept. of agriculture. Special publications
no. 14,23,41,48,49,59. • ; • j
For earlier reports See Calif. Stallion registration beard. Annual
report.
California. Departnent of agriculture. Special publications 1-76, 80-83, 86.
Sacramento, California~state printing office, 1919fl928. ,
No. 1 was issued by the California State Commission of Horticulture.
There are two special publications numbered 66; one is the United
States Standards for Grapes, 1923, issued by the Bureau of Fruit and
Vegetable Standardization, California State Department of Agriculture
in cooperation with the IT. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. The other publication is entitled Economic Poisons (1925-1926)
by Warren 0. Marshall and others.
Publications no. 6,11,23,38, and 47 contain numerous tables on acre-
age, production, and value of grapes, wines, raisins and other grape
products. They also contain data on weather conditions and give dates of
lawful ripeness of grapes. Adequate car service for shipping grapes and
grape products is discussed "in the later reports. Forecasts of car re-
quirements are made and summarized in tables* Tables of imports and ex-
- ports whi eh .are .given have not been indexed unless figures are for Cali-
fornia.
.
•
•
No. 6 is The California Grape Industry, 1919 (with outlook for the
1920
-grape crop) Peport no.l, June 1, 1920,
No. 11 is .Status of California Grape Industry, June 30, 1921. Peport
no. 2. Aug. 15 , 1921.
No. 28 is Status of California Grape Industry*, June 30, 1922. Report
• no. 3. 1922.
No.' 38: is -The California Grape Situation, 1923. A preliminary report,
June 1, 1923.
No. 47 is The California Grape Situation, 1924. July 1, 1924.
Publications no. 9 ,16,33,43,55,63,74, and 86 are California crop re-
ports for the years 1920-1927 inclusive, issued by the Calif. Cooperative
Crop Reporting Service,, a ''State unit of the Division of Crop and Live-
• stock - Estimates
,
Bureau of agricultural economics, U. ,S. Dept. of agri-
culture cooperating with the Calif. State dept. of agriculture." These
reports give the annual summary of estimates of acreage, crop production,
prevailing farm prices (as of Dec. 1) and total value, to the producer
with comparisons of previous years for . the various field, vegetables
and fruit crops. They also contain tables showing monthly composite
condition of all important crops, carlot shipments of vegetables and
farm labor wages. Each of these publications except no. 9 concludes
with a Summary of the TJ. S. Crop Report on the important farm crops. This
table has not been indexed. Publications no. 43,55,63,74, and 86 also
include tables on the number of the different classes of livestock with
estimated farm value per head. Estimates of the acreage, bearing and
'nonbearing , of the various fruits are also given in these publications.
Other data are sometimes given. Final estimates of the acreage,
average yield per acre, production and value of the principal crops
of the entire United States, and of the different states for each year
X
with comparisons for the preceding year, are to be found in the December
numbers of the 1920 and 1921 Monthly Crop Reporter, Dec. 23, 1922 and Dec*
29, 1923 numbers of Weather
,
.Crops and Markets, Dec. 1924, 1925 and
1926 Crops and Markets Supplement, and Dec. 1927 issue of Crops and
Markets published by the United States Department of Agriculture.
Publication no. 10 is California Dairy Products (1919-1920), Division
of Animal Industry Circular no. 3. It contains tables on production and
value of dairy products with descriptive accounts, also lists of creameries
cheese factories, milk plants, etc. Publications no . 21 , 30 , 39 , 50 , 62 , 71
,
and 33 are Statistical Reports of California Dairy Products for the years
- 1921-1927 inclusive. They contain tables on production and value of dairy
products, also list of "California Dairy Products Plants."
Publications no. 14, 23, 41 ,48,49 ,59 and 63 pre Reports of the Stallion
Registration Board for the fiscal years 1920-1926 inclusive, contributed
by the Division of Animal Industry. They .contain directories of licensed
jacks and stallions in the state; tables showing number of stallions and
jacks registered and number in state; also stallion registration law
and list of recognized foreign breeds.
^ Publication no. 19 is Crowing and Shipping California Lettuce. Feb. 1922.
This publication contains data on shipments of lettuce,, tentative grades
for head lettuce (for Calif.) and definition of grade terms and standard
terminology.
Publication no. 31 is Crowing, Harvesting and Marketing California
Bermuda Onions. Jan. 1923. Contains tables on acreage and shipments.
Publication no. 36 is Crowing, Handling and Marketing California
Celery. June 1923. Contains tables and a chart on shipments, charts on (
production and marketing, and a table and map on acreage.
Publication no. 37 is Crowing, Packing and Shipping Tomatoes in Cali-
fornia. 1923. Contains tables on acreage, production and shipping and
a chart on tomato shipping seasons.
Publication no. 65 is The Epizootic of Foot and Mouth Disease in Cali-
fornia. 1926. This gives a report of the epizootic of foot and mouth
disease in California from Feb. 17, 1924-June 10, 1926, including control
and eradication. Tables show the number and species of animals slaughter-
ed, per cent slaughtered and their appraised value.
California. Department of agri culture . State department of agriculture news.
v.1-8; July 26, 1919-December 25, 1926. [Sacramento, 1919-19261
Mimeographed.
Ceased publication with v. 8 (letter Apr. 24, 1927).
Weekly, v. 1-4; fortnightly, v. 5-8.
Superseded Weekly Hews Letter of the State Commissioner of Horticul-
ture ( no t ind exed )
.
V.l-7, no. 22, July 26, 1919-Oct. 31, 1925 have title: Weekly News
Letter, V.2, no.2-v.8, no .2, Jan. 10, 1920-Jan. 23, 1926, issued by
.
the Division of Plant Industry, Dept. of Agriculture.
Contains few statistics. Scattered tables of fruit, plantings
,
ship-
ments, and value of a few leading crops are indexed. One long table
showing value of field and orchard crops produced in the state, an
estimate of annual loss caused by insect pests and annual expenditures
in the control of insect pests has also been indexed.
XI
California. Department 'of agriculture . Statistical reports of California
dairy products for the years 1921-1927. See California. Dept. of
agriculture. Special publications no. £1,30,39,50,62,71,83.
California. Department of agriculture . Division of animal industry. Cali-
fornia dairy products (1919-1920). See California. Dept. of agriculture*
Special publication no, 10.
California. Department of agriculture . Division of animal industry. Circu-
lars, 1-5. Sacramento, 19.20-19 21.. .
Numbers 1-3,5 are Special Publications 5,7,10,12 of the California
Department of Agriculture. For description of those indexed see Cali-
fornia. Department of Agriculture. Special Publications. Circular Uo.l
is Some Provisions of California Laws on Dairying (Revised and issued as
Special publication ITo. 26);. No. 2 is Some Important Factors in the Pro-
duction of Cood Milk and Cream; No. 3 is California Dairy Products (1919-
1920); and- No. 5 is The California. Meat Inspection Law. No. 4 is probably
Special Publication No. 14 - Peport of Stallion Registration ^or the
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1920 as the title page reads "Special Publi-
cation No. 4, Contribution from the. Division 'of Animal Industry."
California. Department of agriculture. Division of plant industry. Weekly
news letter. See California. Dept. of agriculture. State department of
agriculture news.
California. State board of agriculture. Peport. See California. State
board of agriculture. Statistical report.
California. State board of agri culture . Statistical report, lst-68th, 1858-
1921. Sacramento, 1859-1923.
1853-1904 are Transactions of. the California State Agricultural
Soc iety.
1905-1910 are Reports of the California State 'Agricultural Society.
1911-1912 are Reports of the California. State Board 'of Agriculture
(1912 is Annual Report)
1913-1921 are Statistical Reports of the California State Board of
.
Agriculture.
No reports were published, for 1862, 1896-93, 1902-03. Recording
Secretary's and Treasurer's reports for 1862 are printed in the Trans-
actions for 1863. . ; 1
This set of reports contains much statistical data, so much that it
is impossible to describe all of it in detail. The ' early volumes contain
more or less scattered statistical tables which have been indexed but
which are not here described. Meteorological data are given in practical-
ly all of the Transactions of the California State Agricultural Society.
In the 1859 volume there are statistical tables relating to grains, peas,
beans, etc., number and value of various kinds of cattle slaughtered, and
farm wages. The Transactions for 1863-1879, with some exceptions, con-
XII
tain tables of statistics conpilad from- official reports of county as-
sessors and returned to the surveyor general'* These reports contain data
such as acres of land inclosed and cultivated, acreage and production of
crops, number of different kinds of live stock, number of fruit trees,
assessed value* of property, industrial .data, etc.
Transactions for 1873,1375 and 1876 contain tables "Prices in gold of
f A l f wool in San Francisco and New York" for a series of years. The
Wool Report of E. Orisar & Co. is given in the Transactions for 1875-1878.
Friedlander'-s. Annual ,Grain Circular is printed in the 1878,1886-1895 Trans
actions. George \y. M.eade & Co.'s Annual Review of the Dried Fruit, Raisin
. .
.
Crops of California appears in the 1885-1888 volumes..
The 19Q4-1910 volumes devote much space to tables showing "Resources of
the State of California by Counties," These contain all sorts of statisti
cal data, such as acres of land assessed, value of country real estate,
number and value of livestock, -number of fruit trees, crop production, etc
Reports for 1911-1921 are devoted mainly to a "Statistical Summary of
the Production and Resources of Crlifornia." These consist of compilations
from II. S. Department of Agriculture, Census, and state sources of all
sorts of statistical data relating to agriculture, mining, lumber, popula-
tion, etc. Many very early statistics are given in the 1911 report which
are not given in the succeeding reports. However, many census figures
are repeated in each report. In addition to the summery tables, the
1911, 1914-1921 reports also contain statistical summaries for each
county.
This set, particularly the later volumes, contrins meny tables showing
California production, and exports and imports of various crops. Export
and import figures have been omitted as in every table examined they have
checked with United States total figures, although it is realized that
for some crops, such as grapes, the figures- are really for Crlifornia.
alifornia. State commis sion market. Annual report. lst-4th, 1916-1919.
Sacramento, 1916-1920.
1916 has title: First annual report ... for the year ending December
1, 1916.
3d-4th have title: Annual report of the State market director ... and
2d-3d -Annual report, State fish exchange ...
These reports contain few statistics but they do give in some detail
accounts of the different marketing organizations which the market com-
mission has either initiated or been actively identified with during these
years
.
The results of a market survey made in IJew York and Chicago are given
in the 1st report and show the prices received for California fruits by
different classes of dealers. These tables have been indexed. Prices of
dried fruits as quoted in California Fruit News Aug. 23, 1919 have also
been indexed.
In the third annual report is given a report of the Poultry Producers
of California which contains two "original and extremely valuable
charts which show costs of egg production in Southern California for a
series of years, and which have commended national attention among poultry
men." - p. 21.
XIII
California. State comiss ion market. Bulletin no. 1. Sacramento, 1916.
Bulletin no. 1 - Asparagus in California, The -culture, marketing
problems and history compiled by T7 '. F. bailey. -1916. 23p.
The statistics indexed show the production of asparagus,; quantity used
by canneries; Eastern, shipments ; receipts on market; prices - wholesale,
retail and received by growers --output of California canneries; total
cost to the consumer and daily (date given) receipts and prices at
several markets. - • • •
California. State conservation commission. Report of the conservation commis-
sion of the state of -California. January 1, 1913.... Sacramento, 1912,
502p. & portfolio of maps.-.-*-
;
- •.
.
This publication gives a report of the natural resources • of the state
such as water .and water rights, .forestry, school lands, minerals, irriga-
tion resources, etc. There are a great many statistical tables, most of
which are undated. The year 1912 with a question has been used in this
index for all such undated tables. The tables indexed include statistics
. of the acreage of agricultural and irrigated lands in numerous sections
:
of the state (some tables show irrigated land only; others also give-
estimated area that will ultimately be irrigated); drainage • area and
acreage of forest and timber lands. Exhibit "A" on p. 430-433, gives
detailed data of acreage of
. timber land and the counties in which such
land is situated. There is one table showing assessed value per acre of
timber and cut-over land and the tax rate :per 5100.
There arc numerous tables and illustrations which have not been indexed.
These include data showing precipitation; disposition of surplus water;
discharge of artesian wells; detail map of San Bernardino Valley; school
land area within national forest reserve, area outside national reserve and
total area belonging to the state, April 1, 1912 ( p. 434-480 ) ;. an$ dredging
data (Exhibit "E", p. 431).
The portfolio of maps which accompanies this publication is composed of
five large maps, one of which shows the timbered area of the northern half
of the state, throe are irrigation maps, and the other shows the school
lands owned by the state.
California.. State board of control
. California and the Oriental: Japanese,
Chinese and Hindus. Pepqrt of the State; board of control of California
to thu Governor, June 19, 1920 ... Revised to Jan. 1, 1922. Sacramento
1922. 250p. . ... • • .
This is an official report "on the subject of Oriental immigration,
population and land ownership." Some agricultural statistics found in
Section III on "Land" are indexed. They include a table on lands
occupied by Orientals, acreage and value of Japanese farm products; value
of California crop production, and percentage of crops delivered to
canneries supplied by Japanese growers.
One undated table of land areas and land utilization and 5 relief maps
showing Oriental occupancy are not indexed. In the appendix of the report
are three tables: (1) California farms under Japanese management; (2)
acreage, total value and value per acre of crops raised by Japanese farmers
and (3) wages of white and Japanese, common laborers. These have been in-
dexed.
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California. State controller . California. Assessed value of property and an
exhibit of the financial condition of the state, counties, and principal
cities, for 1331, compiled by B. I'. Kenfield, state controller. Sacramento,
1381. 73p.
"
The tables in this pamphlet have been compiled from reports furnished
by the county auditors. The 'following statistics only have been indexed:
acres of land assessed, assessed value of real estate other than city and
town lots, and assessed value of improvements on the same.
California. State controller . Reports, 1849/50-1924/26.
Early reports are annual and the later ones are biennial.
These reports contain practically nothing in the way of agricultural
statistics. However, practically all of the reports, except those from
1914/16 to date, contain tables which include (for the state and each
county) acreage of lond , value of real estate (or land) other than city
and town lots., value of improvements on the sane, and vpIuo of land with-
out improvements. In the later reports only acreage of land has been
indexed.
Like other official reports of the state of California these reports,
.in addition to being issued separately, are printed in the appendices t«
the Journals of the State Legislature. No seprrate reports having been
found for the following they were consulted in the Documents set.
1849/50 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journal, 1851.
1850/51 in Appendix to Senate Journal, 1852.
1851/52 in Appendix to Senate Journal, 1853, Document No. 1.
1852/53 in Appendix to Assembly Journal, 1354, Document No. 2.
1853/54 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journal
,
6th sess .
,
1855.
1354/55 in Appendix to Senate Journal, 7th sess
.
, 1356
.
1855/56 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journal 3th se SS t j 1857.
1856/57 in Appendix to Senate Journal, 9th sess . , 1858.
1857/58 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals , 10th sess ., 1359.
1858/59 in Appendix to Senate and Ass emb ly Journals , 11th sess . , 1860.
1859/60 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals , 12th sess . , 1861.
1360/61 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals , 13 th sess . , 1862.
1361/62 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals , 14th sess . , 1863.
1871/73 in Appendix to Senate end Assembly Journals
,
20 th sess
.
,v. 1,1874.
1373/75 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals 21st sess . , 1876.
1875/77 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals
,
22d s ess
.
,v. 1,1878.
1877/79 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals 23d sess. ,.v. 1,1880.
1879/80 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journal s 24th sess . ,v. 1,1381.
1880/82 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journal s 25th sess . , v. 4, 1883'.
California. Cooperative crop reporting service. [ Calif or ni.a crop and livestock"
reports] San Francisco and Sacramento, March 8, 1919-Feb. 15, 1928.
Mimeographed.
"California crop and livestock reports" is the title which has been
used in this Index to describe the mimeographed reports on crops and live-
stock issued by the California Cooperative Crop Reporting Service. Titles
of these reports vary and the reports are issued monthly and semi -monthly.
There are also annual crop and livestock summaries. For summaries for
1920 and 1921 see California Crop Reports (printed) for 1920 and 1921
issued by the California Crop "Reporting Service. For complete annual
reports for 1920-1927 see Special Publications no. 9,16,33,43,55,63,
74, and 86 of the California Department of Agriculture
.
Judging fron the dates of the reports which are on file in the IT. S.
Bureau of Agricultural Economics Library the first reports were issued
by the Bureau of Crop Estimates, IT. S. Department of Agriculture. From
Aug. 1920-date they have been issued cooperatively fron the Office of
the Agricultural Statistician, Sacramento, by the TTiiited States Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the California Department of Agriculture.
These reports contain monthly reviews of crop conditions, soni-monthly
crop and livestock notes, and preliminary estimates or forecasts of produc-
tion of principal crops compared with other leading states and preliminary
estimates of production of principal crops for the TTnited States. These of
course are subject to revision. Preliminary estimates and forecasts, in
most cases, have not been indexed. Peports issued mere or less regularly
and which have been indexed are: monthly reports of stocks of grain on
farms March 1 (California compared with the United States); monthly price
of cattle and sheep on ranch, live weight; annual reports of livestock -
number and value (issued in .January or February) ; and production and value
of various crops. Occasional ether statistics have also been indexed.
California. State dairy bureau. Reports, lst-12th, 1895/96-1916/18. Sacramento,
1896-1918.
All reports are biennial except the first which is for the period May 1,
1395 tc Oct. 1893. 7th report not published. In 1919 the Department of
Agriculture was created. It took over a number of bureaus and boards, among
them the State Dairy Bureau. ?or later reports of this Bureau see reports
of the California Department of Agriculture.
These reports contain data such as the following: butter and cheese pro-
duction, price and value of butter and cheese, receipts of butter and cheese
on San Fre.nciscc market, itemized and total, value of dairy products in the
state, and directories of creameries in operation in the state.
California. Engineer department. Report of state engineer to the legislature
of tne state of California - session of 1380-1881, 1633-1834, 1837.
The first report covers the period Hay 1873 - Dec. 31, 1879 and the
year 1330. The report for 1330 is in five parts. It is the only one of
the reports which contains any agricultural statistics. Acreages irrigated
have been included in the data indexed.
The report for 1831 is in five parts. The Deport to the Legislature
of Operations for Tears 1333 and 1834 and the report for the session of
1887 (5th progress report) also contain no statistics of interest.
California. Office of state engineer. "Report of the state engineer of
California on irrigation and the irrigation ouestion ... Sacramento
1886-1838. 2v.
A work planned for 4 volumes, v. 3 &nd 4 not published.
The report in v.l is made in three parts. Part I, ^istcr^
,
customs,
laws and administrative systems relating to waters, water-courses and
irrigation in France, Italy, and Spain. Fart II presents the facts with
respect to irrigation in Oalifornie. "Pert III, discussion of the irriga-
tion question in California. Contains no statistics.
20TI
t.2, Irrigation in Southern Califcrnia "is an account of . .. [irriga-
tion] for Los Angeles, San Bernardino and San Diego counties, brought
down to the fall of 1888." Tables showing acreage irrigated and rate
for irrigation have been indexed.
California. Department of engineer ing. Bulletin 1-9. [Sacramento] 1915-1921.
Succeeded by California. Dept. of public works. Division of engineering
and irrigation. Bulletin.
Bulletin 1 is Progress Report of Co-operative Irrigation Investigations
in California, 1912-1914. For descriptive account of this bulletin see
note for Calif. Dept. of Engineering. "Report, 4th, 1912/14, fron which
it is reprinted.
Bulletin 2 is Irrigation Districts in California, 1887-1915. A state
map showing the location of active or recently organized irrigation dis-
tricts and a statistical list of irrigation districts (showing acreage)
organized under the Wright Act of 1387 are the only items that have been
included in this index.
For descriptive accounts of bulletins 3 and 4, Investigations of the
Economical Duty of tyater for Alfalfa in Sacramento Galley, California,
1910-1915, and Preliminary Report on Conservation and Control of Flood
Water in Coachella Valley, California, respectively 4 see fifth Biennial
Report of the Calif. Dept. of Engineering from which they are reprinted.
Bulletin 5 is report on the Utilization of Mojave River for Irrigation
in Victor Valley, California. It is also found in the sixth report of the
Calif. Dept. of Engineering, which see for account of contents.
Bulletins 6,8, and 9, California Irrigation District laws as Amended
1919, Flood Problems of Calaveras Piver, and Weter Resources of Kern
River and Adjacent Streams and Their Utilization, 19.20, respectively, con-
tain no statistics of agricultural interest.
Bulletin 7 is Use of Water From Kings River, California, 1918. The
only table in this that has been indrxed is one giving the respective
diversions from Kings River, the area that each claims to serve, and the
area irrigated in 1918 as nearly as could be ascertained.
California. Department of engineering
. California cooperative work ...
Report on Pit River Basin by the Reclamation service office at Portland,
Oregon. [Sacramento] Calif, state printing office, April 1915. 140p.
"This report deals with investigations made in 1914 and 1915 by the
United States and the State of California acting in cooperation through
certain engineers of the Reclamation Service duly authorized for the pur-
pose
... Studies have been made of poesi cilitios of improving present
conditions by fully irrigating such areas as are now inadequately irrigat-
ed and also watering additional irrigable lands now unsupplied."
Contains very few agricultural statistics. Two tables showing
irrigated areas in the Pit River Basin have boon indexed. Tables showing
the estimated cost of constructing proposed canals are given but have not
been indexed.
California. Department of engineering
.
Report, lst-7th, 1907-08 - 1919-20.
Sacramento, 1908-1921.
This Department was created March 11, 1907 and organized in Vny of
the same year. The first report covers the period ray 11, 1907-Nov. 50,
1908. Other reports are biennial.
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Reports 1 and 2 contain no agricultural statistics. Items indexed in
the third, 1910-12, repent relate to alfalfa and barley irrigation in-
vestigations. Statistics indexed in the fourth, 1912/14 report include a
summary of results of alfalfa duty of water investigations, which includes
acreage and yield, cost of production and profit per acre; duty of water
investigations at Davis with various grains; grain irrigation in Woodland
area; summary of miscellaneous data on net and gross duty of water for
numerous specified crops - tables show year, acreage, depths of water
applied and location and source - specified craps irrigated, acres, by
water diverted from canals; etc. bulletin 1 of this department entitled
Progress peport of Co-operative Irrigation Investigations in California,
1912-1914 is reprinted from this fourth report.
Items indexed in the fifth report include yield, value, cost and profit
of alfalfa - the result of an irrigation investigation at Davis University
Farm ; the relation of climate to yields of hay; acreage of alfalfa in
irrigated areas and total yields per acre; and irrigated areas in Coachella
Valley. Appendix B is a reprint of Bulletin 2 of the Dept. of
Engineering, Irrigation Districts in California, 1387-1915. Appendix c
is a reprint of Bulletin 3, Investigations of the Economical Duty of
Water for Alfalfa in Sacramento Valley, Calif., 1910-1915. Appendix D is
a reprint of Bulletin 4, Preliminary Report on Conservation and Control
of Flood Water in Coachella Valley. Appendix C tc the sixth report,
1916-18, is a* Report on the Utilization of Moiave River for Irrigation
in Victor Valley, California. Data relating to area irrigated and duty
of water for alfalfa and for orchards have been indexed.
Statistical data indexed in the 7th report include yield per acre of
alfalfa for 1918-1920 at the College of Agriculture in irrigation studies,
a table from the U.S. Census on irrigated areas, and a complete list of
all irrigation districts existing in the state Nov. 1, 1920 with data
concerning each. •
For later reports see Calif. Department of Public Works , Division of
Engineering and irrigation.
California. Division of engineering and irrigation. See California. Dept.
of public works
. Division of engineering and irrigation.
California, State board of equalization. Peport, 1872-1926 [dates used are
those given on the title pages] Sacramento.
All renorts were issued biennially with the exception of the report
for 1380, which, however, contains statistics for 1879 and 1880, and
another report which covers the years 3 899-1902.
Like other official reports of the state of California these reports,
in addition to being issued as separate reports, are published in the
appendices to the' journals of the state legislature.- mhe Library of the
U. 3. Dept. of Agriculture has separate reports for all except the fc3 low-
ing: 1872-73 in Appendix to the Senate and Assembly Journals, 20th sess. ,
v.2; 1374-75 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals, 21st sess.,
v.5; 1376-77 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals, 22d sess., v.2;
and 1878-79 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals, 2Z& sess., v. 1.
The reports which contain statistical tables of agricultural interest
show the following data: Number of acres of land -assessed as per auditors
statements; amount and value of personal property assessed (includes such
items, as cattle, horses ,- ; otc. ,.> various kinds of grain, wines, hay, bee-
hives, hops, etc.); value of real estate other than city and town lots
and improvements thereon; acreage
. irrigated and mileage and value of
irrigation ditehes . Resides' these tables
. vvhich occur more or loss regu-
larly, there are other tables- which show number of acres sown to crops,
number of various kinds of fruit trees growing, yield per acre of grain
and hay, assessed value of hay in storage, cotton consumed by mills
,
corn ground by grist mills
,
-etc. Items listed do net occur in every re-
port and some statistics are for both state and county while others are
for counties only.
In the reports for 1893-94, 1395-96, end 1897-93 there is en Mdendum
giving the assessor's report of the mechanical and manufacturing in-
dustries of the city and county of San ^ran Cisco. Statistics dealing
with the quantity end value of certain rgri cultural produces produced
or consumed in manufactories have been included in this index.
Cplifornia. Fruit growers and farmers convention. 3ee California fruit
.
growers and farmers convention.
California. Governor
. Resources of California; prepared in, conformity with
a law approved March 11, 1893, by H. H. I'farkh: m, Governor. Sacramento,
State office, A. J. Johnson, Supt. state printing, 1893. 144p.
This book was prepared in compliance with a law authorizing the
Governor to "prepare or have prepared a volume expository of the; re-
sources of the State of California, for the purpose of distribution at
the World's Columbian Exposition." The first 97 pages are devoted to
descriptions of the individual counties of the state, with various
statistical data in the text. The rest of the book is composed of signed
articles dueling with the climate, agriculture, viniculture, dairying,
.. irrigation, etc. of California. These articles are illustrated in many
cases by tabular data taken from official and unofficial sources. Among
• the data given are acreage of wheat, annually 1383-189,?; quantity and
value of TJ. S. imports of prunes, 1835-1891, and California production
.
for 1386-1892; bearing and nonbearing fruit tree acreage for the state
and counties, 1892; the pack of various fruits, 1892; fruit shipments
by rail and by sea, 1892; shipments of citrus fruits, 1890 and 1891;
price per ton paid for green fruit by Campbell Emit Growers' Thiion,
and price per lb. of dried fruit; prices realized for California fruit
.
in New ^ rork City at auction, annually 1839-1902; IT. S. imports of foreign
fruits, 1891 and 1892; costs of deciduous fruit orchard, -vineyard of
tebl, grrpus
, and orange or lemon orchard: production of beet sugar
factories in ecbraska, Utah, and California, 1891, 1392; average net
income end average cost of labor per acre for various vegetables; and
the cost of a farm, and of stocking it, and gross yield, Iowa and
California.
There is also a table giving prices ef various kinds of provisions
in San Francisco and Sacramento City, Tune 15, 1893. Some of the prices
are retail prices, others are jobbinr prices, and others are prices re-
ceived by producers. .
.
This book has not been indexed. .
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California. Board of harbor commissi oners . Report 1863/65 - 1924/26.
Sacramento [etc.] 1865-1926.
Beport year irregular. Title varies*
Biennial reports 1908/10, 1918/20, 1920/22, 1922/24, 1924/26 contain
statistics of shipments of various commodities including num.erous agri-
cultural commodities. The tables that have been indexed show freight
discharged and loaded over state wharves of San Francisco; imports and
exports through- port of San Francisco; intercoastal and internal ship-
ments to and from San Francisco; value of imports, exports and other
shipments (value given in 19.22/24 report only) ; and acreage irrigated in
counties of Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. The 1924/26 report is
the only one that shows the irrigated a,creage of these counties.
California. Board of harbor commissioners for the Fort of Eureka, California.
Annual report
. . . showing the bus iness done at the Fort of Fureka during
the year ending December 31. See California. Board of habor com-
missioners. Official report of the ... exports from and the imports tc
the T^ort of Eureka for the year ending December 31.
California. Foard of harbor commissioners for the Fort of Eureka, California.
Biennial reports 1900/09-1909/10 - 1910/11-1911/12. Sacramento,
1911, 1912.
These publications describe briefly the work of the Foard, give a
little early history and contain tables showing exports and value of
same shipped over Humboldt Far during the periods covered by these re-
ports. The data include various agricultural commodities.
California. Board of harbor commissioners for the Port of Fureka. Official
report of the ... exports from and the imports to the Fort of Fureka
for the years ending December 31", 1900-1902, 1904-1917. [Eureka, Calif.,
19017-1918?]
These publications are in the form of large folded sheets. The out-
side of each sheet also bears this title "Annual Peport ... showing the
business dene at the Fort of Fureka during the year ending December 31.
"
They contain a report of the commerce of the Fort of Eureka (Humboldt Bay
for the said calendar year. Agricultural commodities exported and import
ed have been indexed.
California. State board of horticulture. Bulletins 1-3, 50-54,57-58, 60-61,
53-67, 70-71. Sacramento, 1337-1900.
Discontinued with Number 71. Continued by the Monthly Bulletin of
the State Commission of Horticulture and later by the TTonthly Bulletin
of the Department of Agriculture.
"No record of any numbered bulletins between no. 7 and no. 50 has
been found ... Bulletin nc. 50 was issued in 1889 by the state board
of horticulture created under sec. 9, statutes of 1889. In the opinion
of the compiler no numbered bulletins were issued between nos . 7 and 50,
the newly created board arbitrarily assigning no. 50 to the first of its
series. No. 50 is regarded by the existing commission as. the beginning
of the file. The earlier numbers were intended for irmediate and wide
circulation and probably no record was kept of them. 'Vhen the board in
1839 started its file, it is supposed a number was chosen for the be-
ginning which would allow plenty of margin for such earlier numbers as
might turn up without overlapping numbers. ,f - Adelaide P. = Hassfc - Index
of economic material in documents ... .of California.
The compilers of this index were unable to examine Bulletins 51-53,
55-55,59,62,63 and 69. However, their titles .as given in the above
noted index, indicate that they probably do not conxain any statistics.
Bulletin 65, ^ruit Markets and Transportation - A Report on These
Matters by a Special Committee, is the only one examined that contains
any statistics.- In it are several tables dealing with fruit shipments
and the cost of packing and carrying to Eastern markets.
California. State board of horticulture .. California prune industry; history
and importance of the prune industry , methods of cultivation, varieties,
picking, curing, packing and -production. By B . M. LeLong « Sacramento,
1892. 33p.
Contains tables showing number of trees to the acre by various systems;
•exports by years from France to the United States and foreign imports by
years into the United States.
California. State board of horticulture . California walnut industry. 3y
B. M. Lelong. 1896. 44p.
Also printed in the Biennial Report of the State Board of Horticulture,
1395/96, p. 77-116, q.v.
U. S. Department of Agriculture Library docs not have this in
separate form.
California. State Board of horticulture . Citrus fruits. Pt. 1, Fifteen
years with the lemon, by G. W.~Oarcelon. Pt. 2, Hew varieties of
citrus fruits, by-B. M. Lelong ... Sacramento, 1891. 38 p.
Part II contains statistics showing imports and exports of citrus
fruits (imports into the T Tnited States have not been indexed), value of
imports, number of trees in the state, and acreage. There are also
tables showing temperatures of Italian, ^loridian, and California
citrus belts, and tariff on citrus fruits which. have not been indexed.
California. -State, board of horticulture . Culture of the citrus in
• California.. Research by B.M. lelong, assisted by experienced
horticulturists. Revised by State Board of horticulture. Sacramento,
1902. 267 [2]p.
There is also a 1900 edition.
One table showing orange and lemon shipments from 1892/93-1900/01 is
indexed, also the number. of bearing and nonboaring orange and lemon
trees for 1900/01(?). The publication contains no other agricultural
statistics.
California. State board of horticulture . Report, 1382-1902. Sacramento,
1882-1902.
For later reports See California. State commission of horticulture,
biennial report.
Statistics in these reports are more or less scattered. 'mong the
data found in them are: number of fruit trees, acreage in grapevines
production of fruits and nuts, shipments, imports, exports, prices and
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values of fruits. Some of - the later reports', such as those for 1892,
1893-94, 1897-98, and 1901-02, 'have sections entitled "Review of the
Fruit Season." They contain numerous statistical tables similar to
those mentioned above.
California. State commission o:° horticultur e. Apple growing in California;
a practical treatise designed to cover some of the important phases.- of
apple culture within the state. By n-eorge P. Weldon, chief deputy state
commissioner of horticulture. Sacramento, 1914. 124p.
One statistical table showing bearing end nonbearing acreage of apples
for state and county is indexed. The publication contains no other agri-
cultural statistics.
California. State commission of horticulture, biennial report, 1st -8th, 1903-
1918. Sacramento, 1905-1919T
'
^or earlier reports See California. State board of horticulture.
Report.
lst-5th have title: Biennial Report of the Commissioner of Horticul-
ture
.
Absorbed by the- Department of Agriculture, July 22, 1919.
These reports contain scattered agricultural statistics. The first
contains statistics similar to those given in the 1901-02 report of the
State Board of Horticulture. The report for 1905-06, in addition to
some horticultural statistics, contains the proceedings of the 32d Fruit
Growers' Convention which includes an address by the Governor on Revenue
and Taxation. 'He uses census data to illustrate the burden of taxation
borne by the farmers and manufacturers. The 1907-08 report includes the
proceedings of 'the 35th Fruit Growers 1 Convention. It also contains one
table which shows drayage costs of fruit and vegetables shipped into
San Francisco in 1896. The l£.st report gives acreage totals and values
of California fruit and field crops for 191 n and 1918; the values for
1913 being estimated. Acreages in farms, in improved land, and in fruit
land are also given.
California. State commission of horticulture. Tonthly bulletin, v.l, Bee.
1911-V.3, no. 7, July, 1919, Sacramento, 1911-1919. See California.
Dept. of Agriculture. Monthly Bulletin.
California. Commission of immigration and housing, /nnual report, 1914-1926.
Sacramento, 1915-1927.
No reports published for 1916,1917,1919,1923, and 1925.
These reports contain considerable discussion of immigration problems
and of a constructive immigration policy. Education, living conditions,
and labor camp inspection are described. The reports give an outline of
the methods used "to help these, immigrants become Americans worthy of
the name .
"
The only statistics indexed are those which give numbers of laborers
(agricultural) employed at labor camps and the wages received by thorn.
California. Commission of immigration and housing. Report on large land hold-
ings in Southern California with recommendations . Sacramento, 1919, 43p.
Contains statistics of landholdings of eight counties in Southern
California - total land area; area, in farms; improved area, irrigated
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acreage; ultimately irrigable; acreage in large holdings; assessed
valuation of land; of improvements ; area tillable in large holdings;
area; value and price of land owned by Southern Pacific Land Co. and
acreage listed for sale by Southern Pacific Land Co. '
The text begins in Part 1 with a Statement, of conditions and ends
with the suggestion of a graduated lanc'-value tax, as a remedy for the
large landholding problem.
California. Industrial welfare commission. Biennial report lst-5th, 1913/14-
1984/26. Sacramento, 1915-1927.
These reports consist mainly of studies of the cost of living and
give results of investigations of industrial establishments. One table
in the 4th biennial report has been indexed. It gives the total fruit
and vegetable packs of the state from 1915 to 1922. No other agricul-
tural statistics are given in these publications.
California. Indus trial welfare commission. The regulation of the fruit and
vegetable canning industry of California, May, 1917. Sacramento, 1917.
17op. (Its Bui. 1)
'
Only two tables in this publication have been indexed, one showing
the number of cases of fruits and vegetables packed each year from 1900
to 1916 and the other the number of cases of fruits and vegetables, by
individual variety, packed in 1914,1915, and 1916.
California. Bureau of labor statistics. Biennial report, 1st-21st, 1883-
84 - 1925-26. Sacramento, 1884-1926,
"Sixth and eighth, 1893-94 and 1897-98, not published." - Library,
TJ. S. Dept. of Labor.
Those reports deal almost entirely with different phases of the
labor industry including descriptions and conditions of the industries
of the state, wages received and working hours, reports of factory
inspection, investigation and testimony of capital and labor; employ-
ment bureaus and the work accomplished; causes and- duration of strikes
and lockouts and union scale of wa.ges . A number of the reports contain
a directory of labor organizations; a state census of manufactures; a
review of labor laws and social and industrial statistics.
The agricultural statistics in these reports' give in the main the
number of persons employed, the wages received and working hours of
farm laborers - in some cases classified by definite occupations. In
a few cases the acreage and value of farms and acreage and value of
principal crops grown on farms employing labor, are given, labor is
often classified by race and sex. Data on Japanese labor are frequently
given.
The earlier reports cont? in 'more agricultural statistics than do the
later ones. The first report gives acreages*, value and number of farms •
rnd value of farm property for three counties. It also contains com-
parative prices of principal foods.
The 2nd report contains reports from 35 counties of the taxable wealth
in the county including acreage and price of land , number of ranches,
rent and value of buildings, fences and implements.
Other agricultural statistics which may be found scattered through
the reports are cost of operating one acre of hops, acreage of crops,
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1shipments of agricultural and horticultural products, Quantity and value
of dairy products end livestock, and production of wool, hops, beet-sugar
and timber. ' \
California, Bureau of labor statistics. Statement of John Sumnerfield Enos,
Commissioner of the Bureau of labor statistics, to the California state
horticultural society in reply to a communication upon the advisability
of displacing Chinese in the orchards, vineyards, and hopyards of Cali-
fornia. Sacramento, April 20, 1886. 21p.
This publication contains the following statistical data: average
monthly rate of wages, 1885,1879,1875,1869, 1863 "of farm labor, with and
without board, for various states and sections of the United States; rate
of wages of agricultural labor per day in harvest, with and without board,
for the same years, for individual states; undated table showing rates
of agricultural labor in European countries (not indexed); a statement
relating to the Chinese of California showing their labor relations with
agricultural pursuits, as per returns from county clerks and assessors .
(not indexed); acreage of grapevines in the state and wine production in
the state for a given number of years; production • of various kinds of
fruits in California for 1385; and production of various kinds of canned
.
and prepared fruits, California, 1385.
California. Commission on land, colonization and rural credits. Report.
Sacramento, 1916. 120p.
Also an 8?p. edition which contains the sane material as do the first
37 pages of the 120p. edition.
This is the report of a commission to ''investigate and consider the
question of land colonization, and the various forms of land banks, co-
operative credit unions, and other rural credit systems adopted or
proposed in this country or elsewhere with special view to the needs
of the rural communities of this, state." - Introduction.
Tables showing the following data are indexed, average price per
acre of farm lands in California compared with other sections of the
United States and foreign countries; estimated cost of ready-made 40-acre
dairy farms in three localities of California; cropped acreage, total
and per acre value of crops in various reclamation projects and cost
of developing lanon and orange orchards.
Tables I-IV are undated and are not indexed.
Table I - ,TA summary of data relating to financial condition of
settlers" shows the number of settlers in various colonies; the average
area of farm; average price paid for unimproved land; average tine of
payment; average capital of settlor, average cost of improvements, number
of debtors and average indebtedness and average rate of interest.
Table II "Peports of commercial organizations" shows the estimated
outlay of settlers (furnished the commission by cormorcial organizations)
including cost of unimproved land, cost of improving a 20-acre fruit
farm; a 40-acre dairy fern or mixed farming, living experseo ; amount
for 1st payments; where money can be borrowed and time of repayment.
Table III - "Pate of interest and tine given to pay for lend under
colonization systems of [Calif, and! different countries
Table IV - "Summary of ages of settlers and of gross returns for
the first year for nineteen California projects."
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This report also contains a great deal of financial data relating
to a "family farm" which was obtained from farriers. '\A ' family farm'
nay be defined as that unit of farm business which can be handled by
the average family to produce the sum accepted as necessary to cover
the various expenditures to be net." Five types of farms are given-
fruit, grain, poultry, dairy, and diversified farming, ^ables show the
average sizes, capital required for land, detailed costs of equipment,
capital required until business is established and after established;
possible returns, etc. These tables have been indexed.
California. State land settlement board. Farm allotments and farm laborers'
allotments in the Delhi state land settlement. Sacramento, 1920. Sp.
Tells of the state land settlement at Delhi - the soil, vater , im-
provements, prices of land and terms of payments and conditions govern-
ing settlement.
.,v ?
,
Table I, giving acreage', price, deposits on land and amount of. semi-
annual payments on allotments hag been indexed.
There is also a map showing allotments.
California. State land settlement; board. Farm allotments and farm laborers'
allotment in the Durham state land settlement, [2 publications]
Sacramento, 1918.
This is of the same nature as the publication dealing with the
Delhi settlenent.
California. State land settlement board. How California helps men own
farms and rural homes ... June, 1920. Sacramento, 1920.
A 16 page publication giving descriptions of the Durham and Delhi
settlements
. A table giving financial data of two average farmers is
given in answer to the question "How much money are your settlers mak-
ing?" These data have been indexed.
California. Statu land settlement board. Information for intending settlers
regarding the Ballico Unit of the Delhi Land Settlement, Delhi, Merced
Co. Sacramento [1922]
Publication gives location and general facts of the settlement includ-
ing conditions under which farms can be purchased and one table giving
acreage, value, required deposit and payments on each allotment.
California. State land settlement board. Information regarding progress
under the Land Settlement Act. Plans for soldier settlement in the
future. Sacramento, 1919.
Treats of what has been done in state land settlement and plans
for the future.
A statement- of returns from grain crops planted by the board shows
how settlers were helped by this preparatory work. This is indexed.
California. State land settlement board. Report [lst-2d] 1917/18-1918/20.
Sacramento, 1918-1921.
^or later reports See Halif. Dent, of Public Works. Division
of land settlement. . Report.
yy^t
These are reports of the operations of the board wnich aims to pro-
mote agricultural' development by state land settlements. They contain
few statistics. Statistics in the first deal with farm allotments, area
in acres, price of land per acre, total price, etc.
.
The second is de-
voted mostly to a report of the development of the Durham and Delhi state
land settlements . Data consist mostly of milk sales for one week, value
'of exchange labor, estimated cost of irrigation systum,.and additional
costs added to cost of land.
California, State 1 and settlement board.
See also California. Dept. of- public works. Division of land settle-
ment .
California. Legisl ature. Committee on federal relations. In the matter
of the investigation of the increase in freight and express rates.
1909. 48p. . :
"Transcript of testimony given before committee on federal relations."
Contains few statistics. Only one table showizig the freight rates before
and after a given date on several agricultural commodities has been in-
dexed.
California. Legislature
. Senate committee on corporations. Report.
Railroad fares and freights. 109p. (In Appendix to the Tour nr Is of
the Sen?. to and Assembly - 21st session, v. 5. 1875)
This publication contains numerous schedules showing comparisons of
freight rotes and schedules of proposed rates, also a table showing
classification of freight as used by various railroad companies. Only
one table has been indexed. It shows the freight rates of several agri-
cultural commodities between given points.
California. Department of public v.-orks
.
Division of engineering and irri-
gation. Bulletins 1-12,18. Sacramento, 1922-1927.
Bulletins 1,7,10, and 13 are California Irrigation District. Laws.
In each of these bulletins is a table showing, acreage of irrigation
districts, numbers 10 and. 18 give both active and inactive areas..
Bulletin 2 (Procedure for securing state approval of formation of
irrigation districts) and Bulletin 12 (Summary report on the water re-
sources of California) have not been indexed as they contain, no
statistics of interest.
Bulletin 3 is hater Resources of Tulare County and Their Utilisation.
The only tables indexed in this bulletin are those showing the irrigated
acreage of alfalfa, corn, orchards, vines, miscellaneous and total crops,
and the kind of irrigation used.
Bulletins 4,5,6 and 9 contain little of interest.
Bulletin 8 is Cost of Water to Irrigators in California. It gives
'"information on the type of irrigation system, locality, age, source of
water supply, duty of water, acreage irrigated, kind of crops, capital
invested and water charges, in addition to annual cost of water to the
irrigator. Such data were obtained for this report visiting the
principal irrigation enterprises of the state. Tf^e ctata on private
pumping plants were obtained by making, field teste in each case." -
:cv
T
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Introduction. Statistics giving acreage of crops irrigated, cost of
irrigation, cost of pumping for irrigation, and quantity of water used
are indexed.
Bulletin 11 is Ground Water Resources of the Southern San Joaquin
Valley. Tables showing acres irrigated -in various areas - often classi-
fied by types of irrigation - have been indexed, also one table showing
total acreage in specified crops in area above" the East Side Canal.
California. Department of public works. Division of engineering and irri-
gation. Reports, 1920/22*0924/2 6 . Sacramento', 1923-1926[?]
These reports are a continuation of the first - seventh biennial re-
ports, 1907/08-1919-20, of the Calif. Dept. of Engineering- .They
accompany the 1st - 3d biennial reports of the Calif. Dept. of Public
Works. No separate report for 1924/26 being available for examination
the report as given in the document set (Appendix to the .Journals of
the Senate and Assembly of Calif, v. 5, 47th sess.) was indexed.
These reports deal with the problems of irrigation, drainage, recla-
mation of land, construction of river control works, and related subjects.
Numerous statistical data are given. mh& following only have been indexed:
tables showing area of active and inactive irrigation districts, summary of
agricultural and irrigated areas, and results of rice and alfalfa irri-
gation investigations.
California, Department of public works. Division of land settlement.
Farming in Merced County, California. 1925. [Sacramento, 1923] 16p.
Pamphlet rives information for intending settlers regarding Delhi
State Land Settlement in Pierced County.
The following data were indexed: average taxes per acre; price of
land per acre; total price; deposit on land and semi-annual payment;
value of improvements; deposit on improvements; half yearly installment
on improvements
.
California. Department of public works. Division of land settlement.
Introduction to first biennial report, Sept. 1, 1922. Sacramento, 1922.
This is a brief account of the state land settlements at Durham and
Delhi and the preliminary work done by the state before offering the
land for sale. It contains one table showing the average cost and the
average capital expended in the development of 70 typical irrigated areas.
California. Doparto nt of publi c -works. Division of land settlement. Re-
port. 1920/22. Sacramento,"" 1923.
This accompanies and is part Y of the first Biennial Report of the
• California. Dept. of Public Works.
For earlier reports See California. State Land Settlement Board. Re-
ports .
This report gives an account of the two state land, settlements, one
at Durham and the other at Delhi. It tells of the preliminary work
done by the state and how these settlements have added to the state's
wealth. Typical examples of expenses and incomes over a given period
in one of these are given and have been indexed, also a table showing
acreage of crops at Durham.
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California. Department of public works. Division of land settlement.
See also California. State land settlement board.
-California. Department of public works . Division of water rights, bulletins
1-5, 11. Sacramento, 1923-1927.
Bulletins 1 and 2, Hydrographic Investigation of San Joaquin. "River
,
and Kings River Investigation, respectively, contain no agricultural
statistics
.
Bulletin 3 is Proceedings of' the Sacramento [San Joaquin] River Prob-
lems Conference held under the auspices of the Sacramento Chamber of
Commerce and the Division of Water Rights at Sacramento, Calif, on Jan.
25 and £6, 1924. Numerous statistical tables are included in this Bul-
letin. Data indexed include acreage irrigated; irrigation development
as shown by applications received and permits issued for appropriation
of water; growth of the rice industry - shown by acreage harvested, pro-
duction and average price received; amounts of water diverted for rice
irrigation based upon various factors; shipments, price, and value of
numerous Delta farm products shipped by boat and rail for the year 1919.
Bulletin 4 is Proceedings of the Second Sacramento-San Joanuin River
Problems Conference and Water Supervisor's Peport. Statistics of interest
are acreage of crops irrigated; acreage of crops benefited by water con-
servation work during an unusually dry season; and estimated value of
given crops saved by water conservation.
Bulletin 5 is San C-aorlel Investigation, Report for the period July 1,
1923 to September 30, 1926. It contains a great deal of data relating to
water investigation but Tory little that has been included in this index.
The status of land, i.e., the irrigated, irrigable and non-irrigable
area of San Gabriel Valley and of San Gabriel Valley by basins has been
indexed, also the acreage of the loading crops grown in this valley, and
the duty of water required for citrus fruits and walnuts for a given
number of years. A description of the tracts for which duty of water
data were obtained is also given;
Bulletin 11 was issued jointly by the Division of engineering and
irrigation and of water rights, "^or description of it See California.
Dept. of public works. Division of engineering and irrigation.
Bulletins.
.
California. Department of public works. Division of water rights. Reports,
1921/22-1924/26. Sacramento, 1923-1927.
"The Division of Water Rights is that branch of the state government
having supervision of the administration of California's water resources.
It was fromerly known as the State Water Commission." - Introduction to
Report 1922/24. The reports accompany the reports of the Calif. Depart-
ment of Public Works.
.
' The only items indexed in these reports are tables showing the acreage
of crops irrigated and costs of irrigation.
California. Railroad commission. Ruperts 1880-81-82 - 1925/26. Sacramento,
• 1882-1927.
No reports published 1897-1898; 1901; 1902; 1904; 1905; 1906;1907.
Report year irregular. A few of the reports are biennial. 1899 in-
cluded in report for 1900.
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Same reports issued by -leard of Railroad commissioners.
For earlier railroad reports Sejs California. Board of Commissioners
of Transportation,' Reports.
These reports contain all sorts of statistical data relating to the
railroads Operating throughout the state, such as operating expenses,
earnings, profits and losses, accidents, reductions in freight rates, etc.
Some of the reports give proposed freight rates. mhese have not been
indexed, neither have freight rates for which the date could not be de-
termined. Actual freight rates, however, have been included.
Tables showing freight carried by railroads operating in the state
appear in almost all of the renorts. The agricultural commodities given
in these tables have been indexed. The later reports do not give these
shipments by commodities; they show the agricultural products and the
animal products carried over the various railroads.
In the 1891/92 report there is a table showing acreage of wheat, corn,
oats, barley and grapes, number of fruit trees growing, number of lemon
and orange trees bearing; number of sheep and number of beef and stock
cattle in the state and counties for 1S70 and 1390. mhe average value
per acre of land in 1832 given by counties is found in Report 1833.
These, and occasional other statistics that appear, lave been indexed.
California. Commission on revenue and taxation. Report 1906. Sacramento
1906.
A preliminary report of 71 pages was issued August, 1906.
This is a report of the System of revenue and taxation in force in
the state of California and gives the taxes imposed cn each class of
property such as steam and street railroads, water companies, banks,
telephone and telegraph companies, etc. Chapter III entitled "Inequali-
ties in the existing system of taxation" gives a summary of farm taxa-
tion which includes a table of taxes on farms compared with taxes on
manufactures. This table gives the total capital; value of land (also
per cent of total capital); buildings; machinery; other assets; assessed
value; gross product; net product; taxes of gross nroduct and taxes of
net product. This table has been indexed, also a table showing the
average country or rural tax rate compared with the city average.
California. Stallion registration board. Annual report 1911/12-1913/19.
Sacramento
,
1912-1919.
^ortr. ins statistics of registration of stallions and jacks.
Per later reports See California. Dept. of agriculture. Special pub-
lications 14,83,41,43,49, and 59.
California. Secretary of s tate
. governor's message; and report of the Secre-
tary of state of the census of 1852, of the state of California. (In
Appendix to Senate Journal, session of 1853, Document No. 14) 58 p.
This is an interesting census report of the population, production and
capital of the state of California. No agricultural population is given.
Pages 13 to 56 are entitled "Abstract of the. Census of 1352, of the state
of California." The data in this section are given for individual
counties, pages 57-53 are a recapitulation of the data for the state as
0 whole. Among the data givun are numbers and value of different kinds
of live stock, production of various crops, and the amount of capital
invested in farming, farming utensils, fruits and orchards, etc.
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California. Surveyor general. Report 1850, 1852-1924/26. Sacramento, 1851 [?]-
1926. ~~
Like other official reports of the state of California these reports,
in addition to being issued separately, are published in the Appendices
.
to the Journals of the State Legislature, Reports not found in separate
form are
:
1350 in Legislative Journal, 1351, p. 576-530,894-896 (contains. a few
approximate statistics in the text but no tabular data)
1852 in Appendix to Senate Journal, 1853, doc. 3.
1853 in Appendix to Senate Journal, 1354, doc. 1.
1353 in Appendix to Assembly Journal, 1554, doc. 4.
1856/7 in Appendix to Assembly Journal, 9th sess.
1859 in Appendix to Assembly and Senate Journals, 11th sess.
1860 in Appendix to Assembly and Senate Journals, 12th sess.
1361 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals, 13th sess.
136?, in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals, 14th sess.
1864 (Nov. 20, 1863/ftov. 1,1364) and 1865 (Nov. 1 , 1364/lTov. 1 , 1865)
bouna together. In Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals, 16th
sess
.
,
v.l.
1869/71 in Appendix to Senate and Assembly Journals, 19th sess., v.l.
1898/1900: not printed.
Beginning with 1365/67 these reports are biennial with the exception
of the reports for 1369 and 1879/80. The report for 1369 is entitled
Statistical Report ... for the lrear 1869, and contains the same kind of
statistical tables as do the other reports. The report for 1869/71 is
entitled Statistical Report ... for the Vears 1369, 1370 and 1871.
The law requiring the county assessors to send in to the surveyor
general an annual report on agricultural products was passed by the state
in 1850. This resulted in the first statistics appearing in 1853 cover-
ing the year 1852. mhe earliest reports give tables of statistics for
individual counties but in the reports from about 1855 to 1382/84 the in-
formation is given in more compact from and shows agricultural and in-
dustrial information as reported by the several county assessors. The
data are given for the state and countie;.s and include such items as
the following: acres of land inclosed and uninclosed; acreage an? produc-
tion of different crops, number of different kinds of fruit trees, number
of different kinds of livestock and poultry, number of irrigation ditches
and acres irrigated, assessed value of property, etc. / report of the
manufacturing and mechanical industries of San Francisco City and County
is also given.
After the 1882/84 report these reports deal mainly with the affairs of
the Surveyor General's office, school land payments, swamp land certifi-
cates
,
fees , etc
.
California. State tax commission. Report [1st] 1917. Sacramento, 1917.
This report covers a period of a year and 4 months.
It is the report cf an investigation of the general subject of tax-
ation and contains fen statistics pertaining to agri cultur o . Values -
actual, assessed or appraised - when given for land and improvements
outside of corporated cities or tax rate outside incorporated cities
have been indexed.
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Ctli fomia. Board of commissioners of transportation. Reports. Sacramento,
1877,1879. ~
'
Two reports were issued. The first is a report to the legislature
of the state and is dated December 1877. mhe other is a "biennial report
for the years ending December 21, 1877 and 1878.
These publications contain a great deal of statistical data relating
to railroads operating throughout the state, such as returns of bi^d'
and narrow gauge roads, earnings, profits and losses, freight and pas-
senger rates, casualties, land grants (acres sold and average price of
sale of lands granted by the u. S. Government), reductions in freight
rates, etc. Undated tables have not been included in this index. In
the first report only the following were indexed: amount of agricultural
freight transported during the year, and the number of farm animals
killed on railroads. In the second, tables showing reductions in
freight rates on agricultural commodities, receipts of 6 leading articles
of produce at San Francisco, and grain products transported to the
general markets of the state by the railroads have been indexed.
For later railroad reports See California. Railroad Commission.
Reports
.
California. University. College of agriculture. California countryman
See C el ifomia countryman.
California. University. College of agriculture. Agricultural extension
service. Agricultural extension service hand book, co-np. by c. F.
Elwood. [Berkeley, Calif., 1921] [195] p.
A hand book of information on agricultural subjects. mables showing
dates of frosts, planting calendar of fruits, field crops, small fruits,
and vegetables, and average cost of bringing orchards Into bearing- are
indexed
.
California. University
.
College of agriculture. Agricultural extension
service. Annual report of the Director of agricultural extension.
See California. Agricultural experiment station. Report of work.
California. Universi ty. College of agriculture. Agricultural extension
service. Circulars 1-14. Berkeley, 1926-1927.
Circulars 1,5,11 and 12 have been indexed.
Circulars 1 and 5 are Series on California crops and prices, "Peaches
and lettuce, respectively. For others- in this series see California.
Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletins. Circular 1 contains
many charts and tables dealing with the acreage, production, price
actual and relative, relative value or purchasing power and shipping
and marketing conditions of peaches. One section gives data on cost
of production and an appendix gives foreign peach statistics. There
are numerous tables giving data for the United States peach industry.
Circular 5 is similar in type and contains data on shipments of
lettuce for the United States, relative importance of main lettuce
shipping states, California shipments compared with other main shipping
states, California shipments by districts and by counties, and monthly
and weekly shipments. The markets to which lettuce is sent, prices
received, trend of prices, and per capita consumption are also given.
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Circular 11 is Cauliflower Production in California. Tiree tables
showing shipments of cauliflower have been indexed.
Circular 12 is Wool Production in California. A chart and a map
show California wool production and another chart shows monthly market
quotations
.
California. University .
.
College of agriculture. Agronomy project no. 237.
Notes on methods and costs, California crop production, by P. L. Adams.
See Adams, Richard Laban . Farm management notes (for California).
California. Board of state viticulture! commissioners. Annual report of ...
commissioner for the San Joaquin district, 1391. Sacramento, 1891. lip.
This publication reviews the process of grape growing in the San
Joaquin district. Statistical tables that have been indexed include
acreage in vineyards, production of raisins in the state from 1873-1890,
annually, consumption of California raisins, ana production of Cali-
fornia raisins compared with the production of leading foreign countries.
An appendix contains statistics relating to the United States and foreign
countries. These have not been indexed.
California. Board of state viti cultural commissioners . [Bulletin] 1-15.
Sacramento, 1914-1919.
Number 15 was the last one published. Superseded by reports of
the Viticulture Service on the grape industry and published as Special
Publications 6,11,28,33, and 47 of the California Department of Agri-
culture.
Among the data indexed in these bulletins are: production of raisins;
acreage reported in vineyards; production of sweet wine; price of raisin
grapes; expense per carload of marketing grapes; shipments of deciduous
fruits 1914 and 1915; estimated cost of producing grape syrup, grape
juice, and of grafting an acre of grape vines; average drying ratios
of wine grapes; and returns from drying wine grapes, etc.
California. Board of state viti cultural commissioners. Directory of the
grape growers, wine makers and distillers of California, and of the
principal grape growers and wine-makers of the eastern states ...
S acrame nt o
,
1891. P. 54 p.
This directory gives the names and post office addresses cf grape
growers, by counties, .and the acreage and production of grapes for
each grower in 1889. In some counties the varieties of grapes crown
are given. Statistics of acreage and production have been indexed.
California. Board of state viti cultural commissioners. Report ... 1880-
1881/82,1837,1889/90-93/94. San Francisco, Sacramento, 1831-94.
Puport year irregular
•
There are 1st and 2d editions .(revised) of the report for 1880.
1830-1381/2 are lst-Sd annual reports.
.
,M Thc third annual report of the Comissioners is contained in the
2d annual report of the Chief executive viticulture! officer and
covers the years 1332,1833 and 1834.' {Ann. rent . vitic. comrs
.
1837:11) As worded, this statement is misleading. There is no
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division of the viti cultural officer's report referred to specifically
occupied with the report: of the ,vi ticultural commissioners. T,That it
was intended to say was probably that the report of the viticultural
officer would be submitted also as the commis si oners report." - Hasse,
A. P. Index of economic hate.rial in documents of the states ...
California 1849-1904 ...
1880-91/92 have title: Annual report, although 1890/91-91/92 are
really biennial reports.
1892/93-93/94 are biennial reports.
For later, reports consult California, ^oara of state viticultural
commissioners. Peport 191.3/14-1913 (not indexed).
These reports contain statistics giving production of grapes,- wine
and raisins; acreage of vineyards and grapevines; number of vineyards
and vine growers; shipments of wine and grapes; receipts, value, price
and stocks on hand of wine; consumption of raisins; sales of grapes,
wine and raisins; and average price of grapes. Some statistics are for
the state but most of them are for counties or districts. In addition
to the statistics which have been listed there are statistics scattered
throughout the text of the reports, as well as reports, articles and
information bearing on the viticultural industry.
1890/91-91/98 include Appendices A-E. Appendix /. is issued
separately. Appendix D contains a statement of the import duties of
all the principal countries to which California wines, brandies and
raisins are or may be exported. A similar statement is contained in
Appendix F of report .for 1892/93-93/94. 1892/93-9.3/94 include
Appendices A-F. Appendices /
-B are issued separately. These appendices
contain no agricultural statistics but do contain information and
articles of interest to viticulturists
.
'Commission discontinued. Ry legislative act of 1395 property and
duties of board were transferred to University of California." - Hasse,
A. P. Index of economic material in documents of the states ... Cali-
fornia
. . . 134-9-1904
. . .
lif ernia
.
Board of state viti cultural commissioners. The vineyards in
Alameda County; being the report of Charles Bundschu, commissioner for
the San Francisco district. Sacramento, 1893. P3 p.
This report contains data relative to the number of vineyards, the
acreage in vines, the 1398 crop of grapes, the stock of win-: on hind,
and cooperage for Alameda County and its eight districts. '11 data,
exce.pt' for the grape crop , . are presumably for. 1893. Peparts for
individual growers are not given in tabular form but have been included
in the index.
lif ernia. Board of state vi ti cultural commissioners'. The vineyards in
Napa County; being the renort of E. C. Priber, commissioner for the
Napa district ... Sacramento, 1893. 47 p.
Data showing the number of vineyards, the acreage in vines and
1892 crop of I lap a County, its five districts and for individual growers
have been indexed.
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California. Board. of state viticultural commissioners . The vineyards in
Sonoma County; being the report of ti Do^ark ... Sacramento, 1893. 48p.
The number of vineyards, the acreage in grapes and crop in Sonoma
County and its five districts have been indexed.
The report on vineyards (acreage and yield) for individual growers
of the county is not riven in tabular form but has also been included
in this index. . -
California. Board of state vit
i
culturel commissioners-. • The vineyards of
southern California; being the report of TC. C. Hichowsky ... Sacramento,
• 1893. 47 p.
This report contains statistics of the grape acreage and crop of
five southern counties, also a renort or acreage and crop of vineyards
of individual growers in these counties.
California. Board of state vi ticultural commissioners. Viticulture in
California, Upr. 15, 1914. Sacramento, 1914. 7 p.
Contains viticultural statistics in the text and one short table on
raisin production.
"mhis report is issued to the public by direction of the State Board
of Viticultural Commissioners for the purpose of acquainting those inter-
ested, with the extent of the grape industry in California, and for the
additional purpose of inviting all vineyardists to make use of the State
Viticultural Commission when in quest of any information or advice relat-
ing to the welfare of their properties.." - p. 1.
California. State water commission. Report 1912-1919/20. Sacramento
[1913?1-1921.
1917-20 have title: 2d-3d biennial report.
"For later reports See California. Dept. of public works. Division
of water rights. Report,
Report Mar. 1, 1915 - Dec. 1, 1916 contains few agricultural
statistics. Tables showing acreage in rice in California, and leading
rice states, area of irrigated rice fields in Sacramento Galley and
area of irrigation districts have been indexed.
Reports for 1912 and for Dec. 1, 1916-Sept. 1, 1913 contain no
agricultural statistics.
mhe third report contains few agricultural statistics. Include? in
this index are tables showing rice acreage, area of irrigated rice fields;
area possible of irrigation in California
,
and area .of agricultural per-
mits for water rights.
California. Division of water rights . See California. Dept. of public
works
. Division of water rights.
California census of 185?. See California. Secretary of s tate , governor's
message; and report of the Secretary of state of the census of 1852, of
the state of California.
The California Countryman. V.l, lay 1913-V.3, Hay 1916, v. 6, Jan. 1920-V.14,
Dec. 1927. Berkeley, 1913-1927.
:cmv
"Published noiixhly during the college year by the agricultural
^ -dents of the. University of California, in the interests of rural
life."
Suspended publication Nov. 1917-April 1918 (Letter April 29, 1918)
Wanting: May, 1913-Dec. 1919 if published. May, 1927 not published.
v". 1-7, no. 5 have title: The University of California Journal of
Agriculture. y. 7, no. 6 lias title: California Journal of Agriculture.
These publications contain a few statistics such as cost of production
acreage, production, and value of various crops and number of grain,
pasture and hay fures and causes of these fires.
ifornia crop and livestock reports. See California. Cooperative crop
reporting service [California crop and livestock reports] also Calif.
Dept. agr. Special publications, and Monthly bulletins.
ifornia fruit growers and farmers convention. Proceedings, lst-59th,
1331-1926,
. held under the auspices of the state department of agri-
culture and organizations which preceded it. San Francisco and
Sacramento, 1382-1927.
1st in Report of Board of State Horticultural Commissioners, 1882.
3d-9th in Reports of State Board of Horticulture, 1833,1384,1885
and 1835,1837 and 1838.
10th-12th (synopses onlv) in Penort of State ^oard of Horticulture,
1389.
13th-17th in -eoorts of State Board of horticulture, 1390,1391,1393-
1394.
20th-23d, 43d, 44th, 45th not published.
85th, 27th in Reports of State Board of Horticulture, 1899-1900,1901-
02.
30th, 32d, 35th in Reports of State Commission of Horticulture, 1903-04,
1905-06,1907-08.
41st ,42d,49th-51st in Monthly Bulletin of State Commission of Horti-
culture, v.l, no. 9, Aug. 1912; v. 2, nos . 3 k 4, Mar. -Apr . 1913 ; v. 6, no.
5, May, 1917; v. 7, nos. 1 & 2, Jan. -Feb. 1913; v. 8, no. 7, July. 1919.
52d-59th in Monthly Bulletin of Department of Agriculture, v. 3, nos.
11 & 12, Nov. -Dec. 1919; v. 9, no. 12, Dec. 1920; v. 10, no. 10, Oct. 1921
v. 12, no. 5, May, 1925; v. 13, no. 1-6, June, 1924; v. 14, no. 1-6, Jan.-
June, 1925; v. 15, no. 1-6, Jan. -June, 1926; v. 16, no. 3, Mar. 1927.
45th issued as Supplement to Monthly Bulletin of the State Commission
of Horticulture, v. 4, nos. 5-6, 1915. The others are issued as separate
publications.
Formerly California State Fruit Growers Convention.
These volumes contain occasional statistics. Only volumes issued
separately have been indexed under the name of the convention. Others
have been indexed as part of the set in which they ere found.
The 10th report contains a few statistics of fruit shipments and
production of dried fruits in California in 1337. The 13th gives acreage
value, and yield of wheat and hay for 1823; shipments of fruits and
vegetables by rail and by sea, acreage of fruits in two districts of
San Diego County for 1894, and number of fruit trees in Riverside County
for 1894. The 19th contains tables showing the mount realized for,
and average price- received for fruits sold at New "ork and shipments
of fruits. ' The 24th and 86th contain tables showing destination and
number of cars of fruit shipped for a scries of years. The other re-
ports contain various scattered statistics, i.e. shipments, trans-
portation charges
,
expense account of a 20-acre lemon grove, and
the cost of distribution of oranges.
In addition to the regular reports of proceedings there are certain
other reports ne.de by committees of the California Fruit Growers Con-
vention which have been examined but not indexed. mhose of the reports ex-
amined are mainly reports of the Fruit Growers Committee on Freight Fates
and the Fruit Growers Committee on Transportation and are the property of
Mr. S. W. Shear, College of Agriculture, University of California, Berkeley.
Members of the committees in practically every case were F. D. Stephens,
Chairman, H. F. Angier, and C. M. Hartley. A list of the titles of the
reports with descriptions of their contents are as follows:
California deciduous ... fruit [table grapes, tree fruit]. Growers
ask same rate given orange growers, south of Tehachapi. Statistics
showing result of sales in Eastern markets , '1903. . . Presented by
Fruit growers 1 committee. Sacramento, n.d. [10 1 p.
"The object of this publication is to give transportation com-
panies handling California shipments facts showing present con-
ditions and their effect upon deciduous green fruit shipments from
California.
"
Tabular data consist of number of cars sold, gross and average
sales of deciduous fruit in 11 cities, 1908.
Fruit growing in California; statistics showing results of shipping
and selling 3,623 carloads in Eastern markets in 1903. 30 [2lp.
This publication bears neither date nor place of publication.
It does, however, contain a copy [p.l] of the Report of the vruit
Growers' Transportation Committee submitted to the Fruit Growers'
Convention. According to a statement on p. 30 "the object of the
fruit growers who issue this publication is" to give to- all who de-
sire an insight into the condition in' which we' find the- deciduous
fruit industry of California, so far as growing and shipping
deciduous fruit to Eastern markets is concerned." As indicated
in the title the publication contains statistics showing results
of shipping and selling 3,623 carloads of fresh fruit in the
Eastern cities. Data are tabulated and include daily figures for
July 6, 1905 - Nov. 13, 1003, with a summary for the season of the
number of cars shipped; amount of gross sale; cost to grower, not
including interest on capital invested (freight, refrigeration,
commission, cost of production, etc., and total cost), profit or
loss, interest on capital invested at 8 per cent, and profit or
loss after interest is deducted. Other tables give a recapitula-
tion of the data for the season for each city; number of cars
shipped, number of cars sold, and number of cars not accounted for;
and a summary showing that a loss instead of a profit, due to high
costs of production and marketing, is suffered on each car.
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Fruit growing in California; statistics si: owing result of shipping and
selling
-3,664 carloads in Eastern markets in 1904; compiled and
edited by p.. pj. Stephens. Sacramento, Cal, , A. J. Johnston co.
,
stationers, printers, n.d. 52p.
This publication is somewhat similar to ta-e ' previous one
mentioned, except that it contains more text and fewer statistics.
On p. 6 figures are given showing the cost -of marketing the 3,664
cars in 1904, the gross sale, and the net loss to the growers.
Pages 7-10 contain statistics of sales of fresh fruit in eleven
Eastern cities. Drta consist 'of number of errs sold, gross and
average sales, cost to grower not including interest, cost including
interest, and profit or loss with and without interest, and are
given weekly during the season. There is also a table giving a
recapitulation for each city. On p. 14 there are tables showing
possible and probable profits from Martlet t pears, plums and prunes
bought from California growers, f.o.b. by shippers who belong to
the "California Fruit Distributors." On p. So there is a table con-
paring weekly sales of California fruit in Eastern markets in 1904
with sales in 1903. /,; table on p. 2? -summarises the- data by the week
instead of by cities. On p. "31 there is a table shoring the pro-
portion of business done by the Armour and Santa Fe car lines for
five weeks, Aug. 5 - Sept. 2.
Fruit growing in California; statistics shewing result of shipping and
selling 2,963 carloads in Fas tern markets in 1905... compiled and
edited by p. j). Stephens. Sacramento, A. J. Johns ton co . , stationers
printers, n.d. S8p.
"The object of this publication is to give its readers an insight
into the present methods of transportation and marketing of Cali-
fornia fresh deciduous fruit in Eastern markets."
Statistics given are as fellows: number of cars reported sold,
gross and average sales, cost to growers including and excluding
interest, profit or loss with and without interest, weekly, 1905
season for eleven Eastern cities; recapitulation of data by cities
for the season; recapitulation by the week, instead of by cities;
comparison of total weekly 1905 sales with sales of 1904; table
showing possible results from f.o.b. sal ;s of plums and prunes,
Bartlett pears; cars shipped, cars reported sold, and cars not
accounted for, weekly July 9, 1905-0ct. 3, 1905, both dotes in-
clusive; number of carloads of fresh cherries, apricots, peaches
plums and prunes, pears, grapes, apples, quinces and persimmons
and figs, and total deciduous fruit shinned from California, 1904,
1905.
Memorial from the fruit growers cf California to the transportation
companies asking for a quicker time to points in the Fast , and for
amendment of the minimum carload, [Sacramento ,1901] 37p.
Contains no statistics.
The names of the "n'ruit growers -and Shippers Committee of which
R. D. Stephens was chairman are given on p. 11.
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Report of Fruit -Trovers committee on freight rates., Ask that
deciduous shipments be put up on an equality with orange ship-
ments from South of Tehachapi. Facts and figures in support of
claims. Respectfully submitted to the fruit growers of the state
in convention assembled at Watsonville, California, December 3,
1909. Sacramento, n.d. 28 p.
Consists of "facts and figures in support of cl? ins" that
deciduous fruit shipments should be on an equality with orange
shipments from South of Tehachapi. Several examp3.es of costs to
growers (railroad charges, commission, loading, etc.); sales; and
net loss are given.
Report of Fruit growers committee on freight rates. Ask that the rate
on deciduous shipments to Chicago and common points be fixed at one
dollar per 100 lbs. end that the minimum carload be reduced to
20,000 lbs. Facts and figures in support of clrims. Respectfully
submitted to the fruit growers of the state, in convention assembled
at Santa pose, California, December 19-22, 1911. Sacramento, n.d.
Statistical data are as follows: railroad charges versus state and
county taxes
;
acreage of table grapes (classified as to varieties),
and wine grapes in Son Joaquin County as given by the county horticul-
tural commissioner; tree fruit sales (number of cars, gross and
average value of c-~rs ) in various Eastern markets, August 17 to 25th,
1911, and number and per cent sold at a profit and. at a loss; similar
data for grape sales, Sept. 5-29, 1911; number of cars of deciduous
fruit and of grapes (also crates of grapes) sold in ?Tew vork City,
Aug. 19-Nov. 25, 1911; shipments of cherries, apricots, peaches,
plums, p jars
,
grapes, sundry fruits, and all fruits (cars) 1910, 1911.
Report of Fruit growers committee on freight rates, together with the
action of the State fruit growers annual convention, December 7-10,
1909, taken thereon and subsequent action taken by the Committee.
Facts and figures in support of claims. Respectfully submitted to
the fruit growers of the state, in convention assembled at Stockton,
California, December 6-9, 1910. Sacramento, n.d. lop.
Statistics given on p. 12-14 show, principally, that after trans-
portation, labor, commission, and other costs were deducted from the
gross sales of California fruit and grapes marketed in the Fast dur-
ing the 1910 season, California fruit growers made a smaller profit
than was generally believed to be the care and grape growers suffered
a loss.
Report of Fruit growers committee on transportation, 1912. Ask that
the minimum carload bo reduced from 26,000 to 24,000 pounds and a
reduction in charges for refrigeration. Facts and figures in
support of claims. Respectfully submitted to the fruit growers of
the state, in convention assembled at Fresno, California, December
11-13, 1912. Sacramento, n.d. 22p.
In addition to statements as to the minimum weights on carload
lots fcr deciduous shipments from Texas, Arkansas, and Georgia, the
following data are given; table grape sales in Fas tern markets
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(cars, total, and average value, number and per cent' sold at a pro-
fit or loss) Oct. 14-Cct. 21, 1912; estimated cost per crate on
grapes (itemized costs); list of cars with abbreviated explanation
of the result of their sale; deciduous fruit and grape shipments
to Eastern markets, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1910, 1911, and 1912.
Report of Fruit growers' committee on transportation, 1913. Asking re-
ductions in minimum carload, refrigeration and freight rates. Facts
and figures in support of claims. Respectfully submitted to the
fruit growers of the state, in convention assembled at San Jose,
California, December 2-4, 1913. Sacramento, n.d. 15p.
Among the "facts and fig-ares" given are a list of 100 cars (sales
for 1913) showing the loss from decay caused by the overlording of
the cars; a list of 160 cars showing gross sales in auction markets
covering shipments made in August, September and October 1913, for
various Eastern cities, with a recapitulation by cities as to number
of cars, total and average sales.
Report of Fruit growers committee on transportation, 1915. ^acts and
figures in support of claims. Respectfully submitted to the fruit
growers of the state, in convention assembled at Visalia, California,
November 16-20, 1915. Sacramento, H. S. Crocker co., n.d. 15p.
Among the tabular data gi^en are; approximate acreage planted
to citrus fruits, grapes, and deciduous fruits in California; itemized
costs to growers; and reported sales of California deciduous tree
fruit in 14 different cities, 1915 (tables show total shipments,
shipments showing a loss, and shipments showing a small profit).
Report of the Committee on transportation. Transportation, refriger-
ation, time-schedule. Action taken by the ^ruit-growers cf Cali-
fornia at their convention, held in San Francisco, December 3-6,
1901. Issued by the State board of horticulture. 22p.
Contains no statistics.
Resolutions adopted by California fruit growers convention, 33th annual
meeting held at Stockton, 1910, and subsequent correspondence.
Sacramento, n.d. [B]p.
Three illustrations given on p. [4] show how railroad charges
affect the deciduous fruit growers of the state in comparison with
the state and county tax.
Tabulated statement showing shipments of California green deciduous
fruit made to Eastern markets, and the result of its sale therein,
n.p., n.d. [8]n.
"This statement gives in detail the reported sales for eight
days in July, 1902, together with profit and loss on each carload.
Also the reported shipment of 3,089 cars from July 5 to August 50,
1902, inclusive." Data include car numbers, places of origin and
destination, dates of shipment and of sale, gross sales, items of
expense; to grower (freight, refrigeration, cost of production,
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eoMn.issi.on, and total cost), profit or loss to growers , number of
cars shipped, and a comparison of the number cf cars and the number
reported sold.
California. .Journal of agri culture. See California countryman.
California state agricultural society. Monthly journal, v.l (nos. 2-4,- 6-9)
,
v. 3, (nos. 1-7). Sacramento , 1859-1861.
This little monthly journal, or Journal as v.3 is entitled, was
published by the Board of Managers of the California Statu Agricultural
Society for "gratuitous circulation" as a "medium of free communication
/".between all friends of agriculture."
The only table indexed in the numbers examined is a table showing
• 1 number of grapevines in cultivation, 1856,1357, and 1858. This table
• is in the December 1859 issue.
California state agriculture! society. Reports, See California. State board
of agriculture. Statistical renort.
California state agricultural society. Transactions. See California. State
board of agriculture... Statistical report.
California state fruit growers convention. Sec California fruit growers and
farmer s c onven t ion
.
Fnos, John Summerfield . Statement cf .John Summerfield Enos ... in reply to
a communication upon the advisability of displacing Chinese in the
orchards, vineyards, and hopyards of California. See California
Bureau of labor statistics. Statement of John Summerfield Enos ...
Farm management notes for California. Sue Adams, Richard Laban. Farm
management notes (for California) 1921.
Governor's message; and report of the Secretary of state of the census of
1852, of the state of California. See California. Secretary of
s tat e . Go vernor ' s mes s age . .
.
Tos Angeles, California. Board of harbor commissioners. Annual report
1914/15 (which contains an abridged report of the board of harbor com-
missioners for the year 1913/14); 1915/13; 1916/18 ; 1918/20 ; 1923/24;
1924/25; 1925/26. Published by the Board of harbor commissioners of
the city of Los Angeles, California, 1915-1926.
Titles vary. The Port of Los Angeles. Annual report of the Harbor
Dept. of city of Los Angeles; Annual report of the board of harbor com-
missioners.
These publications contain reports of the amount and estimated value
of commerce - domestic and foreign, inbound and outbound - through the
^ort of Los Angeles, giving in some instances the countries of
destination or origin. Statistics of quantity and value of agri-
cultural commodi ties imported or exported have been indexed.
XL
^he 1913/14 report gives quantity of exports and imports only, and
the 1923/24 report gives value only of imports and exports.
The 1915/16 report has a large section devoted to data relative to
the possibilities of foreign trade through the port of Los Angeles. In-
formation was compiled from official published reports and from special
reports obtained from a large number o^4 American consuls throughout the
world. These data have not been indexed.
.
Reports 1924/25 and 1925/26 contain no statistics that have been in-
cluded in this index.
These reports are not official publications of the state of Cali-
fornia but they have been included in this index since other harbor
reports similar to these are listed as official publications of the
state, and have, therefore, ouen indexed.
Report of Assembly committee on the culture and improvement of the grape vine
in the state of California. 8p. (in Appendix to the Journals of the
Senate and Assembly, 17th sess.
,
1367/63, v. 3)
This small publication contains the following statistical data:
number of grape vines in the state and its counties for 1353, 1865, and
1366; and the production of wine in California, Ohio, Kentucky, and
Indiana for 1860. California wine production is also given for 1866.
Table showing number of vines is compiled from returns made by the
county assessors.
Report and memorial of the Committee on the culture of the grape in response
to a resolution of the Assembly. 8p. (Unnumbered document in Appendix
to the California Senate and Assembly Journals, 1863, 14th session)
Contains one table which shows the number of grape vines set out in
each county. The figures are from "reports of the county assessors,
as compiled in the Survo yor -General 1 s report of eighteen hundred and
sixty-two .
"
Report of assembly committee on the culture of the grapevine. Apr. 1, 1866.
Hp. (Unnumbered document in Appendix to the California Senate and
Assembly Journals, 1866, 16th sess., v. 3)
Contains tables showing wine production in California, Ohio, Ken-
tucky, Indiana and the United States, and number of vines in California
by counties, Data are from an article in the Herentile Gazette, "The
Viniculture of California - Its Progress and Prospects."
Report of the Committee on the culture and improvement of the grapevine.
April 9, 1362 9p. (Unnumbered document in Appendix to Journals of
Senate and Assembly (Calif.) 1862. 15th session)
Contains one 'table showing the number of grapevines in the respective
counties for years 1356, 1357 and 1853. Figures from State Register.
Robertson, George. Statistical summary of the California raisin industry
1373-1910 ... Supplement to a paper read at the Thirty-eighth California
State fruit growers' convention ... 1910. [n.p. 1911] [4] p.
This contains tables showing the following statistics: production
of California raisins, 1873-1910, imports of foreign raisins, California
XLI
raisins exported, preelection of seeded raisins, production by counties
for 1909, raisin crop of the world, etc* Statistics of exports and
imports have not been indexed.
State department of agriculture news. See California. Dept. of agriculture.
State department of agriculture news.
•University of California journal of agriculture. See California countryman.
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PART -II. - Crops dther Than Fruits, Vegetables and Nats
FARM PRODUCTS
""Cost of Production
1922-1919 (annual) : state (farm club products; value of products -
"average per member reporting - total and net value) In Calif*
Agr. exp, sta. Rept. 1922/23, p. 459.
Index of U. S« Production
1925-1905 (5~yr. periods): (chart showing i ndex of U. S- production
of farm commodities which constitute 68 per cent of the total
California crop value) In Calif. Agr, exp, sta, Bui. 435, fig. 23,
p. 88; Pig* 24, p. 39, is chart showing trend of U. S. production of
agricultural products of importance in the U. S. as a whole and cf
products of importance to California showing relation to population
growth.
Price
.
1925-1910 (annual) : state (chart showing relative wholesale prices of
principal crops - grapes, peaches, prunes, raisins, potatoes,
lemons, oranges, walnuts, alfalfa, "barley and wheat) In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 435, fig. 13, p. 71.
Receipts
1879-1872 (annual, year ended June 30): receipts at San Francisco (total
receipts of wheat /barley, oats, potatoes, Deans, hay) In Calif.
Bd. R. R. commissioners, Eept . 1380-1882, p. 624; also in Calif.
Bd. ccmmissloners of transportation, Bien. rept, 1877-73, p. 49.
Shipment g
1885 (^as. and BetJ.): produced in state and carried by sou. Pacific
R, R. Co. In Calif* Ed. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1386, p. 316.
1888: Atlantic and Pacific R, R. Co., freight traffic movement (general
farm products) ' In Calif» Bd. R. R, commissioners. Rept. 1889,
Appendix, p. 210.
*?he compiler was assisted in the preparation of this Index by Misses
Lillian Crans and M. I. Hero of the Library Staff.
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Shipments - Continaed.
1888: Southern Pacific R. R. Co., freight traffic movements of (per
cent of total also given) In Calif.- Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1889, Appendix, p. 38.
1830: freight ' traffic movement of miscellaneous agr. products over
the Southern Pacific Co. (pacific system), and Nevada-California-
Oregon Ry. In Calif* Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1891, p. 110,
210.
1891: freight traffic movement of miscellaneous agr. products. over the
Southern Pacific Co. (Pacific system) Nevada- California-Oregon
Ry. and San Diego, Cuyamaea and Eastern Ry. Co.. In Calif* Bd.
R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1892, p. 182,272,324.
1892: Nevada-Calif.-Oregon R. R. Co., freight traffic movement of
general farm products (per cent of total also given) In Calif.
Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94, [Appendix], p. 123.
1892(yr. ended Dec. 31), 1893(6^mo. period ended June 30): San Fran-
cisco and N0rth Pacific R. R. Co., freight traffic movements (per
cent of total also given) In Calif .. Bd. R. R. ' commissioners.
Rept. 1893-94 [Appendix], p. 79-80.
1893(for 18-mo. period ended June 30, 1893): S^uth Pacific R. R. Co.,
"freight traffic movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif.
Td. R.R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94 [Appendix], p. 14.
1894(year ended June 30): 3 Calif, railroads - freight traffic move-
ment (per cent of total also given) In Calif* Bd. R. R. commis-
sioners. Rept; 1893-94 [Appendix] p. 219, 26 6, 296.
1895(yr. ended June 30) : Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (freight traffic
movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R, R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1895-95, p. 349.
1896(year ended June 30): 3 Calif, railroads - freight traffic movement
(per cent of total also given) In Calif* Bd. .R. .R. commissioners.
Rept. 1895-96, p. 103, 183,219.
1900(ye ar ended June 30): Nevada-Calif --Oregon R. R. Co..- freight
traffic movement (general farm products, per cent of total also
given) In Calif* Bd. . R. R. 'commissioners, Rept. 1900, p. 198.
1900 (year ended June 30): Southern Pacific R. R. Co*, California North-
western R. R. Co. (reported as "sundries" for Southern Pacific R. R.
Co. - per cent of total also given) In Calif. £&• R* commission-
er^ Rept. 1900, p. 80, 165.
1907/02; various Calif*' railroads - movement of freight. In Calif*
Be V R. H. commissioners. Eept. 1S08, p. 44-46*
1908/09~19C9/lO(for period): shipped ov&r Humboldt Bar. In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners for the Port of Eureka. Rept. 1908-
l9I0« p,14e
1910, 1309 (years' ended June 30):. various Calif* railroads; total -
movement of freight."" In Calif • Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1909/10, ^.190-200; 269-281
1915(year ended June 30): freight carried "by various railroads operat-
ing in Calif• ; totall In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1915/16," V.2, p. 130-141.
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Shipments ~ Continued
1917-1904, 1902-1900(annual) : shipped fron Port of Sureka. In Calif-
Bd. harbor commissioners for the port of Eureka. Official repts. ...
1917-1904, 1902-1900. (Each report gives data -for one year only)
1919: Delta. (Sacramento River)" products (total of listed agricultural
commodities shipped "by "boat and rail) In Calif. Dept. public works,
Div. water rights. Bui. 3, p. 99 (Records from U. S. Engineers of~
fficc and R. R. records)
1925-1919 (annual) : freight carried "by various railroads operating in
Ca^if. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rcpts. 1925/26, p. 412-
415; 1924/25, p. 447-449; 1923/24 ,p.436-433; 1922/23, p. 438-441;
1921/22, p. 300-303; 1920/21, p, 218-221; 1919-20, p. 252-259 (Each
report gives data for one year only)
Value •
1852; ICLamath and Placer counties (misc. products) In "Calif- census
of '1952, p. 18, 31.
•
' 1852; Sacramento county. In Calif- census of 1852, p. 32.
1866: state (total value of leading staples wheat, "barley, oats, hay,
"butter, cheese ,"wool, wine, potatoes, peanuts, Deans) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 43.
1878: state (estimated value of total farm product.) In Calif» state
agr.. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 112.
1883(?): Calif • and individual states (agr. rank in aggregate value
of products) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept.
1883-84, p. 244.
1888: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 203 (W. H» Mills)
1900: state (gross product; net product compared with gross and net
•product of manufactures. Also expressed as per cent of total capi-
tal. Per cent of gross product; per cent of net product paid in
taxes by manufacturers and by farmers) In Calif* State commission
hort. Bien.- rept. 1917-1918, p. 333 (U.1 S. Census)
1905* Alameda ..county (total value of , agr. products) In Calif • State
agr
. soc. Rept . 1905, p . 77
.
1906(table headed 1905-06): Alameda county (total value of all agr.
' pE^ucts) In CafcJA-f
«
' st#bfc -soc. 190©, t».60.
190?(Uvbls 4^06-07) : Alameda (total vaias of all agr*
products) ||| C&lif* state agr. soc. lift* 1007, p. 54.
1907 (yr. endsd liar. 1): state (total value of all agr. product*)
In Calif. state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 47 (State bd. trade)
1909-1869(10-yeax periods): state. I n Calif. State M. agr. Ropt . 1911,
p. 19.
1910: state (value of total agricultural products and livestock) In
Calif. State commission hort. Monthly bul. v. 8', Nov.-Dec. 1919, p. 623.
1919: Fresno, San Joaquin, 'Tulare and Sonoma counties (agricultural
and livestock products) In Call?. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter,
v.4-,'no. 1, Jan, 7, 1922, p. 2 (Ce nsUs rept.)
1920: 50 leading agr. counties in U. S. including 12 in Calif., classi-
fied according to rank (crop and livestock products - principal
products named) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.. 1921,
p. 3 (U.S. census)
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Value - Continued
1920-1870 (10-year periods): state (graphs showing value of all farm
products) In Calif. Dept. public works. Bui. 6, plate 1, p. 13 (U«
S. Census) '
1921-1919 (annual) : states of U. S- 1 geographic divisions; TJ. S* (est.
value of crops' and animal products) In Calif. State M. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 6-7. .
1924: state ('total farm value of crops and livestock) In Calif."
Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 7, no. 15, July 25, 1925, p,56«
Value of Shipment s ' ' " " •
1908/09-1909/10(for p
;
erio'd
; ).: shipped over Humboldt Bar. In Calif, Bd.
state harbor commissioners for the Port of Eureka. Rept. 1908-1910,.-.
p. 14.
1917-1904, 1902_1900(annual): shipped from Port of Eureka.- In Calif* Bd.
harbor commissioners for the port of Eureka. Official repts.' ...
1917-1904, 1902-1900. • . '.'
'
(Each report gives data for one -year only}
1919: Delta (Sacramento River) pro duct s
'
(total value of listed agricul-
tural commodities shipped "by "boat .and rail) In Calif* Dept. public
works. Div 0 water rights. Bui. 3, p. 99 (Records of U. S. Engineers
office and R. R. records) .
• CROPS
Acreage
1355: Alameda county (total acreage -of all crops) In Calif • Surveyor
gen. Annual rept. 1855, p. 26.2 (County assessor's report)
1855,135-:- Shasta county (grain and- potatoes; increase in cultivated
acreage) In Calif- Surveyor
.
gen. Annual rept. 1855, p. 304 (County
accessor; ; • •• . ' .
1358-1 '.-i 55 (annual): " state, (acreage, planted to crops otter than onions,
sweet potatoes, potatoes, rye j corn, oats, barley, wheat and hay)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 342.
1859: Siskiyou county: (total grains and vegetables) In Calif* Surveyor
gen. Annual rept. 1859, p. 89 (Assessor's rept.)
1859~j.855(annual) 1852: state (total acres crops cultivated) In Calif*
State agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 342.
1909 i state (total crops; sundry minor crops) In Calif. State bd.
am - Rept s . 1912-1918
.
1909(?) : farms visited in farm labor investigation (total acreage of
misc. crop; of principal crops on all farms; on white farms employ-
ing white labor only; on white farms employing white and Japanese
labor; on Japanese farms; number of farms also given) In Calif*
.
3ur c labor statistics. 14th Bien. rept. 1909-1910,
;
p. 267.
1909'(?): state (acreage of misc. crops.; total acreage of all principal
crops on white farms employing labor . classified by race and sex)
In Calif. Bur, labor statistics. 14th Bien. rept.. "1909-1910, p. 270.
1916(?): Sacramento 'county (total acres of principal forage crops, hay,
vegetables) ' In Calif. state bd. agr. Repts. 1916, p.390; 1917-, p. 483;
1918, p. 402.
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Acreage - Continued
1917: state and county (total acreage of numerous crops) In Calif.
State corn. hort. Monthly 1ml. v. 7, Apr. 1913, table following p. 216.
1917: Madera county (bearing acreage of truck gardens) In Calif. State
bd. -agr. Statistical re.pt. 1917, p. 444; 1918, p. "63 (County hort. comm.)
1918 (?): state (misc. crops; total crops of Japanese farms) In
Calif. State bd. control.•.Calif* and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922,
p. 223.
1918: "Santa Clara county (cereals, vegetables, "berries) In Calif. State
b&./'sjfalistical rept. 1918, p.439. (Chamber -of commerce)
1918,1917: state (field crops) In Calif, State coram, hort. 3ien. rept.
1917-1918, p. 5.
1919rl909(tables headed 1920 and 1910) : . state- (acres harvested of crops
with acreage reports; with per cent of increase) In Calif* State
bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
1919 ,1909 (tables headed 1920 and 1910): state (acres harvested of
misc. crops - with per cent of increase
;
:
acres harvested of sundry
minor crops) In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 167;
also in Rept. 1921, p. 181 (U. S. Census)
.
1923- 191 9 (5-year avor&ge) : state (field crops) In Calif. Crop- and live-
stock rept. Jan; 5, 1927, p.l.
1924: state (field crops; all crops) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui.
435, p. 87.
.
1924,1923: state (total acreage in main field cro;os
:
; 1924 expressed
•as per cent of 1923) %n Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13, July-
Dec. 1924, p. 239; in Calif, Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p. 6; also
in Calif. Crop and livestock rept. Jan,. 5, 1925.
1925-1919 (annual) : state (est. acreage field crops) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 63, p. 4 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p.6; 43, p.3)
1925- 1919 ( annual ) : state (est. acreage field crops) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 280 {$mm statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec.
1924, p. 239; Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 440)
1925-1919( annuel) ; state (est. acreage field crops) In Calif, crop
and live-stock rept. Jan. 5, 1926 (Seme statistics fsjr shorter periods
within 1919-1925 in Calif. Cropland livestock rept . Jan. 5,1925.
and Dec. 2?, 1923)
1925,1934: state (bearing acreage in main field er<vps; 1925 expressed
as rier cent of 1923 and 1924) In Calif* crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 5, 1926.
1925,1924: state (total acreage in main field crops; 1925 expressed
as per cent of 1924) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, ".4;
also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 280.
1925,1924,1923 (data collected in crop and soil survey during three
growing seasons): C-ilroy region - part of Santa Clara Valley (acreage
pure planting; mixed planting; total acreage of fruit s, nuts,
vegetables, alfalfa, etc.) In Cnlif. Agr, exp. sta. Hilgardia, v.l f
no. 18, May, 1926, p. 462, classified by soil types in plate II in
folder.
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CROPS - Continued
Aeroago - Continued
1926-1922 (annual; 5 year average)? State -(est. acreage of field crops)
In Calif • Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 4; in Calif. De-yt . agr.
M0nthly "bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1925, p.217.
1926- 1924 ( annual ) : state (field crops) .In Calif, crop and livestock
v
rept.- Jan. 5, 1927, p.l. :* .' '
~t .
1927- 1 923 (annual; 5-yoar average); state (field crops) .In Calif* Dept.
•agr. Special pub. 86, p.4; in Calif»» Dept. agr. Monthly "bul* v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p. 750.
1927,1925,1927-23 (5-year average): state (field crops) In Calif, crcy
and livestock rcpt. Jan. 4, 1928. .,• .
Acreage - Japanese
1909 (?) ; farms visited in farm labor investigation (total acreage of
misc. crops; of principal crops on all farms; on white farms em-
ploying white labor only; on white farms employing white and Japan-
• csc labor-; on Japanese farms. Number of farms given also) In Calii
Eur. labor statistics. 1.4th Bien. rcpt. 1909-10, p. 267.
1918(?): state (misc. crops; total crops of Japanese farms) In
Calif • State bd. control. Calii- and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922,
p. 223. ;
1919,1909: state (land in state occupied by Japanese) (misc. crops;
total crop acreage) In Calif. St cat e bd. control. Calif* and the
Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 49 (Comp. by State Bar. labor statistics
•and Japanese agr-. assoc. of Calif.)
Acreage
,
Losggs in
1917: 132 farm centers (losses in acreage - crop not stated - traceable
to labor shortage) In Calif. Agr. cxp. sta. Circ. 193, p.45. De-
tails of losses by counties and center, p. 48-51.
Cost of Farvesting and Putting Crop
1914( season) : University farm (cost of filling four experimental silos-
silage classified by kind) • In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 138, p. 14.
-7-
CROPS - Continued
Income Possi biiit ies
Income possibilities of fully developed lands capable of producing
usual yields, "based on pre-war,, i.e. normal conditions. Usual
yield; total sum obtainable per acre; cash output per acre;
net sum available given for alfalfa, barley, beans, corn, cotton,
hay(grain), oats, peas(dry), potatoes, rice, sorghum, sugar beets
and wheat. In Calif* Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 247 [June, 1922], p. 50.
(Same information for truck crops - cabbage, onions, sweet potatoes,
tomatoes - given on p. 51.)
planting Calendar
Table giving planting distance, seed or plants per acre, time of
planting, age to maturity, life and yield per acre of various
field crops. In Calif. Agr. ext. service handbook, p. 3.
Price
1923-1919(5-year average): state (average value) In Calif* crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p.l.
1924,1923: (value of average ton of field crops; 3-924 expressed as
per cent of 1923) In Calif- Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13, July-
Dec. 1924, p. 239.; in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p. 6; and
in Cali^« crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 2.
1925- 191 9 (annual) : state (average value per ton of field crops) In'
Calif* Dept. agr. Iv^nthly "bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 280.
1925-1919 (annual) : state (average value per ton of field crops)' In
Calif* Dept. agr. Special pub. S3, p. 4 (1924r-1919 also given 'in
Special pub. 55, p. 6)
1925-1919( annual ) : state (average value per ton of field crops) In
Calif* crop) and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926 (1924^1919 also given
in Rept. for Jan. 5, 1925)
1925,1924: state (average value per ton field crops; 1925 expressed
as per cent of 1924) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p«4;
also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,p.280. .
1925,1924* state (field crops; 1925 expressed as per cent of 1923 and
1924) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 2.
1926-1919 (annual) 1925-1 919 (average ) : Calif, grape producing section
(farm price of all field crops; truck crops. Prices of other chief
farm. products and relative prices of no n-agricultural commodities
also given) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. 429, p. 122 (1926 figures
arc preliminary)
1925-1922 (annual; 5-year average): state (overage value of field crops)
In Calif* Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. .1926, p. 217.
1926- 1 924 (annual ) : state (average value) In Calif, crop and livestock
re.pt. Jan, 5, 1927, p.l.
.
1927-1923 (annual; .5-year average): state (average farm value per ton of
field crops, Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 4; in
Calif. Dept . 'agr. Monthly bul.. v. 15, Dec. 1927, p. 760. '•
1927,1925, 5-year average 1923-27: state, (field crops, average value)
In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928.
CROPS - Continued
Production
1352:. counties (misc.) In Calif, consus ox 1852, p.26-56.
1855,1854: Shasta county (grain and potatoes; increase in production)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept. 1855, p.304(county assessor)
1915(?): Sacramento county (total production of principal- forage,
- hay, vegetable crop's) In Calif. .State- M. agr. Statistical repts.
1916, p.. 390; 1917, -.483; 1918, p. 402.
1923^-1919 ( 5-year average): state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 5, 1927, p.l.
1924,1923: (tonnage of main field crops expressed as; per cent of tonnage
all main croiJs) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul* v. 13, July-Dec.
1924, p. 239; in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, /p. S; also in
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 2.
1924,1923: state (total tonnage of all main crops; main field crops;
1924 expressed as per cent of 1925) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
hul.- vT13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 23 9; in Calif- 'Dept. agr. Special puc,
55, p.6; also in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925.
1925-1919 ( annual) i state (field crops) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1926 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1925 in the repprts for Jan.' 5, 1925 and Dec. 27, 1923)
1925-1 919 ( annual ) : state (field crops) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 63, p. 4. (Same - statistics for shorter -periods within 1919-1925
in Special pub. 55, p. 5; and 43, p. 3)
1925-1919 (annual): st ate (field crops) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly "bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 280 (Same statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924,p.239,
and v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 440)
1925,1924: state (tonnage of main field crops; of all main crops; 1925
expressed as per cent of 1923 and 1924; tonnage of all main field
crops expressed as per cent of all main crops) In Calif, crop and
; livestock rept Jan. 5, 1926
,
:
p. 2.
1925,1924: state (total tonnage of all main crop's - field and. fruit;
main field crops.; 1925 expressed as per cent of 1924) . In Calif •
Depti, agr. Special pub. 63, p. 4; also in Calif. Dept , agr. Monthly
bul, v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,. p. 280.
1925,1924: state (tonnage of main field cro'ps expressed as per cent of
all main crops) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 4; also in
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly oul, v. 14, July-Dec/ 1925, p. 280.
1926-1 92 2 (annual; 5-year aver.): state (est. production of field crops)
In Calif. Dept, agr. Special pub, 74, p. 4; also in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 217.
1 926- 1924 ( annual ) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p.l;
1927-1923 (annual; 5-year over.); state (field crops)* In Cnlirf- Dept.
agr. Special pub, 86, p. 4; in Calif. Dcot f agr. Monthly bul. v. 16,
Doc. 1927, p,760.
1927,1926; 5-year aver, 1923-27: state (field crops) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan.. 4, 1928, p.l.
-9-
CROP
S
- Continued
Production, Losses in
1917: 132 farm.'.centers (losses in field crops due to labor shortage)
In Calif- Agr, exp. sta. Circ. 193, p. 46. (Details of losses by
counties and centers, p. 48-51)
parchas ing P owg r
1926-1S19( annual) 1925-1919 (average ) : Calif, grape producing section
(purchasing power in dollars of all field crops, of all track
crops; in per cent of '1919-1925 average. Other chief farm products
also given) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 429, p. 122; chart
'cased on this table, p. 97 (1926 figures are preliminary)
Shipment s
1882: products of the field produced in state and carried by Central
Pacific Railroad company. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners.
Kept . 1884, p. 69. .. •
1885,1884: products of the field produced in state and carried by
Central Pacific R. R. Company. In C^lif* 3d. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1886, p. 71, 245.
1886: products of the field produced in the state and. carried by
Southern Pacific R. R. Company. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1887, R. R. Companies section, id. 152.
1888: products of the field produced in the state and carried "by
Southern Pacific R. R. company. In Calif* Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1888,- p. 232.
Value •
1852: state (total value of "barley, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn) In
Calif, census of 1852, p. 8.
1853-1861 (annual) :: state (value of products of agriculture exported)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863', p . 25 7 (Compiled from the
~
Mercantile -Gazette)
1866: state (total value of 11 crops) In Cali-- state agr. soc. Trans.
1856 and 67, p. 545.
1870: (value of crops and improvements for) In Qalif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1871, p. 576-377 (U. S. Census 1870)
187~(?): Sonoma county (estimate of wealth produced yearly) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 415 (R. A. Thompson)
19C9: state (sundry minor crops; miscellaneous; total value of seeds,
fruits and nuts, forest products of -farm and miscellaneous; total
value of crops excluding seeds, fruits and nuts ? forest products
of form and miscellaneous) In Calif. State M. agr. Rcpts. 1912-
1918.
1909: state and county (miscellaneous crops; total crops) In Calif.
State M. agr. Jle.pt sr. -1912-1918. (U. S. Census)
1909: 14 leading counties. In Calif. State bd* agr. Rcpts* 1912-1918.
1909(?): farms visited in farm labor investigation (value of misc.
crops; total value of all principal crops on all farms; on white
farms employing white labor only; on white -farms employing white
and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms) In Calif. Bur. labor sta-
tistics; 14th Bien. rept. 1909-10, p. 267.
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CROPS - Continued
Value - Cont inuod
1917: state (forage and miscellaneous; total) In Calif* State comm.
hort. Monthly. bul. v. 7, Aug. 1918, p. 495.
1918: 'state (field and truck crops; total) In Calif. State com,
hort. Monthly "bdl. v.- 8, N0v.-Dec. 1919, p. 62c.
1919: state (total value of itemized crops; truck crops) In Calif.
State bd. control, Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 49
({J. S. D. A.)
|
1919: state, and county (truck crops) In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept.
1919, p. 115 (U." S. D. A.)
.
1919: state and county (all crops; crops other than cereals, grains
and seeds, hay and forage, vegetables, fruits and nuts) In Calif*
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 172-182; in Statistical rept.
1921, p. 186-196 (U. S. Census)
'
1919 (table .headed 1920): 50 leading agr. counties inU. S. including
12 in Calif- (counties classified according to rank. Principal
products named) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921,
p«3 (U. S- Census)
1919 (table headed 1920): 14 leading counties of" U. S. including 7
counties in Calif, (named principal products, classified by crop
value and rank) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920,
p. 129.
1919,1909(tablcs headed 1920,1910): state (value of all crops; of crops
with acreage reports; of crops with no acreage reports (with per
cent of increase); In Calif* State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920,
p. 165;, in Statistical rept. 1921', p. 180 (U. S« Census)
1919 ,-190S( tables headed 1920 and 1910): state (sundry minor crops; misc.
crops) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 157 (with
per cent of increase); in Statistical rept. 1921, p. 181 (U. S« Census)
1921-1919 (annual) : all states of U. S.; geographic divisions; U« S.
(est. value) In' Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p.6-7.
1921-1 91 9 (annual ) : state (total value all crops) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. 'Jan. 12, 1922.
\
1921-1919 (annual): Calif.; five other states of U. S. (census value
all crops for 1919; hypothetical value for 1920,1921) In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. ["undated release]
1922: state (total value; total estimated loss in value from insect
pests; and total estimate of money spent in insect control) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 353.
192,3: state (total "value of field and orchard crops; estimated loss
by insect pests; estimate of money spent in insect control) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec. 15, 1923
following p. 75.
1923-1919 (5-year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1 of 17 major crops)
In Calif. Agr, cxp. sta. Bul. 435, p. 90; also in Calif, crop and
livestock rept, Jan.: 5, 1927, p.l.
1923-1919 (annual ) : state (total value of field, fruit and vegetable
crops) In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 6, no. 5, Mar. 8,
1924, p. 13.
11
CROPS - Continued
Value - Continued
1924: state compared with U. S. (all crops; field crops; also express-
ed as per cent of total value) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 435,
p. 87.
1924: state (crops of all kinds; includes nursery stock, etc.) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 7, no. 15, July 25, 1925,
p. 56.
1924,1923: state (grand total value all main crops; main field crops;
1924 expressed as per cent of 1923) In Calif. Dept. agr. :Monthly
.
bul. v.13, July-Doc. 1924, p. 239; in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.
55, p. 6; in Calif, crop "and livestock rept . Jan. 5, 1925, p. 2.
1924,1925: state (field crops - value expressed as per cent of total
value all crops) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13, July-
Dec. 1924, p. 239; in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p. 6; also
in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 2.
19.25-1919 ( annual ) : state (est. farm value of field crops, Dec. l) In
Calif. Dept. agr.- Special pub. 63, p. 4 ( Same statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 6; 43, p.3>
1925-1919 (annual ) : state (est. farm value of field crops, Dec. l) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925 (Same statistics for
shorter
-periods within 1919-1925 in reports for Jan. 5, 1925 and
Dec. 27, 1923.)
1925-1919 (annual ) : state (est. farm value of field crops, Dec. l) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 280. (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul.
v.13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 239, and v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 440)
1925,1924: state (grand total value all main crops; main field crops;
.1925 expressed as per cent of 1924) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 63, p. 4; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-
Dec. 1925, p. 280.
1925,1924: state (field crop value expressed as per cent of total
value all crops) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 65, p. 4; also
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul . v. 14, July-Dec . 1925, p. 280.
1925,1924: state (value of main field crops; -of all main crops; 1925
value expressed as per cent of 1925 and 1924 values; value of field
crops expressed as value of all crops) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 2.
1926: Santa Barbara county (field crops) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.15, April 1927, p. 251.
1926-1922 ( annual ; 5-year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1 of field crops)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 4; also in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 217.
1926-1924( annual ) : state (farm value) In Calif . crop and. livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p.l.
1927^1923( annual ; 6-year aver.): state (farm value Doc. 1 of field crops)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec 1927, p. 760.
1927,1926, 5-year aver. 1923-27: state (farm value) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928.
12
CHOPS - Continued
Value - Japanese
1909(?): farms visited in farm labor investigation (value of misc.
crop and total value all crops on all farms; on white farms em-
ploying white labor only; on white farms employing white and
Japanese labor; on Japanese farms) In Calif. Bur. la,bor statis-
tics. 14th Bien. rept. 1909-10, p. 267.
1918(?): state (misc. crops! total crops of Japanese farms) In
Calif; State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed.,
1922, p. 223..
1919,1909: state (land in state occupied by Japanese) (misc. crops;
total crops) In Calif. State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental,
rev. ed.
,
1922, p. 49 (Compiled by State Bur. labor statistics
and Japanese agr. assoc. of Calif.)
Value Per Acre
1924,1923: state (field crops - average value per harvested acre; 1924
expressed as per cent of 1923) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.
55, p. 6; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 2.
1925,1924: state (field crops - average value per harvested acre;
1925 expressed as per cent of 1924) In Calif . Dept. agr. Special
pub. 63, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec.
1925, p. 280; and in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925
(CroiD and livestock report also gives 1925' eroressed as per cent of
1923)
BR00KC0B5T
Acreage
1855: Solano and Sacramento counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1855, p. 253, 288. (County surveyor's and assessors 1 repts .
)
1856: 6 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, following p.
30 (State total p. 31) (County assessors)
1857: counties (state total p. 23) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1857,
.
table 1, following p. 22 (Assessors ' repts
.
)
1858': counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1.358, following p. 32
(Comp. from repts. of county assessors)
1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1, follow-
ino P«30 (acreage for several counties also given elsewhere in
this report) (Assessors' repts.)
I860: comities. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1860, table 1, follow-
ing 13.30 (Assessors* repts.)
1861: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1851, table 1, folio?/-
ing p -16 (Yolo Co. acreage also p. 49) (Assessors 1 repts.)
1862(tabie headed 1851): state and county. In Calif . Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1852, p. 62-63 (Assessors' repts.)
1863': state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p.
238-2-9; In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 84-85 (County as-
sessors' figures)
1834: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.. 1864, p. 38-39 (As-
sessors' repts.)
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MOQMCQEjf - Continued
Acreage - Continued
1865: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Sept. 1365, p. 126-127
(Assessors' repts.)
1866: state and county. In Calif Surveyor gen, Hept. 1865/67, p.
.
73-79'; in Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1865 and" 1867, p. 556-
• 557 (County assessors) .
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1858, p.
140-141; "in Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. 1867/69, p. 24-25
(County/ assessors' figures)
1868: state and county. In Calif . state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p.
362-353; in Calif -Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 60-61
(County 'assessors ' figures)
1869(table headed 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1370., p. 180-181 (County assessors ' figures)
1870( table headed 1870-71) : state and county. In. Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 390-1 (County assessors ' figures)
1870:- state and' county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
74-75 (Assessors' repts.) .
1871 (tables headed 1872): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 208-2Q9 ;' in Calif . Surveyor gen. Bien. rept;
1871/73, p. 34-35 ( County assessors 1 figures)
1872 (tables 'headed 1373): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc-
Trans. 1873, p. 260; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73,
p. 90 (County assessors' figures).
1900,1890: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. .1911, p. 128.
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
t
•
1919,1909: state (acres harvested; with per cent of increase) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p.
131 (U. S. Census)
Consumed (Used in Broom Manufactories)
1859: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statis-
tical rept. 1869, p.42; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 48 ( County assessor
1870: San Francisco City and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.- Bien.
rept. 1869/71, p. 105 (County assessor)
1871 (table headed 1872): San Francisco county and city. In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 106.
Freight Rates - .
1878(Dec.20): statement C showing reductions in rates (Central Pacific;
in car-loads o-f 10 tons from various stations to San Francisco, as
per tariff no. 1, Dec. 20, 1878, filed in office Jan. 14, 1679. In
Calif. Commissioner of transportation. Rept. 1877-1878, p. 12-15.
1892: comparative statement of rates on baled broom corn from Fresno
^
to points on the Southern Pacific Co.'s lines in Calif., and pomes
in Kans. on the Missouri Pacific Co.'s lines, like distances from
Wichita. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1891/92,
p. 73-82 (Letter of submittal dated May 16, 1892)
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Inr.ports
Approximate annual imports. In CaJ-if. state agr. soc Trans. 1893, p.
109 (IT. P. Ghipman, State, bd. trade.)
Price
1880: state and Lake, Napa, Yuba counties (average value, reported "by
assessors) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1880, p. 95-97.
1832: San Bernardino county, (average value, reported "by assessors)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Sept. 1881 and 1882, p. 84.
1883: 5 counties (average value, reported by assessor) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 65.
1884: Colusa, Slitter counties (average value, reported by assessors)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 92.
Production
1880: state and 4 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1880, p. 96-97.
1882: San Bernardino county (amount assessed) In Calif. State, bd.
equalization. Rept. 1881 and 1882, p. 84.
1883: state and 5 counties (amount assessed)- In Calif. State bd.
.
equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 66.
1884: state and Butte, Colusa, Sutter counties (amount assessed)
.
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 92.
1885: Sutter county (amount assessed)- In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1885 and 1886, p. 74.
1837: state and 4 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
.
equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 73.
1888: state and 5 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 92.
1839: state and 4. counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 54.
1890: state and Alameda and Sutter counties (amount assessed) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1839 and 1890, p. 73.
1391: Sutter county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1891 and .1892, p. 54.
1892: state and Colusa and Lcs Angeles counties (amount assessed)'
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 84.
1893: state and Colusa and. Sutter counties (amount assessed) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 67.
1894: state and Colusa and Modoc counties (amount assessed) In Calif.
State od. equalization. Rept. 1393 and 1894, p. 97.
1835: Los Angeles county, (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 37.
1900,1890,1830: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 128.
1905( tables headed 1905-06): Colusa, Glenn, and Sutter counties. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 69, 82, 204.
1907( tables headed 1906-07): 5 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 57, 194, 199,208, 211.
15
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Production r Continued
1908(tables headed 1907-03): Colusa, Merced counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Hept. 1908, p. 60, 109.
1909; state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1913 (U.S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1908-09): 5 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 52, 73, 105, 129, 187.
1910( tables headed 1909-10): 4 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 92, 115, 193, 202.
1910( table headed 1909-10): Colusa county, (broomcorn brush) In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1910, p. 74.
1919, 1909( tables headed 1.920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p.
181 (U. S. Census)
Shipments
1905: Colusa, Merced, Ventura counties (shipped out of county) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1.905, p. 94 ,143,271
.
1906( table headed 1905-06): Glenn county (shipped out of state) In
Calif, -state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 83.
Value
.1380: state and 4 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1380, p. 96-97.
1882: San Bernardino county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1831 and 1832, p. 84.
1883: state and 5 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1333 and 1884, p. 56.
1384: state and Butte, Colusa, Sutter counties (reported by assessors)
' In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1833 and 1884, p. 92.
1836: Sutter county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1885 and 1885, p. 74.
1887: state and 6 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1837 and 1883, p. 73.
1888: state and 5 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1837 and 1338, p. 92.
1889: state and 4 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1339 and 1890, p. 54.
1890: state and Alameda and Sutter counties (reported by assessors)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1839 and 1890, p. 73.
1391: state and Santa Clara and Sutter counties (reported by assessors)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 54.
1892: state and Colusa and Los Angeles counties (reported by assessors)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 84.
1893: state and Colusa and Sutter counties (reported by assessors) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 67.
1894: state and Colusa and Modoc and Santa Clara counties (reported by
assessors) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1693 and 1894,
p. 97.
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Value - Continued
1895: state and Fresno and Los -Angeles counties (reported "by assessors)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 37.
1906 ( tables headed 1905-06): Colusa, Glenn and Sutter counties. In
' Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 69, 82, 204.
1907( tables headed 1906-07): 5 counties. In Calif., state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 37,194, 199, 208, 211.
1908 (tables headed 1907-08): Colusa, Merced counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 60, 109.
1909( tables headed 1908-09): 5 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 52, 73, 105, 129, 187.
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1910 (tables headed 1909-10): 4 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 92, 116, 193, 202.
1910(table headed 1909-10): Colusa county (broomcorn brush). In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1910, p. 74.
1919,1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p.
181 ("J. S. Census)
Value of Shipments
1905: Merced county (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1905, p. 143.
CASTOR BEAMS ..
Acreage
1866: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 74-
75; also in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 552-553.
(County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 20-21; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1867 and 69, p. 136-137.
(County assessors)
1868: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 56-57; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p . 358-359 .( County
assessors)
1869: 3 counties; total. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.. 1869, p. 10-11;
also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 15-17 (County assessors)
1869(tables headed 1859-70):
-state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p.176-177 (Assessors' figures)
1870: 5 counties and total. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71,
p. 70-71 (County assessors)
1870( table headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 386-387 (Assessors' figures)
1871(tablos headed 1871-72): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 204-205; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1871/73, p. 30-31 (Assessors' figures)
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Acreage - Continued •
1872 (tables headed 1872-73) : state and county.; -• In Calif, state" agr.
soc. Srans. 1873, p. 230-231; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. ret>t.
1871/73, p. 53-59 (Assessors' figures)
:
1872: Ventura county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 263;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 93 (Assessors 1
figures)
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
210-211; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p .30-31
(Assessors' figures)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans- 1875, p.
122-123; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1373/75, p. 54-55
(Assessors' figures)
1875: Colusa, Los Angeles counties, total: In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1876, p. 95-97; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.. rept. 1875/77,
p. 24-25 (County assessors)
1875: Los Angeles county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans; 1376, p. 118-
119; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. -Bien. rept. 1375/77, p.45-47
(County assessors)
. ; ,
-,
1877: Los Angeles county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans; 1878, p.344-
345.
j
-
.
'
. frZiJk"
1373: Los Angeles county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 230-
231;- also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.. 187.7/79, p. 12-13
(County assessors)
.
s
1379: Los Angeles county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879,
p. 252-253;- also, in Calif . Surveyor gen. Bien. . rept. 1877/79, p. 34-
35 (County assessors) '
.
•
.
.
1879: state and Contra Costa, Los Angeles, Mariposa counties. In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1330, p. 117.
1880( table headed 1379
. and' 1330) : Contra Costa, Los Angeles counties,
total. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/30, p. 60-61 (County
assessors)
18S1{ table headed 1330 and 1331): Los Angeles, Santa Barbara counties,
total. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1830/82, p. 61 (County
assessors)
1832 (table headed 1331 and 1382):. Los Angeles county. In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 75 (County assessors)
1882: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1833 and 1334, p. 109.
1913: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical Rept.
1913, p. 359 (-Los Angeles chamber of commerce)
Imports (Quantity and Value)
1920( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from Mexico. In Los Angeles. 3d.
harbor consulssioners. Annual repts. 1913-20, p. 97.
Production
1366: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1355/67, p. 74-
75; also in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1366 and 1367, p. 552-
553 (County assessors)
IS.
CASTOR BEASTS - Continued
Production - Continued .
.
'-
18S7: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor, gen. Bien. rept .. 1867/69,
p. 20-21; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868,' p. 136-137 (County-
assessors)
186S: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 56-57; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans- 1869, p. 358-359 (County •
assessors)
1859: San Luis QMspo, Yuba counties, total. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1859, p. 10-11; also in Rept. 1859/71, p .16-17 (County assessors)
1869: state and county.. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1870, p. 176-
177 (County assessors)
1870: 4 counties and total. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71,
p. 70-71 (County assessors)
1870: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1871, p.
'386-387 (County assessors)
1871 (tables headed 1871-72): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1872, p. 385 (County assessors)
1871( tables headed 1871-72): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 204-205; also in Calif . Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1871/73, p. 30-31 (County assessors)
1872( tables headed 1872-73): state and county. In Calif., state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 230-231; also in 'Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1871/73, p. 58-59 (County assessors)
1873: state and county. -In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 210-
211; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 30-31
(County assessors)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.122-- .
123; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 54-55 (Co. "
assessors)
1875: Colusa, Los Angeles counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1876, p. 96-97; also in Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 24-25
(County assessors)
£876: Los Angeles county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876,
p. 118-119; also in Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 46-47
(County assessors)
1977: Los Angeles county. In Calif- state agr. soc. Trans. 1878,
p. 344-345 (County assessors)
1878: Los Angeles county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879,
p. 230-231; also in Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 12-13. .
(County assessors)
1879; Los Angeles county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879,
p. 252-253; also in Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79., p. 34-35
( County assessors)
1879: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1880, p. 117.
1830(table headed 1879 and 1880): Los Angeles county. In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/30, p. 60-61 .(County assessors). , ;
1881(table headed 1880 and 1881): Los Angeles, 'Santa Barbara counties,
total. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 61 (County
assessors)
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Production - Continued
1832( table headed 18S1 and 1882): Los Angeles county. In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Bien.' rept. -1830/32," p. 76 (County assessors)
1882: Los Angeles county. In Calif, state M. equalization. Rept.
1883 and 1384, p. 109.
1918: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical Hept.
1918, p. 359 (Los Angeles Chamber of commerce)
Imports
1915(year ended June 30): Los Angeles Harbor (domestic imports of
fibre; of
.
palmetto fibre.) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1914/15, p.53.
1920(year ended June' 30): imports from the Orient; from Philippines to
Port of San Francisco -compared with Seattle imports. In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1918/20, p. 133, 134.
1920(year ended June 30): imports of manufactured; • of unmanufactured
fiber from various foreign countries to Port, of San Francisco. In
Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners; Bien. rept. 1918/20, table
following p. 134.
'1922
, 1921 (years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries (manufactured; unmanufactured) In Calif.
Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 2
and 4, following p. 78.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
' 1925,1926(Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): imports, Port of San Francisco
•from various foreign countries (unmanufactured) In Calif. Bd. state
harbor commissioners . Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 94, 96.
Shipments
1920(year ended June- 30) : exports, Port of San Francisco of manufactured
fibres, to various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
1922 ,1921 (years ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to various
foreign countries (manufactured fiber) In Calif. 3d. state harbor
commissioners.' Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 1 and 3, following
p. 78.
1925: Intercoastal to Port of San Francisco by cities of origin (un-
manufactured) In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept.
1924/26, p.S8.
1925, 1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1925): exports, Port of San Francisco
to various foreign countries (fibre and manufactures) In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 98, 100.
1925,1926(Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal from Port of San
Francisco by cities of • destination (unmanufactured) In Calif. 3d.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924 | 25, p. 90, 92.
20
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Value of Imports
1915(year ended June 30): Los Angeles harbor (appr ox. value of fibre;
of palmetto fibre imported) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 53.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. SO.
COTTON
Acreage
18S0: Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept. 1860, table 1,
following p. 30 (Assessor's report)
1863: Tehama county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 82-83; also
in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 236-237 (County assessors)
1864: Los Angeles county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept.
1864, p. 36 (Assessor's report)
1865: San Diego county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept.
1865, p.l24-125(Assessor ' s report)
1866: San Bernardino county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67,
p. 78-79 (County assessors)
1865: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866
and 1867, p. 55S-557( County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1867/69, p. 24-25; also in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868 and
1869, p. 140-141 (County assessors)
1870(?): Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1871,
p. 390-391; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p. 75 (County
assessor
)
1872(tables headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 234-235; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73,
p. 62-63 (County assessors' figures)
1872: Ventura comity. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 264;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 94 (County assessors'
returns)
1873: state and county. . In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 214-15;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 34-35 (County as-
sessors' returns)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p. 126-
127; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 58-59 (County
assessors' returns)
1875: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 100-101;
also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 28-29 (County as-
sessors)
1876: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 122-123;
.
also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 50-51 (County
assessors)
1877: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 348-349;
(County assessors)
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Acr cage - Continued
1878: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, P* 234-235;
also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1277/79, p.l6-17 (County
assessors)
1879: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, P- 256-257;
also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Eicn. rept. 1877/79, P- 38-39 (County
assessors)
1879: state and Kern and Merced counties. In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1880, p. 120.
• 1S80( table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1879/30, p. 64-65- (County assessors)
188l( table headed 1830 and 1881): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Hen.
Rept. 1880/82, p. 63 (County assessors)
1882( table headed 1881 and 1882): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bioii. rept. 1880/82, p. 78. (County assessors)
1882: state and Kern and ilcrcod counties. In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Sept. 1853 and 1884, p. 112.
1909 (table headed 1908-09) : Imperial county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1909, p. 79.
1909: state (acres harvested; includes cottonseed) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1910 : Imperial county (acres sown) In 'Calif. 'State bd. equalization.
Rept." 1909-1910, p. S9.
1912: Imperial county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept.' 1911-1912, p. 59.
1914: Imperial and Riverside counties' (acres sown) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1913-191^4, p. 93.
19l6: state (rank of states b$r acreage,' with u. S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept, 1916, p. 10^.
19l6: Riverside county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical Rept.
19l6, p. 385 (county horticultural commission figures)
19l6: Imperial and Riverside counties (acres sown) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rent. 1915-191^, p.65.
1917: Riverside county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917,
p . U78 ( C ounty hort i cul tural cemmi s si on . r
)
1913: Riverside county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 399 (County horticultural commissioner)
1918: 7 counties (acres sown) In Calif. State be. equalization.
Rept. 19l7~191o, ..41.
1913-1909(annual) : Imperial Valley (estimated) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 122; also in Statistical rept. 1919,
p. 90 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1909-1918 are in
Statistical repts. 1917, p.103; 19l5, p. 79)
1918,1917: by districts and state (acres harvested) In Calif. State
comm. hort. Monthly bul. v. 8, April 1919, p. 212.
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1910,19175 state.. In Calif. State conn. hort. Bien. ropt. 1917-1913,
p. 5( Compiled iron: reports of county horticultural commissioners)
191g/j9-1909/lO( annual) : state (includes lower California, Mexico for
1913/19) In University of California Journal of Agriculture, v. 6,
no, 6, Oct. 19^0, p. 6.
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p.ll5(U. S.D.A.
)
1919 J state and county (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 173-18*3; 1921, p.lS'7-197 (U. S. Census)
1919,1909(table headed 1910,1920): state (acres harvested) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p.l67; 1921, p.lol
(U. S. Census)
1919,1913: state (lint) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.-
Jeb. 1920, p. ;42; in Calif, crop .and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919,
. p.l (U. S. D. A. )
1920: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1919-1920, p. 36. .
1920 : state (estimated acreage of lint) In 5am management notes for
.Calif.
,
p. 16.
1921-1919( a"--^0l) ' state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical r ept.
1921, .p.20U (U. S. D. A. )
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec.
1923,
-p. 3^3; also in its Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25 Do<3,
15,1923, following p. 76.
1922: 5 counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1921~1922, p. 39.
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestockr.pt. Dec. 27, 192.$.
1923,1922: state and districts of - San : Joaquin Valley; Riverside count;-;
Imperial county;
.
Imperial Valley (that part in Hexico) (^preliminary
estimate of acres picked in 1923 compared with 1922) In. Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. U3, p.9»
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1923,1922: by districts and state (acres picked) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v.12, July-Dec.
.1923, p.4U6.
192U: 6 counties (acres sown) In
,
Calif. State bd. equalization. Ropt.
1923~192 )4, p. 39. " ' . /
192^: leading counties or district; state; Lower Calif., Mex..; " combined
total (estimate of acreage harvested) In Calif, crop and live-
stock rept. July 3>: 1925, . \
192^-1919 ( annual) : state and county- (number of acres picked) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 192*+, p. 2U7. '•"
192^', 1923( 2-year average) : state (important crops compared. ' Rank given;
cotton expressed as per cent of hay) In Calif, ;ftgr. ' exjp. sta. Bul.
UU5,p.H6. •
•'
192^,1923: state - including lower Calif.
,
Mexico. In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p.3» '"' :
1925(June 25): leading counties or district; state; lower Calif. , Hex.,
.'. combined, total; leading individual • cotton* states of ;U« S.'; u. S.
(acreage under cultivation) In Calif, crop and livestock rept..
July 3, 1925 (data for leading states and U. S. also "given in Rept.
;
of July 23, 1925 and Oct. 27, 1925)
:
'
1925-1910( annual) : state;, u. S. (acreage harvested in state; in U..S.
;
acreage planted in U, S. ) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,
p. 22; also in Califi Dept. agr. Monthly" bul-. v.
I
1
.-, July-Dec. 1925,
p. 29S.
1925-191 J( annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
9
(Some statistics for shorter -oeriods within 1919-1925 in Special pub#
55, p. 11; ^3,'p.7; 33, P-6; 16, p.6; 9, p. 50
1925-1919( annual) : state In Calif. Dept. • agr. Monthly bul. v.lH,
'July-Dec. 132% p.2o5 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 192**, p. 2kk (includes
Lower Calif, and Mexico); v.12, July-Doc. 1923, p.^; v.12, Jan.-
feb. 1923, p. 55; v.10, Nov.-Dec. 1921, p. 7^7; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 7^1)
19 2 5-19 23 ( annual) : state; county or valley; Imperial Valley in ill exi c 0
;
combined total (acreage picked) In Calif.- Dept. agr.' Special pub. 63,
p. 21; .also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l«V July-Dec. 1925,
p. 297. .
1925,192^; state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 192b, p. 3.
1926: counties (acres sewn) In Calif. - State bd. equalization. Rept.
1925-1926", p.Uo.
192S: counties or district; state; lower Calif., 1.1 ox. ; total; individual
states (acreage harvested) In Calif, crop and livestock ropt*
July 9, 1927 (Calif, cotton rept. July l,"l927)
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COTTON - Continued
jlcroagc - Continued
1926-1910( annual) : state .compared with U. S. (acreage harvested;
acreage planted given for U. S. ) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 7^1 P-12; also In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l^, July-
Dec. 1926,- p. 225.
1926--1919( annual) : state; San Joaquin Valley
.
; Riverside and Imperial
counties; Imperial Valley in Mexico; combined total (acres picked)
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 225 (1919-
I925 also in Monthly bul. Y.lk, July-Dec. 1925, p. 298)
19 26-1922"( annual; 5-7car aver.); state'. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
.
t
pub. 7^»- P»^; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l^, July-Dec,
'1926, p. 221.
"
,
,
,1926-192U( annual) : state (not including lower Calif., Mexico) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. , Jan.
' 5, 1927, p. 2.
1926-192^l( annual) : state, counties and valleys; Imperial valley - that
part in Mexico - 'Combined total (acreage picked) In Calif. Dept.
agr.-. Special pub. 7^, P. 11*, also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
;V.15, July-Dec. 1926, p.22U.
, 1927 (July 1) : counties or districts; state; lower Calif., Mexico;
.
total ( acreage • under, cultivati on) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jul*- 9y 1927 (Calif, cotton rept. July 1).
.
19£7(July 1), 192b (June 25): individual' states, U. S. (acreage under
cultivation)' In -Calif crop and livestock rept. July 9, 1927 (Calif,
cotton rept. July!)
,
'. 1927: individual -states, .U. S. (acreage in cultivation July 1; left
for harvest) In' Calif, crop and livestock rept. pec. 9> 1927 (Calif,
-/cotton report, Dec. 1, 1927)
.
19_27-1910(an"xiual)-.' Calif. . compared with U. S. (acreage harvested;
acrea'go planted in 13. S. also given) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub.. 36*,. p.13;* in . Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.lo,. Dec, 1927,
•P- 769.
1927-1919 ( animal ) : San Joaquin Valley; Riverside county; Imperial
county;
' state; Imperial Valley in Mexico; total (acres picked)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special 'pub. 06, p. 12; in Calif. Dept. agr.
• Monthly bul. v.lo, Dec. 1927, p. 760 (Sane statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1927 in Special pub. 7^, P-12; 63, p. 22; 55,
1927-1923(o.ni-ual; 5-7oar aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. S6, p.g; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l6, Dec. 1927,
p. 76^.
1927-19'25(.annual) : state; counties; valleys; Imperial Valley in Mexico;
total (acreage picked) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 36, p. 11;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. l6, Dec. 1927,
1927,192b: state, not including Lower Calif
•
, Ilex. In Calif crop and
livestock rept. Jan. k 9 1928, p,2.
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COTTON - Continued
Acreage - Japanese
191S(?): state (Japanese farms) In Calif. State "bd. control,
r / ..Calif., and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
1919,1909: state (land in state occupied "by Japanese) In Calif,
i'.
,
...-St ate. ;T3dv- control, '• .Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed.
,
1922, p. ^9
-^r,. . ( Compiled by State bur. labor statistics and the Japanese agr.
'assoc. of Gal if..)
Acreage,,' Losses in
1917: total- of 132 farm centers (cotton and grain losses in acreage,
traceable to labor shortage) In Calif. Agr. erp. sta. Circ. 193,
p. 45 (Details of losses by counties and center, p.H8-51)
Classed and Graded
I926 (to Dec. 31), 1925 } 192U: classing office at Baker sfi eld; Fresno;
total (bales classed; aver, staple length; bales graded; per cent
above middling; miauling; below middling) In Calif, Dept. .agr.
Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 192b, p. 155.
192b-1924( annual) : San Joaquin valley cotton(locality where produced
given) passing through state classing service (number of bales
classed; number of bales graded) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.lb, Dec. 1927, p.630-631.
Consum'pti on
.
IS06: Alameda and San Francisco counties; total (used in cotton mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. IS65/67, p. 90-91 (San Francisco county
figures also on p. HO-}: also in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866
and I867, p.5&3-5b9 (County assessors 1 figures)
1879(?): Santa Clara county (used by woolen mills) In Calif. Statu bd.
equalization. Rept. 1880, p.l2U.
1881 (table headed 1880 and 1881): counties (used in cotton mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. lS8o/S2, p. 71 (County assessors)
I882(table headed 1881 and 1882): counties (used in cotton mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. S-ien. rept. 1880/82, p. 87. (County assessors)
Cost .of Production
I865.: (estimated costs and -profits of cultivating 200 acres of cotton
by J. M. Strong of Merced county) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
^1872, p. 279.
18o5: (cost of ploughing and taking care of fifty acres; cost of 300
lbs. of seed, on plantation of Jose' Hubio near Los Angeles) In
Calif, state agr*. soc. Trans. iS'ok and I065, p.2o5«
1870(?)i (profits on raising cotton in Calif, compared with wheat)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1SJ2. p. 302-3 (John L. Strong)
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COTTON - Continued
Cost of Production - Continued
1371: (estimate of the cost of producing cotton on Calif, farm) In
Calif, stat j agr; soc. Trans. 1872, p. 305 (John L. ' Strong) .
1371: (estimated cost -of producing cotton per aero on "Bear Creek"
land, by Mat. Strong) In Calif, state agr. soc.. Trans. 1872, p. 305.
191 5/l6, 191 3/l9 ( or normal, high -periods) : . state ( operating, costs . of an
average acre; detailed data include market prices for, land; costs
of preparing land and planting, growing the crop, harvesting and
marketing, taxes and insurance; farm returns) In Farm management
notes for Calif. » p.^9«
Glnnings
1921-1919 ( annual) ': (annual to Dec. 13): 3 counties; all others; state
(cotton ginned, exclusive of linters) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921., p. 171.
192H: Calif, and other leading states.; U. :S. (final ginnings for 1924;
indicated on Oct. IS and Oct. 1, 1925) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Oct. 27, 1925 (1924 data, U. S. Census)
Import s
19l6 (year ended Juno 30)': Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 256. . .
1919(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1913-20, p. 45.
1920(year ended June 30): -imports to Port of San Francisco from the
Orient. In Calif. Bd. state
: harbor commissioners. Bien. rept.
191S/1920, p. 133 (Imports' to port of San Francisco of manufactured
cotton; raw cotton from foreign countries, table following p. lj^)
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30) : imports to port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries ( cotton manufactures) In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissi oners, Bien. rept. 1920/1922, tables 2 and k,
following p. 73.
1925, 1926 ( Jan.! to June 30 for 1926):. imports, Port of San Francisco
from various foreign countries (raw and manufactured) In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p.9^»9^.
Per Cent Grinned '
1921-191 S( annual ) : Calif, compared with leading states (per cent of
total from each state) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical r opt.
1921, p.17^-175.
Price
1918: (Egyptian cotton raised in San Joaquin Valley - by grade) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1913, p. 120; 1919, P« 39.
1913-1909( annual) : Imperial Valley (average price per lb. - short
stable; long stable; Pima; long staple 1912-1913; Pima, 1913) In
Calif. Stat. bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1913, p. 122; 1919, P«90
(Same statistics, not including Pima, for shorter periods within
1909-1913 in Reports 1917, p. 103 and 1916, p. 79)
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CCTTOIT - Continued
rice - Continued
1919M91S: state (price Dec. 1 of lint) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul, v.9, Jan—Fob. 1920, (tJ. S. D. in Calif, crop and
livestock rcpt. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l. (U.S. 3. A.)
192(3 : state (farn value per lb. Dec. 1 of lint) In item nanagenent
notes for Calif, p. lb.
1921-1919( annual): state (faro value Dec. 1 of cotton lint) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rcpt. 1921, -p.20k (U. S. D. A*)"-.
1923, 1922 r state (fan: price Dec. 1 of lint) In Calif, crop ana live-
stock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
192^,1923: state including lower Calif., Mexico (farn value Dec. 1
of lint) In Calif, crop and livestock r opt. Jan. 5, 1925, ?• 3-
1925-1919 (annual): state (farn value Dec. 1; price per lb.) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 9- (Sane statistics for shorter periods
within I919-I925 in Special pubs. 55, p. 11; 43, p.7; 33, p.6; l6, p.6
9, p. 5)
1925-1919( annual) : state (farn value Dec. 1; price per lb. of lint)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.lU, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Sane
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-19-5 Monthly buls.
v.13, July-Dec. 192U, p'.2UU;.v.l2, July-Dec. 1923, p.W^;>.12,
Jan.-fob.1923, ^.55; v.10, Nov. -Dec. 1921 , p. 7^7; v.9, Dec.1920,
p. 7^1)
1925,1924: state (estinated farn value, Dec. 1 of lint) In Calif,
crop and livestock irept. Jan. 5, 192b, p. 3«
1926-1910( annual) : state cenpared .witn u. 3. (average farn price Dec. 1)
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 225 (1925-
1910 given in Monthly bul. v.14, July-Dec. 1925, P*29S)
1926-1919( annual):- 1925-1919( average): Calif, grape producing section
(farn price; prices of other chief farn products and relative prices
of non-agricultural cconodities also given) In Calif. Agr. exp.
sta. Bul. 429, p. 122 (l92o figures are preliminary)
1926-1922 (annuo!; 5-year average); state (fam value Dec. 1 of lint)
in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 7^, i?- Calif. Dept. agr*
Monthly bul. v.15, July-Doc. I926, p. 221.
1926-192^ (annual) : state (not includr^: lower Calif., Mexico) (esti-
nated fa-n value Dec. 1 of lint) In Calif, crop and lives toclc r opt.
Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2,
1927-,l-2o: state (estimated fam value Dec. 1 &f lint) (not including
lower Calif., Max.). In Calif, crop and livestock rent, Jan.. 4,
19-7-1910( annual) : state (fare prico per p^mO, Doc. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special rub. o£
f
p.lU-; in Calif. £c**t. agr. Ucn till y bul.
v.lS, Dac. ipj, p. 770.
1927-19IO( annual) : Calif, conparod with U. S. (average fam price Dec.l)
In Calif. Bopt. agr. Special pub. cc, p. 13; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v.lo, Dec. 1927, P»7S9 (Sane statistics for shorter
periods within 1910-1927 in Special pubs. p. 12 and 63, p. 22)
1927-1923( annual ; 5-7oar average): state ( fam value per lb. Dec. 1
01 lint) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 8; rn Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v.lo, Dec. 19 27, p.7oU.
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Production
lSb3: Tehaina county. In Calif, stato agr. soc. Trans. 1363, P«236-
237; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. I863, p. 82-83 (County
assessors)
1864: Los Angeles county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept.
1864, -Q.36 (Assessor's report)
1866: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and
IS67, p.556-557 (County assessors)
1366: San Bernardino! county. In Calif. Surveyor g'en. Rept. 1 865/67,
p. 78-79 (County assessor)
1867: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 24- 25; also in -Calif . state agr. soc. Trans. 186 3 and 1369,
p.l4o~l4l.
IS72: Ventura county. In Calif, state agr. soc, Trans. 1873, p. 264;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1371/73 » p»9^ (County assessors)
1872 (tables headed 1873) : state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 234-5; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1371/73,
p. 62-63 (County assessors' returns)
1873 J state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.2l4-
215; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p- 34-35 (County
assessors 1 figures)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p. 126-7;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 58-59 (County assessors)
1875: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 100-101;
also in Calif. Surveyor gon. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 28-29 (County
assessors)
I876: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. I876, p. 122-123;
also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 50-51 (County
assessors)
1877: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1378, p. 3^8-3^9
( C ounty assessors)
1378: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 234-235;
also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p.l6-17 ( county-
asses s or s)
1379: Merced county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 256-257;
also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1 877/ 79, 3^-33 (County
assessors)
1879! state and Kern and Merced counties. In Calif.; State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1880, p. 120.
1380 (table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1879/ 80, p. 64-65. (County assessors)
1 881 (table headed 1880 and 1881): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. l8So/82, p. 63 (County assessors)
1 832( table headed 1881 and 1-882) : counties. In Calif. Surveyor $ on.
^
Bien. rept. 1880/S2, p. 78 (County assessors)
1882: stato and Kern and Merced counties. In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p.112.
1909: state. In Calif, State bd. agr. Rents. 1911-1918 (tT. S. uonsus)
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Production - Continued
1909/10: Imperial, Riverside counties. In Calif, stage agr. soc.
Kept. 1910, p.97,l3SO/alue given also)
191^-1909 (annual) : Imperial Valley ( estimated; . total and classified by
variety) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 87.
1916: state ( rank of states by acreage, with U. S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 19l6, p.loH.
1916- l 909 ( annual ) : Imperial Valley (short staple; Durango or long
staple 1913-191b? 19l6 figure estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 19l6, p. 79.
1 91 7- 1 909 ( annual ) : Imperial Valley (estimated; short staple; Durango
or long staple) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917.
p. 103.
191S(?): 7 counties of San Joaquin Valley; total (Upland; Egyptian;
Egyptian by classification) In Calif. Statu bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 19IS', p. 119-120.
191 8-1 909 ( annual ) ; Imperial Valley (estimated of short staple; Durango
or long staple; Pima) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 122; 1919, p. 30.
191S,1917? state and districts. In Calif. State comm. hort. .
Monthly bul. v. 3, Apr. 1919, p. 212.
I9l8/l9-1909/l0( annual) : state (includes lower Calif., Mexico for
19l3/l9) In university of California Journal of Agriculture, v.b,
no. 6, Oct. 1920, p. 6. bd.
1919; state and county. In Calif. State/ agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 173-123; in Rept. 1921, p. 137-197 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1319', p. 115 ( U. S. D. A.)
19l9( estimated per cent of 1913): state. In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p. 2.
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1910,1920): state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1920, p.lb7; in Rept. 1921, p. 131 (U. S. Census)
1919,1913: state aid county (classified by variety) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1919* p. 33.
1919,1913: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb.
1920, p.tej In Calif, crop and livestock ?opt« Dec.
22, 1919, p.l. (U. S. D.A.)
1920: state (estimated per cent of 1919* I# Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 9, T>»3; aLso in Calif. Do'ot. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Dec.
1920, p. 739*
1920: state (estimated production of lint) In Farm management notes
for Calif., p. lb.
1921 ; Calif, (includes lower Calif.) compared vdtn loading states and
U. S. (final 1921; census ginnings) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 170.
1921 : state (estimated per cent of 1920;1919) : In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. lb,-). 4; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 10,
Nov.-Dec. 1921, p.7 L12.
JO
COTTON - Continued
Producti on - Continued
1921 : state (cotton lint) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12,
1922. ^ .
' 1921-1 91 S( annual ) : Calif, compared with leading states and U. S.
(running bales - equivalent 500 lb. bales and running bales classi-
fied as Upland (square; roiind) : sea-island, exclusive of linters;
rank 'in production given) In Calif. Stato bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1921, p. 17H-175.
1921-1919( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd.' agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 20'H (13. S. D. A.)
" 1922: state (estimated per cent of 1921) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 33, p. ^; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.12, Jan.-Jeb,
1923, P. 55.
1923,1922: state and districts of San Joaquin Valley; Riverside county;
Imperial county; Imperial Valley (that part in Mexico) (Preliminary
estimate of 1923 compared with 1922) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. ^3, p. 9.
1923,1922: state (lint) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27,1923.
1923,1922: state and districts. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.12,
July-Dec. 1923,' p.
192^: leading counties or districts;' state; lower Calif., Mexico; com-
bined total (estimated) In Calif, crco and livestock rept. July 3,
1925.
192^-1 919 ( annual) : state and county (in pounds cf fibre; in 500 lb.
gross bales) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 192^,
P.2U7.
192^,192^: state, including lower. Calif . , Mexico (lint) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, P. 3*
I925-I919 (annual) : state (lint) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,
p. 9 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 11; 4-3, p. 7; 33, p.6; 16, p.6; and 9, p. 5)
1925-1919( annual) : state (lint) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14-,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 2^4 (includes lower
Calif, and Mexico); v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p.Wh v.12, Jan. -Feb.
1923, p. 55; v.10, Nov.-Dec.1921, p. 7U7; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 7^1)
192 5-1 923 ( -annual ) : state; county or valley; Imperial valley in Mexico;
combined total (bales 500 lb. gross) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 63, p. 21; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.lU, July-
Dec. 1925, p. 297. .
1925, 192U: state (lint) In Calif, cro^> and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1926/p. 3.
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Production . - Continued
1926: counties or districts; state; lower Calif., Mex. ; total; in-
dividual states In Calif* crop and livestock rept. July 9, 1927
(Calif, cotton report
,
July l)
1925-1910( annual ) : state compared witn U. S. and world (world produ-
tion not given for 1926.) In Calif. Dept. agr . Monthly bul. v. 15,
July-Dec. 1926, p. 225 (1925-1910
-also given in Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 298)
1926-1919.( annual ) : state ; san Joaquin Valley; Riverside, Imperial
counties; Imperial Valley in Mexico; combined total (pounds of
fiber; by 500-lb. gross bales)* In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.15,- July-Dec. 1926, v. 225 (1925-1919 also in Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 298 Tstate total includes Sacramento Valley])
1926-1922 (.annual; 5-year average): state (lint) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif. De-pt. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15,
July-Dec. 1926, p. 221.
1926-1924(annual) : state (not including lower Calif.; Mexico) (lint)
In Calif, crop and livestock report, Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
1926-1924( annual) : state, counties and valleys: Imperial Valley in
Mexico; combines total. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p.ll;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 234.
1926,1925: individual states; U. S. (Nov. 1 forecast and crop ginnings
are given for 1927) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Nov. 9,
1927 (Calif, cotton r eport , Nov. l)
1927-1910( annual ) : Calif, compared with U. S., with world (estimated
world production) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 13; in
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 769 (Same sta-
tistics for shorter periods within 1910-1927. in" SpoCial pub. 74,
p. 12 (world production for 1926 not given) and 63, p.22.
1927-1919( annual ) : San Joaquin Valley; Riverside county; Imperial
county; state; Imperial Valley in Mexico; total (pounds fiber,
500-pound gross bales) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 12;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p.768 (Same sta-
tistics for shorter periods within 1919-1927 in Special pub. 74, p. 12;
63, p. 22 (state total includes Sacramento Valley); 55, p. 14)
1927-1923 (annual; 5-year average): state (lint) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Bee.
1927, p. 764.
1927-1925( annual ) : state; counties; valleys, Imperial Valley in Mexico;
total. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p.ll; in Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul*- v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 767.
1927,1926: state (not including lower Calif., Mex.) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
1927, 1926, 1926-22( 5-year average)* individual states; U. S. (for 1927 are
given the Dec. 1 estimate and crop ginnings to Dec. 1) In Calif*
crop and livestock rept. Dec. 9, 1927 (Calif, cotton report, Dec. l)
Purchasing Power
1926-1919 (annual, 1925-1919 (average) : Calif, grape producing section
(purchasing power in dollar's; in per cent of 1919-1925 average;
other chief farm products also given) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul.
429, p. 122; chart based on this table, p. 97 (1926 figures preliminary)
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Shipments
1888: Southern Pacific R. R. Co., Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co.;
freight traffic movement (per cent of total also given ) In Calif.
Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1889, Appendix, p. 38, 80.
1890: freight traffic movement over Southern Pacific co. (Pacific sys-
tem) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1891, p. 110.
1891.: freight traffic movement over Southern Pacific co. (Pacific system)
and Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Annual rept. 1892, p. 182, 234.
1892 (year ended Dec. 31);. 1893(6-mo. ended June 30): Atlantic and
Pacific R.R. co., freight traffic movement (per cent also given)
In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94 [Appendix], p. 108-
109. •
1893(for 18 mo. ended June 30, 1893): South Pacific R. R. Co., freight
.
traffic movement (per cent also given) In Calif. Bd. R.R. Com-
missioners. Rept. 1893-94 [Appendix] p. 14.
1894(year ended June 30): Southern Pacific R. R. Co., - freight traffic
movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commis-
sioners. Rept. 1893-94 [Appendix] p.219.
1895(year ended June 30): Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (freight traffic
movement; per cent of total also given) In Calif. Hi. R. R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1895-96, p. 349.
1896(year ended June 30): Southern Pacific R.R. vo., Atlantic and
Pacific R.R. Co. (freight traffic movement; per cent of total also
given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1895-96, p.103-,
173.
1900(year ended June 30): 3 Calif, railroads - freight traffic movement
(per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R.R. commissioners.
Rept. 1900, p. 80, 124, 137.
1909 (year ended June 30): 4 Calif, railroads, total - movement of
freight. In Calif. Bd. R.R. commissioners, Rept. 1909/10,
p. 190, 194, 199. •
1910(year ended June 30): Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R. R. Co.,
Southern Pacific R. R. Co., total movement of freight. In Calif.
Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1909/10, p. 269, 279.
.
• 191l(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. Jan. 1911-June
1912, p. 316-327.
1912(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. 1912/13, p.
1100-1111.
19l3(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. 1913/14, p. 674-683.
1914(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission- Rept. 1914/15, p.452-461.
1915(year ended June 30): freight carried by various railroads operat- .
ing in Calif.; total. In Calif. 3d. R.R. commissioners- Rept.
1915/16, v.2, p. 130-141.
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Shipments - Continued
191 5 (year ended June '30).: Port of Los Angeles ' (domestic commerce
;
'. foreign commerce - outbound) -In Los Angeles. B&. harbor
commissioners."'
. Annual rept. 1914/15,- p. 56, 57
.
1916(year ended June 30): Port of . Los 'Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce;, foreign commerce)- In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 259, 261.
1916(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments.- In Calif-. Railroad commission. Rept. 1916/17, v. 2,
p. 132-135.
1918(year ended June 30): Port' of. Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d-, harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 108.
1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 49, 83. . . .
1919(year ended June 30): Port of: Los Angeles (outbound foreign com-
merce)/' In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
- 1918-20, p. 53. .
1920( Jan.. -Jure) : Port of Los Angeles to England and- Japan. In Los
Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts-. 1918-20,
p. 11>, 123.
1920(year ended June 30): exports from San Francisco to the Orient com-
pared with Seattle exports. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commission-
ers. Bien. rept. 1918/20, p. 133.
1920(year ended June 30): exports, Port- of San Francisco of raw cotton;
of manufactured cotton to various foreign- countries. In Calif. 3d.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following
p. 134. .
1922 ,1921 (years ended Juno 30): exports, Port of Ban Francisco to vari-
ous foreign countries (raw and manufactured cotton) In : Calif. 3d.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables- 1 and
3 following p. 78.
1923: exports, Port of- San Francisco (raw cotton) In Calif. 3d. state
harbor commissioners. Bien, rept. 1922/24, p. 61.
1923: coastwise shipments from Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien-, rept. 1922/24, p. 63.
1925,1926(Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal from Port of San
Francisco by cities of destination (raw cotton) In Calif. Bd. state
harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 90, 92.'
1925,1926(Jan. 1 to June 30. for. 1925) : export s, JPort of San Francisco
to various foreign countries (includes manufactured cotton) In
Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien, rept. 192^/26,
p. 98, 100. .."..».'
Value
.
1909: state. In Calif . State bd. agr. -Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: state (including cotton seed) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts.
1912-1918. ..
. .
..
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Value - Continued
1918-1909(annual): Imperial Valley (estimated) In Calif. State ."bid.
agr. Statistical repts. 1918, p. 122;. '1919 , p. 90 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 19Q9-1918 in Repts. 1917, p. 103; 1916, p. 79)
1918-1911 (annual ) ! Imperial Valley (estimated value of cotton and
cottonseed) .In Calif. State '-bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 122;
1919, p. 90 (Same statistics for
'
shorter periods within 1911-1918
in Repts. 1917., p. 103; 1916, p. 79)
1918,1917: state (1918 estimated) In Calif. State comm. hort. Bien.
rept. 1917/18, p. 5.
1918/19-1912/13 (annual) estate. In University of California Journal
of agriculture, v. 6, no. 3, Oct. 1920', p. 6.
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.. •
Statistical rept. 1919, p. 115 (U. S. D. A.)
1919: state. In Calif. State bd. control, Calif, and the Oriental,
rev. ed. 1922, p.49 ( U. S. D. A.)'
1919, 1909( tables headed 1910,1920): state. In/Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept, 1920, p. 167; in Rept. 1921, p. 181 (U.S. Census)
1919,1918: state (lint) In Calif* Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.-
'
Feb. 1920, p. 42; In- Calif . crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919,
'p.l. (U..S. D.A.
)
1920: state (total farm value Dec. 1 of lint) In Farm management
notes for Calif., p. 16..
1920: Fresno county (.estimate) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1S20, p. 250 (Fresno county chamber of commerce)
1921: state (farm value Dec. 1 of cotton lint) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
1921-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1 of cotton lint) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U. S. D. A.)
1922: state (lint; seed value; estimated loss in value from insert
pests; and estimate of money. spent in insect control) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec . 1923, p. 363.
192.2: state (total value; estimated loss by insect pests; estimate of
money spent in insect control) InCalii. Dept. agr. Weekly news
letter, v.5., no .25, Dec. 15, 1923, following p. 76.
* 1923-1919 (5-year average): state (farm value Dec 1 of fibre) In Calif.
Agr. exp* sta. Bul. . 435, .p. 90.
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. 1 of lint)
.
In Calif, crop and live-
stock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state (lower Calif. (Mexico) excluded; rank and value)
In Calif. Dept. agr. . Special pub. 55, p. 7; also in -Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 240; also in Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925.
1924,1923: state including lower Calif., Mexico (farm value Dec. 1
of lint) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
' 1924;1923(2~year. average Dec. l): state (value of seed and lint; inn
' portant crops compared; rank given; cotton expressed as per cent
of hay) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. 445, p.45.
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Value - Continued
1925-1919( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1 of lint) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 9 (Same statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1925 in Special pubs. 55, p. 11; 43, p. 5;
33, p. 6; IS, p. 6 and 9, p. 5)
1925-1919(annual): state (farm value Dec. 1 of lint) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly "bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly buls. v. 13, July-Dec.
1924, p.244 (includes lower 6alif., Mex.); v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 444; v.12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Uov.-Dec. 1921, p. 747;
v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1" of lint) In Calif. crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
1925,1924: state (value and rank in value) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 63, p. 5; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July- Sec. 1925, p. 281; and in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 5, 1926, p. 2.
1926-1 922 (annual; 5-year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1 of lint)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 8; also in Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 221.
1926-1924( annual ) : state (not including lower Calif., Mexico) {estimated
farm value Dec. 1 of lint) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1927, p. 2.
1927
-
1923 (annual; 5-year aver.): state (farm. value Dec. l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.16, Dec. 1927, p. 764.
1927,1926: state (not including lower Calif., Mex.) (estimated farm
value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Value - Japanese
. 1918(?): state (cotton crop of Japanese farms) In Calif. State bd. con-
trol. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed.
,
1922, p. 223.
1919,1909: state (land in state occupied by Japanese) In Calif. State
bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed., 1922, p. 49 (Compiled
.
by State Bureau labor statistics and Japanese agr. assoc. of Calif.)
Value of Imports
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of in-
bound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners*
Annual rept. 1915/16,' p. 256.
1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of in-
bound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept s. 1918-20, p. 45.
Value of Shipments
.1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce;
foreign commerce - outbound; approximate value) In Los Angeles.
Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 56, 57.
1916(year ended June 30) ; Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce; foreign commerce, estimated' value of) In Los Angeles.
Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 259, 261.
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Value of Shipment s - Continued,.
191'8'(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles '(outbound 1 domestic com-
merce, estimated value of) In Log Angeles. Bd/ liar"bor commission-
ers. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 108. '
1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (out "bound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles.." Bd. harbor commissioners — Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 49, 83. .'/' ! ' " '
"
1919 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (out found foreign com-
merce)' In .Los Angeles. ' Bd. harbor commissioners. • Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 53. ' ! "
1920(Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to England' and Japan. In Los
Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. ' 1918-20, p. 113,
123. ' ' * ' ;
'
1923: exports, Port of San Francisco (raw Cotton) In'Calif. Bd. state
.,
harbor commissioners. * .Bien.rept. 1922/1924, p, 61.
1923: Coastwise shipments from port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d.
state harbor commissioners.
r
Bien. rept; 1922/1924, p. 63.
1924(yeor ended June 30) : Port of ' Los Angeles (exported to named
foreign countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1923/24, folded chart back cover.
Value per Acre - Japanese
19.18( ?): state (cotton crop of Japanese farms) In Calif. State bd.
'control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed.
,
1922, p. 223.
Yield Per Acre
Average, probable and possible yield that may be expected in Calif.
under normal conditions. In Calif. Agr. exp. s'ta. Circ. 121 [Oct.
1914], p. 3; in Circ. 210 [Mar. 1919], p. 3; Reprinted in Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 95.
1916: state, compared with leading cotton states. In 'Calif. State
bd.' agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 104.
1918,1917: state and districts (lint) In Calif. State comm. hort.
Monthly bul. v. 8, Apr. 1919, p. 212. '
'
1919,1918:' state (lint) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.-
Feb. 1920, p. 42; also in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22,
,
,.1919, p.l (u- S. D. A.- ) ;
.1921-1919 ( annual.) : state (.cotton lint) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U. S. D. A.) '
... 1923,1922: state (cotton lint) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
. Dec. 27, 1927.
1924: Calif, and other leading states; U. S. (final estimate for 1924;
indicated yield as of Oct. 18, 1925) In Calif* crop and livestock
rept. Oct. 27, 1925.
.
1924—1919 (annual ) : state and county (average yield per acre, pounds
fiber) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924,
p. 247.
1924,1923: state including lower Calif., Mex. (lint) In, Calif, crop
and livestock rept. " Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
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Yield loer Acre - Continued
1925~1919( annual)': state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
9
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pubs. 63, p. 9; 55, p.lit 43, p. 7; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5.)
1925-1919(annual): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-roc. 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul s. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 244 (includes
lower Calif ..Hex.); v. 12, July-Dec .1923, p. 444; v. 12, Jan. -Feb.
1923, p. 55; v. 10, tfov.-Dec. 1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925-1923 ( annual ) : state; county or valley; Imperial Valley in Mexico;
combined total (lbs. fiber) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,
p. 21; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,
p. 297.
1925,1924: state (lint) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1926, p. 3.
1926(l0-year. average 1917-26): individual states; TJ. S. (indicated
yield as of Nov. 1 is given also) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Hov. 9, 1927 ( Calif, cotton report, Uov.l)
1926-19lD(annual): state; San Joaquin Valley; Riverside, Imperial
counties; Imperial Valley in Mexico; combined total (pounds fiber)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 225 (1925-
1912 also given in Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 298)
1926-1 022 (annual; 5-year average): state (lint) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 74, p. 8; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15,
July-Dec 1926, p. 221.
1926-1 924 ( annual ) : state (not including lower Calif. Mexico) (lint ) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
1926-1 D24( annual ) : state, counties and valleys; Imperial Valley in
Mexico; combined total (pounds fiber) In Calif- Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 11; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1926.,. p. 224.
1927-1919 ( annual ) : San Joaquin Valley; Riverside county; Imperial
county; state; Imperial Valley in Mexico; total (average yield
pounds fiber) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 12; in Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 768 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1927 in Special pubs. 74, p. 12; 63, p. 22;
55, J. 14)
1927-1923( annual ; 5-year- average ) : state (lint) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86, p. 8; in Calif. DeT)t. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec.
1927, p. 764.
1927-1D25( annual ) : state; counties; valleys; Imperial Valley in Mexico;
total (pounds of fiber) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 9;
in- Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 767.
1927,1926: individual states; U. S. (1927 is estimate Dec. l) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 9, 1927 (Calif, cotton rept.
Dec. 1
,
1927)
1927,1926: state ( not including Lower Calif., Mex. ) (lint) In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p«-2.
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Miscellaneous
Acres Available for Cotton
1872: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1872,
p. 290.
Number of Cotton Ginneries
1921: 3 counties; all others; state (active; idle) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 171.
Warehouses
1927 ( Jan. 31 ) : state (no. and capacity of licensed warehouses) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Feb. 1927, p. 82.
COTTON HITTERS
Production
132G-1918( annual ) : Calif, compared with leading states and U. S.
(running bales - equivalent 500-lb. bales) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 174-175.
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1917(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd, harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1916-18, p. 47.
FLAX
Acreage
1855: Sacramento county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 288.
1857: Alameda and Sa::£-vCruz counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1857, table 1, following p. 22 (Assessors * reports)
1858: Humboldt, San Joaquin and Yolo counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1858, following p. 32 (Compiled from reports of county
assessors
)
1859: Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1,
following p. 30 (Assessors report)
1860: Contra Costa and Yolo counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1860, table 1, foil owing p .30 (Assessors 1 reports)
1861: Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1861, table 1, following p. 16 (Assessors* reports)
1862( table headed 1861): Monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p. 61 (Assessor *s report)
1863: Monterey and Santa Cruz counties; state. In Calif. Surveyor
^gen. Rept. 1863, p. 82-83 (compiled from reports of county assossors)
1865: Contra Costa, Sacramento counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1865, p.124-125 (Assessors 1 reports)
1866: state and 5 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67,
p. 76-77; also in Calif, state age. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867,
p. 554-555 (County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p. 138-
139; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bion. rept. 1857/69, p. 22-23.
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Acreage - Continued
18S8: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 58-59; also in Calif, state agr . soc. Trans. 1868, p. 360-351
(County assessors)
. .
1869: state and county. - In Calif. Surveyor, gen. Bien. rept. 1869,
p. 12-13; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 18-19; and in Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870 and 1871, p. 1.78-179 (Table headed 1869-70 in
Trans; County assessors' figures) .
.
' 1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.72-
?3; also in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1870 and .1871, p. 388-389
(Table headed 1870-1871 in Trans.; county assessors 1 figures)
187l(tables headed 1872)i state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 206-207; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 32-33 (County assessors' figures)
1872( tables headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Erans. 1873, p. 232-233; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien rept. 187l/73,
p. 60-61.
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 212-
213; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 32-33 (County
assessors' figures)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.124-
125; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.. rept. 1873/75, p. 56-57 (County
assessors' figures)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 98-
99; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 26-27 (County
assessors)
1876: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 120-
121; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p.48-49
(County assessors)
1877: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 346-
347 (County assessors)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 232-
233; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 14-15
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 254-
255; also. in Calif. Surveyor gen. Lien. rept. 1877/79, p. 36-37
{County assessors).
1879: state and 8 counties. In Calif. State- "bd. equalization. Rept.
1880, p.. 119.
1880 (table headed 18,79 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1879/80, p. 62-63 (County assessors)
. 188l(table headed 1880 and 1881): counties. 'In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 62 (County assessors)
1882(table headed 1881 and 1882): In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1881/82, p. 77 (County assessors)
1882: state and San Luis Obispo, San Mateo and Santa Barbara counties.
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 111.
1902: Solano county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalisation.
Rept. 1899-1902, p. 74.
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Acreage - Continued
1904: Solano county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Kept. 1903-1904, p. 48.
1906: San Joaquin county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Sept. 1905-1906, p. 72.
1906 (table headed 1905-06): Orange county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Kept. 1906, p. 136.
1907(ta."ble headed 1906-07): San Joaquin county. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 159.
1910: Contra Costa and San Joaquin counties (acres sown) In Calif*
State bd. equalization. Kept. 1909-1910, p. 89.
Imports
1894 (monthly, total): from Oregon and Washington by sea. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 191 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1895 (monthly, total): by sea. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.. 1895,
p. 156 (San Francisco produce exchange)
Production
1857: Santa Cruz county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept. 1857,
table 1, following p. 22 (Assessor's report)
1858: Humboldt, San Joaquin and Yolo counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Hept. 1858, following p. 32 (Compiled from reports of county assessors)
"1864: Tehama county.' In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept. 1864, p.37
(Assessor's report)
1856: 6 counties (two of these counties give seed production) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 76-77 (County assessors)
1856: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1856 and 1867,
"p. 554-555 (County assessors' figures)
1867:" state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1858 and
1869, p. 138-139; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Men. rept. 1857/69,
p. 22-23 (County assessors)
1868": state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p.360-
361; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/59, p. 58-59
(County assessors' figures)
1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869, p.12-
13; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 18-19; and in Calif, state agr". soc
Trans. 1870 and 1871, p. 178-179 (Table in Trans, headed 1859-70;
county assessors' figures)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p. 72-
73; also in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1870 and 1871, p. 388-389
(Table in. Trans, headed 1870-71; county assessors' figures)
1871 (table headed 1872): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1872, p. 385 (County assessors' figures)
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FLAX - Continued
Value - Continued
1S06( table headed 1905-05$: San Joaquin county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Hept. 1905, p. 159.
1907 (table headed 1903-07): San Joaquin county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1907, p. 159*
1903 (table headed 1907-08): San Joaquin county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1908, p. 159.
Value of Imports
1920(Jan.-June) : Port of Los Angeles from England (fabric flax) In
Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissi oners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 91,
Acreage
1858; Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1853, following
p. 32 (Compiled from reports of county assessors)
1859: San Joaquin county.- In Calif.- Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table
1 following p. 30 (Assessor l s report)
1860: Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1850, table 1,
following p. 30 (Assessor's report)
1905: Yolo county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 275.
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd.agr. Repts. 1911-
• 1918 (U.S. Census)
1909: state, compared with Ky. and Ind. ) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical repts. 1915-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (table headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested; with per
cent of decrease) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181.
Iimoort s
Prid
191o (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce - inbound -
foreign) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 57.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (Inbound fo.reign commerce)
In Los -Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual ropt. 1915/16,
p. 260.
1919: Delta (Sacramento' River) products (price of hemp shipped by
boat and rail) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights.
Bui. 3, p. 99 (Records of U. S. Engineer's office and R. R. records)
Production
1859: Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept. 1859, table 1,
following p. 30 (Assessor's report)
1370: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1871, p.374-
375 (U. S. Census 1870)
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KEI£? - Continued
Production - Continued
1905* Yolo county. In Calif* state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p.275»-
1907'( table headed 1905-07): Ventura, county. In Calif, state agr....
soc. Regt. 1907, p. 208"
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. 'agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909: state, compared with Ky. and Ind. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1915-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920 and 1910): state (with per cent of decrease)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920," u. 167;
1921, p. 181.(0. S. Census)
Shipment s
1905: Yolo county (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc.
-
s
• Sept. 1905, p. 275.
1919: Delta (Sacramento River) products (shipped by boat and rail)
In Calif. Dept. public works. Liv. water rights. Bui. 3, p.99
(Records of IT. So Engineers office, and R. R. records)
1923: ccistv/ise shipments from Fort of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd.
state harbor cornniissioners. Bien. rept. 19^/24, p. 63.
1925; intercoastal to Port of San Francisco by cities of origin. In
Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 88.
Value
1905: Yolo county. In Calif, 'state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 275.
• 1907 (table headed 1905-07): Ventura county.' In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 208.
190&: state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
.
Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909; statu, compared with Ky. and Ind.) In Calif .State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1915-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919 ,1909 (table headed 1920 and 1910): state (with per cent of decrease)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167
1921, p. 181.
Value of "Em-po rt
s
13i£(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value com-
merce - inuvind - t orsign) In Los Angeles* " 3d. harbor conmisr-'.ioners.
Annual rept. 19i4/~5, p-57.
191c i year eiideO June Pert of "os Angeles ( inbound foreign commerce)
XD. 3*>3 Ange^.os. 31.- harbor cor is si oners, Janus1 rept , 1915/16,p. 260.
192u (Ja:: r-*tTune
)
I Port of Loo Angelas fro:.. Iliiiippine Islands. In Los
Angelas. Bd. harbor cornuission^rs. Annual repts. 1318-30, p~,9S.
Value of Sfairafrfflg
191."; Ic " \a, (?.-icra^r.nto River) products (s&f^&l by rail and boat) In
Calif* Tep^-o publu. ^rt:, Si--*, water rig},/;?, 3, p.99
(Reco* Is of s'T. ^::.gi2io:-,*'!ss office, and R, E« records)
1923: coastwise ship&erits from port of San I'ranciscoo In Calif. 3d.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 63.
,.
A A
, ,
— J. i.* •
JUTS
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
ISIS (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce )' In Los Angeles. 3di harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 104.
1920(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20,p.79.
KAPOK
In-po rt s
191S(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 255.
1318,1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p.42,104.
1920(yoar ended June 30): imports, Port of San Francisco from various
foreign countries (reported as "Xopac") In Calif. 3d. state harbor
commissioners. 3ien. rr.pt. 1918/1920, table following p. 134.
1920,1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p.46-79.
1922, 1921(years ended June 30.): imports, Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries* In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.
3ien. rept. 1920/1922, tables 2 and 4 following p.78.
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1920(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 84.
Value of Imports
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of in-
bound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles, 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/lS, p. 256.
1918,1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of
inbound domestic commerce) in Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commission-
ers. Aanual repts. 1915-13, p. 42-104.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of
inbound domestic) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1913-20, p.45,79.
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GRAIN AND GRAIN PRODUCTS
Freight Rates
1881,1879: between given points on Southern Pacific R. R. northern
Div. (grain and flour - rate of 1879; R* R. com. rate effective
June 1, 1881, per cent decrease) In Calif. Sd. R. R. commission-
ers. Rept. 1880-1883, table following p.510.
Shipment s
1896(year ended June 30): Nevada County narrow gauge R. R. Co.
(grain, flour and other mill products - freight traffic movement;
per cent of total also given) in Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1895-96, p. 235.
1900(year ended June 30): Nevada County narrow gauge R. R. Co.
(grain, flour and other mill products - freight traffic move-
ment; per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1900, p.212.
Value of Imports
1924(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (grain and grain pro-
duct - from named foreign countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual rept. 1923/24, folded chart, back cover.
Value of Shipments
1924(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (grains and preparations
of, exported to named foreign countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. har-
bor commissioners. Annual rept. 1923/24, folded chart, back cover.
GRAIN
Acreage
1855; Santa Clara, Sacramento counties (total acres) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 243, 288
'
(County assessors and surveyor)
1901: San Diego, Stanislaus . counties ( Stanislaus- includes Alfalfa)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 367, 436 (Assessors r
figures)
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906,1905: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p.50,51.
1907 (tables headed 1906-07): counties (cereals). In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908 (tables headed 1907-08): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of 1 counties)
1909(tables headed 1903-09): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state (cereals - acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.-
Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1910( tables headed 1S09-10): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1910 (Sec Contents under names of counties)
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G-RAIW -- Continued
Acreage - Continued..
1918: San Bernardino county (wheat, oats, and barley - acres sown)
Xn Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1917-1918, p.41, footnote.
1919: state and county (cereals ~ acres harvested) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196
(U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (cereals - acres harvested;
with, per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920, p.166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
1919-1917 (annual): state (total of barley, wheat and oats) In
University of • Calif Journal of Agriculture, v. 6, no. 4, Apr.
1920, p. 6.
Acreage, Losses in
1917: total of 132 farm centers (cotton and grain losses in acreage
traceable to labor shortage) In Oalif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 193,
. p.45. Details of losses by counties and center, p. 48-51.
Consumed (Ground) in Grist Mills
1857: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1357, table 3, follow-
ing, p. 22; state total p. 25 (Assessors' repts.)
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1858, following p. 32
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1859: 8 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 3, follow-
ing p. 30; Yolo Co. figure, p c 97 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1860: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1860, table 2, follow-
ing p a 30 (Assessors' repts-0
1861: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1861, table 2, follow-
ing p. 16 (Assessors 1 repts.)
18 6B( table headed 1861): state and county. Jn Calif* Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p. 70-71; El Dorado Co. figure also on p. 107
(Assessors' repts.)
:.
1863: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p.
246-247; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 92-93 (Assessors'
repts.
)
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 54-55
(Assessors' repts.)
1865: 6 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 143
(Assessors' repts.)
Consumed ift Distilleries
1876/77: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1875/77, p. 67 (Assessor's rept.)
Consuned (Used) in Malt Houses
1866: San Francisco city and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1866 and 1867, p.586 (County assessor)
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GRAIN - Continued
Consumed (Used) in Malt Houses - Continued
1867s San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1857/39, p. 47 (County assessor)
1868: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1357/59, p. 95 (County assessor)
1859: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical
rept. 1869, p. 47; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 53 (County assessor)
1870: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. 'Re-ot.
1869/71,- p. Ill (County assessor)
1871( table headed 1872): San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1871/73, p.lll.
187 2( table headed 1873):.
-San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 123.
1875,1874: San Francisco, county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1873/75, p.84,97.
1876/77: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Survej^or gen.
Bien. rept. 1875/77,. p. 67 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1878, p^367 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1379, p. 275; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79,
p. 57 (County assessor)
1878: San Francisco city and county; In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1879, p 3 282; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79,
p. 64 (County assessor)
1879: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1379/80, p.82 (County assessor)
1885: San Francisco county (grain malted annually in malt houses)
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics, 2nd Bien. rept. 1855-86, p.
264 (From County assessors rept.)
1389/90: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. State bd.
equalization Kept. 1339 and 1890, p. 90.
139.1/92: San Franc i sco city and county. In Calif. State bd.
equalization Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 99.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. State bd.-
equalization Rept. 1393 and 1394, p. 114.
Cost of Harvesting
Comparative costs per acre of 4 methods of harvesting grain; cost of
handling grain after it is harvested. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Circ. 152 (June 1916), p. 5-14 (Figures and costs from University
of Calif. Agronomy Div., farmers and observations of investigators.
Port of Seattle gives some handling rates.
)
Freight Sates
1875(May 10): between given Calif, stations, (by rail or water; by
rail only) In Calif .. Legislative committee. Report on railroad
fares and freights, p. 45.
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Freight Rates - Continued
1878 (Aug. 1): statement A showing reductions in rates- Central
Pacific (below legal rates in force Jan* 1, 1878) on grain,
flour, and mill stuffs in car-loads as per tariff no ..10- from
various towns to Sacramento, Stockton, and San Francisco. In .
Calif. Commissioner of transportation. Rept. 1-877-1878, p. 4-5.
1879,1878: statement S showing lis.t of reduced rates on carlots of
grain over Southern Pacific Railroad - 1'orthern Division, issued
"between Jan. 1, 1878 to June 30, 1879. In :Calif • Commissioner
of transportation. Rept. 1877-1878, p. 23-26. . . .
1881,1879: "between given points (rate of 1879; R. R. commission
rate effective June 1, 1881; per cent, decrease on grain - wheat,
corn, barley, oats, and rye) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 188C-1882, tables following p. 510.
1882, 187 6-187 2 (given dates during these years): reductions in rates
on grain to San Francisco from named points* In Calif. Bd... R. R.
commissioners. Annual rept. 1888, p. 54.
1884( statement of Nov. 20) , 1883(previous statement of June 26.):
comparative grain rates - average per mile - of various railroads.
In Calif.. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Annual repts. 1884, p. 39;
1885, p.54.
1884(!?ov.20).: comparative grain statement on Central Pacific R. R.
tonnage in 1883, using commission rates. Rates and charges of
various railroads between given points compared with proposed
Calif, commission rates. (This is a detailed statement of the
above entry.) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept.
1885, p 0 56-61.
1888: special freight tariff from points within the state over
Central Pacific R. R. to Stockton. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1888, p. 459-460.
1888: special freight tariff from points within the state over
southern Pacific R. R. to Stockton. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1889, p. 551-562.
1388 (compared with old tariff): comparative statement of old and
new rates of the San Francisco and North Pacific R. R. between
Healdsburg and San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commission-
ers. Annual rept. 1889, p. 61.
1838: Southern Pacific R. R. freight rates compared with various
other railroad rates between given points (distance also given}
In Calif, 3d. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1888, p. 52 (In
letter of submittal of Feb. 18, 1888)
1390: special freight tariff from points within the state to
Stockton over Southern Pacific R 0 R. and over San Joacjuin and
Sierra Nevada R. R. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. "l890,
p.421, 422.
1892: comparisons of rates charged by Calif, railroads, Southern
Pacific Co. stations from and to San Francisco. In Calif. 3d.
R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1892, schedule "D", folded
charts, following p. 364.
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ei.^ht Hates - Continued
1892: comparative grain schedule compiled by Commissioner 3eckman
showing rates to Port Costa from points in the state and to
Atchison from points in the state of Kansas., Santa 3Pe R. R. In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1892, p. 103 (Letter
of submittal dated June 4)
18922 extracts from Southern Pacific Co.*s present freight schedules -
- rates to .port Costa from points in the state. In Calif. Bd. R.R.
commissioners. Annual rept. 1892, p. 128-143.
1392: table of grain rates submitted by J. S. Leeds, Mar. 12, 1392,
showing rates on grain from port Costa to given points in the
state compared with Kansas rates. In Calif. Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1892 (year ended Sept. 15), p. 52-58.
Pages 91-97 also show comparative rates from points in state to
Port Costa, and average rate per ton in Calif, and Kansas (Letter
dated June 25
)
1893 (and previous to 1893); between named points (grain rates to tide-
water points ) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94,
p.71-72.
1895 ( Sept .) : rates of Southern Pacific R. R. Co. between named points,
(rates fixed by R. R. commission) In Calif. Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1895-95, p. 62-65.
Imports
1914(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce). In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept,
1914/15... abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 129.
1915(y3ar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
191S(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/15, p.256.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts,
1916-IS, p.42, 103.
1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce. - grain, n.o.s.) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners
Annual repts. 1918-20, p.45-79.
ice
1830: state and county (average value per ton reported by assessors)
In Calif. State bd. eequalization. Ropt. 1880, p. 10O-101.
1832: counties (average value per ton reported by assessors) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 18S1 and 1832, p. 88-89.
1883s counties (average value per ton reported by assessors) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 67.
1906/07; Del Forts county (average price per ton) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p.72.
50-
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Price - Continued
,
•
1907/08: Del 1'orte county (average price per ton) In Calif , state
agr. soc. Rept. 1903, p. 65.
production
1855: Santa Clara county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1355, p.
243 (County surveyor)
1373: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1872-73, p. 64-65.
1875,1874: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1874^-75, p. 33-39, 66-67 .
1877,1876: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Bien.
rept. 187 6-77, p. 30-31, 50-51.
1879,1878: state and countj7- . In Calif. State bd. equalization. Bien.
rept. 1373-79, p. 30-31, 50-51.
1880: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1880, p. 100-101.
1382: counties (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1881 and 1382, p. 88-89.
1383: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1333 and 1384, p. 57.
1894: ? lianas county (estimated production of wheat, oats and barley)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 271 (11th Dist. agr.
assoc. Rept. )
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906;1905: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. 'Rept. 1906, p. 50, 51.
1907 (tables headed 1906-07): counties (cereals) In Calif, stabe
agr. soc. Rept. 1907 (See Contents Under names of counties)
190g( tables headed 1907-08): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1903 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909 (tables headed 1908-09): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state (cereals) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918
(U. S. Census)
1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 ( See Contents under names of counties)
1919: state and county (cereals) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept s. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, -0.185-196 (U. S. Census)
1919,i90S(tables headed 1920,1910"); state (cereals - with per cent
of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920,
p. 155; 1921, p. 130. (U. S. Census)
Production, Losses in
1917: 132 field crops (losses due to labor shortage) In Calif. Agr.
e^p. sta. Circ. u.45 (Details of losses by counties and center,
p.43-51)
GBAIN - Continued
1879~1872( annual, except 1879(6 mos. ) and 1372 (7 mos.): grain re-
'
ceived at Sen Francisco,, with conparative figures, for grain trans-
ported by various railroads to the general markets of the. state,
and percentage snipped by. railroads. In Calif. Commissioner .of
transportation. Kept". 1877 and 1878, p.. 49.
1322: 5 elevators in Calif, (tons received at elevators) In Calif.V Agr. exp. sta. Rept. 1922/33, p. 447.
Shipments
1873~1362(annual): state (no. of 100 lb. sacks of feed grain) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 491-493 (Report of
E. C-risar and Co.)
1876(year ended June 30): over Visalia R. R. (barley; mill stuff;
wheat)
.
In Calif. 3d. commissioners of transportation. Rept....
1877, appendix I, p. 134.
1879~1872(annual, except 1879(6 mos. ) and 137 2(7 mos.): transported
over various railroads from the agricultural districts to the
general markets of the state, with comparative figures for total
amount received at San Francisco, and percentage shipped by
railroads. In Calif, Commissioner of transportation. Rept.
'1377 and 1873, p;49.
1883;. produced in state and carried by Calif. Southern R. R. Co.
In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1884, p. 220. .
1883-187 9 ( annual ) : through freight Eastward, (barley and grain) In
Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1884, p.38.,
1833,1882: produced in state and carried by Southern Pacific R. R.
Co. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1884, p. 129,289.
1885,1884: number of tons produced in state and carried by Calif.
Southern R. R, Co. In Calif. Bd. R. R. . commissioners. Rept.
1886, p..53, 229.
138a, 1884( Jan. and 3?eb. only for 1885): produced in state and carried
by Southern pacific R. R. Co. In Calif. 3d. R. R, commissioners.
Rept. 1386, p. 138,316.
1SS6: produced in state and carried by Calif, Southern R, R. Co. In
Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1887, R. R. companies
section p. 57.
1387: produced- in state and carried by Calif. Central R. R, Co.; Calif
Southern R. R. Co. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1888, p. 125; 142.
1388: carried by Calif, railroads (also gives amount shipped, ex-
pressed as per cent to the whole amount) In Calif. 3d. R. R.
commissionirs. Rept. 1889, p. 46.
1888: various California railroads, freight traffic movement (ex-
pressed in tons and per cent of total; or amount only; or per
cent only) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1889,
appendix,, p. 33 , 80, 103 , 126 , 134, 153 , 152 , 17 1 , 210.
1838: Carson and Colorado R. R. Co. (3d £Liv. ), freight traffic move-
ment (includes feed, expressed as per cent) In Calif. 3d. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1089, appendix, p. 176.
-52-
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Shipment s - Go nt inue
d
1889: shipped over various Calif, railroads and total (per cent of
total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1890,
p. 41, tattle 12.
1890: shipped over various railroads; total (per cent of total also
given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. *Rept. 1891, p. 91,
tattle 3. (Given elsewhere in ttoolfc in reports of individual roads)
1891: freight traffic movement of various railroads- within the state.
In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners, Rept. 1892, p. 182, 225, 234, 246,
258, 265, 272, 280, 293, 303, 308, 319, 324.
1892(year ended Dec. .31);.1893(6 mo's. ended June 30): San Diego,
Cuyamace and Eastern R. R. Co., freight traffic movement (in-
cludes :feed) In. Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. .1893-94
(appendix), p. 161.
1892(years ended Dec. 31), 1893(6 months ended June ^ 30 ): various California
railroads, freight traffic movement, (per cent also. given some-
times) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. -Rept . 1893-94
(appendix), p. 63-64, 79-80, 92-93, 108-9, 173-174, 187 , 195-196,
20CV-201.
•1892: Pacific Coast R. R. , Nevada-Calif.-Oregon R.R.
,
freight traffic
movement (per cent of total also given) • In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners., Rept. 1893-94 (appendix), p. 99, 123.
1893(year .ended June 30): Southern Pacific Co., Carson and Colorado
R. R. Co., freight traffic movement ("per cent of total also given)
•In. Calif B BcU R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94, (appendix), p.
14,115 (Southern Pacific Co. data covers an 18 months period
ended June. 30, 1893)
1894( year ended June 30): various, Calif .' railroads-freight traffic,
movement (per cent of total sometimes given) In Calif. Bd. R.R.
commissioners. Rept. 1893-94 ' (appendix) ,• p. 219-379.
1895: Pacific Coast R.R. Co.; Southern pacific R. R. Co. (per cent
of total also given) In Calif. Bd.* R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1895-96, p. 210, 349 (Southern Pacific Co. year ended June 30)
189d: 5 counties; total (east-bound 'tty the Southern Calif. R.R. Co.)
In Calif. State ttd. hort. Bien. rept. 1895-1896;,. p.75. (auditor,
Southern Calif. R. R. Co.) ' •
' 1896 (year ended June 30) s various Calif, railroads (freight traffic
movement; per cent of total usually given) In Calif • 3d. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1895-96, p. 103-311; also p. 357 (Total for
all railroads p. 357)
1900(year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads - freight traffic
movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1900, p.SO-307.
1907/08: various Calif, railroads - movement of freight'. In Calif.
Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1908, p. 44-46.
1210, 1909 (years ended June 30): various Calif, railroads, total move-
ment of freight. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1909/10,
'
'
-p. 190-20.0,259-281. ' • :
.
GitA.II" - Continued
Shipments' - Continued
1910/ll~191l/l2(for period) shipped over Humboldt 3ar. In Calif,. Bd.
state harbor commissioners for the port of Eureka. Rept. 1910-
1912, p. 6.
19ii(year ended June 30): moved over named California railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. 1. Ro commission. Rept. Jan. 1, 1911 to June
30," 1912, p. 316-327.
1912(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission. Rept. 1912/13, p. 110O-3-111.
1913(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission. Rept. 1913/14, p. 674-683.
1914(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission, Rept. 1914/15, p. 452-461.
1915 (year ended June 30) 5 freight carried by roads operating in Calif.
total. In Calif. 3d. R. H. commissioners. Rept. 1915/16, vol. 2,
p. 130-141.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
out bound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual reiDt.
1914/15, p. 55.
1916(year ended June 30): moved over given. California railroads;
total shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission. Rept. 1916/17, v. 2,
p. 132-135.
'1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (grain, n.o.s. -
outbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles.. Bd. harbor commission-
ers. Annual repts. 1913-20, p. 50, S3.
Value
1873,1872: state and county (assessed value) In* Calif . State bd.
equalization.Rept. .1872-73, p. 46-47, 64-65.
1874,1875: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif.
State bd. equalization. Rept. 1874-75, p. 38-39, 66-67.
1877,1876: state and county (assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
ization. Bien. rept. 1875-77, p. 30-31, 50-51.
1879, 1878 :• state and county (assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
ization. Bien. rept. 1878-79, p.30-31, 50-51.
1830: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1360, p. 100-101.
1882: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1831 and 1382, p. 88-89.
1883: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 67.
1888: state (unspecified cereals) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1890, p.203 (W. H. Mills)
1901; Southern Calif, (estimated value) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1901, p. 135 (Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce)
1906 ( tables headed 1905-05): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept.' 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907(tables headed 1906-07): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
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Value - Continued
1906(?)r state (cereals - annual earning capacity) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 29 (!• R. Briggs)
1905,1905.: state (cereals) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906,
* p. 50,51.
1906/0?: state (cereals) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p.
47 (State Bd. trade. Rept.)
1907(7): state (cereals - annual earning capacity) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept.' 1907, p. 23 (A. R. Briggs)
1908(tables headed 1907-08): counties (cereals) In' Calif . state
agr. soc. Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909 (tables headed 1908-09): counties (cereals) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept'. 1909 (Sec Contents under names of counties)
• 1909: state (cereals) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918
(U.
' S. Census)'
1909: state and county (cereals) In Calif. State bd. aer. Repts.
1912-1918 (U. S. Census)
- 1909( tables headed 1910): 9 leading counties (cereals) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918.
1910( tables headed 1909-10): counties (cereals) In Calif, state agr
soc. Hbpt. - 1910- ($ea Contents under names of counties.
1915: Orange county ^est. value of barley, corn, etc.) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 350 (Chamber of commerce
! 1916: Orange county (est. value of barley, corn'etc.) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 376 (Chamber of com-
merce)
1919: state and county (cereals) In CeJif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-198 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (cereals; with per cent
of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920,
' p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
1919-1917 (annual) : state (total crop value of wheat, barley, oats)
In University of Calif. Journal of Agriculture v. 6, no.4, Apr.
1920, p. 6. • :
"
1920: Fresno county (estimated) In Calif. State bd, agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1920, p. 250 (Fresno County Chamber 'of commerce)
1921: Fresno county (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1921, p. 303 (Fresno County Chamber 'of commerce)
Value. Lo sses 5n
1917; 133 field crops (losses due to labor shortage) In Calif. Agr.
exp* sea. Circ. 193, p.46 (Details of losses by counties and
center p. 48-51)
Value- of Grain Ground
1861s II Dorado county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1862, p..70-71
1 (Assessor's rept.)
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Value of Paoorts
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission-
ers. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
191S(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual root.
1915/16, p. 256.
13 1G, 19 17 (years ended June 50): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value
of inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 42, 105.
1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce - grain, n.o.s.*) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1918-2T), p. 45, 79.
Value of Shipments
18 7 3- 13 62 (annual) : state (value of sacks of feed grain exported) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 491-493 (E. C-risar & Co.)
187 9-1372 (annual, expept 1879(5 mos.) and 1872(7 mos.): total amount,
and omount per ton, received from grain transported by the Central
Pacific Railroad and operated road^ from 'the agricultural districts
to the general markets of the state. In Calif. Commissioner of
transportation. Rept, 1877-1878, p. 49; in Calif. Bd. R. R. .com-
missioners. Rept. 1880-1382, p. 524.
191l/l2~1910/ll(for period): shipped over Humboldt Bar. Tn Calif.
3d. state harbor commissioners for fee Port Of Eureka. Rept. 1910-
1912, p. 6.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
domestic commerce - out bound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 56.
1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (grain n.o.s. -
outbound domestic commerce).- In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1913^20, p. 50, 83.
M i s c e llano o us
Dates of Planting and Maturity
Valley portion of Northern Calif, (wheat, barley, oats, corn) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1887, p. 249.
freight Discharged and Loaded
19l0,.1909(years ended June 30): over state wharves of San Fran-
cisco (shipped by other than R. R. ferry boats-discharged;
loaded; total; discharged and loaded by R. R. ferry boats and
cars; grand total) In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bier. rept. 1908/1910, p.97-,93.
Inspection
1925, 19 25 (annual; monthly): state (number of certificates issued
to growers of corn, wheat, oats, barley, rice, grain sorghums,
beans, miscellaneous, totals) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.15, July-Pec. 1926, ;o.lo3. (Total grain inspection
certificates issued each month for each office in 1925 and 1925
given on p. 154)
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Ai scellaneous - Continued
jSFumber of Grain Vessels Engaged in Grain Trade
1834/S5-1872/73( annual): American, foreign, total. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 160 ( Same statistics for earlier periods
within these dates in Trans. 1894, p. 196; 1893, p. 147; 1892, p.
132; 1891, p. 193; figures from San Francisco Produce* Exchange
)
1394/95~1890/91(monthly, July to June): -American, British,- mis-
cellaneous, total. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p.
161; 1894, p. 196; 1893, p. 147; 1893, p. 131; 1891,, p. 191. Each
rept. gives monthly data, for one year only. (San Francisco •
"produce Exchange) -
Warehouses
1924(jan.l; Dec. 31): state (no. of bonded warehouses and. 'capacity
in tons) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924,
p. 178. ~ •.
1925 (Jan. 1; Dec. 31): state (no. of bonded warehouses and capacity)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 214.
1926(Jan.l; Dec. 31): state (no. and capacity of bonded v/arehouses)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.Is, July-Dec. 1926, p. 157.
1927(Jan. 1; Dec. 31): state (no. and capacity of bonded warehouses)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, Dec. 1927, p. 624.
1927 (Jan. 31): state (no. and capacity 'of licensed warehouses for
'grain-rice, barley, etc.) In Calif. Dcot. agr. Monthly bul. v.
15, Feb. 1927, p. 82.
GHAIiT AID BAY
1909(?)': farms- visited in farm labor investigation (total acreage on
all farms; on white- farms employing white labor only; on white
farms employing white and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms. Num-
ber of farms also given) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 14th
Bieh. rept. 1909-1910, p. 267.
1909(?): state (acreage on white farms employing labor classified by
race and sex) ; In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bien. rept.
1909-1910, p. 270.
1917: Los Angeles county (hay, grain, etc.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1917, p.441 (Los Angeles Chamber of commerce)
1917: Riverside, Ventura counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1917, p.478, 545 ( County hcrt. comm.)
1918(?): state (cereal and hay crops of Japanese farms) In Calif.
State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
1918: Riverside county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 399 (County hort. comm.)
1919,1909; state (land in state occupied by Japanese ) (hay , grain,
corn) In Calif. State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev.
ed. 1922, p. 49 (Comp, by State bur. labor statistics and Japanese
agr. assoc. of Calif.
)
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Acreage - Continued
1924: Sacramento Delta; San Joaquin-Ivldkelumne Delta; total (total
acreage of grain, hay and pasture not irrigated) In Calif. Dept
public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 4, p. 183.
Fir<
Acreage Burned (average)
1918, 1915-1917 (average) : state and county (average acreage per fire
no. of fires also given) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. (unnumbered
circ.) "Grain and hay fires in Calif." by Woodbridge Metcalf,
May 1919 (Includes only fires on which losses were paid by in-
surance c ornpan ie s
)
Number of Fires
19 19- 1916 (annual, 4-year total): state (number and per cent and
cause of grain, pasture and hay fires given) In University of
California Journal of agriculture v. 6, no. 4, Apr. 1920, p. 5.
Value of Loss by Fire
1918, 1915-17 (average): state and county (average loss per fire)
In Calif. Act* exp. sta. (unnumbered circ.) "Grain and hay
fires in Calif." by Woodbridge Metcalf. May 1919 (Includes
only fires on which losses were paid by insurance companies)
Production
1917: Ventura county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p # 545 (County hort. comm.)
Value
1909(?): farms visited in farm labor investigation (total value of
crop on all iarms; on white farms employing white labor only; on
farms employing white and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bi en. rept. 1909-1910, p»267.
1918(?): state (cereal and hay crop of Japanese farms) In Calif.
State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
1919,1909: state (land in state occupied by Japanese) (hay, grain, corn
In Calif. State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922
p.49 (Corap. by State bur. labor statistics and Japanese agr. assoc.
of Calif.)
Value per Acre
1918(? ) : state (hay and cereal crop of Japanese farms) In Calif.
State bd. control, Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
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C-RAIIT AITD SEEDS
Acreage
1909; state (miscellaneous grains and seeds) In Calif. State bd. agr,
Repts. 1912-1918.
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested of mis-
cellaneous grains and seeds with acreage reports and per cent of
increase) In Calif. State bd; agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p.
166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
Production
1309: state (miscellaneous grains and seeds) In Calif. State bd.
a^r. Repts. 1912-1918.
Value
1909: 'state and 'county (grains and seeds other than cereals) In
Calif. State bd; agr. Repts. 1912-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and county (grains and seeds other than cereals) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-132; 1921,
p. 185-196 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (miscellaneous grains and
seeds with acreage reports and per cent of increase) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.l80(U. S.
Consus) " "
BARLEY
Acreage
1352: 2"apa county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1852, p. 61 (Rept.
of county assessor or surveyor)
1854: Alameda, San Joaquin, Santa Clara, Yolo counties. In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 43 ,62,71,75 (County assessors)
1854; Colusi' county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 270
(County assessor)
1354: 4 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 76 (Report
of assessor or surveyor)
1855; counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855-, following p. 50;
p.219-320 (County assessors 1 and surveyors 1 repts. ) (Total for all
counties p.5l)
1355: Sapa county (acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1355,
p»376 (County assessor)
1855 s 1854: Snasta county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 304
(County assessor)
1855: counties.. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.. 1856, following p. 30
(state total p. 31) (County assessors)
1357: counties (state total p. 23) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1857,
table 1, following p..22 (Assessors' repts.)
1853: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1858, following p. 32
(Comp. from county assessors 1 repts.)
BARLEY - Continued..
Acreage - Continued
1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Eept. 1359, table 1, follow-
ing p*?&r (Assessors 1 repts., acreages for some counties also give^n
elsewhere in this report) ' ' ' ••
1859-1855 (annual ) : state (acres cultivated, average, 1855-1858/ 185-5-
1859; increase or decrease in number and' per cent of acres-planted,
1855 to 1856, 1856 to 1857, 1857 to 1858, 1858 to 1859, 1855 > to
1858. ) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 327. .
1359-1855 (annual ) : state (acres cultivated) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1859,
' p. 342. -,- ".. . . * .* . , "\. " ,
1359,1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. P.ept. 1859, p. 32-33
(Assessors 1 repts.)
I860: counties. In Calif
. Surveyor gen. Kept. I860, table 1, fallow-
.ing p.30 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1860,1859: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor' gen. Sept. 1860, p.
32-33 (Assessors 1 repts.) '• -
1861: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1361, table 1, follow-
ing p. 16 (Yolo county acreage also p.49 )(Assessors T repts.) :
1852(ta:le headed 1851): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1852, p. 54-55 (Assessors' repts., acreage for some counties also "
...
given elsewhere in this report)
1353: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 76-77;
in Calif. sta,te agr. soc. .Trans. 1863, p. 230, 231 (County assessor's)
1853: j.ionterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p.72
. (Assessor's rept.) •- : '
1864: co-unties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 30-31 (Assessors' 1
repts.)
1365:
-counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 113-119-
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1856: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p.
70-71; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 548-549
(County assessors)
1867: state and. county (acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
.. 1355/57, p. 70-71; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and:.1867,
-p. 548-549 (County assessors-)
1857: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans* 1868 -and
1359, p. 132-133; in .Calif . Surveyor gen. Bi en-. ' rept. 1867/69, p.
16-17 (County assessors) •• ' -
1858:..state and county (acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien.
rept. 1867/59,, p. 15-17; in Calif, state agr. "sec. Trans. 1863 and
1859, p. 132-133 (County assessors)
1858; state and. county. Jji Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 52-53; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p. 354-355 (Assessors 1
repts.)
1869( table headed 186§k70) state and
(
county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p. 172-173 (County assessors ''.figures)
1869: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien.
rept. 1857/69, p.52-53; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1359, p.
354-355 (County assessors)
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1859: state and county. In, Calif* Surveyor gen.- Statistical rept.
1869, p, 6-7; also in Rept. 1859/71, p. 12-13 (County assessors)
1370:. state- and county (acres sown) In Calif.- state agr. soc- Trans.
1870, p.172-173; in Calif. Surveyor gen*. Statistical rept. 1859,-
p..6-7; in Calif.. Surveyor gen. Rept.. 1869/7
l
r .(County
assessors) • •
1870( table headed 1870-71): state and county.. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 383-383 (County assessors 1 figures)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71,-. p. 55- .
57 (County assessors)
1871: state and county (acres sown) In Calif •-. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1869/71, p. 66-67;" in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1871, p. 382-383.
1871 (tables headed 1872): state and county. In Calif.- state agr. soc.
Trans. 187.3, p. 200-201; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73,
p. 25-27 (County assessors 1 figures)
1872: state and county (acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc- Trans.
1872, p. 381-303; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73,
p. 25-27. (County assessors)
1872( tables .headed 1873): state, and county. In Calif-, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1373, p. 226-227; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. • 1871/7 3
j
p. 54-55 (County assessors)
1872: certain counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p.
254,255,259,263; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/7.3, p.
83,36,39,93 (Tehama county figure- is said to be for 187 3) (County
o.csessors)
1873; state and county (acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1873, p. 226-227; in" Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p.
54-55 (County assessors)
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p.
205-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 26-27
(County assessors)
187 3: certain counties (acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc - Trans.
1873, p. 256, 259, 262, 255; in Calif ... Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73,
p. 85, 89, 92, 96 (County assessors)
1874: state and county (acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. •
1873, P . 205-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen." Bien.. rept. 1873/75, p.
25-27 (County assessors)
1874: state and county. In Calif., state, .agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p. 118-
119; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept; 1873/75, pr.50-51 (County
assessors) : -
„
1875: state and county (acres sov/n). In Calif., state agr.- soc. Trans.
1875, p. 113-119; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.- rept. 1873/75, p.
50-51 (County assessors) .
1875: state aii^ county,
. In Calif, state agr. soc. -Trans. 1876, p.
93-93; in .Calif
. Surveyor 'gen. Bien. rapt. 1375/77, p. 20-21 (County
assessors) -
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1876: state and' county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
114-15; in Calif. Surveyor gen.. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p.42-43
(County assessors)
1877: state and county. In Calif., state agr. soc. Trans i 1878, p,
340- 1 ( Count y assessors)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state' agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
226-227; in 0alif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept-. 1877/79, p.8-9
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Qalif. state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
248-249; in Calif- Surveyor
.
gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 30-31
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Hepti
1880, p. 114.
1880(t able headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept.. 1879/80, p. 56-57 (County assessors)
1880: state; 8 other leading states; all other states; U. S. In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883—84, p. 181
(U. S. Census)
1881 (table headed 1880 and 1881): counties. In Calif- Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 58 (County assessors)
1882(table headed 1881 and 1882): counties. In Calif.- Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1880/ 82, p. 73 (.County assessors)
1882: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Sept.
1883 and 1884, p. 106.
1883: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1883, p.
196-7.
1884: state and county. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1884, p.
207.
1884: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 120.
1885: 'state and county (acres sown) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics.
2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 36.
1885: counties (acres in barley - taxable wealth) In Calif • Bur.
labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1385-86, p. 174, 178 , 185 ,203,
243, 288 ,290, 304, 307 ,320, 3-24.
1885: Inador; Sacramento counties (acres sown - taxable wealth) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-85, p. 169,249,
1887: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization,
Rept. 1887 and 1883, p. 94-95.
1388: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept,. 1887 and 1888, p. 96-97.
1889: state: and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1839 and 1890, p. 80.
1890: state and county (acres sown) In Calif* State bd. equalization.
Kept.. 1889 and 1890, p. 81.
1890, 1870: state and county. In Calif. Bd. R.- R. commissioners*
Annual rept. 1891/92, appendix F, folded chart, preceding p. 365.
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1891: state and county (acres sown) In Calif- State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 56.
,
-1892: 'state and county (acres' sown) In 'Calif. State "bd. equalization,
•-Rcpt . 1891 and
1 1892,' p. 86.'
'
1893: state and county (acres sown) In Calif* State bd. equalization.
Rept' . 1893' and 1894, p. 70.*
1893: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1393, p. 149.
1893: count ie-s ' (mast figures are for acres sown) In Calif* state agr.
:
see.- Trans. 1893, p. 205 , 252 , 261 , 285 , 319
.
1834: state and county. In Calif* state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 198
* - (Counties -nlso on p. 307 , 348, 377) - " .
1894: state and -county (acres sown) In Colif. State M. equalization.
Rept. 1893 and 1834, p. 100.
• 1395':- state and county (acres sown) In-C n lii. State "bd. equalization.
Hept. 1895 and 1895, p. 40.
1895: "state and county. In Calif- state agr. soc. Trans. 1395, p. 163.
1895: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd.- equalization.
•Rcpt. '1895 and 1896, p. 81.
1897: state and county (acres sown) In Calif- State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1897 and 18S8, p. 40.
1898: state and county (acres sown) In Calif- State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1397 and 1898, p.82.
1899,1886*: counties. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 9th Bien. rept.
1899-1900, p. 52-55. ; '-' ' ' ' ]
• 1901:- counties. In- Calif • state agr.- soc. Trans. 1901, p. 230, 279 , 367,
378,456 (Assessors* figures mostly)
1902: -state and county (acres' sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1899-1902, p. 74.
1904: state • and- county (acres' sown) In C alif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1903-1904, p. 48.
1904: counties (acreage sown for crop of 1904) In Calif* state agr.
soc. Trans. 1904 (See Contents under names of counties) (Assessors 1
figures mostly)
1305: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
•under names of counties)
1905: 40 counties (total) In -Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 50.
1906: state and county (acres sown) In Calif- State bd. equalization.
- Rept. 1905-1906, p. 71.
- 1305: 48 counties (total) *n Calif- state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p751.
•1906 (tables headed 1905-05): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rgpt
.
1906 (Se e Contents under name so f counties)
1907(tables beaded 1305-07): counties. In Calif- state agr. soc. Rept
1907 (£c c Contents under namesbf counties)
1908: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1907-1908, p. 87.
1308 (tables, headed 1307-08): counties. In. "Calif, state agr. soc. Rept
1308 (See Contents under names o'f counties)
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1909: state (acres harvested) In Cali.f. State "bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: state, compared with Minn, and Wis. In Ca-if« State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1915-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909 (tables headed 1910): state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts, 1913-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1903-1909): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept.- 1909 (See Contents under nanes of counties)
1909: counties (acres harvested) In Calif- State bd. agr. Repts.
1911,1914-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: 6 leading counties. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1913-1913 (U. S. Census)
1909-1879(tables headed 1910-1880; 10 rr « periods): state (acres har-
vested) In Calif. State bd. agr. R pts. 1911-1919 (u. S. Census)
1910": state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rfpt. 1909-1910, p. 88,
1910 (tables headed 1309-1910): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (Se e Contents under names of counties)
1910-1892 (annual) ; state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1910, p.
IS (U. S. D. A.)
1911: state. - In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept* 1911, p. 87, 88.
1912: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1911-1912, p. 59.
1912,1911:, state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rervt . 1912, p. 83 (Federal
st at i st i c s
)
1913-1868 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 88 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 data in Ropts. 1912, p. 102;
1911, p. 105 (Federal statistics)
1914: state and county (acres sown) In Calif* State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1913-1914, p. 92.
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915,
p. 411 (Chamber of
.
Cormier ce)
1 915- 18 90 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 97 (1390-1914 in Statistical rept. 1914, p. 79 (Federal
statistics)
1916: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1915-1915, p. 63.
1916: state (rank of states by acreage, with U. 3. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 93.
1916-1891 (annual) : state. In Calif* State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
" 1 916
, p . 106 ( Fo de ral st at i st ic s
)
1915-1906 ( annual ) : state ( chart showing acreage planted compared with
wheat acreage -plant ed) In Cn Hf • Agr. cxp. sta. Misc. paper "The
utilization of idle 1ands for , wh e ; it , » ITo v . 1917.
1917: Calif.; 4 other states;- U. S. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 35 (U. S. D. A.)
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1917: Imperial county (estimated acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr.
. Statistical, rept. 1917, p. 425.
1917(7): Santa Clara county. In Calif. State od. agr. Statistical
.
rept. 1917, p. 508 (County hort. comm}
19 17-18 92 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p.. 108 (Federal statistics)
1918: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
.
1917-1918,. p. 41.
1918: Calif.; 4 other states; U. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical
reft. 1918, p. 100 (U. S. D* A.)
1918: Los Angeles, Santa Clara, Marin counties. In Calif- State bd,.
agr. Statistical rept, 1918, p. 359 , 365, 429
.
1918-1898 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 126 (Federal statistics)
1918,1909: state and county. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul,
v,8,.Apr. 1919, p. 192.
1918,1917: state. In Calif. State coram, hort. Bien. rept. 1917-1918,
. p. 5 (Compiled from repts, of County hort . comm.)
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p. 106-107 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state and county (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr,
.Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 185-196 (U.S. Census)
1919: Calif, compared with 4 other states. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p. 79 (federal statistics)
1919:. counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts, 1920-1921 '(U.S. Census)
1919-1879 (tables headed 1920-1880; 10 yr. periods): state. In Calif.
State bd. agr„ Statistical repts. 1920, p. 158; 1921, p. 182
(U.S. Census)
1919, 1309 (tables headed 1920, 1910): state (acres harvested, with
per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U.S. Census)
1919,1909(tables headed 1320,1910): state (per cent of improved land
occupied by barley) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 168; 1921, p. 182 (U.S. Census)
1919-1917 (annual); state. In University of California Journal of
Agriculture., v. 6, no. 4, Apr. 1920, p. 6.
1919,1918: state. In Calif* Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9," Jan.-^ob,
1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l.
(U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (estimated) In ' 3Par:a management notes for California, p. 16,
1920: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1919-1920, p. 36.
1920(season)
: estimated acreage planted in Calif, to University barley
varieties. In Calif. Agr£ exp. sta. Rcpt, 1919/20, p. 53.
I?2l~l900(an:.iual)'
: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 149; 1900-1920 and 1900-1919 data in Statistical repts.
1920, p. 132; 1319, p. 75 (federal statistics)
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1921-191 9 (annual): state. In Calif.. State M. agr. Statistical rept.
'.1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.
)
1922: state, in Calif- Dept. agr. Weekly news 'letter v. 5, no. 25;
.Dec. 15, 1923,; following p. 76. -
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 363.
1922: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept.
'
, 1921-1922, p. 39.
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and. live stock rept. Dec. 2f, .19.23.
19424-: counties (acres sown) In Calif- State "bd. equalizati on. Rept.
1923-1924, p. 39. - •' :' :
1924,1923: state, In Calif- crop and live stock rept . Jan. 5, 1925,
1924,1923(2 year aver.): state (important crops compared; rank given;
"barley expressed as per cent of hay) In Calif* Agr. exp. sta.
Bul,"445, p- 46.
1925~1889(annual) :' state (estimated acreage harvested) In Calif-
.
Dej>t. agr. Sppcial pub. 63, p. 12; also in Calif • Dept. agr. Monthly
"bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 288. ;
.1925-191 9 ( annual ) : state. In Calif- Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8-,
,
( Same 'statistics for shorter .periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p.6;-33, p. 6; 16, -p. 6; 9, p. 5) ,
1925-1919 ( annual) : state. In Calif- Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925* p. 284 (Same statistics" for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-DeC- 1924, p. 243; v. 12,. July-
Dec. 1923,' p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. -1923, p. 55; v. 10,. Nov.-Dec 1921,
p. 747; v.9, De c. 1920, p. 741)
1 925- 1 923 ( annual ) : state (estimated acreage planted; harvested for
,
grain) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 10; also in Calif-
Dept . agr . Mo nthly
.
bul • vJL4 , July-Dc c . 1 92 5 , p . 28 6
.
1926: counties (acres sown)' In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1925-1926, p. 40.
;L926~1922( annual; 5-year average): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif.- Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dc c.
1926, p. 220.
1 926- 1924 ( annual) : state. In Calif- crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p.2 (1924-1925 also in Rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3)
1927-1923 (annual; 5-year aver.);- state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 85, p. 7; in Calif- Dept. agr. .Mcnthly bul. vl6, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
.
•
.
1 927-1 924 ( annual ) : state (acreage planted; harvested for grain) In
Calif- Dept. agr. Special pub. 86,. p. 6; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v;15, Dec. 1927, p. 762 (1924-1926 also in Special
pub. '74, p. 8; Monthly bul. v. 15 July-Dec. 1926, p. 221)
1927,1926: state.' In Calif- crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928,
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1925-1 923 (annual) : state (estimated abandoned acreage) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 10; .also in Calif e Dept. agr.
M0nthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec, 1925, p. 286.
1927-1924(annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pUb. 86, p.
"6; in 'Ca3-if. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l6,Dec. 1927, p.762 (1924- >
1926 also in Special pub. 74, p. 8 and in Monthly hul. v. 15, July-
Dec. 1926, p. 221)
Clearance from San Franci sco by 'Spa
1890-1886 (annual);" 1890-80 (monthly) : In Calif.' state agr. soc. Trans.
1890, p. 225 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1891-1886 (annual) 1 , 1891 (monthly) : In Calif- state agr. soc- 'Trans,
. .
1891, p. 185 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1892-1886 (annual)
,
1892(monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1892, p. 130 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1893-1886 (annual) , 18 93 (monthly) : In Calif • state agr. soc. Trans.
1893, p' . 142 ' ( Son Franci s co Pro due c Exchangc
)
1894-1 8 86 (annual) ,1894(monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc' Trans.
1894,p. 191 (San Francisco .Produce Exchange)
1895-1886 (annual) , 18 95 (monthly)': In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1895, p. 156 (..San Francisco Produce Exchange).
' 1901~1892(annual) :' In Cfa'lif. 'sta.be agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 162.
1903-1899 ( annual ) : In Calif. Bur. labor, statistics. 11th. Bien.
rept. 1903-1904, p. 112.
Consumed in Breweries ' .. V
1866:' San Francisco county (malted') In Calif. Surveyor gen. Eept.
' 1865/67, p. Ill (County assessor's)
1876/77: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 66 (County assessor) ' '.
1877: San Francisco city and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1878,' p. 353; 1879, p. 271; in CaHf. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1877/79,' p.53 (County assessor)
1878: San Francisco city and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
•Trans. 1879, p. 278; ih s Calif* Surveyor gen. Bien
..
rept
.
\ 1377/79
,
p. 60 ( County assessor)
1879: San Francisco city and county. In Calif .. Surveyor .gen ,Rept
•
1879/80, p. 79. (County assessor)
1381: San Francisco city and county. In Calif* Surveyor gen.. Bien.
rept. 1880/82, p. 91. (County assessor)
1889/90: San Francisco city and county.' In Calif. State hd.
equalization. Eept. 1889 and 1890, p. 87.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. State b&.
•equalization, Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 97.
1393/94: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. State M.
equalization. Rept, 1893 and 1894,' p. 111.
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1895/96: San Francisco city and county. In Calif* State "bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 91.
1897/98: San Francisco city and county. In Calif . State "bd.
equalization. Rept. 1897 and 1898, p. 92.
Cost of Production
Average cost per acre and net profit o.f producing "barley in Calif,
(data collected at Davis) . comparison of the . combined harvester
cost and grain "binder cost. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. 3ul. 3l2f
p. 104-105; in University of California Journal of Agriculture
v. 3, no. 4, Dec. 1915, p. 137 (cost of handling grain by the
hinder method p. 254. )
Itemized cost of production per acre in the case of an owner of a
usual crop;' of a good ero'p. -Same in the case of the tenant. In
University of California Journal of Agriculture v. 3, ho. 4, Dec,
1915, p. 143. G-ross profit' for owners and for tenants p. 165.
1915/16 , 1918/l9(dr normal, high periods). : state - (cost of an average
acre of harley - detailed costs include market prices for land,
costs of the crop, taxes and insurance, and farm returns) In
Farm management notes for- Calif . p. 37.
Freight Rates
1885;1886(7' mos.): line charges on east-hound through freight
shipped from the state. In Calif, state agr
;
. soc. Trans. 1886,
p. 211. ( Southern Pacific Co.)
1892 ( summer) : r?jto per ton per mile from San Francisco to eastern
points. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 189l/92,
p. 556.
Import s
1 1892-18 89, 18 87 ( annual ) ; 1892 (monthly) : imports by sea . In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 132 (San Francisco Produce Ex-
change )
1894(monthly ; total): from Oregon and Washington hy sea. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 191 (San Francisco Pro-
duce Exchange)
1895(inonthly; total) : hy sea. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1895, p,156 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
191 5 (year ended Juno 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
1916(yoar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inhound domestic
commerce)'- In'Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1915/15, p.256.
1913,1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound
domestic commerce)' In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 42, 103.
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1852(7): state. In Calif. State M. agr. Kept., 1911, p. 35.
1852: state (estimated average value) In Calif, census of 1852, p. 8.
1859-1855(annual);1852(averages for 1855-1858 . and 1855-1859} (&ver.
price per 100 Ids.
,
per' bushel) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1859, p. 327 (Prices are average for agricultural year; 1852 are
from census; 1855-1857,' from Prices current and Shipping List;
1858 and 1859, from Joseph R. DePrefontaine
)
1863(monthly ; and average for the year) (wholesale prices per 100 Ids.
at San Francisco) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p,269
(Comp. from Mercantile Gazette)
1865, 1864(monthly; average for year) (wholesale price per 100 Ids, at
San Francisco) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 1865, p.
380,381.
1866: state. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Reft. 186*5/67, p. 43; in Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1856 and 1857, p. 546.
1879(weekly) : San Francisco (highest, lowest quotations of feed,
brewing barley) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 21
2
(Commercial Herald)
1881 (weekly) : San Francisco (highest, lowest quotations of feed,
brewing barley) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1831, p. 156
(Commercial Herald)
1884: counties (average value per bushel - reported by assessors)
in Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept . 1883 and 1884, p.94 ?
1886(monthly
,
total): average, highest, lowest spot prices. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1886, p. 251 ( San Francisco Produce
Exchange
)
1887 (monthly) : average, highest, lowest prices. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1837, p. 246 (San Francisco Produce Exc&ange)
1888 (monthly) :: average
,
highest, lowest prices. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1888, p,242 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1888 (monthly) : high and low prices of no.l feed barley options for
"buyer season ending May 31, 1888, "buyer '88, buyer season
ending May 31, 1889, seller » 88-new barley." In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1838, p. 241 (San Francisco Produce Exchange
Call Board Association)
1888/89-1882/83(annual) : average price of no,l feed barley. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 227 ( San Francisco Pro-
duce Exchange)
1 839 (monthly) : average, highest, lowest prices. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1889, p. 295 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1889 (monthly) : high and low prices of barley options for n buyer
'89, buyer season ending May 31, 1889 and May 31, 1890, and seller
'89 (crop 1839)." In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1889, p..295.
(SaJi Francisco Produce Exchange Call Boa.rd Association)
1890 (monthly, including Jan. 1891): cash prices in San Francisco of
no.l Chevalier, no. 1 brewing, no. 2 brewing, no.l feed. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 233-234. ( San Francisco Produce
Exchange
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1890 (monthly) : highest, lowest, average prices. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 189.0, tj.229 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1890 (monthly.): high and. low prices of barley options for n buyer *90,
bu^er season ending May 31, 1390 [and] May 31, 1891." In- Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 18S9, p. 295 (San Francisco Produce; Exchange
Call Board Association). •
. .
•;;
I891(mcnthly
,
including Jan. 1892): cash price in San Francisco of
no. 1 Chevalier, no. 1 brewing, no. 2 brewing, no.l: feed. In' Calif
.
state agr.. soc. Trgjis. ,189.1, p. 194-195 ( San- Francisco Produce Ex-
£vl •' change)
.
••
•
.
-
--
•-• >>':. ?~ . . ; "*.>[ \-
1891 (monthly/) : average, highest
,
lo.wcst prices of no..! feed barley.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. •1891, p. 191 (T. ;C. Friedlander,
San Francisco Produce Exchange) -;.
1892 (monthly) : average, highest ,:• lowest prices of no.l feed barley-.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892., .p. 131 (T. C Friedlander,
San Francisco Produce Exchange) .
•
1892 (monthly
,
including Jan,. 1893) : cash prices in San Francisco of
no.l Chevalier, no.l brewing,- no. 2 brewing) no. 1 feed. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 189.2, Ap. 135-136. ..
1893 (monthly) : average, highest, lowest prices of no. 1 feed barley.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 146 (T. C Friedlander
,
San Francisco Produce Exchange,)
i
.">'".
.
18Q4/ 95-1876/77 (annual ) : average .price of no.l feed barley,
(
In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 158 (Same statistics for shorter
..periods within 1876/77-1894/95 in 1894, p. 194; 1893, p. 145; 1892,
p. 128; 1891, p. 189 - D.ata compiled by T. C Friedlander-, San Fran-
'j-'
^-c-isco ?roducc..Exci.iange) (,
.1895(monthly) : average
,
highqst, lowest prices- of no.l feed barley.
In Calif, state agr. soC,. trans. 1895,. p. 159 (T-C Friedlander, San
Francisco Produce Exchange)
, ;
1895-1870 (annual ) : date of first arrivals of new barley and price
of same. In Calif, .state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 159 (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1870-1895 in Trams. 1894,
p. 194; 1893, p. 145; 18-92, p..l28; 1891, p. 189; 1390, p. 227; 1889,
p. 294; 1388, p. 239; 1887, p. 246 - data from San Francisco Produce
Exchange)
.
. ,
1895-18 93 (annual, Dec. 1): counties (average value, DccJ.) In Calif.
st at e agr . so c . Trans . 1895, p .. 1 94
.
1309/l0(monthly, July, 1909-tJune, 1910) : state, average, highest,
lowest prices of no.l feed barley. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rcpt. 1910, p. 17,
1912,1911: state (price per.bushel, Dec. l) In Calif . State bd.
agr. Hopt, 1912, p.83 (1911 data also in Rcpt. 1911, p. 88 -
Federal statistics) . ...
1913-1858 (annual ) : state (average farm price Dec. 1) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 88 (1868-1912 and 1868-
1911 data. also in Repts. 1912, p. 102; 1911, p. 105)
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.
1313,1912: state (price per ."bushel to producers Dec. 1 - compared
with U. S-) In Calif. State M. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p.
71 (Federal statistics)
1915-1 8 90 (annual) : state -(average f&rxri price Dec. 1) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915; p*97 (1890-1914 also in
Statistical rept, 1914, p. 79 (Federal statistics)
1916- 1891 (annual) : state (average farm price Dec. 1)' In Calif,
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 106 (Federal statistics)
1917-1892 ( annual ) : state (average farm price Dec. 1) In Calif.
State bd..agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 106 (Federal statistics)
. 1918-1898 (annual) : state (average) In Calif. State- bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1918, p. 126 (Federal statistics)
, 1919: Delta (Sacramento River) products (price of barley shipped by
rail and boat) In Calif. Dept. public works- Div. water rights.
Bui. 3, p. 99 (Records of U. S. Engineer's office and R. R. records)
1919,1918: state (price Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bill.
v,9, Jan.-Feb. 1920, p*42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, 1919, p.l (ij, S. D. A.)
1920: state .(farm value per bushel Dec. 1) In Farm management notes
for Calif., p. 16.
1921(0ct. 1): individual states of U. S. ; TJ. S. (estimated farm value
per bu. ) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 10.
1921^1900-
~
(annual) : state (average farm price Dec. 1) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 149 (1900-1920 and 1900-
1919 data also in Statistical repts. 1920, p. 132; 1919, p.75 -
U. S. D. A.
)
. 1921-1 919 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop' and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
repto Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1 92 5- 18 6 9 ( annual ) : state (estimated farm price per bu. ) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 12; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 288,
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value per bushel Dec. l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33,
p. 6;. 16, p.6;9,
-p)5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state (farm value, per bushel Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 284. (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul.
v.13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v.l2, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12,
.
Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, ITov.-Dee. 1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920,
p. 741)
1925,1924: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
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1926-1922 ( annual ; 5-year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept
. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bil. v.15, July-Dec. 1925, p. 220.
1926-1924(annual): state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p.2,
1 927-1 8 68 (annual ) : st at e ( farm p ri ce Dec. 1 )" In Cal i f . 'Dept . agr
,
Special pub. 86, p. 14; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly toil. v*L6
,
Dec. 1927, p. 770.
1927-1923 (annual
;
5-year aver.): state (farm value per "bu. Dec.l) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly "boil. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 762*.
1927,1926: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Pro dicedin Flour i r>g Mills
1855: 2 mills in .Amador county (feed barley) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Eept . 1855, p. 265 (County assessor)
1866: San Francisco county (feed barley ground) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1855/67, p. 109 (County assessor)
1865: San Francisco city and county (feed barley in flouring mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1856 and 1867, p. 584 (County
assessor)
1867: Sc^n Francisco city and county (feed "barley production in
flouring mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/69, p. 45
(County assessor)
1858: San Francisco city and county (feed "barley production in
flouring mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/69, p. 94
(County assessor)
1869: San Francisco city and county (feed' oarlcy production in
flouring mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen* Statistical rept. 1859, p. 144;
also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 50 (County assessor)
1870: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gcn,Rept. 1869/71, p. 108 (Assessors report)
1876/77: San Francisco city and county (feed "barley production in
flouring mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77,
p. 67 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 365; Trans. 1879, p. 273;
also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 55 (County
asse ssors)
1878: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills
In Calif, state agr. soc, Trans. 1879, p. 280; also in Calif.
purveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 62 (County assessors)
1879: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 81 (County assessors)
1881: San Francisco city and county (feed "barley production in
flouring mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen. 'Rept. .1880/82, p. 92
( Count y as se s so r s
)
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1885: San Francisco city and county (feed barley made .annually in
flouring mills) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics*- 2nd 3ien.
rept. 1885-86, p. 253- (from- county assessors'" : report
)
1889/90: San Francisco, city and county (feed "barley made in flour
and feed mills) In Calif. State M. equalization. Rept. 188S
and 1890, p. 89. ; \ • ' *
18S1/92; San Francisco city and county (feed barley made in flour
and feed mills) In Calif. State bd. equalization. .Rept . 1891
and 1892, p. 98. ••
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (feed barley made in flour
and feed mills) In Calif. State bd. "equalization. Rept. 1895
and 1894, p* 112.
1911: state (feed barley) In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p.
88 (Federal statistics)
-
Production
1851(?.): Yuba county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1852^ p. 44.
(Rept. of County assessor or surveyor)
1852: counties. In Calif, census of 18*52, p. 14-55.
1852: 5 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept . 1852, p. 50, 52,54,
5? ,51 , 62. (Rept * of County assessor or surveyor)
1854: 9 counties. In Calif. Surveyor, gen. Rept. 1854, p. 75 (Rept.
of County assessors or surveyors)
18 54: .Amador-, Humboldt, Shasta counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept, 1854, p. 63, 65, 72 (County assosoors)
1654: Santa Clara and Solano counties (estimated) In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 48, 55 (County surveyor)
1855: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, following p.
5C; p. 243-320 ( County asse ssor ' s and surveyor's rept s. ) (Total
for all counties p. 51)
• 1855: 3 ranches in San Bernardino count y. In Calif . Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1855, p. 292, 293 (County assessor)
1855,1854: Shasta county. In Calif. Survej-or gen. Rept. 1855, p. 304
(County assessor)
1856: counties. • In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, following p. 30
(State total p. 31) (County assessors)
1857: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1857, table 1 follow-
ing p. 22 (state total u.23) (Assessors 1 repts.)
1858: counties.- In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1858, following p.
32 (County assessors' repts.)
1359: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1 follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors' repts) (Production also given -for some counties
e 1 sewhe re in thi s repo rt
)
1859,1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1359, p. 32-35
(Assessors' repts.)
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^
1859-1855 (annual); 1852; average 1855-1853 , 1855-1859 ; state ("bushels;
increase or decrease in number and per cent of "bushels produced,
1855-1856,1856-1857,1852-1858,1853-1859,1852-1855,1855-1858,1852-
1858) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans, 1859, p. 327.
18 59-1855 ( annual ) ; 1852: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1859, p. 328 (Assessors 1 returns)
I860: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 220 (U.S.
Census) /
1360: counties. .In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1860, table 1, follow-
ing p. 50 (Assessors 1 repts.) (production for some counties also
given e lsewhere in this report)
I860, 18 50 (years- ended June 1); 1852: state.' In Calif. State M. agr.
Kept. 1911, p. 34 (1852 figures are from State census; 1850,1850
figures are from Jederal census)
1860,1859: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. I860, p.
32-r'33 (-As se s sor s 1 rept s
.
)
1861: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1861, table 1, follow-
ing p. 16 (Assessors' repts.). ..-
.
-
1862(taole headed 1861): state and county, '.In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Sept. 1862, p. 54-55 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1863: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor, gen. Kept. 1853, p.76-77;
in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 230-231 (County assessors !
rept s •
)
1863: Monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 72.
(Assessors 1 rept.)
.
'
,
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 30-51.
(Assessors' repts.)
1865: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 118-119.
(Assessors' .repts..)
1866: state and county.
.
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p.
70-71. (State total p. 43); in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866
and 1867, p. 548-549 (County assessors* figures)
1867: state and county.
.
In Qalif. state agr. soc. Trans. 1858 and
1869, p. 132-133; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Men. rept. 1867/ 69,
p. 16-17 (County assessors)
1868:' state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p.
354r-355; in Calif * ..Surveyor gen. 3ien. .rept. 1867/69, p. 52-53
(Assessors' returns)
1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor -.gen. Statistical -rept.
1869, p. 6-7; also in Rept . 1869/71, p. 12-13 (County assessors)
1869 (table- headed 1859-70): state and county. In Calif, state
agr. soc. 'Trans. 1870, p. 172-173 (County assessors)
1869 and 1870: state, and county. In Calif, state agr.. soc. Trans.
1871, p. 370-371 (U.S. Census 1870)
187- : Sonoma county (estimated -.annual production) In Calif, state.
agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 415 (R. A._ Thompson)
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1870: state and county/ In Calif. Surveyor gen, Rept. 1869/71, p.66~
67 (Assessors 1 returns)
1870(tahlc headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans; 1871, p.£82-383(Assessors' returns)
1871 (tables "-headed 1872): state and county. In Calif.' state agr. soc.
Trans. 1872, p*381-383; in Calif, state agr. soc. ^rans. 1873, p. 200-
201; in Calif. Surveyor
-
gen; Eien. rept . 1871/73, 'p.26-27 (Assessors'
rept
.
) ,
1872 (tables headed.* 1873) st'ate and' county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
£ran s . 1873, '-p. 226-227; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73,
p. 54-55. , .
1872: certain counties. In Calif. 'state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 254,
255,259,263; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 83, 86,
89,93 (Assessors' returns) (Tehama county figures are said to "be for
. 1873) •
1873: state and county. In Calif, gtate agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
. 206-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 26-27
(Assessors' returns)
-' 1874: state -and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
118-19; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p.5Q~51
*
•
- (Assessors' returns)
1875: state -and county. " In Calif.' state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
92,93; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 20-21
{County assessors) * . .
1876; state and county. In Calif* state agr." soc. Trans. 1876, p.
1-14-11&; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 42-43
(County assessors)
1877; state and county, "In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans 1873=, P#
340-341 (County assessors)
.
/
*
-1878s "state- and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
'. 2£G~227; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79,' p. -8-9)
( Count y as so s sor s
)
1879: state and* county. In Calif .
.
State "bd. e equalization. Rept.
1380, p. 114; in Calif, state agr.' soc. Trans. 1879,' p. 248-249;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept, 1877/79, p. 30-31 (County
assessors)
1880: state; 8 other leading states; all other states; U.S. In
Calif. Bur. lahor statistics. 1st. Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 181
(U. S. '" Census)
1880(table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif Surveyor
gen.
-Rept. 1879/80, p. 56-57 ( County ' asse ssors)
18pl(tal)le headed 1880 and 1881) :' counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, .p. 58
'
(County assessors)
1882: state and county. In Calif. State hd. equalization. Rept.*
1883 and 1884,- p. 106.
1882( table headed - 1881 and 1882) : counties. In Calif.' Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 73 (County assessors)
1883: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1883, p.
196-7.
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1883,1882,1880,1878: Los Angeles county. In Calif- Bur. labor
statistics. 2nd Bicn. ropt. 1885-86., p. 205 (County assessors 1
figures)
1884: state and county. In Calif- state agr. see . Trans- 1S84, p. 207.
1884-: counties (quantity assessed) In Calif. State b&. equalization.
Kept. 1883 and 1884", p. 94.
1886.: state and county (Quantity asse ssed) In Calif. State equal-
i zation. Hept. 1885 and 1885, p. 64.
1887: state and county ( quant i ty asse ssed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
i zation. Rapt, 1387 and 1888, p. 63.
1&88
: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
izat ion. Hept. 1887 and 1388, p. 83.
1889
: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
izat ion. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p . 45
.
1890: state and county (quantity asse ssed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
ization. Hept. 1889 and 1890, p. 64.
1891: state and county (quantity assessed) In Cal i f
.
State bd. e qual^
izat ion. Hept. 1391 and 1892, p. 45.
1891: Ventura county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p. 128
(Los Angeles Times)
1892
; state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
ization. Hept. 1891 and 1392, p. 73.
1893: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 103 (Compiled
from Midwinter Jvair edition of the Daily Chronicle)
1893: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
ization. Hept. 1893 and 1394, p. 57.
1893: state and county. In Calif- state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 149.
1894: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
ization. Hept. 1393 and 1894, p. 87.
189!-: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1394, p. 198,
307,348,377.
1895: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State. bd. equal-
ization. Hept. 1395 and 1896, p. 28.
1895: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 163.
1895: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-
ization. Hept. 1895 and 1895, p. 71.
.
1897: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd. equal-*
ization. Hept. 1897 and 1898, p. 29.
1898: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Hept. 1897
and 1898, p. 81. *
1899-1849 (tables headed 1900-1850) (10-year periods) : state and county.
In Calif. State bd. agr. Hept*. 1911, p. 107.
1899,1839(table s headed 1900,1890): state and county. In Calif. State
bd. agr. Hept. 1912, p. 110.
1901(?): Merced county (amount in County at time of last assessment)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 279 (County assessor)
1901: Santa Barbara county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901,
p. 383.
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1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Repti 1904, p,
171 (W. J. Davis)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1905: 40 counties; total. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept, 1906, p.
50.
1905 (tables' headed 1905-05): counties. In Calif- state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906: 43 counties; total. In Calif* state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p.
51.
1907 (tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1903(tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909 (table s headed 1908-09): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (TJ. S.
Census)
1909: state, compared with Minn, and Wis. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1915-1918.
1909(tables headed 1910): state and county. In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1913-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918
(U. S- Census)
1909-1849 (tables headed 1910-1850; 10 year periods): state. In
Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1919 (TJ. S. Census)
1910 (tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1910-1892(annual) : state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1910,
p. 16 (U.S.D.A.)
1911: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 87 (federal
statistics)
1912,1911: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83
(Federal statistics)
1913-1868 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 88 (1912-1368 and 1911-1868 data in. Repts. 193*
,
p. 102; 1911, p. 105) (Federal statistics)
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 411 (Chamber of commerce)
19 15- 1890( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1915, p. 97 (1914-1390 in Statistical rept. 1914, p. 79)
(Federal statistics)
1916: state (rank of states by acreage, with TJ. S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 93.
1 91 6- 18 91 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1915, p.106 (Federal statistics)
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1917: Calif., 4 other states, U. S- In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1917, p. 85 (U.S.D.A.)
1917-1892 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical re.pt.
1917, p. 106 (Federal statistics)
1918: Calif»» 4 other states, U.S. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 100 (U.S.D.A.)
1918: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State 'bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 359 (Los Angeles Chamber of commerce)
1918-1898(annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
• 1918, p. 125 (federal statistics)
1918,1909: state and county. In Calif. State coram, hort. Monthly
• bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 192 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state (estimated per cent of 1918) In Calif, crop and live-
stock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p. 2,
1919: Calif, compared with 4 other states and U. S. In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1919, p. 79 (Federal statistics)
1919: state and county (approximate) In "Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p,106-107 (U-S.D.A.)
1919: state and county. In Calif. 'State bd. agr. Statistical
rcpts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 185-196 (U.S. Census)
1919: counties. In Calif. State bd.' agr. Statistical repts. 1320-
1921 (U. S. Census)
19 19-1900 (annual) : state, in Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1919, p. 75 (Federal statistics)
1919,1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of decrease)
In Calif • State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p.155; 1921, p.
180 (U. S. Census)
...
~
1913,1918: state. In'Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul, v. 9,
' Jan.-Jeb, 1920, p. 42; in Calif.' crop and livestock rept. Dec.
22 , 1919
, ,
p . 1 . ~ i
1320: state (estimated, per cenjb pf 1919) In Calif .' Dept . agr.
Special pup. 9> p>3; %n Calif. Dept. -agr. Konthly btil.- v.9, Dec. .
1920, p. 739. .
1920: state, (jsstimated) .In Farm management- notes for Calif. p. IS.
1920: U* S. ; 5 leading states, including Calif, (classified by rank;
. with per cent of total production) In Calif. State bd, agr.
Statistical rept. • 1920, p.l32 f -
1921j state (estimated per cent of 1920,1919)
:
In Calif. Dept.
agr.. Special pub. '16, p. 4; in Calif, Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.
• 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921, p. 742.
, ;
'
..'
1921;
:
state. In Calif , crop and. livestock rept . Jan. 12, 192-2.
1 321-1919 (annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr, Statistical rept.
1921, p.204r (1921-1900 and ;L9£0-1900 in Statistical re-ots.
1921, p. 149; 1920, p. 132 (U.S.D.A.) .
1922; # state (estimated per cent of 1921) . In Calif , - Dept agr.
Special pub. 33, p. 4; in Calif, Dept. agr. Monthly bul, v. 12,
Jan.-Peb. 1923,- p. 53. . , .
'
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1923,1922.; state. In Calif- crop and livestock rept. Dec. 29, 1923.
1924,1923: state.. In. Calif crop and- livestock rept, Jan. 5, 1925, p.
3
1925-1859(annual) : state; tj. S.; world (world figures for 1924-1894-
„
Russia excluded in 1924; estimated production) 1 In Calif • Dept. agr.
Special pat). 63, p. 12.; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
.
July-Dec, 1925, p.288.. ;
1 925-1 91 9 ( annual ) : state. Jn Calif- Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8*
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10;. 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5) .,/•
1925-1919(annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 284 (Same statistics for- shorter .periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v.13, July-Dec. 1924,- p. 243; v. 12,
July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan.-FPb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, ITov.-Dec. .
1921, p. 747; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)".
1925- 1923 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,. p. 10;
also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p.28S.
1925,1924; state. ' In Calif, crop and livestock rept
•
,
Jan. 5, 1926, p.
19 26- 1922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926,
p. 220.
1925-1924(annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 8;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 221.
1926- 1924 (annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2.
1927- 1923(annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
1 92 7-1 924 ( annual ) : state (total grain production) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 86, p. 6; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul • v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p. 762.
1927,1926: state. In Calif., crop and live stock rept . Jan. 4, 1928,
p. 2.
Froductipn, Losses in
1863: Placer county (estimated loss of bushels of barley by bad cul-
tivation or by neglect to summer fallow the land) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 214.
1925(?): state (estimated per cent of losses due to disease - disease
and cause given) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec.
1925, p. 179.
Receipt s
1877/78-1861/62: received at Port of San Francisco. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 146 (Priedlander ! s Annual grain circular,
June 30, 1878) •
18 7 9- 1872 (annual, year ended June 30): receipts at San Francisco. In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1880-1882, p. 624; in Calif.
Commissioner of transportation. Bien. rept. 1877-78
,
p. 49.
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1880/ 8 1-1856/57 (annual; last 5 months of 1881): at San Francisco. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 160 (data for 1856/57-1878/79
also in Trans.. 1879, p. 217 - figures from Commercial Herald)
1393: Ventura county (received at warehouses of Hueneme Wharf Co.,
$. P. Milling Co., Ventura tfharf Co.) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1893, p. 323-324 (31st Dist. agr, assoc. Rept. 1893)
1895-1885(annu.al) : at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans.
1895, p. 155, (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1885-1895
in Trans. 1894, p. 190; 1893, p. 141; 1892, p~,125; 1891, p. 186; 1890,
p. 223; 1889, p. 290; 1888, p. 236; 1887, p. 242; 1886, p. 249 - data
from San Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1886 (monthly) 5 at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1895, p.155; 1894, p. 190; 1893, p.l41; ; 1892, p'0 ]L25; 1891, p. 186;
1890, *p. 223; 1889, p. 290; 1886, p. 235; 1887, p.242; 1886, p. 249.
(Each rept- gives data, for 1 year only, San Francisco' produce ex-
change )
1922: 5 elevators in Calif, (quantity received at elevators) In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Rept. 1922/23, p. 447.
Shipment
s
-, —
—
i. !— . « t
1865-1860 (annual) : state ("bags exported to ITew York and Boston; to
various foreign countries) In CaLif. state agr. soc. Trans. 1864
and 1865, p. 382-385.
1877/78-186l/62(annual) : Port of San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1878, p. 146 (Friedlander « s Annual grain Circ. June 30,
1878)
' 1877/ 78-1858/ 69 (annual) : exports to named foreign and domestic ports.
In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1878, p. 149-150 (Friedlander *
s
annual grain Circ. June 30, 1878)
1878/79-1855/57(annual) ; 1879(last 6 months): San Francisco. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.217 .( Commercial Herald, Jan. 15, 1880)
1879-1871 (annual ; harvest) San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1879, p. 217' (Commercial Herald, Jan. 15, 1880)
1880/81-1856/57(annual) ; 1881(last 6 mo s. ): San Francisco . In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 160 (Commercial Herald, Jan 26, 1882)
1881: from San Francisco ("by destinations) In Calif, state agr. soc,
Tran,s. 1881, p. 155 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 25, 1882)
1881 (July-Dec. ) : From San Francisco (total; "by destinations) In Calif
.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 153 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 26, 1882)
1881(July-Dec. , monthly and - total): overland from San Francisco; from
interior. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 161 (Commerical
Herald, Jan. 26, 1882) ' -
1881-1871 (annual
,
harvest): San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1881, p. 160 ( Commercial Herald, Jan. 26, I882)
1881-1876 (annual) : from San Francisco (total) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1881, p. 155 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 26,. 1882)
1881-1876 (July-Dec. ) : from San Francisco (total) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1881, p. 153 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 26, 1882)
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1883-185:4 (total) : state (shipments by sea; . rail; total) In Calif.
Bur* labor statistics. 1st Bisn. rept . 1883-84, p. 182.
1383-1864 (annual ; total): exports from San Francisco by sea- In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien, rept. 1883-84, p. 181, 182.
1883-1873 (annual; total): state (shipments overland) In Calif. Bur.
labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1863-84,
'
p. 182.
1883-1873 (total) : shipping point s; total (shipments overland)" In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 183.
1883-1874;1373-64(total) : exports from San Francisco by sea. In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 182, .
1885; 1886(7 mo s.) east bound through freight: state. In Calif, state agr
soc. Trans. 1886, p. 2 11 (Southern Pacific Company)
1886(monthly; annual): (exports from San Francisco) In Calif, state
agr. soce Trans. 1886, p. 250 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1386 (monthly— 7 months; annual): by rail from state. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1686, p. 250 (San Francisco produce Exchange)
1887 (monthly; annual); 1885: exports from San. Francisco. . In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1387, p. 243 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1387-86 (annual) ; 1887 (monthly- 6 mos.): by rail from state.' In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1337, p. 243 ( San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1338-1885 (annual) ; 1883 (monthly) : exports from San Francisco; by rail
from state. In Calif, state agr. soc.. Trans. 1888, p. 238 (San
Francisco Produce Exchange)
183 9-1386 ( annual) ; 188 9 (monthly) : exports from San Francisco. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1889, p.292 (San Francisco. Produce
Exchange
)
1890 (monthly; total): by sea from San Francisco (foreign, domestic);
to interior points by rail from state. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1890. p. 231 ( San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1890: freight forwarded from Midway (Alameda county) In Calif. Bd.
E. P.. commissioners. Annual rept. 1891, p. 61.
1891-1890 (annual) ; 1891 (monthly) : by sea from San Francisco (foreign,
domestic) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p. 190 (San
Francisco Produce Exchange)
1892, 1890:0ct. 1892; overland by rail from state. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1892, p. 129 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1893: Santa Clara county (shipped from San Jose by Southern Pacific R.R.Cc
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 223.
1893: Ventura county. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1893, p. 324
(31st Di st. Agr. assoc. Rept.' 1893)
18 93- 18 90 (annual); 18 92 (monthly)": by sea from San Francisco (foreign,
domestic) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 129 (San
Francisco Produce Exchange)
1894(monthly; total): from San Francisco (foreign, by sea; domestic,
by sea); San Diego (foreign, by sea); C^lif* (aomesti'c, by rail).
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 194 (San Francisco
Produce Exchange) ' \ ,
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1894: Santa Clara county (overland "business east-bound from San Jose)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans* 1894, p. 251 (5th List. Agr. assoc.
Rept. 1.894)
.
1894: Ventura county (snipped to market "by rail and sea) In Calif.
.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 359 (31st List. Agr. assoc. Sept.
1894) \ V- . .
1894-1890 (annual) : state (total shipments) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1894
,
p. 195.
1895 (monthly, total): from. Calif, (domest ic by rail) ; from San Francisco
(foreign by sea; domestic "by sea) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1895, p. 159.
1900,1899: Humboldt county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p.
221 (Humboldt Standard)
1901: San Mateo county. In Calif., state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 383.
1905: counties (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept.. 1905 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906(tablei5 headed 1905-06): 6 counties (shipped out of state) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Re-ot. 1906, p.69, 83, 126,137, 169, 172.
1912, 1910-1909, 1905, 1901, 1900 (annual) : shipped from Port of Eureka.
In Calif. Bd. harbor commissioners for the Port of Sore.ka. Official
repts. .... 1.912, 1910-1909,1905,1901,1900.. (Each report gives data
for one year only)
1916(year ended June 30):- Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Lo.s Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Kept. 1915/16,
p. 259.
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Lqs Angeles. Bd.harb.or commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 107,109.
1919: Delta (Sacramento river) products (shipped by rail and boat)
In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3, p. 99.
(Records of U. S. Engineers and R. R # records)
1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners-. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 50.
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Nicaragua. In Los Angeles.
Bd. harbor commissioners. -Annual repts. 1918-20, p.133.. •
1921/22, 1920/21 (years ended. June 30) 5 . exports, • port of San Francisco
to various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd-. state, harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 1 and 3, following p. 78.
1923: - shipments - coastwise, from Port of San Francisco; internal to
Port of San .Francisco; internal from Port of San Francisco. In
Calif. Bd. State harbor commissioners.. Bien. rept. 1922/24,- p.
63,64,66.
.
.
1923: exports, Port of San Francisco. .In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p.61.
1925, 1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): exports, Port of San Francisco
to various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 98, 100.
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Stocks on Farms
1919~1917(annual) ; state; U. S. (estimated"bushels on farms Mar. 1;. per
cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar. 8,1919.
1921-1919 (annual) ; 1918-191^ (5' year, aver.): state ("bushels on farms Mar. 1;
per cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar.
9, 1921. '[ ...
1922-1920 (annual) : state (tons on farms Mar.l; per cent of crop on
farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar. 10, 1922.
1923-1921 (annual ) : state (tons on farms Mar. 1; per sent of crop on
farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar. 9, 1923.
1924-1922 (annual) : state compared with U.S. (stocks on farms Mar. 1;
,
per cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 10, 1924.
3,925-1923 (annual) : state compared with U.S. (stocks on farms Mar. 1;
per cent of last year ! s.crop) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 10, 1925.
1927-1925 (annual) : state compared with U.S. (on farms Mar.l; per cent
of last year ! s crop) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar. 9,
1927.
>
Stocks on Hand
1882 (Jan. 1) ;l881~1878(Jan.l, July 1 of each year);: (barley -remaining
in Calif.) 3h Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 159 (San
Francisco Produce Exchange)
1883-1882(Dec. 31 of each year): counties; state for 1883; state,
for 1882? In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1883, p!99 (San
Francisco Grain Exchange)
.
1888, 1887, 1882(Jan. 1 of each year): stat.e, sections of state. In
Calif, state agr.' soc. Trans. 1887, p. 242; 1886, p. 250; 1881, p.
159 (Each rept. gives data for 1 year only - figures from San
Francisco produce exchange)
#
•
1893-1888(Dec. 1 of each year): state, sections of state. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p.. 141; 1892, p. 125; 1891, p. 187; 1890,
p. 225; 1889, p. 291; 1888, p. 237 (Each r,ept.. gives data for 1 year
only - figures from San Francisco produce exchange.)
1895-1878(specified dates of each year): "barley remaining in Calif.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p.,154 (Similar data for
shorter periods' within 1878-1895. in Trans. 1894, p. 189; 1893, p.
143; 1892, p. 126; 1891, p. 187; ',1890, p. 2.24; 1889, p. 29; 1888, p.
237; 1887, p. 243; 1885', p. 251 ~ data from San Francisco produce
exchange) .
1895,1892-1887(monthly - including Jan. 1 of following year) : stocks
in regular warehouses and on wharves. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1895, p. 162; 1892, p. 126; 1891, p. 187; 1890, p. 225-? 1889,
p. 292; 1888, p. 238; 1887, p. 244 (Data for 1 year only in each rept.
figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
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1852: state. In Calif, census of 1852, p. 8.
1859-1855 (annual) : 1852, aggregate value; increase or decrease in
value in dollars and per cent, 1855 to 1856, 1856 to 1857, 1857-
1858, 1858-1859, 1852-1855, 1855-1858, 1852-1856. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 327.
1866: state (estimated value) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866
and- 1867, p. 546; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept . 1865/66, p. 43.
187- ; Sonoma county (estimated value, in a year) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 415 (R. A. Thompson)
1884: state and county (reported by assessors'
equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 94.
1886: state and county (reported by assessors'
equalization. Rept. 1885 and 1886, p. 64.
1887: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 63.
.1888: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 83.
1889: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1889
-and 1890, p. 45.
1890: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 64.
1891: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 45.
1892: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 73.
1893: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p»57.
1894: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept., 1893- and 1894, p. 87.
1895: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 28.
1896: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 18.95. and 1896, p. 71.
1897: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1897 and 1898, p. 29.
1898: state and county. In. Calif • State bd. equalization. Rept. 1897
and 1898, p. 81.
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. ''Keft. ' 1904, -p. 171
(W. J. Davis)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties) . . -
1905: 40 counties (total); In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p*50.
1906(tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept.- 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906: 48 counties (total) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 51.
1907(tables headed 1906-07) : counties. ' In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept, 1907 (See Contents under names ' of count ic s)
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
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1908(tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Eept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties).
19C9: state. In Calif, S t ate bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909: state (compared with Minn, and Wis.) In Calif. State fed. agr.
Statistical repts. 1915-1918.
1909(tables headed 1908-09) : .count ies. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See .Contents under names of counties)
1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1911: state (farm value on basis of price, Dec l) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Rept. 1911, p. 88 (Federal statistica)
1912,1911: state (farm value on basis of price, Dec.l) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83 .(Federal statistics)
1913-1853 (annual) : state (farm value; Dec.l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 88 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 also in
Repts. 1912, p. 102; 1911, p. 105)(Federal statistics)
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915,
p. 411 (Chamber of commerce)
1915-1890 (annual) : state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1915, p. 97 (1890-1914 also in Statistical rept.
1914, p. 79) (Federal statistics)
1915-1891 (annual): state (farm value, Dec. l) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 106 (Federal statistics)
1917-1892 (annual) : state (farm value, Dec. l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1917, p. 106 (Federal statistics)
191 8-1 89 8 ( annual) : state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1918, p. 126 (Federal statistics)
1918,1917: state (1918 estimated) In Calif, State comm. hort. Bien.
rept. 1917-1918, p. 5 (Comp. from repts. of County hort. comm.)
1919: state. In Calif. State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental,
1922 ed. p. 49 (U.S.DA)
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1919, p. 106-107 (U.S.D.A.)
1919,1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 166; also in
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 180 (U.S. Census)
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.-Feb.
1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919,
p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (total farm value Dec.l) In Farm management notes for
Calif., p. 16.
1921:. state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 12, 1922.
1921-1900 (annual) : state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 149 p.149 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 also in
Statistical repts. 1920, p., 132; 1919, p. 75) (U.S.D.A..)
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1921-1919 (annual) : s-tate (farm value Dec'.l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 363; in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25; Dec.
15, 1923, following p. 76/
1923-1919 (5-year aver.): state (farm value Decl) In Calif. Agr. exp,
sta. Bui. 435, p. 90. ' .
1923, 1922T state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock re^t.
Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: 'state (rank and value) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.
55, p. 7; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 2.
1924,1923: state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3. ,
1924,1923: state (rank and value) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 240.
1924, 1923 (2-year aver. Dec.l): state (important crops compared; rank
given; barley expressed as per cent of hay)' In Calif. Agr. exp.
sta. Bul. 445, p. 45. ' .
1925-1919 ( annual) : state (farm value Dec, l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Special -pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p.6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6;
9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 284 (Same^ statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925. in Monthly bul. v. 15, July-.
Dec. 1924, p. 243; v*l2, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb.
1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state (value and rank in value) In Calif, crop and live-
stock rep't. Jan. 5, 1926 >5 p. 2; in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.
63, p. 5; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,
p. 281) ' • ' • ' •
1925,1924: state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif, crop, and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
1926-1922 (annual; 5-year aver.): state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub* 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. 'V. 15, July-Dec 1926, p.220.
1926-1924 (annual) : state (estimated farm value Dec.l) In Calif.' ..
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 2.
1927-1923 (annual; 5-year aver.): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
b
^l. v. 16, 'Dec. 1927, p.. 763.
1927,1926: state (estimated farm value Dec.l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Value. Losses in
1922: state (estimated loss in value from insect pests; estimate
of money spent in insect control) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 363; in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly
news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec. 15, 1923, following p. 76.
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1302: state and county (assessed value) In Calif. State bd. equal iz-.
ation. Kept. 1899-1902, p. 72.
1904: state and county (assessed value) In Calif. State "bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1903-1904,' p. 47.
1904: counties. ' In Calif, state agr.' soc. Trans. 1904 (See Contents
under name's of counties) (County assessors)
1906: state and county (assessed value) In Calif. State bd* equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1905-1906, p. 69.
1908: state and county (assessed value) In Calif. State "bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1907-1908, p. 85.
1910: state and county (assessed value) In Calif. State
;
bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1909-1910, p. 86.
'Value of Imports
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce with approximate value) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce)- In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1915/16,
p. 256.
•1918,1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce with estimated value) In L0 s Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 42, 103.
Value of Shipment's
1863-1861 (annual) : state. ' In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p.
'265 (Compiled from Mercantile Gazette)
1879-187l(annual,harvest) : San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1879, p. 217 (Commercial Herald, 1880)
1881-1871 (annual, harvest): San Francisco. In Calif, .state agr. soc.
Trans. 1881, p. 160 (Commercial Herald, Jan. '26, 1882)
1883-1864(&otal) : state (value of shipments by sea; by rail; total)
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 182.
1833~1864(annual; total): San Francisco (value of exports by sea)
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-1884, p. 181.
1883-1873 (annual; total): state (value of overland shipments based on
value of shipments by sea) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st
Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 182.
1&83-74, 1873-64(total) : San Francisco (value of exports by sea) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 182.
1905: Sacramento county (shipped out of county) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 181.
1912, 1910-1909, 1905, 1901-1900(annual): shipped from Port of Eureka.
Calif. Bd. harbor commissioners for the Port, of Eureka. Official
repts. ... 1912,1910-1909,1905,1901-1900 (Each report gives data
for one year only)
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1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce, estimated value of) In Los Angeles* Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/16, p,259. < ; ,
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound'- domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rests.
1916-18, p. 107, 109. c "
1919: Delta (Sacramento River) products (shipments by- rail and boat)-
In Calif. Dept. public works •< Div. water rights.' Bui. 3, p.
99 (Records of uV S. Engineer ! s office, and R. R. records)
1919 (yr.
, ended- June £>0)": Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com- -
merce), In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
.
1918-20, p. 50. ,,\
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Nicaragua. In Los Angeles.
Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p.l33. :
1923: shipments - coastwise from Port of San Francisco; internal
to Port of San Francisco; internal from Port , of San Francisco.
In Calif
. Bd. • state harbor .commissioners • Bien. rept. 1922/24,
p. 63, 64, 66.
1923: exports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif, Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 61.
Value "per Acre
1859-1855 (annual): state (average 1855-1858,1855-1859) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 327.
1915-l§2?^average' by decades; 40 year average): state (value per acre
Dec. i compared with wheat value; difference in value given) In
University of California Journal of Agriculture, v. 6, no. 4, Apr.
1920, p. 7. '
1916-1906 (annual) : state (chart- showing average price per acre com-
pared with average price per acre of wheat) In Calif. Agr. exp.
sta. miss, paper "The Utilization of Idle Land for Wheat," Nov. 1917.
1919,1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (average) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical repts, 1920, p. 168; 1921, p.182 (U.S.Census)
Yield -per Acre
Average, probable, and possible yields that may be expected in Calif.
under normal conditions. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 121 [Oct.
1914], p. 3; in Circ. 210 [Mar. 1919], p. 3 (Reprinted in Calif.
State bd. agr.- Statistical rept. 1915, p. 95)
Average production in past ye,ars per acre: counties. In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 120.
1849/50: average yield per cent in Calif / and' the several other United
States. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 348 (Figures
except- those for' Calif . are from A Statistical view of the United
States prepared by the Bureau of the Interior, 1854)
1854: Santa' Clara and Solano .co\mt ies (estimated) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1854, p. 48, 55 (County 'surveyor)
1854: Alameda county". In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 63 (County
assessor).
1855: 5 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855 # p-251, 262^271,
503,311 (County Surveyors and County assessors)
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1859: Siskiyou 'county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1859, p,89
(Assessor's rept.)
1859-1855 (annual) ; 1855-1858, 1855-1859: state (average yield per acre^
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 327.
. 1859-1855 (annual) ; 1852: state (average 'yield per acre; average for'
the whole period) In Calif, state agr, 'soc. Trans. 1859, p. 328.
1860; 1859: Yolo- county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1860, p. 84.
1883: counties (average yield per acre) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1883,
-p. 196-7.
1884: state and county (average yield per acre) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1884, p. 207.
1885: state and county. Li Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien.
rept. i885-86, p. 36.
1907(table -headed 3-906-07) : Del Norte .county (average yield per acre)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 72.
1908 (table headed 1907-08) : Del Norte county (average yield per acre)
In Calif, state agr. soc, Rept. 1908, p. 65.
1910-1895 (annual) : state (average yield) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 16 (U.S.D.A.)
1912,1911: state (compared "with U.S.) In Calif . ate bd. agr. Rept.
1912, p. 83 (1911 data also in Rept. 1911, p. 88 ~ Federal statistics)
19 13-1 86 8 ( annual) : state (average yield per aci:e) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 88 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 data in
Repts. 1912, p. 102; 1911, p.105 (Federal statistics)
1913;1912: state (compared with U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 71 (Federal statistics)
1915-^1890 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 97 (1890-1914 data in Statistical rept. 1914, p. 79 (Federal
statistics)
1915: state (rank of states by acreagd, with U.S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept . 1916, p. 93.
1916-1891 (annual) : state (average yield per acre) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statist ical rept. '1916, p. 106 (Federal statistics)'
1916-1906 (annual) : state (chart showing average yield per acre. com-
pared with wheat yield per acre) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. misc.
paper "The utilization of idle lands for wheat," Nov. 1917,
1917:* Calif .; 4 other* state; U.S. (average yield per acre) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917, "p. 85 (U.S.D.A.)
1917: Imperial county (estimated average yield) In Calif. State bd.
'agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 425.
1917-1392(annual) : state (average yield per acre) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 106 (Federal statistics)
1918: Calif,; 4 other state?; U.S. (average' yield per acre) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 100 (U.S.D.A.)
1913-1898(annual) : state. (average yield per acre) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept, 1918, p. 126 (Federal statistics)
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1918,1909: state and county. In Calif. State comm. .hort • Monthly bul.
v. 8, Apr. 1919, p. 192.
1918-1911 (annual) : Davis exp. farm (comparison of yields by variety
, of barley; .average yield;
"rfo Inc.") -In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Rept.
1919/20, p. 52. .•
1919 1 Calif, compared with 4 other states (average yield per acre)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1919, p. 79 (Federal
statistics)
1919; 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910); state (average yield per acre)
In Calif. State bd.. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 168; 1921, p.
132 (U.S. Census)
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb. 1920,
p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l (U. S.D.A.)
1921-1900 (annual) : state (average yield per acre) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1921, 'p. 149 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 data
also in Statistical repts. 1920,p. 132; 1919, p. 75 (Federal statistics)
1921-1919 (annual) : state (average yield per acre) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. '204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 19.25, p. 3.
1925-1869 (annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.
63, p. 12; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. 1 v. 14, July-Dec.
1925, p. 288.
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif.. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
8
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 234 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
t
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-De c. 1924, p. 243; v. 12,
' July-Dec. 1923, p.443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov.-
Dec. 1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p.74l)
1925,1924: state* In Calif., crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
1926-1922 (annual; 5 year aver.)-: states In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1926, p. 220.
,
1926-1924 (annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2. ' '
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year average): state (average yield per acre) In
Calif. Dept. agr .< Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. y. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 763.
1927,1926: state* In Calif, crop and' livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Miscellaneous
Portion Utilized as HumaniFood
In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly 1ml- v«6, Sept. p*354.
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Miscellaneous - Continued-.
Returns per Acre
:
1916-1906 (annual) : state (chart showing average returns per acre
compared with aver.' returns per acre of wheat) In Calif, Agr.
exp. sta. misc. paper "The Utilization of Idle Land for Wheat,"
Nov. 1917.-
Sales, Normal - Pounds per Acre
,
In. Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v. 6, Sept. 1917, p. 354.
BARLEY AND CORN
Acreage
..-..« •
'
1858: on 1 farm-near Marysville (acreage planted in corn and barley)
fc
In Calif., state agr, soc. Trans. 1858, p,166.
• BARLEY AND OATS
Production
,
1
1854: 4 ranchos of San Bernardino county. In Calif, Surveyor gen,
Rept. 1854, p. 68-70 (County assessor)
BARLEY AND WHEAT -
Acreage " .
1916: Riverside county ("barley and wheat) In' Calif. State *bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1916, p. 385 (County hort. comm.)
1916( ?): Sacramento county ("barley and wheat) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical .repts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 483; 1918, p. 402.
1919(tables headed 1920): state (harvested acreage of mixed crops -
principally wheat and "barley) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts, 192Q, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
Production ..'-*'
I860: state (total production wheat and barley) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1863, p. 220 (U.S. Census)
1916 (?) : Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr.. Statistical
repts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 483; 1918, p. 402.
1919(tables headed 1920): state (mixed crops-principally wheat and
barley) In Calif, State bd.- agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166
5
1921, p. 180 (U.S. Census)
Production, Losses in
1863: Placer county (loss in bushels of barley and wheat by bad culti-
vation, or by neglect to summer fallow the land) In Calif* state
agr. soc. Trans. 1363*, pi214 (T, S. Chamberlain-farmer)
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1919(ta"bles headed 1920): st^te (nixed
.
crops - principally wheat and
"barley) In Calif v State "bd. agr.- Statistical repts. 1920," p. 166;
in Rept. 1921, p.180 (U.S.. Census)
BUCEiVHSA?'
Acreage
1855: 6 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 243, 252, 277,
288,301,303,311 (County surveyors or assessors)
1856: 7 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.' Rept. 1856, following p.
30; (State total p. 31) (County assessors)
1857: counties (state total p. 23) In Calif.* Surveyor gen. Kept. 1857,
table 1, following p# 22 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1853: counties. In Calif
.
Surveyor gen. Rept.. 1858, following p. 32.
(Comp. from rept. of county assessors)
1859: counties* In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1, follow-
ing p«30 (iscessors 1 repts o.) (acreage for some counties also given
elsewhere in this report,)
1859-1356 (annual; • 4 year average): state (acrus cultivated.) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 335.
:
.I860: count ioso In Calif. Surveyor gen. Hept. 1860, table 1, follow-
ing p«30 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1851: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1851, table 1, follow-
ing p. 16 (Assessors'1 repts.) (Yolo county acreage also on p. 49)
1362(table headed 1861): state and 5 counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1862, p. 56-57 (Siskiyou Co. acreage also p. 132) (Assessors !
. repts.)
1353: Monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 72
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1863: state and comity. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 78-79;
in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 232-233 (Comp. from repts.
of comity assessors)
1864: counties,.-: In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 32-33 (Assessors 1
repts.)
.1865 : 4 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 120-121
(Assessors 1 repts.)
.1865: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/57, p.
72-73; also in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1856 and 1857, p.
.550-551 (County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868 "and 69,
p. 134-135; in- Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 18-13.
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868 and
69, p. 134-135; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p.
13-19 (Assessors 1 returns)
1868: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans; 1869, p. 356-
357; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 54-55 (Assessors'
returns)
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1859(ta"ble headed 1859-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1570, p.174-175 (Assessors 1 returns)
1869; state and county* In Calif. Surveyor- gen. Statistical rept,
1869, p. 8-9; also in Bept. 1869/71, p. 14-15 (Co. assessors)
1870: state and county. In Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
68-69 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1870(table headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr,
soc. Trans, 1871, p.384-5 (Assessors 1 returns)
1371(tables headed 1372) : state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
,
Trans, 1873, p . 202-203 ; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73,
po 28-29 (Assessors 1 returns)
.
1872(tables headed 1373): state and county. In Calif, state? agr
v
. soc.
Trans. 1373, p. 228-229; in Calif.. Surveyor gen. Bien. rlptV 1871/73,
p. 56-57 (Assessors' returns)
1373: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1374, p,.208-
209; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 28-29 (Assessors
returns)
1874: state and county* In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1375, p. 120-1;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. .18'73/75, p. 52-53.
1375: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 94-95;
in Calif. Surveyor gen.. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. '22-23 (County assessors
1376: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 116-17;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 44-45 (County assessors
1877: state and county. In Calif, state agr. .soc". Trans. 1378, p. 342-343
(County assessors)
1878: state and .county. . In Calif, state agr. isoc. Trans. 1879, p. 228-229;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 10-11 (County assessors
1379: state and county. In Calif, state agr.. soc. Trans. 1379, p. 250-251;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 32-53 (County assessors
1879:. state and 8 counties. In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Kept.
1680, p. 116.
'
1880 (table headed 1379 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Hep t „ 1 879 /80
,
p . 5 3-59 ( County assessors)
!
1881 (table headed 1830 and 1881): counties. In Calif .. Surveyor gen.
Bien, rept, 1880/82, p ? 60 (County assessors)
183?.: state and 4 counties. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1333 and 1384, p. 108.
1882 (table headed 1881 and 1382): counties. In Calif. Surveyor-' gen.
Bien* rept. 1880/82, p. 75 (County assessors)
1896-188S , 1885-1880, 1875-1868 (annuals state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Repts. 1911, p. 108; 1912, p. 104; 1913, p. 90.
1396-1890(annual). : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
. .1914-1919.
1905: San Joaquin, Sutter counties. In Calif, state agr. s'oc. Rept.
19.05, p.204, 250.
1905: state. In Calif, state agr. s oc. Rept. 1906, p. 51.
BUCKWHEAT- Continued
Acreage - Continued
1905: San Joaquin county (acres, sowed) In Calif. State "bd. equalization.
Rept. 1905-1906, p. 72.
19Q6 .(tables headed 1905-05): San Joaquin, Sutter counties. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 158, 205 0
1907(table headed 1906-07) S Alameda county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907,. p. 53.
1903 (tables headed 1907-08) s Alameda, San Diego counties. In Calif.
5
state agr. spc. Rept. 1903, p. 43, 155.
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. -State bd. agr. Bepts. 1911-
1918 (U.S. Census)
1910-1880(10, year periods) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rcpts. 1911-
1919 (U.S. Census)
Imports (Quantity and Est i mated Value )
l'9i-5(year ende 1 June 30) 2 Port of Los Angeles (commerce - inbound -
foreign) h ..' Los Angeles. Id. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
•
•
•
? 1914/15., po57.
1916(year .ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor' commissioners. Annual rept. 1915/16,
p..255-
• 1918 (yea- ended June 30) : Port" of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-
- :
-v
• 18, .p. 101. .
Price
1896-1809,1885-1880, 1875-1868 (annual) i state (average farm price Dec. l)
In Calif.' State bd. agr.. Repts. 1911, p. 103; 1912, p. 104;
*
:
' 1913, p. 90.. .
139S-1890(aimual) : state (average farm price Dec. l) In Calif. State
bd. agr* Statistical repts. 1914-1919.
Product ion
1855: Santa Clara, Alameda and Sonoma comities. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1855, p. 243, 262,301,311 (County surveyors or assessors)
1356: 7 counties. In"" Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, following p. 30
(State total p.3.l) (County assessors)
1857: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1857, table 1 following
p. 22 (State total p. 23) (Assessors 1 repts.)
1858: counties. .In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1358 following p. 32
(Comp. from rept. of county assessors)
1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1 following
• p. 30 (Production for some counties also given elsewhere in
this report. Assessors 1 repts.)
1859-1855 (annual; 4 year average) : state. In Calif, state, agr. soc.
Trans. 1359.., p.335.
1859-1356 (annual) : counties. In Calif, state agr. .soc. Trans. 1859,
p. 336 (Assessors 1 returns)
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1860: count ies. In Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept. I860, table 1, follow-
ing p, 30 (Assessors^ repts.)
18SO(year ended June l) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911,
p. 34 (U.S. Census)
1861: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Sept. 1861, table 1, follow-
ing p. 16 (Assessors 1 repts,)
1862(table headed 1861); 4 counties and state. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Kept, 1862, p.55-57 (Production for Siskiyou Co. also p. 132)
(Assessors' repts.)
1853: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 232-
233-; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 78-79 (Assessors' re-
turns)
1863: Monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1364, p. 72
(Assessor's rept.)
1854: counties o In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 32-33 (Assessors 1
repts a
)
1865: 4 counties. In Calif « Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 120-121
(Assessors' repts)
1856: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 72-
73; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 550-551
(County assessors)
1867: state and county0 In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868 and 69,
p. 134-135; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 18-19
^Assessors' returns)
1868: state and county* In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p.
356-357; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 54-55
(Assessors' returns)
1869 (table headed 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p. 174-175 (Assessors' returns)
1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869
5 p. 3-9; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 14-15 (County assessors)
1869 and 70: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1871, p. 370-371 (U. S. Census 1870)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
68-59 (Assessors'- repts.)
1870(tablo headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans* 1371, p. 384-5 (Assessors' returns)
1871 (tat 7t+3S headed 1872)': state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. T:-ans a 1873, p. 202-203; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/ 73 5 p « 28-29 ( iVs s e s s or s ' returns
)
1372: sta ;:e 6 In Calif, state agr. soc. -Trans. 1872, p. 385 (Assessors'
returns
)
1872 (tables headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc* Trans, 1873. p ••228-229; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p*,55~57 (Assessors' returns^
1373: state and cou.ity 0 In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
208-209; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 28-29.
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1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
120-121; in -Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 52-53.
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
94-95; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 22-23
(County assessors)
1876: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.116-
117; in Calif. Surveyor, gen... Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 44-45 (County
assessors)
1877: state and county. In Calif . state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 342-
343 (County assessors)
1378: state and county. In Calif., state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.228-
229-5' in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 10-11 (County
assessors)' • -
1879: state and county.. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 250-
251; in Califn Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 32-33 (County
asser ?or s)
1879: sTrte and r count ies c In Calif. State bd. equalization. Kept.
'1880, pdlb, • •
1880(table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
;
gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 58-59 (County assessors)
188l(taole headed 1880 and 1881): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bieiic rept. 1380/82, p. 60 (County assessors)
1G32: state an-i 4 counties. In Caliv. State bd. equalization. Rept.
.
1883 and 1884, p. ICS.
" 1802(tables headed" 1331 and 1382): counties. Eri Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. ;rept. 1880/82, p. 75 (County assessors)
1895-1889 , 1385-1830, 1875vl368(annual) S state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Eepts. 1911, p. 108; 1912, p. 104; 1913, p. 90.
1396-1890 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1914-1919.
1900-1850(10 year periods): state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Rept. 1911, p. 109.
1900,1830: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p.
110c
'1905: Colusa, Sutter counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905,
p. 95, 250.
1906: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 51.
1905 (tables headed 1905-06) : San Joaquin, Sutter counties. -In Calif
.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 168, 203.
1907(tables headed 1905-07): Alameda, Sutter counties. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 53, 194.
19C8(tables headed 1907-08): Alameda, San Diego, Sutter counties. In
Calif. State agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 43, 155, 196.
"1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census
)
1910-186'0(10 year loeriods) 5 state. In Calif. State od. agr. Repts.
1911~1919(U. S." Census)
.
.
•
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1896-1889 9 1885~1880,lS75^1868(annaal): state (farm value Dec. 1) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Septs. 1911, p. 108; 1912, p. 104; 1913, p. 90.
1896-1890(annual) : state (farm value, Dec
.
1) In Calif . State "bd.
ags. Statistical repts. 1914-1919.
1905: Colusa, Sutter counties* In Calif, state agr, soc. Rept. 1905,
0/7 o^n
1906 (tables headed 1905-05): San Joaquin, Sutter counties. In Cali:
state agr. soc, Rept. 1906, p.168,203.
190S: state.- In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. ,1906, p. 51.
1907(ta"bies headed 1906-07): Alameda, Sutter counties. In Calif* state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 53, 194.
1908(tables headed 1907-08): Alameda, San Diego and Sutter co-unties.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p, 43,155, 196.
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
Yield iDer Acr e
1849/50: average yield per cent in Calif, and the several other
United States. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 343.
(Figures except those for Calif, are from A Statistical view of
the United States prepared by the Bureau of the Interior, 1854)
1855: Alameda, Santa Cruz* and Sonoma counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rrpt. I "35, p. 262, 303, 311 (County assessors)
1859-1856 (annus. 1; 4 year average): state.. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1859, p.335.
1859*1856 (annual; general average).-: counties. In Calif, state agr.
soc. "rans. 1859, p*336.
1896-1389
? 1885-1880, 1875-186 8 (annual) : state (average) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, p. 3.08; .1912, p. 104; 1913, p. 90.
1896-1890 (annual) : state (average) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1914-1919.
COR"
Acrea^
1854: San Joaquin county. •• In Calif.. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p.
71 (County assessor)
1855: counties (Yolo county reports "maize") In gal if. Surveyor gen.
Rept. '1855, p. 219-320 (Repts. of county aurveyor s and assessors)
1855: counties (total for -all counties) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1855, following p. 50 (Repts. of County surveyors and
assessors)
1855: Napa county (acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855^
p. 27.7 (County assessor)
1855,1854: Shasta county. In Calif. Surveyor gen* Rept. 1855, p. 304
(County assessor) -
1856: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856 following p. 30
(State total p.3l) (County assessors)
1857: counties (state total p. 23) In Calif. Surveyor gen, Rept. 1857,
table 1, following p. 22 (Assessors' repts.)
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1358, following p.32
fri^TTr-, from rvoJxby assessors' repts.)
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1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept* 1859, table 1, follow-
ing p. 3.0 (Assessors 1 repts.) (Acreages for some counties also given
. elsewhere in this report)
1859-1355 (annual) 5 1852 ;average , 1855-185 8. , 1855-1859 $ state (acres cul-
tivated; increase or decrease in number and per cent of acres
. planted, 1855-1856,. 1856-1857, 1857-1858, 1858-1359, 1855-1358)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.. 1859, p.-331.
1 859-185 5 ( annual ) : state (acres cultivated) In Calif, state agr. soc.
.. Trans. 1859, p. 342,
1860: count ieso In Calif 0 Surveyor gen. Sept. 1860, table, 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors 1 reptsO
1851: counties. .In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept* 1861, table 1, follow-
ing p. 16 (Assessors' repts.)(Yolo county acreage also on id. 49)
1862 (tab Is headed 1861): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p. 56-5 7 (Assessors 1 rept s . )) (Acreage for some counties
also. given elsewhere in this report)
1863: stafce ard count.y (acres cultivated) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans.. 1863, p. 232-233; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1853, p. 78-
79 (County assessors)
1863: Monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p.. 72.
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1S54, p. 32-33 (Assessors 1
repts
.)
1355: counties.
.
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 120-121
(Assessors 1 reptsO
1365: state and county. In Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855/67, p. 72-
.73; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1367, p. 550-551
(County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1358, p.
134-135; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1857/59, p. 18-19.
(County assessors)
1368: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 18S9, p*
. 556-357; in Calif. .Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69 , p. 54-55
(County assessors)
1369: state and county, In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869, p. 8-9; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 14-15 (County assessors)
1869 (table headed 1869-70) : state and county. 'In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1370, p. 174-175 (County assessors)
1370: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859/71, p.
58-69 (County assessors)
• 1870 (table headed 1370-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 334-385 (County assessors)
137l(tables headed 1872): state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1673, p. 202, 203; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1371-73,
p. 23-29 (Assessors 1 returns)
1872 (tables headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1373,: p. 223-229; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1371/73,
p. 55-57 (Assessors' returns) .
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1872: certain counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 253,
255,260,263; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 83, 86,
90,93 (Assessors' returns) (Tehama county figures are said to "be
• for 1873) ' :
1873: state and county* In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
208-209; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 28-29
(County assessors)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1375, p.
120-121; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien a rept. 1873/75, p. 52-53
(County assessors 1 returns)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
9&-95; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, -g.22^2Z
(County assessors)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
116-117; in Oalif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p.44-45
(County assessors)
1877: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
342-343 (County assessors)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1379, p.
228-22^ in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p, 10-11
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1379, p.
250-251; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p„32-33
(County assessors)
1S79: staue and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1880, p. 115.
1880(tabl3 headed 1S79 and 1880): counties. Ln Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1379/80, p. 58-59 (County assessors)
1881(table headed 1880 a,nd 1881): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p.59 (County a-ssessors)
1882: state and county. In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept.
1883 and 1884, p. 107.
16S2(ta11e headed 1881 and 1332): Bounties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 74 (County assessors)
1884: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1384, p.
206 (County assessors)-'
1884: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept = 1883 and 1884, p,118.
1385: state and county (acres planted) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics.
2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 37.
1385: counties (acres in corn-taxable wealth) In Calif. Bur. labor
statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 169, 174, 249, 290, 304, 307.
1887: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 94-95.
1388: state and county acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept, 1887 and 1888, p. 95-97.
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1389: st'ate and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Kept. 1889 and 1890,""
-p. 80. •
1*890: state and county ('acres sown) In Calif. State' -Tod. equalization.
Kept.' 1839 and 1890, p. 31. '
1390,1370: state and county. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Sept.
1891/32, appendix F, folded chart, preceding p. 365.
1391: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 56.
1892: state and eos&ty (acres sown) In Calif. State "bd. equalization.
'Kept. 1891, and 1892, p. 86. - ' -
1893: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. •
Kept. 1893 and 1894, p. 70.
1895: state a.nd county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 150.
1393: 'counties (figures are mostly for acres sown) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 206,252,261, 286 ,319 (List. agr. assoc.
Heptse) :
1894: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Kept. 1893' and 1894, fulOO* ' ' • ;;. • '
1894: state and comity. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894s P*199.
1894: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.- Trans. 1894, p. 239, 307,
348,577. ; ' '
1895: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Sept. 1895, and 1896, p. 40.
1895: state and county. In Calif, state'' agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 164.
1896: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1395 and 1898, p. 81.
1897: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1897 and 1893, p. 40.
1898:
. state and county (acres Fown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1897 and 1B93, p. 82. ' '
1399,18361 counties. ' In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 9th 3ien. rept.
1899-1900, p. 52-55..
1801: counties (mostly county assessors' figures) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 230, 279 ,367,378,436.
1902: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1899-1902, p. 74.
1904: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1903-1904, p. 48. '
1904: coimti.es ' (acreage sown for crop of 1904) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1904 (See Contents under names • of , counties)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.- 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties) '
1905: 40 counties (total) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept . 1906, .- p. 50.
1905: . state and. county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. ammlizaMon
Rept. 1905-1906, p.71. . H
j
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• 1905 (tables headed 190.5-1905): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Bept. 1905 (See Contents under names, of counties)
- 1905: 48 counties (total): In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p.51.
1907 (tables headed 1906-1907): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1907-1908, p. 37.
1908(tablos headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1903 (See Contents Vun&er names of counties)
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census1 )
1909 (tables headed 1910): state and count2r . In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1913-1913 (U. S. Census)
1909(ta;oles headed 1908-09-): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (cee Contents under names of counties)
1909: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr Repts.
1911, 1914-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: 5 loading counties. In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1913-1913 ( TJ. S. Census)
1909-1879(tables headed 1910-1.880, 10 year periods): state (acres har-
vested). In Calif, State bd. agr. Septs. 1911-1919 (U. S. Census)
1910: state and county, (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1909-1910, p„88.
1910(tables headed 1909-1910) •: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1912: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. S^ate bd. equalization.
* Rept. 1911-1912, p. 59.
1912,1911: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83 (1911
statistics also in Rept. 1911, p. 83 4 Federal statistics)
1913-186 8 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 39 (1863-1912 and 1353-1911 in Repts. 1912, p. 103; 1911~
p. 110 (Federal statistics)
1914: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State Tad. equalizat ion.
Rept. 1913-1914, p. 92..
1915-1390(annual) : s*tate.. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 93 (1390-1914 also in Statistical rept. 1914, p.80)
1915: state (rank of -states by acreage in the U.S.? total) In Calif.
State, bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 95.
1915: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1915-1916, p. 53.
1915-1391 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1917: Los Angeles , - Riverside and Santa Clara counties. In Calif.
State bd. agr,. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 441, 473, 508.
1917 : Madera county (bearing Egyptian corn) In Calif. State' fed. agr.
Statistical rept. 1917, p. 444; 1918, p. 363 {County hort. comm.)
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1917-1 892(annual): state. In Crlif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1918> state and c~unty ( acres ' sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1917-1918, p. 41.
1913: Los Angeles, Marin, Riverside nnd Santa Clara counties. In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical root, 1918, p. 359,365,399,429.
191 8-1 898( annual): state. In Calif. State bd, agr. Statistical
rept.' 191-8, p. 127 (Federal statistics)
1918; 1909: strte and county. "In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul.
v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 203.
1918,1917: i state. in Calif. State comm. hort. Bien. rept. 1917-1918,
p. 5.
1919:. state and county (a'ooroximate) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1919, p. 106-107 (U.S.D.A.
)
1919: state and county (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1220, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196 (U.S. Census)
1919: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State' bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920-1921 (U.S. Census)
1919-1879( tables headed 1920-1880, 10 year periods) :' state. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical- repts. 1920, p. 168; 1921, p. 182 (U.S.
Census)
1919;1909( tables headed 1920,1910): state (per cent' of improved land
occupied by corn) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 168;. 1921, p. 182 (U.S. Census)
1919;1909( tables headed 1920;1910): state (acres harvested', with per
cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. " Statistical repts.
1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U.S. Census)
1919,1918: state. In Calif, Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.-
lob. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919,
p.l. (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. 16,
1920: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Sept. 1919-1920, p. 36.
1921-1900( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept,
1921, p. 150 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 in Statistical repts, 1920,
,
p. 133; 1919, p. 76 (Federal statistics)
1 9 21-191 9 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. 'State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 353; in Calif. Dept. agr. 7/eekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec,
15, 1923, following p. 76.
1922: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept* 1921-1922, p. 39. *
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. De c. 27, 1923.
1924: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. eaualization.
Rept. 1923-1924, p. 39.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
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1924,1923(2 year aver.): state (important crops compared; rank given;
corn expressed 'as per cent of hay) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. 3ul.
445, p. 46.
:
' 1925~191&( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
8
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
-1925-1919 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, - p. 284 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul . v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v.12,
July-Dec. 1-923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, ITov.-Dcc.
1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741) '
'
"1925, 1924, 1923( data collected in crop and soil survey during three
growing seasons): G-ilroy region - part of Santa Clara Valley
{corn or sorghum - pure planting; mixed; total) In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Hilgardia, v.l, no. 18, May, 1926, p. 462 (classified by
soil types in pl« II in folder)
1926: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Kept.
1925-1926, p. 40.
-
1926~1922( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (estimated acreage) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul; v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, -n.220,
1 9 26-1 924 ( annual ) : state. In Calif, croo and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1927, P.2 (1924-1925 also in Be~)t. Jan. 5, 1926, -0.3)
1927-1923( annual ; 5' year' aver. ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept, agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p . 7s £> ,
1927,1926: state. In Calif, croo and livestock re-t. Jan. 4, 1928.
Acr eage-rJapan e s e • : •
1918( ?): state (corn crop of Japanese farms) In Calif. State bd. con-
trol. Calif- and the Oriental, rev. e-d. 1922, p. 223.
Acreage, Losses in
1855: Butte county (acreage destroyed by grasshoppers) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Be-pt. 1855, p. 268 (County assessor)
Clearances from San Erancisco by Sea
1 390-88 ( annual ) ;1390( monthly ) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890,
P. 225 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1891-88( annual) ; 1891 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1391,
p. 185 (San 3Praacisc6 Produce Exchange)
1392-88 (annual) ;1892(monthly) : In Calif.. state agr. soc. Trans. 1892,
p . 1 30 (• San Er anc i s c o Pr odue e Exchang e
)
1893-88(annual);1893(monthly): In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans, 1893,
p. 142 (San Francisco, Produce Exchange)
1 894-88 ( annual ) ; 1894(monthly ) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894<
p. 191 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
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1895-88( annual ); 1895(monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1395,
p. 156 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1 901-1 392 ( annual ) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 152.
1 903-1 899 ( annual ) : In Calif. 3ur. labor statistics. 11th Bien. rept.
1903-1904, p. 112.
Consumed (Quantity Ground in Grist Mills)
1865: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. jjept. 1865/67, p. 88-89;
in Calif. state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 566-567 (County
assessors)
1867: -state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p. 150-
151; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 34-35 (Assessors
returns)
1868: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 372-
373; In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1367/69, p. 70-71 (Assessors
returns)
1869 ( tab] e headed 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p. 190-191 (Assessors' returns)
' 1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869, p. 24-25; also in Rept. 1369/71, p. 30-31 (County Assessors)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p. 84-
85 (Assessors' repts.)
1870( table headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 400-401 (Assessors' returns)
187l(table headed 1872): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1872, "P. 384 (Assessors' returns)
1871 (tables headed 1872): state -and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p,220-221; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1371/73, p. 45^47 ( Assessors' returns)
1872( tables headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 246-247; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1871/73, p. 74-75 (Assessors' returns)
1872( tables headed 1373): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 262; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien rept.
1871/73, p. 92 (Assessor's figure)
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1374, p.
222-3; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1373/75, p. 42-
43 (Assessors' returns)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
134-5; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 64-
65 (Assessors' returns)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
106-107; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 34-35.
(County assessors)
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1876: st£te and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 128-9;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1575/77, p. 56-57 (County
assessors
)
1877: state and county. In. Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 354-
355 (County assessors)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 240-
241; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 22-23 (County-
assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif. State hd. equalization. Rept. 1880,
p. 125; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 262-263; in Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 44-45 (County assessors)
1880( table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1879/80, p. 70-71.
188l(table headed 1880 and 1881): counties. ' In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. re-ot, 1830/82,
.
p. 68.
1582( table headed 1331 and 1882): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. re-ot. 1880/82, p. 84.
Cost of Production
1915/16, 191S/l9(or normal, high oeriods): state (operating costs cf
an average acre of Indian corn - detailed data include market
prices for land; costs of preparing land and planting, growing
the crop, harvesting, taxes and insurance; farm returns) In
Farm management notes for Calif., p. 47,
1 922-1 920 ( annual ) : Inyo County Corn club (per acre cost of production
of corn. Table also gives average yield per acre (U. S. Census
rept. for 1920); value of -corn per acre; and profit ~oer acre) In
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Rept. 1922/23, p. 374.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce.) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 54.
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic,
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 255, 260.
1918(ye-ar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (corn; corn in saclis -
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 102, 103.
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign c:m-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 112. .
Percentage of Crop Merchantable.
1919-1917 (annual): state; U.S. In Calif, croo and livestock reot.
Mar. 8, 1919.
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1352: state (estimated average value) In Calif, census of 1352, p. 8,
1852: state (average price per 100 lbs., -per "bushel.) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 331. '
'
1352(?): state (per bushel) In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 35.
1863(monthly and average '£or .year) : San Francisco, (wholesale prices
per 100 Its.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 259 (Com-
piled from Mercantile Gazette)
1365, 1864( monthly ; average for year): San Francisco, (wholesale price
per 100 -lbs.) In Calif.. state asr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 1865, p.
380,381.
1879(weekly): San Francisco (highest, lowest quotations - white,
yellow) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 212 (Commercial
Herald, Jan. 15, 1880)
1881(weekly) : San Francisco (highest, lowest quotations - white,
yellow) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, -0.156 (Commercial
Herald, Jan. 26, 1882)
1884: counties (average value reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd.- equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 95.
1890(monthly, including Jan. 1, 1891): San Francisco (cash prices for
no.l large yellow; no.l white; no.l small round) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1390, p. 333-234 (San Francisco Produce Exchange.)
1891 (monthly, including Jan. 1, 1892): San Francisco (cash prices for
no. 1 large yellow; no.l white; no.l small round) In Calif, state
agr. .soc. Trans. 1891, p. 194-195 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1892(monthly, including Jan. 1, 1893): San Francisco (cash prices for
no.l large .yellow; no.l white; no.l snail round) In Calif, state
agr.. soc. Trans, 1892, p. 135-136 (San Francisco produce Exchange)
1912; 1911.: state (price per bushel Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Rept'. 1912, p. 83(1911 also in Sept. 1911, p. 88) (Federal statistics)
1913-186S(annual ) : state (average farm price Pec. 1) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 89 (1868-1912 and 1863-1911
•data also in Rents. 1912, p. 103; 1911, p. 110)
1913,1912: state (price per bushel to producers Dec. 1; compared with
U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rent. 1913, p. 71 (Federal
statistics
)
1 91 5-1 890 ( annual ) : state (average farm pr ice Dec. 1) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rent
. 1915, p. 98 (1890-1914 also in Statistical
rept. 1914, p. 80)
1916-1891 (annual ) : state (average farm price Dec. 1) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rent. 1916, p. 107.
1 91 7-1 89 2 ( annual ) : state (average farm price Dec. l) In Calif. State
bd. agr-. Statistical rent. 1917, n.107.
1918-1898 ( annual ) : state (average farm nrice Dec. 1) In Calif, State
bd. agr. Statistical rent. 1918, n.127.
1919: Delta, ( Sacramento River) products (nrice of corn shipne-d by
• boat and. rail) In Calif. Dept. nublic works . Div. water rirhts.
Bui. 3, p. 99 (Records of IT. S. Engineers, and R. R. records)
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1919,1918: state (rorice Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.
Jan. -Pec. 1920, p. 42; in. Calif, cro^ and livestock rent. Doc. 22,
1919, p.l (
T
J. 3.D. "... )
1920: state (farm value- per 'bushel Dec. 1) In 3Parm management notes
for Calif.
,
p. 16.
192l(0ct. 1): individual states of U.S.; U.S. (estimated farm value
per bu. ) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistic.?! rept. 1921, p. 10.
1921~1900(annual) : state (average farm price Dec. 1) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 150 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919
also in Statistical repts. 1920, p. 133; 1919, p*?6.
1 921-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd. agr
-Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.
)
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state (farm. value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925.
1925-1-919 (annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1 - price per bushel) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10; -^3,
p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state (farm value. Dec. 1 - price per bushel) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly Vol. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 284 (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul.
v.13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12,
Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921, p.747;v.9, Dec.
1920, p. 741)
1926-1922( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 220.
1 926-1 924 ( annual ) : state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif,
crop and livestock rent. Jan 5, 1927, p. 2 (1924-1925 also in
Hept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. .3)
1 927-1 86 3 ( annual ) : state (farm or ice Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86, -o.l4; In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15,
Dec. 1927, p. 770.
1 927-1 923 ( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (farm value per bu. Dec. l)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, ~p. 763.
1927,1926: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Production
1851(?): Yuba county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1352, p. 44
^(Hept
.
of County assessor or surveyor)
18o2: state and county. In Calif, census of 1852, p. 58 (state);
p. 16-06 (counties).
1852: Solano county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1352, p. 57.
(Kept, of County assessor or surveyor)
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1854: Solano county (estimated) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854,
p. 55 (County surveyor)
1854: 4 ranches 'of San Bernardino county; San Bernardino county. In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Sept. 1854, p f 68-70 (County assessors)
1855: counties. In Calif. Surveyor -gen. Rept.. 1855, following p. 50;
243-320; total for all counties p. 51 (County assessors and surveyors)
1855: 1 ranch of San Bernardino county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1855, p. 292 (County assessor)
1855,1854: Shasta county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1355, p. 304
(County assessor)
1856: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, following p. 30
(state total p. 31) (County assessors) . .
1857: counties. In Calif; Surveyor gen. Rept. 1857, table 1 follow-
ing p. 22, State total p. 23. Assessors 1 repts.
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1353, following p. 32
(Compiled from County assessors' repts.)
1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1 follow-
ing p. 30 (Production for some counties also given elsewhere in
this rer>ort)'( Assessors ' repts.')
1859-1855, 1852(armual) : 1855-1858, 1355-1859 (average) bushels for
the state; increase or decrease in number and loer cent of bushels
produced, 1855-1856, 1356-1857:, 1857-1858, 1858-1859, 1352-1855,
1355-1858, 1852-1858. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 331.
1859-1855, 1352(annual) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1859, p. 332 (Assessors' returns)
.1860: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1860, table 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors' repts.)
1860;1850(years ended June 1); 1852: (Indian c:rn) state. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 34' (1852 figures arc- from State census;
1850, 1860 figures are from Federal census)
1861: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1861, table 1, follow-
ing p. 16 (Assessors' repts.)
1862( table headed 1861-): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p. 56-57 (Production for some counties also given
elsewhere in this report ) (Assessors' repts.)
1363: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 78-79;
in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 232-233 (Compiled from
County assessors' repts.)
1863: Monterey county. In Calif .' Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 72
(Assessor's rept.)
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1664, p. 32-33
(Assessors' repts.)
'1865: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept;. 1865, p. 120-121.
(Assessors' repts.) ; ' ' .
1866:. state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1865 and
1867, p. 550-51; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 72-73
(County assessors-)
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1357: state and county. In Calif, state-. agr. soc. Trans. 1368 and
1669, p. 134-135; in Calif. Surveyor ;gen. Bien. rcpt. 1367/69, p.
16-19 (County assessors)
1368: state and county. In Calif, state, agr. soc. Trans. 1369, p.
356-357; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. .rept. 1367/69, p. 54-55
(County assessors)
. ,;. .r
1369: state and county. In Oalif. state a£r, soc. Trans. 1870, p.
174-175; in Calif. Surveyor ".von. Statistical rept. 1369, p. 8-9;
in Bien. rcpt. 1869/71, p. 14-15 (County assessors)
1359 and 1370: state and county. In Calif, state aar. soc. Trans.
1871, p. 370-371 (U. S. Census, 1370)
1370: state and county. In Calif.. Surveyor £en. Rept. 1869/71, p.
68-59 (Assessors' rept a.)
1870(ta.ole headed 1370-71): state and county. In Calif, state a-;:r.
soc. Trans. 1371, o. 364-385 (Assessors' returns)
137l(tahle headed 1372): state. In Calif, state a£r.,soc. Trans.
1872, p. 385 (Assessors* returns)
187l(tables headed 1372): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 202-203; in Calif. Surveyor ::en, Bien. rept.
1671/73, p. 23-29 (As sessors' returns)
1872(tacles headed 1673),: state and county. In Calif, state a~r.
soc.. Trans, 1873, p. 228-229; in. Calif . Surveyor -en. Bien. rept.
•1871/73, p.56-57 (Assessors' returns)
1872: certain counties. In Calif, state ar?r. soc. Trans. 1873, p.
253,256,2.60,263; also in Calif. Surveyor sen, Bien. rept. 1871/73,
p. 83, 86, 90, 93. (Assessors.' returns) (Tehama' county figures are said
. to he for 1373) : ' •/ .. ...
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1374, p.
208-209; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1373/75, p. 23-29
(Assessors' returns) • '
;l
1374: state and county. In .Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1375, p.
120-121; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien rept. 1673/75, p. 52-53
(Assessors' returns)
1375: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1376, p.
.'94-95; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien rept. 1675/77,
; p. 22-23
(.County assessors)
1375: state and county. In Calif, state aL r. soc. Trans. 1375, p.
• -i' 116-117; in Calif. Surveyor gen, Bien. rept. 1575/77, p. 44-45
(County assessors)
1377: state and county. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1873, p.
342-343 (County assessors)
1378: state and county. In Calif, /state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
228-229; in Calif. Surveyor .een. .Bien. rept . 1377/79, p. 10-11
(County assessors)
1379: state and county. In Calif. State, bd. .egualizat ion. Kept.
1880, p. 115; in Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1679, p. 250-251;
in Calif. Surveyor ren. 3ien. rept. 1677/79, p f 32-33 (County
assc ssor s)
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1830( table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Hept. 1879/80, p. 58-59 (County assessors)
130l(table headed 1880 and 1831): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 59 (County assessors)
1382: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Hept.
1833 and 1334, p. 107.
1382( table headed 1881 and 1662): counties. In Calif. Surveyor -en,
Bien. rept. 1830/62, p. 74 (County assessors)
1833; 1862; 1330; 1878; Los Angeles comity. In Calif. Bur labor
statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1835-36, p. 206 (County assessors)
1834; state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Hept. 1883 and 1884, p. 95.
1834: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1834, p.
206 (County assessors)
1386: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1385 and 1336, p. 65.
1387: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
...at ion... Hept. 1337 and 1868, p. 64. :
1868: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Hept. 1337 and 1383, p. 34.
1889: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Hept. 1389 and 1390, p. 46.
1890: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Hept. 1339 and 1390, p. 65.
1391: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Hept. 1891 and 1892, p. 46.
1891: Ventura county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p. 128.
(Los Angeles Times)
1892: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation, Hept. 1391 and 1392, p. 74.
1893: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Hept. 1893 and 1894, p. 58.
1393: state and county. In Calif state agr. soc. Trans. 1393, p. 150.
1394: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equalisa-
tion. Hept. 1893 and 1894, p. 88.
1394: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, "0.139,
239,307,343,377.
1895: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Hept. 1.695 and 1896, p. 28.
1895: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1695, p. 164.
1396: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Hept. 1395 and 1896, p. 72.
1397: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State "bd. equaliz-
ation. Hept. 1897 and 1898, p. 32.
1899-1849( tables headed 1900-1850; 10 year periods): state and county.
In Calif. State bd, agr. HePt. 1911, p. 112.
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1900,1890: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Sept. 1912, p. Ill
1901(?): Merced county (amount in county at time of the last assessment)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p.2?9 (County assessor)
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept, 1904, p. 171
(W. J. Davis)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1905: 40 counties (total) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 50.
1906( tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1936 (See Contents under names of counties)
1905: 48 counties (total). In Calif, state agr. soc. Rcpt. 1905, p. 51.
1907( tables headed 1906-07) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908( tables headed 1907-08 ) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept,
1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state. In Calif. State cd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909( tables headed 1910):' state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1913-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918 (U.S.
Census
)
1909~1849( tables headed 1910-1850; 10 yr. periods): state. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1919 (ij. S. Census)
1910( tables headed 1909-1910): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1912,1911: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83 (1911
also in Rept. 1911, p. 88 - Federal statistics)
1913-1 868 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 89 (1658-1912 and 1868-1911 data also in Repts. 1912, p.
103; 1911, p. 110 (Federal statistics)
1 91 5-1 £90 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 96 (1890-1914 also in Statistical rept. 1914, p. 80)
191-6: state (rank of states by acreage with U. S. $otal) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 95.
1916-1891 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
• 1916, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
.
1917-1892( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917,. p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1918: Los Angeles county.
,
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 359 (Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce)
• 1 91 8-1 89 8 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical r ept.
1918, p. 127 (Federal statistics)
1916,1909: state and county. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul,
v.3, April 1919, p. 203.
1919: state (estimated r>er cent of 1913) In Calif. cror> and livestDck
rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p. 2.
1919: state and county (a-'T^roximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rer>t. 1919, ~>. 106-107 (U. S.D.A. )
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1919: state and county. In Calif.. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196 (U. S. Census)
1919: counties.. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920-
1921 (U. S. Census)
1919,1909 ( tables headed 1920;1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.
180 (U. S. Census)
1919,1918:- state. In Calif.' Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.
Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919,
p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. 16.
• 1920: state (estimated per- cent of 1919) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 9, p. 3, in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Dec. 1920, .p.9S9
1921: state (estimated per cent of 1920,1919) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub, 16, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 10, No¥„~
Dec. 1921, p. 742.
1921: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
1921-1900 (annual ) : state. In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical rept*
1921, p„150 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 in Statistical repts. 1920,
p. 135; 1919, p. 76 (Federal statistics)
1921-1919 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state (estimated per cent of 1921) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
.
pub. 33, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, Jan. -Feb.
• 192.3, p. 53.
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925.
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state. -In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
8
(Same statistics for shorter periods with 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (animal ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dee. 1925, p„284 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-
Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb, 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921,
£-.747; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
1 9 26-1922 ( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (estimated production) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7;' in Calif. 'Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 220.
• 1926-1924( annual ) : state. In Calif* crep and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2.
1927-19 23 (annual ; 5 year aver..): state. In Calif. Dept. agr.. Special
pub. 66,<p 9 7-; in Calif. • Deot. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
•1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop- and- lives to ck rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
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1917: 1.32 farm .centers (losses due to labor shortage) In Calif, Agr.
fcxp. sta. Circe 193, p. 46 ('Details of 'losses "by counties and
Renters, p. 49-51)
Receipts
1893: Ventura county (received at warehouse of Hueneme Wharf Co.,
5. P. i&illing Co., Ventura Wharf Co.) In Calif, state agr. soc.
. Trans, 1893, p. 323-324 (31st Dist. agr. assoc. Kept. 1893)
1394-1635 (annual ) : receipts at San Francisco. 'In Calif, state agr.
see. Trans. 1394, p. 190 (Same statistics for "shorter periods with-
in 1685-1894 in Trans. 1893, p. 141; 1392, p. 125; 1891, p. 186;
.1890, p. 223; 1869, p. 290; 1866, p. 236; 1867, p. 242; 1886, p. 24'
data from San Francisco produce exchange
)
1895-1886 (monthly ) : receipts at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1895, p„155; 1894, p. 190; 1693, p. 141; 1892, p. 125;
1891, p. 165; 1890, p. 223; 1839, "p. 290; 1888, p. 236; 1837, p. 242;
1886, p. 249 [Each rept. gives data for 1 year only - San Francisco
pr oduce exchange
)
1995-1886 (annual ) : receipts at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1895, p. 155 (San Francisco produce exchange)
i_ai"cments
1689-1888 (annual ); 188 9 (monthly ) : (exports from San Francisco "by sea)
• In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1639, p. 292.
1893: Ventura county, In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1693, p. 324
.
(31st List. Agr. Assoc. Rept. 1893)
1894: Ventura county (shipped by rail and sea) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1594, p. 359 (51st Dist. Agr..Assoc. Rept. 1894)
1905: counties (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept
1905, p. 94, 155, 247, 251, 271, 275.
190.6 (tables headed 1305-06): Glenn, Santa Barbara! counties (shipped
out of state) In Calif, state agr. sec. Rept. 1906, p.83,172 3
.19X6 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
.
merce ) .In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-13, p. 109. '
'
1919: Delta [Sacramento River) products (shipped by boat and rail)
In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3, p. 99
(Records .of U. S. Engineer's office and R. R. records)
1919(yr. ended June 30): Port of Los 'Angeles (outbound domestic com*
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 50.
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to ITexico. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 125. "
1925: shipments - internal from Port of San Francisco; to Port of
.
San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners. Bien.
rept, 1322/24, p. 65,65.
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Stocks on Farms
1919-19ITTannua1 ) : state, U.S. ( est hna ted 'quantity on farms Mar. 1;
per cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 8, 1919,
1921-1919 (annual) ;1918~1914(5 yr. aver.): state (on farms Mar. 1;
per cent of crop oh farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 9, 1921.
1922-1920 [ annual ) : state (on farms Mar, 1; per cent of crop on farms)
In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar. 10, 1922.
1923-1921 (annual ) : state (on farms Mar. 1, per cent of crop on farm)
In Oalif. crop and livestock rept. Mar. 9, 1923.
19 24-19 22 ( annual ) : state compared with U.S. (stocks on farms Mar. 1;
per cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 10, 1924c
1925-1923 '
v
annual ) : state compared with U.S. (stocks on farms Mar. 1;
per cent of last year*s crop) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 10, 1925.
1927-1925 (annual ) : state compared with U.S. (on farms Mar. 1) per
cent of last year T s crop) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar.
9, 1927.
Stocks on Hand
1882( Jan. 1) ;1881-1878 ( Jan.l, July 1): (quantity remaining in Calif.)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 159 (San Francisco Pro-
duce Exchange
)
1888, 1887, 1882( Jan. 1 of each year): state and sections of state.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1887, p. 242; 1886, p. 250; 1881,
p. 159 (Each rept. gives data for 1 year only - figures from San
Francisco produce exchange)
1891-1888 (Dec. 1 of each year): state and sections of state. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p. 186; 1890, p. 224; 1889, p.
291; 1888,' p. 237 (Each rept. gives data for 1 year only - figures
from San Francisco produce exchange)
1895,1892-1887(monthly, including Jan. of following year ) : in
'"regular" Warehouses and on wharves. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1895, p. 162; 1892, p. 126; 1891, p. 187; 1890, p. 225; 1889
'P.292; 1888, p. 238; 1887, p. 244 (Data for 1 year only in each
rept. - figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1895^1894,1892-1878 ( specified dates of each year): corn remaining
'in Calif. 'In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 154 (Similar data
for shorter periods within 1878-1895 in Trans. 1894, p. 189; 1895,
p. 143; 1892, p. 126; 1891, p. 187; 1890, p. 224; 1889, p. 291; 1888,
p. 237; 1887, p. 243; 1886, p. 251. - data from San Francisco pro-
duce exchange)
Value •
1852: state. In Calif, census of 1852, p. 8.'
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Value - Continued
1884: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization* Piept. 1883 and 1884, p. 95.
1886: state and county (reported "by assessors
equalization, Kept, '1835 and 1886, p. 65.
1887: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Kept; 1887 and 1888, p. 64.
1888: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept . 1387 and 1888, p. 84.
1889: state and county (reported "by assessors
equalization Rept, 1889 and 1890, p. 46.
1890: state and county ('reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1839 and 1890, p. 65.
1891; state and county (reported by assessors
equalization, Rept, '1891 and 1892, p. 46.
1892: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 74.
1893: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization, Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 58.
1894:' state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept,, 1893 and 1894, p. 88.
1895: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization, Rept* 1895 and 1896, p. 28.
1896: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept, 1895' and 1896,' p. 72.
1897: state and county (reported by assessors
equalization. Rept, 1897 and 1898, p. 32.
1904: Sacramento county, 'In Calif, state agr
17! (W.J. Davis)' * 1 : "" ; : -
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)?
1905: : 40 counties "(total ) In Calif, state agr. so'c. Rept, 1906, p. 50.
1905 (tables headed 1905-1905): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1905: 48 counties (total): In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 51.
1907(tables headed 1906-1S07): counties.' In Calif, state 'agr . soc.
Rept. 1907' (See Contents under names of counties)
1903 (tables headed 1907-1908 ) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties
)
1909: state.' In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S., Census)
190.9 (tables headed 1908-1909): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents un.der names of counties - )
1910(tables headed 1909-1910): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1912,1911: state (farm value on basis of prib*et 'Dec. 1) In' Calif.
State bd. agr. Rept, 1912, p. 83 (1911 also in Rept. 1911, p. 88)
1913-1868 (annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd, agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 89 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 data also '
in Repts, 1912, p.-103"; 1911, p. 110) '
) In Calif. State bd.
) In Calif. State bd.
) In Calif. State bd.
) In Calif, State bd,
) In Calif, State bd.
) In Calif, State bd.
) In Calif. State bd.
) In Calif. State bd.
) In Calif. State bd.
) In Calif. State bd.
) In Calif. State bd.
) In Calif. State bd,
) In Calif. State bd.
,
soc. Rept, 1904, p.
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Value - Continued
1915-1890 (annual): state (farm value Doc. 1) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical rapt. 1915, p. 98 (1890-1914 also in Statistical rept.
1914, p. 80)
1916-1891 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) ; In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1916, p o 107 (Federal. statistics
)
1917-1892 (annual): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1917, p. 107... ,
1918-1898 (annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1918, p. 127.
1918,1917: state (1918 estimated) In Calif. State comm. hort. Bien.
rept. 1917-1918, p. 5 (Compiled from repts. of County hort. comm.)
1919: state. In Calif. State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental,
1922 ed. p. 49 (U.S.D.A.
)
1919: state and County (approximate) In Calif. State bd, agr. Statis-
tical rcpt4 1919, p. 106-107 (U.S.D.A.)
1919 , 1909 ( tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr* Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.
180 (U.S. Census)
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb..
1920, p.,42; in Calif, cro? and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l
[U.S .D,A.
)
1920 : state (total farm value Dec. 1) In Farm management notes for
Calif, p. 16.
1921: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 12, 1922. •
• 1921-1 900 (annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd* agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 150 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 data also.
in Statistical repts. 1920, p. 133; 1919, p. 76)
1921-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U:.S,B.A«)
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul, v. 12, July-Dec,
1923, p. 363; in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no, 25,
Dec. 15, 1923, following p. 76,
1923-1919-(5 yr. aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. Agr, exp.
sta. Bul.- 435, p. 90.
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5,. 1925.
1924,1923(2 yr. aver. Dec. 1): state.
..( important crops compared; rank
given; .' corn expressed as per cent of hay) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Bul.. 445, p. 45.-
1925-1 9 19( annua 1 ) : state (farm value, Dec. 1) In Calif, Dept. agr.
Special pub, 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p, 6; 9,
P. 5) .. r :• . • a
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Value - Continued
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value, Dec l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 284 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly "bul. v. 13, July-Dec.
1924, p. 243; v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. --Feb. 1923,
p. 55; v.10, Nov. -Dec. 1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
1926-1922( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub, 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
.
bul., v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 220.
1926-1924( annual ) : state (estimated farm value Dec.l) In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
1927-1923( annual
.
; 5 year aver.): state (farm value, Dec. l) In
.
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 85, p. 7; in Calif. "Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v.. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 763^.
1927
_
VJ26 :. state {estimated farm value, Dec. l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept.. Jan. 4, 1928, p..2.
Value - Japanese .
1918( ? ): state
>
(value, of ' corn crops - Japanese farms) In Calif.
State bd. control* Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed., 1922, p. 223.
Value
, Los ses _in
4
j- 1922: state (estimated loss from insect pests; estimate of money spent
in insect control) In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5,
- no.25
;
, Dec. 15, 1923, following p. 75; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 363.
Value of Shipments
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los ingeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners Annual repts.
1316-18, p. 109.
1919: Delta (Sacramento river) products (shipped by boat and rail)
In Calif
. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bul. 3, p. 99
(Records of U. S. IDngineer^ office and R. R. records)
1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p.. 50.
192C(Jan.
-June) : Port of Los Angeles to Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p.125.
1923: shipments - internal from Port of San Francisco; to Port of
San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien.
rept. 1922|24, p. 55, 66.
Value of Corn
-Assessed in Storage
1902: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1899-1902, p. 72.
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Value of Corn Asses soc in Storage - Continued .
1904: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1903-1904, p. 47. .
.
'
,
'
1904: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1904 (See Contents
under names of counties (County assessors.)
1906: state and county. . In Calif. State bd'. equalization. Rept.
1905-1905, p. 69. . ;
'
1908: state and county. . In Calif. State bd. equalization. -Rept
.
'
1907-1908, p. 85.
1910: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1909-1910, p. 86.
t
•
.
'
Value 7^0r Acre •
1918(?): state (corn crop. - Japanese farms) In Calif. State bd.
control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ecU 1923, p. 223.
1919: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p. 4.
1919, 1909( tables headed 1920,1910): state '( average ) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 16.3; 1921, p. 182; (U.S.
Census) • ' •
Yield per Acre
Average production in past years per acre: counties. In. Calif . State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 11 8.
1849 1 50: average yield per cent in Calif, and. the several other. United
States. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 348 (.Figures
except those for Calif, are from A Statistical view -of ' the United
States prepared by the Bureau of the Interior, 1854)
1854: Solano county (estimated) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854,
p. 55. (County assessors)
1855: Alameda and Sonoma counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1855, p. 262, 311 (County assessors)
1859-1855( annual ) ; 1855-1858 ; 1855-1859(average): state. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1359, p. 331.
1859-1855 , 1S52 ( annual
,
average for per i od) : state . In Cal if . s tate
agr. soc. Trans, 1859, p. 332 (Assessor's returns)
1884: state and county. In Calif, state a.^r. soc. Trans. 1884, ru
206.
1835: state and county. In Calif- Bur. labor statistics. 2nd 3ien.
ropt. 1835—36, p. 37.
1905,1903: state and county. In Calif. Stats cq-zw. hort. Monthly
tul. v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 203.
1912,1911: state (compared with U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Rept. 1912, p. 83 (1911 also in Rept. 1911, p. S3) (Federal
statistics)
1913-1868( annual): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 89 (1868-1912 and 1368-1911 data also in Repts.
1912, p. 103; 1911
,
p. 110)
1913,1912: state (compared with U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 71 (Federal statistics)
1915-1890(annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 98 (1890-1914 data also in Statistical rept. 1914, :"-.80)
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Yield "per Aero - Continued
1916: state (rank of states "by acreage, with U. S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 95.
1916-1891 (annual ) : state. In Calif. State b&. agr. Statistical rept.
1916, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1917-1892(annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1918-1898( annual ) : state.' In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 127 (Federal statistics)
1919, 1909~( tables headed 1920,1910) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p.168; 1921, p. 182 (U. S. Census)
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.-
Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop -and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919,
p.l (U.S.D-A.)
1921-1900( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 150 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 data also in Statistical
repts. 1920, p. 133; 1919, p. 76 (Federal statistics)
1921, 1D19( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925.
1925-19 19 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
8
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 35, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 284 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-
Dec. 1923, p.443; v.12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, ITov.-Dec.
1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1926-1922( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (estimated yield per acre)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 220.
1926-1924(annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1927, p. 2 :(1924-1925 data also in Rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3)
1927-192 3( annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p.
C02IT FOR FQRAGB
Acreage
1919: state and county (acres harvested of corn cut for forage) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rePts. 1920, p. 173-133; 1921,
p. 187-^197 (U.S. Census)
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Production
1919: state and county (corn cut for 'forage) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 173-183; 1921, p. 137-197 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909( tables headed 1920,1910): state (corn cut for forage) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 131
("J. S. Census)
Value.'-.
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910) : state (value of corn exit for
forage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167;
1921, p. 131 (U. 3. Census)
C 0RI7 AITD RYU
Acreage , Pr odue t i on , and Yield per Ac r
e
1859: Siskiyou county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, p.89'
(Assess )r 1 s rept.
)
PO? CQRIT
Acreage
1919( tables headed 1920): state (acres harvested of pop corn for sale)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 168; 1921, p.
"183 (U. S. Census)
Production
1905:. Tehama county (dried pop corn) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept,
1905, p. 255.'
Shipments
1905: Tehama county (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr . soc.
Rept. 1905, p. 256.
Value
1905: Tehama county* In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept, 1905, p. 255.
1919 (tables headed 1920) : state (value of pop corn raised for sale)
In Calif. State hd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 168; 1921,
p. 183 (U. S. Census)
miKER AITS SPSLT
Ac r eage , ?r odue t i on and Vol ue
1909: state (harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918
(U. S. Census)
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KAFFIR
Acreage
1020: San Bernardino county (acres sOvm) In Calif. State M. •' ogualis-
.
.
at ion. Rept.. 1919-1920, p. '36, footnote.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
191o(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles ( inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915 | 16, p.256.
191?(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles ( inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p.42.
Production
1921: stare. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
Value
1021: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif.' crop and lievstock rept.
Jan. 12, 1322.
KAFFIR AMD MILO UAIZ5
Acreage
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
1909( tables headed 1910): state and c runty. In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1913-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918
(U. S. Census)
1909: 6 leading counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1913-1918.
1916( ?
)
i Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts, 1516, p. 390; 1317, p. 483; 1918, p.402.
1918
-i Los Angeles county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 359 (Los ^ngeles Chamber of commerce)
1919: state and county (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 136-196 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1C09( tables headed 1320,1910) : state (acres liar.vested; with
per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1320, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (u. S. Census)
Production
1909:" state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1818 (U.S.Census)
1309 (tables headed 1910): state and county. In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1918-1918 (U. S. Census)
11S09: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918.
(U. S. Census)
1915(?): Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, id.483; 1918, p.402.
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producti on - Continued
1919: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr* Statistical repts.
1920, p. 172-132; 1921, p. 186-196 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
in. Calif . State bd; agr. Statistical repts.. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.
180. (u. S. Census) • . , " . < .
Value . .
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (UvSvCensus)
1919, 1909 ( tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921,. p.
180 (U. S. Census)
KAFFIR, MILO MAIZE AI -TD FETERITA
Acreage, Production and Yield per Acre
1919: Calif, compared with 4 ether states. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p. 81 (Federal statistics)
KAFFIR.
M
P gQBGgUM Fa?. FORAGE .
Acreage and Product ion :
1919( tables headed 1920): state (acres harvested for forage) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920,
•
p. 167 ; 1921, p.
181 (U. S. Census) • • ,
1919: state and county (acres harvested for forage) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 173-183; 1921, p.
137-197 (IT. S. Census)
Value
.
1919( tables headed 1920): state (for forage) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U. S. Census)
MILO MAIZE
Acreage
1917: Imperial county (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr. -Statis-
tical rept. 1917, p. 425.
1917: Madera county. -In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1917, p. 444; 1918, p. 363 (County hort. coram.)
1918: imperial county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1917-1918, p. 41, footnote.
1920: Imperial county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 193.9-1920, p. 36, footnote.
Shipments (Quantity and Est imat
e
d Value
)
1916 (year ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Ed. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 259.
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Shipments (Quantity and Estimated -Value) - Continued ; '.'
1918, 1917( years ended June 30): Port cf Los Angeles ( outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd . harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-13, p. 47, 110.
1920 , 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1913-20,
-p. 51, 84.
Trield per Acre • •
1917: Imperial county (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 425.
OATI
Acreage
1854: Santa Clara, Alameda, San Joaquin counties. In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 43,62,71,76 (Reports of county assessors
or surveyors)
. ; . .
1355: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, following p. 50;
p. 219-320; total for all counties, p. 51 (Reports of county
assessors and surveyors)
1855: Santa Cruz county (total acreage; harvested acreage) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 303 (County assessor)
1855: Napa county (acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855,
p. 275 (County assessor)'
1355,1854: Shasta county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855,' p. 304
(County assessor)
1856: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, following p. 30.
State total p. 31 (County assessors)
1857: counties (state total p. 23) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1357, table 1, following p. 22 (Assessors T repts
.
)
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1358, following p. 32
(Compiled from county assessor's repts.)
1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1359, table 1,
following p. 30- (Assessors' repts.) (acreage for some counties
also given elsewhere in this report)
1359
-1855 ( annual); state (acres cultivated) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1359, p. 342..
1859
-1855 ( annual; average 1855-1358, 1855-1859): state/ acres cul-
tivated; increase or decrease in number and' per cent acres
planted, 1855-1856, 1856-1357, 1357-1858, 1858-1859, 1855-1858)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. .1859, p. 329.
1360: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1360, table 1,
following p. 30 (Assessors' repts.)
1861: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1861, table 1,
following p. 16 (Assessors' repts.)
1862(table headed 1861): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p. 56-57 (Assessors' repts.) (Acreage for some counties al
;
-given- elsewhere in this report)
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1863; state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 78-
79; in Calif, state agr. soc . Trans. 1863, p. 232-233 ( Assessors
»
returns)
1863: Monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 72
(Assessor's rept.)
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 32-33
(Assessors* repts.)
1865: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 110-119
(Assessor* s repts)
1866: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p.
72-73; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 550-551
(County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p.
134-135; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 18-19
(County assessors)
1868: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p.
356-357; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 54-55
(County assessors)
1869 ( table headed 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p. 174-175 (Assessors' returns)
1869; state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869, p. 8-9; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 14-15 (County assessors)
1870( table headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 384-385 (Assessors' returns)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
68-69 ( County assessors)
1871( tables headed 1872): state and county. In Calif. s + ate agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 202-203; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 23-29 (Assessors T figures)
1872(tables headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 228-229; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien rept.
1871/73, p. 56-57 (Assessors' returns)
1872: certain counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1373, p.
253,256,259; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 83
,S6j"89(Pehama county figures are said to be for 1873 (Assessors'
returns)
1873: stato and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
208-209; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rent. 1373/75, p. 28-29
(Assessors' returns)
1873: certain counties (acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1873, p. 256, 259, 262; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1671/73,
p. 86, 89, 92 (Assessors' returns)
187 4: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
120-121; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1673/75, p. 52-53.
(Assessors' returns)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
92-93; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 20-21
(Count;" l.ss ssorc)
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1876: state and county. In Calif. £tate .agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
114-115; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 42-43
(County assessors)
1877: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
340-341 (County assessors)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
226-227; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 8-9
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
248-249; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 30-31
(County assessors)
1879: state and county, in Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1880, p. 115.
1880 (table headed 1879 and 1860): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 56-57 (County assessors)
18B1( table headed 1880 and 1881): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 59 (County assessors)
1882(table headed 1881 and 1882): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
geri. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 7 4 (County assessors)
1882: state and county, in Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1883 and 1884, p. 107.
1383: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1883, p. 198,
1884: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1884, p. §07.
1884: state and county (oats sown for grain) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1684, p. 118.
1885: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics.
2nd Bien. rept. 1885-66, p. 37..
1885: counties (acreage in oats - taxable wealth) In Calif. Bur.
labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 174,186,203,243,
288 , 290 , 304, 307 , 309 ,324.
1885:
'
Sacramento county (acreage sown. - taxable wealth) In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 249.
1887: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 94-95.
1888: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1887 and 1388, p. 96-97.
1889: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1889 end 1890, p. 80.
1390: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 81.
1890,1870: state and county. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissi oners. Rept.
1891/92, appendix I", folded chart, preceding p. 365.
1891: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1391 and 1892, p. 56.
1892: state and county (acres sown) in Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 36.
1893: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 70.
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1893: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 150.
1893: counties (figures are mostly for acres sown) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p.-806, 252, 251, 886, 319 (District agr. assoc..
Reports) • • ' . . •
1894: state and county (acres sown) In Calif.- State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1693 and 189 4, p. 100. - ;
1894: state and county. In Calif, state agr.' soc. Trans. 1894, p. 199
( counties -given also on p.- 307,348,377) =
1895: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalizations
Rept. 1895 and 1396, p. 40, . . ... \ .
1895: state and county.- in Calif.- state agr. soeV Trans. 1895, p. 164.
1896: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. : State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1895 and 1896, p.81.- :•:
1897: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State .bd ,' equalization.
Rept. 1897 and 1898, p. 40. • . :'
1898: state and county (acres sown) In Calif . State. bd. equalization.
Rept. 1897 and 1898,- p. 82. • ;
'
1899,1886: counties. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 9th B ion. rept
.
1899-1900, p. 52-55, ...
1901: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.' 1901, p. 230, 367,
378,436 (County assessors' figures, mostly )
1902: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1899^1902, p. 74.
1904: state and county (acres sown) In Calif, State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1903-1904, p. 48.
1904: counties (acreage sown for crop of 1904) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1904 (See Contents under names of counties) ( County
assessors' figures, mostly!
1905: counties, In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (-See Contents
under names of counties)
1905 : 40 counties (total) In -Calif, state -agr. soc. Root. -1906, p. 50.
1906: state and county ( acres somj In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1905-190G, p. 71.
1906[ tables headed 1905-06): counties. Calif, state agr. soc.
Ropt. 19C6 (Sec Contents under names of counties)
1906: 43 counties (total) In Calif.- state s^pv soc. Rept. 1906, p. 51.
1907 (tables headed 1906-07) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soe.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents! under nmaes of counties)
1908: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State M. equalization.
Rept. 1907-1908, p. 87.
X908(1;aMes headed 1907-0*3): counties. In Calif. &£r. soc. rept
1908 (Sec Contents un##3*- nemos of counties)
1909: stoto (acres harvested) In Calif. State hi. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
1909( tables headed 1910): state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1913-1918 fU. S. Census)
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1909: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts.
1911, 1914-1913 (U. S. Census)
1909: 6 leading counties, in Calif-* State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1913-1918.
1909(tables headed 1908-0.9): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909-1879 ( tables headed 1910-1880; 10. year periods): state (acres
harvested) In Calif. State bd.. agr. Repts. 1911-1919 (U.S. Census)
1910: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1909-1910, p. 38.
191C( tables headed 1909-1910): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1912: state and county ( acres . sown) In Calif. -State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1911-1912, p. 59.
1912,1911: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83 (1911
also in Rept. 1911, p. 88) (Federal statistics)
1913-1868 ( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 92 (1368-1912 and 1868-1911 data also in Repts. 1912, p.
106; 19.11, p. 113)
1914: state and county .( acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1913-1914, p. 92.
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 411 (Chamber of Commerce) - '
1915-1890 ( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 99 (1914-1890 data also in Rept. 191-4, p. 81)
1916: state (rank of state by acreage, with U. S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 96.
1916: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1915-1916, p. 63.
1916(?): Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 483; 1918, p. 402.
1916-1891 ( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr.- Statistical
rept. 1916, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1917: Imperial county ( estimated; presumably acreage) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 425.
1917(?): Santa Clara county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 500 (County hort. comm.)
1917-1892( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p. 107.
1918: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1917-1918, p. 41.
1918: Los Angeles, Hariri, Santa Clara counties. In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical Rept. 1918, p. 359 , 365 , 429.
1918-1898 ( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 127.
1918,1909: state and county. In Calif, State comm. hort. Monthly bul.
v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 214.
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1918,1917: state. In Calif. State comm. hort. Bicn. ropt. 1917-1918,
p. 5.
1919: state and county ( approximate) In Calif.. State bi. agr. Statis-
tical ropt. 1919, p. 106-107 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state end county (acres harvested) In Calif. St: to bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196
.
(U.S. Census)
1919: counties (acres harvested In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920-1921 (U. S. Census) »
1919-1879( tables headed 1920-1880; 10 year periods) state. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 160; 1921, p. 182 (U.S.
Census)
1919, 1909( tables herded 1920 , 1910 ): state (per. cent of improved ' lend
occupied by oats) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 168;" 1981, p. 182 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909( tables headed 1920, 1910): state (acres harvested - with per
cent of decrease) In Cclif. State bd. agr. Statistic;.! repts.
1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
1919-1917 ( annual) : state. In University of California Journal of
Agriculture v. 6, no. 4, Apr. 1920, p. 6.
1919,1918: state. In Cclif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.9, JantFeb. •
1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l
(U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (estimated) in Farm management notes for Calif, p. 16.
1920: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1919-1920, p. 36.
1921-1900 ( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 151 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 data also in Statistical
repts. 1920, p. 133; 1919, p. 76 (Federal statistics)
1931-1919 ( annual) : state. In C? lif . State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 36%: in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5. no. 25, Dec.
15, 1923, following p. 76.
1922; counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1921-1922, p. 39.
1923,1922: state. In Cflif. crop and livestock rapt. Doc. 27, 1923.
1924: counties (acres sown) In C* lif. Stete bd. equalisation. Ropt.
1923-1924, p. 39.
1924,1923: stete. In Celif. crop end livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
p. 3.
1925-1919( annual) : state, in Celif. Dept. ear. Spocicl pub. 63, p.
8 (Seme statistics for shorter periods with 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 284 (Same statistics for shorter periods with
1919-1925, in T76rit lily bul. v. 13, July-Dec, .1724, p. 345; v. 12, July-
Dec. 1923, "p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921,
p. 747; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
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1925-1923 ( annual) : state (estimated acreage planted; harvested for
grain) in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 10; also in Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 286.
1926: counties (acres sown) In Calif. -State bd. equalization. Rept.
1925-1926, p. 40. < ' • '
'
1926-1922 ( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (estimated acreage) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 7 4,- p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p.220.
1926-1924( annual) : state (total acreage planted; acreage harvested
for -grain) • la Calif .'Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 221.
1926-19 2 4( annual) : state. In Calif, 'crop and livestock rept. Jan. -5-,
1927, p. 2 (1924-1925 also in Rept. Jan-. 5, 1926, p. 3)
1927-1923 ( annual ; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. 'agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
1927
-192 4( annual) : state (acreage planted; harvested for grain) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 6; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,' p. 7-62.
1927, 1-926:-' state.- In Calif, crop and -livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928,
Acreage Abandoned
1925-1923 ( annual) : state (estimated abandoned acreage) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 10; in Calif. Dept. agr-. Monthly
bul. v.14, July-Dec. 1925, p.286.-
19 2 7 -19 2 4( annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86,
p. 6; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.- v. 16, Dec 1927, p. 762
(1924-1926 also in Special pub. 74, p. 8; in Monthly bul. v.15,
July-Dec. 1926, p. 221)
Clearances from San Francisco by Sea
1890*1889(annual) ; 1890(monthly)) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1890, p. 225 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1891-1888( annual) ; 1891 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1891, p. 185 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1392-1888( annual) ; 1892 (monthly ) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1892, p. 130 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1893-1888( annual} ; 1893 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1893, p. 142 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
189 4-1888 ( annual) ; 1894 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1894, p. 191 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
189 5-1888 ( annual ); 139 5 (monthly ) : In Calif . state egr. soc. Trans.
1895, p. 156 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1901-1892 ( annual) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 162.
1903-1899 ( annual) : In Calif. 3ur. labor Statistics. 11th Bien.
rept. 1903-1904, p. 112. .....
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1915/16 , 1918/ 19 ( or normal, high periods): state (operating costs of
an average acre - detailed' data 'include market prices for land;
costs of preparing land and planting, harvesting, sacks, twine,
hauling, taxes and insurance; farm returns) In Farm management
notes for Calif., p. 63.
Imports
1892-1887 ( annual) ; 1892 (monthly) : imports by sea. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 132 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
189 4( monthly
,
total) : imports by sea from Oreg. and Washington.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 191 (San Francisco
produce Exchange)
1895(monthly
,
total): imports by sea. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1895, p. 156 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) " In Los 'Angeles . Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15., p. 54. . •
1916(year ended June 30); Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. E3. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1915/16, p. 256.
1918(year ended'June 30): Port of Los Angeles (carnation oats -
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts, 1916-18, p. 102.
1918, 1917 (years ended June '30): Port of Los 'Angeles (inbound
domestic commerce) ' In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 42, 103.
1913( July-Dec. ) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign commerce)
In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annualrepts. 1918-20,
-
p. 86.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 45, 79.
Price
1852: state (estimated average value) In Calif. census of 1852, p. 8.
1852(?): state (value p ;r bushel) in Calif. State bd. agr. Rept.
1911, p. 35.
1858-1855: annual (1859-60; 1852; 1855-1858; 1855-1859. average
price P3r 100 lbs., per bu. , for tjv- state) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trons. 1859, p. 329 (prices are for average of &gr.
:.eur; 1852 are from eansus; 13o5-1857 from Prices Current and
Shipping List, 185B and 1859, from Joseph R. DePrsfontaine)
1863(monthly mil average for the year): wholesale prices per 100
lbs. at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863,
p. 269 (Mercantile gazette)
1865; 186 4( monthly; average for year) : wholesale price per 100 lbs.
at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and
1865, p. 380, 381 (Mercantile gazette)
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~~1866: state. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 43; in
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 546.
1879(weekly) : San Francisco (highest; lowest quotations) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p..212 (Commercial Herald,
Jan. 15, 1879)
1881 ( weekly) : .'San Francisco (highest; lowest quotations) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 156 (Commercial Herald, Jan.. 26,
1882)
1884: counties (value, reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1833 and 1884, p. 94.
1890 (monthly, including Jan. 1, 1891): San Francisco (cash prices
for milling no.l; no. 2) In Calif state * agr". soc. -Trans. 1890,
p. 233-234 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1891(monthly, including Jan. 1, 1892): Son Francisco (cash prices
for milling no.l; no. 2) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891,
p. 19 4-195 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1892 (monthly, including Jan. 1, 1893): San Francisco (cash prices
for milling no.l; no. 2) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892,
p. 135-136 (San Francisco Produce Exchange)
1895-1893( annual , Dec. 1): counties (average vclue, Dec. 1) In
Calif* state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 104.
1912,1911: state (price per bushel Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Rept.
-1912, p. 83 (1911 also in Rept. 1911, p. 88) (Federal statistics)
1913-1868 ( annual) : state (average farm price, Dec. 1) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. .1913, p. 92 (1368-1912 and 1868-1911
data also in Repts. 1912, p. 106; 1911, p. 113)
1913,1912: state (price per bushel to producers, Dec 1; compared
with U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p.
71 (Federal statistics)
1915-1890 ( annual) : state (average farm price Dec. 1) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 99 (1890-1914 also in
Statistical rept. 1914, p. 81)
1916.-1891( annual) : state (average farm price Dec. 1) In Calif. State
bd.- agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 107.
1917
-1392 ( annual) : state (average farm price Dec. 1) In Calif . State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 107.
1818~1893( annual) : state (average farm price Doc. 1) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 127.
1919: Delta (Sacramento River) products (price of cats shipped by
rail and boat) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water
rights. Bui. 3, p. 99 (Records of U.. S. Engineer's office, and
R. R. records)
1919,193.3: state (price Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bui ?
v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. ?,2, 1919, p.l (TJ.S.D.A.)
1.920: state (farm value per bushel Dec. 1) In Farm management notes
for Calif.
,
p. 16.
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1921 (Oct. 1): individual states of U.S., U.S. (estimated farm value
per "bu. ) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 10.
1921-1900 (annual ) : 'state (average farm
r
price Dec. 1) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 151 '( 1900-1 920 and 1900-1919'
data also in Statistical repts. 1920, p. 133; 1919, p. 75)
1921-1919 ( annual ) :' state (farm value Sec. 1) In (Jalif. State b&.
agr. Statistical rapt. 1921, p. 204(U.S .D . A.
)
1923,19225 'state
'
(farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923; 'state (farm value Dec. 1) .In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1919 (annual ) : state (price per "bu,
, .
farm value Dec. 1)' In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 3 (Same statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1925 'in Special pub. 55, 'p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33,
p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1 925-1 91 9 ( annual ) : state (price per bu. , farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bulY v. 14,.. July-Dec. 19 25, p. 284 (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 also in Monthly
bul. v.15, July-Dec. 19 24, p. 243; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443;
v.12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55;' v.10, Nov. -Dec.' 1921', p. 747; v.'9,
Dec.' 1920, 'p. 741)
1925,1924: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept . Jari . 5 , 1926
, p . 3
.'
1 926-1 9'22( annual ; 5 year aver.);' state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.15,' July-Dec'. 1926', p. 221. .
..
1926-1924( annual ) ; state (estimated farm value Dec. 3Lj In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5', 1927, p. 2.
1927-1868 (annual ) : state (farm price Dec. 1)' In Calif. Dept. agr.'
Special pub. 86, £.14; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p. 770. \ ' . V
.
1 927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.); state (farm value per bu. Dec. 1)
In Calif. Dept. agr . Special pub. 86/ p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 765.'
1927,1926: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1926, p. 2.
Pro due'-, ion
18olT?j: Yuba county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1852, p. 44
(Repts of County assessor or surveyor)
1852: state and county. In Calif, census of 1352, p. 58 (state);
p. 14-56 (counties)
1852: Contra Costa, Butte, and Solano counties. In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Rept. 1352, p. 50, 54, 57, 62 (Repts. of county
assessors and sur ve yo rs
)
1854: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 48, 55, 63,
66,76 (County surveyors and assessors')
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1355: counties ( total for all counties, p. 51) In Calif, Surveyor
gen, Kept. 1855, following. pi5Q;. p. 245-520 (County assessors
and* surveyors) • .
1855,1854s Shasta county. In Calif, Surveyor gen. Kept. 1855, p,
304 (County assessor)
1856: counties (state total p. 51.) In Calif. Surveyor gen, Rept. 1856,
following p. 50 -(County assessors)
1857: counties (state total p. 23) In Calif, Surveyor gen, Rept, 1857,
table 1 following p. 22 -(Assessors' repts, )
1858: counties. In Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept, 1858, following p. 32
(Compiled from County assessors?, repots. )
1859: counties* In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept., .1859, table 1 follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors' repts .)( Broduct ion for some counties also
given elsewhere in this report)
1859-1855, 1852 (annual ): state (gives also average, 1855-1858, 1855-1859; in
crease or decrease in number and per cent of bushels 1855-1856,
'1356-1857, 1857-1858, 1858-185-9, 1852-1855, 1855-1858, 1852-1858.)
In Calif, state agr. >soc. Trans. 1859, p. 529. . .
1859-1855 ,1852(annual ) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1859, p."330 (Assessors' returns) . . . .
.
1860(year -ended June 1);1&52: state* In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911,
p. 34 (1852 figure is from State census; 1860 figure is from U.S.
Census ) * •'
1860: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. -I860, table. 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors' repts.)
1861: coLinties.- In -Calif.- Surveyor gen. Rept, 1861, table .1, follow-
ing p. 16 (Assessors' repts.) .
1862(table headed 1861): state and county. In Calif, .Surveyor gen,
Rept, 1862, p. 56-57 (Assessors' repts. )( Production for s ome
counties -also given elsewhere in this report)
1865: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 78-79;
in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1865, p. 252-255 ,( County assessors)
1865: Monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 72
(Assessor's rept.) ...
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.- 1364, p. 32-55
(Assessors' repts.
)
1865: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 118-119
(Assessors' repts.
1866? state and county (state total p. 43) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1865/67, p-. 72-73; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans, 1866
and 1867, p. 550-551 (County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 18-19; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p. 134-155 (County
assessors)-
1868: state and county. • In Calif.- Surveyor, gen. Bien. rept, 1867/69,
p. 54-55; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p. 356-357 (County
assessors)
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1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1369, p. 8-9; also in Kept. 1369/71, p. 14-15 ( County assessor s
)
1869( table headed 1869-70 ): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870,. p. 174-175- (Assessors' returns)
187*: Sonoma county, (estimated- production in a year) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 415 (R, A. Thompson)
l870(ta"ble headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 384-385- ( Assessors' returns)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
68-69 (County assessors)
1*870 and 1869: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1871, p. 370-371 (IX. S. Census 1870)
£871 (liable headed 1872): state. In Calif." state agr. soc. Trans.
1872, p. 385 (Assessors' returns
)
1*8 71 (tables headed 1872): stafcjg and comity'. In Calif, state, agr.
soc. Trans. 1875, p. 202-203;- in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1371/73, p. 28-29.
1872( tables headed 1375): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 228-229; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 56-57. .
1872: certain counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p.
'256,250; in Ca.lif . Surveyor ge'a* Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 86, 90
(Assessors' returns )( Tehama county figure is said to be for 1875)
1873: state and county. In Calif, state, agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
208-209; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 28-29.
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
1B0-1; in Calif. Surveyor gen; Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 52-53
(Assessors' returns)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
92-93; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 20-21
(County assessors)
1876: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
114-115; in Calif. Surveyor gen. lien, rept* 1875/77, p. 42-43.
(County assessors)
1877: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
540-341 ( County assessor s
)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
226-227; in Calif. Surveyor r;en. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 8-9
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept..
1880, p. 115; in Calif, state -agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p» 248-249;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 30-51 (County
assessors)
1880 ( table headed 1879 and 18ffo): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 56-57 (County assessors)
' 1881 (table headed 1880 and 1881): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 59 (County assessors
)
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1882: state and county. In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept.
•1883 and 1884, p. 1.07 *
1882( table headed 1881 and 1882)
:
counties.. In Calif. Surveyor
, 'gen. B'iehv rept. 188 0/82., p. 74 ( County as
>
sensors)
1885: state and c ounty
•
In Calif. state agr • soc. Trans. 1885, p. 198.
1884: state and c ounty. In Cal I f
.
• State ])d. equa lization. Rept.
1883 and 1884, p. 94; ' in Calif. state agr . soc. Trans. 1884, p. 207.
1886: state and c ounty
.
" In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1885 and 1886/ p,64.
1887: state and'c Grority, In Calif.- State bd. eq.ua lizat ion. Rept.
188 7 and 1888, p. 65.
1888: state and -county. In Calif. State "bd. .equal izat ion. -Rept
.
188 7 and 1838, p. 83.
1889:. state «and county, In "Gal i f State bd. equa lizati on. - Rept.
1889 and 1890, p. 45.
1890:. state and county. In" Calif. State- "bd. equali zat ion. Rept'*
1889 and 18 90, p. 64.
1891: state and c ounty. In Calif. State bd. equal izat ion. Rept
,
1891 and 1892, p. 45.
1892: state and-c ounty. In Calif. State bd. equal izat ion. Rept.
1891 and 1892, p.73.
1893i state and c ounty. In Calif. S tat g "bd. equal izat ion. Rept •
- 1893 and 1894, p. 57; " in Calif. state agr . soc. Trans. 1893, p. 150.
1895: Humboldt county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 264
( Ciiamb er o f Commer
c
g )
1894: state and county. ' In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1893 and 1894, p. 87:- in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. •
199 (Counties also on p*. 507, 348, 577)
1895: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p.
164; in Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 28..
1896: state and county. In Cal i i . State bd. equalization. Rept.
1895 and 1896, p. 71.
1897: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
-1897 and. 1898, p. 29.- *
1898: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
189.7 and 189-8, p. 81'. '
1899-1859 (table headed 1900-1860; 10 yr. periods): state and
• county:. In Calif. State' bd. agr. Rept. 1911>, p. 115.
1900,1890: state and county. Ih^Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912,
p.m.
1901: Santa Barbara county. 'In Calif, state,agr. soc. Trans. -1901,
p.38$. '"- . : . * ' . ••• ^ \. • .
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, .state agr. soc. Rept. 1904, p.
171 (W. J. Davis)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties) ' , •
1905: 40 counties (-total) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p'.50.
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1906 (tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1306 (See Contents under • names of counties)
1906: 46 counties (total) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept; 1906, p. 51.
1907 (tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif, stateagr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908(tables headed 1907-03): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census
)
1909 (tables. headed 1910): state and county. In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1913-1918 (TJ. - S . Census )
1909: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918
(U. 3. Census)
190.9(tables headed 1908-09): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept.. 1909 (See Contents under names of comities)
1909-1859(tables headed 1910-1860;10 year periods): state.' In
Calif. State bd. agr, Repts. 1911-1919 (U. S. Census)
1910( tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
s Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1912,1911:. state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 85 '(1911
data also in Rept. 1911, p. 88 ) (Federal statistics) •
1913-1368 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 92 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 data also in Repts.
1912, p. 106; 1911, p. 113) .
'
1914: Tehama county. .In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept
.
1914, p. 411 (Chamber of Commerce)
1915-1890 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1915, p. 99 (1890-1914 also in Statistical rept. 1914, p. 81)
1916: state (rank of states by acreage, with U. S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept, 1916, p. 96,
1916 (?): 'Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 483; 1918, p. 402.
1916-1891 (annual j : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
'rept. 1916, p. 107 ( Federal statistics)
1917-i89£(annual): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1918: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 359 (Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce)
1918-1898 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 127 (Federal statistics)
1918,1909: stat- and canity. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly
bul. v. 8, Apr. 1919, p. 214.
1919: state (estimated per cent of 1918) In Calif, crop and live-
stock rept. Doc. 22, 1919, p. 2.
1919: state and county. In Calif. State bd. a^r . Statistic^ repts,
1919, p. 106-107; 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196.
1919: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts, 1920-
1921 (U. S. Census)
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1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (with pr-r cent of decrease)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.
180 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1915: state." In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb,
1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l
( U, S. D. A.
)
1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. 16.
1920: state ( estimated per cent of 1919) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 9; p. 3; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Dec-
1920, p. 739.
1921: state ( estimated* per cent of 1920, 1919) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 16, p. 4;' in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 10, Nov.-
Dec. 1921, p. 742. •
1921: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922
1921-1900 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 151 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 data also in Statistical
repts. 1S20, p. 133; 1919, p. 76 (Federal statistics)
1 921-1919 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204 (U.' S. : D. A. )
1922: state (estimated per cent of 1921) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 3-3 5 p*4; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, Jan. -Feb.
l^^Oj p . <_>o •
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
P.3.
1 925-1 91 9 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept.' agr. Special pub. 63, p.
8
(Same statistics tor shorter periods within' 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5.)
1925-1919(annual)
:
:
s'tate. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dee. 1925, p. 284 (Same, statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Sfonihly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-
Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, a. 55; v. 10, Fov.-Dec.
1921, p. 747; v.: 9, . Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1926-1823 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
10; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec 1925, p. 286.
1925,1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock: rept. Jan.' 5, 1926,
1 926-1 i : °.2( annual ; 5 year aver.); state (estimated oroduct ion) In
"-1 Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub . 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v.* 15, July -Dec. 1926, p. 220.''
19 26-?. 5^4 (annual) : state (grain production) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v;i£,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 221.
1 926-1 r:..2^r( annual ) ; -state. In Calif, crop and livestock reat. Jan.
5, 1927, p. 2.
1927«1923( annual ; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86, t>.7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p. 762.
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1927~1924(annual) : state (total grain production) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 86, p. 6; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly oul. v.
16, Dec. 1927, p. 762,
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and- livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928,
p. 2.
Production
,
Losses in "
1925(f): state' (estimated per cent of losses due to disease - disease
and cause given) .In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,' July-
Dec. 1925, p. 179.
Receipts
1877/ 78-1 861/ 62 (annual) : Calif, products recj-ved at Port of San
Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 146
(Friedlander 1 s Annual grain circular, June 30, 1878)
1879-1872( annual
,
year ended June 30): receipts at San Francisco.
In Calif. Bd. K. R. ,' commissioners, Itept. 1880/82, p. 624; in Calif.
.Railroad commission. P.ept. 1877-1878, p. 49.
1880/ 81-1356/57 (annual; last 6 months of 1881): Calif, products re-,
ceived at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.. 1881,
p. 151 (data for 1355/57-1878/79 also in Trans. 1879, p. 218-
figures from Commercial Herald)
1893: Ventura county (received at warehouses of Hueneme Tnarf Co.)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1393, p. 323 (31st Dist. agr.
assoc. Eept. 1893) '
l'894-l 885( annual ) : receipts at ottart Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc.- Trans. 1894, p. 190 (Same statistics for shorter periods
within 1885-1894 in Trans. 1393, p. 141; 1392, p. 125; 1891, p. 1.86;
• 1890, p. 223; 1889, p. 290; 1888, p., 236; 1887, p. 242; 1886, p.249-
figures from San Francisco product: exchange)
1 89 5-1 886 ( annual ) :' at San Francisco. ' In Calif, state' agr. soc.
Trans. 1895, p. 155 (San Francisco ureduce exchange)
1895-1886(monthly) : at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1895, p. 155; 1894, p.190; 1893, p. 141'; 1892, p. 125; 1891,
p. 185; 1890, p.223.; 1839, p. 290; 1388, p. 236; 1837, p. 242; 1886,
p. 249 (Each rept. gives data for one year only - figures from
San Francisco produce exchange)
1922: 5 elevators in Calif, (quantity received at elevators) In
Calif. 4$r. exp. sta. Rept. 1922/23, p. 447.
Shipments
1365-1 860 ( annual ) : state; to foreign countries. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1864. ana; 1665, p. 333, 384,385,336.
1877/78-186l/62(annual): Port of San Francisco (exports) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans.. 1878, p. 146 (Friedlander »s Annual Grain
Circ. June 30, 1378)"'
"
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•' 1377,/ 78-1 863/69: exoorts to named foreign countries. In Calif, s.tate
•
'
. '-agr. >soc. Trans.. .1878,
. p. 149-1 50. (Friedlander ! s Annual Grain Circ.
June 30, 1878)
* '187.8/ 7.9-lc5675?( annual ); 1879 (last 6 mos.'): San 'Francisco ('exports)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. '1879, p. 213 (Commercial. Herald.
Jan. 15, 1880) • V.
1830/31-1855/57(annual) ;188i(last 6 mos.): total. In Calif, state
;agr. soc.; Trans. 1881, p,161 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 26-, 1882)
' 1881: 'exports from San Francisco by • destinations. In Calif, state
agr. sec. Trans. 1881, p. 155 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 26, 1832)
183l( July-Dec. ) : exports from San Francisco "•( total and by destin-
ation) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 153 (Commercial
Herald, Jan. 26, 1882)
1881-1871 ( annual
,
harvest): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1831,; p. 162. (1871-1879 also in/Trans'. 1879, p. 218 - Commercial
v Harrld)
'. 1831-1 876 (annual , harvest years), exports from San Francisco. In Cplif
'
* state agr. soc.. Trans. 1881, p. 153, 155" (Commercial Herald, Jan.
26-, 13,82).
18,89-1 883 (annual ); 1839 (monthly ) : state. In Calif, state agr. soc.
.Trans. 1889, p. 292 (San Francisco' produce exchange)
1393: Ventura county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p.
. 324 (31st Dist. agr. assoc. Hept. 1593)
1900,,1:899: Humboldt county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901,
p. 221 (Humboldt Standard)*
1901: San Mateo county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901 a.
383. .-' . . ••
'
,
190'5: counties ( snipped out of county) In 'Calif .• state -agr . soc.
.Hept. .1905 (See Contents under 'names of counties)
1906( table headed 1905-06): Sonoma county '( shipped out of state)
.
,
In Calif, state agr. soc. R ept. 1906,' p. 199.
1917~iS16,-l,913-1905,1902~1900(annual): shipped from Port of Eureka.
In Calif. Bd. harbor commiss loners for the Port of Eureka,
f
. Official repts.
... 1917-1916, 1913-1905; 1902-1900 (Fach rept.
\ gives, data for one year only)
1.919: Delta. ( Sacramento river) Products (shitrocd by boat and rail)
In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3, p. 99
£±ieeords of U. i, Infiiy&Fts office and R. R. records
)
1920(
-J;^n.-June) :. Port of Los Angeles to Mexico. In Los Angeles. 3d.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts.' 1918-20, p. 125'. '
.Stocks on F^rms *
1 9 19— i 91 7 ( annual ) : state; "U. S. (estimated quantity on farms *Mar. 1;
per cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop and .live s*tock rept.
liar-. 8, 1919.
1921-191 9 (annual) ;I918-1914(5 year aver.): state '(on farms Mar. 1;
per cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mari 9, 1919.
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1922-1920 (annual)': state (on farms Mar. 1; per cent of crop on farms)
In Calif, crop and livestock rent. Mar. 10, 19:82*
.1-923-1931 (annual): state (on farms Mar. 1; per cent of crop on farms)
in Calif. crop and livestock rept. Mar. 9, 1923.
1924-1922(rnnual) : state, compared with U.S. (stocks on farms Mar* 1;
per cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
:iar. 10, 1924;
,
1925-1223 ( annual).: state compared with U.S. (stocks on farms Mar. 1;
per cent of last year's crop) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 10, 1925.
1927-1925(annual') : state compared with U.S. (on farms Mar. 1; per
cent of last' year Js crop) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar*
Stocks on Hand ' .-
1882(jan. 1) ;1881-1878( jan.l, Jttlyl) : (quantity remaining in Calif.)
In Calif, sta'te'agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 159 ( San Jrancisco Pro-
duce Exchange)
1888,1387 , 1832( Jan.l of each year): state and sections of state. In
Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1887, p. 242; 1686, p ; 250; 1831, p.
159. (Fach report £ives data for 1 year only-figures from San
Francisco produce exchange)
• 1393-1 888-( Dec. 1 of each year): state and sections of" state. In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, a. 141; 1392, p. 125; 1891 ,; p. 186; 1890,
,
p. 224; 1889,' a. 291; 1388, p. 237 (lach rept. gives data for 1 year
only-figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1895~1878( specif ie'd dates of each year): quantity remaining in" Calif •
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, a. 154 (Similar data for
shorter aoriods within 1378-1895 in Trans. 1394, a. 189; 1393, p.
143; 1392, p. 125; 1891, p. 137; 1390, a. 224; 1889, :p.291; 1838, p.
237; 1387, p. 243; 1386, p.251-figures from San Prancisco produce
exchange)
1895,1892-1887(monthly, including Jan. 1 of following year): state
(stocks in "regular" warehouses and on wharves) In Calif, state agr.
soc
.
Trans. 1895, a. 152; 1392, p. 126; 1891, p. 187; 1890, p. 225;
1839, p. 292; 1S38, a. 238; 1887, p. 244 (Each report gives data for
1 year only-figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
\'al~c
1352: state. In Calif, census of 1852, p. 8.
1859-1 855 (annual) : state (value of crop; increase or decrease in value
of crops in dollars and per cent, 1865-1856, 1856-1857, 1857-1358,
1858-1859, 1852-1855, 1855-1858, 1852-1858. In Calif, state, agr.
soc. Trans. 1859, p. 329.
1866: strte. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/37, p. 43; In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1366 and -1867, p. 546.
187—t Sonoma county (estimated, annual) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1874, p. 415 <H. A. Thompson)
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In Calif. State bd.
In Cal ii • State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State- bd.
In Calif. State bd.
T-n1 n Pnl ifU"I 11 • U U-.
In Calif, State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
Value - Continued
1884: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 94.
1886: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. .Rept. 1885 and 1886, p. 64.
1887: state and' county (reported by assessors)
equalization. ,Rept, 1887 and 1888, p. 63.
1888: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1837 and 1888, p. 83.
1889: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization.. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 45.
1890: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rerat. 1889 and 1390, 13.64.
. .1891: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, "0.45.
1892: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1392, u.73.
1893: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1394, p. 57.
1893: Humboldt county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 264
(Chamber of Commerce)
1894: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept.. 1893 and 1894, p. 87.
1395: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization, Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 28.
1896: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 71.
1397: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rcpt. 1397 and 1898, p. 29.
1898: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept, 1897
and 1898, p. 81.
190-1: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1904, p. 171
( ."• J, Davi s
)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rcpt. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1905: 4 counties (total) In Calif, state agr, soc. Rept. 1906, p. 50.
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, -state agr. soc.
B0;;>t. 1906 (See Contents .under names of bounties)
1906: 43 counties (total) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 51.
1907(tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rcpt. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908( tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Ro.pt. 1908 (See .Contents under names of counties)
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rr.pts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
190?(tables headed 1908-09): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rcpt
1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
19K)( tables headed 1901-10): counties,- In Calif, state agr. soc. Rcpt
• 1910 (Sec Contents under names of comities)
In Cal if. State bd.
In Calif. S t ci "t o bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
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• 1912>1911:. state (farm value on "basis of price Dec. l). In- Calif. State
bd. agr. Sept. 1912, p. 83 (1911 data also in Rept. 1911, p.88)(Fed-
: eral statistics)
1913-1868( annual state (farm Value Dec. l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, ..p. 92 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 data also in
Eepts. 1912, p.106; 1911, p. 113)
• 1914: Tehama county.
, In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915,
• •
.p.411' (-Qhamber of "Commerce)
1915-189Q(.-nnuai):'.state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif .... State bd. agr.
Statistical .rept V. 193.5V; p. 99- (1890-1914 data also in Statistical
rept. 1914, p. 81) ' "
.
191 .6-1 891 ( annual) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif ." State bd. agr.
/.Statistical rept. 1916, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1917-1892(annual)t ; state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1917, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1918,1917: state (1918 estimated) In Galif . State comm. hort
..
.
Bien.
•
;', rept. 1917-1918', p. 5 (Compiled from repts. of County hort. comm.)
1919: state. In Calif. State bd. control. Calif* and the Oriental,
1922 ed. p. 49 (U.S.D.A.)
•1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif - State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p. 106-107 (U.S.D.A.') .
1919, 1909( tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent' 'of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p.166 r "1921, p.
130 (U.S. Census)
1919-1 89 8 ( annual ) : s tate ( f arm value De c . 1 ) In Cal if . State-: b d . agr
.
Statistical rept. 1918, p. 127 (Federal statistics)
1919,1913: state.' In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.;v.9, Jan.-Feb.
1920, p. 42; in Calif, brop and livestock -rept. ibec". 22, 1919, p.l
(U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (total farm value Dec. l) In. Farm management notes for
Calif, p. 16.
1921: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 12, 1922.
1923.-1900(on:mal): state (farm value Boc. : l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 151 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 also in
Statistical repts. 1920, "p. 133 ; 1919, p. 76)
1921-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 363; in Calif. Dept. a^r. Weekly- news letter, v. 5, no.25, Dec.
15, 1923, following p. 76.
1923-1919(5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. Agr. cxp.
sta. 3ul. 435, p. 90.
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec . 27
,
1923.
1924,1923: state (farm value Dec l) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
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.• 1925-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value, Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6;
9, p. 5) }. , ;.
1925-1 91 9 (annual) : state (farm value, Dec.l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
.Monthly bul.- v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p..284 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec.
1924, p. 243; v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p.443; y.12, Jan.-Peb. 1923,
p. 55;' v. 10, Nov.-Dec.. 1921', p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p.. 741)
1925,1924: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept.. Jan. 5, 1926, p«i3.
1926-1922(annual; 5 year aver..): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif.
Dept.. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 220.
- 1.926-1 ^24 ( annual ) : state (estimated farm value Dec. l) In Calif.
.
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
1927-1923( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. l). In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
.
Qui. v.16, Dec. 1927, p. 763.*
1927, 1926: state .(e.stimated .farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
*
Value, Losses in
1922: state (estimated loss in value from insect pests and estimate
of money spent in insect control) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,. p.363.; in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news
letter, v. 5., no. 25, Doc. 15, 1923 following p. 76.
Value of Imports
191 5 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
inbound domestic commerce) In Calif • Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
191 6 (year ended. June. 30) :• Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/lB, p. 256.
1918(year ended June 30): Lort of Los Angeles (carnation oats - esti-
mated value of inbound, domestic commerce) In Los Angeles,' Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 102. ...
1918, 1917(ye£jrs ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value
of inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p.42, 103.
1920,1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 45, 79.
Value of Oats_ Assessed in Storage
1902: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1899-
1902, p. 72.
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1904: state and county. In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept. 1903-
1904, p. 47,.
1904: counties. In Calif . state agr. soc. £tpt*,- 1904 (See Contents
under names of counties) (County assessors)
1906:
'
state" and county.. .In Calif . State Tpd; equalization. Rept. 1905-
1906, p, 69. " ',>'/- • ' '.
1908: state and county..' In Calif .'State bd. equalization. Rept. 1907-
1903-, p. 85.
1910: state and county. In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept. 1909-
1910, p. 86.
Value of Shipments
1 86 3-1 861 (annual ) : state (value of exports) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1863,
.
p.265 (Mercantile Gazette)
1881-1871 ( annual
,
harvest)! at San Francisco* In Calif, state rcgr.
soc. Trans. 1881, p. 162 (1871-1379 data also in Trans. 1879, p. 218 -
Commercial Herald,.- Jan.' 26, 1882)
1917-1916, 1913-1905, 1902-1900(annual) : shipped from Port of Eureka.
In Calif. 3d. harbor commissioners for the Port of Eureka. Official
repts. ... 1917-1916, 1913-1905, 1902-1900 (Each rept. gives data
for- one year only) . .
1919: Delta (Sacramento River) products (shipped, "by "boat and rail) In
Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui* 3, p*99 (Records
of U. S. Engineer ! s Office and R. R. records);.'.; •
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1913-20, p# 125.
Value -per Acre
1859-1855(annual) ;1855-1858«, 1355-1859 (average value): state. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 329.
1919, 1909(tables headed 1920,1910) : state (average) In Calif . State
bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 168; 1921, p. 182 (U. S. Census)
Yield per Acre
Average, .probable and possible yields that may be expected in Calif.
under normal conditions. In Calif. Agr. oxp. sta. Circ. 121 [Oct.
1914], p. 3; in Circ. 210 [Mar. 1319'], p. 3; reprinted in Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 95.
Average production in past years -per acre: counties. In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rapt. 1383 and 1384, p.1.18.
1849/50: average yield per cent of oats' in Calif, and the several other
United States. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 348 (figures
except those for Calif, are from a "Statistical View of the United
States," .prepared by the Bureau of tile Interior, 1854)
1354: Alameda, Santa Clara and Solano counties (estimated) In Calif*
Surveyor. gen.- Ropt.. 1854, p. 63,43, 55 (County assessors)
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1855: 4 counties. In Calif- Surveyor gen. Hop t. 1855, p • 251 ,262 ,271
,
311 (County surveyor and assessors)
1859~1855(annual; averages, 1855-1858, 1855-1859): state. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 329.
1859-1 855,1852 ( annual
,
average for the period covered): counties. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 330 (Assessors 1 returns)
1883: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1883, p. 198.
1884:. state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1884, p.207.
1885: state and county. In Calif. Bur. Labor statistics. 2nd Bien.
rept. 1835-86, p. 37.
1907( table headed 1906-07): Del ITorte county. In Calif, state agr,
soc. Kept. 1907,. p. 72.
1908( table headed 1907-08): Del Norte county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1908, p. 65.
1912,1911: state compared with U.S. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Rept.
1912, p. 83 (1911 fig-are also in Rept.- 1911,- p.88~Federal
statistics)
1913-1868( annual ) : state. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 92 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 figures also in Repts. "
1912, p. 106; 1911, p. 113)
1915-1890( annual ) : state. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 99 (1890-1914 figures also in Rept. 1914, p.8l)
1916: state (rank of states "by acreage, with- U. S. -total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 96. .
1916-1891 ( annual ) : state (average) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1916, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1917-1892 ( annual ) : state (average) In Calif. State M. agr. Statistical
...rept. 1917, p. 107 (Federal statistics)
1918-1 89 8 (annual) : state (average) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
..rept. 1918, p.127 (Federal statistics)
1918,1909: state and county (average) In Calif. State comm. hort.
Monthly bul. v. 8, Apr. 1919, p.214.
1919,1909( tables headed 1920,1910): state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 168; 1921, p. 182 (U. S. Census)
1919,1918: state In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan-Feb.
1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919,
p.l. (U.S.D.A.)
1921-1900(annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 151 (Data for 1900-1919 and 19-00-1920 also ill Statistical-
repts. 1919, p»76; 1920, p.133)
1921-1919 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Doc. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livjstock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1919 (annual): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
8
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
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1925-1913 (annual) :
' state* In Calif Dept. agr. Monthly "bul . v. 14,
July-Dec* 19.25, p*284 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly Vol. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p.243;v.l2, JulyQ
Dec. 1923, p. 443"; v. 12, Jan. -Fee. • 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov .-Dec. 1921,
p.. 747; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741) • • •
1 926-1922 ( annual ; 5 yr. aver.): 'state. In Calif. Dept.- agr . Special
pub. 74, -p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
19*26, p.220. *
.1926-1924(.annual ) : state. In Calif. cro'O and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2 (1924 .and 1925 also in rept". for Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3)
1927-1923( annual; 5 yr. aver.): state. In Calif.' Dept. agr. Special
pub. '86, p e'7; in Calif; Dept. agr. Monthly hul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p*763. ..... ' - .
1927,1026: state. 'In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Mi seellane ous
Portion Utilized as Human Food
States. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly "bul. v. 6, Sept., 1917,
\ p. 354.
;
Sales Normal - Pounds per Acre
In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly "bul:. v. 6, Sept. 1917, p. 354.
RICE *
Acreage
1914: Colusa and Yuba counties (acres sown) In Calif • State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1913-1914, p. 93.
1916: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State "bd. equalization.
Rept. 1915-1916, p. 65.
1916: state (rank of states "by acreage, with U.S. total) In Calif.
State "bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 100.
1916: 18 fields in Sacramento Valley (acreage irrigated - name and
location of fields, soil types, source of water supply, length of
irrigating season, average area served, etc.) In Calif. State
water comm. Rept. 1915-1916, p. 96-97.
1916: Calif, compared with leading states. In Calif . State water
comm. Eept. 1915-1916, p. 92 (Calif. Bice growers* assoc.)
See also section en irrigation in part IV of this Index.
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.
Acreage - Continued
1916: 6 counties (acreage planted) In Calif. State water coram. Rept
•
1915-1916, P. 92 (Calif. Rice growers 1 assoc.).
1916,1915: state' and county. In Calif. State fed. agr. Statistical
rept. 1916, p:81 (1915 [al so . in Rept ; 1915
, p. 88
)
•1917: 'Calif . , 4 other ' states , U. S. In
.
Calif . ' State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. "1917, p. 88 (U.S.D.A.) v " : '\
.
'
. \. .
...
191?
,
;1916 ;1915 S state and county. ' In Cal if ... State "bd. agr . Statist ical
rept." • 1917, p;98. ' ' ; * ' " ' * ' " ' •-'>..' . ' " -.-
1918: Calif., 4 other states, U.S. In. Calif . State .Tad I agr . St at i st i cal
rept. "1918, p„103 (U.S.D.A.)
1918: counties (acres sown) 'In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept,
1917-1918, p. 42. - /• \'[/':: /
,
1918,1909: state and county.' fn' Calif. ~ State coram, hort. Monthly.
bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 221. . .
_
."
• /;
1918-1910 (annual ) : state (estimate) In Calif. State 'comm. hort. Monthly
bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 221.
1 918-1 91 5 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 115-117.
1918-1916(3 year aver,?): Sacramento Valley (acreage irrigated- grouped
by soil types and arranged in order of depth of water applied) In
Calif. State water commission. 3d Bien. .rept. 1918/20, p. 73.
1918,1917: .state. In Calif .
' State.' comm. hort Bien. rept", 1917-1918, p. 5.
1918-1916 (annual) : La.; 'Tex.; 'Ark.*; Calif. In Calif. State comm. hort.
Monthly bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 221.
1919: Calif, compared with 4 other states and U. S. In Calif. State "bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1919, p. 81, 86 (Federal statistics)
1919(tables headed 1920): state (acres harvested of rough rice) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rent. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180
(U.S. Census)
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1919,' p. 114 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state and ccunty (acres harvested of rough rice) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical re.pt s. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196 (U.S.
Census)
1919: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920-1921 (U.S. Census)
1919-1914 (annual): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1919, p. 86, 85.
1919- 1915 (annual ) : state. In Calif. State comm. market. Annual rept.
1919, P . 22.
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb.
1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l.
(U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif, p. 16.
1920: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1919-1920, p. 37.
1920-1910 (annual): state, Sacramento Valley, San Joaquin Valley ( San
Joaquin Valley data for 1917-1920 only ) (acreage harvested. 1920
data are for acreage planted) In Calif. State water comm. 3d Bien.
rept. 1918/20, p. 71 (U.S.D.A.)
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1Q20-10X2( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 145.
1921-1919 ( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204 (IJ.S.D.A.)
1921,1920: Calif, compared with leading states and U.S. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 162.
1922: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept.
1921-1922, p. 40.
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter v. 5, no. 25, Dec.
15, 1923, following p.-76: in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12,
July-Dec, 1923,- p. 303.
1922: acreage irrigated by individual irrigating companies of North.
Calif.; Cent. Calif-.; Sou. Calif. In Calif. Dept.. public works.
Div. engineering and irrigation. Bul. 8, table I following p. 10.
1922: individual districts in ITorth.
; Cent.; Sou. Calif, (acreage
irrigated) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. engineering and
irrigation. Bul. 8, table 8, following p. 16. • ' "
1922: mutual water companies in North. Calif.; Cent. Calif.; Sou.
Calif, (acreage irrigated) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div.
engineering and irrigation, Bul. 8, tablet 17,18 following p. 26.
19 22
-1910 ( annual) : Sacramento Valley; San Joaquin Valley, state '
(acreage harvested) In Calif. Dept. public works. 1st 3ien. rept.
1921/22 (1st rept. covers period from July 29, 1921 to July 1, 1922)
pt. 4, p. 95 (1922 figure is acreage planted. Figures for San
Joaquin Valley given for 1917-1922 annually) ( Calif . Coop.< crop rept..
service) •
1923-1910 ( annual) : Sacramento Valley, San Joaquin Valley, state
(acreage harvested) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water
rights. Bul. 3, p. 53 (figures for San Joaquin Valley given for
1917-1923 annually) (Chart showing acreage in Sacramento Valley, '
p.52V(Calif. Coop, crop rept. service)
1923-1912 ( annual) : Sacramento Vl." ley. In Calif. Dept. public works.
Div. water rights. Bul. 3, p. 73 (U.S.D.A. at Biggs)
1923,1922: state, in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Doc. 27, 1923.
1924: 5 counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1923-1924, p. 40.
1924( season) : 6 fields in Sacramento V; Hoy (acreage irrigated - tables
show acreage, soil classification, dc.ys of irrigation season, depth
of water applied, etc.) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water
rights. Rept. 1922/24, p. 146, 147.
192 4-1912 ( annual) : state. In California Countryman v. 11, no. 7, Apr.
1925, p. 9.
1924: numerous water users of the district from Sacramento - San
Joaquin acreage irrigated (tables also give the mothly water
diversion in acre feet from March to Oct. and total diversion)
In Calif. Dept. Public works, Div. water rights. Bul. 4, p. 124-
128, 153-156, 160.
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Acreage - Continued
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925( season) : 2 rice fields, Sacramento Valley (tables show acreage,
soil classification, days of irrigation season, depths of water
applied, etc.) In Calif. Dept. public worlds. Div. engineering and
irrigation. Rept. 1924/26, p. 60, 61.
1925-1912 ( annual) : Calif.; principal rice states of U.S. ; U.S. (acreage
harvested) in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 13; also in
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14', July-Dec. 1925, p. 289.
1925-1919 ( annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8.
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p.lG; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 ( annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 184 (Same statistics for shorter periods in
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-
Dec. 1923, p. 443; -v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921,
p. 747; -v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925, 1924$ Sacramento - San Joaquin Diversions; total (acreage
irrigated) In Calif. Dept. public works, 3d Bicn. rept. 1924/26, .
pt. 3, p. 92.
1926: 7 counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1925-1926, p. 41.
1926-1922( annual ; 5 ; roar aver.): state. In Calif . Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1926, p. 220. • •. .
1926-1924( annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1927, p. 2 (1924 and 1925 also in rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3)
19 27
-1923 ( annual ) 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928,
p. 2.
1927,1926: Calif., Tex., La., Ark. (forecasts for important states)
In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Aug.' 11, 1927)
Acreage - Japanese
1918(?): state (rice crops- Japanese ferns)- In Calif. State bd.
control. Calif, end the- Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
1919
;
state (land in state occupied by Japanese) In Calif. State
bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 49 (Comp.
by Japanese agr. assoc.' of Calif.)
Consumption per Fami 1
y
1917 (?): minimum, -maximum pounds of rice per year for an average
family of 5 persons. In Calif, A'~r. exp. sta. Circ. 163, p. 13,
(Figures by Prof. Jaffa)
1917, 1916( for May): pounds of rice consumed per month by a family
of 5. in Calif. Agr. exp. sta. ( unnumbered circ), "Living
expenses" by M. E. Jaffa.
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Cost of Production
Itemized operation costs (approximate costs based on several years
observations) and threshing and miscellaneous expense per acre
(range in costs given) In Calif. Countryman; v. 11, no. 7, Apr.
1925, p. 10.
,
1915/16, 1918/19( or normal, high periods): state (operating cpsts of
an average acre of rice on clean land - detailed data include -
market prices for Land; costs of preparing land, planting, .grow-
ing, harvesting and marketing, taxes and insurance; and farm re-
turns) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. 33.
Freight Bates ." . : .
.
•
1883( compared with old, rate) : comparative statement of old and now
rates of the San Francisco and North pacific R. R. between Healds-
biirg and San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. R, R. commissioners. 10th
annual rent. 1839, p. 62.
1892: comparison of rates charged by Calif, railroads,, from Southern
pacific stat oris from ant to San Francisco. In Calif. 31. L. R.
commissioners. Annual rent . 1B91/92, Schedule MD M
,
folded charts.,
following p..364 (letter dated Nov .14)
1892: comparative statement of rates on bo-ed or barreled .rice from
..
..
•
Fresno to points on the Southern Pacific Co.'s lines. in Calif.,
and points in Kans. on the Missouri Pacific Co.'s lines, like
distances from Wichita. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual
rept. 1891/92, p. 73-82 (Letter of submittal dated Fay 16* 1892)
1892: comparative statement of rates from Sacramento to points on
the Southern pacific Co. f s lines in Calif., and points in Minn.
oh the northern pacific R. R. Co.'s lines, distances from St.
Paul. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1891/9.2,
p. 8 4-90 (Letter of submittal dated June 6)
1892: tables showing difference between rat-js of Southern Pacific
and Union pacific, and between Southern Pacific and Chicago and
Alton between practically ecu i -distant points. In Calif. Bd.
IR. R. commissioners. Annual rent. 1891/92, p. 105, 134 (lettersdated May 30 ana July 14)
Imports
1914(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound commerce -
domestic; foreign; total) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
i»nnual rept. 1914/15 ... abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 130.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles ( co.merce-inbound-
domestic; foreign) In Los Angeles. i*u. harbor cormissi oners.
Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54,57*
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bi. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/16,
,
p. 257, 261.
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Imports - Continued
1918 . 1917 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles ( inbound - domestic
commerce; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 44, 49 ,105,113.
1920(year ended June 30): imports from the Orient to Port of San
Francisco compared with Seattle imports. In Calif. .Bd, State
m
- \
harbor commissioners. Bien. rept, 1918/20, p. 133*
1920(year ended June 30): imports from various foreign countries to-
port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. _ state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134..
1920 ( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from China. In Los Angeles.
Bd. harbor c onmis si oners . Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 90.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles ( inbound domestic
commerce) In Los ^Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 47,80. . . ...
s
.\ . .
.
1922, 19 21 ( years ended June 30): imports, Port qf San .Francisco from
various foreign countries, i-n Calif. Ed. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. repts. 1920/22, tab3res 2 and 4, following p. 78
1923: , imports, • port of San Francisco... 'In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
1925,1926(Jan.l to June 30 for 1926): imports, Port of San Francisco :
from various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 94, 96.
price ,
1863(monthly; aVerage for the year): wholesale price of no.l China .
rice, per lb. at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1863,' p. 269 (Mercantile Gazette) '".
1865,1864(monthly; average for year): wholesale price of no.l China
rice, per lb. at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.- soc. Trans.
1864 and 1865, p. 380, 381 (Mercantile Gazette)
1883(?): San Francisco compared with Germany; N.Y. ; Chicago (retail
prices) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84,
p. 259.
1883(?): San Francisco; Mass.; Great Britian (average retail prices
compared) m Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-
84, p. 135.
1883(?): San Francisco; New York; . Chicago prices compared with
several countries; with principal cities of .Europe (retail price)
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 266-267.
1383(?) : San Francisco; Now York; Chicago prices compared with
Genoa. In Calif. Bur. Labor Statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84,
p. 275.
1917,1916(for Hay) : Market price per lb. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
(unnumbered circ), "Living expenses" by M. E. Jaffa.
1919,1918: state (price Dec. 1) In Calif. Bept., cgr. Monthly bul.
v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif . cmsp-and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, 1819, p.l (IJ.S.D.A.)
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Price - Continued
1920: state (farm price Der "bushel Dec. 1) In Farm management notes
for Califs p B 16. • :
192Q~19l2( annual ) : state (farm price Dee ; 1) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1920, o. 145.
19 21 -1910 (annual) : state. In Calif." Dept. public works. 1st Bien.
rept. 1921-22 [ 1st. rept; covers period from July 29, 1921 to
July.l^922£l pt, 4, p. 95 (average price during period, given in
foot note ) (Calif; coop. •* crop; rept,-- service)
19 21-191 2 (annual and 10 year aver.)-: Calif.', compared with leading-
states- and U. S. (farm price Dec. 1) In Calif. 'State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 163. *•'
1921-1 919 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.
)
1923~1910( annual ); 1923-1920 ( aver", ), 1916-1910 (aver. ) : state (average
price) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3,
p. 53 (chart showing average price in Sacramento Valley, p. 52)
(Calif. Coop, crop rept. service)
* 1935-1921 { annual ) : average price received for rice sold through Bice
growers association of Calif. In Calif. Countryman v. 11, no.?,
Apr. 1925, o.lO. •
1925,1922: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec; 27, 1925.
1924,1925: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 5. '•* :
19 25-1 91 2(annual) 1 : Calif.; principal rice states in U. S.;'U.S.
(farm price per bu. ) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
15; in Calif. Dept. aBr-. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p.
289.
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value, price per bu.- Dec. 1) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10;
43, p. 6; 35, p. 6; 15, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value, price per bu. Dec. 1) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285.
(Seme statistics for shorter periods 'ithin 1919-1925 in
Monthly bul. v. 15, July- Dec. 1924, id. 245; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 445; v.12, Jan.-Peb. 1925, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921, p. 747;
v.9, Dec. 1920, to. 741)
1925-1 923 (annual) ,1915: Los Angeles, San Francisco (average retail
prices) In 'Calif. Bur. labor statistics, 22nd Bieh. rept. 1925-
1926, p. 194, 195 (U.S. Bur. labor statistics)
1925,1924: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 5.
1926-1922 ( annual ; 5 year -aver.): state (farm value, Dec. 1) In Cali
D ept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 220.
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1926-1924(annual) : state (estimated farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2,
1927-1910 ( annual ) : state (farm price Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86, p. 14; in Calif. De'ot. agr. K0nthly pul. v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p. 770.'
1927-1 923 ( annual ; 5 yeaer aver.): state (farm value per bu. Dec. 1) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub
. 86, p.T; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, -0.763.
1927,1926: state (est. farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestoci
rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Production
1860(year ended June 1): state. In Calif. State bd.agr.
HGpt. 1911, p. 34 (U. S. Census)
- 190S( table headed 1907-08): Butte county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Eept. 1908, p. 52.
1909( table headed 1908-09); Butte county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1909, p. 47.
1910(table headed 1909-10): Butte county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rcpt. 1910, p. 71.
1916: state (rank of states by acreage, with U.S. total) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 100.
1917: Calif, compared with 4 other states, and UiS. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 38 (U.S.D.A.
)
1918: Calif, compared with 4 other states, and U.S. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rcpt. 1918, p. 103 (U.S.D.A.)
1918,1909: state and county. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly
bul. v.8, Aar. 1919, p. 221.
1918-1910(annual) : state (estimate) In Calif. State comm. Kort,
Monthly bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, -0.221.
1918-1916( annual): La., Tex., Ark., Calif. In Calif. State comm.
hort. Monthly bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, o.221.
1919: Calif, compared with 4 other states and U.S.. In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1919, a. 31, 36 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state (estimated per cent of 1913) In Calif, crop and live-
stock reut. Dec. 22, 1919, -0.2.
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, "p. 114 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state and county (rough rice) In Calif. State M. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196 (U.S. Census)
1919:counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1930-
1921 (U.S. Census)
1919-1915( annual ) : state. In Calif. State comm. market. Annual
• rept. 1919, p. 22.
1919,1918: state. In Calif, Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 19. Jan. -Feb.
1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1922, p.l.
(U.S.D.A.)
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1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif, p. 15.
1920: U.S.; 5 leading states, including Calif.; total of these
states (classified by rank - with oer cent of total production)
In Calif .' State bd. agr
.
Statistical: rept, 1920, d.145,
1920: state (rough rice) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 156; 1921, p. 180 (U..S. Census), ..
1920: state (per cent of 1919) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.9,
Dec. 1920, p. 739; in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 9, p. 3.
1920-1912( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1920, p. 145. • .
1921: str te. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
1921: state (estimated per cent of 1920; 1919) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 16, p. 4;- in Calif.- Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 10,
ITov.-Dec. 1921, p. 742.
1921
-1910 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. public works. 1st 3ien.
rept'. 1921/22 [1st rept. covers period from July 23, 1921 to
July 1, 1922] pt. 4, 13.95 (Calif, coop, crop rept. Service)
1321-1919 ( rnnual ) : state. In Calif. _ State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1S21, p. 204 (u.S.D.A.)
1321 ,1920: Calif, compared with leading states andU0 S. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 162.
1322: state (per cent of 1921) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v„12, J::n.-Feb. 1923, p. 53; in Calif. Dc^t. agr. Special pub.
oo
, p . 4
.
19 23-1 910 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water
rights. Bul. 3, a. 53 (Calif, coop. crop. rept. service)
1923-191 2( annual ) : Sacramento valley. In Calif. Dept. public works.
Div. water rights. Bul. 3, p. 73 ( U.S.D.A. at Biggs)
1925,1922: strte. In .Calif . croa and livestock .rept, Dec. 27, 1923.
1924-1 912( annual ) : state. In Calif. Countryman, v. 11, no. 7, Apr,
1925, p.9.
1924,1923: state.- In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
P.O.
1925-1312(annual) : Calif.; principal rice states in U.S.; U.S. In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 13; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 289.
1925-1919 (annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 284 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-
.
Dec. 1923, a. 443; y.12, Jan.~Feb, 1923, a. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec .1921,
p.747; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special aub. 63, a. 13.
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, a. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1926-1922(annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, a. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1926, p. 220.
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1 926-1 224 ( annual ) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock reot. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2 (1924 and 1225 also in rept. for Man. 5, 1925, o. 3.)
1 227-1 923 ( annual ; 5 year aver.): In Calif.- Dept." agr.; Special
pub. 86,
:p.?l in Calif. Dept. agr. ividntnl^ bul. .v. 15, Dec. 1227,
"p. 763.. . " • "
. V" " /
l'927("fore cast ) , 1925 :' Calif., La.-, Tex., Ark. In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Aug. 11, 1927.
.
1227,1225: state. In Calif
.
.eron and livestock -rept
.
Jan. 4, 1228,
p. 2.
,
•;" •
Shipments • :
19Q0(year ended June 30); Southern Pacific Co. - freight traffic
movement (uer cent of total also' given) In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. Hept. 1900, p. 80.
191 5(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles, (domestic commerce-
out"bound) In Los Angeles. 3d. -harbor commissioners. Annual
rept.. 1914/15, p.56;
1916 (.year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeies. 3d. harcor commissioners. Annual
rent. 1215/15, p. 250:
1213,1217(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annua: rents. 1215-18, p. 48, 111.
1220(year ended June 30): from San Francisco and Seattle to Cuba.
In Calif. 3d. State harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1218/20,
p. 135.
1220 (.7oar ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to various
foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.
-Bien. rept. 1218/1220, table following p. 134.
1 920 ( Jan . -June •) : Port of Los Angeles to Germany and. • mxico. In Los
Angeles. 3d. harcor commissioners. Annual rents. 1218-20, p. 114,
•
• 125.' / ' ,
1920,1912(y:ar3 ended June 30): Port of Los Aageles (outbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d., harbor commissioners.
.Annual repts, 1218-20, p. 51, 85.
1222(;-ear ended June 30) ;1220/21(0ct.lto June 30): from San
Francisco to eastern cities. In Calif. 3d. state harcor com-
mission rs. Ei-eny rept,- 1920/22, table 6, following p. 78.
1922,1921 (yc-ors
-ended -June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rePth 1220/22, tables 1 and '3, following p. 78*
1323: <.xports, Port of San" 'Francisco, ; In -Calif . 3d. state harboor
commissioners. Bien. rent. 1922/24,- p/61.
1923: shipments - coastwise; internal - to Port of San Francisco;
from Pert of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien.rc-ot. 1922/24, p. 62,,63, 65 ,£S. •
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1925, 1 926 (Jan. 1 to June 50 for 1925): experts, Fort of San Francisco
to various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 96, 100.
1925,1926 (Jan.. 1 to June 50 for 1926): intercoastal to Port of San
Francisco by cities of origin; from Port of San Francisco ty
cities of destination. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1924/26, p.SS , 69 „91 , 93.
Value
1908(table headed 1907-08): Butte county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Sept. 1906, p. 52.
1309 (table headed 1908-09) :. Butte county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Sept. 1S09, p.47„
1910( table headed 190*9-10): 'Butte county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 71.
1918,1917:' state (1916 estimated) In Calif. State comm. hort. Bien.
rept. 1917-1918, p. 5.
1919: state. In Calif. State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental,
•rev. ed. 1922, p.49 (U.S.D.A.)
1919(tables headed 1920): state (rough rice) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical reats. 1920, p. 166; 1921, to. 130 (U.S. Census)
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919", p.114 (U.S.D.A.)
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. igr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb.
1920, a. 42; in Calif, croa and livestock rent. Dec. 22, 1919, a.l
(U.S.D.A.)
1920: sta„tc (total farm value Dec. 1) In Farm management notes for
Calif, p. 16.
1920-1 91 2 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd. a;:r.
Statistical rept. 1920, p. 145.
1921: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
J<-«ii
. 12, 1922.
1921-1919 (annual): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1921, 1920: Calif, compared with leading states and U.S. (total value,
basis Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical reot. 1921, p.
162.
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 563; in Calif. Dept. a,gr. Weekly news letter v. 5, no. 25, Dec.
15, 1923, following p. 76.
1923-1919(5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. Agr. exp.
sta. Bul. 455, p. 90.
1923-1912( annual ) : Sacramento Valley (at price received Dec.. 1st)
In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bul. 3., p. 73.
(U.S.D.A. at Biggs)
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept, Dec. 27, 1923.
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1924: state (rank in value) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13,
July-Dec. 1924, p. 340; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1925, p. 2; in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p. 7.
1924- IS 12 (annual) : state (farm value Dec 1) In Calif. Countryman
v. 11, no. 7, Apr.' 1925, p. 9.
1924,1923: state (farm value Dec. 1) In- Calif . crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925- 19 19 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 63, p.8 (Saue statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p.6; 33, p. 6* IS, p.S;
* j P • v J
1925-19 19 ( annual ) : state (farm value pec. l) In Calif . Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 284. (Sane statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-
Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p.443; v. 1-2, ,Jan.-Feb.
1923, p. 55; v. 10, Hov.-Dcc. 1921, p.747;" v. 9, Dec. .1920, p.741)
192b, 1924; state (rank in value) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.
63, p # 5; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,
?. 231.
1925, 1924: 'state (estimated farm value Dec. ]_) In Calif, crop and
livestock rcpt. Jan. 5, 1926, p.S.
; 1925- 19 22 (annual; 5 yr. aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept.
-agr. Special pub, 74, p. 7 ; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v. 15
,
July-Dec
. 1926
, p . 220
.
1926- 19 24 ( annual ) : state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
• crop and- livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
19 27
-
19 23 (annual; 5 year aver.);- state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p.7 ; in Calif • Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v. 15, Dec. 1927, p.7 63.
1927,1925: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Value - Japanese
1913(?): state (rice crops- Japanese farms) In Calif. State bd.
control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
1919: state (land in state occupied by Japanese) In Calif. State b d.
control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p.49 (Comp.
oy Japanese agr. assoc. of Calif.)
Val ue
, ho s_se s in .
1922; state (estimated loss from insects; estimate of money spent in
insect control) In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no.
•25, Dec. 15, 1923, following «D.75;"in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul, v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 363. "
'
Value of Imports
.
191b (year ended June 30): port of Los Angeles, (approximate value of
comme rc e-inbound-dome s t i c ; foreign) *ha Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual rept. 19l4/l5, p. 54, 57.
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Value of Imports - Continued
1916(year ended Jane 30): Prvrt of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) in Loc Angeles. Ed, harbor commissioners.
•Annual rept. 1915/13,^.257,251.
191&, 193.7 (yoara ended -June 30): Fort of Los £ngeles (inbound)
domestic commerce, foreign commerce) In Los Angeles Ed. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-13, -p*44,49, 105,113. ' "
*'
1920 ( Jan .-Jane) : Port of Los Angeles from China. In Los Angeles.:
Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rep%s, 1918-20, p. TO. "
1920, IS 19 (years ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1913-20, p. 47 ,80.
1923: imports, Port of San Prancisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners.* Bien. ropt, 1922/24, p. 60.
Value of SkiTraents
1915 (rear ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
domestic conferee-outbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p.. 56,
191S(year ended June 30); Port of Los T&gsle's (estimated value of
outbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1915/15, p. 260.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound
• domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. B&, harbor commissionei s.
Annual repts* 1916-18, p.48, 111.
19 20( Jan,-June): Port of Los Angeles to Germany and Mexico. In
los Angeles, ^d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1913-20,
p. 114 3 125 *
1920, 19 19 (years ended June 30): Port of Lcs Angeles (outbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners,
/uinual repts. 1918-20, p*51,85.
1923: exports, Port of San Irancisco. In Calif. 3d. State harbor
commissioners. Bien, rept. 1922/24, p,81 u
1923; shipments-coastwise; internal - to Port of San Francisco
g
from Port of San -r&ncisco* In Calif. Bd. Stat 3 harbor com-
missi oners. Bien, rept . 1922 /24, p . 62 ,63, 65 , 65
.
Value per Aero
1918(?): state (rice crops- Japanese farns) In Calif. State bd.
control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed s 1922, r.«223,
1919: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. 'Dec, ?2 f 1919, p. 4.
1921 ; 1915- 1920 ( 5 year aver.); Calif, compared with leading states and
U, S* (farm price Dec* 1) In Calif, State bd, t,gro Statistical
rept. 1921, p. 163.
Yield
-per Acre
Average, probable and possible yield that may be expected in Calif,
under normal conditions. In Calif. A-^r. exp. sta. Circ. 1211
[Oct. 1914], p.3; in Circ.' 210 Mar.1919 s jf.Z; reprinted in Calif.
State bd. agr, Statistical rept. 1915, p. 95,
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Yield "per Aero - Continued
1916: state (rank of states by acreage, with U.S. total) In Calif.
State "bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p.IOO.
1917: Calif, compared with 4 • other states and U.S. In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. '1917, p. 88 (U.S.D.A.) s
;
•
1918: Calif, eorapared with 4 other states and U.S. In Calif. -State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 103 (U.S.&.A.) ' -
1918,1909: state and county. In Calif. State coram, hort. Monthly J
bul. v.S, Apr. 1919, p. 221.
1918, 1910 (annual) : state (estimate) In Calif. State comm. hort :.
Monthly bul. v.S, Apr. 1919, p. 221.
1919: Calif, compared with 4 other states and U.S. In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1919, p. 31,86 (U.S.D.A.)
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb.'
1920, p. 42; in- Calif . crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l.
(U.S.D.A.)
1920~1912(annual) : state. 'In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1920, p. 145;
1921-1917 (annual' "and" 5 year aver.): Calif, compared with leading
states and U.S. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 163.
1921-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204- (U.S.D.A.) • '
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and" livestock rept • Dec. 27, 1923.
1924( seas on) : 6 fields, Sacramento Valley (yield per acre from
irrigated fields - table . shows .acreage
,
duty of water and yield)
In Calif. Dept. public w.orks.' 'fiiv.' water rights. Rept. 1922/24,
p. 146.
1924-1912 ( annual) : state. In Calif. Countrymanv.il, no. 7, Apr.
1925, p. 9, 10.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
p. 3.
1925: 2 fields, Sacramento Valley, (yield per acre from irrigated
field - table shows acreage, duty of water and yield) In Calif.
Dept. public works. Div. engineering and irrigation. Rept. 1924/26,
p. 60.
1925-1912(annual) : Calif.; principal rice states of U,S.; U.S. In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p«15; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 289.
1925-1919 (annual): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. 'Vi 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 184 (Same statistics for shorter periods.-
within 1919-1925
X
in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243;
v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb* 1923, p. 55; v. 10,
Nov. -Dec. 1921, p. 747;%. 9, Dec, 1920, p. 741)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. .In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 53, p.8.
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-^.925 in Special
pub. 53, p. 10; "45, p. 3; 33, p. 5; 16, p. 6; 9, pv5) :
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1926-1922 (annual; 5 year aver,); state. In Calif* Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1926, p. 220.
1 925-1924 ( annual) • state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1927, p. 2 (1924 and 1925 also in rept., Jan. 5', 1926, p. 3)
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
1927,1926 5 state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928,
p. 2.
Miscellaneous
Expenditure per Family
1917(?): total minimum, maximum expended. per year for an average
family of five persons. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 163,
p. 7, 13; also' in Circ. 1S7, p. 2 (figures by Prof. Jaffa)
1917, 1916 (for May only): minimum expenditure per family of 5 for
one month. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. [unnumbered circ],
"Living expenses 11 by M« S. Jaffa.
Portion Utilized as Human Food
State. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v,6, Sept. 1917,
p. 354.
Quantity Cleaned
1865: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855/67,
p. 109 (County assessor)
Sales, Normal - Pounds Per Acre
In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v>6, Sept. 1917, p. 354.
BggvTOS RICE
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 255.
1917(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles ("inbound domestic"
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1916-1918, p. 40, 44.
RYE
Acreage -
1855.: 6 counties. In Calif. Surveyor general, Rept. 1855, p. 243,
262,276,288,301,311 (Repts. of county surveyors and assessors)
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Acreage ~ Continued
1856: counties. In Calif, Surveyor gen. Kept. 1856, following p.30
(State total p. 31) (County assessors)
1357: counties (state total p. 23) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1857,
table 1, following p. 22 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1858, following p. 32
(County assessors 1 repts.)
1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors 1 repts.) ' .
1859-1856 (annual; 4 year aver.): state (acres cultivated) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 333, 342.
1850: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1850, table 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1851: counties,, In Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept, 1861, table. 1, fell ow-
ing p.^16 (Assessors 1 repts
.) {Yolo Co. acreage also p. 49)
1832(table heeded 185i) : state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p. 56-57 (Assessors 1 repts
.) (acreage for some counties
also given elsewhere in this report)
1863: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 78-79;
in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 232-233 (County assessors 1
repts.)
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 32-33 (Assessors 1
repts.)
1855: count ies« In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 120-121
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1865: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 72-
73; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1865 and 1867, p. 550-551.
(County assessors)
1857: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1858, p.
134-135; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/59, p. 15-19.
(County assessors)
1868: state and county. In Calif, state- agr. soc. Trans. 1369, p#
356-357; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/59, p. 54.
(County assessors)
18S9(table headed 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p. 174-175 (Assessors 1 figures)
1859 5 state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869; p. 8-9; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 14-15 (County assessors)
1870: state and county, In Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
63-69, (County assessors)
1870(table headed 1870-71): stape and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 384-385 (Assessors 1 f igures)
l37l(tables headed 1872)1 state and county. In Calif state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 202-203; in Calif, Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 28-29 (Assessors 1 figures)
1872(tables headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr, soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 228-229; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 55-57 (Assessors 1 figures)
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1872: Mariposa county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 253;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 83 (Assessor's figure).
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. see. Trans 1874, p.
208-209; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 28-29.
(Assessors' figures)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
120-1; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 52-53.
1875: state and county. In- Calif .. state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
94-95; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/E7, p. 22-23.
(County assessors)
1876: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
116-117; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien
f
rept. 1875/77, p. 44-45.
(County assessors) ' j
1877: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
342-343 (County assessors)
.18.78: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
228-229; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 10-11
(County assessors) - «
1879: state and county, ^n Calif
. state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 250-
251; in. Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 32-33 (County
assessors)
1879: state arid county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept •
1880, p. 115.
1880(table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1879/80, p.'58-59.
188l(table headed 1380 and 1881): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 59.
18.82(table headed 1381 and 1882): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1382/84, p. 74.
1.882* state and county. In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept.
.1883 and 1884, p. 107.
1883: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1883, p. 198.
1884: .state and county. In Calif, .state. agr. soc. Trans. 1884, p .208.
1893: San Joaquin county (approximate acreage) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1893, p. 206.
1899: counties/ In Calif. Bur& labor statistics. 9th Bien. rept.
1899-1900, p. 52-55. '
1901: counties." In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 279, 378,
436 (Assessors' figures) .
19025 4 counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1899-1902, p. 74.
1904$ Merced, San Joaquin, Stanislaus counties (acres sowed) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1903-1904, p. 48.
1905: 8 counties. In Calif . state agr. soc. ' Rept. 1905 (See Con-
tents under names of counties)
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19C5: state, and county (acres sowed) In Calif. State "bd. equalization,
Hept. 1905-1906* P» 71 «
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 19C6 (See Contents under 'names of counties) • .
1306,1905: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. .1905, p. 50, 51.
1907(tables headed 1906-07): 3 counties. In Calif . -utate agr. soc.
Rept. 190? (See Contents under names of counties)
1908: state and county (acres sowed) In Calif, State bd. equalization,
Rept. 1907-1908, p. 87.
1908(tables headed 1907-03): 7 counties.. In Calif, state agr. sec.
Rept. 1905, p. 91,108, 111, 159,130,194, 205.
'
1909(tables headed 1908-09): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc,
Rept, 1909 (See Contents under names .of counties)
1909: state .(acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1910)$ state and' county. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts, 1913-1913 (U.S. Census)
1909: 6 leading counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1913-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909-1879(10 year periods tables headed 1830-1910): state. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1919.
1910: state and county (acres sown)" In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1909-1910, p. 33.
1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names' of counties)
1912: state and county (acres scv/n) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1911-1912, p. 59.
1912: state. In Calif. State bd. agr.- Rept. 19.12, 'p. 83 (Federal
statistics)
1913-1378, 1876-1 85 8 (annual) ! state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 91 (Same statistics for shorter periods within these
dares in Repts. 1912, p_105;1911,p.ll6.)
3.914: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
.
Rept. 1913-1914, p. 92.
1915-1890 ( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr'. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 99 (1890-1914 also in Rept. 1914,' p. 81)
1316: state (rank of states by acreage with U.S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 97,
1915: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1915-1916, p. 63.
1916-1891 (annual) : state. In Calif . State bd. agr. Statistical -rept.
1915, p. 105 (1392-1916 also in Rept. 1917, p. 108 - Federal statistics)
1916-1893 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 128 (Federal statistics)
1915-1900 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1913, p. 77; 1920, p. 134 (Federal statistics)
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1918: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Kept,
1917-1918, p. 41.
1318,1916: state. In- Calif . State' com. hort. Bieni rept. 1917-
1918, p. 5, • ;
1919,1909(tables headed' 1920 9 1910) : state (acres harvested - with
per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U.S. Census)
1920! counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1919-1920, p. 36. '
•
1922: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
192J-1922, p. 39.
1924: -counties (acres sown) In Cal£f. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1923-1924, p. 39.
1926: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1925-1926, p. 40.*
Clearances from San Francisco by Sea
1390 (monthly, total); 2 In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 225.
(San Francisco produce exchange)
189 1-1 390 (annual) } 1891 (monthly for 4 months): In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1891, p. 185 (San Francisco > produce exchange)
1892-1890 (annual) ; 1892 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1892, p.130 (San Francisco produce exchange),
1893-1890 (annual) 1 1893 (monthly for 3 months): In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1893, p. 142 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1894-1890 (annual) ;1894(Dec.l) : in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894,
p. 191 (annual figures also in Trans. 1895, p. 156 - San Fran-
cisco produce exchange) ' , t
1901-1896, 1894-1892(annual) S In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901,
p©162.
1903-1900 (annual) : In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 11th Bien.
rept. 1903-1904, p. 112.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value).
1917(year ended Ju&e 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 42.
Price
1890 (monthly, including Jan. !,• 1891)
:
: cash prices in San Francisco
for no. 1 rye. In Calif, state.iagr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 233-234
(San -Francisco produce exchange)
1891 (monthly, including Jan. 1, 1892): cash prices in San Francisco
for- no.l rye. In Calif, state agr.' soc. Trans. 1891, p. 194-195
(San Francisco produce exchange)
1892(monthly, including Jan. 1, 1893) : cash prices in San Francisco
for no, 1 rye. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 135-136.
(San Francisco produce exchange)
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1895-1893 (annual, Dec. l) : counties (average value) In Calif."
state. agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 104.'
_
•1912: 'state (price per "bushel Dec. l) In Calif. State "bd. -agr. Rept.
1912, p. S3.
1913-1878, 1876-1 86 8 (annual) : state (average farm price. Dec. l) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 91 (Same statistics
for shorter periods within these dates in Repts. 1912, s.p. 105 ; 1911,
p. 116) * '
1913,19!J.2S state (price per bushel to producers Dec.1; compared
' with U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 7-1
(Federal statistics) •
1915-1890 (annual) : state (average farm price Dec. l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 99 (1890-1914 data also
• in Rept. 1914, p. 81)
19 IS -1891 (annual) : state (average farm price Dec. l) In Calif.
' State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 108 (1892-1916 data
also in Rept. 1917, p. 108 - Federal statistics)
1915-1898 ( annual) : state (average farm price. Dec. l) In Calif. .
State bd. agr. Statistical rept.. 1918
9 p. 128 (Federal statistics)
1916-1900 (annual) I state (average farm price Dec.l)
_
In Calif*
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1919, p. 37; 1920, p. 134 (Fed-
eral statistics)
.
•
'
192l(C:t 3 l): individual states of U.S.; U.S. (estimated farm
value per bu.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921,
p. 10.
Production .
1852: Solano county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1352, p.58
(Rept. of Co. assessor or surveyor).
1855: Santa Clara, Alameda, Sonoma counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen* Rept. 1855, p. 243, 262,301,311 (County surveyor or assessor)
1856: 6 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Hept. 1856, following
p. 30 (State total p. 31) (County assessors)
1857: counties. In Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept. 1857,. table 1,
following p. 22 ( State total p. 23)
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.' 1858, following p.
32 (County assessors)
1859:
' counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors 1 re?-' )
1359-1856 (annual; 4 yr. :> state.. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1859, p. 333, 334. .
I860: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1360, table 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1860(year ended June l) : state. In Caif. State bd. agr.. Rept. 1911,
p. 34 (U. S. Census)
1361: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1861, table 1,
following p.16
.
(Assessors 1 repts.)
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1862(table headed 1861): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen*
Rept* 1862, p. 56-57 (Assessors 1 repts.) (Production for some
counties also given elsewhere in this report)
1863:_ state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 78-
79; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 232-233 (Couijty
assessors)
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 32-33.
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1865: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 120-121.
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1866: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p.
70-71; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p.550~
551 (County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p.
134-135; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 18-19.
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1868: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p.
356-357; in Calif « Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p.54-55.
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1869(tables headed 1869-and 1870): state and county. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1870, p. 174-175 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869, p. 8-9; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 14-15 (County assessors)
1359 and 702 state and county. In Calif, state agr. s oc. Trans.
1871, p. 370-371 (U.S. Census, 1870)
1870(ta"ble headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 384-385 (Assessors* returns.)
1370: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
68-69.
1871 (table headed 1871-72): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1872, p. 385 (Assessors 1 returns)
1871 (tables headed 1871-72) state and county. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 202-203; in Cal if . Surveyor gen. Bien,
rept. 1871/73, p. 28-29 (Assessors 1 returns)
1872(tahles headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 228-229; . in Cali£. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 56-57 (Assessors 1 returns)
1873: state and county. "In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
208-9; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept .' 1871/73, p. 28-29
(Assessors 1 returns)
1874: state arid county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, .p.
120-1; in Calif. Surveyor geh. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 52-53.
(Assessors 1 returns)
1875: state and county. In Calif. . state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
94-95; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 22-23
(County assessors)
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1376: state end county. In Calif, state agr.. soc. ' Trans. 1376, p.
116-117; in Calif. Surveyor & en. .Bien. rent. 1g7o/77, ;o . 44-45
(County assessor?)
1377: state and county.. In Calif.. ..state agr, soc. Trans. 1878, p.
342-342 (County assessors)
187,8: state and county. - In. Calif, .state agr..' soc. Trans. 1379, p.
228-229; in Calif'. Surveyor gen/ Men*. ' rept
. 1877/79
,
p. 10-11
.
. ( County .assessors) , • v. * --. .. .1. .. !..,
1379: state and county.
„ In Calif , state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
250-251; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien rept., 1877/79, p. 32-33
(County assessors),- • , ...
b
-
v
*
.
......
'
.
-1879:
. state and county-.--- Jn, /Calif.. State ..bd-. equalization. Sept.
1880, p , 1 1 5
.
: 1880( table Leaded 137.9 and. 1880).: counties. . In .Calif. Surveyor
. gen. Rept. 1879/.30., p.,58-59.. ..
"".
.
y'.';h/,
r
1381( table headed 1380 and 1381): counties.
,
In ..Calif. Surveyor gen.
3ien. rept., 1330/82, p,59.
:
•
1882( table headed 1881 ;and 1.332).:' counties. In Calif. Surveyor yen.
3ien. rept. 18q0/8?, p. 74.
"
1882: state and county. .In Calif. State bd. caualization. Rent.
1383 and 1384, p. 107. , ' • " . .'
1883: state and county. In Calif, state agi*. soc. Trans. 1333,
. : p. 198. ... '
. : .,
u
V/ /
1384: state and county.
.
:
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1884,
1899-1859(10 yr. periods - ' tables' headed 1660-1900): state and
county. In Calif, State, bd. agr* Re3?t. 1911, p. 113.
1399, 1839( table headed 1890-1900): state' and county. In Calif.
State bd. a^r. Rrpt. 1S12, : p.!12.
1905:. counties. In Calif., state agr/ soc. Rept." 1905 (See Con-
tents under names of counties). ...... »v . .'. "\ .
1905( tables, headed 1905-06): count its.'. In Calif... state agr. soc.
Rept.' 1.906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1305,1905: state. In Calif, state, agr.. see. Rept. 1906, p. 50, 51.
190~7'( tables headed 1.906-0-7): 7 counties. In Calif.' state agr.
soc. Rept. 1907, .p. 79 ,9,5,110,113,173,192,201.
1908( tables headed 1907-03): counties. In Calif. . Sytate agr. soc.
• Hopt. 1303 (See Contents .under names of counties)
1909: state. In Calif. State, bd. agr.Repts.. 1911-1918 .(U. .S.
Census)
.
1909 (tables headed 1910): state and county,. In Calif. State bd.
agr.
• Statistical -rents, 1913vl913- (U. 3. Census) ' .
1909 (tables headed 1903-09): counties. In Calif, state 'agr. soc.
Rept. 1303 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909-1359(10 year
-oeriods - tables headed 1850-1910): state. In
Calif. State bd. agr. Rcuts. 1911-1919 (U. S. Census)
1910(tables headed 1909-10) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
)R cpt. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
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1912: state.' In Calif. ' State bd, agr. ^ept. / 1912, p. 63 (federal
statistics)
.
'
.
' 1913-1878, I876~1868(annual) : stats. In Calif. State ed.^agr.
Statistical rept; 1913, p. 91 (Same statistics for shorter
periods within these dates in iUpts. 1912, p. 105; 1911, 'p. 115)
.
1915*-1890( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. .agr. Statistical
rept. 1915, p. 99 (1890-1914 also in Rept. 1314, p. 81)
1916: state (rank of states by acreage, with U.S. total) In Calif.
State bd. 'agr. Statistical iept.. 1916, p. 97. . .
1915-1891 (annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1915, p. 108 (1892-1915 also in ?.ept.'19l7, p. 103.- Federal
statistics) \ • ' •
^
191 5-1 89 8 (annual) : .state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, a. 128 (federal statistics) , .
191 5-1 900 ( annual
.) : state. In Calif. .State bd. agr. Statistical
repts, 1919, a. 77; 1920, p.134 (federal statistic?)
1919,X909( tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of in-
crease) In Calif. State bd. a-ar. Statistical repts. 1920, p.
156; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
Receipts
1894-1 885 ( annual ) : receipts at San Francisco. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 190 (Same statistics for shorter
periods within .1885-1894 in Trans. 1893, p. 141; 1892, p. 125;
1891, p. 136; 1890, p. 223; 1389, p. 290; 1883, a. 236; 1887, p.
242; 1885, p. 249 - figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1886(annual) ; 1895(monthly) : receipts at San Francisco. in
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 155 (San Francisco pro-
due e exchange
)
1395-1886 (monthly) : receipts at San Francisco. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1S35, p. 155; 1894, a. 190; 1893, p.141; 1392,
p. 125; 1691, a.,185; 1890, -0.223; 1883, p. 290; 1838, p. 236; .
1387, p. 242; 1385, p. 249 (Each rept. gives data for one year
only - figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
SMjpments
• 1905: Stanislaus county (shipped out of county) In Cad if. state
agr. sec. Rept. 1905, p. 247.
191" (;a-ar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles, (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los .Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1915/15, p. 259.
191»8'(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1915-13, a. 109.
1919 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles, 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1913-20, p. 50.
lie
_-.l —Com iuue i
S'ems er. Haul
1 3 3 2 ( Jar. . 1 ; ; 1 5 7 3- 51 ( Jar. . I , JuLyl ) total.? In Calif., state agr. 532.
Trans. 1681, p. 159 (San uraneisco produce exchange)
1333,1357, 1332( Jan. 1 of each year): state and sections, of state.
In Calif . state agr. soc. Irens. 1337, p. 242; 1586, p. 250; 1381,
p..15? (inch re::, gives data for one year only-figures from San
Francisco nro i~j.ee e xchan^e
)
1 595-1 375( specified dates of each year): barley remaining in Calif.
In Calif, state a=r. soc. Iran 5 . 1395, -; . 1 54 (Similar lata for
snorter periods ^ithin 1878-13S5 in Trans. 1894, 7>/L89; 1893, p.
143; 1892, ;.126;' 1391, p. 137; 1890, p. 224; 1889, p. 291; 1838,"
p.237; 1337,' p. 243; 1885, o.251 - figures from San Francisco
orodrj.ee er/oljange) £
1893-183S(Dee. 1 of each year): state and sections of state. In
Calif, state agr." soc. Trans. 1393, p. 141; 1332, a. 125; 1391, p.
186; 1890, p. 224; 1889, p. 291; 1888, p. 237 (lach reot. ^ives
ia~a if cr one' ; T :ar only - figures free San ?rarciseo :ro:Luce e:>
0nance ) -.
.
value - » * " " .
1905: 7 countirs. In Calif, state agr. soc. Heat. 1905, 0. 98, 101,
115,131,1^5,2^5,2^0.
1905,1905: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Sept. 1906, p. 50, 51.
1906( tables Leaded 1905-06) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Hept. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
13G7(tacles headed 1905-07) : 7counties. • In Calif, state agr.
see. Bept. 1907, p. 79, 93, 110, 113, 173, 192,201.
13C3(-a:les headed 1307-03): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
3ept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1903: stair. In Calif. State cd. agr. Ilepis. 1911-1913 (V. S.
Census)
1909( tables headed 1905-09): counties.. In Calif, state agr. soc.
'P.ept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties.)
1910( tables headed 1909-10): counties. In .Calif . state -agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of coimties)
1912: state (farm value on hasis of orice, Dec. 1) In Calif.
State cd. agr. Hept. 1912, p. 83 (Federal statistics)
1 913-1 37 3
,
1 5 75-1 56 3 ( annual ) : stme (farm value Tec. l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rent. -1913-, p. 91 (Same statistics
for shorter oeriods within these dates -in Hepts. 1912, a. 105;
1911, p. 116)
191o-1390(annual) : strie (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rrnt. 1915, a. 99 (1890-1914 also in Heat.
1914, p.81)
1915-1 391 (annual): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State od.
agr. Statistical rent. 1916, p. 108 (1892-1916 also in ?.eot.
1917, p.ioa)
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1916-1 898(annual) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical reBt. 1918, p. 128. ' .
1916~1900(an:iual): state (farm' value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1919, p. 77; 1920, d.134.
1918,1916: state (1918 estimated) In Calif. State comm. hort. Bien
rept. 1917-1918, p. 5.
1919, 1909( tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase
In Calif. State od. agr.. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 156; 1921, p.
180 (U. S. Census)
Value of Shipments . . •
.
1916 (year ' ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of
outbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 259. /
1918(year ended June 30): -Fort of Los Angeles (estimated value of
oi:.tbouhd domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Ed. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p.lQ9.
1919 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (but"bound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles.. 3d. harbor, commissioners. Annual
rents." 191&-20, p. 50.-
Yield per Acre ".
.
r
;.. 1849/50: average yfeld per cent of rye in Calif., and the several
other states. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p.
543' (figures • except those for Calif, are from "A statistical
view' of the United' States," prepared by the bureau of the
. Interior, 1854)
1855: Alameda county. - In Calif.. Surveyor-gen. kept. 1855v,/p.262.
V '{ County assessor)
1859-1 856 ( annual ; 4 year aver.): state. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1859, p. 333, 334.
;
1883: counties.- In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1883, p. 198.
1834: state and county. 'In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1884,
, . ;.. ., p. 208. .. • ".'.«•' • •
"
1913-1878.,187p--1868(annual) : state. In Calif . State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 91 (Same statistics for shorter
periods within these dates in Hepts>1912, p. 105;" 1911, p. 116)
1913,1912: state (compared with U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 71 (.'1912 also in Hept. 1912, p. 83)
191 5-1 890 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd.. agr. Statistical
rept. 1915, p. 99 (1890-1914 also in Hept. 1914, p. 81)
1915: state .(rank of states by. acreage, with U.S. total) In Calif.
.State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 97.
1916-1891 ( annual ) : state. In Calif.. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1916, p. 108 (1892-1916 also in iicpt. 1917, p. 108 - Federal
statistics
)
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1315-1 898 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 128 (Federal statistics)
1916-1 900 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical r opts.
1919, p. 77; 1920, p. 134 (Federal statistics)
SORGHUMS - PRINCIPALLY GRAIN SORGHUMS
Acreage
1905: Kern and Ventura counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1905, p. 118, 271.
1303: Stanislaus county (acres sowed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1907-1608, p. 88.
1909 (table headed 1908-09): Stanislaus county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept.. 1909, p. 179.
1910: Stanislaus county (acres sowed) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1909-1910, p. 89.
1317: Riverside county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p. 473 (County hort. comm.)
1918: Riverside county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1917-1918, p. 41, footnote.
191.3: Riverside county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 399 (County hort. coram.)
1918,1909: state and county. In Calif. State coram, hort. Monthly
bul. v.8, Apr. 1313, p. 223.
1919: state and county (approximate acreage - grain sorghums) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1919, p. 114 (U.S.D.A.)
1919,1918: state (grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1320, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 22, 1319, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
• 1920: state (estimated, grain sorghums) In Farm management notes
for Calif, p. 16.
1320: Riverside county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1913-1320, p. 38, footnote. .
1921-1919 ( annual ) : state (grain sorghums) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1321, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state (grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter
v.5, no, 25, Dec. 15, 1923, following p. 75; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul . v . 12
,
'
July -Dec . 1 923
, p . 363
.
•1923,1922: state (grain sorghums) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
-
.
1924,1923: state (grain sorghums) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.'
1925-1 91 6 (annual) : Calif.; principal sorghum states in U.S.; U.S.
(acreage harvested of grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 63, p. 14; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v*14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 290.
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1925-1910 ( annual ) : state, (grain' sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1025, p. 284 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-
Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-Dec. 1023, p.443; v. 12, Jan.-Fob.
1923, p.55; v.10, ITov.-Dec. 1921, p. 747; v.9, Doc. 1920, p. 741)
.19^5r-1919( annual); state, (grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr..
Special pub- 53, p. 8 ( Sanie statistics for shorter periods
within 1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p.6; 33, p. 6;
16, p. 3; 9, p. 5)
1925-1922( annual; 5 year aver.'): state (grain sorghums) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74 p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 220.
1926-1924( annual) ': state (grain sorghums) ; Ir, Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan: 5, 1927, |.2..(l924 and 1925' also in Itept.
Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3) ' *
1927-1923( annual; 5 ye or aver.): state .(grain sorghums) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7; in "Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
"bul." v.16, Dee. 1927,' p. 753.
1927,1926: state (grain
.
sorghums) In Calif « crop 'and livestock
rent. Jan. 4, 1923, p. 2.
Acreage, Losses in
1917: 'total of 132 form centers
traceable to labor shortage)
.193, p.45; details of losses
(losses in grain sorghum acreage
In Calif. Agr. eXp. sta. Circ.
by counties and center, p •48-51.
Cost, of Production
1915/15, 1918/19 (or normal, high periods): state (Operating
-.costs of an" average acre - detailed data include market prices
/for land; Costs of pre? aria;; land, planting, growing, har-
vesting, taxes and insurance ; and farm returns) In Farm
management notes for Calif.
, p. 85.
Price *
1919,1918: state (price Dec. 1 : - grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v.9, J.-/n.-3Vb. 1920, p.42; in Calif, crop
and 1 ve stock rept. Dec. 22,' 1919, p.l (U. 3. D.A.J
1920: state (farm .value per bushel Doc. 1 - grain sorghums) In
Farm management notes for Calif
. , p. 16.
1921-1919 ( animal ) : statd (farm value Dec. 1 of grain sorghum) In
Calif. State bd. 'agr. Statistical rept. 19.21, p.204 (U.3.S.A.)
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. 1 - grain sorghums) In Calif.
crop and livestock ropt. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state (farm value Dec. 1 - grain sorghums) In Calif.
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1916(njinual)s Calif.; principal sorghum states in U.S.; U.S.
(farm price per bu. - grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 63, p. 14; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec 1925, 13.290.
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1925-1919( annual): state (farm value Dec. 1, price per "bu.-grain
sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8 (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. '55," p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p,6; 9, p. 5)
1 925-1919 ( annual ) J state (farm value Dec. 1, price per . bu.-grain
sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec,
1925, p.29'0 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919*?
1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924
,
" p. 243;' v. 12 , July-
Dec. 1923, p.443; v.12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec.
1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p.74lj
1926-1922 (annual; 5 year aver.):' state (farm value Dec. 1 - grain
sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special puo. 74, p. 7; in Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p.220.
1926-1924( annual ) : state (est. farm price Dec. 1 of grain sorghums)
In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p.2 (1924 and
1925. also in Rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3) ' ,
1927-1923( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (farm value per bu. Dec. 1 -
grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7; in
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Doc. 1927, p. 763.
1927,1926: state (est. farm value Dec. 1 - grain sorghums) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p.2.
Production
1905: Ventura county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 271.
1918,1909: state and' comity. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly
bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 223.
1919: state and county (approximate production of grain sorghum)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1919, p. 114 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state (estimated per cent of 1918 - grain sorghums) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p. 2.
1919,1918: state (grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p.42; in Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (estimated per cent of 1919 - grain sorghums) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 9, p. 3; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 739; in Calif, crop and livestock rept*
1920, o.3.
1920: state (grain sorghums ~ estimated) In Farm management notes
for Calif, p. 16.
1921: state (estimated per cent of 1920; 1919 - grain sorghums)
.
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.* 16, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 10, ITov.-Dec. 1921, p. 742.
1921-1919 ( annual ) : state (grain sorghum) In Calif. State bd. agr.
.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.
)
1922: state (estimated per cent of 1921 - grain sorghums) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 33, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. .agr.
Monthly bul.. v. 12., Jan—Pob. 1923, p. 53.
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1923,1022: state (grain sorghums) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924, 1923: state' (grain sorghums) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
.'
1925-191 6 ( annual ) : Calif.; principal s orghum states in U.S.; U.S.
(grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. . agr. . Special pub. 63, p. 14;
.• al so in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.' v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,
;
p.290. • . ,
.
;
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. DepU agr. Special pub. 63,
.; .
p. 8 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in
Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. S; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) :. state (grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr.
.
"Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Lee. 1925, p. 284. . (Same statistics
for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13,
July-Dec* 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p.443; v. 12, Jan.-
Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, ITov.-Dec. 1921, p. 747, v. 9. Dec. 1920,
p. 741)
1926-1922( annual ; 5 year average): state (grain sorghums) In
.
'.Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept.. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 192.6, p. 220.
1926-1924 (annual) : state (grain .sorghums) In Calif . crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2. (1924 and 1925 also in Rept.
Ja*n.' 5, 1926, p.-3)
1927-1923( annual ; 5 year average); state. (grain sorghums) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v.16, Dec. 1927, p. 763.
1927,1926: state (grain sorghums) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Value
1905: Ventura county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 271.
1919: state and county (approximate value of grain sorghum) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical root. 1919,,. p. 114 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state (grain sorghums) In Calif. State "bd. control. Calif.
and the Oriental, 1922 rev. ed.
, p. 19 (U.S.D..A.)
1919,1913; state (grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v. 9, Jan.-Fob. 1920, p.42; in Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Doc. 22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (total farm value Doc. 1 - grain sorghums) In Farm
management notes for Calif, p.16.
1921-191S (annual ) : state (farm value 1 of .grain sorghums)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical r^pt. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state (total value - grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Doc. 15, 1923, following p. 76;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 353.
1923,1922: state (farm valuo Dec. 1 - grain sorghums) In Calif.
crop and livestock ropt* Dec. 27, 1923.
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1924,1923: state (farm value Tec. 1 - grain sorghums) In Calif.
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1919( annual ) : state (grain sorghums - farm value Lee. l) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub* 55, p. 10; 43
p.S; 33, p. 6; 15, p*6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919( annual ) : state (grain sorghums - farm value Lee* l) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 284.
•CSame statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly
bul-. v.13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443;
v.12, Jar_. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921, p. 747; v. 9,
Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1 - grain sorghums)
In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1926-1922( annual ; 5 year aver.): siate (farm value Dec. 1 - grain
s orghums ) In Cal if . Dept . agr . Spe cial pub . 74 , p . 7 ; in Cal if
.
Dept. agr. Monthly hul. v. 15, July-Dec 1925, p. 220.
1925-1924 (annual) : state (est. farm value Dec. 1 - grain sorghums)
In Calif.' crop and livestock rept. Jan- 5,- 1927, p. 2,
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1 - grain
sorghums)' In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.16, Dec. 1927, p. 763.
'
1927,1925: state (es^. farm value Dec. 1 - grain sorghums) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.' .
lue
, Losses in
1922: state (estimated loss in value from insects pests; and
estimate of money spent in insect control) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly Vol.. v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 363; in Calif.
Dept. agr. Weekly news letter," v. 5, no. 25, Dec 15,1923,
following p. 75.
eld "Per Acre
1913,1909?. • state and county. Im Calif .. State comm. hort. Monthly
bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 223.
1919,1918: state (grain sorghums ) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. '22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920^19^7 (annual; average): Kearney Park (comparison of yields of
Sweet Sor#SSa varieties) In Calif. Agr.-exp. sta. Rept. 1920/21,
p.S7.
1921-1919(.annual ) : state (grain sorghum) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p.204 (U.S.D.A..)
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state (grain sorghums) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
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1925~1916(annual): Calif.; principal sorghun states in U. S.; U. S.
(grain sorghums) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 14;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.' v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 290.
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state (grain sorghuas) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub.- 63, p. 8 (Sane statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Special T)ub, 55, o.lO; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 13, p. 6;
9, p. 5) -
1925-1019 ( annual ) : state (grain sorghuns) In Calif . Dept. Cvgr.
Monthly bul
. v. 14, July-Dec* 1925, p. 284. (Sane statistics
for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13,
July-Doc. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan.-
Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Hoy. -Dec. 1921, -0.747; v. 9, Dec. 1920,
p. 741)
1926-1922 (annual; 5 year average): state. In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15,
July-Dec. 1926
,
p. 220.
1926-1924(anmial) : state (grain sorghums) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5,^1927, p. 2 (1924 and 1925 also in kept.
Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
1927-1923( annual ; 5 year average): state. In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p„7S3.~
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928,
p. 2.
WK5Ag
Acreage '
1852: Napa county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1852, p. 61
(County assessor or surveyor)
1854: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p.
48,62,71,75,76,79 (sierra Co. figure includes barley and corn)
1854: Colusa county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 270
{County assessor)
1855: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, following p.
50; 219-320. {County assessors 1 and surveyors' repts.) Total
for all counties p. 51.
1855: Santa Cruz county (acreage harvested; not harvested) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 302 (County assessor)
1855,1854: Shasta county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p.
304 (County assessor)
1856: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, following p.
30 (State total p. 31) (County assessors)
1857: counties (state total P. 23) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1857, table 1, following p. 22 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1858, following p.
32 (County assessors' repts.)
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1858: (acreage planted on one . f arm near Marysville) ' In Calif.
state agr. soc; Trans. 1353, p. 169.
1353-1855- (.annual) : statu (acres cultivated, average, 1855 to 1858,
1855-1359, increase or decrease in number and percent of acres
planted,- 1355 to 1856, 1856.. to 1357 1857- to 1853, 1853. to 1859,
1355 to 1858) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p."o25.
1859: counties.-' .In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1Q5-9, table 1, follow
iii'g-p. 3~0 (Assessors 1 rept. )( Acreage also given for some counties
elsewhere in this report) - " .
1359-1S5 :5(- annual) : state (.acres -cultivated) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1359, p. 342.
1859,1858: counties, m Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept." 1859, p. 32-33
(Assessors ' repts
.) ;
1860; counties. In '.Calif . Surveyor gen. Rept. I860, table 1,
following p. 30 (Assessors' ropts.) ''....
1350,1859: state' and county.. In Calif . Surveyor, go n. Rept.. 1860,
* p. 32-53. *"/.!.*„ :
1361: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept i 1861, table 1, -'
following p*16 (Yolo Co. acreage also . p. 49) (Assessors ' repts).
1862( table headed 1861) :. -state and: county. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1362, p. 54-55 (assessors' rept
.) (acres for some
counties also given elsewhere in this report)
1863: state end county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1'863, p. 76-
77; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trcns. 1863, p. 230-231 (County
assessors* repts.)
1863: Monterey county, in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 72.
(Assessor's rept.)
1864: counties. .In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 30-31
(Assessors' repts.)
1565: counties.. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Ropt. 1865, p. 118-119
(Assessors* repts.) •
1365: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor 'gen. Ropt; 1865/67, p.
70-71; in Calif; state agr. soc. Trans. 1866. and 1867, p. 548-
549 (County assessors)
.
.
' \
.
1867: state and ' county (.ceres of. wheat sown) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 70-71; in Calif. .state agr. soc. Trans.
1866 and 1867, p. 548-549 (County assessors)
,
.
1867: state and county, in Calif, stcte .agr. soc. Trans. 1868 and
1669, p. 132-133; in Calif t> Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 16-17. (Assessors' returns)
1868: state and county (ccris sown) In Celif. stuto agr. soc.
Tr~ns. 1868 raid 1859, p. 132-133; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1867/69, p. 16-17 (Assessors' returns)
1868: state and county. In Calif, state egr* soc. Trcns. 1869, p.
354-355; in Calif
. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1367/69, p. 52-53.
(Assessors' returns)
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1669: steto end county ( acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1869, p. 354-355; in .Calif. Surveyor gen. Bion. ropt.
1867/69, p. 52-53 (Assessors' returns)
1869(tetlo hoadod 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state cgr;
soq. Tr ns. 1870, p. 172-173 (assessors' returns)
1869c, state and county. In Calif. Surveyor fen. 'Statistical "rept.
1869, p. 6-7; in Rept. 1869/71* p. 12-13 (County assessors) "
'
1870: .state and county, (acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Statistical rept. 1869, p. 6-7; in Rept. 1069/71,
.
p. 12, 13 (County
Assessors)
1870: state and county (acres sown] In Calif, state agr. soc;
Trans. 1870, p. 172-173 (Assessors' returns)
1870 ( table- headed 1870-71): state and county, in Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1371, p. 382-533 (Assessors' returns)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1869/71, p. 66-67 (County assessors)
1871: state and county, (acres sown) la Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.'
1869/71, p. 66-67; in Calif, state cigr. soc. Trans. 1871, p. 382-
383 (County assessors)
1871: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1872, p.
381-383; Trans. 1873, p. 200-201; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1871/75, p. 26-27. (Assessors' returns)
1872( tables headed- 1872-73: state and county. In Calif, state' *
agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 226-227; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept.. 1871/73, p. 54-55 : (Assessors '' returns)
1872: state and county (acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc
Trans. 1872, p. 331-383; Trans. 1873., p. 200-201; in Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rep-t. 1671/73, "p. 26-27 (Assessors' returns)
1872: counties, jn Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 253,256,
259,263; in Calif
.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1671/73, p. 83, 86,
89 f93 ( County assessors)
1873: state and county (acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 236-227; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 54-55 (Assessors' returns)
1873: state and county, in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1873/75, p. 26-27; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trails .' 187 4, p.
206-207 (Assessors' returns)
1373: counties (acres sown) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873,
p. 256, 259, 262, 266; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73,
p. 86, 89, 92, 96 (Assessors' returns)
187 4: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gon. Bien.
rept. 1373/75, p. 26-27; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
206-207 (Assessors' returns)
1874: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gon. Bien. rept. 1373/75,
p. 50-51; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p. 118-119
(Assessors' returns)
l'"3
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1875: state and county [acres sown) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1373/75, p. 50-51; in Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1875,
p. 118-119 (Assessors* returns)
1875; stcto and county. In CiJLif. state a:r. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
92-93: in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bier., rept. 1875/77, p. 20-21.
(County assessors) - •
1876: state and county. In Calif, state, agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
114-115; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept .. 1875/77
,
p. 42-43
(County assessors)
1877: state and county, in Cclif. state agr. soc. Trans. 1678, p.
343-341 (County assessors)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1579, p.
226-227; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1377/79, p. 8-9
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
245-249; in Calif. Surveyor geh. Bien. 'rept. 1677/79, p. 30-31.
(County assessors) ....
1879: state and county. In Calif. State M. equalization. Rept.
1880, p. 114.
1880 ( table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 56-57. (County assessors)
1681 (table headed 1880 and 1881): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept*. 1680/62, o. 58. (County assessors)
1882( table headed 1881 and 1882) : counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1550/82, p. 73 (County assessors)
1882; state and county. In Calif. State b&. equalization. Rept.'
1383 and 1884, p. 106. - .. ..
1553: state and county. In Calif . £tate agr. sec. Trans. 1533, p.
196-197.
1334: state and county, m Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1884, p. 206
1884: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1883 and 1884, p.llS.
1385: state end -county (acres sown)
.
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics.
2nd Bien. rept. 1385-56, p. 36.
1385: counties (acres in wheat - taxable wealth) In Cclif. Bur.
TfcTcor statistics. 2fi£ Bien. rept. 1385-36, p. 174, 173, 186, 203,
243,288,290,304,307, 309, .320, 32*4.
169
,
249.
> counties ( acr-^ s sown - taxable wealth)
statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1385-36, p.
acres sov.r) in Calif. State bd. equalization.
p. 9 4-95.
acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
p. 96-97.
acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
p. 80.
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1890: state and. count-* (acres sown) ; In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Kept. 1839 and 1890,' p.ku
1390,1370:
.
state and county. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners.
Annual rept.
'
I891/92, appendix F, folded chart, preceding p. 365.
1391 : state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State M. equalization.
Rept. 1891 -and 1 892, p. 56.
1392: state and county (acres sown) In- Calif. State. bd. equalization.
Sept. IS91 and 1392, p. 86.
1393: state and county (acres sown) In 'Calif. State bd. equalization.
• Kept. 1S93 and IS9U, pi70.
1393: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, u.
1^9,206,252,261,206,319.
1893: state. In Calif. State fruit growers 1 convention. Rept. loth
p. 129.
139^": state and- county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1393 and IS9U, p. 100.
IS9U: state and county. In Calif, state agr* soc. Trans. 189^, -0.
193,239,307,343,377.
1895: state and county. In Calif. State agr. soc. Trans. 1895, P.
.163.
.
.
189^: 'state and county (acres sown) ,. In Calif. State "bd. 'equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1395 and I896, p.Uo.
IS96: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State "bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1395 and IS96,. p.Sl. '
1'897 1 "state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1S9J and 1893, p.Uo. t> /
I898: state and county (acres sown)' In ualif.' State' bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1897 and 1893, p. 82.
1899,1386: counties. In Calif. Bur; labor statistics. 9^h Bien.
rept. 1899-1900, p. 52-55-
1899-1897, 1893(annual) : state. In Calif, state agr soc. Trans.
1399.P.5.
1901 : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Tnans.1901, p. 23,0,
279,367,373,^36 (County assessors' figures mostly)
1902: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1899-1920, p. 74.
190^: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1903-190U, p. US.
190U: counties (acreage sown for' crop of 1904) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 190U (See Contents under names of counties)
(County assessors 1 ' figures mostly)
1905: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Hcpt. 1906, p.50.
:
19055 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of comities)
1906: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 190S, p. 51*
1906: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1905-1906, p. 71.
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1906(tables headed 1905-06): counties. In CoJ.ii • state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907( tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Sept.. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion^ .Hopt .1907-1903, p. 87.
1903(tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Sept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
l909(tables headed 1910): state and county. In Calif. State bd.
agr.. Statistical repts. 1913-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909: state (total .acres harvested and acres harvested of common
-winter, common spring, durum or macaroni) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1908-09) : counties. Ira Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
. 1909: counties, (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts.
1911, 1914-1918(U.S. Census)
.1909: 5. leading counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1913-1918 ( TJ. S. Census)
1909-1879(10 year .periods - tables headed 1880-1910): state. In
Calif. State bd. agr. Re£ts. 1911-1919 (U. S. Census)
1910: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1909-1910, p. 88.
1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif. state agr- soc.
Rept. 1910 ( See Contents under names of counties)
. 1912: state and countv (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
*i m. Sapt; ljxiriqig, p. 59.
.19X2 ,3,911: state. In Califl State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83
(1911 also in Rept. 1911", p. 88 - Federal ' statistics)
I913-1868( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 93 (1868-1911 ana 1868-1912 also in Repts- 1912,
p. 107; 1911, p. 119)
1914: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion, Rept. 1913-1914, p. 92
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. Stats bd. agr. Statistical- rept.
1915, p. 411 (Chamber of Commerce')
1S15-1890( annual): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1915, p. 100 (1890-1914- also in Rept. 1914, p. 82)
1916: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1915-1916, p. 63.
1916: state .(rank of states by acreage, with U. S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 98.
1916-1891( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
re£t. 1916, p. 108 (Federal statistics)
1916-1905 ( annual ) : state (chart showing acreage planted compared
with barley acreage planted) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. -misc.
paper "The Utilization of Idle lands for tfheat," Nov. 1917.
181,.
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1917; Imperial county (estimated; presumably
'
acreage) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917, ' p. *+25.
1317(?): Santa Clara county. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 50S (County hort. comm.)
1917~1S92( annual)
: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p.103 (Federal statistics)
1917: Ventura county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p. 5^5 (County hort. comm.
)
-1913: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1917-1912,
:.:>;
^
1913: Los Angeles, Marin, Santa Clara .counties. In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 359» 369 , U-29.
191S-1S3S(oiee]iuo1)
; state.- In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 19lg, p . 12s (Federal statistics) •
1912,1909: state .?aid county. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly
bul. v. 8, Apr. 1919, p. 225.
.
./
1912,1917: state. In Calif. State comm. hort. lien. rept. 1917-
1912, p. 5.
I919: state and county (approximate) In Calif . <Stat e bd. agr.
Statistical ropt. 1919, p.lo6-107 (U.S.H.A.) -
1919: state and county (acres harvested) • In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-122; 1921, p-. 186-196 (U.S. Census)
1919: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920-1921 (13. S'. Census) -
.,,
1919-1279(10 year periods - tables headed 1280-1920): state. In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p.l6g; 1921, p.
1S2 (U0 S e Census) • .
1919-1900( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1919, p. 77 (federal statistics)
191'9,1909(tables headed 1920,1910) : state (acres harvested of total
wheat; spring wheat; winter wheat; with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical reiDts. 1920, p.l66; 1921,
p. 120 (U.S. Census)
191?,1909(tahles headed 1920,1910): state (per cent of improved land
occupied by wheat) In. Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p.l62; 1921, p.182 (,U.. S. Census)
.
191 9-1917 tanriual): state. In university of California Journal of
Agriculture v. 6, no. k, Apr. 1920, p.6.
1919,1912: state (winter wheat) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.9, Jan.-Feb.1920, p.^2; i n Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Bee. 22, 1919. p.l (U.S.D.A.)
'
1920: state ( estimo/ted) In Farm management notes for Calif., p.lb,
1920: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1919-1920, p. 36.' ' ...
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1920-1900( annual ) : state ( spring wheat) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1920, p. 134 (U.S.D.A.)
1921-1900 (annual) : state (winter wheat) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 151.
1921-1919 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1921, p. 204 (U-S.D.A.)
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25,
Dec. 15,1923, following p. 76.
1922: state. In Calif . Dept. agr. Monthly bul . v. 12, July-Dec.
1923, p. 363. :
1922: counties (acres 'sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept'.
• 1921-1922, p. 39.
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27,1923.
1924: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1923-1924, p. 39.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
p. 3.
1924,1923(2 year aver.): state j important .crops compared; rank given;
wheat expressed' as per cent of hay) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
• Bul. 445, p. 46.
1925-1869 (annual)
: state (estimated acreage harvested) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 11; also in Calif. Dept. agr.
•
-v. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925., p.287. .
,1925T1919 (annual): state. In Calif. .Dept. agr . Special pub. 63, p.
8. (Same statistics for shorter periods' within 1919-1925 in
.Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
»: 1825-1919 (annual): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 284. (Same statistics for shorter periods
within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec 1924, p. 243;
v.12,
.July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; .v. 12, Jan.-Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10,
Nov.
-Dec. 1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1 925-1923 ( annual ) : state (est. acreage planted; harvested for grain)
.
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 10; in Calif. Dept. agr.
ft Monthly bul.' V. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 286.
1926: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1925-1926, p. 40.
1926-1922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (estimated acreage) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p.220.
1926-1924(annual-): state.. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1927, p. 2 (1925 and 1924 also in Rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3)
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
1927-1924( annual ) : state (acreage planted; harvested for grain) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 6; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 762 ; 1924-1926 also in Special
pub. 74, p. 8; Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 221.
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p.
2
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Acreage Abandone d
1919: state "by districts (per cent of acreage of winter wheat
abandoned) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. May 8, 1913, p.l.
1925-1923(annual): state (estimated' acreage abandoned) In Calif,
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. ID; in Calif- Dept. agr. Monthly
bul, v. 14, July-Dec, 1925, p. 286.
1927-1924(annual): state. In Calif, Dept. agr. Special pub.""86, p.
-6; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 762.
(1924-1926 also in Special pub, 74, p. 8; Monthly bul. v. lb,
July-Dec. 1926, p.22l)
Clearances from San Francisco by Sea
1890~1886(annual) ; 1890 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1890, p. 225 (San -Francisco produce exchange)
1891-1886(annual); 1891 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1891, p. 185 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1892-1886 (annual); 1892 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1892, p. 130 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1893-1886 (annual); 1893 (monthly ) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1893, p. 142 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1894^1886(annual); 1894 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1894, p. 191 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1886 (annual); 1895 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1895, p. 156 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1901-1892(annual): In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 162.
1903-1899 (annual): In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 11th Bien.
rept. 1903-1904, p. 112.
Consumed (Used by Macaroni and Vermicelli Manufactories
1869: San Francisco city and county (macaroni wheat) In Calif,
Surveyor gen. Statistical rept, 1869, p. 47; also in Rept. •
1869/71, p. 53 (County assessor)
1876/77: San Francisco city and county (macaroni wheat) In Calif,
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept* 1875/77, p. 69 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county (macaroni wheat) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 366; Trans. 1879, p,274; Sur-
veyor gen, Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 56 (County assessor)
1878: San Francisco city and county (macaroni wheat) In Calif.
. state agr. soc. trans. 1879, p. 282; Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept, 1877/79, p. 54 (County assessor)
1879: San Francisco city and county (macaroni wheat) In Calif,
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 82 (County assessor)
1881:' San Francisco city and county (macaroni wheat) In Calif,
Surveyor gen. Rept, 1880/82, p,94 (County assessor)
Consumed
'
(Used for Feed and Seed)
1894-/95-1888/89 (annual ) : state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1895, p. 157; 1894, *p. 192; 1893, p. 145; 1892, p. 128; 1891, p.189;
1890, p. 227; 1889, p. 294 (Each rept. contains data for one year
only - figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
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Consumption
1894/ 95-1886/87 (annual ) : local consumption. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1895, p. 157; 1894, p.l92;1893, p,145;'lS92, p. 128;
1891, - p. 189; 1390, p. 227; 1889, p. 294; 1888, p. 239; 1837, p. 244.
(Each ,rept • contains data for one year only - figures from San
Francisco produce exchange)
1909-1890 (annual, crop year): local consumption. In Calif- state
agr. soc. Rept. 1910, 'p. 16.
Cost of Production
.
1870: estimated costs and profits of cultivating wheat compared
with cotton, "by J. L. Strong. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1872, p. 302-303.
1893(?): In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 13 (Calif. State
bd. agr. Rept. 1893 [dated Feb. 1, 1894])
1893: Tulare and King counties (on irrigated;' non-irrigated farms)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 363, 364. (43d Dist. agr.
assoc. Rept. 1893)
1894(7): counties ( highest and lowest costs per bushel under 5
different yields) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 19.
1894(7): individual replies from counties as to cost of producing
wheat. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 100-130.
1915/15, 1913/l9(or normal, high periods): state (operating costs
of an average acre; detailed data include market prices for land;
costs of preparing land and planting, harvesting, hauling off,
taxes and insurance; and farm returns) In Farm management notes
for Calif., p. 97.
Freight Rates
1879/80-1872/73(annual): average, highest, lowest rates. In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1395, p. 162; 1834, p. 197; 1893, p. 148;
1892, p. 134; 1831, p. 193; 1890, p. 231 (San Francisco produce
exchange)
1885;1885(7 mos«): line charges on east-hound through freight shipped
.,
from the state. In .Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1885, p. 211.
-
.
(Southern Pacific Co.) •
1888 (compared with old tariff): old tariff; new tariff of San Fran-
cisco and North Pacific railroads; San Francisco and North
Pacific R. R. • rates compared with Northern div. - Southern
Pacific Co. In Calif. 3d. R. R. Commissioners. 10th Annual
rept. 1889, p. 60.
1892: comparison of rates of Calif, roads (to Port Costa from
points in the state) with the rates as established by the rail-
road commissioners of 111. and also charged by the Chicago,
Millwaukee, and St. Paul Road to 111. In Calif, Bd. R. R.
commissioners. Annual iSept. 1891/92, t}. 100-101 (Letter dated
May 21)
18 92-18 30 (monthly ) : highest, lowest, average rates - wood, iron .
ships. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 133; 1891, p/
192; 1890, p. 230 (Each rept. contains data for one year only -
figures from San ""Francisco produce exchange)
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1894/ 95 (monthly) : average highest, lowest rates iron wheat ships
(figures for spot engagements for Cork, f.o. U.K., Havre, or
Antwerp) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans«1895, p. 161 (San
Francisco produce exchange)
1894/ 95-1880/81 ( annual ) : average wheat shipping rates - wood, iron
ships. In Calif, state. agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 151 (Same
statistics for shorter periods within these dates in Trans. 1894,
p. 197; 1893, p. 148; 1892, p. 133; 1891, p. 193; 1890, p. 230 - data
from San Francisco produce exchange)'
ports
1386/87(crop year): total; from Oregon, "by rail (estimated) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1887, p. 244 (San Francisco produce
exchange
)
1387/88(crop year): total; from Oregon, "by rail (estimated) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1888, p. 239 (San Francisco produce
exchange)
1888/89(11 mos. ending May 3l) : total; from Oregon. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1S89, p. 294 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1392-188?(annual) ; 1892 (monthly) : into Calif, by sea. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans.- 1892, p.132 (San Francisco produce exchange
18 94 (monthly, total): "by sea from Oreg. and Washington. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trains. 1894, pvl91 (San FraJicisco produce exchange
1894/95~1888/90(annual): imported into Calif, from Oreg. and Wash.'
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 157; 1394, p. 192; 1893,
p. 145; 1892, p.123; 1891, p. 189; 1890, p. 227 (Each rept. gives
data for one year only - figures from San Francisco produce ex-
change')
1895(monthly, total): into state, by sea. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1895, p.156 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1909-1890(annual
,
crop year): state. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 16.
1915(year ended Juno 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harhor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harhor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1915/16, p. 256.
1918, 1917(years ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce ;. foreign " commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harhor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 42, 49, 103,112.
1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles. (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harhor commissioners. Annual rep>ts.
1918-20, p*52i-
1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles .(i^hound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harhor commissioners. Annual rcipts.
1918-20, p. 45, ,79.
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Price
1852(?): state (value per bushel) In Calif. State -bd, agr. Rept.
1911, p. 35.
1852: state (estimated average value) In Calif, census of 1852, p«8.
.
1858-1855, 1852 (annual) ,1859-1850 ; 1855-1858 (average, 1855-1859 (average )
;
average price per 100 Ids., and per'bu.) In Calif, state, agr. soc.
Trans.. 1859, p. 325 (Prices are for the agricultural year. 1852 is
from census rept.; 1855-1857 are from Prices Current and Shipping
List; 1858; 1859 is from Joseph R. DePrefontaine
)
1863(monthly and average for year) : wholesale prices per 100 Pos. at
San Prancisco. In Calif.- state agr, soc. Trans. 1853, p. 259.
" (Compiled from the Mercantile Gazette and Prices Current)
1855 5 1864(monthly ; average for year): wholesale "price per 100 lbs. at
San Prancisco. In Calif, state agr, soc. .Trans. 1854 and 1855, p.
'380,381 (Compiled from the Mercantile C-azette and Prices current)
1865: state (estimated value per unit) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1856 and 1867, p. 545.
1866: state.. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 43.
1879(weekly) : San Prancisco (highest; lowest quotations) In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p;212 (Commercial Herald)
188l(weekly) : San Prancisco (highest; lowest quotations) In Calif.
state agr. .soc. Trans. 1881, p. 155' (Commercial Herald)
1884: counties (average value reported "by assessors)- In Calif*
"State bd. equalization, Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 93.-
1886: average, highest, lowest spot prices. In .Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1886, p. 251 (San .Prancisco produce exchange)
1388 (monthly) : high and low "wheat options" for n "buyer f 88; "buyer
season ending May 31, 1888,188.9; buyer* '89, Dec, Oct., Nov."
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
-1888, p. 241 (San Prancisco pro-
duce exchange)
1889 (monthly) : high and low "wheat options" for "buyer., (89; buyer
season ending May 31, 1889,1890; seller, (89 (crop 1889)."' In
Calif, state, agr. soc. trans. 1889, p. 295' (San Prancisco pro-
duce exchange) .
_
188 9/ 90-1870 (annual, -cereal year)£- average spot price of no.l
white wheat. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 228.
(Same statistics for earlier periods- within these years in Trans.
1889, p. 294; 1888, p. 242 - figures from San Prancisco produce
exchange
)
1890 (monthly) : high and low "wheat options" for "buyer '90; buyer
season ending May 31, 1890, 1891." In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1890, p. 228 (San Prancisco produce exchange)
1890: state (price of wheat exported) In Calif. State bd. hort.
Rept. 1893-1894,
-p. 153 (IT. P. Chipman)
1392~1890(monthly, 1st of month, including Jan. 1 of following year):
cash prices in San Prancisco for milling, no. 1 white., no. 1 amber
wheat. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, u. 135-136; 1891,
p. 135-135; 1890, p. 233-234. (Each rept. contains data for one
year only - figures are from San Prancisco produce .exchange)
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1893-1892, 1890-1889 (average for 4 years); western portion of Fresno
county (average price -per bushel) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1894, p. 127 (Jaraes M.IScClellan)
1894/95-1854/55(annual): average, highest, lowest spot prices of
no.l white wheat. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p.
157. (Same statistics for shorter periods within these dates in
Trans. 1894, p. 192; 1893, p. 142; 1892, p. 129; 1891, p. 190 - data
from San Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1859 (annual) : price of no.l wheat and dates of arrival of
new wheat at tidewater. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans* 1895,
p. 158 (Some statistics for shorter periods within 1859-1895 in Trans.
18947 p. 193; 1893,. ' p. 144; 1892, 'p. 127; 1891, p. 188; 1390,
p. 226; 1889, p. 293; 1838, p. 240; 1887, p. 245 - data from San
Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1855: price at opening of season, in October, at Christmas of
each year, per cental in Calif, (at shipping points). Includes
date of first consignment for each year, and occasional remarks
on the crop. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 156.
1895-1893(annual) : counties (average value, Dec. l) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 104.
1895, 1893-1886 (monthly) : average, highest, lowest prices of no.l
white wheat. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 156; 1893,
p. 143; 1892, p. 131; 1891, p. 191; 1390, p. 229; 1889, p. 295; 1888,
p. 242; 1887, p. 246; 1886, p. 251. (Each rept. contains data for
one year only - figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1909/l0(monthly, July 1909-June 1910): average, highest, lowest
prices of no.l white wheat. In Calif, state agr'. soc. Rept.
1910, p. 17.
1912,1911: state (price per "bushel Dec. l) In Calif. State bd* agr.
Rept. 1912, p. 83 (1911 also in Rept. 1911, p. 83 - Federal
statistics)
1913-1 868 (annual): state (average farm price Dec. i) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical ret>t. 1913, p. 93 (1358-1912 and
1868-1911 also in Repts. 1912, p. 107; 1911, p.ll)
1913,1912: state (price per bushel to producers Dec. 1; compared
with U.S.) In Calif* State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p.
71 (Federal statistics)
1 915-1 890 ( annual ) : state (average farm price Dec. l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 100 (1390-1914 also in
Rept. 1914, p. 82) • .-
1916-1891 (annual) : state (average farm price Dec. l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p.108.
1917- 1892 (annual) : state (average farm -price Dec. l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical ropt. 1917, p. 108.
1919: Delta (Sacramento river) products (price of wheat shipped
by boat and rail)
.
In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water
rights. Bui. 3, p. 99. (Records of U.S. Fnginecr ! s office,
and R. R. records)
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1319,1918: state (winter who at - price,' Dec, l) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p.42; in Calif, crop and
livestock rept • Dec. 22, 1919, "p. 1. (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (farm price por "bushel Dec. l) In Farm management notes
for Calif., p. 16.
192l(0ct.l): individual states of U.S.; U. 3, (estimated farm value
per "bu.) In Calif. State bd. agr. ' Statistical rept. 1921, p
:
.10.
1921-1900 ( annual ) : state, (average farm price Dec.l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 151 (1900-1919 and 1900-
1920 also in Repts. 1919, p. 77; 1920, p. 134)
1921-1919 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. State' "bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1321, p. 204 (U. S.D.A.
)
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept'. Dec. 27,1923.
1924,1923: state (farm value Doc. l) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-18 69( annual) :• state (estimated farm price) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 63, p. 11; in Calif. Deut. agr. Monthly bul.
v.14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 287.
1925-1919 (annual ) : state (price per bu. farm value, Dec.l) .In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for
shorter periods' within 1919-1925 in Special pub, 55, p. 10; 43,
p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925- 1919( annual ) : state (price per "bushel, farm value, Dcc.-l)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, ' July-Dec. 1325,- p.'284.
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in
Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243; v.. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p.55; v. 10, ftov.-Dec. 1921, p. 747;
V.9, Dec. 1920, p.74l)
1926- 1922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif..
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.15, July-Dec... 19.26, p. 220.
1926-1924 ( annual ) : state (est. farm value Dec.l) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 5 ,1927
,
p. 3 (1924 and 1925 also in :
Rept. Jan. 5,-1926, p. 3)
1927-1868 (annual) : state (farm price Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub.' 85, p. 14; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bill. v. 15,
Dec. 1927, p. 7-70.
'
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (farm value per bu, Dec.l)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub
.
T 86, p'.7; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul." v. 15, Dep.- 1927, p. 763. /
1927,1926: (estimated farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and live-
stock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Production '
185l(?): Yuba county. In Calif. Surveyor -en. Rept. 1852, p. 44.'
(County assessor or surveyor)
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1852: state and"county. In Calif, census of 1852, p. 14-56, 58.
1852: 5 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rcpt, 1852, p.50,52,54,
•58,61 ,62 -(Repts. of County assessor or surveyor)
1854: state- and county (-estimated immediately "before harvest) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept . 1854, p.79 (Pricrcs current)
1854: eounti&s. In Calif. Surveyor ren. Kept-. 1854, p. 48, 55,75
(County surveyors or assessors) ; " J
1854: 4 rancho^s of San Bernardino county; 3 other counties. In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. S3, 66,68^70,72 (County
asse ssor.s)
1855: counties (some counties estimated) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1855, following p. 50; p. 243-320. Total for all counties
.p. 51" (.County assessors 1 and surve37ors l repts.)
1855: 1 ranch in San Bernardino county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
?.ept. 1855, p. 292 (County assessor)
1855,1854: Shasta, county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p.
304 (County assessor)
1856: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, following p.
30 (State total p. 31 ) (County assessors)
1857: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1857, table 1,
following p. 22 (State total p. 23) (Assessors 1 repts.)
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1858, following p.
32 (County assessors 1 repts.)
1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1,
following p. 30 (Production for some counties also given else-
where in. this report ) (Assessors 1 repts.)
1859-1855;1852(annual): state. (Average 1855 to 1858, 1855 to 1859;
increase or decrease in number and per cent of "bushels produced,
1855 to 1856, 1856 to 1857, 1857 to 1858, 1858 to 1859, 1852 to
1855, 1855 to 1858, 1852 to 1858) "In Gal if. state agr. soc.
Trans. 1859, p. 325.
1959-1955; 1852( annual ) : counties-. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1859, p. 326 (Assessors 1 returns)
1859,1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rcpt. 1859, p. 32-33
"(Assessors 1 repts.)
1860: state. In Calif, -state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 220.
(U. S. Census)
I860: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rcpt. 1860, 'table 1, .
following p. 30 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1860,1859: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rcpt. 1850,
p.32~33 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1860,1850(years ended June l);: 1852: state. ' In Calif. State bd.
agr. Rcpt. - 1911, p. 34 (1852 figure is from "State census; 1850,
1860 figures are from Federal census)
1861: counties. In Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept. 1861, table 1,
following. p. 16 (Assessors 1 repts.)
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1862(table headed 1861 ): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Kept. 1852, p. 54-55 (Production for sons counties also given
elsewhere in this report ) (Assessors ' repts.)
1853: state and county. In Calif. Sruveyor gen. Rept. 1853, 'v.
76-77; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1853, p. 230-231 (County
assessors 1 repts.)
1863: Monterey county. In. Calif. Surveyor gen. Hept. 1864, p. 72
'"(Assessor's rept
.
)
1864: counties. In Calif* Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 30-31
" (Assessors 1 repts.)
1855: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Hept. 1865, p. 118-119.
(Assessors' repts.)
1365: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/57,
p. 70-71, State
t
total, p.43; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
"1866 and 1867,
j
p. 548-549 (County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p«
132-133; in Calif. Surveyor
,
gen. Bien, .rept. 1867/69, p. 15-17
4 (Assessors' returns)
1858: state and comity. In Calif, state -agr. soc. Trans. 1.859, p.
* 354-355; in Calirf. Surveyor gen. 3icn. rept. 1857/59, p. 52-53.
(Assessors' returns)
1859(taclc headed 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p. 172-173 (Assessors' returns)
18'59:~ state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1859, p"."6-7; in Rept . 1869/71, p.12. 13. (County assessors)
187-: Sonoma county (estimated yearly production) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1874,. p. 415 (R.A, Thompson)
1859 and 70: state and county. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans.
1871, p. 370-371 (U. S. Census, 1870
)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien* rept. 1859/71,
p. 66-67. (Assessors 1 repts.)
!87C(tahle headed' 1870-71) : state and canty, -In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. £83-3 (Assessors 1 returns)
1871 (tables headed 1872): 'state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 200-201; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 25-27 (Assessors 1 returns)
1372(tahles headed 1873): state and county. 'In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 226-227; in Calif. Surveyor
'
gen. Bien. 'iiept
.
1871/73, p. 54-55 (Assessors 1 returns) •
1872: certain counties. In Calif, state agr, sO'C. Tl*ans. 1873, p.
253,256,259,263; in Calif.. Surveyor gen, Bien, rept. 1871/73, p.
'83,86,'89,93 (Assessors' returns)
1873:" state and county. In Calr-f. state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
296-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen, Bien. rept-. 1873/75, p. 25-27
'(Assessors' returns)
1374: state and county. In .Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
118-119; in Calif. "Surveyor gen, Bien. rept. 1873/75, p.50-51.
(Assessors' returns)
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1375: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1376, p.
92-93; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1375/77, p. 20-21."
(County assessors)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
114-115? in Calif. Surveyed gen* Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 42-43."
(County assessors)
1377: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1373, p.
340-341 (County assessors)
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc* Trans. 1879, p.
'226-227; in Calif
, Surveyor gen. Bien, rept. 1877/79, p. 8-9.
(County assessors)
1879': state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
248-249; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 30-31.
(County assessors) '
1879: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Kept.
1880, p. 114.
1380('table headed 1879 and 1880): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. iS79/80, p. 56-57 (County assessors),
1881(table headed 18S0 and 1831) : counties. In Calif . Surveyor
gen. Bien. 'rept. 1880/82, p. 53 (County assessors)
1832 (table headed 1831 and 1832): counties. In Calif .. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. iS80/82, p. 73 (County assessors)
1882! state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1833 and 1884, p. 106.
1853: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1883, p.
196-197.
1833,1882,1880,1873: Lcs Angeles county. In Calif. Bur. labor
statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1385/35, p. 206 (County assessor's
repts
.
)
1884: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1834,'.
p. 205.
1834: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1853 and 1384, p. 93.
1885: Solano county (centals of wheat - taxable wealth) In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1855-86, p. 293.
1836: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1887,
p. 244-245 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1835: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1885 and 1836, p. 64.
1887: state and county, (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1837 and 1838, p. 63.
1887(crop year): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868,
p. 239 (San Francisco produce, exchange)
1883(crop year)? state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1889,
p. 294 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1833: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1837 and 1838, p. 83.
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1889(cro]o year): state. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. .1890,
p. 227 (San Francisco produce exchange) .
1889: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State M.
equalization. Kept. 1889 and 1890, p. 45. ;
1890: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif, State bcU
equalization, Rept* 1889 and 1890, p.64.
1890^crop year): state, - In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891,
p. 189 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1891: state and county (amount , assessed) In Calif. State bcU
equalization, Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 45.
189l(crop year): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans, 1692,
p. 123 (San Francisco produce exchange).
1891:
j
Ventura county. In Calif, state agr. .soc. Trans, 1891, p.
128 (Los Angeles "Times")
1892 (crop - year) : state. In Qalif. state agr. soc. Trans. 1893,
p. 145 (San Irancisco produce exchange)
t
1892: state and county (amount assessed)
,
In Calif. State "bd.
equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 73, , :
1893: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 57.
1893: state. In Calif, state, agr. soc. Trans, 1893, p. 108
(Daily chronicle) • '
1393(crop year): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894,
p. 192 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1893: state. In Calif. State fruit growers 1 convention. Rept.
18th, p. 129.
1893: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893,
p. 149.
1894: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894,
p. 198.
1894: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 87.---
1894 (crop year) : state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895,
p. 157 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1394: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 239,
307,343,377.
1895: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1395, p. 28.
1895: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 189o,
p. loo.
1896: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept, 1895 and 1896, p. 71.
1897: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1897 and 1898, p. 29.
1898: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1897 and 1898, p. 81.
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1899-1849(10 yr. periods - table headed 1850-1900): state- and
county. In' Calif
. State bd. agr. Kept. 1911, "p. 121.
1899-1893 (annual): state; 1899-1897 (annual) : world; U.S.A.; Calif.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1899, p. 5.
1900,1890: state and county. .In Calif.. State M. agr. Kept. 1913,
p. 112.
1900/01-1892/93 (annual, crop year): state (includes flour) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 162.
190l(?): Merced county (amount in county at time of last assessment)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 279 (County assessor)
1901: Santa Barbara county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901,
p. 388.
1902: state. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 7.
1903-1899 (annual): state (?) :. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 11th
Bien. rept. 1903-1904, p. .112.
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1904, p.
171 (W. J. Davis)
1905:
• counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Con-
tents under names of counties)
1905: total production of 40 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906, p. 50.
1906: total production of 48 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906, p.-51.
lS06(tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907(tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908(tables headed 1907-03): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909 (tables headed 1908-09): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909(table headed 1910): state and county. In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1913-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: state (total production and production of common winter,
common spring, durum or macaroni) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
190S: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918
(U. S. Census)
1909-1849(10 year periods- tables headed 1850-1910): state. In
Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1919.
1910(tables headed 1909-10) S counties. In Calif, stew ~gr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1912,1911: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83
(1911 also in Rept. 1911, p. 88 - j?ederal statistics)
1913-1868 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1913, p.
93 (1868-1912 and 1858-1911 in Repts. 1912, p. 107; 1911, .p. 119)
1914: fchama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 411 (Chamber of commeree)
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1915-1390 (annual) : state. In Calif % State bd* agr* Statistical
rept. 1915.,. JwlOO (1890-1914 in Kept. 1914-, • p;82)
1916: wiate (rank of ' states "by acreage, with.U. S. total) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 98.
1916-1 391 (annual) : state. In Calif. State M. agr. Statistical
rept. 1916, p. 108 (Federal statistics)
ISrfc: Ventura county. In Calif. State bd.. agr.. Statistical rer>t.
1917, p. 545 (County hort. comm.}
1917-1 39 2 ( annual) ; state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 108 (Federal statistics.) -
.1913: 'Los Angeles 'county. In Calif. Sta-te "bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 359 (.Los Angeles Chamber of. commerce) >
1S18-18S8 (annual) 'state'. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 123 (Federal statistics)
1918,1909: state and county. In Calif • Sta,.te comm. hort. Monthly
- bul. v. 8,' Apr." 1919, p. 225. (U.S.D.A.) . .
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p. 106-107 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical -
•rept 5. 1920-1921 (U. S. Census)
1919: state (estimated per cent of 1918) In Calif, crop and live-
stock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p. 2.
1.9,19,1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (total wheat; spring vvhcat^nt
^with'per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
1919,1918: state (winter wheat) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. '22, 1919, p.l.
1920: state (estimated per cent of 1919). In Calif. Dept. agr.
'Special pub. 9, 'p. 3; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.9,
D~ec. 1920, p. 739".
1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. 16.
1920,1919: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 9, p. 5.
1921: 'state (estimated per cent of 1920; 1919) In Calif. Dept.
agr'. Special pub. 16, p. 4; in Calif. Dept v agr. Monthly bul-.
v.10, Nov. -Dec. 1921, -0.742.
1921 \ s ~ at e . In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
1920-1900 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept.' 1920, p. 134 (1900-1919 also in Rept. 1919, p. 77)
(U.S.D.A.)
1921-1900 (annual) : state (winter wheat) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 151. \
1921-1919 (annual) : state.. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1921, p.204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state (est imated' per cent of 1921) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 33, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12,
Jan.
-Feb. 1S2 3, p. 53.
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1923,1922; state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Tec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
p. 3.
1925-1869 (annual) : state; U.S. 5 world (est imated product ion. world
figures for 1924-1894 (annual) exclusive of Bussia in 1924) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 11; in Calif'. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 287.
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 284 (Same statistics for shorter periods
within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 243;
v. 12, Jp:ly-Dec. . 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10,
Nov. -Dec. 1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
8. (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in
Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1923 ( annual) : state. In Calif, Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
10; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 286.
• 1925,1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
p. 3.
1926-1922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
• pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1926, p. 220.
1925-1924(annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p.
8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul. v. 15, ' July-Dec. 1926, p.
221.
1926-1924 (annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1927, p. 2.
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p. 763."
1927-1924( annual) : state (total grain product ion^ In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 86, p. 6; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 762.
1327,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928,
p.B«
Production. Losses in
1363: Placer county (estimated loss in bushels by bad cultivation,
or by neglect to summer fallow the land) In Calif, state agr.
soc. £rans. 1863, p. 214 (L. S. Chamberlain, farmer}..
Production and Rainfall
1894-1873 (annual; crop year) for wheat; 1893/94-1877/78 (annual)
no. of inches of rainfall at San Francisco. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 158 (Same statistics for shorter .
periods, within these dates in Trans. 1894, p. 193; 1893, p.
144; 1892, p. 127; 1891, p. 183; 1890, p. 225; 1889, p. 293; 1888,
p. 239; 1887, p. 244 - data from San Francisco produce exchange)
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1909-1830 (annual
,
crop year) for w&eat ; 1908/09-1889^90 (annual)
rainfall at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc, Trans,
1910, p. 16.
Receipts
1877/73-1861/62(aimual) : Port, of San Francisco,. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 146 (Friedlander 1 s Annual Grain Circular,
June 30, 1878)
1879-1872 (annual, years ended June 30): San Francisco. In Calif.
33d. R. R. commissioners. .Kept. 1880/S2, p. 624; in Calif. ,R. R.
commissioner. Rept. 1877-1878, p. 49.
1379 ; 1878 (July-Dec. ) : at San Francisco (total; from Calif.; from
Oregon) In Calif, state agr . soc. Trans .. 1879, p. 213 (Commercial
Herald)
1880/81^1856/5 7 (annual) ; 1831 (last 6 months): total at San Francisco.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 157 (1856/57-1878/79
also in Trans. 1879, p. 214) (Commercial Herald)
1831, 1880 (harvest years): received at San Francisco (total; from
Calif.; from Or eg.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p.
152-154 (Commercial Herald,
. Jan. 26, 1882)
1893: Ventura, county (received at warehouses of Hueneme UTharf Co.,
S. P. Hilling Co., Ventura Wharf Co.) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1893, p. 323-324.
1894-1885 (annuai) : San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.- soc. Trans.
1894, p. 190 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1835-
1894 also in Trans. 1893, p. 141; 1392, p. 125; 1891, p. 186; 1890,
p. 223; 1839, p. 290; 1888, p. 235; 1887, p. 242; 1886, p. 249 -data
from San .Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1886 (monthly) : at San Francisco. In Calif. State agr. soc.
Trans. 1895, p. 155; 1894, p. 190; 1893, p. 141; 1892, p. 125; 1891,
.p. 186; 1890, p. 223; 1389, p.290; 1888, p. 236; 1887, p. 242; 1886,
. p. 249 (Data for 1 year only in each rept. - figures from San
Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1886 (annual) : receipts at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1695, p. 155 (San Francisco produce exchange'
1922: 5 elevators in Calif, (quantity received at elevators) In
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Rept. 1922/23, p. 447.
Returns
-per Acre
1916-1906 (annual) : state (chart showing average returns per acre of
" wheat compared with aver, returns per acre of barley) In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. misc. paper "The Utilization of Idle land for
wheat}' Nov. 1917.
Shipments
1865-1860 (annual) : state (no. "bags to foreign countries) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 1865, p. 383-386.
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1865; 1861-60 (annual) 5 state (no, "bags to Boston and Hew York) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 1865, p. 382.
.1873-1862: state. In Calif, state agr.' soc. Trans. 1873, p. 491-
493 (E. G-risar and Co.)- • "
1877/78-1861/62(annual): Port of - San Francisco. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 146 (Friedlander *s Annual Grain Circ.
June 30, 1878)
1877/78-186 8/6 9-(annual) 5 exports to named foreign countries-. In
Calif, state agr-,- soc. Trans. 1878, p. 149-150 (Friedlander 1 s
Annual Grain Circ. June 30, 1878)
1879; 1878 (July-Dec.) 5 from San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1879, p. 213 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 15,. 1880)
1880/81-1856/57(annual)"; 188l(last 6 mos.) total? from San
Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 158.
.': (1856/57^-1878/79 also in Trans. 1879, p. 215 - Commercial
Herald)
:
•
-
.•
••" *•*.*'. «--
1881, 1880 (iuly-Dec. ) : from 1 San Francisco (total; and "by destinations)
.In Calif', state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 152-155 (Commercial
Herald) '
1831-1871 (annual; 6' mo s. of harvest year): state. ' In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 157 (l871fl879 data also in Trans.
1879, p. 214 (Commercial Herald)
1881-1876 (July-Dec. each year; annual): exports from San Francisco.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 153,155 (Commercial
Herald, Jan."" 26, 1882)
1836 (monthly - -5 -month's ; annual): state ("by rail) v In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans 4 1386, p. 250 (San Francisco produce exchange''
1886 (7 months) : -state (eastbound. through freight over ' Southern
Pacific company) In -Calif* state agr. soc. Trans, 1886, p,211.
1889^1886 (annual) : from San Francisco, In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1389,- p. 292. (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1886-1889- in Trans.- 1883, p. 238; 1887, p. 243; 1886, p. 250 -
figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1839-1886 (monthly) : from San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc.
•Trans. 1889, p. 292; 1888, p. 238; 1887, p. 243; 1886, p. 250.
- '(Each rept. contains data for one year only - figures from San
Francisco produce exchange)
1-890:
-state (total wheat exported) ' In Calif. State hd. hort. Rept.
1893-94, p. 163 (N. P. Chipman)
1890: Midway (Alameda county) freight forwarded. In Calif. Bd.
R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1891, p. 61.
1893: Ventura county. In CaiSf. state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p.
324 (31st Dist. agr. assoc. Rept. 1893)
1894: Ventura, county. ("by rail and sea) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1894, p. 359 (31st Dist. agr. assoc. Rept. 1894)
1394/95-1854/55 (annual) : -state (includes also flour converted into
wheat) In Gal if . state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 165'.
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lS94/95~1886/87(annual) I state (includes flour- -converted to wheat)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895,. ,p •••157;.1894, p. 192; 1893,
p. 145; 1892, p. 128;' 1391, p. 189; 1890, p. 227; 1889, p. 2945*1888,
p. 239; 1887, p. 244. (Each rept. contains 'data for 1
-year ,©nly -
figures. from San Francisco produce exchange).
1894/95^1891/92 (annual- ).i from San Francis..co (total,
t
and by countries
of destination) In Calif, state agr . soc. Trans, 1895, p,160;
1894, p,195; 1893, p,146; 1892, p.130. (Eash rept. contains data
for 1 year only figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
19015 San Mateo county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p,
383.
.
.
]:\. . •.
1905: counties (shipped out of county). In" Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept, 1905 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906(tables headed 1905-06): 6_ counties (shipped out of state) In
Calif, state agr* soc. Rept. 1906, p.63, 69, 83, 126,169, 204..
1908~1904(monthly, Dec. 1904 - Nov. 1908; annual for years ending
Nov. 30 j 1905-1908); from San Francisco* In Calif, state agr,
soc, Rept. 1908, p.157.
, \ . - - '•
1909-1890 (annual, crop year): state. In Calif, state agr, soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 16.
, :
•
.
.
1916(year ended June 30) 2 Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. har'bor commissioners, Rept.
1915/16, p.. 259. •• - ".v , . ...
1919: Delta ( Sacrament p River) products (shipped, by boat, and rail)
In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3, P«99
(Records of U. S. Engineer* s office, and R,
:
R. records)
1923: exports, Port of San Francisco. ' In Calif... Bd,. state harbor
comaissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 61. .
1923: shipments - coastwise to Port of San Francisco.; internal to :
Port of San Francisco; from Port of San Francisco.' • In Calif -
.,
Bd, state harbor commissioners,. Bien, rept. 1922/24,^,62,65,6.6.
Stocks on Farms
1919-1917(annual) : state; U. S. (estimated quantity on farms Mar. 1;
per cent q£ crops on farms) In -Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar, 8, 1919.
" '
'
1921-1919 (annual); 1918-1914 (5 yr, aver.): state (on farms Mar. 1; per
.cent of crops on farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 9, 1921.
1922-1920 (annual) : state (on farms Mar. 1; per cent of crop on
farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar. 10, 1922.
1923-1921 (annual): state (on 'farms Mar. 1, per 'cent' of crop on \
farms) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Mar. 9, 1923.
1924-1922 (annual) : state compared 'with TJ. S.
.j
(stocks on farms Mar.
1; per cent of crop on farms) In Calif, crop'and livestock
rept. Mar. 10, i924. ;
'
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1925-1923 (annual) : state compared with U.S. (stocks on farms Mar. 1?
per cent of last year's crop) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 10, 1925.
1927-1925 (annual) : state compared with U.S. (stocks on farms Mar.l:
per cent of last year's crop) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Mar. 9, 1927.
Stocks on Hand
1882(Jan. i) ; 1878-1881 (Jan, 1, July 1): total (remaining in Calif
J
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 159 (San Francisco
produce exchange)
1883,18S2(Dec. 31 of each year): counties, and state, for 1883;
state, for 1882 (estimated) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1883, p. 199. (San Francisco grain exchange)
1887, 1886 (July 1 of each year): In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1887, p. 244 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1S38-1887( July 1 of each year) : (stocks carried over) In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1888, p. 239 (San Francisco produce
exchange)
1888, 1887, 1882(jan.l of each year): state and sections of state
(remaining in Calif.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1837,
p. 242; 1886, p. 250; 1881, p. 15.9 (Each rept. gives data for one
year only - figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1889(June l) ; 18 -38 (July 1): (stocks carried over) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1889, p. 294 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1890 (June l);1889(july l) : (stocks cs.rriedjbver) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 227 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1391, 1890(July 1 of each year) : (stocks carried over) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p. 189 (San Francisco produce
exchange)
1892, 1891 (June 1 of each year): (stocks carried over) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 128 (San Francisco produce
exchange)
1895, 1892 (June 1 of each year): (stocks carried over) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 145 (San Francisco produce
exchange)
1894,183sTJune 1 of each year): (stock carried over) In Calif*
state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 192 (San Francisco produce
exchange )
1395-1373(specified dates of each year): quantity remaining in
Calif, In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 154. (Similar
statistics for shorter periods within 1876-1895 in Trans. 1894,
p. 183; 1893, p. 143; 1392, p. 126; 1391, p. 187; 1890, p. 224; 1889,
p. 291; 1838, p. 237; 1387, p.243; 1386, p. 251; figures from
San Francisco produce exchange)
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1893-1888( ,Dec. 1 of each year): state and sections of state (re- '
maining in Calif.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p.
141; 1892, p. 125; 1891, p. 186, 1890, p. 224; 1889, p. 291; 1888,
p. 237. (Each rept. gives data for one year only - figures from
San Francis co produce exchange) •
:
• 1895,1892-1337(first of each month, including Jan. 1 of following
year): stocks in warehouses at certain points in Calif. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 162; 1892, p.126; 1891,
p. 187; 1890, p. 225; 1889, p. 292; 1888, p. 238; 1887, p. 244.
. (Each rept. contains data for one year only - figures from
San Francisco produce exchange) • •
1895, 1894(June 1 of each yr,): (stocks tarried over) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 157 (San Erancisco produce
exchange)
1909-1890 (annual, crop year) : state (?) (stocks carried over) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1910, p. 16.
Value
1852S state. In Calif, census of 1852, p. 8.
1859^1855 (annual) ; 1852: state (aggregate value of crop; increase
or decrease in value of crop in dollars and per cent, 1855 to
1855, 1856 to 1857, 1857 -to 1858, 1858 to 1859, 1852 to 1855,
. 1855 to 1858, 1852 to 1858) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1859, p. 325.
1866': state (estimated) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and
1867, p. 546; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p. 43 (County
assessors)
187- : Sonoma county (estimated value produced yearly) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 415 (R. A. Thompson)
1884: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 93.
1886: state and county (reported "by assessors) In Calif. State
"bd. equalization. Rept. 1885 and 1886, p. 64.
1887: state and county (reported "by assessors) In Calif. State
"bd. equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p.63.
1838: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 203 (W. H.Mills)
1888: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 83.
:
1839: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 45.
1890: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 64.
1891: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif . State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 45.
1892: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept, 1891 and 1892, p. 73.
1893: state (home value) In Calif. State fruit growers 1 con-
vention. Rept. 18th, p. 129.
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1893: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalisation. Kept. 1893 and 1894, p. 57.
1893-1889(5 yr. period): western portion of Iresno county (value of
grain produced in 5 years on 1 acre) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1894, p. 127 (James M. McGlellan)
1894: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Kept. 1893 and 1894, p. 87.
1895: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Hept. 1895 and 1896, p. 28.
t
1896: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization, Hept. 1895 and 1895, p. 71.
1897:state and- county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept c 1897 and 1898, p. 29.
1898: state, .and county. In Calif. State bd, equalization. Kept.
1897 and 1898, p. 81.
1902: state (compared with leading products at average price) In
Calif. Agr. exp, sta. sul. 149, p. 7. \
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr.. soc. Kept. 1904, p.
171 (W. J. Davis) . ' *
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc." Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties) • •
1905: 40 counties (total) In Calif, state'agr. sOc. Rept. 1905, p. 50.
1906(tables headed 1905-06): counties. In. Calif, state agr. soc.
kept. 1906 (See Contents under names pi*, counties) '
1906: 48 counties (total) In Calif, state' agrT soc. Kept. 1906, p«51.
1907(tables headed 1906-07): counties,. In Calif, state agr. rBOC.
Rept. 1907 .(See Contents under names of counties)
1908(tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Hept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state (value of all wheat and value of common winter, common
spring, durum or macaroni) In Calif. State bd. agr. Hepts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
,
1909 (tables headed 1908-09): counties. ' In Calif. : state agr. soc»
Hept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)-
1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Hept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1912,1911: state (farm value on basis of price Dec. l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83 (1911 also in Hept. 1911, p. 88-
Federal statistics)
1913-J.86 8 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 93 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 data
also in Repts. 1912, p. 107; 1911, p. 119)'
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr; Statistical rept.
1915, p. 411 (Chamber of commerce)
1915-].890 (annual) : state (farm value, Dec. l) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 100 (1890-1914 data also in
Statistical rept. 1914, p. 82)
Wfi&Afc - Continued
Value - Continued
1916-1891 (annual) : state (farm value Dec, 1) In Calif. State hd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 108. (Federal statistics)
19 1 7-1892 ( annual) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. State' M.
agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 108. (Federal statistics)
1918-1898 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State M.
agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 128. (Federal statistics)
1918,1917? state (1918 .estimated) In Calif. State- comm. hort. Bien.
rept. 1917-1918, p. 5. :
1919: state. In Calif.. State M. control. Calif*, and the Oriental,
1922 ed., p. 49. (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state and county .(approximate) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
, Statistical rept.. 1919, p. 106-107 (U.S.D.A.)
' 1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (total wheat; spring
wheat; winter wheat- .- with per cent of increase) In Calif-.
State Dd„ agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166;- 1921, p. 180
(U. -S. Census) :
1919,1918: state (winter whea/t) In Calif.- Dept. agr. Monthly "bul.
v.9, Jan.-Feh. 1920, p. 42; in Galif.. crop and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (total farm value. Dec. l) In Farm management notes for
Calif.
,
p.l6o
.1921: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept
•
Jan* 12, 1921. ;
1921-1900 (annual) 5 state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. State "bd.
.
..
.
agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 151 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 data
.
also in Statistical repts. 1920, p. 134;- 1919, p. 77) (Federal
statistics) • ••
1921-1919 (annual).: state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State "bd.
agr. Statistical rept, 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
•1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25,
Dec. 15, 1925, following p. 76; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul.
v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 363.
1923: state (rank, and value) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55,
p. 7.
1923: state (rank, and value) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul. v.
13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 240; in Calif, drop and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1925, p. 2.
1923-1919(5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Bul. 435, p. 90.
1923,1922: (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state (farm value Dec. l) In- Calif . crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1924,1923(2 year^/Se'c. l) : state (important crops compared; rank
given; wheat expressed as per cent of hay) In Calif. Agr. exp.
sta. Bul. 445, p. 45.
1925: state (value and rank in value)- In Calif . crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 2.
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1925-1919 (annual) : state (farm value, Dec* 1) In Calif. Dept • agr*
Special pub. 63, .p. 8, (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Special puo. 55, p*10; '43, p'*6» '33, j>*6; 16, p*6;
9, P. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state (farm value, Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept* agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec* 1925, p*284 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within' 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13* July-Dec*
. 1924, p. 243; v.12, July-Dec, 1923, p. 44(5; v.12, Jan. -Feb. 1923,
-
' p. 55; 'v. 10, ITov*~Dec. 1921, p*747; v. 9, Dec* 1920, p*74l)
1925,1924: state (rank in value) In Calif. Dept. agr* Special pub*
63, p. 5; in Calif. .Dept* agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,
p. 281.
1926-19 22 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (farm value. Dec l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74,* p»7;: in Calif* Dept. agr. Monthly bul. .
v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p*220.
1926-1924 (annual ) : state (estimated farm value Dec. l) In Calif,
crop and livestock rep-t. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2 (1924-1925 data also
in Rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p*3)
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver*): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif*
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p*7; in Calif, Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.16, Dec* 1927, p*763*
1927,1926: state (est. farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan* 4, 1928, p. 2.
Value, Losses in
1922: state (estimated loss from insect pests; estimate .of
4
money spent
in insect control) In Calif* Dept* agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5,
no.25j Dec. 15, 1925, following p. 76; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul* v.12, July-Dec* 1923, p. 363.
"Value pf, Imports
1915 (year ended Juae) : Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd, harbor com^-'
missioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
1916 (year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual r ept -«
1915/16, p*256. .
1918,1917 (years ended June 30) i Port of Los Angeles, (estimated
value of inbound domestic commerce; foreign commerce) In Los
Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual, repts. 1916-18, p.42,
49,103,112.
1919^-ear ended June 30): Port of Los An&elesl (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p.52.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30):' P 0rt of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles* Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20,- p. 45, 79*
.. 204
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Value of Shipments *'« * ...
.
'
-1355-1 861 (annual) :...state (value of wheat exported.) In Calif, state
.....
agr.' soc. Trans. 1853, "p. 265' ('Compiled .frQra Mercantile Gazette
and Prices Current)': - Z ••
1373-136-2: 'state (value of 100 Id. sacks -exported) In Calif, state
agr*. s-oc. Trans'. 1673, ]. p.. 431-493 {Rept. of E. C-risar and Co.)
1879-1871 (annual ; § mo s .- of. harvest year)': ' from: San Francisco.. In
Calif.' state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 214 ("Commercial Herald, Jan
• 15, 1880) ...
"
;
;
'
1879, 1B78 (July-Dec,. )•:;. from San Francisco.' In Calif m: state- agr . soc.
Trans. -IS 79., .p. 213. (Commercial Herald, Jan. 15, VSBO); •
1881-1871 (annual; 6 mos. of 'harvest year) : from "San Francisco. In
Calif
.
% state agr. soc. Trans.. 1881, -p. 157 {-Commercial Herald)
1831, 1880 (annual) : from San Francisco. In.'Cal'iz. state, agr . soc.
Trans. 1881, p. 152, 154 (Commercial Herald)
1890:' state (compared with the value of fruit exported) In Calif.
"State -M. hort. Kept. 1893-94, p-.163 (IT. T. Chipman)
1894/95-1891/92: state, (total, "by. count ries- of destination.) In
Calif, state agr. soc... Trans.; 1895
<} p. 160; 1894,' p. 195$ 1893, p.
146; 1392, p.130 (Each rept. contains data for 1 year only -
figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
•1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles '( out"bound domest ic
commerce, estimated value) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual .rept. 1915/16, p. 269.
1919: Delta (Sacramento River) products (shipped "by "boat "and rail)
In Calif. Dept. public works, Div. water rights. Bul« ' 3, p. 99
(Records of U, S.- Engineer's office and R. R. . records)
'1923: shipments - coastwise to Port of" Sab. Francesco;, internal to
Port of .'San Francisco; from Port of San Francisco. In Calif.
Bd. "state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. .1922/24, p.62,65,65.
Value of Wheat Assessed in Storage-
1902: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1899-1902, p. 72.
1904.: state and county... In Calif. State bd. equalisation. Rept,
1903-1904, p. 47..
1904: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1904 (See Con-
• tents under names of counties) (County assessors)
1906:" state and county. In Calif, state bd. equalization. Rept.
" * 1905-1906, p. 69. - ... ' : . r
.
1908: state and county. 'In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept,
1907-1908, p. 85.
1910: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1909-1910, p. 86. ' .'.
_
.
f
"
< - ' •
Value 'per Acre ' ' \
'
1359-1355 (annual; averages for 1855-1858, 1855-1859): state. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 325.
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1894(?): counties (value of land per acre,, , sowed to kwheat) In Calif,
state agr. ..soc. Trans-* 1694
?
p.l9,, • . ...
1915-1 8 76^average oy
:
decades.; 40 yr
., aver. )": state
t
(per acre value
.Dec. 1 compared with "barley. -Difference given)' ' In IJniverslty of
California. Journal of Agriculture v. 6, no. 4, Apr. -1920, p. 7.
1916-1906 (annual) : state (chart shewing average price per acre com-
.
pared with aver, price per acre of "barley) / In Calif. Agr. exp,
sta. misc. paper "The Utilization of Idle land for wheat ,. M ITov.
1917;
.
.;•
<
, ,
•
• , , i.-
.;:..v:..-,
1919: state/ In^ Calif, crop, and livestock rept.* Dec. .22, 1919, p. 4.
1 9 1 3 , 1 909 ( t ab le s •• heade d 1320,1910) : --state. " In Calif. State :bd, agr.
Statistical rents'. 1920, .-p. 16.3; 1921, p. 182 (U. S, Census)
tield -per Acre ' .
Average; probable, and possible yields that may "be expected in Calif,
^
under ..normal • conditions . In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 121,
'[Oct". '1914], "p. 3; in Circ. 210, -.[Mar. 1919], p. 3; reprinted in
.Calif. State "bd. agr. .Statistical rept. 1915, p. 95.
Average production in past years per acre: counties. In Calif.
State, "bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p.119.
1854: state and county (estimated average) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1854
?
p. 79 (Prices: current ) ., .
1854: Santa Clara, Solano, Alameda count ies (est . yield per acre)
In Calif. Surveyor gen.. Rept. 1854, p.48,55 J 63 (County surveyors)
1855: 4 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 251, 262,
271,311 (County surveyors and assessors)
1859: Siskiyou, county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1£59, p.89.
(Assessors rept.) •
. . .
.
185S-1855 (annual; average,, 1855 to 1858, 1855 to 1859) : state. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Tra-ns. 1859, p. 325.
1859^1855, 1852(annual; average for period) : state. i In Cal if . state
agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 526 (Assessors 1 returns)
,1860,1859: Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen* Rept. I860, p. 84.
1883: counties. In Calif, state agr. *tc. Trans. 1883, p. 196-197.
1§84: state and county. In Calif* state agr. soc. ?rans. 1884, p.
206.
1835: state and county. Jn Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien.
rept. 1885-86, p. 36.
1893, 1892, 1890, 1889 (annual; average for period): Western portion
qtf Fresno county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 127
(James M. McClellan)
1894(?): counties (highest and lowest averages -ufiider 5 different
yields) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p*19.
1899.18S7-1893: Calif.*, U. S. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895,
p,5.
1907(table headed 1906-07) % Del Norte county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1907, p. 72*
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19.08 (table headed: 1907-08) : Del Norte county.. In Caif. state agr.
soc. Rept. 1903, p. 65.
1912, 19ir: state- (comp^ed with U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Rept. 1912, p. 83 (1911 also in Rept. 1911, p. 88 - federal statistics)
1913,1912: state (compared with U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 71 (federal statistics)
1913-1863 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p.; 93 (1868-1912 and 1868-1911 in Repts. 19*12, p. 107; 1911,
p. 119)
1915-1890 (annual) 8 state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 100 (1890-1914 also in Rept* 1914, p. 82)
1916: state (rank of states by acreage, with. U.S. total) In Calif*
State bd. agr. Statistical r ept • 1916, p. 98.
1916-1891 (annual.) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1916, p. 108 (federal statistics)
1915-1906 (annual) : state (chart showing aver, yield per acre com -
pared with barley yield per acre) In Calif. Agr/ exp. sta. misc.
paper "The Utilization of Idle lands for wheat," ITov. 1917,
1917-1892( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 108 (Federal statistics)
19 18-189 8 ( annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 128 (Federal statistics)
i918,1909: state and county. In Calif. State, comm. hort. M0nthly
bul. v. 8, Apr. 1919, p. 225.
1919-1900 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
, 1919, p. 77 (Federal statistics) -
1919,1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 168; 1921, p. 182 (U. S. Census)
1919,1913: state (winter * wheat) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, 1919,. p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920-1900 (annual) : state (spring wheat) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1920, p. 134 (Federal statistics)
1921-1900 (annual) : state (winter wheat) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 151.
1921-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept". 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
p. 3.,
1925-1 So 9 (annual) : state (estiiated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub, 53, id .11; in Calif. De-Qt.- agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-De6.
1925, p. 287. ' .'
1925-1919 (annual) : state\. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 284. "(Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul.' v. 13, July^Dec. 1924, p. 243; v. 12, July-
Dec. 1923, p. 443; v.12, Jan.-Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921,
p. 747; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
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1925-i9W(annual): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p<
B. (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 15, p. 6; 9, p. 5)1926-1922(annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. DeTDt. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1926, p. 220,
1926-1924(annual): state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 3 (1924 and 1925 also in Rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3)
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr, Monthlv bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 763.
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928,
P« 2.
Miscellaneous
Poirtion Utilized as Human Food
In Calif. State comm. hort
. Monthly bul. v. 6, Sept. 1917, p. 354.
CJuantity Destroyed by lire
1889/90: state (destroyed by fire) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1890, p. 227 (San Francisco produce exchange)
Sales, Normal - Pounds Per Acre
In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v. 5, Sept. 1917, p. 354.
ggATg PRODUCTS /
Freight Rates
1878 (Aug. l) : statement A showing reductions in rates - Central
Pacific (below legal rates in force Jan. 1, 1878) on grain, flour,
and mill stuffs in car loads as per tariff no. 10 - from various
towns to Sacramento, Stockton, and San Francisco. In Cajif. R. R.
commissioner. Rept. 1877-1878, p. 4-5.
lS79(Feb. 14): statement E showing reduced rate on freight from
Hollister to Millbrae over Southern Pacific R. R. , Northern
Division. In Calif. Commissioner of transportation. Rept. 1877-
1878, p. 24.
1879,1881: between given points (flour and mills tuff ~ rate of 1879;
R. R. Comm. rate effective June 1, 1881; per cent decrease) In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1830/82, tables following
p«510«
188&(compared with old rate): comparative statement of old and new
rates of the San Francisco and .Horth Eacific R. R. between Kealds-
burg and San Francisco . (millstuff ) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commis-
sioners. 10th Annual rept. 1889, p. 51.
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Imports
Approximate annual imports: state (other mill products excluding
flour) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p*109 (fl> p/chro~
,
man - State bd. trade)
Production
.
•
'
..
1905: counties (output of flouring mills) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Kept* 1905 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906 (tables headed 1905-05): counties (output of flouring mills) In
.
Calif, state agr* soc. Kept. 1906 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1.908 (tables headed 1907-08): counties (output of flouring mills) In
.
Calif, state agr. soc. Sept. 1908 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1909(tables headed 1908-09): counties (output of flouring mills) In
Cal&f. state agr. soc. Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of
count ies)
1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties (output of flouring mills) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of
counties)
Shipments
1884,1885(jan. and let), only for 1885): (flour and mil Is tuff produced
in state and carried "by Southern Pacific R. R. Co,- . In Calif. Bd.
R. R. commissioners. 7th Annual rept. 1886, p.*138,'316«
13 3C: California Southern R. R« Co., freight traffic movement of
flour and other mill products (percent of total also given) In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. 10th Annual rept. 1889 [ appendix]
p. 103.
1888: 3 Calif, railroads freight traffic movement (mill products
other than grain and flour - per cent of total also given) In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1889 [appendix] p.
38,80,162.
1890: freight traffic movement of mill products other than grain and
flour over Calif, railroads. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Annual rept. 1891, p. 110, 156,156,173,267.
1891: freight traffic movement of mill products other than grain and
flour over Calif, railroads. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Annual rept. 1892, p. 182, 225, 234, 246 ,272,324.
1892,1393(6 mo. ended June 30): various California railroads, freight
traffic movement (mill products other than grain and flour - xoer
cent also given sometimes) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1393-94, [appendix], p. 63-4, 79-80, 108-109,195.
1893(for 2 periods; 18 mo. ended June 30; year ended June 30): 2 Calif,
railroads, freight traffic movement (mill products other than
grain and flour - per cent also given) In Calif. Bd. E. R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1893-94, [appendix], p. 14, 123.
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Shipment s - Continued
1894 (year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads, freight traffic
movement (mill products other than grain and flour - per cent of
total sometimes given) In -Calif • Bd. R. R. commissioners. Kept,
1893-94 [appendix] p. 219-379.
1895 (year ended June 30): Southern Pacific. R. R. Co. (freight traffic
movement - mill products other than grain and flour - per cent of
total also given) In Calif. -3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1895-
96, p. 349.
1896 (year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads (freight traffic
movement - mill products other than grain and flour. - per cent of
total also given') In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1895-
95, p. 103-301.
,
190.0 (year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads - freight traffic
movement (mill products other than grain and flour - per cent of
total also given) In Calif. 3d. R. R. c 9111mis si oners. Rept. 1900,
.
. p. 80-253.
1907/08: various Calif, railroads -movements of freight (mill pro-
ducts other than grain and flour) In Calif, Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. Rept.' 1908, p. 44-46.
1910, 1909 (years ended June 30 ): various Calif, railroads and total -
movement of freight' (mill products- other than grain Gild flour)
In Calif. Bd. R.' R. commissdoners. Rept. 1909/10, p. 190-200, 269-
281.
191l(year ended June 30} S mill products other than flour - moved
over given Calif, railroads; total shipments. In Calif. R. R.
commission* Rept. Jan. 1911-June 1912, p. 315-327.
. % :1912(year ended June 30): mill products other than flour - moved
over given Calif. ' railroads; total shipments. In Calif. R. R.
, .
commission, Rept. 1912/13, p. 1100*3311 •
1913 (year ended June 30) : mill products' other than flour - moved
over given Calif, railroads; totaj. shipments. In Calif. R. R.
.
commission. Rept. 1913/14, p. 674-683*
1914(year ended June '30): mill products other than flour - moved
over given Calif, railroads; -total shipments. In Calif. R. R.
commission. Rept. 1914/15* p. 452-461.
1915 (year ended June 30): freight carried "by various railroads oper-
ating in Calif., total (mill products other than grain and flour.
In Calif. Bd. R. 'R. commissioners. Rept. 1915/16, vol. 2, p.. 130-
141.
1916 (year ended June 30) : mill products other than flour - moved
over given Calif, railroads; total shipments. In Calif. R. R.
co»ission. Reft. 1916/17, v. 2, p.l32-13£.
Value
1883 (?) : Modesto (flour, corn meal and feed - value of goods manu-
factured) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883~
84
,
table following p. 128.
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"Valuo - Continued
1885: San Francisco county (aggregate value of flour and feed pro-
ducts) In Calif. Eur. la"bor statistics, 2nd Bien. rept. 1885^86,
p. 263 (County assessors 1 rept.) . .
1889790: San Francisco city and county (aggregate value of flour and
feed mill products) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Sept. 1889
and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (aggregate value of flour and
feed mill products) In Calif. State bd. equalization, Rept, 1891
. and 1892, p. 98.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (aggregate value of flour and
feed mill products) In Calif. State bd. equalization, Rept. 1893
and 1894, p. 112.
1895/96: San Francisco city and county (aggregate value of flour and
feed mill products)' In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept, 1895
and 1896, p. 92.
1897/98: San Francisco "city and county (value of products of flour,
feed and meal mills) In Calif. State bd. equalization, Rept, 1897
and 1898, p. 93,
1905: counties (value of output of flouring mills). In Calif, state
agr, soc. Rept, 1905 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): counties (value of output of flouring
mills) In Calif, state agr, soc, Rept, 1906 (SeeContents under
names of counties)
1907(tables headed 1906-07): counties (value of output of flouring
mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.. 1907 (See Contents under
names of counties)
- 1907(table headed 1906-07): Alameda county (value of flouring mill
products and health foods) In Calif, state agr, soc. Rept, 1907,
p. 54,
19C7(table headed 1906-07): Napa county (millstuffs) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907 t p. 123.
1907(table headed 19*06-07): San Joaquin county (flouring and feed
mill products) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 159,
1908 (tables headed 1907-08): counties (value of output of flouring
mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1908 (See Contents under
names of counties)
1-908 ( table headed 1907-08): Alameda county (value of flouring mill
products and health foods) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1908,
p. 44.
1908(1 able headed 1907-08) : Los Angeles county (flouring mill pro-
ducts, food and cereals) In Calif, state agr. soc, Rept, 1908,
p.~7.
1909: state (flour mill and grist mill products) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1916 (U. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1908-09): counties (value of output of flouring
mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909 (See Contents under
names of counties)
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Value - Continued
1909 (table headed 1908-09): Alameda county (value of flouring mill
products and health foods) In Calif, state .agr. s op. Rept. 1909,
1910(tables jheaded 1909-10): counties (value of output of '.flour ing
mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1910 (See Contents under
names of counties)
1910 (table headed 1909-10): Alameda county (value of flour ing mill/
products and health foods) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1910,
p. 64.
1914: state (flour mill and grist mill products - includes value and
value added by manufacture) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept, 1917, p. 265 (U. S. Census)
FLOUR • : ; .
Clearances by Sea from -San Francisco
1895-1886 (annual) % In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans, 1395, p. 156.
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1886-1895 in Trans.
1894, p. 191; 1893, p. 142; 1392, p. 130; 1891, p. 185; 1890, p. 225-
figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1895--1890 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 155;
1894, p. 191; 1893, p. 142; 1892, p. 130; 1891, p. 185; 1890", p. 225
(Each rept. gives data for one year only-figures from San Francisco
produce exchange)
1901-1 892 ( annual ) : In Calif* state agr. soc. Trans .. 1901,. p.162.
1903-1899 (annual) : In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 11th 'Bien. rept.
1903-1904, p. 112.
Consumed - Used in Factories
i
1885: San Francisco county (barrels used annually in macaroni and
vermicelli factories) In Calif. Bur. labor ' statistics. 2nd Bien.
rept. 1885-86, p. 264- (County assessor T s rept.)
1839/90: San Francisco- city and county .(used in macaroni and ver-
micelli factories) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889
and 1390, p. 90.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (used in macaroni and ver-
micelli factories) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891
and 1392, p. 99.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (used in macaroni and ver-
micelli factories) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893
and 1394, p. 114. > :
Consumption per Family
1917(?): minimum; maximum pounds of flour per year for an average
family of 5 persons. In Calif. Agr. ;exp. sta. Circ. 153, p. 13.
(figures by Prof. Jaffa)
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Consumption per Family - Continued
191
7
S 1916 (May) : minimum pounds of flour per month for a family of 5,
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. [unnumbered circ] "Living expenses," by
M. E. Jafi a.
.Freight Discharged and Loaded
• 1910, 1909 (years ended June 30): over state wharves of San Francisco
(shipped "by other than R. R, ferryboats - discharged; loaded;
total) In Calif. Bd. atate harbor commissioners Bien. rept.
190S/10, p. 97,98*
Freight Rates
1878 (Aug. l) : statement A showing reductions in rates - Central Pacific
("below legal rates in force Jan. 1, 1878) on grain, flour, and
millstuffs in car loads as per tariff no. 10 - from various towns
to Sacramento, Stockton, and San Francisco, In Calif. R. com-
missioner. Rept. 1877-1878, p. 4-5.
•1879: statement E showing list of reduced rates on grain, flour, etc.
over Southern Pacific R. R. , Northern Division, In Calif. Com-
missioner of transportation. Rept. 1877-1878, p. 24, 26.
1888 ( compared with- old, tar iff):
:
comparative statement of new and old
rates of the San Fmncisco and North Pacific R.R. also compared
with rates of Northern Div. - Southern Pacific Co, In Calif. Bd.
R. R. commissioners. 10th Annual rept. 1889, p. 60, 61.
1888: freight rates of Southern Pacific R.-R. Co. compared with rates
of various railroads "between given points (distance given) In
. Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. 9th Annual rept. 1888, p. 52. (in
letter of submittal of Feb. 18, 1888)
1892: comparison of rates charged by Calif, railroads, Southern
Pacific Co. l s stations from and to San Francisco. In Calif. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1892, Schedule "D", folded
charts following p. 364. (letter dated Nov. 14)
Imports
Approximate annual imports: state-. In Calif, state agr. soc.
'
""
1893, p. 109 (N. P. Chipman - State' Bd. Trade)
1354,1353: state. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 73 (Prices
current)
1888/89-1385 /8 7 (annual) : from °reg. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1839, p. 294; 1833, p. 259; 1387, p. 244 (Each rept. contains data
for one year only - figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1392-1887 (annual) ; 1892 (monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1892, p. 132 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1894 (monthly, total): imports by sea from Oreg. and Wash. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 191 (San Francisco produce exchange
1895-1324, 1892-1890 (annual, crop year) : from Oreg. and Wash. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1395, p. 157; 1394, p. 192; 1392, p.
123; 1391, p. 189; 1890, p. 227 (Each rept. contains data for one
year only - figures from San Francisco -oroduce exchange)
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Imports - Continued
1914(yeor ended June 30) :. P0rt of
:
Los Angeles (inbound' domestic com-
merce) - In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. 'Annual rept.
1914/J5 . . . -abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 129.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 53. • : ...
lS16(year ended June -30) : -Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd, harbor commissioners. Annual rept,
1915/16, p. 256.
1918(year ended June 30)i Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In L©s Angeles. Bd, harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 112. ; . ..
1918,1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd, harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 42, 103.
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles .from China (wheat flour) and
Japan (n. o.s.) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 94.
1920,1919 (years ended June 30): Port. of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 45, 78.
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30): imports, Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners# Bien, rept. 1920/22, tables 2 and 4 following p. 78.
1923: imports, 'Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. harbor com-
-missioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
Price
,
1863(monthly; average for year): San Francisco (wholesale prices)
In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans, 1863, p. 269,
- 1865, 1864 (monthly; average for year): state (wholesale price per bbl.
of Calif, flour at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans.
' 1864, and 65, p. 380, 381 .(Mercantile Gazette and Prices current)
1883 (?) : San Francisco compared with Bordeaux; LaRochelle; U.Y.
5
Chicago (retail prices) In Calif, Bur. labor statistics, 1st.
Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 262.
1883(?): San Francisco compared with Mass. and Great Brit, (average
retail price flour - wheat, superfine; wheat, gilt edge; rye
flour) In Calif. Bur. labor .statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84,
p. 135.
1883(?): San Francisco prices .compared with Germany; 3ST.Y. 5 Chicago
(retail prices) In Calif. Bur.- labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept.
1883-84, p. 259,
1883(7): San Francisco; Uew York; Chicago prices compared with
several countries; with principal . cities of Europe (retail prices)
In Calif. Bur, labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 266-
267.
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Price - Continued
1883(?): San Francisco; Chicago; KewYork prices compared with Genoa*
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84* p. 275.
1886(monthly~tfov.
,
Dec. 1885-April, May, Sept % , Oct. 1886): San
Francisco county and city (ruling retail price) In Calif. Bur.
labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1835-86, table following p*152i
1890(monthly, Jan. 1, 1890-Jan. 1, 1891): cash prices in San Francisco
of 3 grades of flour. In Calif* state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p.
233-234 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1891 (monthly, Jan. 1, 1891-Jan. 1, 1892): cash prices in San Francisco
of
t
3 grades of flour. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p.
194--195 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1892(monthly, Jan. 1, 1892-Jan. 1, 1893): cash prices in San Francisco
of 3 grades of flour. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p.
135-136 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1917
5 1916(for May of each year): market price per lb. In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. [unnumbered circ], "Living expenses" by M. E. Jaffa.
1925, 19 23 (annual ), 1913: Los Angeles, San Francisco (average retail
prices) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 22d Bien. rept. 1925-
1926, p. 194, 195 (U. S. Bur. labor statistics)
Production
1855: Amador county (by two grist mills, one at lone City and one
on Indian Creek) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 265
(County assessor)
1866: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p.
88-89,109; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p.
566-567,584 (County assessors)
1867: state and county (barrels of flour made in grist mills) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p. 150-151; in Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 34-35. (Assessors' returns)
1867: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1867/69, p. 45 (County' assessors)
1867(?) : San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1867/69, p. 94 (County assessor)
1868: state and county (barrels of flour made in grist mills) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p. 372-373; in Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 70-71 (Assessors 1 returns)
1869 (table headed 1869-70): state and county (barrels of flour
made in grist mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1870, p.
190-191 (Assessors 1 returns)
" 1869: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Statistical rept. 1869, p. 44; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 50 (County
assessor)
1369: state and county (made in grist mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Statistical rept. 1869, p. 24-25; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 30-31
(County assessors)
2W
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. ; . ,
. ,,
1870: state and county (made in grist mills) In Calif, Surveyor gen.
Sept. 1869/71, p. 84-85 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1870 (table headed. 1870-71)
: state and county (barrels of flour made
in grist mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans..
, 1871, p.400-401
(Assessors ' returns)'
1870: San Francisco city and county (production in mills) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Kept. 1869/71, p. 108 (County assessors)
1871 (table headed 1871-72): state (barrels of flour made in grist
mills) In Calif. .state agr. soc. Trans. 1872, p. 384 (Assessors*
returns)
187l(tables headed 1872): state and county (barrels of flour made)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 220-221; in Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 46-47 (Assessors 1 returns)
1872(tables headed 1873) : state and county (barrels of flour made)
.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 346-7; in Calif. Sur-
veyor gen c i3ien„ rept. 1871/73, p.74-75 (Assessors' returns)
1872(tables headed 1873): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1873, p. 262^ in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 92
(Assessors 1 returns) •
1872: San Francisco city and county (barrels of flour made in flour-
ing mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 108.
1873: state a i-id county (bbls. flour in grist mills) In Calif, state
agr. soc Trans. 1874, p. 222-3; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. I873/75
3 p.42-43.
.
,.1874*:/stats, a lid county (flour in grist mills) In Calif, state agr.
soco rL'ra ,'j.s « 1875, p. 134-135; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
,
.
1873/7L 5< p, 66-67.
'
^
.,
•.
1875: state and county (made in grist mills) In Calif, statd agr.
..soc. Trans., 1876 p. 106-7; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1875/77, p 0 34-35 (County assessors)
1875,1874s San Francisco county (made in flouring mills) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 81, 94.
1876: state and county (made in grist mills) In Calif, state agr.
• soc, Trans, 1876, p. 128-129; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. Rept«
1.875 /77,vp«56-57- (County assessors)
1876/77's San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien
rept , 1875/77, p. 67 (County assessor)
1877:- s;tate and county (made in gris;-t mills) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 354-355 (County assessors)
1877: San Francisc-o city and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1878, p.365; 1879,. p. 273.; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1877/79, p. 55 (County assessors)
1878: state and county (made ; in grist mills) In Calif, state agr.
soco Trans. 1879, p. 240-241; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1877/79, p. 22-23 (County assessors)
1878: San Francisco city and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans
1879, p,280; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p # 62
(County assessor)
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1879: state and county (made in grist mills) In Calif, state agr. soc.
.
Trans. 1879, p. 262-263"; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79,
p. 44-45 (County assessors) , '.
-
1879: state and county (barrels made by grist mills) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Kept, 1880, "p. 125.
1879: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Eept.
1879/80, p. 80 (County assessor)
1880(table headed 1879 and 1880): counties (made in grist mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1879/80, p. 70-71 (County assessors)
1881 (table headed 1880 and 1881) : counties (made in grist mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 68 (County assessors)
1881s San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Sept.
1880/82, p. 92 (County assessors)
18S2(ta"ble headed 1881 aid 1882): counties (made in grist mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 84 (County assessors)
1885: San Francisco county (flour made annually) In Calif. Bur. labor
statistics-. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 263 (County assessor T s rept.)
1889/90: San Irancisco city and county (barrels made in flour and feed
mills) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Eept. 1889 and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (barrels made in flour and feed
mills) In Calif c State bd. equalization. Eept. 1891 and 1892, p. 98.
j
1893/94' San IVancisco city and county (barrels made in flour and feed
mills) In Calif
. State bd. equalization. Eept. 1893 and 1894, p. 112.
1907(tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Eept."
1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908 (tables headed 1907-08): cpunti es. In Calif, state agr. soc. Eept.
1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907-/082 Southern Calif. In Calif, state agr. soc. Eept. 1908, p. 17.
(Los Angeles Chamber of "Commerce)
1909(tables headed 1908-09): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Eept.' \
1909 (Sec Contents under names of counties)
1910 (tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Eept.
1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
Receipts
1877/78-1861/62 (annual): Port of San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans.. 1878, p. 146 (Friedlander 1 s Annual Grain Circ. June 30,
1878)
1878 ; 1879 (July-Dec. ) : receipts at San Prancisco (total; Calif.; Oreg.)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 213 (Commercial Herald)
1830/81-1856 /57(annual) ; 1881 (last 6 months); total: at San Francisco.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 157 (1856/57-1873/79 also
in Trans. 1879, p.214~data from Commercial Herald) .
1381, 1880 (July-Dec. of each year): received at San Francisco (total,
Calif., Oreg.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1831, jvL52~154.
(Commercial Herald)
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Receipts - Continued
1892-1885 (annual) : at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1892, p. 125 (Same statistics for shorter periods w j th? n l^T
in Trans. 1891, p. 185; 1890, p. 223; 1889, 'p. 29C; 1€83, p.2o6; 1887,
p. 242; 1886, p. 249 - figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1886 (annual) : receipts at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc« Trans. 1895, p,155 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1886-1895 in Trans. 1894, p. 190; 1893, p. 141 - data from San Fran-
cisco produce exchange)
1895-1886 (monthly) : at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans,
1895, p. 155; .1894, p. 190; 1893, p. 141; 1892, p. 125; 1891, tj.186;
1890, p. 223; 1889, p. 290; 1888, p. 236; 3.887, p 0 242; 1886, p. 249
(Each rept. contains data for one year only - figures from San
Francisco produce exchange) -
, (
-
,•-
Shipments
..
*
,
.
1865-1860 (annual) I state to foreign countries. .In Calif, state agr.
,
.
soc e Trans. 1854, and 1865, p. 383, 385.
1865-1860 (annual) s state to IT. Y. and Boston, In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1864, and 65, p. 382.
1873-1862 (an nual) : state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p.
491-493 (Eo Grisar & Co.)
1876 (year ended June 30): freight transported over Visalia R. R. In
K
,
'
. Calif. Bdc 'commissioners of transportation. Rept. 1877, appen-
dix I, p. 134.
,
1877/78-1861/62(annual) : Port of San Francisco. In Calif, statd agr.
soc. Trans „ 1878, p. 146 (Friedlander x s Annual G-'rain Circ. June 30,
1878)
.
1877/78-1868/69: exports to named foreign countries. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1878^ p. 149-150. (Friedlander 1 s Annual Grain Circ.
June 30, 1878)
1879-1871 (annual; 6 mos. of harvest year) : exports from San Francisco.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 215 (Commercial Herald)
. 1879-1875 (annual) : exports, from San Frandisco (total; by destinations)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 3.879, p. 216 (Commercial Herald)
1879; 1878 ( July-Dec* ) : exports from San Francisco. In Calif, state
,
agr.: soc. Trans. 1879., p. 213 (Commercial Herald)
1880 /81-1856/57(annual) ,1881 (last 6 months): from San Francisco. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1831, p. 158. '(1856/57-1878/79'. also
in Trans
-« 1879, p.2j.5 — data from Commercial Herald)
1881-1871 (annual, 6 mos. of harvest year):, exports from San Francisco.
, In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 158 (Commercial Herald)
1881-1876 (July-Dec of each year) : from San Francisco. In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1831,. p. 153 • (Given by countries of destin-
ation for 1881 - data from Commercial Herald)
1881-18 76.(annual) : from San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. s oc.
Trans. 1881, p. 155 (Given by countries of destination for 1877-
1881 - data from Commercial Herald)
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1881 ; 1880 (July-Dec, ) : exports from San Francisco. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1882, p. 152 (Commercial Herald)
1881,18805 exports from San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1881, p.154 (Commercial Herald)
1883: produced in State and carried by Calif. Southern R. R. Co. In
•Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1884, p. 220.
1883-1881 ( annual) : through freight East ward. In Calif. M. R. R.
commissioners. 5th Annual rept. 1884, p. 38.
1883,1882: produced in State and carried "by Southern Pacific R. R. Co.
In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1884, p. 129, 289.
1885,1884: number of tons produced in state and carried over Calif.
Southern R. R. Co. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1886,
p. 53, 229.
1886 (monthly, 8 months; annual): state ("by rail from Calif.) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1886, p. 250 (San Francisco produce
exchange)
1886: produced in State arid carried "by Calif. Southern R. R. Co. In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1887, g. R. companies
• section p. 57.
1887: produced in state and carried by Calif. Central R. R. Co., by
Calif. Southern R. R. Co. In Calif., Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept.' 1888, p. 125, 142.
1888: carried by Calif, railroads (also gives per cent of whole
amount shipped) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1889,
p. 46. ••
1888: various Calif, railroads, freight traffic movement (Sometimes
expressed as per cent of total also) In Calif. Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1889, appendix, p. 38, 80, 126, 171, 210.
1839: shipped over various Calif, railroads, total (per cent of total
also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1890,
p. 41, table 12.'
1889-1886 (monthly) : exports from San Francisco. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1889, p~.292; 1888, p. 238; 1887, p. £43; 1886, p. 250
(Each rept. contains data for 1 year only - figures from San Fran-
cisco produce exchange)
1889-1886 (annual) : from San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1889, p. 292 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1836-1889 also in Trans. 1883, p. 238; 1887, p. 243; 1886, p. 250;
figures from San Francisco produce exchange)
'
1890s shipped over various Calif, railroads, total (per cent of total
also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1891,
•p. 91, table 3 (G-iven elsewhere in book in* rept s . of individual
roads)
1890: state (in terms of bushels of wheat) In Calif. State bd. hort.
Rept. 1893-94, p. 163 (11. P. Chipman)
1891: freight traffic movement over railroads within the state. In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1892, p.182,225,234,
246,272,293,303,308,319,324.
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1892: Nevada-Calif .-Oregon R. K. Co., freight traffic movement ,(per
cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. Si E. commissioners. Kept.
1893-94 [appendix] p. 123,
'
1892(year ended Dec. 3l)
,
1893(6 mos. ended J-ane 30): various Calif.
railroads, freight traffic movement (per cent also given sometimes)
In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94, [appendix] p.
53-4, 79-80, 92-3, 108-09, 161, 173-4, 195-6, 200.
1393(year ended June 30) : South Pacific Co., Carson and Colorado R.R.
Co., freight traffic movement (per cent of total also given) In
Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Sept, 1893-94 [appendix] p. 14,
115 (South Pacific Co. data covers an 18-month period)
1893/94(crop year): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p.
192 (San Irancisco produce exchange)
1834 (year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads, freight traffic
movement ('per cent of total sometimes given) In Calif. 3d. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1395-94 [appendix] p. 219-379.
1894/95-1854/55 (annual) : state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1895, p. 165 (1894/95 also on p. 157)
1894/95-1888/89 (annual) : state (total; by countries of destination)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 160; 1394, p. 195; 1893,
p. 145, 146; 1892, p. 128, 130; 1891, p. 189; 1890, p. 227; 1889, p. 294.
(Each rept„ contains data, for 1 year only - not given "by countries
of destination for 1888/89-1890/91 - data from San Erancisco
produce exchange)
1895: Pacific Coast R. R. Co., Southern Pacific R. R, Co. (freight
traffic movement; per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd.
R. R s commissioners. Rept. 1895-96, p. 210,349 (Southern Pacific
R. R. Co. year ended June 30)
1896 (year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads (freight traffic
movement; per cent of total usually given) In Calif. 3d. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1895-96, p. 103-311; also p. 357. Total of
all railroads p. 357.
1900 (year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads - freight traffic
movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif. 3d. R. - .
commissioners. Rept. 1900, p. 80-307.
1905: counties (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept, 19C5 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): San Bernardino, Yuba counties (shipped
out o'f frcate'J In Calif, state agr. soc. Sept. 1906, p. 169, 230.
1GC7/C .„, various 'California railroads - movement of freight. In
Calif* Bd c R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1908, p. 44-46.
1908: shipped from Port of Eureka. In Calif. Bd. harbor commissioners
for the Tort of Eureka. Official rept. ... 1908.
1909: shipped from Fort of ^ureka. In Calif. 3d. harbor com-
rals signers for the Port of Eureka-. Official rept. ... 1909.
1910,1909 (years ended June 30) : various Calif, railroads and total -
movement; of freight. In Calif .Bd. R*B. commissioners. Sept.
1909/10, p. 190-200; 269-281.
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1911(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission. Rept. Jan. 1911 to June
1912, p. 315-327.
1912(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission. Rept. 1912/13, p. 1100-1111.
1913(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission. Rept. 1913/14, p. 674-683.
1914(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. ' commission. Rept. 19l4/l5, p. 452-461.
1915(year ended June 30): freight carried. by various railroads operat-
ing in Calif., total. In Calif. .Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1915/16, v. 2, p. 130-141.
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
out hound) In Los Angeles* 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 55.
1916(year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission Rept. 1916/17, v. 2, p.
132-135.
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 259, 261.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 47, 108.
1919(year ended June 30; July-Dec. ):' Port of Los Angeles, (outbound
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 53, 87.
1920( Jan.-June ) : Port of Los Angeles to named foreign countries,
(wheat flour) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 108 , 111, 114, 115 , 123, 126, 134, 141.
1920(year ended June 30): from San Francisco and' Seattle to the
Orient; to Hawaiian Islands. In Calif. Bd.' state harbor com-
missioners. Bion. rept. 1918/20, p. 133. •
1920(year ended June 30): from fort of San Francisco to numerous
foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state' harbor commissioners.
Bion. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
1920,1919 (years ended Juno 30): Port of Los Angeles, (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 50, 83.
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 1 and 3, following p*78.
1933: export s,
.
Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d., state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 61.
1923: shipments - coastwise; internal - to Port of San Francisco;
from Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 62, 63,65,66.
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1925,<b926{ Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal from Port of San
.... ..Francisco by cities' of destination. In Calif. 3d. state harbor
''coikmssioners. 3ien. rept. 1924/26, p.90,-92.
Stocks on upland •
_
.
.
r89^18'S8(Dec. 1. of each year); 1888,1887, 1832 (Jan. 1 of each year):
state and sections of state (remaining in Calif.) In Calif.- state
agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 141; 1892, p. 125; 1891, p. 186; 1890, p.
224; 1889, p. 291; 1888, p. 237; 1887
,
"p. 242; 1886, p. 250; 1881, "p.
159. (Each rept. contains data for one year only - figures from
San Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1878 ( specif ied dates of each year): remaining in Calif. :In
Calif, state agr. soc. -Trans. 1395, p. 154. (Similar statistics for
shorter periods within these years in Trans. 1894, p. 189; 1893, p.
143; 1892, p. 126; 1891, p. 125; 18S0, p. 224; 1889, p. 291; 1888, p.
237; 1887, p. 243; 1836, p. 251; 1881, p. 159. Data from San Francisco
produce exchange)
Value of Imports -
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission—
ers. Annual rept. 1914-/15, p. 53.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
• 1915/16, p. 255.
1918 (year ended June 30): £ort of Los Angeles (estimated va.lue of
inbound foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission-
ers. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 112.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate
value of inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1915-18, p. 42, 103.
1920( Jan.-June) : port of Los Angeles from China (wheat flour) and
Japan (n.o.s.) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1913-20, p. 89, 94.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 45, 78.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
Value of Shipments
1873-1862( annual ) : state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p.
491-3 (3. Grisar & Co.
)
1879, 1878 (July-Dec. ): from San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1879, p. 313 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 15, 1880)
1879-1871 (annual, 5 months harvest year): from San Francisco. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 215 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 1
1880)
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183 1- 187 1( annual, 5 months of harvest year): from San Francisco. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans, 1881, p. 158 (Commercial Herald,
Jan. 25, 1882)
1881,1880: from San Francisco. In Calif; state agr. soc. Trans. 1881,
p. 152, 154 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 26, 1882)
1894/S5-139l/92(annual): state (total and by countries of destination)
In. Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 160; 1894, p. 195; 1393, p.
'"
. 145; 1892, p. 130 (Each rept. contains data for one year only -
figures from San Francisco prodiice exchange).
1905: Sacramento county (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Hept. 1905, p. 181.
1908: shipped from Fort of Eureka. In Calif. Bd. harbor commissioners
for the port of Eureka. Official rept. ... 1908.
1909: shipped from Fort of Eureka. 'In Calif. Bd. harbor commissioners
for the Port of Eureka. Official rept. ... 1909.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
domestic commerce - outbound) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 56.
1916(year ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (estimated value of out-
bound domestic commerce; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commis.sioners. Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 259, 251.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value
of outbound domestic commerce) In. Los Angeles. 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 47, 108.
1919(year ended June 30; July-Dec.): Fort of Los Angeles (outbound
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 53-87.
1920( Jan.-June ) : Port of Los Angeles to named foreign countries
(v/heat flour) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. • Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 108, 111, 114,126,134,141.
19 20 ,19 19 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Ar.geles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
191-8-20, p. 50, 83.
1923: exports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d.- state harbor
commissioners. 3ien. rept. 1922/24, p. SI. *
1923: shipments - coastwise; internal - to Pert of San Francisco;
from Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.
3ien. rept. 1922/24/ p. 62, 63, 65,65.
Miscellaneous
Expenditure per Family
1917(?): total minimum; maximum expended per year for an average
family of 5 persons. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. -Circ. 163, p.7,
13: also in Circ. 187, p. 2 (figures by prof. Jaffa)
1917 , 1916(for May of each year): minimum expenditure for a family
of 5 for one month) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. (unnumbered circ.)
"Living expenses" by M. E. 'Jaffa.
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Standard Weight or Measure
In Calif, Dept. agr. Monthly bul, v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 263.
3UCKWHSAT AND RYE FLOUR
Production
1866: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 584. (County
assessor
)
1866: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen s Rept. 1865/67,
p. 109 (County assessor)
1867: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/69, p. 45 (County assessor)
1868: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/69, p. 94 (County assessor)
1869: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept. 1859, p. 44; in Rept.
1869/71, p. 50 (County assessor)
1870: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1869/71, p,108 (County assessor)
1872: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/7 3, p. 108.
1875,1874: San Francisco comity (made in flouring mills) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 81 ,94.
1876/77: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 67. (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 365; 1879, p. 273; in
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 55 (County assessor)
1878: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 280; in Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 62 (County assessor)
1879: San Francisco city and county (production in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor Gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 80. (County assessor)
1885: San Francisco county (tons made annually in flouring mills)
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 263
(County assessor's rept.)
1889/9.0: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: Can Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 98.
1893/94-1 Sa& Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 112.
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Production
187S/77; San Francisco county (production in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 68 (County assessor)
1877 : San Francisco county (production in flouring mills) In Calif.
state agr. soc* Trans. 1878, p. 365; 1879, p*273} Calif. Surveyor gen
Bien, rept. 1877/79, p. 55 (County assessor)
1873: San Francisco county (production in flouring mills) In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 280; Calif 4 Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1877/79, p. 63 (County assessor)
1879 i San Francisco county (production in flouring mills) In Calif.
Surveyor gen* Rept. 1879/80, p. 31 (County assessor)
1881: San Francisco county (production in flouring mills) In Calif.
Surveyor gerii Bien* rept. 1880/82, p. 92 (County assessor)
1835: San 'Francisco county..(tons annually) In Calif. Bur. labor
statistics. 2nd Bien. rept* 1885^86 4 p»2S3 ('County assessor's
rept. ) ,-• !--,. ./[ - "" '
1889/90: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: San .Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. 'Rept. 1891 and. 1392, p. 98.
1393/94; San Francisco city and county' (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd* equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1394, p. 112.
1905: San, Bernardino county (production in flouring mills). In Calif.
state ,a,gr. soc. Rept.' 1905-, p. 192 (Value, also, is given)
Shipments ••' ! •'
"J/."' >-
;:.'
1905: San Sernardine' county '^shipped out of county)- In. Calif, state-
agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 191.' ;.' - :-^ t
,
. ,
'
oat flour • . ;; /: '
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1918 (year ended June 30): Port, of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com- ,
merce.^.; In Los Angeles. Bd... harbor commissioners... Annual repts.
1915-18, £.104. -
:
'
•
•
,
.
.
,
•'
'
"... 'RICE FLOUR < ' : v : , '
'!
.
•-
Imports (Quantity and Value ) " '" ... ..' . :
19 15 (year ended 'June 30): J?ort of Los Angeles (commerce - inbound -
dome stic, quanti ty • and approxima't e value) • In Lo s Ange les. 3d. :
harbor, commissioners. Annual repit. 1914/15, p. 54.. .
1917 (year erided June 30):, Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles Bd. harbor .commissioners.
Annual repts. 1915-18, p. 44, 49.
n
1920( Jan.-June): Port .of .Los Angeles from Hongkong (value only) In
Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, •' p. I
92.
'
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Production
1872: San Francisco city and county (feed oarley made in flouring
mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/7 3, p-. 108.
1875,1874: San Francisco county (f eed "barleyi-iaade in flouring' mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Men. rept. 1873/7)5, p. 82, 94.
1905: Riverside, Sacramento San Bernardino, Solano counties (rolled
Parley) In Calif, state agr,- soc. Rept. 1905, p. 171, 182, 192, 237
.
-1905: 'Sonoma county (made in flouring mills) In .Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1905, p. 243. - - 1
1906( table headed 1905-06): San Diego county (produced in barley
mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 166.
1906(table headed 1905-06): 'Sonoma county (made in flouring- mills
)
In Calif . state agr. soc. Rept. 1906* £.199.
1907 (table headed 1906-07): San- Diego county (crushed barley) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 155;
.
1907 (table headed 1906-07): 'Yuba county (-ground barley) In Calif.
• state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 214.
Shipments '
1905» Butte, Colusa, San Bernardino counties (rolled barley, shipped
out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 87, 94, 191.
19 06 (table headed 1905-06): Colusa county (rolled barley shipped out
of state) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 69.
1906 (table headed 1905-06): San Diego county (crushed .barley shipped
out of .state) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 166.
Value
1905: Riverside, Sacramento, San Bernardino, Salaho counties (value
of rolled barley) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 171,
182,192,237.
1905: Sonoma county (made in flouring mills) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept'. 1905, p. 243.
1906( table headed 1905-06): Sah Diego county (produced in barley
mills') In" Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 166.
1907(table headed 1906-07): San Diego county (value of products of
barley mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 155.
PEARL BARLEY
Production
1866:- San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855/67,
p. 109; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 534.
(County assessor)
1867: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In •
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/69, p. 45 (County assessor)
1868: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/69, p. 94 (County assessor).
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185S:_ San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In.
Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept. 186.9-, p>44; in Rept-.. 1369/71-,
p. 50 (.County assessor) • •
1870: San Francisco city and county. ' In Calif. Surveyor .gen. Rept.
. 186S/71,' p.'l'OS (County assessor)-: ; : . -
. 1372: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills)
t
In
.
Calif. . Surveyor gen. 'Bien. rept*" 1871/73, p. 108* /
1875,1374: San Francisco county (made in flouring mills)' In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 82, 94. . , v
187 6/77: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) .In
•
•; / Calif. Sarveyor r gen. Bien. rept.- 1875/77, p.68 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In ,
• Califs state agr. soc. Trans.- 1878,* p. 355; . 1879, p. 27 3; in .Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept . 1377 fl 9,' pt. 55 (county assessor
)
1878: San Francisco ci'ty and county (made in flouring, mills) .In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, :p. 230; in Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 62
-
(County assessor)
1879: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 81 (County assessor)
1830:- San Francisco .city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. .Surveyor gen, kept. 1380/82, p. 92 (County assessor')
1835: San Francisco county (tons made annually in flouring mills)
In Calif'.-.Burl labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 263
.(County assessor 1 s rept.) : •;
1889/SO: San Francisco' city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif, State bd. equalization. Rept. 1389 and 1390, p. 89.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
InCalif.
.
State bd. equal i zati on. . Rept. 1891 and 1892, p,98.
1393/94: San Francisco ' city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
.
:. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 112.
: >. BRAff
Freight Rates-
1888 (compared with, old tariff): comparative statement of old and new
rates of the San Francisco and North Pacific R. R. between Healds-
burg and San Francisco on bran and mi listuff • In Calif. 3d. R. R.
commissioners. 10th Annual rept. 1889, p. 61.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
.1916 (year ended June 30): Port of • Los Angeles (inbound domestic )• -in
Los Angeles. 3d. harbor coiflmi-ssioners. Annual rept.. 1915/ 16 1
p. 255. • . .
'
1918, 1917 (year s ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d., harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 40,41.
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BRAN - Continued
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value ) - Continued.'" '.
1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1313-20, p.44,77. ....
Pric e •
.
"
t
192l( Sept
. 15 ) : individual states of U. S. , U. S. (je'st. farm value
per ton) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 8-9.
.... * «
Production
1905: Sacramento, San Bernardino, Sonoma counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 182, 192, 243.
1906( tables headed 1905-06): Sacramento, Sonoma counties. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 151, 199.
Receipts at San Francisco . - - :
1389-1886( annual); 1889(monthly) : In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1889, p. 290 (San Francisco produce exchange)
1895(monthly, total): In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 155
( San Francisco produce exchange)
Shipments
18 89-18 87 (annual); 1889 (monthly): (from state by rail) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1889, p. 292 ( San Francisco produce exchange)
1905: San Bernardino (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc
Rept. 1905, p. 191.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles, (outbound domestic
commerce; includes estimated value) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 46, 107.,.
Standard Weight or Measure
.
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 263 (Div*
of Weights and Measures)
Stocks in Regular Warehouses
1889-90(mcnthly, Jan.l-Jan.l) : state. In Calif . state agr. soc. Trans
1889, p. 292, (San Francisco produce exchange)
1895 (monthly, Jan. 1-Jan. 1,1896 ) : state (stocks in warehouses and on
wharves) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 162 (San Fran-
cisco produce exchange)
Value
1905: San Bernardino, Sonoma counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1905, p. 192, 243.
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RICE BRAjj
Impo rts ( ~\uant i ty and Es t imat e d Value )
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles- Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 257.
1918,1917 (years -ended June 30); Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts
1815-18, p. 44, 105.
193Q(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 80.
CEREALS
Consumption -per Family
, 1917 ( ? ) : minimum, maximum pounds of cereals per year for an average
family of 5 persons. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 163, p. 13.
(figures by Prof. Jaffa)
1917 , 1915 (May ) : minimum pounds of cereals per month for a family of
5.
,
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. (unnumbered circ.) "Living expenses" ...
by M. E. Jaffa.
Expenditure per Family
1917(?): total minimum; maximum expended per year for an average
family of 5 persons. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 163, p. 7,
.
13; also in Circ. 187, p. 2 (figures by prof. Jaffa)
1917,19 16 (for May of each year) 4 minimum expenditure per family of
5 for one month. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. (unnumbered circ.)_
"Living expenses" by M. E. "Jaffa.
Imports (Quantity and Approximate Value-")
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 54.
. 1918 ,19^.7 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd'. harbor, commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 41, 102.
Price
,
.
19 17, 1916 (for May only): market price per lb. In Calif. Agr. Exp.
sta.. (unnumbered circ.) "Living expenses" by M. E. Jaffa.
Production and Value
19 -07"/ 08: Merced county (manufactured product) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept* 1908, p. 109.
•1908/09: Ilerced county (manufactured product) In Calif, state agr.:.
soc. Rept. 1909, p. 105.'
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CEREALS - Continued
Shipments
.
•
1922, 1921(years ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 1 and 3, following p. 78.
1925, 1926(Jan. l,to June 30 for 1926): exports, Port of San Fran-
cisco to various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 98, 100.
CHOPS
Imports (Quantity and Es timated _Value_ )_
1918(year ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce - oat chops) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 104..
IS 18, 19 17 (years ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic .
commerce) In Los Angeles'., Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept
19.16-18, p. 41,-' 102. -)
,
1919(year" ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles
'
(inbound domestic com- *
mere©) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
i918~£0',/;p.45.-'
• ) A .<; , , ; - .',>,, /. • • • \. -
CRACKED COM'
Production - • •> • ' .
1876/77 ; ..San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1875/77, p.68 (County assessor) ... \ . • ^ ; '
1877 :
r
San -Francisco county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878,.
p. 365; Trans. 1879, p. 273; and in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1877/79, p. 55 (County assessor) * " •
1878: San Francisco county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.- 1879,
p.280; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 62
^County assessor) • .\
187*9: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80,
p. 81 (County assessor)
1881: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1880/82,
p. 92' (County assessor)
1885: San Francisco county (tons made annually in flouring mills) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 263
(County assessor 1 s rept'..)
1889/90: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bcU equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: &£n Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd, equalization. Rept. 1391 and 1892, p. 98.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif, state bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p.112.
1905: San Bernardino county (value given also) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1905,' p. 192.
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Shipments
1905: San Bernardino county (shipped out of county) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 191.
FEEL
Cost
1919,1914: San Francisco (average cost of itemized dairy feeds -
alfalfa hay, rolled barley, bran, middlings, cocoanut meal, oil
cake meal, and alfalfa products - and percentage increase in
food costs) In University of California Journal of. agriculture,
v.5, no. 2, Feb. 1920, p. 29.
Import
1914(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
* merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15 ... abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 129.
1916 (year ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 256.
I918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (ground feed - inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 103.
19l8,1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd.harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 41, 103.
1925*1926(Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): imports. Port of San Fran-
cisco from various foreign countries (oil and bean cake, etc.)
In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26,
p. 94, 96.
Price
19 14 (July 10~Septfc3): University farm, Davis (cost of hay; barley;
silage used in a feeding experiment with 107 steers) In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 124, p. 4 (prevailing prices)
1917,1916; vicinity of Bay Cities (7 leading dealers) (comparative
prices of feeds most used in producing milk - alfalfa hay, beet
pulp; cocoanut meal; suremilk; cottonseed milk; shorts) In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 175, p. 7.
Production
1875/77: San Francisco county (ground feed produced in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 68 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco county (ground feed produced in flouring mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 365; Trans. 1879, p. 273;
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 55 (County assessor)
1873: San Francisco county (ground feed produced in flouring mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 280; also in Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p t 62 (County assessor)
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FEED - Continued
Pro due tion - Continued
187 9: San Francisco county (ground feed produced in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.. 1879/80, p. 81 (County assessor)
1881: San Francisco county (ground feed produced in flouring mills)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1880/83., p. 92 (County assessor)
1885: San Francisco county (tons of ground feed made annually in-
flouring mills) In Calif i Bur., labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept.
1885-86, p.2S3 (County assessor's rept.) * •
1889/90; San Francisco city and county (ground feed made in flour and
feed mills) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and
1890, p. 89.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (ground feed made in flour
and feed mills) In Calif
. State bd. e equalization. Rept. 1891 and
1892, p. 98.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (ground feed made in flour and
feed mills) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept-. 1893 and 1894,
p. 112.
1905: Solano county (feed stuffs) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept..
1905, p. 237.
Shipments - (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1905: Tehama county (feed and mill stuff shipped out of county - value
not given) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 256.
1912: shipped from port of Eureka (chick feed) In Calif, bd. harbor
commissioners for the port of Eureka. Official rept. .... 1912.
1917 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p. 46.
1923: shipments - coastwise; internal - to Port of San Francisco;
from Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commission-
ers. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 62, S3, 65, 56.
Value
1905: Alameda county (value of grain for stock produced by mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 76.
1305: Solano county (feedstuff s) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1905, p. 237.
1908 (table headed 190?-08): San Bernardino county (value of the
product of feed mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1908,
p. 150.
19 09 (table headed 1908-09): San Bernardino county (value of the
product of feed mills) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909,
p. 140.
Value of Imports
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 256.
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Value of Imports - Continued
IS 18 (year .ended .June 30): Pert ox Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In- Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
isis-i.5, p.ios*. / , -
1913, 19 17 (-fears ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
,
commerce ) In Lqs Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1915-18, p.41, 103^
.
:
•
.. .
GRITS
Lmoo rt s ( Cuan t i ty - and jj! s t imatg d Value )
191S(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/15, p. 255. v. : : m
1917(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles, (rice grits-inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d.harbor commissioners.
Annual rept s. . 1916-18
,
p. 44.
1313 (year ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (brewers ! grits-
" inbound domestic" commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 101.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce.) In* 1*0 s- Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-13, p.. 42. i -
• • .. ,
-
- -
-
Shipments (-Quantity and Sstimatod value ) >->- .
191S(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domostic
commerce - brewers 1 grits) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commission-
ers.- Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 259.
HOMDJY
Production
1865: San Francisco county (made in flouring mills) In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Rept. 1855/67, p. 103; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
13/55 and 1S67, p.584( County assessor)
1857: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/59, p. 45 (County assessor)
1868: Sain Prancisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/59, p. 94 (County assessor)
1353: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In .
Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept. 1859, p. 44; in Rept. 1853/
71, p. 50 (County assessor)
187 0: San Francisco city and county (produced in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859/71, p. 108 (County assessor)
1872: San Prancisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Saryoyor gen. 3ien. rept. 1871/73,' p. 108.
137c, 1374: San Prancisco county (made in flouring mills) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bicn. rept. 1873/75, p. 31,94 (Assessor's rept.)
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_
Production - Continued
~1876/77 : San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 67 (County assessor)
187 7: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills)' In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 365; 1879% p. 273; in Calif
.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/7 9, p. 55 (County assessor)
1378: San Francisco city and county (made in .flouring mills) In
,
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 280; in Calif. Surveyor gen.
• 3ien. rept. 1877/79, p. 62 (County assessor)
187 9: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) Ixr'
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 80 (County assessor)
1881: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1880/82, p. 92 (County assessor)
1885: San Francisco county (made annually in flouring mills) In
Calif. 3ur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 263
(County assessor 1 s rept.)
1889/90: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
in Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills
In Calif, state bd. equalization. Rept. 1391 and 1892, p. 98.
• 1393/94; San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 112.
' MEAL
imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1914(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic imports;
value not given) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
•Annual rept. 1914/15 ... abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 130.
1917 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (Roman meal - inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 44.
1918(year ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (rice meal - inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-13, p. 105.
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (barley meal - inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 101.
Production
1855* 2 mills in Amador county (amount of Indian meal manufactured)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept. 1855, p. 265 (County assessor)
1905: Sacramento, San Benito, Sonoma counties. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Kept. 1905, p. 182, 187, 243.
1906( table headed 1905-06): Sonoma county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906, p. 199.
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r
Value ' . J '• \ j '
1905: San Benito Sonoma, -• counties* 'In Calif.- state agr. soc. Rej>t»
1905, p, 187, 243. • •
:
-
•
-'• •
"
'
MEAL 'AID MILL FEUDS '. -
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value ) - :
1915 (year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles- "(domestic commerce -
inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual" rept.
1914/15, p. 54.
!
") '
,
1916(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound dome stic ; com-
merce of meal and mill feed)' In Los- Angeles. 3d. harbor commis-
sioners. Annual ropt. 1915/16, p. 257. :
1918, 1917 (years ended June- 30): port- of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor' commissioners. Annual repts.
1915- 18, p. 43, 104.
1919 (year ended June 30; July-Dec); Port of Los Angeles- (inbound
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts*' 1813-20, p.53,86-.' :
19 20, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles ( inbound- domestic
commerce-) In -Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.' Annual repts.
1918-20, p.46, 80.
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce - outbound - ' •
domestic) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor- commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 56. •
1916(yoar ended June'' 3b): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce)- In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p.259.
"
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los- Angeles (outbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 113. " • •
1918,1917(years ended June 30): Port< of Los- Angeles (outbound domestic
Commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p. 47, 110.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port- of- Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p.51,84.
00m HEAL MP EARINA '
Price .
1383(?): San Erancisco; Mass.; Great Britain (corn meal only - aver.
retail prices com-oa.red) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics.* 1st
3ien. rept. 1833-84, p. 135.
19 .25- IS 23 (annual); 1913: Los Angeles, San Erancisco (aver, retail
prices of corn meal) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 22nd Bien.
ropt. 1925-1925, p. 194, 195 (U. S. Bur. labor statistics)
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Production
1856: San Francisco county (farina only)' In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 584; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1855/67, p. 109 (County assessor)
1357: San Francisco county (farina) In Calif. Surveyor gen* Rept.
1857/69, p. 45. : •
1858: San Francisco county (farina only) In -Calif. Surveyor gen.
Ropt. 1867/59, p. 94 (County assessor)
1859:
'
San Francisco county (corn meal; farina) In Calif . Surveyor
gen. Statistical r«pt. 1869, p*44; in Rept. 1869/71, p.50 (County
assessor)
1870-: San- Francisco city and county (cornmeal; farina) In Calif*
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p. 108 (County assessor)
1872: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
reot. 1871/73, p. 108.
1375,1874: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1873/75, p. 82, 94.
1875/77: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1875/77, p. 67 (County assessor) •
1877: San Francisco county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878,
p.355; Trans. 1879, p. 273; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1C77/79, p. 55 (County assessor)
1878: San Francisco county. In Calif., state agr. soc. Trans. 1879,
p. 280; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 62 (County
assessor) • •
1879: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80,
p. 31 (County assessor)
1881: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1880/82,
p. 92 (County assessor)
1885: San Francisco county (tons made annually in flouring mills) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. -2nd Bien. rept'. 1885-36, p. 263
(County assessor 1 s rept.)
1889/90: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif, state bd. equalization. Rept. 1839 and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 98.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 112.
1905: San Bernardino county (value also given) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Ropt. 1905, p. 182.
1903 (table headed 1905-06): Saeramento county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1905, p. 151.
Shipments
1905: San Bernardino county (shipped out of county) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 191.
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MIDDLIIflC-S
Imports (^Uantity and Estimated Value )
1915(year ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. . Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 257. -
1918,1917 (years ended June 30) s Port of Los Angeles, (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-13, p. 43, 104.
1919(yoar ended June 30): Port' of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1913-20, p. 46, 80.
1920( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from Canada (value only) In Los
Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 38.
Production
" 1905: Sacramento county (-In flouring; mills) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. IS 05, p. 182.
1906( table headed 1905-06):- Sacramento county (in flouring mills) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 190S, p. 151.
MILLET SCREENINGS
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value ) '
1917 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 43.
OATMEAL MP GROAT S
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1916( year' ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (groats.- inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/15, p. 256. ' •
1918(year ended June 30):"port of Los Angeles, (oat groats; oatmeal)
(inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual reots. 1916-18, p. 104..
1913,1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (groats. - inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd*. Harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 42, 103.
19 20, 19 IS (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (groats - inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1913-20, p. 45, 79.
Price
1883(?): San Francisco; Hew York Chicago prices compared with .Germany,
(retail prices of oatmeal) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st
3ien. rept. 1883-84, p. 259.
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Price - Continued
1383(?): San Francisco; Hew York; Chicago prices compared with sev3ral
countries; with principal cities of Europe (retail prices of oat-
meal) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st lien. rept. 1383-34,
p. 255-267.
Production
1853: San Francisco county (oatmeal) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1855/67, -o* 1C9_( County assessor )_
l8bbi Sar Francisco city and county' (oatmeal; groats made in ij_ouring
mills) In Califs state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 584.
(County assessor)
1357: San Francisco city and county (oatmeal; groats made in flouring
mills) In Calif 4 Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1367/69, p. 45
(Assessor 1 s rept.)
1868: San Francisco city and county (oatmeal; groats made in flouring
mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 94 (County
assessor
)
1869; San Francisco city and county (oatmeal; groats made in flouring
mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen, Rept. ' 1867/69, p. 50; . in Statistical
rept. 1869, p. 44 (County assessor)
1370: San Francisco city and county (oatmeal; farina - produced in
flouring mills) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p^l08
(Assessor's rept.)
1872: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 108.
1375,1874: San Francisco county (made' in flouring, mills ) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 81, 94.
1376/77: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 67 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1878, p. 355; 1879, p. 273; in Calif.
Surveyor gen, Bion. rept. 1377/79, p. 55 (County assessor)
1378: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 230; in Calif. Surveyor
gen, Bien. rept. 1877/79, p.' 62 (County assessor)
1379: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring mills) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/SO, p.Sl.
1881: San Francisco city and county (made in flouring- mills ) In
Calif, Surveyor gen. Rept. 1680/32, p. 92.
1335: San Francisco county (tons made annually in flouring mills)
' In Calif. Bur. lahor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 263
(County assessor's rept.)
1383/90: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State M, equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd, equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 98.
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,
Production - Continued
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (oatmeal and ground oats made
in flour and feed mills) In Calif, State bd. equalization. Rept.
1393 and 1894, p. 112.
OATMEAL Ajflg ROLLED OATS
Value of Shipments
1920 ( Jan.- June ) : Port of Los Angeles to Honduras, Mexico, and
Salvador. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioner s* Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 118,125,141.
OAT HULLS - ;
Im-ports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1918 ( year ended June.' 50): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 104.
1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 46/
RICE POLISH
,
————————
f
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1918 , 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual- repts.
1916-18, p. 44, 105.
SHORT S
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
191S(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 257.
1913, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1916-18, p. 44, 105.
Production and Value
1905: Sonoma County (produced in flouring mills) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1905, p. 243.
1906 ( table headed 1905-06): Sonoma county (produced in flouring mills)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 19 Q
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Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1919 (year ended June 30'):. Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 53.
19 .jO, 19 13 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners*- Annual
repts. 1918-20, .p.48,81. • ' :
WHEAT, CRACKED :
Production • • :
1875: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. re-ot.
1873/75, p. 94.
1876/77: San Francisco county (made in flouring mills) ' In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 67 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco county (made in flouring mills) In Calif, state
agr. Soc. Trans. 1878, p. 365; 1879, p. 273; in Calif . Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 55 (Gounty assessor)
1878: San Francisco county (made in flouring mills) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. '1879; p. 280; in Galif. Surveyor gen. Bien. re-ot.
1877/79, p. 62 (County as sessor J
1879: San Francisco county (made in flouring mills) In Calif. Sur-
veyor 1 gen.
' Rept
. 1879/80, p. 81 (County assessor)
1381: San Francisco county (made in flouring mills) In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Rept. 1880/82, p. 92 (County assessor)
1885: San Francisco county (tons made annually in flouring mills)
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-85, p. 253
(County assessor 1 s rept.)
1389/90: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 89.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 98.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (made in flour and feed mills)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 112.
WHEAT, ROLLED
Imports (Quan tity and Estimated Value )
1916(ycar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual ropt.
1915/16, p. 257.
HAY AH) FORAGE
Acreage
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
s4o
HAY iO© FORAGE - Continued
Acreage - Continued '
1909( table headed 1910): state and county. In Calif. State bd.
'agr. Statistical repts. 1913-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: counties (acres harvested of all Hay and forage; acres harvest-
ed of miscellaneous hay and forage)
t
In Calif. State id. 'agr,
'Repts. 1911,1914-1918 (U, S. Census)'
1909: 6 leading counties. In Calif.' State M. agr. Statistical repts.
1913-1918.
1909,1899,1889: state (acres harvested) In Calif;: State bd. agr.
Rept. 1911, p. 91.
1919: state and county (acres harvested) In Calif. State b&« agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-195 (U. S. Census)
1919: counties (acres harvested of all hay and forage; misc. ha3 r and
forage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920-1921
(U. S. Census)
1919--187?(l0 year periods - tables headed 1880-1920): state. In
.
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rs-rts. 1920, p. 168; 1921, p.
182 (U. S. Census)
1919,1909(table headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested) In Calif*
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 155; 1921, p. 180 (U.S.
Census)
191 9,190,9 (table headed 1920,1910): state (per cent of improved land
occupied "by hay and forage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept a. 1920, p'.lSB; 1921, p. 182 (u. S. Census)
Production
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909(taoles headed'5 1910) : state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1913-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: counties (total hay and forage; miscellaneous hay and forage)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 185-196 (U. S. Census)
1919: .counties (all hay and forage; misc. hay and forage) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rents. 1920-1921 (U. S. Census)
1919,1909 (tables headed 1910,1920): state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p.165; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
Value
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: state and county* In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918
(U. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1910): 14 leading counties. In Calif. State bd.
agr, Repts. 1912-1918.
1919: state and county. In Calif .""State bd. agr. Statistical repts,
1920,- p. 172-182; • 1921, -o. 185-196 (U. S. Census)
"
1919 ,1909 (tables headed 1910,1920): state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 156; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
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Value -per Acre
1919, 1909(tabled headed 1910, 1920): state (average) In Calif, State
"bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1320, p. 158; 1921, p. 182 (U. S. Census)
Yield per Acre
1919,1909(table s headed 1910,1920): state. In Calif. State M. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 168; 1921, p. 182 (U. S. Census
statistics)
jTORAGS Agg silage CROPS
Acreage
1909(ta"bles headed 1910): state (acres harvested of silage crops,
corn cut for forage and kafir, sorghum, etc. for forage) In
Calif, State "bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p.
181 (U. S. Census)
1909: state (acres harvested - coarse forage; root forage) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919(taoles headed 1920): state (acres harvested of silage crops)
In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical' repts. 1320, p. 187; 1921,
p. 181 (U.. S. Census)
1919: state and county (acres harvested of silage crops.) ' In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 187-
197 (IT. S. Census)
.
:
Production
1909: state (coarse forage; root forage) In Calif. State bd« agr.
'Repts. 1311-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1910): state (silage crops, corn cut for forage
and kafir, sorghum, etc. for forage) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 157; 1321, p. 161 (U. S. Census)
19l9(tables headed 1320): state (silage crops) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1320, p. 167; 1921, p. 131 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and' county (silage crops) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920', £.173-183; 1921, p. 187-197 (U. S. Census)
Value
1909(tables headed 1310): state (acres harvested of silage crops,
corn cut for forage and kafir, sorghum, -etc. for forage) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statisf ical repts. 1920, p. 157; 1921, p.
181 (U. S. Census)
1909: state (coarse forage; root forage) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
!319(taoles headed 1920): state (silage crops) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U. S. Census)
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Acreage
1855: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, following p« 50;
t
-p. 219,253, 262,276,298 (Total for all counties p. 51 - County
assessors)
1857: counties (state total p. 23) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept*
1857, table 1, following p. 22 ( assessors 1 repts.)
1858 : counties.- - In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1858, following p.
32 ^County ,assessors)
1859: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (acreage for some counties also given elsewhere in this
repbrt ) (Assessors 1 repts.) :_.'*.-.
1859-1856 , 1852 (annual ; 5 year average): state. In Calif. 1st ate agr.
soc. Trans. 1859, p. 342.
1860: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1860, table 1, follow-
."ingp.30 (Assessors 1 repts.)
1861.: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.. Rept. 1861, table 1, follow-
ing p. 16 "(Yolo county also p. 49) (Assessors' repts.)
,1852(table headed 1.861): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p. 58-^59 (acreage: for 3Tres.no county,
' p. 109) (Assessor 1 s .rept
.
)
1863:, state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1853, p. 80-81;
~in Calif." state agr. soc, Trans. 1863, p. 234-235 (County assessors)
18.65:..'. ?; Monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor" gen. Rept, 1864, p. 72
(Assessor 1 s rept.)
1854* : counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1864, p. 34-35
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1865:' counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 122-123
'(Assessors 1 repts.)
1866: state and coxdity. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855/67, p.
76-77; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1855 and 1857, p. 554-555.
(County assessors)
1857: state and county. In Calif• state agr. soc." Trans. 1858, p«
138-139; in Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. 1857/69, p. 22-23.
(County assessors)
1868: state and. county. In Calif, state agr. sac. Trans. 1869, p.
360-361; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien, £ept. 1867/69, p. 58-59
(County assessors)
1869(table headed 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p. 178-179 (County assessors )
1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869, p. 12-13; in Rept. 1869/71, p. 18-19 (County assessors)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859/71, p.
72-73 (County assessors)
' 1870'(table headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 388-339 ( County assessors)
1871 (tables headed 1872): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc* Trans. 1873, u. 205-207; in Calif. Surveyor £:en. Bien. rept,
1871/73, p. 32-33.
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1872(tables headed 1873*): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
.. soc. Trans. 1873, p. 232-23.3; in 'Calif . Surveyor gen. Men. rept.
1871/73, p. 60-31 (County assessors)
1872: certain counties. In .Calif . 'state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p.
254,257,260,254; in Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. 187l/73, p.
84,87,30,94 (Tehama county figure is said to "be for
1873} (County assessors)
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
212-213; in Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. 1873/75, p. 32-53
(County assessors)
1874: state and county. In Calif* state 'agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
124-5; in Calif. Surveyor .gen. Bien. rept; 1873/75, p. 55-57 (County
assessors)
1875: state and, county. In Calif . " state ' agr . soc. Trans. 1875, p.
98-99; in Calii. Surveyor gen. Bien.- rept. 1875/77, p. 26-27 (County
.
assessors) ......
1876: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
120-21; in Calif. Surveyor gen.' Bien. rept. 1875/77 , -p. 48-49 (County
assessors)
1877:"state and county. In Calif
.
1
state; agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
345-347 (County assessors)
1378: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
232-233; in Calif .' Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 14-15
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
254-255; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 36-37
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1880, p. 118.
1880(table headed 1879-30): counties. In Calif. Surveyor- gen. Rept.
1879/30, p. 52-53 ( County . assessors)
1881 (table headed 1830-81): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1880/82, p. 62 (County assessors)
1882(table headed 1831-82): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1380/82, p. 77 (County assessors)
1382: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1883 and 1884, p. 110.
1885: Nevada county (acreage in hay - taxable wealth) In Calif. 3ur.
labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 237.
Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 56.
(acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
P. 94-95.
(acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
p. 96-97.
(acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization*
p. 80.
(acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
p. 81.
(acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
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1892: state and county (acres som) In Calif, State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1891 and 1892, 7. 85.
1893: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1893 end 1894, p. 70. '
1893: counties (figures are mostly "acres sown") In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 252 , 261 ,286 , 319 , 328
.
1893: state. In Calif. State fruit growers 1 convention. -Rept . 18th
P-129.
1894: state and county (acres sown) In Calif* State "bd. equalization.
Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 100.
1894: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p.
199,307,348,377. '
1895: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State Dd. equalization.
Kept, 1895 and 1896, p. 40.
'1896: state and county (acres, sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1895 and 1836, p. 81.
1897: state and county (acres sown) In C.alif. State "bd. equalization.
Rept. 1897 and 1898, p. 40.
1898: state and county (acres sbw) In Calif. State bd:. equalization.
Rept ."1897 and 1898, p. 82.
1899,1858: counties. In Calif.' Bur. labor' statistics. 9th Men.
'rept. 1899-1900, p. 52-55.
1901: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc." Trans. 1901, p.230,367,
378,436
.
(Assessors 1 figures mostly)
1902: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd equalization.
Rept. 1899-1902, p. 74.
1904: "state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
'Rept. 1903-1904, p. 48.
1904: counties (acreage sown for crop of 1904) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1904 (See Contents under names of counties) (Assessors 1
figures mostly)
1905: 4 counties (grass hay) In Calif-, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905,
p. 122, 125, 151, 229.
1905: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Hept. 1905-1905, p. 71.
1905 (tables headed 1 905-06 ) : counties (total hay; grass hay) In
Calif, state agr. sec. Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1905,1905: state (total hay; grasr hay) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906, p. 50, 51.
1907(tablos headed 1906-07): counties (grass hay; total hay) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907' (See Contents under names of
counties)
1 907 (table- headed 1906-07): Centra Costa county (total of alfalfa,
grain and grass) In Calif, state agr. soc. Ropt. 1907, p. 69.
1908 "state and county (acres sown) In 'Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1907-1908, p. 87.
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1908(taoles headed 1,907-08): 6ountxes (grass hay) In .Calif,
;
state
agr. soc. Rept. 1908 (See Contents un.de r. name® of counties)
1908 (table headed 1907-08): Contra Costa county (total of alfalfa,
grain and grass) In Calif• state agr. soc. Rept,. 1908, p. 62.
1909: state -(acres harvested of hay other than millet or Hungarian
grasses) In Calif. State bd.- agr. Rept s . 1911-1918.
1909 (-tables headed 1908-09): counties (grass hay) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1909 (See Content s .under names of counties)
1909: counties
.
(acres harvested of misc. tame or cultivated grasses)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911,1914-1918 ("J.. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1908-09) : Fresno, Tehama counties (grain and grass
hay) In' Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.. 1909, p. 70, 186. . .
;
1909-1879(10 year periods; tables headed 1880-1910): state. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Roots. 1911-1919 ' (U. S. Census) .
1910: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1909-1910, p. 88.'
1910 (table's headed 1909-10): counties (total hay; grass hay): In
-Calif, state agr .' soc. Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of
•• counties) ' '•'*.' - "• :"" •' '.• ;. i
• 1910(tablc headed 1909-10) : Fresno county (grain and grass hay) In
•Calif* state agr. soc. Rrpt . 1910, p. 87..
1911: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 88 (Federal
'
"statistics) ; ' . .
1912: state and county (acres sown) In Calif.' State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1911-1912, p.59.
1912,1911:- state. In Calif. State .bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 83
(Federal statistics) *
.
•
.
* 1913*1868 (annual) : state. In Calif. State :bd. agr. Statistical rept,
• 1913, p. 95 (1868-1911 and 1868-1912 also in Repts. 1911, p. 125;.
1912, p. 169) • ' ."'
1914: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1913-1914, p. 92.
19-15-1890 (annual
)
i state. In Calif . State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 101 (1890-1914 also • in Rept • 1914, p. 83)
1916: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1915-1916, p. 63.
1916: all states and U. S. (estimated production of hay other than millet
or*" Hungarian grass) . In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. •
191 fi, p. 103. •
1916: state (rank of states by acreage,' with U. S. total) In Calif..
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 101.
1916-1891 (annual) state (tame hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
. tical rept, 1916, p. 109- (Federal statistics)
1917: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p. 83 (Counter hort . coram,)
1917: state and county. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v*
7, Apr. 1918, table following p.216.
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1917: Calif*; 4 other states, U. S. In Calif. State M. agr. Statis-
tical rept , 1917, p. 89 (U.S.D.A.
1917: Imperial county (estimated) In Calif. State M. agr,. Statis-
tical rept. 1917, p. 425.
1917 (?): Santa Clara county. " In Calif* -State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 508 ( County hort . comm.)
1917~1892(annual):. state (tame hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1917, p. 109 (Federal statistics)
1918: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1917-1918, p. 41.
1918: Marin, Santa Clara counties. -In Calif. State bd* agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 365, 429.
,
1918-1898 (annual): state (tame hay) ; ' In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1917, p. 109 (Federal statistics) :
.1918,1917: state. In Calif .' State comm. hort. Men., rept . 1917-1913,
1919: state and county (acres harvested of tame, and cultivated grasses;
other than timothy, clover and alfalfa) In CaTif.' "State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182;- 1921,. p. 186-196 (U. S. Census)
1919: counties (acres harvested of misc. tame or cultivated grasses)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920-1921 (U. S.
Census) • .**.-
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1910,1920): state (acres harvested of tame
.or cultivated grasses; of other than timothy, clover, alfalfa,
but _ includi ng millet and Hungarian grass; with per cent of de-
crease) In Calif* State bd. agri Statistical repts. 1920, p.
166; 1921,' p. 180', 181, (tiV S. Census) •
1919,1918: state (tame; wild hay) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
' v.9, Jan.-Feb.' 1920*,' p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920S state (estimated acreage of tame, wild hay) In Farm management
notes for" Calif . p. 16.
1920: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1913-1920, p. 36. •• .
1 921-1 900 (annual ) : state (tame hay) In Calif. State od. ,agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1921, p. 152 (1900-1919 and 1900-1920 also in Repts.
1919, p. 78, and 1920, p. 135 - Federal statistics)
1921-1919 (annual) : state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif. State, bd.
agr. Statistical" rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
,1922: state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news
..letter. v. 5, no. 25, Dec. 15, 1923, following "p. 76; in Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 363. .
1922: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Re-ot.
1921-1922, p. 39.
1923,1922: state (wild hay; tame hay) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
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1924: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. " Rept
.
: 1923-1924,- p. 39.
1924^1923: state (wild hay; tame hay) 'In Calif, crop and livestock
'rept* Jan. ,5, 1925, p. 3.
1924,1923: state (est. acreage all tame hay; wild; total hay acreage)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p. 12.
1924,1923(2 yr. aver.): state (important crops compared; rank given)
In Calif. Agr. ore. sta. Bui. 445, p. 46.
•1924,1923: state (tame hay and by types of tame hay; wild hay; and
total hay acreage) In Calif. Dept. agr. -Monthly bul. v. 13, July-
Dec, 1924, p. 245.
1925~191'$( annual) : state (tame;wild) In Calif; Dept. agr. Special
•pub* 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1925 in Special -put).. 55, p. 10; 43, -p. 6; 33, p. 5; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1 925-1 91 9 ( annual ) : state (tame; wild) 1 In Calif. Dept;: agr. Monthly
bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 384 (Same statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly, bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p.
243-; v.12, -July-Dec. 1923, p..443; v. 12, Jan.-Fcb, 1923, p. 55;; v. 10,
Nov.-Dec' 1921/ p. ?47; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p.74l)
1925-1923( annual ) : state (misc. tame" hay; wild hay; all hay) In Calif.
,
crop end livestock rept . Oct.. 10, 1925, p. 5, and llov.12, 1925, p.4.
1925,1924: individual 'states of U. S. "by geographic divisions; II. S.
(total tame hay acreage including alfalfa) In -Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 63, p. 18; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
.July-Dec. 1925, p. 294.
1925,1924: state (tame hay; wild hay), In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3. :
1925,1924; state (est
..
acreage all tame hay; wild hay; all hay) In
Calif, Dept. agr. Special pub, 63, p. 17; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul.. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 293. . '
1925:. counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rent.
1925-1926, T).40.
1926-1 922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (tame hay; wild' hay) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul*
v. 15,. July-Dec. 1926, p.,220.
'
1 926-1924 ( annual ) : state (hay 'classified by typos; all tame hay; all
wild hay; total all hay) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74,
p . 9 ; in Cal i f . Dept . agr . Monthly bul . v . 1 5 , July-De c . 192 6 , p. 222
.
1926-1 924 ( annual ) : state (wild hay; tame hay) In Calif, crop and
live stock- rept . Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2,
1 927-1 923 ( annual; • 5 year aver.): state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p.7 -'-8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bui. v.16, Dec.1927^, p. 763-764.
1927-1 92 5 (annual) : state (est. acreage of all tame hay; wild hay;
total) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub, 86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept,
agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 765.
1927,1925: state' (tame; wild) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
4, 1928, p. 2 (tame hay acreage includes alfalfa seed acreage)
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1910,1909 (years ended June 30): over state wharves of San Francisco
(shipped "by other than R. R. ferry boat's - discharged; loaded;
total; discharged and loaded by R. R. ferry boats and cars; grand
total)' In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept
.
1908/10, p. 96, 97.
[Freight Rates .
'
1879,18782 statement E showing list of reduced 'rates on hay over .
Southern Pacific R. R. - Northern Division, issued between Jan.
1, 1878 and June 30, 1879. In Calif. Commissioner of trans-
portation, Rept. 1877-1878, p. 23-25. : •
1881,1879: between .given points on Southern Pacific -R. Rr '--"ITorthern
div. (rate of 1879; R. R. comm. rate effective June 1, 1881; '-'per
cent decrease) * In Calif. Ed. R. R. commissioners. Rept . 1880/82,
table following p,510. '
1888 (compared with old rate): comparative statement of the old and
new rates of the San Francisco and North Pacific R. R. between
Heaidsourg and: San Francisco, 'In Calif . '3d. R. 'R. commissioners.
10th Annual 'reptJ 1889, p. 61.
r
-'ji 1889(?): comparative statement of rates oh hay by Southern Pacific
R. R. Co. (northern div.) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. 10th
Annual rept. 1889, p. 99.
Import s
'
Approximate annual imports: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893
p. 109 (H. P. Chipman, State bd. trade)
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles, (domestic commerce «
inbound) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept*
1914/15, p. 54.
1915, 191 3-1904, 1902-1900 (annual): imports to Port of Eureka. In
Calif. 3d. harbor commissioners for the Port of Eureka. Official
repts. ... 1915.,1913-1904, 1902-1900 (Each rept. gives data for
one year only) •
191 8, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles- (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 42, 103.
Price "" - *
1853(monthly; average for year): wholesale price per ton. at San
Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 269 (Com-
piled from the Mercantile Gazette)
1365,1364(monthly; average for year): wholesale price per ton at'
San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 1865,
p. 330,381- (Compiled from Mercantile Gazette) '• ' "!
1355: state. In Calif. Surveyor gen.Rept. 1865/67, p. 43; in Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1856 and 1867, p. 546.'
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1880: state and county (average value reported by assessors) In
Calif, State bd. .equalization. Kept-. 1880,' -p. 100-101.
1882: counties (average value reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd, equalization. Rept. 1881 and 1882, p. 88-89.
1883: counties (average value reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization* Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 67.
1884: counties (average value reported by assessors) In Calif, State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 95,
1895-1 8 93 (annual, Dec. l): counties (average value Dec. l) In Calif,
state agr, soc. Trans. 1895, -p. 105.
1906/07: Del Norte county (high and low "orice, per ton) In Calif,
state' agr, soc, Rept, 1907, p. 72.
1907/08: Del Norte county (high and low price, per ton)' In Calif.
state agr. soc. kept • 1908, p. 65.
1912,1911 :' state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912-, p. 83 (1911
data also in Rept. 1911, p. 88 (Federal statistics)
1 91 3-1 36 8 ( annual ) : sta.te (average farm price Dec. l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept, 1913, p. 95 (1868-1912 and 1868-
1911 data also in Repts. 1912~, p. 109; 1911, p. 125)
1913,1912: state (price per bushel Dec. 1 to growers; compared with
U.S.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 71.
191 5-1 890 (annual ) : state (average farm price Dec, l) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept . 1915, p. 101 (1890-1914 .data -also in
Statistical rept. 1914, p. 83)
1916-1891 (annual ) : state (average farm price Dec. 1 of tame hay) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 109 (Federal
statistics)
1 917-18 92 ( annual ) : state (average farm price Dec. 1 of. tame hay) In
Calif. State bd.^agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p.lC9 (Federal
statistics)
1918-1898 (annual ) : state (average farm price Dec. 1 of tame hay) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 129 (Federal
statistics)
1919: Delta (Sacramento River) products (price of hay shipped by boat
and rail) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui,
3, p. 99 (Records of U. S. Engineer's office and R, R. records)
1919,1918: state (price Dec. 1, tame hay; wild hay) In Calif, Dept.
agr. Monthly bul, v. 9, Jan. -Feb, 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (farm value per ton Dec 1 of tame, wild hay) In Farm
management, notes, for Calif*, p,l<5.
192l(0ct. l): individual states of U.S.; U.S. (estimated farm value
per ton) In Calif, State bd, agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 10,
1921-1900 (annual) : state (average farm price Dec, 1 of tame hay)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 152 (1900-1920
and 1900-1919 data also in Statistical repts. 1920, p. 135; 1919,
p. 78 (Federal statistics)
I-IAY - Continued
- wcremuea
1S21-1313 (annual )j state (farm price Dec. 1 of tame hay; wild hay]
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (u.S.D.AO
1323,1322: state (fair: value Zee. 1 - tame hay;. wild hay) In Calif,
crop and livestock rep". Zee, 27
,
19 23.
1824,1323: state (farm value Dec. 1 - tame hay; -wild hay) In- Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Jar. 5, 1525, p. 3.
1925-13IS (annual): state (fam value per ton tame hay; wild hay) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 53, p. 8 ( Same statistics for shorter
periods vrithir 1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p^iC; 43, p. 6; 33, p.
o, _j.Oj y»o j
1S25-1319 (annual): state (farm value per ton tame hey; wild hay) In
Calif. Tept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p.234 ( Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul.
v.13, July-Dec. 1924, p'.243; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12,
Jan.-Feb. 1923, p.55; v. 10, l~ov.-Dec. 1921, p. 747; v.9, Dee. 1320,
p.741)
1926-1919 (annual); 1925- 19 19 (average): Calif, grape producing section
(farm price of tame hay; prices of other chief farm products end
relative prices of non-agricultural commodities also given) In
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 429, p. 122 (1925 figures are preliminary)
1926-19 22 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1 of tame hay;
wild hay) In Calif. Depf. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 7* in Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-fee. 1925, p. 220.
1926-1924(annual): state (estimated farm value Dee. 1 - tame hay; vrild
hay) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 192"?, p. 2 (1924-
1925 data also in Rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3)
1927-18 53 (annual ) :" state (farm price Dec. 1 of tame hay including
alfalfa, grain hay and' misc. tame hay) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 85, p. 14; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p.770.
1927-19 14 (annual) : state (farm value per ton Dec. 1 of wild hay) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 85, p. 14; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v.16, Dec. 1927, p.77C.
1927-1923(annuai; 5 year aver.): state (farm value per ton Dec. 1) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 85, p. 7-8; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 753-7 64.
lSJ^lSSS: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1 of tame, wild hay) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Product ic
a
1851(?): Yuba county. In* Calif. Surveyor gen. Hept. 1852, p. 44
(?.ept. of County assessor or surveyor)
1852: counties. In Calif, census of 1852, p. 16-56.
-854: Amador county. la Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 53
(County assessor)
1854: Colusi county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 270.
(County assessor)
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1855: 'counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept<. 1855, following p. 50;
p.219-320, Total for all counties pv5I' (-County assessors and sur-
veyors)
1856': counties. In Calif-. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, following p. 30
.
(state total p.3l) (County assessors)
1857: counties.
.
In Calif Surveyor gen. Kept. 1857, tabic following
.
p. 22 (State total p. 23) (Asses sors 1 repts.)
1858: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Sept. 1858, following p. 32.
( County asses sors)
"
1859: "counties. In Calif . Surveyor gen, Rept . 1859, 'table 1 following.
p. 30 (Production for some counties also given elsewhere in this
report - Count'y assessors)
1859-1855,1852 :(annual; 5 year average ):' state. In Calif, -state agr.'
soc. Trans. 1859, p. 342. . . '* .-
1850: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. I860,, table 1, follow-
ing p. 50 (Assessors 1 , repts.)
,
.
••
.. "
.
'
1850, 1850 (years' ended' June'l) ;1852: * .; state.- In Calif. State bd. agr
Rept, '1911, p. 34 (1852., figure is from State census; 1850,1860
figures are from Federal census)
1861: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1861, table 1, follow-
ing p. 16 ('Assessors' repts*),.;
1852 (.table- headed 1851): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept, 1862, -0.58-53 (Assessors 1 rc-yts.) (Production for Fresno Co.,
p. 109)
_
-
1853: state and county.., .In Calif.- state agr. * soc. Trans. 1853, p..
234-235; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept . 1863, p. 80-81 (County
assessors) V . .
1853: Monterey county. * In Calif . Surveyor gen. 'Rept. 1854, p.72
(Assessor's rept.)
1854: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept . 1854, o. 34-35.
(Assessors' repts.)
, \ •
1855: counties.. In Ca .l if . Surveyor, gen. Rept.' 1865, p. 122-123.
('Assessors 1 ' rept s. ).. '•, ••
; r
.
•
1855:' state and" county. 'In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept . .1865/67
, p.
76^77•""state total p. 43;. in, Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866
and 1857, p*.554-555 (County assessors)
1867: state and county. In Ca'if. state -agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p.
138-139; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. -rept. 1867/69, p, 22-23
(County assessors)
.
•
.
'•: •"• v
"
1868: state and county.. In 'Califs state. -agr. -soc. Trans. 1869, .p.
360-361; in Calif. "Surveyor gen; Bien. rept. 1867/69, p.58-59^ -
(County assessors) •
..
-••
.
'"'' *
1859: "state and" county. In Calif.. Surveyor gen. Statistical- rept-
1869, p. 12-13; in'Rept . 1869/71, p. 18-19 (County assessors )
1869 (table headed 1869-70.): • state and, county." In C 8lif. state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p.178-179 (County assessors)
S50
w - - -
Production - I o r. t i nut i
157-: Sor.craa county (c st inatod yearly production) Ir Calif, state agr
see. Trrr.s. 13 74, -.415 (?.. A. TTaornpson)
1570: si at-, and :rr.t". In Calif. Surveyor gen. ?.c:t . 1859/71 , p.
72-73 (Asses sors ! rept s
.
)
1370: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1571, p.
374-3^5 S. Census 1370)
1570 (i alio headed 1570- "l): state and crir.:::. In Calif. state agr.
soc. Trcns. 1871, p. 383-389 (County assessors)
137l(ta:le header. 1371-72): state. In Calif., state agr. see. Trans.
1372, p. 385 (County assessors)
187l(t33&os headed 1872) :~state and county. In Calif, state agr.
see. trans. 1573, p. 205-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept.
1571/73, r. 32-33 (Co-ant" assessors)
1872 (tables headed 1872-73): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soe. Trans. 15~3, ".032-223; ir. Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rent.
1871/73, p. 60-61 (County assessors)
1372: certain counties. In Calif, state agr. see. Trans. 1573, p.
254, 257, .250, 254: in C alif. Surveyor rer., Tien, rent. 1371/73, p«
54,57,00,94 ^County asse ssor s) ( le'narr.a ccanty figare is said to
he for 1873)
1373: state and county. Ir. Crlif. state agr. sec. Trans. 1574, p.
212-213; ir Calif. Surveyor gen. Tien, rept. 1573/75, p. 32-33
.(County assessors)
1873: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
eaaalizaticn. Rept. 1372-73, p. 53-57.
1574: state and c canty. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1575, p.
124-125; in Calif. Surveyor gen, Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 56-57.
la~5: state and county. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1S~5
, p.
93-00; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Tien. rent. 1575/77, p. 26-27
(County assessors)
1875,1374: state and county 'quantity assessed) In Calif. State ":d.
ocualizat ion, Tent. 15~4-~o, p. 35-33, 55-57.
1575: state and county.. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1575, p.
120-121; in Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept . 1875/77 , p. 48-491
\ County assessors).
137": state and county. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1373, p.
346-77 (County assessors)
ll^iO'/O: state and county. In Calif. State hd. ecuali zat ion. .
Tien, rept. 1876-77,
. p. 30r-31, 50-51.
-3"5: stare and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Irons. 1379, p.
232—
-5-n r,~-*T-f SnT-trp-Tn-" ew*ti TViPfi -^p-nr "1 $77 / n 9 Tl.l/LlnC i_ <^ . . — „_ - _ ... « _ z: J _ . _ — . _ ^r— -
; County asse ssor s)
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1379, p.
254r-053; in Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. 1877/73, p. 35—37.
(County assessors)
13-79: state and county. In Calif. State la. ecuali ear ion. Rept.
- - - 3
,
n • _ 1 5 •
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1879,1878: state and county. In Calif. Stat 2 bd. equalization,
Bien. rept. 1678-79, p. 30-31, 5C-51.
1880(table headed 1879-80): counties. In Calif. Surveyor . gen. Rept.
1879/80, p. 52-53 (County assessors)
1830: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State M.
equalization, Kept. 1880, p. 100-101.
188l(tablc headed 1880-81): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. 3icn.
rept. 1880/82, p. 62 (County assessors)
1882(taole headed 1381-82): counties. In Calif. Survey/or gen. Bien.
rept. 1880/82, p. 77 (County asses-sors)
1332: counties (quantity assessed) In Calif. "State "bd. equalization.
Rept. 1631 and 1832, p. 38-89.
1832: state and county. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1833 end 1884, p. 110.
1333: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1684, p. 57,
1834: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1684, p. 95.
1385: Lassen county (hay-taxable wealth) In Calif. Bur. labor -
statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-85, p. 203.
1885: state and county (quantity assessed)
equalization. Rept. 1385 and 1885, p. 65.
1887:' state and county (quantity assessed)
equalization. Rept. 1687 and 1383, p. 55.
1888: state and county (quantity assessed)
equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1388, p. 85.
1889: state and county (quantity assessed)
equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 47.
1890: state and county (quantity assessed')
equalization. Rept. 1539 and 1890,- p. 55.
1891:" state and county (quantity assessed)
equalization. Rept. 1891 and 18-92, p. 47.
1892: state and county (quantity assessed)
equalization. Rept. 1391 and 1392, p. 75.-
1893: state and county (quantity assessed)
equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 59.
1893: state. In Calif* State fruit growers 1 convention. Rept. 18th3
p. 129,
1893: Humboldt county (In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1394, p. 254
.
(Chamber of Commerce)
1394: state and county ''quantity assessed) - In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 89.
1894: Plumas county (estimated) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
.1394: p. 271 (llth Dist, agr. < ss~c. Rept ,0
1394: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p.
199,307,348,377.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
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1895: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Kept, 1695 and 1395, p#29, •
1896: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1895, p. 72,
1897: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization, Rept. 1397 and 1898, p. 34.
1898: state and county (quantity assessed) In Calif, State M.
equalization. Hept. 1897 and 1898, p. 71.
1890-1849(10 year periods - table headed 1850-1900): state and county.
In Calif. State M. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 127 (1850 figures are for
state and Hapa and Sacramento counties only)
1900,1890: state and county. In Calif.- State bd. agr. Rept. 1912,
-o,113,
190l(.?): Merced county (quantity in county at time of the last assess-
ment) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 279, (.County
assessor)
1901: Santa Barbara county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901 9
p,388.
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rer>t, 1904, p.
171 (W. J. Davis)
1905: 5 counties (grass hay) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905,
' p. 122, 125, 151, 226, 229.
""
1906 (tables headed 1905-05 ) :~counties (total hay; grass hay) In Calif*
state agr. soc. Rept, 1905 (See Contents under names of counties)
1905,1905: state (total hay; grass hay) In Calif, state agr. soc.
' Rept. 1905, p. 50, 51.
1907 (table sheaded 1906-07): counties, (total hay; grass hay) In Calif,
state agr, soc. Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907(table headed- 1906-07) : Contra Costa county (alfalfa, grain and
grass) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907,- p. 69.
1908 ( table headed' 1907-08) : Contra Costa county (total of alfalfa,"
grain and grass hay) In-. Ca-lif . state agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p,S2.
1908(tables headed 1907-08): counties (grass hay, total hay) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept-. 1908 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1909: state (tame or cultivated grasses other than millet or Hungarian
• grasses) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (uY S. Census)
1909: counties (misc. tame or cultivated grasses) In Calif. State
'M.-agr. Repts. 1911, ' 1914-1918 (U.- S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1908-09): counties (grass hay; total hay) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of
counties) .....
1909 (table headed 1908-09): Tehama county (grain and grass hay)
In Calif, state agr. socY -Rep%\ • 1906y^p.186.
:
•
1909-1849(10 yr. periods; tables headed 1850-1-910): state. In Calif.
State "bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1919 (U. S. Census) • '
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1910(tables headed 1309-10): counties (total hay; grass hay) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rcpt.. 1910 (See Contents under names of
countie s)
1912,1311: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Kept. 1912, p. 83
(1911 also in Rept. 1911, p. 68 - federal statistics)
1911-1868 (annual) : state. In Calif, State M. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 95 (1858-1912 and 1858-1911 also in Rept s. *1912, "0.109;
1911, p. 125)
1315-1890 (annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 101 (1890-1914 also in Rept. 1914, p. 83)
1915: state (tame hay - rank, of states by acreage, with U. S. total)
In Calif. State od. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 101 (Same data
for all hay, p. 103)
1315-1891 ( annual) : state (tame hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1915, p. 109 (federal statistics)
1917: Calif.; 4 other states; U.S. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1917, .p, 89 (U.S.D.A.)
1 317-1892 ( annual ) : state (tame hajO In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rcpt. 1917, p. 109 (federal statistics)
1917,1915: state (misc. tane hay; all hay) In Calif. State bd, agr.
Statistical repts. 1917, p. 51; 1918,
'
p. 97; .1919, p. 74.
1918-1898 (annual): state (tame hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rcpt. 1918, p. 129 (Federal 'statistics)
1919: state (v7ild hay; tame hay,) estimated per cent of 1918, In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p. 2.
'
1919: state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 108-109 (U.S.D.A.) . '
1919: state and county (tame or. cultivated grasses; other than
timothy, clover and alfalfa) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1321, n. 185-196 (U. sT Census)
1919: counties (misc. tame or cultivated grasses) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920-1921 (U. S. Census) '
.
1919, lS09(tahlesfheaded 1910,1920): state (tame or cultivated
grass e s ; o t her than t imothy , c 1 ovc r and al falfa but including
millet and Hungarian gra.ss) (with' per cent of decrease) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 156; 1921, p.
181 (U. S. Census)
191 9l-1917 (annual) : state (tame hay, wild hay, total) In University
of California Journal of Agriculture v. 5, no. 4, Apr. 1920, p. 5.
1919,1918: state (wild hay; tame) In Calif. Dept. agr* konthly bill.
v.9, J an.-Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. . .
Doc. 22, 1919, u.l (tJ.S.D.A.)
1920: Calif, corn-eared with 4 leading states; with U. . S. (per cent of
total production given also) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1921, "p. 152.
1920: state (estimated production of tame, wild hay) In Farm1 maiiagemet
notes for Calif. 'O.IS.
2 5 c
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1920: 1\ S., 5 leading states^ including Calif, classified by rank
(with per cent of total "roduction) In Calif.- State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1120, p. 135.
1921: state (tame; wild, estimated per cert of 1919) In Calif. Dept:.
arr. Special nub. 1, p. 3; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9,
f5 C • _ - - u , • ' *jj
1921: state (wild hay; tame hay, per cent of 1919 and 1920 ) -In
Calif. Ic-.t. agr, Monthly bal, v. 10, Hov.-Dec. 1921, p. 742; in
Calif. Dept. agr. Special piibi 13, p. 4.
1921: state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Tpv, i p' "1 COO
L/C ( — ^ J — ^-^Aj.
1921-1900 (annual): state (tame hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rent. 1921, p. 152 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 also in Hepts.
1921, p. 135; 1919, p. 78 (".S.D.A.)
.1921-1919 (annual): state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. "11, n.'20'4 ("J. S.D.A.
)
.1922: state (wild hay; tame hay, estimated per cent of 1921 ) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bal. v. 12, Jan.-^eb. 1923, p. 53; in
Calif. Tent, agr* Special pub. 33, p. 4.
1923,1922: state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Tec. 27, 1923; 'Jan. 5,1925, p. 3.
1924,1923: state (total tame- hay, and by types of tame hay; wild hay;
and total hay produced) In .Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13,
Jpiyt.Itec.lS34, n.245.
1924*1923: state (est. production all tame hay; wild; total) In
Calif. Dept. a.gr. Special pub. 55, p. 12.
1925-lS19(annual): state (wild; tame) "In 'Calif- Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. y.14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 234 (Same statistics for shorter
periods 'within 1919-1925 in Monthiy bul. v. 13, July-Dec*1924/
p. 243; v. 12, 'July-Dec. 1923, t>.443; v. 12, Jan.-Feb. 1923, v. 55;
v. 19, I~ov.-Dcc, 1921, p.747; v. 9, Dec. 1121, p.74l)
1 925-131^( annual ) : state (wild; tame)' In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. S3, p. 8 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10; 43, p. 5; 33, p. 3; 13, p. 5; 9, p. 5)
1925-1 323 ( annual ) : state/raise* tame hay; wild hay; al Pr»v — 7^T*fi—
liminary estimates for 1925) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Oct. 10,1925, p. 5; and 2Tov. 12, 1925, p. 4.
1925,1324? state (estimated production all tame hay; wild hay; all
hay) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 53, p. 17; in Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, ^July-Dec. 1925; n.293.
1925,1324: state (tame hay; wild hay) In' Calif, crop and livestock
ropt. Jar.. 5,1923, p. 3.
1925,1324: individual states of U. 5. by geographical divisions;
U. S. (tame hay, including alfalfa) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 33, p. 18; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec.
— 325 j • - Zi '\ %
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192 6-1 922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (tome hoy; wild hay) In. Calif.
Dept. agr. Special~pub. 74, p.?;: .in Calif . Dept. agr. .Monthly "bul.
v • 1 5 , July-Do c . 1925 , p . 220
.
1925-1924 (annual): state (hay classified "by types; all tamo_!iay; all
wild hay; total all hoy) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p.
~9; in" Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul. v.. 15, July-Dec. 1326, p. 222.
1 925-1924 (annual).: state (tame hay; wild hay) In. Calif, crop and
. livestock rept . Jan. 5, 1927,; p. 2.
1927-1323 (annual; 5 year aver.):' state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif.
•Dent, agr- Special pub. 36, p. 7-8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
.bul. v. 15,- Dec. '1927, p. 763-764.
• 1 927-1 925 (annual ) :' state (est; production all tame hay; wild hay;
total) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special -pah. 86, p. 9; in. Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. vil5,Dec. 1927, p. 765.
1927,1926: state (tame; wild) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
4,1928, p. 2. .
Production, Losses in
1917: 132 farm centers (losses due to labor shortage) In .Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Circ. 193,' p. 45 (Details -of Losses "by counties and
center, p. 48-51)
Pur cha s ing P o wer
1925-1 91 9 ( annual ) ; 1925-1919 (average ) : Calif, grape producing section
(purchasing power in dollars of tame hay; in per cent of 1919-
.1925 average; other chief farm products also given) In Calif.
Agr.' exp. sta. Bul. 429, p. 123 (chart based on this table p. 97;
1326 figures are preliminary)
Receipt s '
•
' 137 3-1672 (annual, years ended June 30) : receipts at San Francisco.
:.
.
In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1880/82, p. 624; in
Calif. Commissioner of transportation. Bien. .rept. 1877-1878, p. 49.
1330/81-185S/57(annual) ; 138l(last 5 months): San" Franci sco In
.. Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 153 (1856/57-1878 /?9Mata
also In Trans. 1879, p. 213 ) (Commercial Herald)'
13 95-1886 ( annual ) : San Franci sco . In Cal if. state agr . soc. Trans
•
1335, p. 155 (Same statistics . for shorter periods within 1885-1895
in Trans. 1834, p. 130; 1833, p. 141; 1832, p. 125; 1891, p. 185;
. 1890, p. 223; 1883, p. 290; 1888', p. 235; 1887, p. 242) ( San Francisco
produce exchange)
18 95-1837 (monthly) : San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trains.
1395, p. 155; 1334, p. 130; 1833, p. 141; 1832, p. 125; 1831, pvl86S
1830, p. 223; 1883, p. 230; 1888, p. 236; 1837, p. 242 (data for 1
year only in each report - figures from San Francisco produce
exchange
)
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1924(Sept. 1, survey): 8 districts; state total (hay requirements for
dairy cattle; other major livestock; total;total available hay
supply given) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Sept, 25, 1924,
P .<C •
Shipment's
185 5-1860 ( annual ) : state (-exports to foreign countries) In Calif.
state agr, soc. Trans.- 1864- and 65, p. 383, 384^385.
1876 (year ended June 30) : freight transported over Yisalia H. R.
In Calif. 3d. commissioners of transportation. Eept . ... 1877,
appendix I, p. 134.-
1883,1882: produced in state and carried hy Sou. Pacific R. R. Co.
In Calif. 3d. R. E. commissioners • Rept. 1884, p. 129, 220, 289.
1885,1884: number of tons produced in state and carried over Calif.
Souohe rn R . R a Co . -In Cali f . 3d . R . R . commi s s io ne r s . Annual rep
t
1886, p. 53, 229. - . -
1386: produced in state and carried "by Calif . Southern R. R. Co. In
Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1S87, R. R. companies.
section p. 57.
1887: produced in state and carried "by Calif. Central R. R. Co.; oy
Calif.- Southern R. R. Co. In Calif. 3d.' R. R. commissioners.
Rept. .1888, p. 125, 142.
1883: various Calif, railroads, total (also gives per cent of whole
amount shipped) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1389, p.
/La.
1888: various California, railroads, freight traffic movement (some-
times expressed a-s amount and per cent; as per cent only; or
amount only) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1889,
appendix, p. 38 , 80, 103, 126 , 134,153, 171 , 176
.
1389: shipped over various Calif, railroads, total (per cent of total
also given) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1890, p.41,
table 12.
1390: freight forwarded from Midway (Alameda Co.) In Calif* 3d. R. R.
commi s s ioner s
. .
Rept . 1 8 31 , . p . 6 1
•
1390: shipped over various Calif- railroads, total (per cent of
total also given) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Annual
r'jpt. 1891, p. 91, tahle 3 (Given elsewhere in hook in repts. of
individual roads) ...
1891: freight traffic movement over given railroads within the state.
In Calif . 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1392, p. 182, 225, 234, 246,
258,272,230,293,308,319,324.
1892(year ended Dec. 3l), 1893(6 months ended June 30): various Calif,
railroads, freight traffic movement (per cent also givem sometimes)
In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners* Eef>t. 18 93-94[ appendix] p. 63-4,
79-30, 92-3, 108.-9, 161, 196, 187, 200-20l". '.
'
1392: Nevada-Calif.-Oreg. R. E. Co., freight traffic' movement (per
cent of total also given) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1893-94, [appendix], p. 123.
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1893(year ended June 30): South Pacific E. E. Co., Carson and Colorado
R. R. Co., freight traffic movement (per cent of total also given)
In Calif, 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94, [apppjaddkvO p. 14,
115 (South Pacific Co. data covers an 18 month period)
1833: Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893,' p. 320.
1894(.7ear ended June 30) : various Calif, railroads, freight traffic
.
movement (per cent* of total sometimes given) - In Calif. M. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1893-94, [appendix] p. 219-379.
1895: Pacific Coast R. "C. Co., Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (freight
traffic movement; per cent of total also given) In Calif. 3d.
R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1695-9S, p. 210, 349 (Southern Pacific
Co. year ended June 30 ) '•
1896 (year ended June' 30) :• various Calif, railroads (freight traffic
movement; per cent of total usually given) In Calif. 3d. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1895-95, p. 103-301, 357. Total for all rail-
roads p. 357. '
l900(year ended June '30) : various Calif, railroads - freight traffic
'movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif. 3d. R. R.
commissioner's. Rept. 1900, p. 80-307.
1901: San Mateo county. In Calif, state agr* soc. Trans. 1901, p. 383.
1905: counties (shipped out of County) In Calif, -state agr. soc.
Rept. 1905 (See Content s under names of counties)
190S(tahles headed 1905-06): Colusa, Glenn, Lake, Sonoma counties.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 69, 83, 96 , 199.
1907/08: various Calif, railroads - movement of freight. In Calif.
'Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1908, p. 44-46.
1908(tahle headed 1907-08): Kern comity- (shipped out of county) In
Calif i state agr, soc. Rept. 1908, p. 83.
1909 (table headed 1908-09): Kern county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. '1909, p. 82,
1910,1909(;/ears ended June 30) : various Calif, railroads, total -
movement of freight. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1909/10, p. 190-200, 259-281.
1911 (year ended June 50 ): moved over given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission. Rept. Jan. 1911 - June
1912, p. 316-327.
1913 (year ended June 30); 'moved over given Calif railroads ; total
shipments. In Calif. .E. E. commission. Rept. 1912/13, p. ' .1100-1111
.
1913(year ended June 30):' moved, over given Calif . railroads ; total
shipments. In Calif. R. R. commission. Rept. 1913/14, p. 574-683.
1914(yea.r ended June "30): moved over given Calif* railroads; total
shipments. In Calif.''. R. R. commission. Rept. 1914/15, p. 452-451.
1915 (year ended June 30 ^ % freight carried hy various railroads operat-
ing in" Calif., total/ In Calif. Bd. R, R. commissioners.- Rept.
1915/15 s . v.2,. p. 130-141.
1916 (year ended June 30): moved over given Calif, railroads;; total
shipments. In Calif. E. R. commission* »Ropt. 1916/17, v.2, p. 132-
135.
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I9I7 , 1913 , 190S-1907 , 1901 ( annual) : shipped from Port of Eureka. In
Calif, Ed, harbor commissioners for the port of Eureka. Official'
repts. ... 1917 ,1913 , 190^1907 ,1961 (Each rept. gives data for
1 year only)
1919: Delta (Sacramonto r^ver) products (shipped "by "boat and rail)
In- Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3,P«99«
(Records of U.S. Engineer'? office and R. R. records)
1920(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (out"bound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles,' 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts
1918-20, p. 83. '; •
1923: shipments' - coastwise from Port of San Francisco; internal -
from Port of San' Erancisco; to Port of -San Erancisco, In Calif.
3d. State harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1 922/ '24, • p. 63, 65,66.
Value'
1866: state. In Calif.' state agr.- sec. Trans. 1366 and I867, p. 5^6;
in Calif. Surveyor, gen. Rept. IS65/67, p. *+3.
137-: estimated value of tens produced yearly in Sonoma county. In
•Calif.- state agr. soc. Trans. 1S7^, p.^15 (R. A. Thompson)
1873-1^72: state and county (assessed value) In Calif. State bd.
equalization.- Rept. 1372-73, p. US-U9, 66-67.
r875 5 l'2>7^i state -and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept, I874ll875, p. 38-39, 66-67.
1877,1^7^5 state -and county (assessed) In- Calif. State Dd. equaliza-
tion. Bien. rept. 1576-77, p..3'0-31,> 50-51.
I879,l873r state and county (assessed) In-Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Bien. rept. 187-8-79, p. 30-31, 50-51.
1880: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. -IS SO, p. 100-101. .
1882: state and county '(reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1881 and 1882, p. 88-89*
1383: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1883 -and
-1884, p. 67. ;
188^: state and county (reported "by .assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p.
-95*
1886: state -and county (reported by -assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1885 and 1886, p. 66.
1887: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1 ,87 and 1883, p, 6'5«
1388: : state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 85.
1889: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. k~[ m
1390 : state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. Rept, 1889 and 1890, p. 66,
1891: state and county (reported by assessors)
equalization. • Rept. 1891 and 1892, p, ^7-
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif, State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
In Calif. State bd.
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1892: state and count"- (reported by assessor?) In Calif. State "bd.
equalization. Rent. 1891 and 1892, p. 75,^2.
1S93: state (home value) In Calif. State fruit growers 1 convention.
Kept. 13th, p. 129.
1893: state and county (reported "by assessors) In Calif. State "bd.
equalization. Rept. 1893 and I89U, p. 59-
1893: Humboldt county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. I89U, p. 26^
( Chamb er of C6mmer c e
)
189*+: state ana county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 89.
1895: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1395 and IS96, p. 29.
IS96: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and I896, p. 72.
1897: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1397 and 1398, p. 3*+.
18'98: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1897 and 1893, p. 71.
1901: Southern Calif, (estimated value) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1901, p. 135 (Lof Angeles Chamber of Commerce)
1902: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd,
equalization. Rept. 1899-1902, p. 67.
190^: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif, State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1 903-190*+, p.*+2.
190^: counties. In Calif* state agr. soc. Rept. 190U (See Contents
under names of counties) (County assessors)
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 190*+, p.
171 (W.J.Davis)
1905: 5 counties (grass hay) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905,
p.122,125,151,226,229.
1906: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept, 1 905-1 906, p. 6*+.
1906(tables headed 1905-06): counties (total hay; grass hay) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1906,1905: state (total hay; grass hay) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906, p. 50, 51.
1907(yr. ended Mar. l) j state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1907, p.^7 (State 3d. Trade)
1907( table headed I90o-07) : Contra Costa county (alfalfa, grain and
grass) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, P*69«
1907(?): state (annual earning capacity) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 23 (A. R. Brings)
1907(tables headed 1906-07) : counties (total hay; grass hay) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of
counties)
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1903(table headed 1907-03): Centra Costa county (total of alfalfa,
grain and grass hay) In Calif, state .agr. sec. Rept. 1903, p. 62.
1903: state and county (reported "by assessor) . In
;
Calif. State bd.
equalization. Kept. 1907-1903, p. 30. . " !;
190S( tables headed 1907-03): counties (total hay; grass hay) In
Calif, state agr. see. Rept. 1903 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1909 (table headed 1903-09) : Tehama county (total hay: grain and grass
hay) In Calif, state agr. sec. Rept. 1909,- p. 136. g
1909: state (tame or cultivated grasses other than millet of Hungarian
grasses) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-191S(U. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1 905-09 ) : counties (total hay; grass hay) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1910: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1909-191°, p. 32.
1910(tables headed 1909-10) : counties (total hay; grass hay) In
Calif, state. agr. sec. Rept. 1910 (See Contents under .names of
counties)
1912,1911: state ('farm value on basis of -price Dec. l) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 33 (1911 data also in Rept. 1911,
p. 33) (Federal statistics)
191 3-1 36 3(annual) : state (farm value Dec.l) In Galif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1913, i>. 95 '(1363-1912 and 1363-1911 data
also in Rept-. 1912, p. 109 ; 1911 ,p . 125)
1915: Orange county (total estimated value of -,al fal fa barley
,
cat,
and bean hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915,
p. 350.
1 91 5-1 390 ( annual ) 1 state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd.agr
Statistical rcpt.l9l5,p.lOl(l390-l9l 14 data also in ..Statistical
rept." 191^,0.33)'
191 5-191 0( annual) : . 2avis Univ. farm (market value) In Calif. Dept.
engineering. 5th Bien. rept. 19lVl6, appendix C. note 1, p»7;
in its Bui. 3,P»7-
1916: Orange county (estimated value of barley, alfalfa, oat, and
bean hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 191&,
p. 376 (Chamber of Commerce)
191 6-1 391 (annual): state (farm value Dec. 1 cf tame hay) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 19l6, p. 109 (Federal statistics)
1 91 7-1 39 2 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1 of tame hay) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 109 (Federal statistics)
1913-1393( annual) : state (farm value Dec. 1 of tame hay) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 129( Federal statistics)
1913,1917: state (1913 estimated) In Calif. State corxi. hcrt. Bien.
rept. 1917-1913, p. 5.
1919: state. In Calif. State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental,
1922 ed. p. 1+9 (u.S.D.A.)'
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1919; state and county (approximate) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1919, p. 10S-109^(U.S.D.A.)
1319,1909( tables headed 1920,1910): state (tame or cultivated grasses -
with per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistic-si
repts. 1920, p. l6o; 1921, p. ISO (U.S. Census)
I9l9,1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (tame or cultivated grasses
other than timothy, clover, and alfalfa, but including millet and
Hungarian grass - with per cent of decrease) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p.l66; 1921, p.lSl (U.S.Census)
1 91 9-1 91 7 ( annual) : state (total hay crop value) In University of
California Journal of agriculture, v. 6, no. 4, Apr. 1920, p. 6.
1919,1913: state (wild hay; tame) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. U2; in Calif, crop -and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, 1919, p.l.Cu.S.D.A.)
1920: state (total farm value. Dec. 1 of tame, wild hay) In Farm nanage-
ment notes for Calif. p.l6.
t
1920 : Fresno county (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1920, p. 250 (Fresno county Chamber of Commerce)
1921 : state (farm value Dec. 1 of tame hay; wild hay)
f
In. Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
1921: Fresno county (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1921, p. 303 (Fresno county Chamber of Commerce)
' 1921-1900 ( annual) : state (farm value 'Dec. 1 of tame hay) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p.lj? (l 900-1920 and 1900-
1919 data also in Statistical rept.
.
1920, p. 135; 1919, p.7S
( Federal
(
statistics)
1921-1 919 (annual).-; state (farm value Dec. 1 . of tame hay; wild hay)
In Calif. State* bdi 'agr. Statistical r ept. . 1921 , p.20U(U. S.D.A.)
1922: state (wild; tame) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.12,
July-Dec. 1923, p. 3^3.
1923-1919(5 year aver.}: state (farm value Dec. 1 of tame hay) In
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. H35, p. 90.
1923,1922: state (farm* value Dec. 1 - wild hay; tame hay) In Calif.
crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1323»
192^,1923: state (tame hay - rank in value) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 55, P»7J i» Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.13,
July-Dec Ig2<4-, p. 2^-0; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1925, p. 2.
192 )4,1923: state (farm value Dec. 1 - wild hay^ tame hay) In Calif.
crop and livestock reot. Jan. 5, 1925, P-3» \
152 ]4,1923 (2 year aver. Dec. 1): state (taine and wild hay; important
crops compared; rank given) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. ^45, p. *+5«
1925-19l9( /^ttial) : state {fr.m value Dec. 1 of tamo hay; wild) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, P..S (Same statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1325 also in Special pub. 55, p.10; ^3, p.6?
33, p. 6; l6, p. 6; 9-P-5)
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1925-191 9 (annual) • state (farm value Dec. 1 of tame hay; wild) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul, v.l4, July-Dec. 1925, p.2gU (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v.
13, July-Dec. p. 2^3; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
'
p. 1*3; v.12, Jan.-
Feb. 1923,
-P. 55; v.10, Nov. -Dec, 1921, p. 7^7; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p.7^1)
1925,192^: state (value send rank in value of tame hay) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept, Jan. 5,1926, p. 2.
1925,192^: •state- ( tar.te hay - rank in value) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub* 63, p. 5; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v«14, July-
Dec. 1925, p. 281.
1925,192^: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1 of tame hay; wild hay)
In Calif, crop and livestock irept. Jan. 5,1926, p. 3.
1926—1922( annual; 5 year aver.): st;ate (farm value Dec'. 1 of tame hay;
wild hay) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 7^v P> 7*> in Calif.
Dept.. agr. Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p.220. :
1926-192^( annual) : state (estimated farm value Dec 1 — tame hay; wild
hay) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,' 1927, p. 2,
1 927-1923(annual; 5 3rear aver,*):' state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 7-8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.l6, Dec. 1927, -0.763-76^.
1927,1926-: state ( est. farm value, Dec. 1, of tome, wild hay) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. U, 1928, p. 2.
Value, Losses in
1917s 132 farm centers (losses due to labor shortage) In Calif. .Agr.
exp. sta. Circ. 193, pA5 (Details of losses by counties and
center, p. ^8-51)*
1922: state (wild-, tame - estimated loss in value* from insect pests
and estimate of money spent in insect control) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 363; in Calif. Dept.
agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec. 15,1$23.j following p. 76.
Value of • Imports
19l5(year ended June 30) ! Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce-in-
bound, approx. value) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioner s.
Animal rept. 19lVl5, ?• 5^.
1915,1913-190 II-, 1902-1900 (annual) : imports to Port of Eureka. In Calif.
Bd. harbor commissioners for the Port of Eureka. Official repts. ...
1915, 1913-190^4, 1902-1900 (Each rept. gives data for one year only)
I9l8,19l7(years ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce, estimated value of) In Los Angeles Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-1 8, p.*+2, 103*
Value of Shijgocnts *
lS63-186l ( annual) : state (value of hay exported) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1863, p. 265 (Compiled from Mercantile Gazette)
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1908 (table headed 1907-02): Kern county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept-. 190S, p. S3.
I909(ta"ble headed 1902-09): Kern county.' In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 82.
1917, 1913,1908-1907, 1901 ( annual) : shipped from Port of Eureka. In
Calif. 3d. harbor commissioners for the Port of Eureka. Official
repts. ... 1917,1913,1908-1907,1901' (Each rept. gives data for
one year only)
I9l9i Delta (Sacramento River) products (shipped "by "boat and rail)
In Calif. Dept. public works. Div." water rights. Bui. 3, P»99«
(Records of U.S. Engineer's office, and R. R. records)
1920(year ended June 30): Port of Los' Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Ed. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 83.
:
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port; of Los Angeles to Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harb 0r commi s s i on er s. Annual repts.1918-20, p. 128.
1923: shipments - coastwise from port Of San Francisco; internal -
from Port of San 7r.rncj.scc; to Port of San Prancisco. In Calif.
Bd, state harbor commissioners.* Bien. rept. 1922/2*4-, p. 63, 65, 66.
Yield per Acre
18*4-9/ 50 : average yield per cent of hay in Calif., and other states.
In Calif, state agr. foc. Trans. 1859, P» 3^3 (figures except those
for Calif, are from M a' Statistical View of the United States,"
prepared by the Bureau of the Interior, 185*4-.
1855: El Dorado county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 271.
(County assessor)
1859-1856, 1852( annual; 5 year average): state (average tons per acre)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 3*4-2
.
1907(table headed 190S-07) : Del Norte county (grass hay) In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, P»72.
1912,1911: state (conn -red with U. S.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept.
1912, p. 83 (1911 data also in Rept. 1911, p. 88) (Federal statistics)
191 3-1 268 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p. 95 (1868-1 912 and I808-I9H data also in Ropts. 1912, p,
109; 1911,. p. 125)
1913,1912: state (compared with U. -S.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1913, p. 71 (Eederal statistics)
191 5-1 390 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistics! rept.
1915, p. 101 (1890-191^ data also in Statistical rept. 191*+, p. 83)
191b: state (rank of states by acreage, with U. S. total) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 191 G, p. 101.
I9lb-I891 (annual): state (tame hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 19l6, p. 109 (Federal statistics)
1517: Calif.; 4 other states. I). S. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1917, p. 89 (u.S.D.A.)
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1917: Imperial county (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917,
'
191 7-1^92 ( annual) : state (tame hay) In Calif.' State "bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. '1917, p. 109 (Federal statistics)
1 91S-1S93( annual) : state (tame hay) In Calif. State "bcL agr. Statis-
tical rept. 191S, p. 129 (Federal statistics)
1919,1912: state (tame hay; wild hay) ' In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly buli
v. 9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. ^2; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec.
22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
.
1921-1900 (annual): state (tame hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. '1921, p.152 (1900-1920 and 1900-1919 data also in
Statistical repts. 1920, .p. 135; 191-9
, p. 7S) (Federal statistics)
1921-191'9( annual) : state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif* State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p.20U (u.S.D.A.
)
1923,1922: state (wild hay; tame hay) In Calif, crop and livestock
• rept. Dec.' 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state (wild hay;' tame, hay) In 'Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan.' 5, 1923, %
192U,1923:' state (total tame hay and by types of tame' hay; wild hay
end 'total hay per acre) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13,
July-Dec. 192V, p.2^5.
1924,1923: state (estimated yield all tame hay; wild; total all hay)'
In Calif. Dept.' agr. Special pub. 55, p. 12.
1925-1919 (annual) ; state (tame;'wild) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 63, p. 8 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 10; 4-3, p.6; 33, p. 6; l6 , p. 6; 9, p. 5)
' I925-I919 (annual) : state (tame; wild) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.iU, July-Dec. 1925, p.2gU ( Same statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul.. v. 13, July-Dec. 192U, p.
2^3;. v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 4^3; v. 12, Jan.-Feb. 1925, p. 55; v.
10, Nov.-Dec. 1921, p. 7U7; v.9, Dec. 1920, p.jUl)
1925,1923: state (estimated yield all tame hay; wild hay; all hay)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special "oub. 63, p. 17; In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. "v. lk, July-Dec. 1925, p. 293-
1925, 192U: state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
192 6-1 922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub.. fk\ p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.15, July-Dec. 192S, p. 220.'
1926-192U( annual) : state (hay classified by types; all tame hay; all
wild hay; all hay) In Calif. Dept. -agr. Special pub. ~jh, p. 9; in
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. vll5, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222.
1927-1923( annual; 5 yoar aver.): state (tame hay; wild hay) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special -oub. S6, p. 7-8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.l6, Dec. 1927, .p. 763-764.
1927-1925 (annual): state ( estimated yi eld of all tame hay; wild hay;
total) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. S6, p. 9; in Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v.lo, Dec. 1927, p. 765.
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1927,1926: state (t ame; mid) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.
k, 192S, p. 2. • .
HAY AND FEED
Shipments
.
1920(year ended June 30) : exports, Fort of San Francisco to various
foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners. 3ien.
rept. 191S/ 20, table following p. 13^.
-1920/21. (Oct. 1 to Jun 30) , I92l/22(july. 1 to June 30): from San Fran-
cisco to eastern cities. In Calif, ^d. state haroor commissioners.
.
• Bien. rept. 1920/22, table 6, following p. 78.
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to
,
: ..various foreign countries. In Calif, Bd. state harbor commissioners*
.
• Sien. rept. .1920/22, tables 1 and 3, following p. 78.
1925,1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1.926): intercoastal from Port of San
Francisco by cities of destination. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 192H/26, p. 90,
9
2 *
.; 1925, 1926 .( Jan. .1 to June 30 for 1926) : exports, port of San Francisco
to various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor com-
: ... mi ssi oners, Bien. rept. 192V26, p. 98, 100.
.
•
,
KAY AND STRAW
Shi 'laments
. .. .
'*:
1SS5, 18S&( Jan. and Feb. only for 1885) * produced in State and carried
by Southern pacific R. R. co. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1886, p. 138, 3l6.
ALFALFA
*
Acreage
undated map showing acreage by counties. In Calif. State comm. hort.
Mont.hly bul. Apr. 1915, p.198. .
1858: 1 farm near Marysville (acreage planted) In Calif, state agr.
soc. 'Trans. 1858, p.169.
1859: Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, P-96.
(Assessor's rept.)
1 060 : counties. In. Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. i860, table 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors 1 rcpts.)
I86l: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. lS6l, table 1, follow-
ing p. lo (Assessors 1 rept s. J
18o2( table headed lo6l): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p.60-6l (Assessors 1 repts.) ( Siskiyou .co. figure also
P. 132)
186*3: stat... and 7 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p.
82-83; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. I863, p. 236-237 (County
assessors)
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IS63: monterey county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept, 1S6U, p. 72.
(Assessor's rept.)'
1S6U: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 186^, p. 36—37 (Assessors'
repts.)
IS65: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 12^-125
(Assessors' repts.)
1901 : Stanislaus county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p.
(County assessor)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1906: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1905-1906, p. 72.
1906 (tables headed 1905-06) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906,1905: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 50, 51.
1907 (tables headed 1906-07) : counties. In Calif. . state agr. soc. Rept.
1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
190S: st'ate and county "( acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1907-1908,' p.88.
1908( tables headed 19 0J-G&) : counties. In Calif, state a£r. soc. Rept.
1903 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state (acres harvested) In 'Calif. State "bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
191S (U. S. Census)
1909: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911,
191^-1913 ( U.S. Census)
1909 (tables headed 19O0-C9): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1910: state- and county (acres' sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1909-1910, p.8'9.
1910( tables headed 1909-10)..: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1912; state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1911-1912, p. 60.
191^: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1913-191^ p. 93. ' '
131^: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915,
p.Ull (Chamb er of commerce)
1916: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1915-1916, p. 65.
1916: Riverside- county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1916, p.3S5 (County hort. comm.)
1916 (?): Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1916, p.390; 1917, p.^83; 1918, p. ^02.
1917: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917. P. S3 (County hort. comm.)
1J17: state and county. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v. 7,
.' Apr. 1912, table foil owing p. 21b. .. . .'
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1917: Imperial, Riverside, "Ventura counties. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1917, p. ^25, k'JS, .
'
1917'. Madera county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1917,
p. Wi; 191S, p. 363 (County hort. comm.)
19l7(?)i Santa Clara county. In Calif. State "bd, agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 503 (County hort. comm.)
191S: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept.
1317-iSia,
191S : Los Angeles, Riverside, Santa Clara counties. In fealif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 19'lo, p. 359, 399, ^29.
l9lo(Cct. 1) : Tulare county (total and classified by age of tree's)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 191S, p.^58 (County hort.
comm.
)
1913,1917: state. In Calif. State ccmm. hort. Bien. rept. 1917-1918,
p. 5.
1919 ! state and county (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-132; 1921, p.lSb-196 ("0. S. Census)
1919: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920-1921 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909( tables headed 1910,1920): state (acres harvested, with per
cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 166; 1921, p. ISO (U. S. Census)
1920 : counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1919-1920, p. 33.
1S22: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. eauali zation. Rept.
1921-1922, p. Hi.
1922-1920( annual) : state. In Calif. -Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v.
k, no. 3S, Sept. 23, 1922, p. lib (1922 figure is preliminary estimate)
1924: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd.. equalization. Rept.
M. 1323-152^, P.Ul.
192U,1923: state (estimated acreage) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 55, p. 12.
1925-1923 (annual): state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Oct. 10,
13£5, P. 5, and Nov. 12, 1925, p.*U
1925 ,1924: state (estimated acreage) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. S3, p. 17; in Calif. Eeut. agr. Monthly bul. v.l4, July-Dec.
1925, P. 293.
1925, 192^: individual states of U. S. by geographical divisions; U.S.
(estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub* 63, p. 18; in Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l^, July-Dec. 1925, p. 2Q^.
1925 ,1924,1923 ( data collected in crop and soil survey during three
growing seasons) : Gilroy region - part of Santa Clara Valley (pure
planting; mixed planting; total) In Calif, Agr. cxp. sta. Hilgardia,
v.l, no. IS, May 1926, p. 462, classified by soil types in Pi. II in
pocket.
1926: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1925-1926, p.te.
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192o-192H( annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Sprclal pub. 7^> P-9?
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly tul. v. 15, July-Dec. .1326, p. 222.
1927-1925( annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept.. agr. Special
pub. S6,-p.9;.in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul . v.lb, Pec. 1927, P»
- i ^ J. «
1927(Sept. 1 forecast), l926(D'ec. estimate) : state. In Calif, crop and
.
livestock: rept. Sept. 12, 1927,
Cost of Production
Cost required and income during period of establishment. Number of years
to maturity, gross cash outlay per acre; value of probable returns
per a.cre; reasonable expectation of income for entire period per acre.
In Calif* Agr. exp. sta. Circ. Zkj [.June 1922]
, p. 52.
1915/16, 1918/19 ( or normal, high periods): state (operating costs of
an average acre - detailed data include market price of land, costs
of planting, costs of growing, and farm returns. In Farm management
notes for Calif., p. 27.
1919 3 1915! cost per acre to establish - net cost to establish to self -
sustaining age. Annual charge against mature crop to cover cost of
establishing. In Calif. .Agr. exp. sta. Rept. 1926/21, p. 100-101.
(E. L. Adams) .
.
Price
1921 (Sept. 15): individual stater of U. S. ; TJ. S. (est. farm value per
ton) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 8-9.
Production
I860: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. i860, table 1, follow-
ing p. 30 (Assessors 1 repts.)
186l: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. lSbl, table 1, follow-
ing p. l6 (Assessors' repts.)
1S62( table headed- iSbl) : state and county. , In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Ropt. I062, p.60-6l (Assessors' repts.), (Siskiyou Co. figure also
on p. 132)
.
1863:
-state and 6 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. I863, p.
82-S3 (County assessors)
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Ropt. 1864, p. 36-37 (Assessors'
repts. )
1365: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 124-125.
(Assessors' repts.)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1906(tables headed 1905-06) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906,1905:. state. In Calif., state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 50-51.
1907 (tables headed 1906-O7) : counties; In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
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1908( tables headed 1907-08) : counties. In Calif, state .agr. soc. Rept.
130S (See Contents under names of counties)
1909 (tables headed 1903-05): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state. In Calif. State bd, agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909: counties. In Calif, State bd. agr. Rcpts. IJLl, 191^1?19 (U.S.
Census)
1910(t&bles headed 19C-9-10) : counties. In Calif, state agr. sec. Rept.
1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
191^: Tehama county* In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915,
p. Ull (Chamber cf commerce)
19l6: all states and I1 . S. ( estimatedproduction) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. I9l6, p.l03»
19l6(?): Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical r epts.
1916, p. 350: 1917, p.US3; 191 3, P.H02.
1917: Ventura county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept f 1917,
p. 5^5 (County hort. comm.)
19l7,19lS; state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1917. P«
•Si; 191S, p. 97;- 1519, P. 7^.
1918:' Los Angeles county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 359 (Los i\ngeles Chamber of commerce)
1919: state and county. In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p.172-182; 1921, p. 136-196. (Data for counties also given
•elsewhere in repts.) . (U, S, Census)
1919, 1S09( tables headed 1910-1920) : state (with per cent of increase)
• In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p.l66; 1921, p.
ISO (U. S. Census)
1 922-1 9 20 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter,
v.U, no. 38, Sept. 23, 1922, p.llo (1922 figure is a preliminary
estimate)
1924 5 1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p.12.
1925-19 23 (annual) ; state (preliminary estimate for 19?5) In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Oct. 10, 1925, p. 5, and. }Tov.l2 ,1925 , p.*+.
1925,192^: individual states of "U.S. by. geographical divisions; U.S.
(estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub, 63, p. IS; in Calif.
Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.lU, July-Dec 1925, p. 29^.
1 926-1 92h( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 7^, P-9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222.
0l92 14 and 1925 also in Special pub. 63, p.17 and Monthly bul. v.lk,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 293)
1927-1925( annual) : state (estimated) In Calif, Dept. agr. Special pub.
S6, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l6~ Dec. .1927, p«7°5*
1927(Sept. forecast), 1926 (Dec. estimate): state. In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Sept, 12, 1927, p.^
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ALiBAIjA - Continued
Production^ Losses in
1917; 73 private firms (losses due to labor shortage) In Calif • . agr«
erD. stav" C'irc, : 193, vM> Detail si 0iL..p,5.2-5 5+,.. .
1317: 132 farm centers (losses due- to lab or -shortage) In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Circ. 193, p«^5 (Details of losses by counties and center,
p.Us-51) ' "
.
y~
•
;
Shipments (quantity and : Value) < - . . .. . .
1903: Fresno, San Diego counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Sept. 1905 f
•• p.io'6,197* ' *
:
:'- ••*. ••-
•
••••
-.
••
••••
• .
"
'-.
.. .
19p7( table headed 1906-07) : Kern county ( shipped out of county) In
• -
' Cali'f. state agr-, soc*. 'Rept. 1907, 'p. 87.
190S( table headed 1907-08): Kern county.. :In Calif . state agr. soc.
- Hc-pt.' 19QS-,p.S3.- . , -' ; .1 : . •' •.. a •
1309 (table headed 1908-09);* Kern county.. In Cali'f. state agr. soc.
W Eept. 1909^,t). g2-.-" }$ .': i r '•: •' I .v..::-: a>.a;- : - _)\\ -a"
Value : ' »•- ' "
.
;
1305: counties. In Calif, state agr.- soc. P^ept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of c oun-ti es)» : : Z :\ I ... « ; f
1303,1306: state. In Calif, state agr. soc..; Rept.... 1906, p. 50,51.
1 906(tables headed
-1305/06) : .c o'unii es. -In Calif . state agr.; soc. Rept.
1906 (Sec Content's under names of counties) ') . .
.
1907 (tables headed 1906/07) : counties. In Calif, state pgr.; soc. Kept.
1307 (-See Contents under -nar.es of couhties)--"'- ! •-' -A.
190S( tables headed 1907/08):- counties^ In ^Calix.-- state agr. soc. Eept.
I3O0 (See Contents under names of counties-)
"
:
a'909: state. • In Calif . State bd. agr^Repts. 1911-1918. (U. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1908/09): counties. In Calif . 'state ' agr. soc. Ropt.
1909 (-See Contents under names of ' counties) {j .. ..:.,}
1310 (tables headed 1909/10) : counties. " In Calif* state agr.. soc. Rept.
1910 (See Contents under names of counties) (. .,
' 131 :-: lehama' county -(alfalfa hay) .' In Calif. State bd. .agr. Statistical
rept. 1915, p. 411 (Chamber of cdmmeree) • -
1918,1917: -state (1918 • estimated) "In, Calif. State comm. hcrt. Bien.
.' '
: ropt. 1917-1918,- p. 5. .a,.: .= -.;
l'919,1909(tables headed 1910 } 1920) : state (with per cent ' of increase)
In Calif. State bd. -agr^ .Statistical 'repts. 1920,. p. 166; 1921, p.180
; ("Gi £>. Census) -- 41 ' / "I -' . .1 '
.
;
'
\
••
'
'
; •
"'.
.
...
.
. .
Value
:
Losses in . .-• ; •' r. :
;
1917: 132 farm centers (losses due to labor > short age) . In
,
Calif. Agr.
exp; sta* Cire* 193, T3»^5 (Details of losses by counties and center,
;/
-p.' Us-51) .•. .:' *
. .
.
:
-i
..;
:
Yield per Acre .. ... • • -. ; -
Average, probable, and possible yield that may be expected in Calif,
under normal conditions. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 121 C Oct.
191^], p. 3; in Circ. 210Qlar. 1313] . p. 3; reprinted in Calif.- State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 95.
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ALITALIA 4 Continued
Yield per Acre - Continued
I.914/15-I909/IO (annual; average): Davis Univ. Farm. ( relation" of
climate - rainfall and temperature - to yields) In Calif. Dept.
Engineering, r 5th Bien, rept. I$l4/l6, appendix C, p. 9; in its Bui.
3, .p. 9.
1917: Imperial county (estimated yield) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical rept, 1917 , p. 425.
1920: Kearney lark ( Comparative yields of alfalfa varieties) In
Calif. Agr. exp, sta/Hept. 1920/21, p. 3*+.
• 192U,1923.: state (estimated yield) In Calif. Dept. agr* Special pub.
55, P. 12. f
•
192b-L924( annual).: state. In Calif. Dept.' agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bui. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926; p. 222 (1924,
1925 also in Special pub. 6j, P»17 and Monthly bul. v.l4, July-Dec.
1925,. P. 293)
• 1927-1?25( annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. ' agr. Special pub.
- 86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. V.l6, Dec. 1927, p. 7&5.
ALFALFA FEED
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
19l6 (year ended Jr.ne 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic) In Los
Angeles. 3d. harbor commissi oners. Annual rept. I'9l5/l6, p. 255*.
19l7(yoar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic imports) In
Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-I8, p.4o.
Shipments ( quantity and Estimated Value)
19l8(year ended June 30) • Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic commerce)
I n Los.. Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. '. Annual repts. 1916-18,
p. 107.
1313(yeciT ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic commerce
alfalfa meal). In Los Angeles. I'd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 49.
ALFALFA MEAL
Production
1909 (table headed 1908-09) : Stanislaus county (meal alfalfa) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 180.
Value ;
1905: San Joaquin county (meal alfalfa) In 'Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1905, p. 205.
• 190S( table. headed 19Q5-06) : San Joaquin county (meal alfalfa) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 190b, p.169.
• 1907 (table headed 1906-07) : San Joaquin county (meal alfalfa) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 159-
'2fk
(
.
. ALFALFA I lEAli « Continued
Value - Continued;- - .
1908( table headed 1907- OS) : San Joaquin county (meal alfalfa) In
. Calif.; state agr. soc. Sept. 19.08,p..l6o.
1909( tables headed 1903-09) J San Joaquin, Stanislaus, Tehama counties
. (meal alfalfa) In Calif." state "agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 1^8, 190.
. .
. \ BARLEY HAY
Acreage
,
.
.ISoU: state and county
.( acres sowed ' for hay) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. I883 and l&gk, p,12Q. •
1905: Mendocino, San Diego counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
.1905, p. 1^5, 196.
191S: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State.bd. agr. Statistical rept.
191S, p. 359 (Los Angeles Chamber of commerce) : •
1925-1923( annual) ! state (harvested for hay) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 63, p.10; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.lU, July-
pec. 1925, p. 286.'
1 927-1 92^-( annual)-: state (harvested for hay) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86, p.Sj in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l6, Dec.
1927,. P.7&2 (192-M926. also in. Special pub. 7**, p.S: Monthly bul.
.V.I5, July-Dec. 1326, p. 221)
:
Price
1390 (monthly, Jan. 1-Jan. 1, I891): San Francisco (cash prices of
no.l barley hay) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1S90, p. 233-
234 (San Francisco produce exchange)
- 1391 (monthly, Jan. 1-Jan. 1
,
1892) : ... Sen Francisco (cash prices of
no. 1 barley hay) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p.l9^~
195 ( San Francisco produce exchange)
l892(monthly
,
Jan.l-Jan.l, 1893) * San Francisco (cash prices of
no. 1 barley hay)- In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans* 1892, p. 135-
136 ( San Franci sco pr oduce exchange)
Production
1905: Mendocino, San Diego counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1905, p.1^5, 196.
Value
1905: Mendocino, San Diego counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1905, p. 1^5, 196.
Yield
-per Acre
Average production in past years per acre: counties. In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 18'84, p. 120. -
1885: state and county. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien.
rept. 1885-86, p. 3^-39.
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CLOVER
Acreage
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1916 (U. S« Census)
1909: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.. Repts.
1911, 1914-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and county (acres harvested) In Calif. State, bd. agr.
(
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196 (U.S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1910,1-920): state- (acres harvested - with per cen
of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical .repts. 1920, p.
166;.' 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
1924,1923:" state (estimated acreage) In Calif. Deist, agr. Special pub.
55, p. 12.
1925,1924: state (estimated acreage) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.
53, p. 17; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925 , p.
293.
1926- 1924 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926 , p. 222.
1927-1925 ( annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p.
765. • ' •
Production
1909: state. In Calif-. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918
(U. S. Census)
1915: all states and U. S. (estimated production)
,
In Calif, State bd,
agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 102.
1917,1915: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1917,
p. 81; 1918, p. 97; 1919, p. 74.
1919: state and county.* In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical repts,
1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p c 186-196 (U. S, Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1910,1920): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p.166; 1921, p.
180 (U. S. Census)
1924,1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55,
p. 12.
1925,1924: state (estimated)' In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,.
p. 17; "in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 293.
1925-1924 (annual : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub,. 74, p. 9;
in Calif, Dept. agr. Monthly -bul. v,15, July-Dec. 1926,p. 222.
1927-1925 (annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub,' 86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
' P . i o5
.
Value '
.1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (table headed 1910,1920): state, (with increase in per ce>it)
•
.. In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166, 1221, p.
180 (U." S, Census)
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CLOVER - Continued
Yield nor Acre
1934,1923: state (estimated yield) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub*
be, p. 12.
1925*1924: state (estimated yield) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub,
53, p. 17; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bill. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,
p. 293 . . •• V '1^' • ;
1925-1924 (annual) : state. : In.Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222,
• 1927-1925 (annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 56, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec* 1927, p.
CLOVER AND TIMOTHY
Acreage
1855-: Trinity county.
. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1855, p. 314
* ( County assessor)
1385: Shasta county (acres in clover and timothy - taxable wealth)
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 288.
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911,
1914-1918 (U. S. Census)
1315 (?): Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 463; 1918, p. 402.
'
1919: state a.nd county (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; . 1921, p. 186-196 (U.S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1910, 1920)
:
v
state (acres .harvested with per
cent of increase) In Calif., State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S.- Census)
1924,1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55,
— "1 O-
1925,1924: state -(estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,
p. 17; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec . 1925, p.
'
' 293. • - ,
1926-1924 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 71, p.
9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222.
_
• ^927-1925 (annual) f state (estimated) . In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub . 85
,
p. 9; -in Calif . Dept • a - r . Monthly bul . v , 16 , Dec .1927,
Production ... ...
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1913
'
(U. S. Census)
1901': counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911; 1914-1910
(U. S. Census)
1315: all states and U. S. (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1916, p. 102.
•191a(?)«: Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 483;' 1918, p. 402.
clover a:^d timothy
Product ion - Continued
1917,1916: state. ' In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1917,
p. 81; 191S, p. 97; 1919, p. 74.
1919: state and county. In Calif. State bcU agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p . 126-196 (U. S. Census)
,
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1910,1920)':' state (with per cent of increase)
In Califs State bd., agr. Statistical repts. 1920 j9 p. 166; 1921, p.
180 (U. S. Census)
1924,1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, pTO.
1925,1924: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p
.17; in Calif . Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v,14, JulyrDep. 1925, p. 293.
1925-1924 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr.. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
•in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926
,
p. 222.
,
• 1927-1- 25 ( annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p.
75-5.
..
.
Value
,1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census
19l2,1909(tablcs headed 1910,1920): state (with per cent of increase
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.
180 (U. S. Census)
Yield ^>er Acre
1924,1923: state (estimated yield) In Calif. Dopt. agr. Special pub.
55, p. 12.,
1925,1924: state (estimated yield) In Calif. Dept. agr*. Special pub.
t 63, p. 17; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul, v. 14, July-Dec. 1925,
/p. 293.
1926- 1924.( annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p.
9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222.
1927-1925 ( annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 85, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16-, p«?55.
GRAIIT HAY
Acreage
,
1885: state and county (acres sown with wheat, barley, oats; with
barley; with oa/ts) In Calif, Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien.
rcpt. 1885-86, p. 38-39.-
1905: counties. In. Calif, stajbe agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of countries. :
1905 ( t ab 1 e s headc d. 1 905r06 ) : count i c s . In C al if . s t at e agr . soc.
Rapt. 1905 (Sec Contents under names of counties)
1905,1905: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 50-51.
1907(tables headed 1905-07): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See contents under names of counties)
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Acreage - Continued
1908(tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept,
1908 (See Contents under names, of counties)
1909(tables headed 1908-09) i counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept*
1909 (See Contents under • names; of counties)
1909: state (acres harvest ed of grains cut green) In Calif. State "bd.
agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: counties (acres harvested of grains cut green) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Repts. 1911, 1914-1918 (U. S. Census) -
1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915,
p. 411 (Chamber of commerce) . .. ,
1915(?) j Sacramento county. Jn Calif .. State bd. agr. Stat ist ical r epts.
1916, p. 390; 1917,' p. 483; 1918, p. 402.
1919 (tables headed 1920)-: state (acres harvested of small grains cut
for hay) In .Calif • State bd. agr. Statistical repts, 1920, p. 157;
1921, p. 181 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and county (acres harvested of small grains cut for hay)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921,
p. 186-196 (U. S. Census)
1919: counties (12)' (cereal hay) In Calif. Agr. exp, sta. Bui. 394,
o,5 (1920 census)
1919; counties (acres harvested of grains cut green) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920-1921 (U. S. Census)
1924,1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p. 12.
1925-1923 ( annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept, Oct. 10,
1925, 'p. 5,' and 3STov. 12, 1925, p. 4.
1925,1924: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p,
17; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, "0.293.
1926-1924 (annual)
:
"stated In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Cal if , Dep t . agr . Monthly bul . v . 15
,
July-Dec , 1 926
,
p . 222
.
- 1927-1925 (annual) state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub
«
86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 765.
4
Cost of' ?r o duct ion
1915/16,1918/19 (or normal, high periods) : state (operating costs of an (|
average acre - detailed data include market prices for land; costs
of preparing land and planting, harvesting, taxes and insurance; farm
returns) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. 57,
Jays to Ripen
1913/1919 (season) : Davis University farm (classified by variety of hay)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. 394, p. 47.
1920, 1919(seasons) : Davis University farm (cereal hays classified by
variety of hay) In Calif. Agr. exo, sta. Bul. 394, p. 18.
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GRAIIT KAY - Continued
Production ••
:
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. "soc. Rept. 19C5 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1905: Marin county (wheat and oat hay)' In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept; 1905, p. 137.
1905 (tables headed 1905--06) : counties." In Calif, state agr. soc,
Rept'. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1905,1905: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 50,-51.
19Q7(tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif, state agr, soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents, .under names of counties)
150S(tables headed 1907-08) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state (grains cut green) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census) . \
.
.
;
1909: counties (grains, cut green) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Repts.
1911, 1914-1918 (n. S. Census)
1909 (tables headed 1908-09):, counties* In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state -agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1916: all states and U. S. (estimated production of grains cut green)
'tn Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 103.
191S(?): Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts.' 1916, p. 396; 1917, p. 483; 1918, p. 402.
1917,1915: state
.
(grains cut green) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1917, p. 81; 1918, p. 97; 1919, p. 74,
1919 (tables headed 1920): state (small grains cut for hay) In Calif.
State bd. ' agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (u. S.
Census) ...
1919: state .and county (small grains cut for hay) In Calif. State
" bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196
(U. S. Census)
1919: counties (grains cut green) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical repts. 1920-1921 (U. S. Census)
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd.
(
agr. Statistical rept.
1915, p. 411 (Chamber of Commerce)
1924,1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55,
p. 12.
1925-1923 (annual) : state (preliminary estimate for 1925) In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Oct. 10,1925, p. 5 and ITov. 12, 1925 , p. 4.
1925,1924: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 53, p
17; also in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p,
293.
1926-1924(annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Bee. 1926, p. 222.
1927-1925 (annual) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 765.
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GHAIN HAY - Continued
Shipments (Quantity and Value)
1907~(table headed 1905-07) :' Kern county (shipped out of county) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept, 1907, p. 87,
* 1908 (table headed 1907-08): Kern county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908, p. 83.
' 1909'( table headed 1908-09): Kern County. In Calif, state agr. soc.
7?^.+.. 1909, p. 82.J V .
Value * ;
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1905: Marin county (wheat and oat hay) In Calif, state agr. soc.
" Re.t.' 1905, p. 137.
1906(tables headed 1905-06) :
.
counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1906; 1905: state. In Calif, state agr.' soc. Rept. 1906, p.50, 61.
1907'(ta"bles headed 1906-07) : counties. In Calif, strate agr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
' 1908'(tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept, 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state (grains cut green)' In Calif.- State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1918 (IT. S. Census)
1909 (tables headed 1908-09"): counties-. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1910 (tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Reptv, 1910 ( b ee 'Contents under names of -counties)
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State b :d. agr, Stat ist ical r ept
.
1915, p . 411.' ' =
1919 (tables headed 1920): state (small grains cut for hay) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Stat ist ical r epts .' 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U.S.
Census") ; v; * • • •• > - - i
1920: Fresno county (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1920, p. 250 ( Fresno county Chamber of Commerce)
1921: Fresno county (estimated) * In Calif. State 'bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1921, p. 303 (Stesno. county Chamber -of Commerce)
»
Yield -per Acre ' ' 1
Average,, probable and possible yield that may be expected in Calif.
under normal conditions. In Calif.-' Agr. e:-rp. sta. Circ. 121 [Oct.
1914] p. 3; in Cir'c, 210, [Mar.1919 } p. 3-; reprinted in Calif.
State bd. agr.' Statistical r ept. 1915, p. 95.
1885: state and "county (yield of wheat, barley and oats hay) In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bion. rept. 1885-86, p. 33-39.
1907 (table headed 190o-07) : 'Del ITortc county. : 1:1 Calif, state -agr.
'soc. Rept:. 1907, :p. 72,: ' ' "
1924,1923: "state "(estimated yield) In Calif. :Dept. agr.- Special
pub. 55, p. 12. ' ' " * ' a........
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Yield T)or Acre - Continued
1925,1924: state (estimated yield) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub,
53, p. 17; in Calif. Dept. sgr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 192 5,
p. 293.
1926-1324 (annual): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222*
1927-1925 (annual ) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 9; in Calif Dept . agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 765.
GRAINS AND L3GUMES .CUT FOR HAY
Acreage, Production and Value . "
.
1909( tables headed' 1910)': state (acres harvested of small grains and
annual legumes cut for hay) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U. S. Census)
• RESUMES CUT .FOR HAY •
Acreage and Product-ion
1919(table headed 1920): state (acres harvested of legumes cut for hay)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept . 1920, p. 167 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and county (acres harvested of legumes cut for hay) In
Calif.' State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p.
186-196 (U. S. Census)
1924,1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p. 12
Value
1919 (t aisle headed 1920):- state (annual legumes cut for hay) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 167 (U. S. Census)
Yield -oer Acre
1924,1923: state (estimated yield) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub,
d5
, p • 12
•
MEADOW GRASS
Acreage a„nd Production
1905: Inyo county (production not given) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Eer>t. 1905, p. 114. .
1916(?): Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 483; 1918, p.402.
MILLET
Acreage
.
>
. : [
"
1855: San Joaquin county. In Calif. Surve^ror. gen. Rept. 1855, p«298
(County assessor)
1909: state (acres harvested of millet or Hungarian grasses) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
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Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value) .. .
1917(year ended June 30 ) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. B&. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18,: p. 43. . - :• ' -
,
• '
,
\'"' \-
Production
. .
'
.
190$ (table beaded 1905-^06): Lake county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
'Kept. 1906, p. 95,
1909: state (millet or Hungarian grasses) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Hepts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1916: all states and U. S. (estimated production millet and Hungarian
grasses) In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical rept, 1916, p. 103.
1917: state (millet and Hungarian grasses) In Calif, State bd, agr.
Statistical repts. 1917, p. 81; 1918, p. 97; 1919, p. 74.
Value '
"~
1906 (table headed 1905-06): Lake county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept, 1906, p. 95.
1909: state (millet or Hungarian grasses) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Repts. 1911-1918: (U.S. Census)
MILLET , SUDAN GRASS , ETC.
Acreage, Production and Yield per Acre
1924,1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub, 55,
P , 12
,
1925,1924: state (estimated) In Calif, Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,
p. 17; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 293.
1926-1 924 ( annual ) : state. In .Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222.
1927-1925 (annual): state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pubY 86., p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 765.' . .
OAT HAY
Acreage
1884: state and county (oats sowed for hay) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1883 and' 1884, p. 118.
1905: San Diego county (oat hay; wild oat hay) In Calif, state agr.
soc, Rept. 1905, p. 196.
1925-1 923 ( annual ) : state (acreage harvested for hay) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 63, p. 10; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. vJ4,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 286.
1927-1 924( annual): state (acreage harvested for hay) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special
.pub. 86, p. 6 Tin Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p. 762 (1924-L926 also in Special pub. 74, p. 8; Monthly
bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p.22l)
233
OAT HAY - Continued
Price •
. :
1890(nonthly Jan, 1-Jan. 1, 1891): San' Francisco (cash prices of no
1 oat hay) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 233-234 (San
Francisco produce exchange)
189l(monthly Jan. Wan. 1, 1892): San Francisco (cash prices of no
1 oat hay) In Calif, state agr,, soc. Trans. 1891, p. 194-195 (San
Francisco produce exchange)
1892(monthly, Jan. 1-Jan, 1, 1893): San Francisco (cash prices of no
1 oat hay) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892,1 p.135-136 (San
Francisco produce exchange) ...
Production
1905: San Diego county (oat hay; wild oat hay) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Kept. 1905, p. 196.
Value
1905: San Diego county (oat; wild oat hay) .In Calif, state agr. soc
Sept. 1905, p. 196. ; -
Yield per Acre .
Average production in past years per acre: counties. In Calif. Stat*
bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 118.
1385; state and county. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd 3ien.
rept. 1885-86, p. 38-39.
\
HANGS GRASSES
Acreage
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p.363; in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly: news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec.
15, 1S23, following p.7&7
Value, Losses in
1922: state. (estimated loss in value from insect pests; and estimate
of money spent, in insect control) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p.363.
ESP TOP AM) TIMOTHY
Acreage . ' , *
1912: Inyo county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1911-1912, p. 59*
1914: Inyo county (acres sown) .In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1913-1914, p. 93.
ROOT CROPS FOR FORAC-E
Acreage and Production
1919: state and county (acres harvested; production) in Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 173-183; 1921, p. 187-197,
(U. So Census)
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Acreage and Production - Continued
1919.1909(tables headed 1910,1920) : state (acres harvested; production
with per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept's. 1920, p. 167; 1921/ p. 181 (U. 'S. Census)
Value V '" *;;: :"' •*',/••' \
1919,1909 (tables headed 1910,1920): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p.
181 (U. S. Census)
• ;' STRAW
Acreage
1907(ta"ble headed 1906-07) : Alameda county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
•' Rept. 1S07, p. 53.
1908(tahle headed 1907-08): Alameda county. Tn Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908, p. 43.
1909 (table headed 1908-09): Alameda county.. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 37.
'
Production : '
'
1908 (tabic headed 1907-08): San Bernardino county. In Calif, state ag
'soc. Rept. 1908, p. 149..
1909(table headed 1908-09): San Bernardino county. In Calif, state ag
soc. Rept. 1909, p. 140.
Value ' • '.
•
.
*
1907 (table headed 1906-07): Alameda county. In Calif.' state agr. soc.
'Rept. 1907, p. 53.
1908(tables headed 1907-08): Alameda, San Bernardino counties. In
'Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 43, 149.
1'909( tables headed 1908-09): Alameda, San Bernardino counties. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 37, 140.
SUPAft CRASS
Acreage and Production
1916(?): Sacramento county. In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1916, p. 390;* 1917, p. 483; 1918, p. 402.
1920: Tehama, Yuba counties (acres sown; production not' given) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Re"ot . 1919-1920, p. 38, footnote.
TIMOTHY
Acreage
1909: state, (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repots. 1911-
•
\
1918 (U.S. Census) '
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Acreage ~ , Continued
1909: counties (acres harvested) In Calif . State "bd. agr. Eepts.
1911,1914-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and county (acres- harvested) In Calif. State "bd, agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-1 96 (U.S. Census)
1919,1909(tables headed 1910,1920): state (acres harvested; with per
cent of decrease ) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
1924,1923: state (estimated)' In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55,
p. 12. . .• •
1925,1924: state (estimated) 'In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,
p. 17; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 293.
192 6-1924(annual): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222.
1 927-1 925 ( annual ) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Suecial
pub.' 86, p. 9; in Calif. De-ot. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec". 1927,
p. 765.
Production
1909: state. In Calif. Stite bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909: counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. "Repts. 1911, 1914-1918
"(U. S. Census)
1915: all states and U. S. (estimated production) In Calif* State bd.
agr ./Statistical rept. 1916, p. 102.
1917,1916: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1917,
pi 81; 1918, p. 97; 1919, p. 74.
1919: state and county.' In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196 (U.S. Census)
1919,1909(tables headed 1910,1920): state (with per cent of decrease)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.
180. (U. S. Census)
1924,1923: state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55,
p.*12.
1925,1924: state (estimated) In Calif* Dept. agr. Special pub. 63,
#
p.17; in- Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 293.
1926-1924 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222.
1 927-1925"(annual ) : state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pubT' 86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 765.'
*
Value
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919,1909(tables headed 1910,1920): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. ' Statist ical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.
180 (U, ,S., Census)
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TIMOTHY - Continued
Yield -per Acre ,
_
1924,1923: state- (estimated yield) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 55, p. 12.
1925,1923: state '(estimated yield) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 63. p. 17; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec.
1925, p. 293.
1926-1924 (annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p.:
9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bill. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 222.
1927-1925Tannual): state (estimated) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
patT 86, p. 9; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 765.
"VETCH
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1913(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 106.
Shipments
.
.*
1900: Humboldt county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 221
(Humboldt Standard)
Yield ~>er
.
Acre
1900: Sierra Foothill substation: (varieties giving best yield - ••.
green vetch) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. 147, p. 24.
-WHSAT 'HAY
Acreage » ••. " ' «
1884: state and county (acres sowed for hay) In Calif. State bd.
'equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. 119.
1905: Mendocino, San Diego counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Sept.
1905, p. 145, 196.
1 925-1 923( annual J: state (harvested for hay) In Calif. Dept. agr.
.Special pub, 63, p. 10; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 286.
1927-1924 (annual ) f .state (harvested for hay) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 86", p. 7; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16,
Dec. 1927, p. 762 (1924-1325 also in Special pub. 74, p. 8; Monthly
bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p.22l)
Price , *
1890 (monthly, Jan.-Jan. 1, 1891) : San Francisco (cash prices of no.
1 wheat hay) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 233-234
(San Francisco produce exchange)
1891 (monthly, Jan. 1-Jan. 1 ,1892) : San Francisco (cash prices of no.
1 wheat hay) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p. 194-195
(San Francisco produce exchange)
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Price - Continued
18 92 (monthly, Jan, 1-Jan. 1, 1833): San Francisco (cash prices of no.
1 wheat hay) In Calif, state agr.. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 135-136
(San Francisco produce exchange)
Production
1905: Mendocino, San Diego counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1905, p. 145, 196.
'
Value ' •
.
•
;
19055* Mendocino, San Diego • counties. In Calif, .state agr. soc. Rest.
1905, ' p. 145, 196.
Yield per Acre :
Average production in past years per acre: counties. In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1684, p. 119.
WILD, SALT OR PRAIRE, .GRASSES
»
Acreage
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
' 1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: counties (acres harvested) In Calif.. State "bd. agr. Repts.
1911, 1914-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919: state and county (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 172-182; 1921, t> 186-196 (U, S. Census)
1919,1909(tables headed 1920,1910):" state (acres harvested; with per
cent of decrease) In -Calif .' State" bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U. S. Census) .
Production- • - •
1909: state.. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (Ui S. Census)
1909:- counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. -1911, 1914-1918 .
"(IT. S. Census)
1916: all states and U. S. (estimated production) In./Calif* State bd.
agr. /Statistical rept. 1916, p. 103.
1917, 19i6: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1917,
p.81; 1918, p. 97; 1919, p. 74.
1919; state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr.: Statistical repts.
1920, p. 172-182; 1921, p. 186-196 (U. S. Census)
1919_,1909(tables headed 1910,1920): state (with per cent of decrease)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p.
181 (U. S. Census)
alue
.
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S.- Census :)
19D9,1909(tables headed 1910,1920): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 157; 1921, p.
181 (U, S. Census)
l
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1856: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept ."1865/67
, p.
76-77; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 554-555
"*( County
_
assessors)
1857: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p.
138-139;, in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 22-23
"(County assessors)
1868T state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p.
360-361; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 58-59
(County assessors) »*•:
1869 (table headed 1869-70): state and county. In 'Calif, state agr.
"soc. Trans. 1870, p. 178-179 (County assessors)
1859:~state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869, p. 12-13;. Rept. 186.9/71, p. £8-1 9 (County assessors)
1870:"stato and county. .In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1869/71, p. 72-73 (County assessors)
1870 (tabic headed 1870-71')': state and county,.' ; In Calif, state agr,
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 388-389 (County assessors)
187l(tablcs headed 1872): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans.
,
1873., p. 206-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 32-33 (County assessors)
1872
>
(tables. headed 1878)': .state and county. In Calif, state agr.
. soc. Trans. "1873, p. 232-233; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1871/73, p. 60-61 (County assessors)
1.872: llcndocino county,. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1873, p.
257; in- Calif . Surveyor; gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 87 (County
assessor) . : .
.
-
•
'
• .
*
r
1873: state and county. In Calif, state: agr. • soc. Trans. 1874, p.
212-213; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 32-33.
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
124-125; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p.56-57 :
(County assessors)
.
1875:' state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, 'p.
100-101; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 28-29
tCounty assessors)
. . <
1876: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
122-123; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 50-51
'
(County assessors)
.
'
1877: state and county.. In. Calif* state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
348-349 (County assessors) . :
'
1878: state and county.
.
In Calif, stat e agr. soc. Trans. -1879, p.
' 234-235; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. re:?t . 1877/79, p. 16-17
(County assessors)
1879: "state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
256-7; in Calif. Surveyor gen- Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 38-39 '
(County assessors) " -'. •'..'
1879: state and county. In Calif* State bd. equalization. Rent. 1880,
' P. 119.
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Acreage -
.
Continued .
——
i I
-
1879: Calif.; 7 leading states; all other states; total.. In Calif,
Bur. labor .•statistic si 2nd Bien. rept .- 1885-86, p. 42. .
1830(table headed 1879-80): counties. .In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1879/80, p. 64-65 (County assessors) :
1881(ta"ble headed 1880-81): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1880/82, p. 6-3 (County assessors)
1882(table headed 1881-82): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept .. 1880/82, p. 78 (County assessors)
1882: state and county. In Calif. .State bd. equalization. Rept. 1883
and 1884, p*XH. .- / ...
1833: Calif., Oreg.
,
Wash., Brit. Col., total. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1893, p*153,
1894: Calif., Oreg.,. Wash., .Brit. Col., total. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. ".1894,. p. 202*
:
•
.•• .,•
,
'
.-.
•
... V
1899: state and county (estimated)
,
In Calif, state, agr. soc. Trans.
1399; p. 22 (F. V. Flint)
1900,1890: '4 loading counties. In Calif.' State "bd. agr. Rept. 1912,
'p. 83. '
.
1904: Yuba county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1903-1904, p. 48.
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties) .•
1906 (table headed 1905-06): Sonoma county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
'Rept. 1906, p. 199.
1906: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1905-1906, p.72.
ISO? (table headed 1905-07): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p.!98.
r
:
1908: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1907-1908, p. 88.
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Hcpts. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)'
.
.
'
1909: state (compared with Oreg. and N.Y.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rcpts. 1915-1913 (U. S. .Census)
1909(? ):. 'state' (acreage on white farms employing labor, classified
' by race and sex) In. Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bien.
' rept. 1909-1"910, p. 270. , .
1909(?): farms visited in- farm labor investigation (total acreage on
all farms; on white farms employing white labor only; on white
farms employing white and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms; num-
ber of farms also given) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bien.
rept. 1909-1910,' p. 267. \ . , . '• . -
19G9(tables headed 1903-09): Napa, Tehama counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc* Rept. 1909, p.116,186.
,
1909-1879(10 yr. 'periods; table headed 1880-1910): state. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918.
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1909, 1899, 188 9(tables headed 1890,1900,1910): state. In Calif. State
b&. agr. Repts. 1911-1919 (U. S. Census)
1910: state and county (acres sown-) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept . 1909-1910, p. 89.
1912: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Sept. 1911-1912, p. 60.
1914: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1313-1914, p*.93.
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915,
p. 411 (Chamber of commerce)
1316: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1915-1916, p. 63.
1916(?): Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
ropts. 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 483; 1318, p. 402.
1917: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917; p. 83 (County hort. comm.)
1917: state and county. In Calif .""State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v. 7,
Apr. 1918, table following p. 216 (U.S.D.A.)
1917: Calif, and 3 other states. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept, 1917, p. 91 (U.S.D.A.)
1918: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Re-ot.
1917-1918, p. 42.
1918*-! 909(annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical re-ot.
1919, p. 97.* ' ' ; - •. •
1.918,1917^-state.
.. In Calif
. State comm. hort. Bien. rept. 1917-1918,
p. 5,
1919:- Calif, and 3 other states-. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1919,' p. 97 (U.S.D.A.)
1919(table headed ..1909-10) : Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 192.
1919,1909(tables headed 1910,1920): state ( acres harvested; with ">er
cent of decrease) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rrots/
,1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U. S. Census).
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.-Peb.
... 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l.
1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. 16.
1920: counties (acres sown) In Calif* State bd. equalization. Re-ot.
1919-1920, p. 37.
1921-1319 (annual): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1921,1920: Calif, compared with leading states; with total. In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 178.
1922: state. In Calif. De*oti agr» Weekly news, letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec.
15,1923, following p. 76.
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
P- 363.
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1922: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State od. equalization. Re-ot
.
1921-1922, p. 40.
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and live stock rept . Dec. 27, 1923.
'1924: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State M. equalization. Reiot*
1923-1924, p. 40..
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock re-ot. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 53, p.
9
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub.
55, p. 11; 43, p. 7; 33, p.g ; 15, p. 5; 9, p. 5)
1925~1919(annual): state. In' Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-
Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Sane statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1025 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 244; v. 12, July-Dec.
1923, p. 444; v.12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec.. 1921, p. 747;
v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1 925-1 92 3 ( annual ) : Calif, compared with Oreg. and Wash, (acreage worked)
In Ca.if. crop and livestock rept. Aug. 11, Sept. 11, Oct'. 10, 1925.
1925-1923 (annual ) : Calif.; Oreg.; Wash, (e st imated acreage -.worked) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 53, p.19; in Calif. Dept. agr.. Monthly
Jul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 295.
,
1925,1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept « Jan.' 5,1925, p. 3.
1925: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1925-1926, p. 41.
[ ...
1926-1922 (-annual; .5 year average): . state.
t
. In Calif- Dept.
;
agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926,
§.221. •• " .... : -
1 925-1 924 ( annual ) : Calif, compared. with Oreg. and Wash, (aqreage worked)
.In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub." 74, p. 10; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. "v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, .p. 223.
1 925-1 924 ( annual ) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2.
'i
•:
1 927-1 923"( annual; 5 year/;: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub". 86, p. 8; in Calif. Dept., -agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
p. 764-.
*
1927,1926: Calif., Oreg.., -Wash. In Calif, crop and livestock rerjt.
Aug. 11, 1927. , .."
'
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Ac r e a^e-Jagane s e
1909 (?): farms visited in farm labor, investigation (total acreage on all
farms: on white farms employing white labor only , on white farms
employing- white and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms, Number of
farms also given) In Calif . Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bien.
rept. 1909-10. p. 257.
1918(?).:- state (hop acreage of Japanese farms) In Calif. State bd.
. control. Calif, and the Oriental,, rev. ed. , 1922, p. 223.
. 1919,1909: state (land in state occupied by Japanese) In -Calif.
State bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. .ed., 1922, p.49
(Comp. by State Bur. labor statistics and Japanese agr . assoc. of
Calif.)
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1875/77: San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
• 1875/77,- p. 65 (County assessor)
18777 San Francisco county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p«
353; 1879, p. 271; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.- rept.- 1877/79, p.
•
• 53 (County assessor) •
187SJ San Francisco county,; In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
278; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 60 (County
assessor) • ' • : -
'
1379: -San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80, p.
79 (County assessor) ...
1381: "San Francisco county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.- 1880/
:
- 82, p. 91 (County assessor) * '••
_
•
•
<
1889/90: San Francisco city and county. In Calif. State «bd. equaliza-
tion. Repts. 1889 and 1890, p. 87. :
'
1891/92! San Francisco city and-county. In Calif. Statc-bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1891 and 1892, •r.97 . '
•
18935 by Calif. j Greg., Wash., breweries; total.- In Calif. -state agr.
soc . Trans. 1893, p. 153. - - : ••
• '1393/94: San Francisco city and county. -In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
• tion. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 111. :
1894/95: by Calif., Oreg. , T7ash.
,
breweries; total. In- Calif . state
agrT.soc. Trans. 1894, p*202.
•
1895/95: San Francisco city and- county. In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1895 and 1895, p. 91. . ' .
1897/98: San Francisco city and county. In- Calif . State bd* equal! za-
• tion, Rept. 1897 and 1898-,' p. 92. * -
'
Cost - of Production • •
1899( season) : state (cost of operating one acre - cost of* labor and
material) -In Calif. Bur. labor
•
statistics. 9th Bien, rept. 1899-
1900 •,• p. 28. • < .
1915/16, 1918/19 (or normal, high periods): state (operating costs of
* an average acre; detailed data include market ' prices for' land,
costs of establishing 1st year, cost of established yard, costs .
• •
- of harvesting and marketing, and farm, returns) In Farm' manage-
ment notes fo r Cal i f
. , p . 59
.
1919,1915: net cost per acre to establish to self-sustaining ago r;--
annual charge against mature crop to cover cost of establishing.
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Rept. 1920/21, p. 100-101 (E.L. Adams)
Freight Discharged and Loaded
1910,1909(years ended June 30): over state wharves of San Francisco
(shipped by other than R. R. ferry boats - discharged; loaded;
total;- discharged and loaded by R. R. ferry boats and cars; grand
total) In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept..
1903/10, p. 96, -97. . . -
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1878 (Dec. 20): statement C showing reductions in rates (Central
Pacific) in car loads of 10 tons to San Francisco from various
towns, as. per tariff no. 1, Dec,, 20, .1878, filed in office, Jan,
14, 1873. In Calif. Commissioner of: transportation.. Kept. 1877-
187.8, p. 12-15. .
.
.
188 8 (compared with old tariff): comparative statement of old .and new
rates of .San Francisco and ITorth Pacific R. R. , also compared with
rates of Northern Div. - Southern Pacific Co. In Calif. Bd. R. R.
eommissioncrs. . 10th Annual ropt. 1889, p. 60.
18 8 8.( compared with old rate): comparative statement .of old and new
rates of the San Francisco and North Pacific R. R, "between Hcalds-
burg and San Francisco. In Calif, Ed. R. R. commissioners. 10th
.Annual rcpt. 1889, p. 51,
1892: comparative st atoment of rates on baled hops from Fresno to
points in the Southern Pacific .Co . ! s lines in Calif., and points
in Kans, on the Missouri Pacific Co's. linos, like distances from
Wichita. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 189l/92,
p, 73-82 (Letter of submittal dated .May 16, 1892). :
1892 ( summer) : rate per ton -per mile from San Francisco to Eastern
points. In Calif. Bd. :B. JR. commissioners. Annual rcpt. 1891/92,
p. 355.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1915(yoar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 53.
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles
.
(inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16,
-p. 256.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts
1916-18, p. 42, 103.
Price
1 86 3 (monthly ; average for year): San Francisco (wholesale prices of
Eastern hops per lb.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p.
269 (Ctosoiied from Mercantile Gazette)
1865, lCni (monthly; average for yo ar)': San Francisco (wholesale prices
per lb, of Astern hops) In Calif-.- state agr. soc. Trans. 1864
aac imS, p, £ 30, 261 (Compiled from Mercr.ntilo Gazette)
I860" rtets and 4 count ion (average value.- -report -vd by assessors) In
Ov..lj ah hi* erualiaation. Kent.. 1^30.. p -. 10.0- i 01 e
- ( c-'. {^verr.£:e value reported BfeaesafcJr#> In Calif*
K,.,-,; ;•.;„ equalization. Kept. 1861 m& p. 83-39.
188": c:a;a-ca->b (avara
:
pe value reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd, equalization." Ropt. 1883 and 1884, p. 68.
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1884: counties (average value reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Kept, 1883 and 1884, p. 96.
1884-1864 (annual ) : San Francisvo market (price per lb.) In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. -rept. 1885-86, p. 40.
1890 (monthly, including Jan. 1, 1891): San Francisco (cash prices of
Calif, hops) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1890, p. 233-234
(San Francisco produce exchange)
1891 (monthly
,
including Jan. 1, 1892): San Francisco (cash prices of
Calif, hops) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1891, p. 194-195
(San Francisco produce exchange)
1892 (monthly
,
including Jan. 1, 1893): San Francisco (cash prices of
Calif, hops) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 135-136
(San Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1893 (annual , Dec. l): counties (average value, Dec. l) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 105.
1918-1908 (annual ) : state (highest, lowest prices- paid to growers)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. Ill (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1908-1918 in Repts. 1917,
p. 100; 1916, p. 76; 1915*, p. 84; 1914, p. 70; 1913, p. 78; 1912, p. 88)
' 1919-1 90 9 (annual) : state (highest , lowest prices- paid to growers)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1919, p. 98.
1919,1913: state (price Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, 1919, p. 1 (U.S.D.A.
)
1920: state (farm value per lb. Dec. l) In Farm management notes
for Calif, p. 16.
I921-1919(annual) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1921, 1920: Calif, compared with leading states; with total (average
farm price Dec. l) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 178,
1923,1922; state (farm value per unit Dec. l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924, 1923: state (farm value per unit Dec. l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1919 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec.l' - price per lb.) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 9 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 11; 43,
p. 7; 33, p. 6; 16, p, 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1 - price per lb.) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Same
statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul.
v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 244; v. 12, July-Dec .1923, p. 444; v. 12,
Jan.
-Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921, p. 747; v.9, Dec. 1920,
p. 741).
1925,1924: state (estimated farm value per unit Dec, l) In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p.
3
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1926-1922( annual ; 5 year aver.); state (.farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special' pub. p.S; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul.
v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 221
1926-192^( annual) : state (estimated farm value per Unit, Dec. 1) In
Calif. " crop anil livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, ;• .2.
1927~1923( annual; 5 lrQ^ aver.) : state (farm value per Id. Dec. 1) In
Calif. 'Dept. agr. Special pub. 3b,-o.S; in Calif. DeT>t. . agr.Monthly
bul. v. lc, Dec. 1927, p. 7bV
1927,1926: state (estimated farm Value Dec.
1
1) In Calif, crop and
Livestock rept. Jan. k, 1925', 'p. 2.
Pre duct i on
136o (year ended June i) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Eept. 1911,
V* 3^ (u. S. Census)
1366: state and county. In Calif* Surveyor gen. Rept* . lg6g/67, p. 76-
77; in Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1366 and IS67, p. 554-555
(County assessors)
1367: state and county.. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1363, p. 133-
139; in Calif. Surveyor gen, bien, rept. IS67/&S, p. 22-23 ( County,.*
^$^so&ej&essors)
1365: state and county. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1369, p. 360-
36l ; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/63, p. 5&~59 (County
assessors) ... :
I869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
IS69, p. 12-13; in Eept. 1369/71, p. 13-19' (County assessors)
13b9 ( taole headed IS69- 70) ; state and .county. .-In Calif* state agr.
soc. Trans. 1370, p. 173-179 (County assessors)
1370 : state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept 1369/71, p.
* - '
:
• 7.2-73; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1371, p. 37^~375»
1370 (table headed 1370-71): state and county.. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans 1371, p. 3-33-339 (County assessors returns)-
1371 (table headed 1372): state'. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1372, p. 335 (County assessors' returns)
1371 (tables headed 1372): state and county. In Calif, rtate-agr.
•soc Trans. 1373, V» 20b-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1371/73, P« 32-33 (County assessors 1 returns)
1372 (tables headed 1373 )' state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc Trans. 1373, P» 232-233; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1S71/73, P« 6O-61 (County assessors 1 returns)
1372: Mendocino cour. ty. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1373, P« §8? 5
in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien rept. 1371/73, P» || (County assenrvrs'
return)
1873? state and co.mty. In Calif.' state agr. s^c. Trans. 10%, p. 212-
213; in Calif Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1373/75* P* 3^-33 (County
assessors 1 retr.rns)
137^-: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1375, P» 12**-
125; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1373/75, P- 56-5 7 (Coanty
assessors 1 returns)
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1875; state and county. In Calif, state pgr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 100-
101; in Calif Surveyor gen., Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 28-^29 (County
assessors)
* 1875': state and 'county. ' In Calif*.' state agr. soc. Trans. i876. p, 122-
.123; in Calif. Surveyor gen Bieh.. rept. 1875/77, p. .50-51 (County
'assessors)
^
1877: state and 'county. In Calif. state r-gr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 348-
•
* 349 "(County assessors)
' 1878:' state and -count y, " In 'Calif . state agr. soc' Trans. '1879, p. 234-
235; in Calif. Surveyor gen. \3ien ~rept . 1877/79, p. 16-17 (County
assessors}
1879: state ana county. In Calif, state -agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 256-
257; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 38-39 (County
assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif • State bd. equalization. Rent. 1880,
p. 119.
1879: Calif.; 7 leading states; all other statesr total. In Calif.
Eur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 42.
1880: state and 4 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1830, p. 100-101.
1880(table headed 1879-30): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1879/80, p. 64-65 (County assessors)
1881 (table headed 1880-81): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1880/82, p. 63 (County assessors)
1882: state and county. In Calif . • State bd. equalization. Rept. 1883
and 1884, p. 111. .
. l882(table headed 1881-82): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept, 1880/82, p. 78 (County assessors),
1382: 6 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1831 and 1882, p. 88-89. . .-
1883: state and county (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1333 and 1384, p. 68,
1384: state and county (amount assessed) -In Calif. State bd. equaliza-
tion. Rept. 1883 and 1834, p. 96.
1834-187 6 (annual ) : Calif., Oreg. , Wash, territory.' In Calif. Bur.
labor statistics. 2nd Bien, rept. 1385-86, p. 40.
1835: imador, Sacramento, Yolo counties. (tons of hops - taxable wealth)
In Calif. Bur. i abor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept.' 1885-36, p. 169,
'249,320. ; - .
1885,1384: Calif.: Oreg.; Wash, territory; Brit. Col.; total (pre-
dicted yield for 1835, . according to Bradstreets) ' In Calif. Bur.
labor statistics. 2nd Bien rept. 1835-86, p. 42'..
1835: state and' 8 counties, (amount assessed) In Calif. .State' bd.
equalization. Rept. 1885 and 1886, p. 65.
1857: state and 3- counties (amount assessed) In Calif . State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p.. 65. .
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1883; state and 6 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
Equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1888, p. 85.
1889: state and 5 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State M.
equalization. Kept. 1389 and 1390, p. 47.
1890: state and 4 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept, 1389 and 1890, p. 66.
1891: state and 4 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
•• equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1392, p. 47.
1892: state and Sacramento, Sierra and Sonoma counties (amount assessed)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1392, p. 75.
• 1833(?): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 108 (Compiled
from I.udwinter Fair edition of the Daily Chronicle)
'1893: state and* 6 counties (amount assessed) In- Calif . State bd.
equalization. Rept.' 1893 and 1894, p. 59.
1893: Calif., Oreg., Wash., Brit. Col., total. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1893, p. 153.
1893(crop): Calif., Oreg., Wash., total Pacific Coast. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 153.
1394: state and .8 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 89.
1C94: Calif.; Oreg.; Wash.; Brit. Col.; total. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1894, p. 202.
1G95: state and 7 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 29.
1896: state and 7 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State 'bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p.. 72.
1397: state and 6 counties (amount assessed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Kept. 1897 and 189q ~ .33.
1398: state and 4 counties (amount assessed) In Calif.' State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1897 and 1398, p. 62.
1899: state and county (estimated production) In Calif, state agr.
soc' Trans. 18'99, p. 22 (F. V. Flint)
1899- 1894(annual; 189S estimated): state. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans, 1899, p. 21.
1900-1870(10 yr. periods): state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Rept. 1911, pi 97.
1900-1870(10 yr. periods): 6 counties. .In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept.
1911, p. 95 (all counties are not given for each period)
1900,1890: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1912, p. 39.
1901-1892 (annual; estimated for 1901): state. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1901, p. 159 (San Francisco Chamber of Commerce)
1902: state. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Ml. 149, p. 7.
1903-1 8S 9 ( annual ) : state. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 11th Bien.
rept. 1903-1904, p. 115.
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1904, p. 171
(W. J. Davis)
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1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905. (See Contents
under names of counties)
1905(tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept,
1506 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907-( tables headed 1906-0?): counties.
.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908 (tables headed 1907-OG): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept,
1908 (See Contents under names. of counties)
1309: state. In Calii. State bd. agr., Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1309: state (compared' with Oreg. and IT. Y.) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1315-1318 (U.S. Census)'
1303 (tables headed 1908-09): 7 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1903, p.-x7,'G6,160,164' ls2
'
136
»
187
'
20°.
1303-1859(table's headed 1910-1860; 10 yr. periods): state. In Calif.
State. bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1913 ( U, S. Census)
1910(tables headed 1309-10): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1913-1885( annual): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1313, p. 78 '(1835-1911 and 1885-1312 data also in Repts. 1911, p. 96;
1312, p. So)
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1515,
p. 411 (Chamber of Commerce)
191 5-1 3 00 (annual) 1 state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1315, p,84 (1300-1314 data also in Statistical rept. 1314, p.70)
1316: 3 leading counties. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1916, p. 76; 1317, p. 100; 1318, p. 110.
1316(?): Sacramento county. In calif. State bd, agr. Statistical repts.
1916, p, 330; 1317, p. 483; 1318, p. 402.
1317: Calif, and 3 other states. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept, 1317, p. 81 (U.S.B.A.)
1917-1901 (annual): state (Calif, hops) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1817, p. 101 (1301-1316 data also in Statistical
rept. 1315, p. 77;
1918-1908(annual) : state(Calif. hops) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1818, p. 111.
1313: state (estimated per cent of 1318) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 22, 1313, p. 2.
1813: Calif, and 3 other states. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. IQiQ v 87 (U.S.D.A*)
1313, 1909(tabie headed 1320;1310); state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1320, p. 167; 1921, p.
131 (U.S. Census)
1919,1318: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 3, Jan. -Feb.
1320, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1313, p. 1
(U.S.D.A.)
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192C: state (estimated per cent of 1919) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 9, p. 3; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 5, Dec. 1920, p. 739.
1920 : state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. l6.
1921 : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
1§21 : state (estimated per cent' of 1920; 1919) In Calif. Dept.- agr.
Specie! pub. le, p. U; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 10, 2Tov.-
Dec. 1921, p. 7'42.
1921-1919 (Annual) state. In Calif. State bd agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 20k (u.S.D.A.)
1921,1920: Calif, conpared with leading states; with total. In Calif.
Sta.te bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 17
1922: state (Estimated per cent of 1921) In Calif. Dept agr. Special
pub. 33, p. k; in Calif. Dept. a& r. Monthly bul. v. 12, Jan. -Peb. 1923,
P. 53.
1983,0-922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
192^,1923: 'state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,P*3.
.192'3-191?(annual) ; state. In Calif. Dept agr. Special pub 63, p. 9
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub.
55, P.ll; *±3, P-7; 33, P.6; 16/&.6; 9, p.5)
19 25-1919 ( annual ) : state, In Calif. Dept agr. Monthly "bul. v. lU, July-
Dec. 1925, ^.2S3 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1921+, p. 2^1; v. 12, July-Dec.
1923, p.W; v. 12, Jan.-Peb. 1923, p. 55;v.lO, Nov. -Dec. 1921 ,p.
7^7; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 7^1)
1925-1923( annual) : Calif.; Oreg. ; Wash. ;'( estimated) In Calif. rDeat. agr.
Special pub. 63, p. 19; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul. v. lU, July-
Dec. 1925, p. 295.
19 25-1923( annual; preliminary estimate for 1925) : Calif .' compared with
Oreg. and Wash. In Calif, crop and livestock rept.- Oct. 10, 1323 ,P» 3*
1925,192^: state. In Calif crop and livestock rept Jan. 5, 192o, p. 3
192b-1922( annual; 5 ;rear avur.) state. In Calif. Dept agr. Special
pub. jk, p. 3; in Calif. Dept agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926 ,
p. 221.
1926-192U (annual): state compared with Oreg. and Wash. In Calif. Dept,
agr. Special pub. jh, p. 10; In Calif. Deit. -Tgr. Monthly bul. v. 13,
July-Dec. 192o,p. 223.
1926-192U (annual): state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, P.2.
1927-1923( annual; 5 year aver) state. In Calif. Dept agr. Special pub.S6
p*g} i>; Calif. Dept agr. Monthly bul v. iS, Dec. 1927, p. 7&*.
1927 (#0recast) » I526; Calif. , Oreg. , Wash. In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Aug. 11, Vj'H
1927,1926; state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan k, 192g,p. 2
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Receipts
1879 ; 1878 (monthly; annual) : by "bay; coast at San Francisco. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1379, p. 220 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 15, 1880)
1881; 1880 (monthly; annual): "by "bay; coast at San Francisco. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 164 (Commercial Herald Jan. 26, 1882)
1893: from Oreg* and Wash* In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. '1893, p. 153.
1834/35: from Oreg. and Wash. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p.
/rf02« >..
1895-1888 (monthly) : at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1895, p. 155; 1894, p. 190; 1393, p. 141; 1892, p. 125; 1891, p. 186; 1890,
p. 223; 1889, p. 290; 1388, p. 236 (j3ach report contains data for one
year only) (San Francisco produce exchange)
1895-1888 (annual) : at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr • s o c . 'Trans
.
1395, p. 155 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1388-1895 in
Trans." 1894, p. 190; 1393, p. 141; "1892, p. 125; 1891, p. 186; 1890, p.
223; 1889, p.-290; 1888, p. 236) (San Francisco produce exchange)
Shipments
1879;1873: "by destinations and total from San Francisco. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 221 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 15, 1880)
1881; 1880: by destinations and total from San Francisco. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1881, -p. 164 (Commercial Herald, Jan. 26, 1882)
1383-1873 (annual) : through freight eastward. In Calif. Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. 5th Annual rept. 1834, p. 38.
1885; 1886 (7 months): state (east bound through freight - Southern
Pacific Co.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1836, p. 211*
1883: Sonoma Valley R. R. co. freight traffic movement (per cent of
total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. 10th Annual
rept. 1389, appendix, p. 171.
1831 (Jan. l~Dec.lb) : Sacramento. In Calif. State bd. hort. Annual rept.
1591, p. 50.
1891: freight traffic movement over the San Francisco and North Pacific
R. R. co. In Calif. Bd. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1891/92, p.
245 .
1892(year ended Dec. 31), 1893(6 months ended June 30): San Francisco
and North Pacific R. R. co. - freight traffic movement. In Calif.
Bd. R. R, commissioners. Bien. rept. 1893-94, [appendix] p. 79-80.
1893: shipped overland by rail from Calif., Oreg., Wash.; total Pacific
Coast rail shipments; shipments to foreign ports by water; shipments
to Calif, by Oreg., Wash., shipped eastward by Brit. Col) In Calif,
state agr, soc. Trans. 1893, p. 153.
1893-13S2 (annual) : Santa Clara county (shipped from San Jose by Southern
Pac. R. R. co.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 223.
1394(year ended June 30) : San Francisco and North Pacific R. R. co.~
fr eight traffic movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif.
Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94, [appendix] p. 266.
1894/95: state; shipped overland, by rail; foreign ports by water; east-
ward by water (some comparative figures also given for Oreg., Wash.,
Brit. Col., and Pacific" Coast) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894,
p. 202.
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1896 (year ended June 30): San* Francisco and North Pacific P.. R. Co*
(freight traffic movement; per cent of total also given) In Calif.
Bd. P. P. commissioners. Pept. 1895-96, p. 183.
1900(year ended June 30) : Calif. Northwestern P. P. co.- freight' traffic
movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. P. P.- com-
missioners, Pept. 1900, p. 165. :
1905: counties (shipped out of county) In -Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1905,- p. 87,147, 181,187,223,227,256,275,278. " :
1906 (tables headed 1905-06) r Lake, Shasta, -Sonoma-, Tehama counties (shipped
out of state) In Calif, state agr. soc. Pept. 1903,. p.-95 , 134, 199
,
209. • • • .* •
1907'(table headed 1906-07): Santa Cruz county (shipped out of state) In
Calif, state agr. soc Pept. 1907, p. 170.
1923: coastwise shipments - from Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/34, p. 63 (exports from
• Port of San Francisco, p. 61) ••
Stocks ' •
188o(?) (Aug. 20) : state (in hands of dealers and growers; need of
brewers for 1885-86; supply on hand; in hands of "brewers; stock
of old hops; 1885 crop picked) In Calif. Bur* labor statistics.
2nd Bien. rept. 1885/86, p. 43 (Hop situation summed up by "Brad-
streets") ' • : • • •
1393: Calif.; Oreg. ; Wash.; total stock from 1892 on hand Juno 30, 1893.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans* 1893, p. 153.
1894 (Jan. l) : Calif.; Oreg.; Wash* (total on. hand) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1893, p. 153.
1894 (June 30): Calif.; Oreg.; fash.; total- stock from. 1893 on hand June
30. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 202.
18*95 (June l) : Calif.; Oreg.; Wash.; total stock on hand. In; Calif
.
sts,te agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 202.
Surplus
1885 (?) (Aug. 20) : state (surplus for export) In Calif. Bur. labor
statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 43 (Hop situation summed
up by "Bradstreets")
Value
1380: state 8Jid 6 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif.. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1880, p. 100-101.
1882: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Pept. 1881 and 1882, p. 88-89. ,
1883: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Pept. 1883 and 1884, p. 68.
1884: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Pept, 1883 and 1884, p. 96.
183S: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1885 and 1886, p. 66. . ,
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1837: state and county (reported "by assessors) In Calif, State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1883, .p...65«.
1888: state and 7 counties (reported by asses'sors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1885, p. 85. .
1889s state and 6 counties (reported ""by assessors) In. Calif* S£ate
bd. equal izati on. Rept. 1839 -and. 1890, p. 47*
1890s state and 5 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept* 1889 and 1890, pi66.
1891: state and 7 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 ' and 1892, .p.47.
'
18925 .state and 6 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1891' and 1892, p. 75.
1393; state and 8 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 59.
1894: state- and 9 counties (reported by assessors') In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 89.
1895: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, '
1895: state and county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p*72. .
.
1897: state and 7 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State"
bd. equalization. Rept. 1897 and'1898, p. 33.
1898: state and 7 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1897 and 1898, 'p. 62.
1902: state (compared with, leading products at average price) In
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p.7. *
1904: Sacramento county." In Calif, state agr.' soc. Rept; 1904, p.
171 (W. J. Davis)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr...soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1906 (?): state (annual ' earning capacity); In Calif .' state agr,- soc.
Rept. 1906, p. 29 (A. R. Briggs)'
1906(tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state' agr. soc.
Rept. 1906 ( See Contents under names of counties)
1907(?): state, (annual earning capacity) . In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 23 (A. R. Briggs)
1907(tables headed 1905-07'): counties.' In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908(tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909: state. In Calif. State ad. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909: state, (compared with Oreg. and 1T.Y.) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. ,1915-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909(tables headed 1908-09): 7 .counties. In Calif. 'state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 47, 86, 150,164, 182, 136, 3.87*200.
1909(?): farms visited in farm labor investigation (value of crop on
all farms; on white farms employing white labor only; on white
farms employing white and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bien. rept. 1909-1910, p :.267.
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1910(tables headed 1909-10): counties. In Calif, state agr, soc. Re<ot.
1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
1914: Tehama county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rcpt. 1915,
p. 411 (Chamber of- Commerce)
1313,1917: state (1918- estimated) In Calif.. State comm.. hort 3ien.
rept. 1917-1918, p. 5.
1919 ,1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif, State "bcU agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167;- 1921, p.
181 (U. :S. Census)
* 1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jaii.-Jkb.
1920r
,
p.-42;- in Calif, -crop and livestock rcpt. Doc. 22, 1919, p.l
*(U. S .D.A. )•
1920: state (-total farm value Dec. l) In Farm management notos for
•Calif.
,
p. 16.
* 1921: state (farm-value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 12, 1922.
1921-1919 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S. D.A.)
* 1921,1920: Calif, compared with leading states; with U.S.- (farm value)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 173.
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
p. 363;- in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec.
'15, 1925, following p. 76. •
1323,1922: state (farm value Dec. l) . In Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. 27, 1923. -
1924,1923: state (farm value- Dec. l) In- Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Jan. 5, 1925, p.3.
1925-1919 ( annual) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
' Special pub. 53, p. 9 (Same statistics for shorter periods within'
1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 11; 43, p. 7;. 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; 9,
P- 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 19-19-1925 in .Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec.
' 1924, 73.244; v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 444; v. 12, Jan.-Eeh. 1923,
p. 55; v. 10, ilov.-Dec. 1921, -p. 747; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924:- state
'
(estimated farm value Dec. l) In Calif* crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p.3.
1926-1922(annual; 5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 221.
1926-1924 (annual) : state (estimated farm value Dec.l) - In Calif, crop
and livestock rcpt. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
1927-1923 (annual; 5-year aver.): state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif*
Dept. agr. Special pub. 86, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.15, Dec. 1927, 'p. 764.
1927,1925: state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
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1S222 state (estimated loss in value from '-insect pests and estimate
of -money spent in insect control) In Calif e Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 363; in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news .letter,
• v. 5, -no. 25, Dec. 15, 1923, following p. 76c
Value""Japanes e t «
1909{?) : farms visited in farm labor investigation (value of crop on
all farms; on white farms employing white labor only; on white farms
employing, white and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms) In Calif.
• Bur. labor statistics. 14th' Bien'. rept-. 1909-I91Q, p. 267.
1918(?).: state (hop crop of Japanese farms) -In Calif.
: State bd.
control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
1919,1909: state (land in state occupied by Japanese) In Calif. State
• "bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed., 1322, p. 49 (Comp.
"by State "bur. labor statistics and Japanese agr. assoc. of Calif.)
Value of Shipments
1879,1876: -from San Pra.ncisco "(total and by destinations) In Calif.
state agr. .soc. Trans. 1379, p. 221 (Commercial Herald, = Jan. 15, 1380)
1881 ,'1380 5 from San Francisco (total and -by destinations) In Calif,
state -agr. soc. Trans. 1881, p. 164 (Commercial Herald, Jan. . 26
,
1882)
1923: coastwise shipments from Port of San- Francisco. In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept-. 1922/24, p.63.
1923: exports, Port of San Irancisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p.61.
Value per Acre-Japanese . «
1913(?): state (hop crop of Japanese farms) In Calif. State bd.
control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
Yield per Acre
Average,probable , and possible yield that may be expected in 'Calif,
'under -normal conditions. 'In Calif. Agr. exp* sta. Circ. 121 [Oct.
1914], p. 3; in Circ. 210, [Mar. 1919], p. 3; reprinted in Calif. •
State bd. .agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 95. .
1879: Calif.; 7 leading spates; all - other states ; total. 'In Calif*
Bur. labor statistics, 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 42.
1917: Calif, and 3 other states. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 0.917,, p. 91 (U.S.D.A.) ;
1919: Calif, and 3 other states.' In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1919, p. 97 (U.S.D.A.) •
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan.-Peb.
1920, p.42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l
(U.S.D.A.) , -' : «
1921-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921*, p. 204 -(U.S.D.A.) -
\
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1921-19205 Calif, compared with- leading states; with total* In Calif.
•
-State bd. -agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 178.
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop 'and ' livest ock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1S25, p. 3.
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr .• Monthly bul. v. 14, July-
Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, july-Dec. 1924, p. 244; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923
• p. 44-4; y.I2; Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; y.IO. Nov.-Dec. 1921, id. 747; v. 9,
Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p*9
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 11; 43, p. 7; 33, p. 6; 16, p. 6; '9, p. 5) '
1925-1923 (annual) : Calif.; Oreg.; Wash, (estimated yield) In Ca^if.
"Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 19; 'in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 295; in Calif, crop and livestock ropt.
Oct. 10, 1925, p.3 0
1925.1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p«3«
• 1926
-1922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state.- In Calif. Dept
.
:
agr , Special
pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1926, p.221.
» 1926-1924 (annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. 'Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2. ' '
'
* 1926-1924 (annual) : state compared with Oreg. and Wash. In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 74, p. 10; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15,
July-Dec. 1926, p. 223. x
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 8; in Calif. -Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p.
~764. "
;
"1927*,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
HOPS A2TD 1IA.LT :
Shipments -
1922,1921 (years ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
3ien. rept. 1920/22, tables following p. 78.
1926:,.1925(jan.l to June 30 for 1926): exports, Port of San Francisco
^
to various foreign coiuit;riesi In Calif. Bd. state harbor commission-
ers. Eien. rept. 1924/26, p. 98, 100.
1925,1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal from Port of San
Francisco by cities by destination. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. 3 ien. rept. 1924/26, p. 90, 92.
MALT
Freight Rates
1833 (compared with old rate): comparative statement of old- and new rates
of the San Francisco and Forth pacific R. R. between Healdsburg and
San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. 10th Annual rept.
1889, p. 61.
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Imports
1914 (year 'ended -June -"30)':- Port of Los Angeles ( domes t ic ' imports) In
Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual '-rept . 1914/15 ...
abridged rept • 1913/14, p. 130,
... 1915(year ended June 30) :' Port of Los 'Angeles (domestic ' commerce
;
"
•
-foreign commerce - inbound} In Los Angeles* ~Bd. harbor commission-
ers* Annual rept. 1914/15, p.54, 57.
-
•
-'1916
-(year ended June -30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
.
'< racree) - In Los -Angeles .' '"Bd. harbor commissioners. "Annual 'rept
.
1915/16., p. 256. '•/•: '
"
»-'lS13, 1917 (years "ended June 30}: Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
' commerce) In Los" Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts
1916 fis, p.43 r 104
;
">•;
•'" 1920, i-919 (years ended June -30): Port of rLos Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) * In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts*.
1918-20, p. 46, 79. ' *
Production * \
1870,1359: San Francisco city and 'county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rep
• 1359/71, p. 53, 111; 1869 in Statistical rept. 1869, p. 47 (County
assessor)
18723 San Francisco city and county. In Calif- Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1371/73, p. 111.
1905: 4 counties. In 'Calif . state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 182, 187$
• 267,278* ••• •• • ";' • -
19C6(tables headed 1905-06): 4 counties, - In Calif, state agr. soc,
Rept. -1906, p. 104, 156 , 221 , 230.: ? :
1907(-tables headed 1906-077: 4 counties.' In Calif • 'state agr. soc.
Rept, 190?^ p. 58, 99,146,212.
1908(tables headed 1907-08) : 5 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908, po48,97 ; 146,173,218.
1909 (tables headed 1908-09): Amador, Los Angeles counties. In Calif.
state agr, soc. Rept. 1909, p. 43, 94.
1910(tables headed 1909-10): 4 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 69, 144, 171,205.
Shipments - -
1883-1879 (annual) : through freight eastward. In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. -5th Annual rept. 1884, p. 38.
1916(year ended June 30): Port of 'Los- Angeles ; (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. -harbor commissioners.' Annual rept.
1915/15, p. 259.
1918(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 110.
1920(year ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to various
foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien.
rept. 1913./ 30, table following p.;134.
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1905: 4 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept. 1905, p. 182, 187,
267,278. •
1906 (tables headed 1905-05): 5 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept*
1905, p. 104, 151, 156, 221, 230.
1907(tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif . state agr. soc. Rept.
1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1903(tables headed 1907-08): 6 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc, •
Kept. 1908, p*44,48, 97,141,146, 173.
1909(tables headed 1903-09): 4 counties. In Calif, 'state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 38, 43, 94,160.
1910(tables headed 1909-10): 6 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Kept. 1910, p. 64, 68, 126, 144, 171, 205.
Value of Imports
1915(year ended June 30):. Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce;
foreign commerce - inbound, approx 0 value) In Lbs Angeies. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54..
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce, estimated value of) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 255.
1918, 1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value
of inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor co"t-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p«43, 104.
1920,1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 46, 79.
Value of Shipments
1905: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept. 1905, p. 182.
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/15, p. 259.
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor comr.issioners . Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 110.
KQRSE BEAMS
Acreage
190S: state (acres harvested of Horse beans) In Calif. State bd.
0£r. Repts. 1912-1918 (U. S, Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested with per
cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr* Statistical repts.
1920, p. 165; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
Production
1907(table headed 1906-07) : Santa Cruz county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1907, p. 171.
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HORSE BEANS - Continued
Production - Continued
.1908 (table headed 1907-08): Santa Cruz "county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Kept. 1908, p. 173.
.1909: state. In Calif . State bd. agr. 'Repts. 1912-1918 .(U.S. Census)
1919, 19QS (tables headed 1920,1910): 'state (with per cent of increase)
•In Calif- State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166, 1921, p. 180.
Shipments ' •
1907(table headed 1906-07): Santa Cruz county (shipped out of state)
,
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 170.
Value- " • , . . •
s
1907 (table headed 1906-07): Santa Cruz county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1907, p. 171.
1908(table headed 1907-08): Santa Cruz county. In Calif, state agr.
! soc. Rept. 1908, p. 173.
1909:- state. In Calif. State' bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918 (U.S. Census) .
1919, 1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 130.
0 IIS
,
OIL CAKE ' AND' MEAL
BEAN' OIL
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
•« 1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic commerce)
In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 255.
1918, 1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
• 1916-18, p. 40,101.
•
1920, 1919(years ended .June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
•commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 44, 77.
COCOA MEAL
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1918, 1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce with approximate value) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com- .
miss loners. Annual repts. 1915-18, p. 43, lQSfS
191-9{year end-ed June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce - estimated value) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 45.
COCOAKUT I/ISAL
Imports (Quant ity and Estimate d Value)
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 255.
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COCOATO-'-MEA-L. -, Continued
Imports (Quantity and; Estimated Value) - Continued
1918 (year ended June 30) : Fort of Los ^ngeies (cocoanut oil cake meal)
(inbound, domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. . Bd. harbor commis-
sioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 102,
1918, IS 17 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd, harbor commissioners. 'Annual repts,
1915-18, p. 41, 102*
1920 (year ended Juno 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce).' In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 78. . ; ; • '.•
'('-•'>
.
*
cocqauut oil
Imports ' • • . . .. '
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) 3h Los Angeles. -3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1915/16, p,255, 260. . •
19l8,1917(years ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor- commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, 'p. 41, 102.
1920 (.year ended June. 30): imports from the Orient to Port of San
Francisco compared with Seattle imports. In Calif.' Bd. state harbor
commissioners, Bien. rept. 1918/20, p. 133.
1920(year ended June 30): imports from various foreign countries to
• Port of San Praiicisco, In Calif, Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134. -
1920 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 78.
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif
.
.Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 19E0/22, tables 2 and" 4, following p. 78,
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. £d. state harbor com-
missioners, Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
Product ion
1913: G-lobe Oil Mills. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918,
p. 173. . */"' -
:r
'-
Value of Imports
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic; foreign
comer ce) In Los Angeles. Bd* harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 255, 260.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd,- harbor cordis sioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 41, 102.
1920 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce)' In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 78,
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. atate harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
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C0C0ATO? A!TD LI1TSS5D OIL
Value V . -
:
•
1909(table headed 1908-09): Alameda county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
• Rept. 1909, p. 35. ' -, . :
-
'
.'
'1910 ('faerie' Headed 1909-10): Alameda county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, id. 64. * , ' . - - / • ..
COPRA
Freight- Discharged
. -'1910-, 1909{years ended June 30): over state wharves of San Francisco
(shipped by other than R. R. ferry boats - discharged) In Calif.
3d. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1908/10, p. 97, 98.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1918 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rents.
-1916-18, p. 102.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
1325, 1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): imports, Port of San Francisco
from various foreign countries. In Gal if. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 94, 96.
a
Production and Value
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1391 and 1892, p. 99.
1393/94: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 114.
Shipments (Quantity and Value )
1925: shipments - coastwise to Port of San Francisco; internal from
Port of San Francisco; to Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state
harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 62, 65,66.
COPRA CAES
Imports ('Quantity and Estimated Value)
' 1320 (Jen. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from Java and Philippine Islands.
In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p«96
COPRA- ItttX
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1913(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angoles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 102.
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COTTONSEED CAKE
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd, harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 259.
1918, 1917(years ended Juno 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 46, 108.
1919(year ended June 30) :. Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual re^ts.
1918-20, p. 50, 83.
1919(July-Dec) : Port of Los Angoles (outbound foreign, domestic commerce)
In Los Angeles, 3d, harbor cqmmissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20,
p. 86.
1920(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (cotton seed nut cake -
outbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission-
ers; Annual repts c 1913-20, p. 83.
1924(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (cottonseed oil cake -
exported to named foreign countries - value only given) In Los
Angeles, Bd, harbor commis sioners. Annual rept. 1923/24, . folded
chart, back cover,
• -
COTIOrSEED HBAL
Consumed (Used as Fertilizer) .
1923: state (used as commercial fertilizer) In Calif, Dept. agr.
Weekly news letter, v. 6, no. 5, Mar. 3, 1924, p. 15.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd, harbor commissioners. Annual repts,
1916-18, p. 102.
Price
19 21 (Sept. 15): individual states of U.S. ; U.S. (estimated farm value
per ton) In Calif. State bd, agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 3-9,
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1916 (year ended June 30): Port . of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los. Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/15, p. 259.
1918,1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18-, p.46, 108..
1920,1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 50, 83.
. .
CQTTOIISEED OIL
Imports
1839,1838: state. In Calif. Bur. labor s tat ist ics. 4th Bien. rept.
1889-1890, p. 64.
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CQTTOHSEpD. OIL - Continued
Imports - Continued
1914(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15 ... abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 129.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. 'Annual reot.
1914/15, p. 55.
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce- inbound-
foreign) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 57.
1916(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/15, p. 255, 250. 4
1917(year . ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p. 49,
1918, 19T7 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p.41. 102.
1920(years ended June 30): imports from the Orient to the Port of
San Francisco. Compared with Seattle imports. In Calif. Bd. state
harbor commissioners. Bicn. rept. 1913/20, p. 133.
1920(year ended June 30): imports from various foreign countries to
Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. atate harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
• 1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20-, p. 45, 78.
Product ion :
*
1918:. (-produced "by Globe Oil Mills) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 173.
Shipments (Quantity g,nd Estimated Value )
1918 (year ended June 30): Port of Los, Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) • In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p. 108.
1920(year ended June 30}.: Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 83.
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Chile, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and Mexico (value only) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners, Annual -repts. 1918-20, p. 103, 117, 120, 136,131.
Value of Imports
1915(ycar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
domestic commerce; foreign commerce - inbound) In Los Angeles.
3d. harbor commissioners * Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 55, 57.
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
1 Manual rept. 1915/15, p. 256, 260.
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COTTONSEED OIL - Continued
Value of Imports - Continued
1917(year ended June 30): Port ..of Los Angeles (estimated value pf in-
"bound foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd f harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916/18, p. 49.;:; •
1918,1917(years ended June 30) : ,Port of Los Angeles (estimated value
of inbound domestic commerce)' In Los Angeles. Bd, harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. : 1915-rl8, p. 41, 102.
1920,1919(years ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles .(inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 45, 78.
;
EUCALYPTUS OIL
Value
1909(tablc headed 1908-09): Orange county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
-Rept-. 1-909, p. 121. . -
LEMOU OIL
.
Production and Value
1906(tablc headed 1905-06): San Diego county (oil lemon) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p 8 166.
LIKS35D OIL
1
" * ' ' ' ' " ' ' 9
* \
•
. .
Imports .
.
1889,1838: state. • In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 4th B ien. rept.
1889-1900, p. 64. , h< ...
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 55.
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 256. ..... :
1917 (year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce") In Los Angeles.. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p. 42.
1920 (year ended June 30) : .imports from the Orient to Port of San
Francisco compared with Seattle imports. In Calif. Bd. state
harbor commissioner. Bien. rept. 1918/20, p. 133.
1920 (year ended June 30): imports from various foreign countries to
Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from England. In Los Angeles
Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual . repts . 1918-20, p. 91.
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30.): imports to Port of San Francisco from
- various foreign countries. In Calif . Bd. state harbor commission-
ers. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 2 and 4, following p. 78,
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LgSgB OIL - Continued
Production
1868: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/69, p. 95.
1869'$ San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil
-works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. • .Stat ist ical rept. 1859, p. 45.
1889/90: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) :
In Calif. State "bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890-, p. 90. .
1391/92: San Francisco city and county .(made in linseed oil works)
.In. Calif. State bd. equal izat ion.
:
Rept'. 1891 and 1892,- p. 99.
1893/94: San Francisco city and c ounty (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p.1'14.
Shipments (Quantity and Value)
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Columbia, Costa Rica, Guatemala,
.and Mexico (some 'of these include flaxseed oil) In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p.108,110,117,131.
1926, 1925 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal - to Port of San
Francisco by cities of origin. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/25, p. 88, 89 (Value not given)
Value
L876/77: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1875/77, 'p. 69."
1877: San Francisco oity and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1877/79, p. 56; in Calif, state agr. s oc.
Trans. 1878, p. 366; and' in Trans. 1879, p. 274.
1878: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1877/79, p.64.
1879: San Francisco .city, and county (ma.de in linseed' oil works) In
Calif. .Surveyor, gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 82.
1881: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1880/82, p. 94. .
1885:
-San Francisco, coxmty. In Calif. Bur.- labor statistics. 2nd
Bien. rept. 1885-35, p. 264 (from County assessors report)
1889/90: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 90.
_
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 99.
1893/94: San '.Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 114. _ .
Value of Imports
t t
1915 (year ended June 30) : Port 'of Los Angeles " (domes t ic commerce- .
inbound- approximate value) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission-
ers. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 55.
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. .Bd.. harbor commissioners. Annual rept;
1915/16, p. 256.
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LI ITSEES OIL - .Continued
Value of Imports - Continued
1917(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of in-
bound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1913-1S, p. 42.
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from England. In Los Angeles.
3d. harbor commissioners . Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 91.
1924(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles from named foreign
countries (linseed oil seeds and products) In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1923/24 , folded chart back cover.
' LIITSEED OIL CAKE AHD MEAL
Imp orts
"
(Quality and Estimated Value )
19l6(v;ear ended June 30): Port'of Los Angeles (linseed cake; linseed
meal - inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 255.
Product ion
137o/77: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1375/77, p. 69,
1877: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1877/79, p. 56; also in Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 356; Trans. 1379," p. 274.
1878: San Francisco cii>y and county (made in linseed oil works)
' In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1877/79, p. 64.
1879: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 82.
1881: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Cod if. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1830/82, p. 94.
18G5: San Francisco county. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd.
Bicn. rept. 1885-86, p. 264 (From County assessor's report)
1889/90: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 90,
1891/92: San. Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 99.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 114
{listed as oil but presumably oil cake)
Value :
1875/77: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1875/77, p. 59.
1877: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
. Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1377/79, p. 56; also in Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 366; and in Trans. 1879, p. 274.
1873: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1877/79, p. 64. .
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L INSEED OIL CAKE AgD MEAL - Continued
Value - Continued
1873: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Sept. 1379/80, p. 82.
1381: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1380/82, p. 94.
1385: San Francisco county. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd
Bien. rept. 1885-66, p. 264 (From county assessor's report)
1339/90: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Kept* 1889 and 1890, p. 30.
1391/32: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In' Calif . State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1392, p. 99.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county (made in linseed oil works)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept .. 1893 and 1894, p. 114.
1895/96: San Francisco city and county (linseed'oil work products)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 93.
1397/98: San Francisco city and county (linseed oil work products)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1897 and 1898, p. 94.
MEATSFOOT OIL
Value
1835/96: San Francisco city and county (made in neatsfoot oil manu-
factory) In Calif. State bd. • equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896,
p. 33.
.
1397/98: San Francisco city and county (made in neatsfoot oil manu-
factory) In Calif. State bd.- equalisation. Rept. 1897 and 1898,
p. 94.
ITU'T CAKE
i
Imports ( Quantity and Estimated Value)
1313 (July-Dec.) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign commerce) In
Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p
.
•. NOT OIL
Imoorts
1333,1838: state. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 4th Bien. rept.
1333-1890, p. 54*
1914 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles {inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15 ... abridged rept. 1313/14, p. 130.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce- inbound-
foreign) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual -rept.
1314/15, p. 57.
1316 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles, fed. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1315/16, p. 261.-
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NQT OIL - "Continued
Imports - Continued
1920 (year ended June 30): imports from China to Port of San Francisco
(Chinese nut oil) In Calif . "3d. state harbor commissioners i Bien.
r.ept
. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
1922, 1921 (years ended June . 30.)' imports ; t o Port of San Francisco from
China (Chinese nut oil)" In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables' 2 and 4, ' foil owing p; 78;
1923: imports, Port of ' Sah Francisco (Chinese nut oil) In Calif. 3d.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. repti 1922/24, p. 60.
Value of Int 3 0 r t
s
;
-
-
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce, inbound,
foreign - approximate value) In Los Angeles. 3d, harbor com-
missioners. .Annual rept. 1914/15, ~p'.57.
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Lob Angeles (estimated value of
inbound foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commission-
•ers. Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 261.
1923: imports, Port of San 'Francisco (Chinese nut oil) ' In Calif.
3d. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60,
" / - OIL CAKS
Imports •
, :
1917(ycar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d, harbor commissioners. Annual r cuts.
1916-19, p..43.
191C, 1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (oil cake meal -
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commission-
ops., Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 43, 104.
1920(year ended June 30): imports from the Orient to Port of San
Francisco compared with .. Seattle imports. 'In Calif. 3d. state har-
bor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1918/20, p. 133.
1920 (year ended June 30) 2 imports from foreign countries to Port of
San Francisco. In Calif \ ' 3d. state 'harb or commissioners. Bien.
rept. 1918/20, table following p. i34.
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harb or .commissioners
.
Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 2 and : 4, following p . 78.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor
commissioners . Bien. rept. 1922/24, p«60.
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1918 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p.110.. . ....
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OIL CAKE ~ Continued
Value o f Imports
191 7 (year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor ; commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 43.
1918,1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (oil cake meal-
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commission-
ers. .Annual repts'. 1916
-18, p. 43, 104.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
'commissioners . Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
OIL AM) PAT
Consumo t i on
,
an& Exp end i tur e p er Pam ily
1917(?) : minimum, maximum'pounds of oil and fat per year for an average
family of 5 persons.";. In ..Calif . 'Agr. exp, sta* Circ. 163, p. 13
(figures by Prof . Jaffa) " . '
.
:
1917, 19 16 (Hay) : minimum" founds per month for family of 5. .
' In Calif.
Agr, exp. sta. [unnumbered' circ] "Living expenses" by M. E. Jaffa.
Price
1917, 1915 (May) :? (market price) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. [unnumbered
circ] "Living expenses" by M. E. Jaffa.
OLIVE OIL
Imports
Approximate annual imports. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p.
109 (N. P, Chipman - State b'd. trade)
1914(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (foreign imports) In
Lcs Angeles.
:
Bd. 'harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1914/15 ...
abridged rept. "1913/14, p. 130. ! •
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce-inbound;
; domestic; foreign) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54, 57. ' :-
1916 (year ended June 30) I Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) 'In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/16., p.* 257, 261.
1918 (year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p. 104.
1920 (Jan. -June) :' Port of Los 'Angeles from England.. In Los Angeles.
Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 91.
1920,1919 (years ended .June 30) : Port of Los. Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce), in Lcs Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 47, 80. ' \"
1923: imports, port of San Pranciscc. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners-. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
1925, 1925 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): imports, Port of San Francisco
from various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 94, 96.
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•1831-162: ( nnual) : state (returns for 1891 arc partial) In Calif..
State bd. hort. Annual r'ept. 1891, -p. 80
1901: Srja.tr Barbara county. In Calif, state agr. soc." Trans, 1901,
p • 3 38 .
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1904, p.
171 (V:. J. Davis)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept, 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1906(tables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept, 1906 (Sec Contents under names of counties)
1907(tables headed 1905-07): counties. In Calif, state agr.. soc.
Kept. 1907 (See contents under names of counties)
1907/08: Southern Calif. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1908,13.17
(Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce)
1908 (tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908 (table headed 1907-08): San Diego county (canned olive oil) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 154,
1909(tables headed 1908-09): counties. In Calif, state agr, soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909,1899: state (made by farmers) In Calif. State bd. agr. Ret>ts.
1912- 1918.
1909-1905 (annual) ; 1899: Fresno county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
:• Rept. 1909, p. 66.
ipmonts
1891: from San Francisco (olive J oil (Calif, products) shipments by sea
In Calif, State bd, hort. Annual rept. 1892, p. 220, 222.
1891: from San Francisco (total shipments and to individual foreign
countries- by sea) In Calif. State bd. hort. Annual rept. 1892,
p. 221..
1905: G counties; shipped out of county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1905, p. 87, 132, 172,181, 210, 247,250,275.
1906 (tables headed 1905-05): 5 counties (shipped out of state) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 63, 105, 144,166 , 244.
1915(year ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (commerce, outbound)
In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept . 1914/15
,
p. 57
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 259, 261.
1913,1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles, 3d, harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1215-18, p. 47, 110.
1920, 1919 (years, ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1913-20, p. 51, 84.,
1925, 1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal 'to Port of San
Francisco by cities of origin (olive and salad oils) In Calif.
3d. state harbor commissioners. Bien rept. 1924/26, p. 88, 89,
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Value
1904: Sacramento county. In Calif, state agr. soc, Rept. 1904,
-p.
171 (f. J. Davis)
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1906(,t-ables headed 1905-06): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept.
1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907(tables headed 1906-07): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1908 (tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif .. state agr. soc. Rept.
1908 (See Contents under names. of counties)'
1908 (table headed 1907-08) : San Diego county )canned .olive oil) In
Calif^ state agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 154. 1 ;
1909 (tables headed 1908-09) : counties. ' In- Calif . state "agr. soc Rept.
1909 (Sec Contents under names of counties,)
1915: Orange county (.estimated value) In "Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1915, p. 350 (Chamber, of Commerce)
1916: Orange county (estimated value) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1916? p. "376 (Chamber.- of Commerce)
Value of Imports
1915(year ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (approxinate value of
'commerce - inbound domestic; foreign) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
comml s s i o no r s . Annua1 rept-. 1914/15, p. 54, 57..
1916(year" ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1915/16, p. 257, 261.
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value ^of in-
bound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 104.
1920( Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles from England. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor 'commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 91-.
1920, 1919 (years ended, June 30): -Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles; Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 47, 80. ~
.
1923: imports, Port of San .Francisco. In'Calif.' Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. -rept.- 1922/24, p. 60.
1924(year ended June 30.): Port of Los Angeles
.
(from named foreign •
countries) 'In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1923/24, folded chart braejte cover.
Value of Shipments 5 1
1891: from San Francisco (total shipments and to individual foreign
countries- by sea) In Calif. State bd. hort. Annual rept. 1892, p. 221
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce-outbound) In
Los Angeles., Bd. harbor commissioner's. "Annual rept. 1914/l5,p.57
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce; foreign commerce)- -In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rent
.. 1915/16, p. 259,. 261..
'
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1918, 1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 47, 110.
1920,1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 51, 84.
Miscellaneous
Standard Weight or Measure
In Calif.. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 263
(Div. of weights and measures)
Warehouses
1925(Jan.l; Dec.l): state (no. and capacity of bonded warehouses)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v«L4, Ju^y-Dec-c 1925, p. 214.
1926(Jan.l; Dec. 31): state (no. and capacity of bonded warehouses)
In Calif. Dept. agrf Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 157.
1927(Jan.i; Dec.3l): state (ho. and capacity of bonded warehouses)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 624.
1927(Jan t 31) : state (no. and capacity of licenses warehouses) In
Calif o Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Feb. 1927, p c 82.
PALM OIL
Imports (Quantity and Est imated Value )
1 916 ^year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic commerce.)
In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioner's, Annual rept. 1915/l6,p.257.
PEAMUT OIL
Imports
1918, 191^(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 44, 105.
1920(year-*. ended June 30): imports from the Orient to Port of San
Erancisco compared with Seattle imports. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1918/20, p,133.
1920 (year ended June 30): imports from various foreign countries to
Pert of San Eranciscc. In Calif. Bd. state h.arbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
1920.(Jan. -June) Port of Los Angeles from China. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, po90.
1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 47, 80.
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Imports - Continued • -
1922, 192l(years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries- In Calif* Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1920/22,' table's '2 and 4," following p. 78.
Shipments (Quantity and Value )
1920(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce ) In Los Angeles.' Bd. 'harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 85.
Value o f Imp o r t s
1918, j 917 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3,d« harbor commissioners
'•
. : Annual- repts. 1916-18,' p. 44, 105.
1 920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from China. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 191 £--20, p. 90.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce J In Los Angeles* 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
- 1918-20, p. 47, 80. \ . '
:
.
~
«
' RAPE "SEED OIL . '
.
Value of Imports
1920 (Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles from. Japan. In Los Angeles, Bd.
harbor commissioners. 'Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 95.
SESAME OIL
Production
.
1918: (produced by Globe Oil Mills) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1918; p. 173.
SQY3EAIT MEAL
Sh ipnients (
Q
uan t i ty and Est imat ed. Value
)
191 8(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts,
1916-18, p.lll. "
,
'-'•
SOYBEAN OIL MP SOYBEANS
Import s
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los 'Angeles (soya beans - inbound
domestic commerce'; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 101, 112.
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (soya bean oil- inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 106.
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I Erg orts - Continued
1920 (year ended June 30) : imports from the Orient to Port of San
Francisco compared with Seattle imports (soya oil) In Calif. B&.
harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1 91 S/ 20, p. 133.
1920(year ended June J>G) : imports from several foreign countries to
Port of San Francisco (soya oil) In Calif. 3d. state harbor com-
missioners, Bien. rept. 1Q1S/20, table following p. Ijk
Production
191 S: (soy bean oil produced by Glebe Oil Mills) In Calif. S&ate bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1313, p. 173.
Value of Imports
191S (year ended June '30): Pert of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
mer ce- s oya b ean 0 j 1 ) In Los Angel es . 3d. harb ore emmi s si o per s
.
Annual repts. 1916-12
,
p. 106.
I918(year ended June
.30): port of Los Angeles (Soya beans - inbound
domestic commerce; foreign commerce) In L 0 S Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. I9lb-18, p. 101, 112.
l92U(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (soy beans and oil -
from named foreign countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1923/2U, folded chart, back cover.
TEA OIL .
J
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
I9l8(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-13, p.ioU. -
1919 (year ended June 30 ) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
191 &-20, p. 53.
VEGETABLE OIL
Imports
1920(year ended June 30) :• imports from various foreign countries to
Port of San Francisco (includes oil" other than vegetable) In
Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1913/20, table
following p. 13^-
'
1920(year ended June 30) : imports from United Kingdom to' Port of San
Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissi oners. Bien. Rept.
191s/ 20, p.l3 1+. •
1922,1921 (years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco fror:
various foreign countries (includes oil other than vegetable) In
Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables
2 and 4, following p. 73.'
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I mport
s
- Continued
1926,1925c Jan. 1 to June 30 for I926) : imports, Port of San Francisco
from various foreign countries (includes some oil other than veg-
etable) In Calif. Bd. state harbor comnissi.on.ers, Bien. Rept.
192U/26, p.. 3k, 96,
Production ' .
1918: C-lobe Oil Mills (classified by variety) In Calif.' State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, 5 p.l53.,
Shipments
1922, 1921 (years ended Jtme 30) : exports,, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries (includes some other oils) In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 1 and 3,
following p. 73.
1923: exports, Port of San Francisco, In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien-. rept 1922/2H, p.6l.
1923: shipments - coastwise to Port of San Francisco; from Port cf San
Francisco; Internal from Port of San- Francisco. In Calif. Bd state
harbor, commissioners. Bien rept. 1922/2U, p. :
'
!5g,63*b5.
1925 ,192 £>( Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926) : experts, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries (includes some other oils) In Calif Bd.
state harbor. commissioners. Bien. rept. 192^/26, p a 98,100.
1925, 192.6 ( Jan. 1 to June 30 for 192.6): intercostal to Port of
San Francisco by cities of origin; from Port of San Francisco to cities
of destination (includes other oils) In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. Rept. 192^/26, p. 88,39, 91,93.
Value of Imports
19 2^4 (year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles from named foreign
countries (oil seeds and oils) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1923/2U, folded chart, back cover.
Value of Shipments
1 920 ('Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Germany, Salvador' and Scotland
(n. o.s.) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1913-20, p.115,1^3,1^
1920( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Guatemala (other than cotton-
seed and linseed oil) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept s. . 1918-20, p.117. V
1920( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles' to Nicaragua (other than cotton-
seed oil) In Los Angeles. Bd. Harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p.l3b.
'
1920( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Honduras (other than cotton-
seed oil and cocoa butter) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission-
er's. Annual repts. 1918-20
,
p. 120.
1920( Jan. -June)- : Port of Los Angeles to Mexico (other than cottonseed,
linseed and flaxseed, cocoa butter ; volatile or essential oils)
In Los Angeles 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 191^-2(3, p. 1 31 •
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1920( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Colombia (other than linseed
or flaxseed) In Los Angeles, 3d', harbor ccixiissioners. Annual
reptso .1912-20, p. -108.
19 20 ( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Costa Rica (other than linseed)
,In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 111.
1923i exports, port of San Francisco. In Calif- Id. state harbor cc^
nissi oners.' Bien. rept. 1922/ 2*4-, p".6l.
1923: shipments - coastwise to Port of San Francisco; from Port of San
Francisco; internal fro:;. Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state
harbor jconmis si oners. Bien. rept.- 1922/2^, p.02,63,65.
192^(year ended June 30): xcrt of Los Angeles (oil seeds and vegetable
oils exported to 'named foreign countries) ' In Los Angeles. 3d.
Harbor, commissioners. Annual rept. 1923/2U., folded chart, back, cover.
... WOOD OIL
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
19l6(year ended Juno 30) t Port of Los Angeles (inbound denestic; .foreign
commerce) In.Los Angeles. 3d. harbor "corxiis si oners. Annual rept.
191 5/l6, p. 257, 261. •
-.,
191? (year ended June 30) :• Port of Los Angeles (China oil - inbound
domestic Conner ce) In Lcs Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 191c-13, p. 102.
191S,19l7(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (China wood cil-
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles'. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual reports 1 91-6-1", p, Ul ,102,
'
1920 (year ended June 30) : Pert of Los Angeles (Chin- wcod oil - inbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor com-is si oners. Annual
.
repts. 1918-20, p. 73.
Shipments
.
•
1925 ,13?M Jan, 1 to June 30 for 1926) : intercoastal from Port of Son
Francisco by cities cf destination... In Calif.. 3d. state harbor-
gonnis $ioners. Bien. -rept '192*4-/ 2o ,p. 91>93.'
.
•
' PEAUUTS
*" « L I.. _— - .,
Acreage
1 1 — — * —. 1 — *
IE06: state and county. In Calif;" Surveyor gen. rept. lS65/67,p. 7^75;
in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1&56 and 1S67, P»552~553 (County
^assessors) '- , '
IS67: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. 'Trans. 13oS,p.l3o-
137; in.. Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. 1067/69, p. 20-21 (Assessors'
returns)
1S6S: state and county.- In Calif." state agr. soc. Trans. 1569,p,35&-
359; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Sien. rept, I067/69 ,p. 5o-57 (Assessors 1
returns) .
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1869( table headed I8o9-70) : state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans.. 1870, p. 176-177 . (Assessors 1 returns)
IS69: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor
-
gen. Statistical rept. I869,
p. 10-11; in Rept. 18o9/7l,P»l6~17 (County' assessors)
1S70( table headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1871 ,p. 386-7 (Assessors' returns)
1870: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen* Rept. 1869/71. P» 70-71
(oounty assessors) . • ;
1871 ( tables headed .1872) : state and c ounty. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 2oH-*205; in Calif., Surveyor gen. Lien, rept. 1871/73,
p. 30-31 (Assessors* returns).-.
1872( tables headed 1873) : state, and county. In Calif, state agr* soc
Trans. 1873, p. 230-231; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 187l/
73, P* 58-59 (Assessors' returns)
1872( tables headed 1 873) ' Tehar.ia county. In Calif, state agr. sec. Tvcu
1873jPo^60; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/ 73, P*?0
_
.
(Assessor? 1 returns)
1873: state and county. • In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. l87U,p. 210-
211; in Calif. Survey cr gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 30-31 (Asses scrs 1
returns)
I87U: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p. 122-
123; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Lien. rept. 1873/75, p. 5^-55 (Assessors 1
returns) * <
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. I876, p. 96-57;
in Calif, Surveyor gen. Lien, rept, 1875/77, p. 22-23' (County assessors
IS76: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. I876, p. 118-
119; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Lien. rept. 1875/ 77, p.^6-^7 (County
assessors)
1877s state and county. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1878, p.3^-
3^5 (County assessors)
1878: state and c ounty. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1879, p. 230~
231 ; in Calif. Surveycr gen. Lien. rept. 1877/79, P* 12-13 (County
assessors)
1879: state and k counties. In Calif, state bd.- equalization. Rept.
1880, p. 116.
1879; state and county. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1879, P«252-
253; in Calif. Surveycr gen. Lien. rept. 1877/79, P-3^-35 (County .
assessors)
1880(table> headed 1879-80* i ccunties. - In Cali«f. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1879/80, p. 60- 6l (County assessors.). ' -
1381 ( table?, headed 1880-81) : counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Lien.
rept. 1830/32, p. 60 (County assessors)
1882: state" and. k counties. v In Calif. : State bd. equalization, ' Rept.
1383 and l'SSU, p. 108.
18S2( table headed 1381-82) : counties.. In Calif* Surveyor gen. Lion.
•
,
Rept. 1830/82, p. 75 (County assessors)
1906( table headed 1905-06) : Orange county. In Calif, state „gr. soc.
Rept. 1906, p. 136.
1908(table headed 1907-08): Stanislaus county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1908, p.l9 )4.
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,
•••
•.
1908; Orange and Stanislaus counties (acres sowed) In Calif. State Tad.
equalization. JRopt. 1907 and 1908, p. S3;
'1909: state (acres harvested*)
-in Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1913.
(U. S. Census)
1909( table headed 190S-09) : Stanislaus county. In Calif* state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, P.X79.
.
1910: Stanislaus county (acres sowed) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1909T1910, p. 39. :
1919.1909( tables headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p.l66; 1921, p. 180( U. S. Census)
1920 : Riverside county (Acres -sowed) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1919-1920, p. 38, footnote.
Inpo'rt s
19lH(year ended June 39) ! Port of Los Angeles (Foreign imports) in Los
Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 191-+/1 5- . • abridged
rept. 1913/1^, p-130. .
1915(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce; foreign
corxierce - inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor coixiis sioners. Annual
rept. 19lVl5, p. 55. 57-
I9l6(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic; foreign
corxierce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor corxiis si oners. Annual rcpt.
1915/16, p. 257. . ' •
191&,1917(years ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
corxierce) In Los Angeles. Bd.- harbor corxiis si oners. Annual repts.
1916-1S, p. ^,105,
1919( July-Dec. ) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign corxierce) In Los
Angeles. Bd. harbor, commissioners. Annual repts. 1913-20, p. 86.
1'920( Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to Japan. In Los Angeles . Bd.
harbor corxii ssi oners. Annual repts. 1913-'2Q, p.9^»
r920,19l9(years ende.d June 30) : P' rt of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) ' In L 0 s Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual, repts.
1912-2(3, p.47,£0. , •
Price
1866: state. In Calif. Surveyor' gen. 'Rept. 1365/67, p. U3; in Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. I066 and I067, p. 5^6.'
Production
'
± o66: state and county. In. Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. lo65/67, P«
7^-75 (state total p. ^3); in Calif, agr. sec. Trans. I066
and I067, p. 552-553 (County assessors)*
1367: 'state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. I<363, p.
I36-.137; in Calif.. Surveyor .gen.' Bien. : rept. 1367/69, p. 20-21
(Assessors' returns)
I06S: state and county. In Calif, state agr, see. Trans. I069, p.
35S-359; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1 067/ 69, p. 56-57
(Assessors' returns)
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I6o9(taole headed 1869-70) : state and county. In, Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p.*l76-177 (Assessors 1 returns)
1369r state arid 'county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869, p. 10-11;. in. Rept. 1869/ 71
,
p. l6-17 (County assessors)
1370^ table headed 1369-70): state and county.. In Calif, state agr.
soc Trans. 1371, .p -386-7 (Assessors 1 returns)
1870: state and county, in Calif. Surveyor .gen. Rept. IS69/7I, P«
70-71 (County, assessors). .... ,
1371 (table headed 1372)'' state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1872,
-p. 38'5 (Assessors 1
, returns)'
1371 (tables headed 1372)"": state and county. , In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 20^205; in Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. IS71/73,
p. 53-53 (Assessors* returns)
1S72( tables headed 1873) : Tehama county. In T-alif. state agr. soc.
Trans, 1872, p. 2c0; in. Calif.. Surveyor gen, Bien. rept. 187l/73
?
_p. SO" (Assessors 1 returns) .
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc- Trans, 137^, p.
21 C- 211; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 30-31*
(Assessors 1 returns)
'
187^: state and county. . In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, P»
122-123; in Calif. "Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1373/75, P» 5^-55
(Assessors 1 returns) - - !"
1875: state and county.
. In- Calif* state agr* soc. Trans. 1376, p.
96-97; in Calif. Surveyor .gen. 3i en., rept. 1375/77, p. 22-23
(County assessors)
1876: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. I876, p.
118-119; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien rept. 1875/77, p.^6-^7
(-County assessors)
1^7-7
• state and county. ' In Calif • state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
3^-3^5 (County assessors)'
1873: state and county. In Calif, staje. agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
23O-23T; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/73,
.
p.12-13
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. In Calif, state agr. sec. Trans. 1879, P»
252-253; in Calif. Surveyor
i
gen.- Bien rept. : 1877/ 79 , -p. 3^-35
(County assessors)
.
1879 state and k counties. In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1880, p. llo.
13S0( table headed 1879-80) : counties. In ;Calif . Surveyor gen.
• Rept. I879/8O, 60-6l. (County assessors).
1881 (table headed 1880-31): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1880/32, p.oC (County assessors)
1S82: state and 5 'counties. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1533 and 183U, p.l'08.
.
1S32( table headed 1331-82) ! counties,- In Calif. Surveyor gen.
•Bien rept. 1380/82, p. 75 (County assessors) .
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Production - Continued \ -
,
: state. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. Statement of John
Summerfield Enos ... April 30, 1886, p.l7*> in Calif. Bur. labor
statistics, 2nd Men;, rept. 185'5~S6, p. 57? in Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1835,, p.203.
1886: state. In Calif. State bd. hort. Bien. .rept. .1885-1886, p. 512;
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1886, p. 238.
1887.: state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1887, p. 2lU (Geo. W.
Meade & Co. ) i , .
1887-1885( annual) : state,, In Calif, state agr. soc. .Trans. .1889,. p.
26^4- (State agricultural reports)
1905: Orange county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p.l62.
1906(. table headed 1905-06) : Orange county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906, p. 136.
1907( table headed 1906-of) : Orange county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 129.
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-191 8 (U.S. Census)
.
I909(table headed 1908-09): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 186.
191 0-( table headed 1909-10): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p.192.
1919,1909(table headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of increase)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920,p.l66; 1921, p.
180 (U.S. Census)
Shipments (quantity and Estimated Value )
19.1 5 (year ended June 30).: Port of Los Angeles .(commerce - outbound -
domestic) In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept..
,
19lVl5,
.P.57.'
19l6(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p,260.
'
1920,1919(years ended June 30).: Port of Los Angeles (outb.ound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 51,^5. .
'
.
Value
1866: state. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 186.5./6.7,p. ^3S in Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and I867, p. 5^6.
1905: Orange county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905,p.l62.
1906( table headed 1905/06): Orange county. In Calif, state agr. soc,
Rept. 1906, p. 136.
•190 7,(tabl.e. headed 19.O0-O7) : Orange county* In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 129.
.
1909:. state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909(table headed 1908-09.) : Tehama county.. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p.186.
19l0(table headed 1909-10): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
RepC*1910, p.192.
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Value - Continued
1913, l909(taoles headed 1920,1910) ! state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repVs*. 1920, p.l66; 1921, p. ISO (U. S. Census)
Value, of Imports -
19l5(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce;
•
,
foreign commerce -inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual- rept » 19lVl5,' P» 55,57.
,19l6( year ended June
-
30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign cormcrce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissi oners.
Annual rept. 1915/16, p,257-..'
191S, 191 7(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) -In L 0 s Angeles. Bd, harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-1 8, p*W* f-L05.
1919( July-Dec. ) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign commerce) In
Los Angeles, Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1912-20, p.86.
1920(Jan 0 -June) : Port of Los Angeles from Japan. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 9^?
,
1920, 1919( years ended June* 30) : Port of Los Angeles, (inbound domestic
commerce) In L s Angeles, Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
191S-20, p.^7,g8.
192U(year ended June 30): Port of LosAngeles (from named foreign
countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners , .Annual rept.
.I923/2H, folded chart, back cover.
•*
PEAHUTS - (DPI ED)
Production and Value ... ' ,
;
v
'{
1905: .Colusa --county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. .1905, P.» 93 •;.
lS'06(tables headed 19P5-0.6) : Contra Costa, Los Angeles, Tehama.
counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 19Q6>- p. 72,10H, 208.
190,7 ( tables head-ed I906-O7) : Colusa, Los Angeles, Ventura counties.
In Calif, state agr. sec. Rept. 19P7, p.66, 99, 20S.
19QS( tables headed 1907-08) : 7 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1903, p.96-,10g,127,159,19 1+,201",212.
1909(tables headed 190&-09) : 5 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. H6, 10^, 121, 1^7,186 (production not given for San
Joaquin county p.1^7)
.
.
,
f
•
,
•
'
1310( tables headed 1909-10) : 6 counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 72,109,115,130,15S,192. !
' • SEEDS
_
.
,
Acreage
• ,
*
1905: Stanislaus county seed farms. In. Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905,
: p. 2^7.. -
:
-
:
;
*
'
"
' \ ' , . - ..
?
:
: .V;" • : '
'
19'12( ?) st.ate( on Japanese farm-s) In Calif .' State bd. control. Calif
.
and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
:
}
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SEEDS - Continued
Imports
^
.
•
191^-(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign correrce)
In L9S Angeles. Bd. harbor corxiissi oners. Annual rept. !SlH/l5...
abridged rept. 1913/lU, p.130. V
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic eorxierce;
foreign commerce - inbound) In Los Angeles, 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 19lVl5, P«55>57»
19l6(year ended June jQ)-i Pert of Los, Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor commis si oners. Annual
rept. 1915/lG,- p. 257, 26l. .
I918,19l7(years ended June '30) i Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
( .
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commis si oners. Annual repts.
I916-IS, p. ^,105.
1920(year ended June 30) J imports to Port of San Francisco from various
foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commis si oners. Bien.
rept. 191S/20, table following p.13 1!-.
Price '
- 19195 Delta ( Sacramento River) products (price of seed shipped by boat'
and rail) In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3,
p.99 (Records of U.S. Engineer's, and R.R. Records)
Production
1919, 1909(tab'les 'headed 1920;1910): state(total seeds with no acreage
reports - with per- cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920,- p. l66;1921 ,p .ISO (U.S. Census)
Shi-oments
1 SS3-lg 79 ( annual ) : through freight eastward. In Calif. Bd. R. R. con-
nis si oners. 5th Annual -rept. lSoU,p.3o. .
1900,1^99: Hutiboldt county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p.
221 (Humboldt Standard)
191^,1910-1905,1902-1900 (annual): shipped fron Port of Eureka. In
Calif. Bd. harbor commis si oners for the Port of Eureka. Official
repts. . .191U, 1910-1905, 1902-1900 (Each report gives data for one
year only)
19l5(yoar ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In "Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
191Vl5, P. 57. .
19l6(year onded June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic Con-
nerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissi oners. Animal rept.
1915/16, p. 260.
1912(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angel os (outbound domestic ccm-
r.cr'ue) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commis sioners* A&w&l rept a.
1916-ig, p.m.
1919: Delta (Sacramento River) products (by rail and boat) In Calif.
Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3, p.99 (Records of
U. S. Engineer 1 s office, and R. R. records)
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Shipment
s
- Continued
• 1 9 20 (Jan.-June) : Port of Los Angeles ( seed other -than cottonseed, flax-
-seed," and grass seed) In L 0 s Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 191&-20, p. 132. :
1923'! shipment s-coastwise; internal- to Port of San Francisco, from
Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd- state harbor commissi oners.
Bien. rept. 1922/ 2^, p.'62, 63, 65, 66.
Value
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1913-1913.
19lS(?): state (crops on Japanese farms) I n Calif. State "bd. control,
Calif, and the Oriental, rev. cd. 1922, p. 223..
1919,1909(tablos headed 1920,1910): state (total seeds, with no acreag
reports - with per cent of increase) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p.l66; 1921, p. ISO (U. S. Census)
Value of Imports
1915(year ended June 30/5 Port of Los Angeles (Approximate value of
domestic commerce; foreign commerce, - inbound')" In Los Angeles.
Bd- harbor commissioners Annual rept. 191^/1-5, P»55»
19l6(year ended June 3Q) ! Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 19l5/l6, p.257,2&U
19lS,1917(yoars ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (estimated value
of inbound domestic com- crcc) In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. I916-IS,
192U(vear ended June 30) • Port of Los Angeles (from named foreign -
countries) In L os Angeles Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1923/2U, folded Chart,' back cover.
.
Value of Shipments
191^, 1910-19Q5, 1902-1900( annual) : shipped from Port of Eureka. In
Calif. Bd. harbor commis si oners for the Port ox Eureka. Official
repts. ...19lU, 1910-19Q5,1902-190A .(Each report gives data for one
year only)
19l5(ycar ended June 30) I Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
commerce - outbound - domestic) In L 0s Angeles. 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 191U/15, p. 57- "
19l6(year ended June 30) ! Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of out-
bound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles.' Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/lb, p. 260.
19'lo(year ended Juno 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-1S, p. Ill
1919! Delta (Sacramento liver) products (shipped by boat and rail)
In Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Bui. 3» P»99
(Records of U. S. Engineer's office, and P..R. records)
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Value of Shipments - Continued
1920( Jan. -June) : Port" of Los Angeles to Costa Rica, Guatemala, and
•Honduras (n. o, s. ) I n Los Angeles. Bd. harbor ccmmis si oners.
Annual repts. 1912-20, p. 110, 118 ,120.
1 9 20 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles (seed other than cottonseed,
Flaxseed, and grass seed) In Los Angeles* Bd. harbor ccm-
missicners. An.mal repts. 191S-20, p. 132.
1923: shipments - coastwise; internal.- to Pert of San Erancisco;
fron Port of San Erancisco. In Caiif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 192?/ 2^, p. 62, 63 , 65, 66.
1
Value per Acre
1318(?): state (crops on Japanese faros) In Calif. State "bd. con-
trol. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. ed. 1922,p. 223.
alfalfa seed
Acreage
192^, 1923; state (included in all tame hay acreage) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 55,P*H*> in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bur. v.13,
' July-Dec. 192U,p.2^4; in.Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1525, p. 3-
19 25-19 23( annual ) : state (included in all tame hay acreage) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 9 ; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.lU, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285^
1925, 192^: state (included 'in,\all tame hay acreage) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p.3». '
' 1926-1923( annual ; k yr. • aver) : state (included in all tane hay acreage)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
.
pub. 7^,P»S; in- Calif . -Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 221.
1926-1924( annual) : state (included in all tame -hay acreage) In Calif,
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5 , 1927 , P« 2.
1927-1923( annual;
.5 yr. aver.): state (included in all tame hay acreage)
In Calif.. Dept. agr. Special pub. So, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bur. v. lo, Doc. 1927,. p.j6^«
.
1927,1926; state (included in all tame hay acreage) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. U, 1928, p. 2.
Imports (-Quantity and Estimated Value )
19lS(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissi oners. Annual repts.
1916-1S, p.101.
Price
192l(Sept. 15): individual states of U. S. ;U. S. ( estimated farm value
per bu.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p.S-9.
192&,1923: state (farm value per lb. Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 19 2^, p. 2^4; in Calif, crop and live-
stock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, P«3; in Calif. Dept. agr. special pub. 55
»
p. 11.
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Price - Continued
1925-1923 ( annual ) : state.(fam value per lb. Dec. 1) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Special pub. 63, P«9S in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.lU,
July-Dec. 1925, p. 235.
1925,192*+; state (estimated farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p*3-
19 26-19 23 (annual; ^ year aver.); state (fam value Dec. l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. Y^VO.S; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v. 15,^ July-Dec. 1926^221." /
19 26-19 2U( annual ) : state (estimated fam value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop
and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
1927-1923( annual; 5 yr. aver): state (fam value per bu. Dec. 1) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. S6,p.g; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul, v. lb, Dec. 1927, p. 76^.
1927 } 192d; state (estimated far:;: value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. h, 1923, p. 2.
Production .
1905: counties. In Calif* state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1906(tablcs headed 1905-06) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1906 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907(tables headed 1906-07) : counties, In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
190S(.tables headed 1907-O0) : counties. In Calif, state agr. *soc. Rept.
1-90S (-See Contents under names of counties) «
19095 state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-191 ^ (U.S .Census)
- 1909( tables headed 190S-09) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1909 (See Contents under names of comities)
1910( tables headed 1909-10) ? counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under names of counties)
. .
:
192^,1923: state. In Calif; Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec.
192M-, p.2UU; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3;
.in Calif. Dept. agr, Special pub. 55, p. 11. • •
1925-1923 ( annual) J state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 9;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.lU, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285-
1925, 192^; state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p.3«
19 26-19 2 3( annual; k year aver): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. p.g; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926,
p. 221
1926-192^4( annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, P.2. •
1927-1923(ounual; 5 ye-r aver): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. So, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly but* v. l6, Dec. 1927, .
p.76^.
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. k, 1923, p.
2
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Shi'onont s
1905: counties (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1905, p.llS, 126,172,121, 275.
190b(tables headed 1905-06) : Lake, Lassen counties (shipped out of
state) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 190o, p. 96, 99.
Value "
'
1905< counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905 (See Contents
under names of counties)
1906( tables headed 1905~Oo) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906 (S ee Contents under names of counties)
1907(tables headed 1906-O7) : counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
' 190S( tables headed 1907-08): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 190S (See Contents under nanes of counties)
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909( tables headed 1908-09): counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909 (See Contents under nanes of counties)
1910( tables headed 1909-10: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910 (See Contents under nanes of counties)
I92U, 19.23: state (fam value Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 244; in Calif, crop end livestock
rept". Jan.- 5, 1925, P» ~b\ in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55>p«H»
1925~1923( annual) : state (fam .value Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. b3,P«9S in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l4, July-
Dec. 1925, p. 28J.
1925,192^4: stai:e (estimated fam value Dec l) In Calif, crop and
m
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3«
1926-1923( annual ; 4 year aver): state (fam value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 7^, p»S; in Calif. Dept. agr. monthly
bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926,p. 221
1926-19 24( annual) : state (estimated fam value Dec. 1) In Calif.
crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5» 1927, p. 2.
1927~1923( annual; 5 year aver.) : state (fam value Dec. l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. S6,p.8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.l6,Dec. .1927", P.76X
1927,1926: state (estimated fam value Dec l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p.
2
Yield per Acre
1924,1923: ' state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.13, July-Dec.
1924, p. 244; in Calif, crop and livestock reft. Jan. 5, 1925,>3;
in Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 55, p.ll»
1925~1923( annual ) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.9>
in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.l4, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285.
1925,1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 192b, p.
3
1926-1923( annual ; 4 year aver. ):^ state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p.g; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926,
p. 221
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Yield -per Acre - Continued
1925-1 924 ( annual ) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept . Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2. '
:
:
1927-1923(annual; .5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dep t * agr. Special
-oub. 86, -0.8;' in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.16,' Dec. 1927,
p. 754. ' - *
1927,1325: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
peaii sb::d -
:
•
Acre 8 ge " ...
1918: state (approximate acreage of dwarf snap "beans; ' garden pole beans)
In Calif. State bd. agr.- Statistical rept. 1918, p.. 154.
1920: state (acres planted of dwarf snap; garden pole* not including
lima beans); In Calif . -'State bd. agr. Statistical- rept . ' 1920, p. 189.
1921-1919 (annual).: state (commercial seed acreage planted of dwarf
' snap ; 'garden : pole ) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921,
' S.2orV
Product ion
1920: state (dwarf snap; garden .pole, not including lima beans) In
-Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical' rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921:
-state (dwarf snap; garden, pole) In Calif. State bd. agr.
•
- Statistical- rept.. 1921, p. 203..
J--
. ?ZST S5H) -
Acreage .
1918: state (approximate acreage of garden beet; mangel beet) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p.154.
1920: state (acres planted of garden beet; mangel beet) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921-1919 (annual) : state (commercial acreage planted to ga.rden beets;
mangel beet) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p.203|
Production
1920: state (garden beet; mangel beet) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state (garden beets) . In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 203.
SROCHCORH SSED
Mil*
Production and Value
, ... v
1909 (table beaded- 1908-09) : Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc'
Rept. 1909, p. 187. .-.
1910(table headed 1909-10): Colusa county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 74.
53?
Acreage
19,18:. state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State lad. agr. Statistical
re-ot . 1913, p. 154.
CARROT Sjgg
Acreage
1918: state- (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 154. " .
.
1920: state (acres -olanted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical re-ot.
1920, p. 189,
1921-1919 (annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd . a gr . St a t i st i cai rept . 1 921 ,
•
p . 20?
.
Product ion "
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Value
190? (table headed 1908-0?): Alameda county. In Calif, state agr. soc,
Rept. 1907, p. 53.
•
1908(ta.ble headed 1307-08) : Alameda county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1308, p. 43.
CELERY SggD
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rapt. 1913, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921-1 91 9 (annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif.
State bd, agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Production
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
CLOVER SEED
Production ...
1860(year ended June l): state. In Calif. State bd. agr* Hept- 1911,
p.34 (U. S. Census)
1870: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1871, p. 37 4-
375 (U r S. Census, 1871)
1906(table headed 1905/706): Sutter county. In Calif, state agr. soc,
Rept. 1906, p.204.
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CLOVER SEED - Continued
Production - Continued.. ..«:-,-. .
1907 ("table" headed 1906-07): Yolo county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Kept. 1907, p. 211.
'•
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (t es headed 1920 ,1910) : (red clover seed; other clover and
alfalfa seed - with increase in per cent over 1910) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical re- ts. 1920, 0.166; 1921, -p. 180
(U.. S. Census). . ;
Value
,
..
''
'
'
1906'(table beaded 1905-06): Sutter county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
. .Rept. 1905, p. 204. -
'1907 (table headed 1906-07): Yolo .county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 211.
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Hepts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919,1309(tables headed 1920,1910: state "(red clover seed; other. .
clover and alfalfa seed (with increase in per cent over 1910) In
Calif. State' bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p .180
(U. 3. Census)
cottq:t S33?d
Pric e
1919,1918: state (price per ton Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. v.9, Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept,
Dec. 22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A. )
1920: state (farm value per ton Dec. l) In Farm management notes for
Gal if. p .15
.
1921-191 9 (annual ) : state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923,1922: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
.
1924,1923: state including lower Calif., Mexico (farm value Dec. l) In
Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1919( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1 - price per ton) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p,9 (Sane statistics for shorter periods
within 1925-1919 in" Special pub. 55, p. 11; 43, u.7; 33, u.6, 16, p.
6
9, p. 5). f; " •
*
1925-1919 (annual ) : state (farm value Dec; 1 - price' per ton) In Calif.
Dept. a
:
gr. Monthly bul. v.14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics
for shorter periods within 1925-1919 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec.
1924, p,244; v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p.444; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p.
55; -:.1C, Nov. -Doc. 19.21, p. 747; v.9, pec. 1920, p.74l)
1925,19:4: state (estimated farm' value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
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COTTON SESD - Continued
Price - Continued
{ -: 1926-1922 (annual;. 5 year aver.): state (farm value Dec.- l) In Calif.
.
Dept. agr. Special put. 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly -ml.
.
v.i5, -July-Dec. 1926, p. 221.
.
1925-1 924 (annual ) : state (not including lower Calif., Mexico ) (estimated
farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927,
o.2.
1 927 -132 3 ( annual ; 5 year aver.): state (farm value per ton Dec. l) In
Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 36, n.8; ir Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
3ul. v.16. Dec. 1927, p. 764.
1927,1925: state (not including lower Calif., Mex.) estimated farm
value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p,2.
Product ion
1909: state (estimated) In Calif. State bd. agr. Hepts. 1912-1918
(U. S. Census)
1910(table headed 1909-10): Imperial county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1910, p. 97.
1919,1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (estimated) In Calif. State
bd. agr* Statistical rents. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U. S. Census)
1919,1918: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb,
1920, -'.42; in Calif, cron and livestock rent . Dec, 22, 1919, n.l
(U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif . ,' p*16.i
1920/21 : state and district. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1920, p. 160.
1920-21(presumably fiscal): 4 Calif, valleys, ' total (estimated) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 160; 1921, p.
176 (Globe Cotton oil mills of Los Angeles)
1921: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
1 921
-191 9 (annual ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rent*
1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state including lower Calif., Mexico. In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1919 (annual ) : state. In Calif. "Devi. agr. Special pub. 53, p. 9
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1925-1919 in Special
pub, 55, p. 11; 43 p. 7; 33, p,6; 16, p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
July-Dec, 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1925-1919 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 244; v. 12, July-
Dec. 1923, p.444; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. 1921,
p. 747; *.9/Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925, 1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan* 5, 1926, p. 3,
1925-1922 (annual ; 5 year aver.): state. In 'Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.Is, July-Dec. 1926,
p. 221.
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Production - Continued
1926-1 924- (annual) : state (Not including lower Calif., Mexico) In Calif
.
cro'^ and livestock rept . Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
1927- 1 923 (annual ; 5 year average): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pun. 35, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927', p. 764
1927,1926: state (not including lower Calif.
# ,
Mexico) In Calif* crop
and 1 ive sto ck rept . Jan . 4 , 1 92 8
, p
.
2\
Shipments (Quantity and Value)
1920( Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles to Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 132*
Value
1909: state (estimated value) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Repts.- 1912-
1918 (U. S. Census)
,
,
1910(table headed 1909-10): Imperial county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Sept. 1310, p. 97.
1919, 1909 (tahles headed 1920,1910): state (estimated value) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U. S.
Census)
1919,1918: state, In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Jan. -Feb.
1920, io.42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p.l
~(u.s.d'.a.)
1920: state (total farm value Dec. -l) In Farm management' notes for
Calif., p. 16-.
1921: state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock re-pt.
Jan.
>
12, 1922.
1921-1 91 9 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 204 (U.S.D.A.
)
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923,
0.353; in Calif. De-ot. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec.
15, 1923, following p. 767
1923-1919(5 year average): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. Agr.
2X0. sta. Bul, 435, p. 90.
1923,1922: state (farm Value Dec l) In Calif, crop and livestock f
rept. Dec. 27, 1923. .
"
1924,1923: state including lower Calif., Mexico.(farm value Dec. l)
In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-1919 (annual ) :• state (farm value Dec' l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Special pub. 53, p. 9 (Same statistics for shorter periods within
1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 11; 43, p. 7; 33, p.6>; 16,. p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1 91 9 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 14, July-Dec ., 1925<, p. 285 (Same statistics for
shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul, v. 13, July-Dec.
1924, p. 244;. v. 12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 444; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923, p. 55;
v.10, 2Tov.
-Dec. -1921, p. 747; v.,9, Dec. 1920, p.74l)
1925,1924: state (estimated farm value Dec. l) In. Calif, crop and live-
stock rept* Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
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Value - Continued
1926-1 922 (annual! 5 year average): state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.15, July-Dec. 1925, p. 221."
1926-1924 (annual ) : state (not including lower Calif., Mexico ) (estimated
farm value Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept . Jam 5, 1927,
p. 2.
1927
-
192"(annual; 5 year average)! state (farm value Dec.l) In Calif*
De/oti agr; Special pub. 86, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.16, Dec. 1927, p. 764.
192?, 1926: state - does not include lower Calif., Mexico (estimated-
farm value, Dec. l) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4,
1928, p. 2.
~
. ..
'
Value, Losses in
1922: state (estimated loss from insect pests; estimate of .money spent
in insect control) In Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter, v. 5,
no. 25, Dec. 15, 192", following p;76 ; in Calif. Dept., agr. Monthly
but. v.12, Dec. 1923, "0,363.
CUCUIvIBER SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept, 1918, "p. 154. .
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189.
.
1920,1919: state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical r'ept. 1921, p.-203.
Production
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
FLAXSEED
Acreage
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-
1913 (U. S. Census)
Consumed
1868: San Erancisco city and county (used in lead and oil works) In
Calif, Surveyor gen, Rept, 1867/59, p. 95.
1869: San Erancisco city and county (used in lead and oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept. 1869, p. 46; Rept. 1869/71,
p. 52.
1870: San Francisco city and county (used in lead and oil works) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 186S/71, p. 110.
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FLAXSEED - Continued
Freight' : Rate s f; ,• --
1878 (Dec . 20) :. statement C showing reductions in rates (Central Pacific
in car-loads of 10 tons from va.rious stations to San Francisco, as
''.
'per- tariff no. 1, Dec. 20, 1378, 'filed in off ice, Jan.
t
14, 1879. In
Calif. -Commissioner of transportation. "Rept. 1877-1878, p.'12-15,
Inrp'or t s ( juant i ty and Est imat ed Value ) : .
1918, 19.1 7, (years ended June 30) :. Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 42, 103.
Production . v '
;
1870:. state and county. In Calif.' state agr. soc. Trans. 1871, p. 374-
375 (U. S. Census, 1870)
1906-( table beaded 1905-06): San Joaquin county. In Calif, 'state agr.
soc 4 Sept. 1906, p. 169.
1909:. state. In Calif.- State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909 (tables headed 1908-09) : , Colusa,' Glenn counties. In Calif, state
agr.. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 52, *73.
Receipts
1888-1886 (annual ) : receipts at San Francisco from all sources. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1888, p.236(San Francisco produce
exchange) * . '
' 1892-1 885 (annual ) : receipts at San Francisco from all sources. In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 125 (Same- statistics for shorter
periods- within 1885-1892 in Trans. 1891, p. 186; 1890, 'p. 223; 1889,
p. 290; 1887, p. 236 - San Francisco produce exchange)
1892-1887 (monthly ) : receipts at San Francisco from all sources. In Calif,
state agr. soc. Trans. 1892, p. 125;; 1891; 0.186; 1890, p. 223; 1889,
p. 290; 1888, p. 235; 1887, p. 242 (Each report contains statistics
for one year only - San Francisco produce exchange)
(
Shipments (Quantity and Value )
1920( Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles to Mexico (flaxseed or linseed)
In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 132.
•Value - .
1906 (table headed 1905-06): San Joaquin county. In Calif, state agr.
soc, Reot. 1906, p. 169.
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909 (tables headed 1908-09).: Colusa,., Glenn counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 52, 73. *
%
-
• FLOWER AND GARDEN * SEED . " :
:
"
. — 'I I'll — *
Acreage • •
1905: Los Angeles, San Benito count ie*s (garden, seed) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 132, 187.
1906: Monterey county (acres sowed - garden seed) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1905-1906, p. 72.
(
ilcis/ao
.
?> l^S™ AgD Q-ARDM SEED . - Continued
..i'i,oi;i f ,;.G.cr . ;
. :;
:
;•/ . ... .... . /
•
•Import s. ? »U) I ; '
'
1:92s)-, 1321 (years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various, i.o redgn countries (seeds and bulbs) In Calif. 3d. state
harbor commissioners. 3ien. rept. '1920/22, tables 2 and 4, follow-
. .
i 'ln,g, -e.78. ;
Production
1905: Riverside, San Benito, Stanislaus counties (garden seed) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.. 1905, p. 171 ,181 ,247.
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): Contra Costa, Santa Clara counties
(garden seed) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 72, 175.
. 1907 (tables headed 1906-07): Contra Costa, Santa Clara, Stanislaus
counties (garden seed) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p.
• 70,156,191.
1907 (table headed 1906-07): Ventura county (garden seed and bulbs) In
. ;
' Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 208.
1908 (tables headed 1907-08): Butte, San Benito, Santa Clara counties
(garden seed) In Calif, state' agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 52 , 146, 166.
1909 (tables headed 1908-09): San Benito, Santa Clara, Yolo counties
(garden seed) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 136 , 155, 200.
1909(taole headed 1908-09): Ventura county (garden seed and bulbs)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 196.
Shipments
.1 893-1 892 ( annual ) : Santa Clara county (garden 'seed - shipped from San
Jose by Southern Pacific 'R. R. Co.) In Calif, state agr, soc.
Trans. 1893, p. 223.
1894: Santa Clara county (garden seed - overland business • east-bound
from San Jose) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 251 (5th
,
* '•
,
Dist. agr., assoc. Rept.)
18 94-1890 (July 1- Dec. 31 of each year): Santa Clara county
'( garden
seed) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p. 252 (5th Dist. agr.
assoc. Rept . )
1905: Riverside, San Benito counties (garden seed - Shipped out of
county) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 172, 187.
Value
1905: Riverside, San Benito,' Stanislaus' counties (-garden seed) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.. 1905, p. 171 , 181 , 247 .
1906 (table headed 1905-06 ): Alameda county. In Calif.' state agr. soc.
Rept. 1905
, p. 60. - v
1906(tables headed 15)05-06): Contra Costa, Santa Clara counties (garden
seed) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.' 1906, p. 72, -175.
1907 (tables headed 1906-07): Contra "Costa,. Santa Clara, Stanislaus
counties (garden seed) In 'Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p.
70, 166,191. \* !
1907(table headed 1906-07): Ventura county (garden seed and bulbs)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 208.
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Value - Continued
I308(tables headed 1907-08): Butte, San Benito, Santa Clara counties
(garden seed) In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept. 1908, p. 52, 146, 166.
1909; state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: state compared with 111. and N.Y. (flower and vegetable seeds)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1915-1918 (U. S. Census)
1909 (tables headed 1908-09) : San Benito, Santa Clara, Yolo counties
(garden seed) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept . 1909, p. 136, 155, 200.
1909(table headed 1908-09): Ventura county (garden seed and bulbs) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 196.
GRASS SEED
Production
1860(year ended June l): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911,
p. 34 (U. S. Census)
1870: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1871, p. 372-
373 (U. S. Census, 1870)
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): Lake, San Joaquin counties. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 95, 169.
1907(ta.bles headed 1906-07): Modoc, Sa.n Benito, Stanislaus counties.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 113, 146 , 191.
1909: state (tame grass seed other than flaxseed, alfalfa seed, clover
seed, timothy seed) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918
(J. S. Census)
1909(table headed 190B-09): Modoc county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 107.
1919,1909(tables headed 1920,1910); state (other than timothy - with per
cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920,
-0.156; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
Shipments (Quantity and Value )
1920 (Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles to Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 132.
Value
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): Lake, San Joaquin counties. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 95, 169.
1907 (tables headed 1906-07): Modoc, San Benito, Stanislaus counties.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 113, 146 ,191.
1909: state (tame grass seed other than flaxseed, alfalfa seed, clover
seed, timothy seed) In Calif. State' bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918
(U. S. Census)
1909(table headed 1908-09): Modoc county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p. 107.
1919, 1909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (grass seed other than
timothy) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166;
1921, p. 180 (U. S, Census)
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Value of L.'.rorts
1924 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (grass and clover seed
from named foreign countries) In Los Angelas.- Bd. harbor commission-
ers. Annual rev.t. 1923/24, folded chart, "back cover.
LETTUCE' SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1318, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical rept
.
1920, p. 189.
1921-1 91 9 (annual) ' state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Production
1920: state, In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
MILLET SEED
Irmoort s ( ^uant ity and Value )
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce - in-
bound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914-/15, p. 55. ...
. MUSKMELON" SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189.
i921-1919 (annual) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Production
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
MUSTARD SEED
Acreage
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. .agr. Repts. 1912-1918.
19l9,l909(tables headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested, with per
cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1920, p. 165; 1.921, p. 180 (U. S.' Census)
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Production
1908 (table headed 1907-08): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Kept. 1908, p. 200.
1909:" state. In Calif. State "bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of decrease)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p.
180 (U. S. Census)
Receipts
1894-1885 (annual ) : receipts at San Francisco from all sources (some
tables headed mustard) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1894, p.
190 (Same statistics for shorter periods' within 1885-1894 in Trans.
1893, p. 141; 1892, p. 125; 1891, p. 186; 1890, p. 223; 1889, p. 290;
1888, p. 236; 1887, p. 242 (San Erancisco. Produce Exchange)
1895-1887 (monthly) : receipts at San Erancisco from all sources (some
tables headed mustard) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p,
155; 1894, p. 190; 1893, p. 141, 1892, p. 125; 1891, p. 186; 1890, p.
223; 1889, p. 290; 1888, p. 236; 1887, p. 242 (Each report contains
statistics for one year only) (Sari Erancisco Produce Exchange)
Shipment s
1865-1860( annual ) : state (exports to Boston and U.Y.) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 65, p. 382.
1 883-1879 ( annual ) : through freight Eastward. In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. 5th Annual rept. 1884, p. 38.
1892: Santa Clara county (shipped from San Jose* by Southern Pacific
R. R. Co.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 223.
1925,1 926 (Jan. 1 to June, 30 for 1926): intercoastal from Port of San
Erancisco by cities of destination. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 90, 92.
Value
1908 (table headed 1907-08): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr. soc,
Rept. 1908, p. 200.
'
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (with per cent of decrease
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180
(U. S. Census)
Value o f Shj-pme nt s
1863-1861 (annual) : state (value of seed exported) In Calif, state agr*
soc. Trans, 1863, p. 265 (Comp. from Mercantile Gazette)
ONION SEED
Acreage
1917(?): Santa Clara county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1917, p. 508 (County ' hort . comm.
)
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ONION SEED Continued
Acreage - Continued
.
1913: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 154.
1918: Santa Clara county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept . 1917-1918, p. 42.
1918: Santa Clara county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 429 (Chamber of Commerce)
1920; state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189.
1 921 -191 9 ( annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept, 1921, p. 203.
Production
,
1909: San Hateo county. In Calif, state agr. soc. "Rept. 1909, p. 150.
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
'
,
1921; st.?.te. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Value .
1907 (table headed 1906-07): Alameda county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Reot. 1907, p. 53.
1908 (table headed 1907-08): Alameda county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908, p. 43.
1909(table headed 1908-09): San Mateo county. In Calif, state agr.
• soc. Rept, 1909, p. 150.
,
. .
PARSLEY SEED
Acreage -
.. .
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif .. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, "p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189.
1921-1 919 (arnual) r state
,
(commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Production
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
PARSNIP SEED V ' '
.
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 154^
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
, . ,192Q, p. 189. ,
.
.
.
1 921-1 91 9 ( annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
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PARSNIP- SEPD - Continued
Production ......
1S20: state'. In Calif.' State b&. ' agr. Statistical rept . 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203,
PEA SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted of garden pea seed) In Calif. State "bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1 921-1919 ( annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted of garden peas)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203,
Production "
'1920: state (garden) ' In Calif. "State, bd. agr. Statistical rept f 1920,
p,189 f
1921: state (garden peas) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical reptj
' 1921, p. 203. ' *' • :
* * *
'
•
'
' PEPPER SESfl
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918,' p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept f
1920, p. 189.
1921-1 91 9 (annual ):. state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Production
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p,189,
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p t 203,
• •-»,.•• • -
. „
PUMPKIN SEED
Acreage ....
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189.
1921-191 9(annual) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. apr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Production '
1920: state. In Calif. State bd, agr, Statistical rept, 1920, p,189,
1921: state. In Calif, State bd, agr, Statistical rept, 1921, p,203,
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RADISH SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 154.
1920: state (acre's planted) In Calif. State "bd. asr. Statistical re-ot.
1920, p. 189 . • •
1 921-1 919 ( annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
"bd. agr. Statistical rept.' 1921, p. 203.
Product io n
1920: state. In Calif. State "bd. agr. statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
SALSOT SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. "State bd, agr. Statistical
rept. 1318, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. .State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189.
1 921-1 91 3 ( annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Production
1920: -sta.-te. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state*. In Calif. State' bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
SESAMUIJSE5D
Imports (Quantity and Value )
1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign commerce)
In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 53.
SORGHUM GA33C SEED
Acreage, Production and Value
1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd.- agr. Repts. 1912-
1913 (U. S. Census)
SPINACH- SEED •
Acreage
1918: stats (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189. •
*
1920,1919: state (commercial acreage planted) -In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
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SPINACH SEED - Continued
Production
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept . 1920, p. 189.
SQUASH SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage of squash seed; winter squash) In
.
Calif* State "bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 154.
1920: state" (acres planted of summer squash; winter squash) In Calif*
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189,
1921-1919 (annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted of summer squash;
winter squash) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921,
p. 203.
Product-io-n
1920: state (summer squash; winter squash) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state (summer squash; winter squash) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
SUGAR BEET SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 154.
1919(tables headed 1920): state (acres harvested) 'In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
• 1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept.' 1920', p.189.' -
'
1 921-1 919 ( annual ) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr.. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Imports (Quantity and Value)
• 1915.(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce - in-
bouad) .In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 55.
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce)- In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 105.
Product ion
i919( tables headed 1920): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920, p. 166; 1921, p. 180 (U. S. Census)
1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921 i p. 203.
Value '
1919 (tables headed 1920): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
• repts. 1920, p. 165; 1921, p. 180 (U..S. Census)
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-StHELOWER -SEED
Acreage., Production and Value
190%: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd, agr. Repts. 1912-
1918 (U. S. Census)
1909: state (compared with 111. and Ind.) ' In' Calif, State "bd. agr.
Statistical repts, 1315-1916 (U. S. Census)
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,.1-310) 5 state (acres harvested ** per cent
of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 166;
1921, p,180.(U. S. Census)
sweet' corit seed
'
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
• rept. 1918, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr.* Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189. .
^
1921-1919 (annual) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif, State
bd, agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203,
Production .
.
1920: state. In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189,
- 1921: state, In.Cali£. State bd, agr. Statistical 'rept. 1921, p. 203,
TIMOTHY SEED
'Pr oduction and Value
1909: state. In Calif, State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
TOMATO SEED
—
—
r*r——— -" — ——
Ac r -3age
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. Statu bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 154.
1920:" state (acreage planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1920, p. 189,. \.
1929-1919 (annual) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Production
1S20: s.tate. In .Calif . Stdtte bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Value
1915: Orange county (est, value) In Calif, State 'bd. agr. Statistical
rept* 1915, p. 350 (Chamber of Commerce)
1916: Orange county (est, value) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1916, p. 376 (Chamber of Commerce)
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TURNIP SEED
Acreage
1913: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1218, p. 154.
VEG-ETABL3 SEED
Acreage
1915(7): Sacramento county. In Calif* State "bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1915, p. 390; 1917, p. 483; 1918, p. 402.
1921-1919 (annual) : state (total commercial acreage planted) In Calif.
State "bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
Imports (Quantity and Value)
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from England (data given for "beets,
cabbage, carrot, cauliflower, spinach, turnip, and all other [veget-
ables?] seeds, separately) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 92.
Production
1916 (?) : Sacramento county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
' ' 1916, p. 390; 1917, p. 433; 1918, p. 402.
1921: state (total) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921,
p. 203.
Value
1909(t
1
able headed 1908-09): Alameda county (dried seeds) In Calif.
state agr. soc.'Rept. 1909, p. 37.
1910(table headed 1909-10): Alameda "county (dried seeds) In Calif.
state agr, soc, Rept. 1910, p. 63.
" VETCH SEED
'Pro duct i on, and Value
1919(tables headed 1920): state.' In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts.. 1920, p. 166; 1921,
,
p. 180 (U. S. Census)
WATERMELON SEED
Acreage
1918: state (approximate acreage) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 154.
1920: state (acres planted) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1920, p. 189.
1921-1919 (annual) : state (commercial acreage planted) In Calif. State
'
• bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.-
Production
' 1920: state. In Calif. State bd. agr, Statistical rept. 1920, p. 189.
1921: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 203.
3o3
sorghum gam
Aerobe
1909 (table headed 1908-09): Imperial county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1S09, p. 79.
1909,1899: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Herat s. 1912-1913 (U.S. Census)
1919, 1909 (table?- headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested of sorghum
grown for sirup) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts, 1920,
p. 167,169; 1921, p. 181, 184 (U. S. Census)
Production
1905: Riverside county (cane sorghum) In Calif, state agr. soc. Sept.
1905, p. 171,
1907(tables headed 1906-07): Amador, Butte counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Kept. 1907, p. 58, 62.
1908(table headed 1907-08): Amador county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908, p. 48. •
1909 (table headed 1908-09): Amador county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Re-ot. 1909, p.43.-
1909,1899: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918 (U.S. Census)
1910(tables headed 1909-10): Amador, Butte counties. In Calif., state
agr. soc. Kept • 1910, p. 59, 71.
1919, 1909 (tables headed, 1920, 1910) : state (sorghum grown for sirup) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical, ropts. 1920, p. 167, 169; 1921, p.
181,184 (U. S. Census)
Profit
Approximate profit per acre; per ton whole cane; per gal. of sirup.
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 198 [April 1918], p. 15.
Sales . . :
1899: state. In Calif. State bd. a^r. Repts. 1912-1918.
Value
Estimated value per acre'; value per ton of whole cane, of s.irup, seed,
leaves, pressed cane; total; value per gallon of sirup. In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 198 [April 1918], p. 14, 15 (value of products
ni current prices) . •.
1899: state (sorghum cane sold) In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-
1918.
1905: Riverside county (cane sorghum) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1905, p. 171.
*
1907(tables headed 1906-07): Amador, Butte counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 58, 62.
1908 (table headed 1907-08): Amador county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908, p. 48.
1909 (table headed 1908-09): Amador county. • In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1909, p.43. •
1909,1899: state.- In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1913.
191Q (tables headed 1909-10): Amador, Butte counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1910, p. 59, 71.
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S ORGjEUM CAKE - Continued
Value - Continued
1919, 1909(tables headed 1920,1910),': state (sorghum grown for sirup)
In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 16 7; 1921, p". 181.
(U-.S, Census) , '.
Yield 'jqt Acre
Estimated average yield per acre; yield of sirup per ton. In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 198, [April 1918], p. 15 (Estimates furnished
",y L. R. Bright of Riverbank)
SUGAR BEETS *
Acreage
' 1855: Alameda, Sacramento and Trinity counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1855. p. 262, 288,314 (Co. surveyors and assessors)
• 1875: state- and county. In Calif •• state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 100-
101; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bion. rept, 1875/77, p. 28-29 (County,
assessors ) *
,
:
'
'1875: state and county. In Calif, -state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p * 122-
123; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. ropt. 1875/77, p. 50-51 (County
assessors)
1877; state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 348-
349 (County assessors) .
"
1878c? state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 234-
235; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bion. rept. 1877/79, p. 16-17 (County
assessors) • • '
1879:
-state and county. In Calif, state. agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 256-
257; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bion. rept. 1877/79, p. 38-39 (County
assessors)
1879: state and county. * In Calif. State "bd.:" equal iz at ion-, Rept.
1880, p. 120.
1880 (table headed 1879-80): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Heat.
' 1879/80, p. 64-65 (County assessors)
.
1081-(table headed 1880-81): counties. • In Calif, Surveyor Gen, Bien.
rept. 1880/82, p. 64 (County assessors) .
1882 (table headed 1881-82): counties. In Calif. Surveyor Gen. Bien.
rept. 1880/82, p. 79 (County assessors)
1882: state and Alameda, San Diego and Yolo counties. . In Calif. State
ba. equalization. Rept. 1883 and 1384
,
p. 112.
1897-1888 (annual; total): Watsonville factory "field. 11 In Calif. Agr.
• oxp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 22.
1901: Calif, comp. with 10 other states. In .Calif*. Agr. exp. sta. Bui.
149, p. 48.
~
1901/02-1890/91 (annual; total): Chinco factory ."field". In Calif.
Agr.- exp.' sta. Bui. 149, p. 28;. :
• 1902: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. .State bd. equalization.
;
Kept
. 1899-1902, p. 74. •
Includes beets used for vegetables.
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SUCAR BZ5TS - Continued
Acrca~c - Continued
1902-1889 (annual; total): Alvaredo factory "field." (acres grown) (|a
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. 3rd. 149, p. 20.
1902-1900 (annual): sections o'f 4 counties for Crockett factor:/ (acreage
planted; harvested) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 14S, p. 32.
1902-1900, 1899 (annual) : Betteravia factory "field." (acreage harvested)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 45.'
1902-1900, 1897(annual; total for period): Oxnard factory "field" (acres
(
harvested) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.' Bui. 149, p. 39.
1904: state and 4 counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
;
Sept. 1903-1904, p. 48,
1S04: 4 counties (acreage sown for cro-p of 1904) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rapt. 1904, p. 36, 146, 159, 309.
1905: counties.
.
In Calif /state agr. soc. Resit • 1905, p. 154, 187, 223,
247,271.
1906: state and county (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Repti 1905-1906, p. 72.
1908: state and county
.
(acres sown) •In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1907-1908, p. 38.
1909 (table headed 1903-09): Imperial county. • In Calif, state agr.
sec. Rept. 1909,' p. 79.
1909(?) : state (acreage on white farms employing labor classified by
race and sex) In' Calif . Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bien. re-pt.
1909-1910, p. 270. •
1909:' state (acreage planted; aver, acreage per farm classified by
race of farmer) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 14th 3ien. re-pt.
1909-1910, p. 274.
1909(?): farms visited in' farm labor investigation (total acreage on
all farms; on white farms employing white labor only; on white farms
employing white and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms. Number of
farms also given) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bien.
rept. 1909-1910, p. 267.
19G9 (table headed 1910): state (acres harvested, compared with other
States and with U. 5.) In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 93.
1909: state (compared with Colo, and Mich.) In Calif. State bd. agr. .
Statistical- rcpts. 1915-1918(11. S. Census)
,1909: counties. In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical rcpts. 1914-1918
(U. S. Census)
.
1909: 6 leading counties.' In 'Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rcpts.
1913-1918(11. S. Census)
•1909,1899: state." In Calii. State bd. agr. Rcpts. 1912-1918 (U. S. Census)
1?09, 1899 (tables' headed 1910,1900): state and county. In Calif. State
bd.' agr. Repts. 1912-1918 (IT. S. Census)
1910: state and 8 counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Kept. ..1909-1910, p. 89,
1912: state and county (acres sown) In Calif, State bd. equalization.
Rept. 1911-1912, p. 60.
1912-1904 (annual) : state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd.agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 76.
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SUC-AR BEETS - Continued
Acreage - Continued
1913,1912: state (compared with other states and with U.S.) In Calif.
State "bd. agr. Statistical :rept.' 1913, p. 76 ('1913 figure is pre-
liminary)
1914: state and county. (acres^ sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
Kept, 1913-1914,* p. 93. /
1914-1904 (annual) : state (acres -harvested) In -Calif. State bd. agr
.
Statistical rept. 1914, 'p. 69. >
1915- 1905(annual) : state, (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1915, p. 32. ...
1915,1914: state compared with other leading states, with U.S. (area
planted; harvested acreage for' 1914 also given) In University of
California journal of Agriculture 'v. 3, no. 6, Mar. 1916
,
p. 243 (U.S.D.A.)
1316: state and county (acres sov/n) In Calif. State bd. equalization.
. Kept. \L915~1916, p. 65.
1316: Riverside county. In Calif. State bd,. agr, Statistical rept. 1916,
. p. .335 (County hort. comm.)
1316-1906 (annual) : state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
.
- Statistical rept. 1916, p. 75. ; ;
1917: state and county. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul.v.7,
Apr, 1918, table following p. 216. *
1917: state and .county. In Calif, State bd.. agr. Statistical rept.
1317, p. 33 (County hort. comm.; statistics for Los Angeles,
Riverside, and Ventura counties -also given on p.441 ,478,545)
1917: Madera county (bearing) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1917, p. 444; 1.318, pl3o3 (County hort. comm.)
1917(7)-: Santa Clara county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p. 508 (County hort. comm.).
1917-1906 (animal) : state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1917, p»96. '
1918: count ies
'
(acres sown) In 'Calif . State bd. equalization. Rept.
1917-1913, p. 43.
1218: Los Angeles,
.
Marin, Riverside, Santa ClarA, count ies . In Calif.
State bd.' agr .
.
Stat istical rept. 1917, p. 359 ,365,399,429,
1918r-1908 (annual) : state (acres - harvested) " Jn Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical ropU 1318, p. 113.
1318,1309: state and county (sugar beets) In Calif. State comm. hort.
Monthly bill. v. 8, Apr. 1919, p. 197.
1313-1310 ( annual) : state (estimated acreage harvested) • In Calif, State
comm. hort. Monthly bul. v. 8, Apr* 1919,- p. 3.92.
1318,1917: state. In Calif ..-State comm.. hort. Bien. rept. 1917-1918, p.
5
1919: state and county (approximate) .' In Calif, State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1919, p. 114 (U.S.D.A.)
1919: state and county (acres harvested of sugar beets grown for sugar)
. In Calif. State bd, agr. Statistical rents. 1920, p. 173-183; 1921,
p. 137-197 (U.S.
t
Census) • -
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SUGAR BEETS - Continued
Acreage - Continued
1919(tables headed 1930): state (acres harvested of beets raised for
sale), In Calif. State M. agr. Statistical repts. 1930, p. 153;
1921,. p..183 (U, S. Census)
1913: counties (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
repts. 1920-1921 (U.S. Census)
1919-1909 (annual) i state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p. 95.
1919, 1909 (tables headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested of sugar beets
grown for sugar - with per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167, 169;. 1921, p. 181, 184 (U.S. Census)
1919,1918: 'state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly, bul. v.S, Jan.-?eb. 1920,
p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec* 22,1919, p. l(U.S.D.A.)
1920: state ( est imated) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. 15.
1920: counties (acres sown) In Calif, State bd. equalization. Hept.
1919-1920, p. 38.
1920,1919,1913: stcte (acres harvested of beets worked in factories;
acres planted) In Calif ..• State bd.agr. Statistical rept . 1920,p. 141.
1921-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd.agr. Statistical re:ot.
1921, p. 157; p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state. In Calif. Dept. agr* Weekly news letter, v. 5, no. 25, Dec.
15, 1923, following p. 75; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12,
July-Dec. 1923, p. 353.
1922: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Heat.
1921-1922, p. 41.
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd. oqualizat ion. Kept.
1923-1924, p. 41.
1924-1913 ( annual) : state (acres harvested) In Calif. Agr. cxpt . sta.
Circ. 302, p. 2 (U.S.D.A..)
1924,1923; state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1924,1323(2 year aver.): state (important crops compared; rank given;
sugar beets expressed as per cent of hay) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Bul, 445, p. 45.
1325-19 19 ( annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p.
9
(Same' statistics for shorter periods within 1319-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 11; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 16, p, 6; 9-, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif, Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14, July-
Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 244; v,12, July-Dec.
1923, p. 443; v.12, Jan. -Job. 1923, p. 55; v. 10, .Foy. -Dec. 1921 , p. 747;
v.3, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926, p. 3.
1925 , 1924, 1323 (data collected in crop and soil survey during 3 growing
seasons): Oilroy region - part of Santa Clara Valley (pure planting
acreage) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Hilgardia, v.l, no. 18, May 1926,
p. 462, classified by soil typos in pi. II in folder,
1926: counties (acres sown) In Calif. State bd, equalization. Rept.
1925-192d, p. 42.
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1325-1922 (annual; 5 year aver*): state. In Calif;. Dept. agr. Special
pub . 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly /bul. v.; 15, July-Dec. 1926,
P . 221 • - ,
1925-1924 ( annual) :. state. In Calif, cr.ep and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2.
1927(Jan.i): northern Santa Barbara county -(acreage in the ground)
In, Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul, v. 16, Feb. 1927, p. 100.
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
• pub. 36, p. 8;' in Calif. Dept. 'agr. Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, -0 . 754.
• <• 1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock .rept
. Jan.
€*, 1928, p. 2.
'Acreage - Japanese -
.
.
1909(?): farms visited in farm labor investigation (total acreage on
all farms; on white farms employing white labor only; on white farms
'
• employing white and Japanese labor; on Japanese farms; number of
farms also given) In Cal.if. Eur. labor statistics. 14th Bien.re-ot*
1909-1910, p. 267.
1918(7): state (beet acreage of Japanese farms) In Calif. State bd.
control. Calif, and the 'Oriental, rev. ed.
,
1922, p. 223.
* 1919 , 1909 : state - (land in state occupied by Japanese) In Calif. State
bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev. cd. 122, -p. 49 (como. by
.State bur. labor statistics and Japanese agr. assoc. of Calif.)
Consumot ion .
1914-1904 (annual) : state (total amount used for sugar with average
amount per acre) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1914, p. 69' (1904-1912 also in Statistical rept. 1913, p. 76)
1915-1905 (annual) : state (total amount used for sugar with average
amount per acre) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
• 1915, p. 82. - -
1917- 1906-( annual) : state (total amount used for sugar with average
amount per acre) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical, rept
.
1917, p~.96 (1906-1916' in Statistical, rept. 1916, p. 75)
1918-1908 (annual) : state (total amount used for sugar with average
amount per acre) In Calif. State bd. agr. .Statistical rept.
1918, p. 113. •
1919- 1909 (.annual) : state (total amount used,.for sugar, with average
amount per aore) In Calif .• State -hd. agr. Statistical rept.
« 19-19, p. 95, • • • : * • •
Cost of Production '•• "...
Approximate operating costs per acre of producing sugar beets. . In
.Calif. Agr. oxp. sta. Circ. 165 [May, 1917] . p. 20-21.
1809(?)<: Alvarado beet ' sugar factory (est. cost of. raising and net
profit- per acre) • In Calif .Bur. labor statistics. 4th Bien.
rept. 1889-1390, p.56 (D. H. Dyer)
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1309(?): estimate of expenses and profits furnished by the Western
Beet Sugar Co. In Calif. Bur. lalDor statistics. "4th Bien. Re^t.
1339-1890, p. 5 7,
1896: San Juan Valley (cost of -raising-total, per acre, per ton;
profits derived from 238 acres) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1899, p. 21 ( Clous Spreckels)
1915/15,1913/19(01' normal, high periods) : state (operating costs of
an average acre of stock "beets; sugar beets - detailed data in-
clude costs of 'preparing land and planting, growing, harvesting,
marketing, hauling and taxes and insurance)
.
In Farm management
notes for Calif., p.87,89.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1913 (year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles * Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p-.113.
Price
Beet prices as given in two schedules' or contracts ("Southern" and
"Northern") in force in California. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Circ. 302 [Jan. 1925]
,
p. 9-10.
1835 (monthly , Nov. 1885-Oct • 1886 inclusive): 'San Francisco county
and city (beets - ruling retail price) In Calif. Bur. labor
statistics. 2nd Bien. ropt. 1835-86, table following p. 152.
189 7-1888 ( annual ; average): Watsonville factory field (paid per
ton for beets) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 22.
1901: Calif, compared with 10 other states (aver, cost per ton of
beets purchased at -factories) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui.
149, p. 48.
1901,1900,1899: Betteravia factory field. In C?lif. Agr. exp.
sta. Bui. 149, p. 45.
1901/02-1890/91 (-annual; average): Chinco factory field. In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 28.
1902-1889 (annual; average): Alvarado field and factory. In Calif.
• Agr. .exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 20.
1902-1900,1897 (annual; average for period) : Oxnard factory field
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149,p. 39.
1919,1918: state (price Dec. l) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.9, Jan. -Feb. -1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, 1919, p.l (U.S.D.A.)
1920: state (farm value per ton Dec. l) In Farm management notes
for Calif.
,
p. 16.
1920-1918 (annual)*: state (farm price - average per ton) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1920, p. 141.
1921-1919 (annual) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 157, 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923 j 1922: state (farm value Dec. 1 : of sugar beets; figures subject
to revision) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
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1924,1923: state (farm value Dec, 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. '5, 1925, p. 3 (Figures subject to revision)
1925-1919 (annual) : state (farm value per ton Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 9 (Sane statistics for shorter
periods within 1919-1925 in Special pub. 55, p. 11; 43, p. 6; 33,
p. 6; 16
,
p. 6 ; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) ; state (farm value per ton Dec. l) In Calif. Dept.
agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,. July-Dec. 1925, p. 235 (Same statistics
for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-
Dec. 1924, p. 244; v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb.
1923, p. 55; v. 10, Nov. -Dec. .1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state (est. farm value Dec.l) In Calif, crop and live-
stock rept. Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1 926-1 922 ( annual ; 5 year ave r
.
) : s t at e ( farm value De c . 1 ; 1926
figure subject to revision). In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub.
74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. .v. 15, July-Dec. 1925,
p. 221.
1925-1924 (annual: state (est. farm value Dec. 1; figures subject to
revision) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2.
•1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver,): state (farm value per ton Dec. 1)
In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 36, p. 3; in Calif. Dept. agr.
Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927, p. 764. .
1927,1926: state (est. farm value Dec. 1, 1927 price subject to
revision) In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan.4,1928, p. 2.
Production •
1352: 4 counties. In Calif, census of 1852, p. 25, 32, 37, 49.
1854: counties. • In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1854, p. 56-37
(Assessors 1 rcpts.)
1365: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1365, p. 124-125
(Assessors* repts.)
1366: state and county. :In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and
1367, p. 554-555; also in Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p.
75-77 (County assessors)
. :
1367: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bicn. rept. 1857/69,
p. 22-23; in Calif . state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p. 138-139
(Assessors 1 returns) : ' ..'
.
1868: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. rept. 1867/69,
p. 58-59; in Calif /state agr. .soc. Trans. 1869,p.360-361
(Assessors 1 returns)
1839: state and coimty. In
^
Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1859, p. 12-13; also in Rcfjftv (County assessors 1 rcpts.)
1859 (table headed 1859-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans.
-1870, p. 178-179 (Assessors 1 returns)
1370: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
72-73 (Assessors' repts.)
1870 (table headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
' soc.
• Trans. 1871, p. 308-389 (Assessors 1 returns)
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'1871 (tables headed 1872) : state and county-. In Calif-, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1373, p.2O6~207; in Calif. Surveyor- gen. 3icn'. rept.
1871/73, p. 32-33 (Assessors' returns)
1872(tables headed . 1873) : state and county. In Calif, state 1 agr.
soc. Trans, 1873, p. 232-233; in. Calif. Surveyor gen. 3ien. ropt.
1871/73, p. 60-61 (Assessors' returns)
1872(tables headed 1873)-: tchania - county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans.. 1873, p. 260; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.' ropt. 1871/73,
p.90 (Assessors ' .returns) i.
1873: state and county.' In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1374, p.
212-213; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept
.
: 1873/75
,
p. 32~33~
(Assessors' returns)
• 1873-1870 (annual) : state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874,
p. 302 (Rural press)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state a; ^. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
.125-127; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 56-57
(Assessors' returns) . ."
1875: st,ate and county. ' In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
100-101; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1876/77, p.28-29~
(County assessors)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state -agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
122-123; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 50-51
(County assessors)
1877: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, o.
348-349 (County assessors)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
234-235; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 16-17
(County assessors)
1879: state and county. . In Calif. State b&. equalization. Rept.
1830, p. 120; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 256-257;
in, Calif . Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 33-39 (County
assessors)
1880 (table headed 1879 and 1380): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 64-65 (County assessors)
1331 (table headed 1880* and 1831): counties. In Calif. Surveyor
'gen. Bien. rept. 1880/82, 0.64 (County assessors)
1882(taole headed 1831 and 1882): coimties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. ropt. 1880/82, p. 79 (County assessors)
1882: state and Alameda, San Diego Yolo- counties. In Calif.
State bd, equalization, Rept. 1383 and. 1334, p. 112.
1897-1388 (annual; total): liatsonville factory field. In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 22.
1901/02-1890/91 (annual; total): Chinco factory field. In Calif.
Agr. exp.
,
sta. Bui. 149, p. 28.
1902-1889 (annual; total): Alvarado .factory field.. • In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 20.
1902-1900, 139 7 (annual; total for period): Oxnard factory field. In
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 39.
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1902-1899 (annual) : Betteravia factory field. In Calif. Agr. exp.
sta. Bui. • 149, p.45,
1905: counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p.l32,15&.
187,222,223,246, 247,271. .
1905: counties (green bdets, sometimes listed as table beets) In
Calif, state agr. soc. "Kept. 1905 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1905 (tables headed 1905-06 )*: counties (green beets, sometimes listed
as table beets; sugar beets) In Calif., state agr. soc. Hept.
1905 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907(tables headed 1906-07) : counties (green beets, sometimes listed
as tabic beets; sugar beets) * In Calif, state agr.' soc. Hept. 1907
(So? Contents under names of counties)
1908(tables headed 1907-08) J counties (green beets; sugar beets) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1908 (Sec Contents, under names. of
counties) .." ,'•/.:
1909: state, compared with Colo. "and Mich. In Calif.. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1915-1918 (U.S. Census)
1909? state (classified by race of farmer) In Calif. Bur. labor
statistics. 14th "Bien. !rept. ' 1909-1910, p. 274.
1909(tables headed 1908-09): counties (green beets; sugar beets) In
.
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1909,1399: state and county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts, 1912-
1918 (U. S. Census)
1910(tables headed 1909-10) : counties (green beets; sugar beets) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept* 1910 (See Contents under names of
counties)
1913,1912: state (compared with other states and with XT. S.) In
Calif. State bd. .agr. Stat ist ical root . 1913,- p. 75 (1913 figure
is preliminary) ' .*.. " '
1917: Ventura county.- In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p. 545 (County hort, comrn,)
1918: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State : bd. agr ,. Statistical
rept. 1918, p. 359 (Los Angeles Chamber of commerce)
1918,1909: state and county (sugar beets) In Califs State comm.
hort. Monthly bul. v.8, Apr. 1919, p. 197.
1919: state (est. per cent* of 19-18) In Calif, crop and .livestock
rept. Dec. 22, 1919, p. 2.
1919:- state and "county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical repts.
1919, p.114'; 1920, p. 173-183; 1921, p, 137-197 (U. S. Census)
1919,1909: state (grown for sugar; with per cent of decrease) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical ropts. 1920, p. 157, 159; 1921
p. 181, 134 (li. S. Census)
1919,1913: state (sugar beets) In Calif. Dept. agr. • Monthly bul.
7.9, Jn.n.-7eb. 19^0, p.Ur.- in Calif, crop and livestock rept.
Dec. 22, £919, p.l ,(U.3-.::,A.)
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1920: state (est, per cent of 1919) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
puTji 9, p. 3; in Calif; Dept. -agr. Monthly bul. v. 9, Dec. 1920,
p. 739.
1920: state (estimated) In Farm management notes for Calif., p. IS*
' 1921: state (est. per cent of 1920; 1919) In Calif. Dept. agr".
Special pub. 15, p. 4; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 10,
Nov* -Dec. 1921, p. 742.
1921: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 12, 1922.
1921: Santa Clara county (for refineries) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, p. 377 (Chamber of commerce, San Jose)
1921-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1921, p. 157; p. 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1922: state (est. per -cent of ' 1921) ' In Calif; Dept. agr. Special
pub. 33, p .4; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 12, Jan. -Feb.
1923, p. 53
1925,1^22: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1925,
p. 3.
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special, pub. 63, p.
9
(Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-1925 in Special
•pub. 55, p. 11; 43, p. 6; 33, p. 6; 15,p. 6; 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. "In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 14,
: July-Dec. 1925, '0.285 (Same statistics for shorter ijeriods within
1919-1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 244; v. 12,
July-Dec. 1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb . 1923 , p. 55; v. 10, Nov.-
Dec. 1921, p-.747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926,
p . o.
1925-1922 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. 1 Dept. agr. Special
pub . 74
, p . 8 ; in Calif . Dept . agr . Monthly bul . v. 15 , July-De c
.
1926, p. 221.
19 25
-1224 ( annual') : state. In Calif- crop and livestock rept. Jan.
5, 1^<o7, p . 2.
1927-19 23 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr
.' Monthly bul. v. 16, Dec. 1927,
'
't>.764. '
*
•
*
1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock r opt . Jan. 4, 1928,
1? « & •
Production - Worked at Factory
1886/87-1879 /80 (annual) : 1' factory at Alvarado (figures for 1884/85,
1885/86 estimated) In Calif. Agr.' exp. sta. Bul. 149, p. 13.
1901: -Calif, compared with 10 other states. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Bul. 149, p. 48.
1902-1900 (annual) : Crockett- factory. In Oalif. Agr. exp. sta. 3ul.
149, p. 32.
1910: state (compared with Colo., Idaho, Mich., Utah, Wis. and other
states; total" for these states) In Calif. State bd. agr. Hot.
1911, p. 93.
SUGAR BEETS - Continued
Production - IVorked at Factory - Continued-
1918-1910 (annual) : state (estimated) In Calif, State comm. hort
.
Honth ly bul • v . 8 , • Apr . 1919, p. 197.
1920-1918 (annual) : state. In -Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1920, p. 141.
1924—1913
(
annual)? state. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 302, p.
2 (U.S.D.A.)
Production, Losses in
1917: 73 private firms (sugar beets - losses due to labor shortage)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 193, p. 47. Details of losses on
p. 52-54.
•
1917: 132 farm centers (sugar 'beets - losses due to labor shortage)
in Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. '193, p.46. Details of losses by
counties and center, p. 48-51.
• 1925 (?) : state (estimated per cent of sugar beet losses due to
disease - disease and ceruse given) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly
bul. -v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 179.
Shipments
1900 (year -ended June 30): Pacific Coast R. R, Co. - freight traffife
movement (per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1900, p. 190.
1905 : -count ies (shipped -out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1905, p. 87", 181, 187, 191, 223, 247,256.
1906 (table headed 1905—06) i Orange co\inty (shipped out of state)
•
-In Calif, state agr.. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 137.
1908 (table hea.ded 1907-08) : Orange county (approximate amount
shipped to Oakland and Chino) In Calif, state agr* soc. Rept.
1908, p. 127.
1919: Dcpta (Sacramento river) products (shipped by boat and rail)
In Calif. -Dept. public works. Div. water rights. Eul. 3, p. 99
(Records of U. S. Engineers office, and R. R. records)
Value ' '
1897-1808 (annual ; total): Watsonvillc factory field. (total paid for
beets at factory) In- Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. -149, p. 22.
1901: Calif., compared with 10 other states (t<Hal cost of beets
purchased at factories) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. 14-9, p. 48.
1901,1900,1899: Betteravia factory field (amount paid to farmers)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. 149, p. 45.
1901/02-1890/91 (annual; tfotal) J Chinco factory field (total paid for
beets at factory) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. 149, p. 23.
•
• 1902-1889 (annual; tHal) : Alvarado factory field (total paid for
beets -at factory) In Calif. Agr. exp. ;sta. Bul. 149, p..20.
1303: 2 townships, Alameda county. In Calif. State comm. hort. lien.
rept. 1903-04, p. 156 (Co.bd. hort*)
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1902-1900, 1897(annual; total for period): Oxnard factory field
(amount paid to farmers) In Calif. Agr. exp. s.ta. 3ul. 149,' p. 39.
• 1905: 'counties (green "beets , sometines listed,
;
as table "beets; sugar
beets) In Calif, state agr i soc. Sept. 1905 (See Contents under
- names of" counties) . ••• . •-. : •: r
1906 (tables headed 1905-06): counties (green beets, : sometimes listed
as table beets; sugar beets) In Calif . state agr,. ;s'oc. .Rept. 1906
(See Contents under names' of count ies)
t
-
s
.- '.
,
1907(tables headed 1906-0*?): counties (green -beets, sometimes listed
-as table beets; sugcr beets) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907
{See Contents under names" of counties)
1903 (tables headed 1907-08) : count ies (green beets; sugar beets) In
' Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1908(See Contents under names of
counties)
. ..
..
..
:\ . •
1909: state (classified by race of. farmers) In Calif. Bur. laferor
statistics.' 14th Bien. rept. 1909-1910, p. 274.
:
•1909: state "(compared with Colo, and" Mich. ) In Calif. State bd.
• • : agr. Statistical repts... 1915-1918 (U. ' S. Census)
•'1909(tables headed 1908-09): counties .(green beets; sugar beets) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. l909(See Contents under names of
-
•
'
*
•' counties) ' .' "*. ?
.
.
.
I ? . : • .-.
*'1909{?) : farms visited in farm labor investigation (value of crop
'on all farms; on white farms .employing white labor only; on white
i farms employing* white .and Japanese labor
;
;
on Japanese
.
farms) In
r -Calif. Bur. labor statistics*. ' 14th Bien. ' rept . 1909-1910, p. 267.
1909,1899: state.
.
In' Calif ."' State 'bd.. agr. Ro;ots. 1912~1918(U. S.
Census)
.
' '
*
.; .:; /; ; [
-
1910(tchles headed 1909-10): count ies.. (green beets; sugar beets) In
Calif. 'state agr. soc. Rept. I9l0 (See Contents under „names of
counties) " ... • .- .-w..-.; . ,
1918,1917: state (1918 est.) In Calif. State comm. hort. Bien. rept.
1917-1918, pi5. 1 ".
<:
.
•
'
1919: state.
..
In Calif. Stat' e 'bd.' control. Calif, and the Oriental,
rev. ed. 1922, p. 49 (U.S.D.A,)' "•.
1919 (tables headed" 1920) : state ' (raised for sale) In Califs State
bd. agr. Statistical repts.- 1920, p. ±68;. 192.1, p. 183 (U.S.. Census)
1919: state arid county (approximate) In Calif. State bd... agr.
Statistical rept. 1919, p. 114 (U.S.D.A.)
1919,1209(tables headed 1920,1910): state (grown for sugar - with
-per cent of increase) In Calif. State bd. agr. Stat istical r opts
•
'.1920, p.167, 169;' 1921, p. 181,184 (U.S. Census) ;
1919,1 9 18 : s t at c . In C al if. Dept . agr . Monthly. bul . -v . 9 , - Jan , -?eb
.
1920, p.42; in Calif, crop and- livestock- rept. Dec. 22,, 19.19, p.l.
{U.S.^.A^ ' [ ' ') /V '. I %"% '<'...-'«.<•} ;, ; • :
19 20': state' "(t'otal farm valuo Dec. %) In Farm managerne nt . n o t e s for
Calif.., p.. 16V
:
.;?- \V~y .,' 'V..'v ;;
* '
' V hc^x) :
1921: state (farm value, Dec. 1) ... In Calif, crop and. livestock rept
"'..*'
;
Jan. 12,' 1922/
,V
' w .-' { .-v.';." ••' \ **V& :^
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Value - Continued
1921-1919 (annual ) : state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif. State "bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1921, .p..157, 204 (U.S.D.A. ) , •
1922: state.. In Calif. Dept." agr,. Monthly bul. v. 12, July-Dec. 19 23,
p. 363; in Calif. Dept. agr. Weekly news letter,. v.5, no. 25, Dec. 15,
,1923, following p.76. ..
1923,1922? state- 1 (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif . . crop and livestock.-
rept. Dec. 27, 1923.
1924: state (rank in. value) In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 5;
in Calif
. Dept. ,.agr. Monthly, "bul. v. 14, July-Dec. 1925, p. 231.
1924,.1923(2 year aver. Dec. l):. state (important crops compared; rank
given; sugar "beets expressed as per cent of hay) In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Bul. 445, p. 45. \
1924,1923: state (rank and value) ' In Calif
„
*De;ot
.
agr. Special pub. 55,
p. 7; in Calif, crop and livestock ropt. J_in. 5, 1925, p. 2..
1924,1923:- state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly "bul.' v. 13 a July-Dec.
1924c, p. 240; in Calif, crop and livestock rept 0 - Jan. 5, 1925, p. 3.
1925-19 19 (annual) : state (farm value Dec.'l) In Calif. Dept. agr.. ;
Special pub. 63, p.9'(Same statistics for shorter periods within . .
1919-1925 in Special pub.. 55,, p. 11; 43, p.6.; ; 33, p.6; 16, p. 3;. 9, p.5)
19 25- 19 19 ( annual ) : state (farm value Dec. l) In Calif .• Dept . agr.
Monthly ."bul. v. 14, July~Dec a - 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for shorter
periods, within- 1919-1925 'in Monthly bul. v. 13, July-Dec. 1924, p. 244;
v.12, July-Dec. 1923, p,44o; v. 12, Jan.-Feb. 1923, p 0 55;' v. 10, !Tov.-
Dec. 1921, p. 747; v. 9, Dec. 1920, p.741) - .
1925 , 1924; state ( est .' farm value Dec. 1) In Calif, crop and livestock
rept. Jan. .5,. .-1926, p. 3.' . \ ".
19 2 5- 19 22(annual; 5 year aver.): .state (farm value Dec. 1) In Calif.
Dept.' agr. Special pub." 74, p. 8; in Calif , Dept
.
: agr. Monthly, bul.
v.15, July-Dec. 1926, p. 221* \
:
'}:.
,
1926- 1924(.annual) : state (est. farm value Dec' l) In Calif, crop and
livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1927, p. 2. . -
19 27- 1 9 2 3 ( annual ; 5 year aver.): state- (farm value Dec. 1) ; In. Calif.
Dept. agr. Special pub. ' 86, p. 8; in Calif . Dept. agr. Monthly bul.
v.16, -Dec. 1927, p.764. - . . . [
1927,1926: state (est. farm value Dec. 1) In :CaIif,.' crop and livestock
rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p. 2.
Value-Japanese 1 • ... ^ .
1909(7 ): farms visited in farm labor .investigation (value of crop on
all farms; on white farms employing white: labor only; on 'white' farms
employing white .and' Japanese labor; on Japanese farms) In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 14th Bien. rept. 1909-191Q, p. 2,67. ' . ..
1918(7): state (crops of Japanese farms) -In Calif v State bd. control.
Calif, and the Oriental, 'rev., ed., 1922, p.223.
1919,1909: state (land, in *i tat e' occupied by , Japanese ) . In Calif. State .
bd. control. Calif, and the Oriental,' rev. ed. 1922, p. 49 (Comp. by
State bur. labor statistics' and Japanese
r
agr,. assoc. of Calif • ) ;
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Valuo, losses in
.
.•
. ;-;L Z -V-
!
1922: state (estimated lo-ss in value from insect pests and estimate of
money spent in insect control) In Calif. Dept . agr-. Monthly bul.
y.12, July-Dec. 1923,; p. 363; in Calif. Dept . : agr . We ekly news letter,
v. 5, no. 25, Dec. 15, 1923, .following. p. 76.-
Value ' of Shipment s ' ' . : *C ' • •
1919: Delta (Sacramento river) products ( shipped 1 by boat and rail) In
Calif. Dept. public works. Div. water rights, Bui. 3; p. 99 (Records
of TjV S. Engineer 1 s offiqe* and .R. R. -records) -
Value per Acre ( . '.. ':
,
: .
"
:
;
'
>
'.
'
1397-1888 (annual;, average): Y/atsonvi lie "factory field (returns per acre)
In Calif. Agr. exp, sta. Bui. 149, .p.:22.
-
• \J-901: Calif;, compared with 10 other states (returns per acre) In Calif.
•
' ' Agr 0 Exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 48.
1901,1900,1889: Betteravia factory field (returns' rjer acre) In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 45. . • ' ' > '
190l/02~1890/91(annual; average): Chinco factory field- (returns per acre)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149,. p. 28..
1902-18 8 9'( annual; average): Alvardp factory field (returns per acre)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 20.. '• '
.
1902, 1900, 1897 ( annual; aver, for period ): Oxnard factory'- field (returns
'
•• per-' acre) 'In Calif. Agr. exp D sta. Bul* 149,- p. 39.
1918,(?): state (crops of Japanese farms) . In Calif. State bd. control.
* Calif, and the Oriental/ rev. ed. 1922, p. 223.
Yield -per Acre « ' • -
Average, probable, and possible yiel^ that amy be -expected in Calif,
under normal conditions. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.> Circ. -121 [Oct.
• 1914], p. 3;" in Circ. 210 [Mar. 1919], p. 3. Reprinted in '.Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p.95. - ; J
" 1897-188 8( annual; average): Watsonville factory field. In Calif. Agr. .
exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 22. *
1901: Calif, compared with 10 other states. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Bui. 149, p. 48.
1901/02"1890/91 (annual; average): Chino factory field. In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Bui. 149,' p. 28. - -
19 02-18 99 (annual ) : Betteravia factory field. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Bui. 149, p. 45.
19 02- 19 00 (annual): from sections of 4 counties for Crockett factory.
In Calif
. Agr. exp. sta. Bui . . 149 ,
,
p . 32
.
'
-
./
1902-1900, 1897 (annual; average for period): Oxnard factory field. In
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 39.
19 OB- 188 9 (annual; average): Alvarado factory field. -In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 20. , -
'1909: 'state (classified by race of farmer) In Calif. Bur.- labor
statistics. 14th Bien. rept. 1909-10, p.274„
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Yield per Acre - Continued
1910: state (compared with Colo., Idaho, Mich., Utah, Wis,, and other
states; total for these states) In Calif. State "bd, agr. Ropt.
1911,- p. 93.
1918-19 1.0 '(annual) : state (est. average yield - sugar beets) In Calif,
State coram, hort. Monthly bul. v. 8, Apr. 1919, p. 197.
1919,1918: state (sugar beets) In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 9,
Jan. -Feb. 1920, p. 42; in Calif, crop and livestock rept. Dec. 22,
1919, .p.l (U.S.D.A.) •
1919,1918: state and county (sugar beets) In Calif. State comm. hort.
Monthly bul. v. 8, Apr. 1919, p. 197.
1921-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1921, p. 157, 204 (U.S.D.A.)
1923,1922: state. In Calif, crop and livestock 'rept. ' Dec. 27, 1923.
1924,1923: state. In Calif, crop and ,livestock -rept •• Jan. 5, 1925, p.
3
.
„ 1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special pub. 63, p. 9.
('Same statistics for shorter periods within 1-919-1925 in Special
pub. 55, p. 11; 43, p. 6; 33, p~.6; 16, p. 6: 9, p. 5)
1925-1919 (annual) : state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.14, July
Dec. 1925, p. 285 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1919-
1925 in Monthly bul. v. 13., July-Dec. 1924-, p. 244; v. 12, July-Dec.
1923, p. 443; v. 12, Jan. -Feb. 1923,: p. 55; v. 10, Nov.VDec. 1921,
p. 747; v.9, Dec. 1920, p. 741)
1925,1924: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5, 1926,p. 3.
1926-1922 ( annual; , 5 year aver.): state. In Calif, Dept. agr. Special
pub. 74, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v. 15, July-Dec.
1^26, p. 221.
1926-1924 (annual) : state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 5,
1927, p. 2.
1927-1923 (annual; 5 year aver.): state. In Calif. Dept. agr. Special
pub. 86, p. 8; in Calif. Dept. agr. Monthly bul. v.16, Dec. 1927, p.
764.
'1927,1926: state. In Calif, crop and livestock rept. Jan. 4, 1928, p.
2
Miscellaneous - •
Portion Utilized as Human Food • '"•
Sugar beet. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v. 6, Sept.
1917,' 0.354.
..
.... •
'•:
*
;
Quantity Required to Produce One Ton of Granulated Sugar
Average for 3 years of Government records: Calif., ITebr., Utah,
Ya. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1395, p.144-. Sacramento
Bank. < ,': '•
Sales, Normal-Pounds per Acre ;
Sugar beets/ In Calif. State comm. . hort .. Monthly bul .' v. 6 , Sept.
1917, p. 354.
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BEST PULP
Imports (Quantity and Value )
* l914( year, ended June 30) • Los Ange.le.s harbor (domestic commerce-in-
bound; value not given) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rapt. 1914/15. ... abridged rept. 1913/14/ p. 129.
19 15 (y jar, ended June 30),: Los Angeles harbor (domestic commerce-in-
bound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual re-ot.
•
1 1914/15, p. 53. . • ..... •. .., ~ ... , ., -
1917 ("year ended June 30): Port . of Los Angeles (inbound domestic eom-
-merce) In Los.Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rex>ts.
1915-18, p.40. . ' ; " • [ £
Shi-^me nt s . . .. - .
'
!
1914(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce-out-
bound) In Los.Ange3.es. 3d. harbor- commissi criers* ' Annual rept.
1914/15 ... abridged rept. 1913/14, pi 129
.
s 1915-(year ended June 30):. Port of- Los : Angeles (.domestic, foreign com-
merce-outbound) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor* eommi^ioners. Annual
rept. 1914/15,. p.56„57. : • - n
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outVound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 259.
1917(.year ended June 30): Pert of Los Angeles . (outbound 'to Hawaii ) In
Los Angeles* 3d. .harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1915-18, p. 51.
1918, 1917(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual 'rept s.
1915-18, p.45,107.
1920, 19 IS (years ended June 30): port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual, repts.
"1918-20, p.49,82. hv-,"-
Value
1919: Calif, compared with leading states and U.S. (dried pulp; moist
pulp.) .In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 158.
|1
Value of Shi :imart s
.; „
•19 15 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles
.
(approximate" value of
domestic, .foreign commerce-outbound) In Los Angeles .3d." harbor
commissioners. Annual rept. 1914/la, p. 56, 57.
19 16 (year. ended June 30): Port of^Los Angeles (outbound domest ic • com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1916/16, p. 259.
1917 (year ended June. 30) : Port of Los Angeles (outbound to Hawaii) In
Los Angeles.
-3d. h.arbpr commissioners. Annual repts. 1915-18, p. 31.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (est. vlue of
out-bound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles.. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts- 1.916-18,, p.45,107."- .. \
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p,49,82.
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"
<
—
j * '
J*-
Number in Operation g g";
1901: Eastern, middle, western,. Pacific states, territories,' In Calif.
" state agr. soc. Trans* 1901, p. 138. - :
-'1910: state (compared with Colo., Idaho, Mich., Utah, Wis., and •other
states;' total for the so states) In Calif. State "bd. agr. Rap ft. - 1911,
p.9'3.
.
\-
r
, ,
•
"
19 17- 19 OS ( annual' ) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1917, p. 96 (Same statistics for shorter periods within 1905-1917 in
Statistical repts. 1916, p. 75; .1915, p.82; 1914, p. 69; 1913, p.7o)
1918- 1908 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1918, p. 113.
19 18- 13 10( annual) : state. In Calif. State comm. hort. Monthly bul. v. 8,
Apr. - 1919, p. 197.
;
.
• ,. , ; .
1919-1909 ( annual ) : state.. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept*
1919, p. 95.
1920,1919,1918: state. " In Calif . State bd. . agr. Statistical rept. 1920,
: p. 141.
19 24—19 13( annual ) : state. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 302, p. 2.
Operating expenses
1901: Calif, compared with 10 other states (cost fuel - coal and oil;
limestone and labor; and cost per ton of fbeets, labor, coal, oil,
and limestone) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bul. 149, p. 49.
• 1901:- state (factory expense, on handling of beets in mill only -.
labor, fuel, limestone, misc. supplies, total) In Calif . Agr. e xp.
sta. Bul. 149, p. 51.
Value of Factory Product s.
1872: statement of the value of the product (total; .sugar;, syrup; pulp
for cattle) of Sacramento Valley Beet Sugar Co. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1872, p. 155.
1889/90: San Francisco. city and county (sugar refinery products) In
Calif. State, bd.\e'qualizat ion..- Rept. 1889 and 1890, £.9.1.
1891/92;- San' Francisco city and county (sugar refinery products) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1-92, p. 101.
1893/94: San Francisco .city and county (sugar refinery products) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1394, p. 115.
1893/95: San Francisco city and county (sugar refinery products) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept 1895 . and 1896, p. 94.
1897/98: San Francisco city and county (sugar refinery products) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.' 1897 and 1898, p. 95.
1915: Orange county (estimated value of beet . sugar by-product s ) In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 350 . (Chamber of
' 'commerce) *'
. .
'
•
«
-V: ;/.. i * - • f.
1915: Orange 1 county (estimated value- of .'beet sugar by-products; In
Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical'"^., 1915,. p. 37$ (Chamber of
commerce) .
•._ ......
;
; ;; , g.
"
. ]
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SUGAR CROPS
Acreage and Value
1909: state* In Calif* State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918.
• SUGAR CA1JE
Acreage .... .
13582 Si Dorado, Santa Barbara and Yolo counties. In Calif. Surveyor
gen* Jtept. 1858, following p. 32 (County assessors),
(
1359: Alameda county. - In Calif .' Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, . table 1,
following p. 30 (Assessor's rept*)
1360! Yolo, county* .In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. I860* table 3$
following p. 30 (Assessor's rept.)
1331: 3utte, San Joaquin and Yolo counties, total. In Calif. 'Surveyor
gen. Rept. "1862, p. 52-53. Yolo county figure also .on p. -143.
(Assessors 1 repts. )
1353: state' and 4 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p.
34^33; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.' 18*83, p.238-239 (Assessors'
repts. .}•
1364: 4. counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1-364, p. 38-39
'(Assessors' repts* ) «
1365: Lake -
,
.San Joaquin counties. In Calif • Surveyor gen.- Rept. 1855,
p. 1:35-127 (Assessors' repts.) <
Value
.
of Laaorts
19 .30 (Jan.-June ) : Port of Los Angeles from China (estimated) In Los
Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20,: p. 90.
•
•
•
; SUGAR ' .
Consumed (Used for Canning )
1897-: state (quantities of material' entering into the year's total
pack are estimated) In Calif. State bd. hart. Bien. rept. 1397-
4398, p. 38 (Calif, fruit grower)
Consumed (Used in Sugar Refineries )
13 55: San Francisco county (raw sugars) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1855/57, p. 113; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1856 and 1857, p.
538 (County assessor. )
18 57: .San Francisco city and County (raw sugar) In Calif. Surveyor gen
Bien. rojit. 1837/59, p. 48 (County assessor)
1838: San .Francisco city and county (raw sugar) In Calif. Surveyor
gen.Si en. rept . 18 57 / 59, p. 97 (County ass o s so r
)
1359: San Francisco city and county (raw sugar) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1859/71, p. 55; in Statistical rept. 1869, p. 49
(County assessor)
1370: San Francisco city and county (raw sugar) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1869/71, p. 112-113 (County assessor)
1872: San Francisco city and county (raw sugar) In Calif. Sarveyor
gen. Bien. Rept. 1871/73, p. 113 (Assessor's rept.)
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Consumed (Used in Sugar Refineries ) - Continued
1373: San Francisco city and county fraw sugar) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1371/73, £.120 (Assessor's rept.)
1876/77: San Francisco city and county (raw sugar) In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Bien. rept. 1375/77, p. 71 (County assessor)
1377 San ITranci-sco city and. county (raw sugar) In .Calif .. Surveyor
gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p..58*; in Calif., state agr. soc.. Trans.
1372., p. 353; 1879, p. 276 (County assessor)
1878: San Francisco city and county ( res?! sugar), In Calif, state agr
soc. Trans. 1879, p; 283; .in Calif'.. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1877/79, p. 55 (County assessor)
1379: San Francisco city and county (raw sugar) In Calif .. Surveyor
gen, Rept. 1379/80, p. 84 (County assessor)
1381: San Francisco city and county .( raw sugar) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. .Rept. .1330/82, p. 95 1 (County "assessor)
1835: San Fraa Cisco county (raw sugar used in sugar refineries) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-85, p. 265
( County assessor 1 s rept s )
Francisco city and county (raw sugar used "by sugar re-
in Calif". State bd.' .'equalization. Rept. 1839 and 1390,
Francisco city and county (raw sugar used by sugar re-
in Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1331 and 1392,
Francisco city and county (raw sugar used by sugar re-
in Calif. State bd. equalization, Rept. 1893 and 1894,
Francisco city and county (raw sugar used by sugar re-
in Calif. State bd. .equalization. Rept. 1895 and "1395,
Francisco city and county (raw sugar used by sugar re-
in Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1397 and 1893,
Consumption per Family-
.
1917(?): minimum > maximum pounds of sugar per year for an average
family of 5 persons. In Calif. Agr.~ exp. sta. Circ. 163, p. 13.
(figures by Prof
.
Jaffa)
.
•
1917 ,19 16 (May ) : minimum pounds per month zor'a family of 5. In
Calif. ,Agr. exp. sta. [unnumbered circ. ] "Living expenses," by
i.i. iij. 0an a.
Cost of Production
Cost of producing sugar in Calif, and freight to Missouri River
points,, compared with cost of producing sugar in Nebraska without
freight charges. In Calif, state 'agr. soc. Trans. 1895, p. 145
(C. C. Kowell - Pamphlet pub. by Sacramento 3ank)
1883/90: San
i inerde s)
p. 31.
1891/32: San
fineries
)
-o.lOl.
1893/34: San
f i ne ri e s
p. 115.
1395/93: San
fineries)
p. 94.
1397/9.8; San
fineries
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Cost of Production - Continued
Itemized costs of running a
(
sugar "beet factory in Sacramento city.
In Calif, state agr. soc.' Trans. 1895, p. 138-140 (C. C. Howell)
X869(?): (cost of producing sugar from beets grown near Brighton by
the Sacramento Valley Beet Sugar Co.) In Calif., state agr. soc.
Trans. .1370, p. 157 (W. E. Brown)
1838(for 2 mos.),1889 campaign: Wat sonville , Calif. '(the exact
.figures of the workings of the Wat sonville beet sugar factory for
2 campaigns) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 4th Bien. rept,
1889-1890, p. 52, 53.
1389(?): Alvardp beet sugar factory (total' expenses in 24 hrs. ) In
Calif. "Bur. labor statistics, 4th Bien. rept. 1889-1390, p. 56.
• (3. H. Dyer)
.
Expenditure per Family
1917(?): total minimum, maximum expended per year for' an average family
of 5 persons. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 163., p. 7, 13; also in
Circ. 187, p. 2 (Figures by Prof'/ Jaffa)
1917 , 19 16 (May ) : minimum expended per month for a family of 5. In Calif
.
.
Agr. exp.
t
sta. [unnumbered circ.] "Living expenses" By M. E. Jaffa.
Freight, Rates
1388 (compared with old rate): comparative statement of old and new
rates of the San Francisco and North Pacific R. R. between Healds-
ourg and San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. 'R. R. commissioners. Annual
rept. 1889', p. 62.
1392: comparative statement of rates from Fresno to points on the
Southern..Pacific Co.'s lines in Calif., and points in Kans. on
the Missouri Pacific Co. ! s lines, like distances from Wichita. In
Calif. Bd. R.- R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1892, p. 73-82 (Letter
of submittal dated May 16, 1892)" ^" .
.
1392| comparative statement of rates irom Sacramento to points on
the Southern Pacific Co. T s lines in Calif ., and"points tn Minn,
on the Uorthern Pacific R. R. Co.'s lines, distances from St. Paul.
In Calif
. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1892, p. 84-90
(Letter of submittal dated June 6)
1392( summer ): comparison of rates charged by Calif, railroads,
Southern Pacific Co. stations from and to San Francisco. In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1892, schedule "D"
,
folded charts following p. 354 (Letter dated Fov.14)
1892: table showing difference between rates of Southern Pacific Co.
and Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R.R. between practically equi-
distant points. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept.
1392, p. 104,135 (letters dated May 30, 1892 and July 14)
1894,1893: between .given points (comparative rates. in C.L., in L.C.L.
)
In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94, p. 24.
1912(july 24): freight rates from given points into San Joaquin Valley
(old rate previous to July 24; new rate) In Calif. R. R. commission
Rept. Jan. 19 11-June 1912, p. 182.
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Import s '.. ..
1365- 1863( total; average annual): state. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans* 1864 and 1865, p. 372 (Mercantile G-azette and Prices Current)
1914(year ended June 30): Port . of Los Angeles ( domestic .imports;
foreign imports; total) In Los Angeles.. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1914/15 ".'.. abridged • rept. 1913/14, p. 130.
1915 (year ended June 30): Port- of Los. Angeles (domestic commerce - in-
bound) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 54.
_
,
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
' 1915/16, p.257.
1917(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound f.oreign com-
merce; inbound from Hawaii) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1915-18, p. 49, 50.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 44, 106.
'
1919 (July-Dec. ): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign commerce) In
Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-30, p. 86.
1920(year ended June 30): imports from Hawaiian Islands and the Orient
to San Francisco compared with Seattle imports. In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1918/2% p. 133.
1920(year ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from foreign
countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept.
1918/20, table following p. 134.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 48, 81.
1922, 1921(years ended June 30)-: imports. Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif.- Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 2 and 4, following p. 78
. .
1923: imports, Por;t of San Francisco. In Calif .Bd. state harbor com-
, :
missioners. Bien. rept. i 1922/24, p. 60.
1925., 1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): imports,. Port of San Francisco
from various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 94 ,96.
Price
13S3(monthly; average for the year): v/holesale price of no. 1, China
sugar; of N. Y. , crushed sugar, per lb. at San Francisco. In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1853, p. 269 (Comp. from Mercantile
Gazette)
1865 , 1864(monthly ; average for the year): wholesale price of No. 1,
China sugar; of IJ.Y. , crushed sugar, per lb. at San Francisco.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 55, p. 380, 381 (Comp.
from Mercantile Gazette)
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price - Continued
1883( ? ): San Francisco; Mass.; Great Britain (aver, retail prices
of brown .sugar; coffee sugar; granulated sugar, compared) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 135.
1383(?): San Franci sco 'compared with Germany; H.Y.j Chicago (re-
tail prices) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept.
1383-84, p. 259.
188?( ? ): San Francisco; Hew' York; Chicago prices 'compared with.
several countries; with principal cities of Europe (retail prices)
In Calif
1
.
Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1833-84, p.
256-267.
1883(?): San Francisco; Hew York; Chicago prices compared with
Brussels. In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept.
1833-84, p. 273..
1917, 1916 (May) : (?) market price per lb. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
unnumbered circ. ' "Living expenses" by M. E. Jaffa.
1925-1923, 1913 (annual): Los Angeles, San Francisco (aver, retail
price of granulated) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 22nd.
Bien. rept. 1925-1926, p. 194, 195 (U.S. Bur. labor statistics)
Production
.
.
.
"
.
.'*,.*.
'
1366 : San Francisco county (refined sugar) In Calif • Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1365/67, p. 113; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and
1357
, p. 588 (County assessor)
1367: San Francisco city and county (refined sugar made in refineries)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. 'rept. 1867/69, p.48 (County assessor)
1868: San Francisco city and-county (refined sugar made in refineries)
III -Calif
.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1857/59, p. 97 (County assessor)
1359: San Francisco city and county (refined sugar made in refineries)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept, 1869, p. 49; in. Bien.
rept. 1869/71, p. 55 (County assessor)
1375: San Francisco city and county (refined sugar made in refineries)
In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 113 (Assessor 1 s
rept.
)
1373: San Francisco city and county (refined sugar made in refineries)
In Calif.. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, ' p. 120 (County ..
assessor)
1873-1870(annual): state.' In Calif. Agr. exp. 'sta. Bui. 149, p. 11;
.in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 302.
1376/77: San Francisco city and county (white sugar; yellow sugar
raa&e in refineries) In Calif, Surveyor gen.. Bien. rept .. 1875/77
,
p. 71 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county {white, yellow sugar made in
refineries) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 187&, p. 368; 1879,
...
pi 276; in Calif
.
Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.. 1877/79, p. 58 (County
assessor)
1878: San. Francisco city and' county (white, yellow sugar made in.
refineries) In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 283; in
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
. 1877/79, p. 65 (County assessor)
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1879: San Francisco city and county (white, yellow sugar made in
*. rofindrie.s). , In Calif*. Surveyor "gen. Kept. 1879/80, p. 84
(County assessor)
13'80: tHree factories in Calif, (output for each factory; total) In
Calif
.
Agr, exp. sta. 3ul. 149, p. 12.
1881s San,
'
;?ranciscD. city and county (white, "yellow sugar made in
refineries) In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. 'rept. 1880/82, -o.95
('County assessor)
1335: San. "Francisco county (white
;
yellow, sugar made in 'sugar .re-
fineries) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien. rept.
1885-86," p. 265 (County asssssor ! s rept • ) "
1336/87-1879/80(annual ) : one factory at Alvarado
'
(pounds of sugar
made; estimated for. .1886/87 ) In Calif. Agr. exp; sta. Bui. 149,
p. 13 (Fillett '& 4 C-ray 1 s Statistical Surar Trade Journal for
1885/86),/
;
/ : -
•
18£>9/90: San Francisco city and 6ounty (white, yellow sugar made in
sugar refineries) "In Calif. State bd. * equalizati6n. Re£>t. 1889
and 1890, p. 91.
1891/92: ..San Francisco city and county (white, yellow sugar made in
.
'sugar refineries) 'In Calif. State, bd. equalization. Rept. 1891
and 1892, p.lOl. ' 1 ' • /
,
1 39 3-13 88 ( annual ) : beet sugar, produced by Western Beet Sugar co.,
and Alameda Sugar co. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1899,
p. 19 (Claus Spreckels) ' '
183 3 /94( campaign) : state (estimated) In Calif* state agr. soc.
Trans. 1893, p. 108 (ConrpV from Midwinter Fair ed. of the "Daily '
Chronicle"
)
1393/94: San Francisco' city and county (white, yellow sugar made
in sugar refineries) In Calif.. State bd. equalization.' Rept
•
1893 and 1894, p. 115.
1395/96: San Francisco city and county (white, yellow sugar made
in sugar refineries) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1895 and 1896, p. 94.
1897: beet sugar produced by Los Aland to s Sugar Co., produced by
4 sugar companies. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1899, p. 19
(Claus Spreckels)"
1897-1888 (annual; 'total):' Wat sonvi lie 'factory field (tons of raw;
refined sugar from beets) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 22.
1397/98: San 'Francisco city and county (white, yellow sugar made in
sugar refineries) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.- 1397
and 1898, p.95. .'. ' .'/
:
1398: beet sugar produced by Calif. Bjet 'Sugar and Refining co.,
produced by 5 sugar companies. In Calif, state agr. soc. "Trans.
1899, p. 19 (Claus. Spreckels)
189 3- 1888 (annual, total): produced by Western Beet Sugar co.,
Alameda Sugar co., total figure for the period given for five
sugar companies. ' In Calif . '* state' agr. soc. Trans. 1899, p. 19
(Claus Spreckels)
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1893- 1094(annual, total): beet sugar produced by Chino Valley Sugar
co. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans, 1899, p. 19 (Claus Sprockols)
.
13 9 3- 18 94 (annual ) : "beet sugar produced "by Western Beet Sugar Co.,
Alameda Sugar Co., and Chino Valley Sugar co. In Calif, state
agr. sqc. Trans. 1899, p. 19 (Claus Spreekles)
;
1899: state (estimated output of each, of 7 "beet-sugar factories and
total output, also output of various states - dates differ) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1399 r p. 20 (Claus Spreckels)
,1901: state (total by factories) (approximate granulated sugar output
of beet sugar factories for the campaign of 1901) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Trans. 1901, p. 138.
1901: Calif, compared with 10 other states. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Bui. 149, p. 48. .. .
1901: Santa Barbara county. In Calif, state agr. soc, Trans. 1901,
p. 388.-
1901-189 2( annual J 1901 estimated).: state. In Calif, state agr. soc.
-Trans. 1901, p. 159 (San Francisco Chamber of commerce)
1902: state. In Calif . Agr. exp..- sta. Bui. 149, p. 7.
19 02-19 00( annual): at Crockett factory. In Calif. Agr. exo. sta.
3ul. 149,. p. 32. . > . .
• IS 03-18 99 ( annual ) :• state and 7 localities (beet sugar) In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 11th Bien. rep.t. 1903-1904, p. 115.
1905: Alameda, Orange counties (output of sugar beet factories) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.. 1905, p.. 77, 162.
1905(tables headed 1905-06).: Orange, San Bernardino, .Ventura counties
(beet sugar)' In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1906, p. 136 , 160, 224.
1907 (table headed 1905-07): Tehama county, (beet sugar) In Calif.
, State agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 199.
1907/08: Southern Calif, (beet sugar) In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1908, p. 17 (Los Angeles Chamber of commerce)
1900 (table headed 1907-08): Orange county (beet sugar) In Calif.
.state agr.. soc. Rept.. 1908, p. 127.
1910: state (compared with Colorado, Idaho, Michigan, Utah, Wis-
consin and other states; total for these, states) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 93.
IS 12- 1904 (annual) : state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
. rept. 1913, p. 75 (Chiefly refined sugar)
19 13-1885 ( annual ): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept. 1913, p. 75 (1885-1911 also in Rept. 1911, p. 93; 1835-1912
also in Rept. 1912, p. 85)
1913/14,1912/13; state (compared with other states and with U.S.)
• In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1913, p. 76 (1913/14
figure is preliminary)
1914: Calif, .compared with other leading states, with U.S. In
University of California Journal of Agriculture v. 3, no. 6,
Liar. 1916, p. 243.
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IS 14*-19 00( annual): state. .In Calif* State b'd. agr. Statistical rept.
1514, p.69. . , ' -
191^1904 (-annual.) : state (chiefly refined sugar) In Calif. State bd.
agr. Statistical rept. 1914, p. 59.
1915-1.900( annual): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
15 15, p. 82 (chiefly refined sugar)
1915- IS 00( annual): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1915,' p.,74.
1915-1906 (annual): state.' In Calif. Stats bd. agr. Statistical rept.
*lS16.,' p. 75 (chiefly refined sugar)
1917-1900(annual ) i, state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
IS 17* p. 98.
IS 17-190 6 (annual): state (chiefly refined sugar)- In Calif. State
" bd. .agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p. 96.
' 19-18^1908 (annual.) : state (sugar; chiefly refined sugar) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1918, p. 113.
' 1913—3-910(annual ).( estimated quantity made from beets) In Calif.
State coram, hort. Monthly bul. v. 8, Apr. ISIS, p. 197.
1919: Calif.- compared with loading states and U.S. (total; granulated
raw) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 158.
'.
-19 19-1909(annual ) : state (chiefly refined sugar ) In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 19 IS, p. 95..
IS 20, IS IS; 1918:
•
state (made in factories; with average extraction,
per cent and average sugar content, percent) In Calif. State bd.
-agr. Statistical rept. 1920, "0.141.
I924~1913(annual): state.
,
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 302, -o.2.
(U.S.D.A.
)
Shiram ent g. * '•'
188 3-1879 (annual): through freight eastward. In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1334, p. 38.
1883: Southern Pacific R. R. Co., Visalia R. R. Co. freight traffic
movement
.
(per cent of .total also given for Southern Pacific) In
Calif
. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Hept. 1389 [ appendix] p. 38, 126.
1390: freight traffic movement over 4 Calif, railroads. In Calif.
Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1891, p. 110, 156, 210, 243
.
1391: freight traffic movement over railroads within trie state. In
.
' Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1392, p. 182, 225 , 234,
272,308,319.
13$2(year ended Deb. 31), 1393(5 mos. ended June 30): various Calif.
R.-.R. 'co. 1 s freight traffic movement (sometimes expressed as per
cent also) .In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1393-94,
appendix
, p. 63-64, 103-109, 200-201.
1392: Nevada- Calif .-Oregon R. R. Co. freight traffic movement (per
cent of total also given') In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners.
Annual rept. 1893-94, [ appendix] ,' p. 123.
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s
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1393(18 'month period ended June 30): Southern Pacific R. R. Co., freight
: traffic movement; .(per cent of total also given) In Calif. 3d.
R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94, [appendix], p. 14.
1894(y^ar ended June, 30) : 6 Calif, railroads - freight' traffic' move-
ment (per. cent of total sometimes given* also) In Calif. Bd. R.R.
commissioners, Rept. 1393-94, [appendix] p. 219-379.
l-895(year ended June 30): Southern Pacific R. R. 'Co. '(freight traffic
movement; per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1895-95, p.349.
1895(vear ended June 30): various Calif, railroads (freight traffic
,
movement; per cent of total usually given also) ' In Calif. ' bd.
R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1095-95, p. 103-302.
1900 (year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads - Freight traffic
movement .(per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1900, p. 80-307.
1905: Ventura county (shipped out of county) 'In 'Calif, state agr.
• soc. Rept. 1905, p. 271.
1905 (year ended 1905T0S): Ventura county (shipped out of state)
(beet- sugar) : In Calif .. state agr. soc. Sept. 1905, p. 224.
1907: shipped from Port of Eureka, 'in Calif. Bd. harbor commissioners
for the Port of Eureka., Official rept. ...1907.
1907/08: various Calif, railroads - movement of freight. In' Calif
•
3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1908., p*. 44-46.
'19Q.0-, IS00(years .ended June 30): various Calif, railroads, total -
movement .of .freight.
,
In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1909/10, p. 190-200, 239-281.
1911 (year ended June 30): moved over given California railroads;
total shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. Jan. 1911-
June 1912, p. 315-327.
191?,(ycar ended June 30): moved over given California railroads;
total shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. 191o/l3,
p. 1100-1111. . . ...
1913(ycer ended. June 30): moved over given California railroads;
total shipments. In C lif. Railroad commission. Rept. 1913/14,
p. 574-583.
19 14 (year ended June 30): moved over -ivon Calif, railroads;' total
shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept.' 1914-/15, p.
452-461. : "
1914(year ended June. 30): Fort of Los Angeles ('commerce-outbound-
aomestic; :oreign; total) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor oommi ssion-
.' ers. Annual rept. 191-1-/15 ... abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 130.
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce-
outbound) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1914/15, p. 56.
1215(year ended June 30): freight carried by various railroads
operating in Calif., total. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1915/15, v.a, p. 130-141.
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19 IS(year ended June 30): moved- over given Calif, railroads; total
* shipment's . In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. 1915/17, v. 2,
p. 132-135. - ...
191 5 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (out"bound domestic
' " commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 260. • . -
1918, 1917 (years ended. June 30): Port of Los 'Angeles (domestic out-
bound commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd." harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1915-18, p. 48, 111,
1919 (July-Dec. ) : Port of Los Angeles (outbound" foreign commerce)
In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20,
p. 87. • ...
1920(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) • In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p.85.
. ....
..
1320(year ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to various
foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
•Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
'
1922 ,*1921(years ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries (sugar and manufactures) In Calif.
Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 1
and 3, -following p.78*
1923; shipments — coastwise; internal - to' Port of San Francisco;
from Port of San. Francisco (sugar, rav/; refined) In Calif. 3d.
state harbor comlssi.one.rs. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 62, 63,65, 56.
1925, 1926( Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): int orcoastal to Port of San
Francisco by cities of origin. In Calif. Bd. state harbor corn-
mi s si-oners.- Bien. rept, 1924-/26, p. 88, 89.
Value
.
*
"
'
' 1373: San Francisco city and county (value of sugar refined) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept^ 1871/73, p. 120 (Assessor's rept.)
1301: Southern Calif
.
(estimated value) In Calif; state agr. see.
Trans* 1901, p. 135 (Los Angeles Chamber of commerce)
1902: state (compared with leading products at average prices) In
Calif. Agr. cro. sta. Bui. 149, p.7..
1905-: Alameda (value of output of sugar beet factories) In Calif.
State agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p.77.
1905(?): state (beet sugar - annual earning capacity) In Calif.
state agr. soc. .Rept. 1306, p. 29 (A. R. JBriggs)
1906 (tabids headed 1905-03)-: 4 counties (beet sugar) In Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 1305, p. SO, 135, 150;224.
1907 (?"):* stat e (beet sugar - annual earning capaeity) I n Calif.
state agr. soc. Rept. 19(07, p. 23 (A.R. Briggs)
.
1907(- ,ar ended Mar. l): state (beet sugar)' In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept; 1907^ p.47 (State bd. trade)
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1907 (tables headed 1906-07): 7 counties (beet sugar) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Rept. 1907 , . p . 70,80, 120 , 151 , 164 ,19.9 , 208
,
1908(tables headed 1907-08): 7 counties (beet sugar) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 63, 75, 118 , 150, 164,208, 212.
1909(tables headed 1908-09): 4 counties (beet sugar) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 38, 73, 121, 152.
1910 (tables headed 1909-10): 6 counties (beet sugar) In Calif,
state agr. soc. Rept. 1910, p. 64, 124, 131, 150, 163,199.
1914: state (beet sugar - includes value and value added by manu-
facture) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1917, p.
265 (IT. S. Census)
1915: Orange count:' (estimated value of beet sugar) In Calif.
State bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1915, p. 350 (Chamber of com-
merce)
1916: Orange county (estimated value of beet sugar) In Calif.
State bd, agr. Statistical rept. 1916, p. 376 (Chamber of com-
merce )
1919: Calif, compared with leading states and U.S. (beet sugar and
iorod.uc.ts) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical reiot . 1921, u,
157,158.
1919: Calif, compared with leading states and U.S. (beet sugar -
total; granulated; raw) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical
rept, 1921, p. 158.
Value of Imports
1865-1863(total ; average annual): state (sugar; sugar and molasses)
In Calif, state agr. soc. 'Trans. 1864 and 1865, p. 372 (Mercantile
Gazette and Prices Current)
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. .
1915/16, p. 257.
1917 (year ended Juno 30): Pert of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
iKiree; inbound from Hawaii) tti Los Angeles. Bd.. harbor com-
missioners. Annual i\.pts. 1916-18, p. 49, 50.
1918,1917(ycars ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 44,105.
191 9 (July-Dec.
)
: Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign commerce) In
Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 86.
1920 (Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles from China, Guatemala, Hongkong
(value' only ) , Nicaragua* and Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 90, 92, 93, 96, 98.
1920 ,1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 48, 81.
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1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
1934 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (from named foreign
countries) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1923/24, folded chart, back cover.
Value of Shipments
1907: shipped from the Port of Eureka. In 'Calif. Bd. harbor com-
missioners for the Port of Eureka.. Official re-port ...1907.
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value
of outbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 56.
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (estimated value of
outbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1915/l6, p. 260.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound
domestic commerce) In' Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 48, 111.
19.1 9 (July-Dec. ) : Port of Los Angeles (outbound foreign commerce)
In Los Angeles. Bd,' harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20,
p. 87.
1920(Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles to England,' Germany, and
Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 114, 115, 132.
1920(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 85.
1923: shipments - coastwise; internal - to Port of San Francisco;
from Port of San Francisco (sugar, raw; refined) In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p.62,63,65,56.
1924(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (sugar and sugar pro-
ducts - exported to named foreign countries) In Los Angeles.
Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1923/24, folded chart
back cover.
Yield from Beets
1897-1 888 (annual: average): Watsonville factory field (per acre re-
fined; per ton refined) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta, Bui. 149, p. 22.
1901: Calif, compared with 10 other states (sugar per acre; per ton;
per cent of sugar in beets). In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 48,
1 901/02-1 890/ 91 (annual; average): Chinco factory field (estimated
per acre crude; refined,- per ton crude and refined) In Calif.
Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 28. .
1901/02-1890/91 (annual; total): Chirico factory field (per cent of
sugar in beets) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui, 149, p. 28.
1902-1889 (annual
; average): Alvarado factory (est. crude, refined
sugar per acre of beets; crude, refined sugar per ton of beets)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 20.
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1 902-1 899 ( annual ) : Betteravia factory field (est. crude, re-
fined sugar per acre; crude refined sugar per ton; per cent of
sugar in "beets) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 45.
- 1 902-1 900 (annual ) : Crockett factory (per cent of sugar in beets)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. 'Bui. 149, p. 32.
,'. 1902-1900,1697 (annual, total for period).: Oxnard factory field (est,
.crude .refined sugar per acre; crude, refined sugar per ton; per
cent of sugar in "beets) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 149, p. 39.
... SUGAR AED SYRUP
,
,
Freight discharged and loaded
1910,1909 (years ended June 30): over state wharves of San Francisco
(sMyped "by other than R. R, ferry "boats - discharged"; loaded;
total) In Calif. r; d. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept.
1908/10, p. 96, 98.
Value -
1885: San Francisco county . (abrogate . value of sugar and syrup made
in sugar refineries) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien.
rept. 1885-86, p. 265 (Co. assessor's rept.)
SYRUP
Freight rates .
1892: comparative statement of rates from Fresno to points on the
Southern Pacific Co.'s. lines in Calif., and points in Kans* on
the Missouri Pacific Co. 's lines, like distances from Wichita.
In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual repts. 1891 /92, -0.73-
82 (Letter of submittal dated May 16, 1892)
1892: comparative statement of rates from Sacramento to points on
the Southern Pacific Co.'s lines in Calif, and points in Minn,
•on the Northern Pacific R. R. Co.'s lines, distances from St. Paul.
In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 1891/92, p. 84-90
(Letter of submittal dated June 5)
1892: comparative table showi.u; difference in rates between Southern
Pacific and Burlington R-ouU. between practically equi-distant
joints, In Calif. Bd. R. R. commwieners, Annual rept. 1891/93,
p-.10$
7 135 (Letters dated May 30. afc& July 14)
19l2(Jul;v 24): fntigUt rates from given points into San Joaquin
Valley (old ra'ses - previous to July 24; new rates) In Calif.
Railroad commission. Rept. Jan. 1911-June 1912, p.iSg;
Imports (Quantity and Value )
1915 (year ended June 30).: Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, -d.54.
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SYRUP - Continued
Imports (Quantity and Value) - Continued
19l6(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 257.
1918,1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18
,
p.44, 105.
1920, 1919 (-/ears ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts,
1918-20, p. 48, 81.
1920( Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles from Canada. In Los Angeles. 3d,
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 88 (value not given)
Price
1883(7'): San Francisco; Mass.; Great Britain (aver, retail prices
compared) In Calif. Eur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-
84,~p.l35.
Production
18SS: San Francisco county (syrup made in sugar refineries) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Sept. 1865/67, p. 113; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1866 and 1867, p'.588,
1367: san Francisco city and county (made in refineries) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1867/69, p*48 (County assessor)
1363: San Francisco city and county (made in refineries) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept* 1857/69, p. 97 (County assessor)
1869: San Francisco city and county (made in refineries) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Statistical rept. 1869, p. 49; in Rept. 1869/71,
p. 55 (County assessor)
1870: San Francisco cit; r and county (made in sugar refineries) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1869/71, p. 112-113 (County
assessor)
1872: San Francisco city and county (made in sugar refineries) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1671/73, p. 113 (County assessor)
1875/77: San Francisco city and county (made in refineries) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 71 (County assessor)
1877: San Francisco city and county (made in refineries) In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p. 368; in Trans. 1879, p. 276; in
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 58 (County assessor)
1878: San Francisco city and county (made in refineries) In Calif.
state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p. 283; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.
rept. 1877/79, p. 65 (County assessor)
1879: San Francisco city and county (made in refineries) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1879/80, p. 84 (County assessor)
1881: San Francisco city and county (made in refineries) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1880/82, p. 95 (County assessor)
1885': San Francisco county (syrup made in sugar refineries) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistic?. 2nd Bien. rept. 1885-86, p. 265
(County asflepsor's rept. )
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SYRUP - Continued
Product ion - Continued ' *
1883/90: San Francisco city and county. (made in sugar refineries) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 91.
1891/92: San Francisco city and county (made in sugar refineries) In
• Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 101.
1893/94:
t
San Francisco city and county (made in sugar refineries) In
Calif. State bd, equalization. Rept. 1893 and 1894, p. 115.
1895/96: San Francisco city and county (made in sugar refineries) In
Calif, State bd. equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 94.
1897/98: San Francisco city and county (made in sugar refineries) In
Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1897 and 1898, p. 95.
1906 (table headed 1905-06): Butte county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1906, p. 60. .
1.907 (fables headed 1906-07): Butte, Merced counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 52, 111.
1908 (table headed 1907-08): Tehama county.' In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1908 t p. 200.
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value ) '
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
outbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 56.
19l6(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p.260.
1918,1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los A_ngeles (outbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 48, 111.
1920 (Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles to Mexico, Philippine Islands
(value only) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 153,140.
1920 ,1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 52, 85.
1923: shipments - coastwise to Port of San Francisco; from Port of
San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien,
rept. 1922/24, p. 62, 63.
1925,l926(Jan.l to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal to Port of San
Francisco by cities of origin. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 88, 89 (value not given)
Value
1906 (table headed 1905-06): Butte county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1906, p. 60.
-
1907 (tables beaded 1906-07): Butte, Merced counties. In Calif.
state agr, soc, Rept. 1907, p. 62, 111.
1908(tabLe headed 1907-08): Tehama county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1908, p. 200.
1909 (tables headed 1908-09): San Bernardino, Tehama counties. In
' Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p.140',187.
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SORGHUM SYRUP
Cost of Equipment for Sorghum- Syrup Manufacture
Cost of equipment for two types of outfits. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
. Circ. 198 '[Apr. 1918], p. 13.
'
Cost of Production
Estimated costs'per acre; cost per ton whole cane -for plowing, seed-
• Ing, irrigating,, cultivating, and cutting, etc. In Calif. Agr.
exp. sta. Circ. 198 [Apr. 1918]. p. 14, 15.
Production ...
-1870:- state and. county. In Calif, state, agr. soc. Trans. 1871, p.374-
<' 375 <U. S. Census, 1870)
1900-1860(10 year periods): state. . In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept.
1911; "p. 94.
9
1909,1899": state. In Calif. State M. agr. Repts. 1912-1918.
1910-1860(10 year' periods)": state, . In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical,
repts. 1913-1918.
1919,i909(tables headed 1910,1920): state. In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 159; : 1921 , p.-184 (U. S. Census)
Value
1909,1899: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918.
1919, 1909 (table's headed 1910,1920): state. In Calif. State bd. agr,
tatistical repts. 1920, 'p. 169; 1921, p. 184 (U. S. Census)S
SUGAR CAHE SYRUP
Production ... ' .
1861: Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen, Rept. 1862, p. 144
-(Assessor's rept.)
.
.
'
MOLASSES
Freight rates
.
'
•
r 1892:' comparative statement of rates from Presnp to point s in the
.: Southern Pacific Co s lines in Calif, and points in Kans. on
the Missouri Pacific Co.' s lines, like distances from Wichita.
In Calif . 3d. R. R... commissioners. Annual rept. 189l/92, p. 73-82,
(Letter of -submittal dated May 16, .1892)
1892: comparative statement of rates from Sacramento to points on
the Southern Pacific Co. 1 s lines in Calif, and points in Minn,
on the 1'orthern Pacific. R.R. Co.-'s lines, distances from St.
Paul.' -In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual rept. 189l/92,
p. 84-90 (Letter of submittal dated June 6'):.
Import s
'
'• 1865-186 7:(annual
;
total) : state. In 0al;Lf.. state, agr. soc. Trans.
1864 and 65, p. 372 : (Mercantile Gazette and Prices Current)
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MOLASSES - Continued
Imports - Continued
1917 (year ended June 30): Fort of L,os Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles, 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual reuts.
1915-18, p. 43.
1920(year ended June 30): imports from Hawaiian Islands to San Fran-
cisco compared with Seattle imports. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept . 1 918/20, p. 133. (Imports from Hawaiian
Islands to San Francisco on table following p. 134)
1922,1921 (years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept, 1920/22, tables 2 and 4 following p. 78.
1925, 1923 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): imports to Port of San Fran-
cisco from various foreign countries. In Calif. "Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 94, 96.
Price
1883(?): San Francisco; Mass.; Great Britain (aver, retail prices com-
pared) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84,
p. 135.
1883( ? ) : San Francisco; New York; Chicago prices compared with several
countries; with principal cities of Europe (retail ^rice) In
Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 266-257.
Production
1869: San Francisco city and county (refined) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Statistical rept. 1869, p.49; in Rept. 1869/71, p. 55 (County
assessor
)
1870: San Francisco city and county (molasses refined) In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p. 112-113 (County assessor)
1872: San Francisco city and county (molasses refined) In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1871/73, p. 113 (Assessor's rept.)
1919: Calif, compared with leading states; with U. S. In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 158.
Shipment s
1923: internal shipments to Port of San Francisco, In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 66.
1925: intercoastal to Port of San Francisco by cities of origin. In
Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 88,
Value
1919: Calif, compared with leading states; with U.S. In Calif. State
bd. agr. Statistical rept. 1921, p. 158.
Value of Lmorts
1863-65 (total; average annual): state (total cost of molasses) In
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 65, p. 372 (Mercantile
Gazette and Prices Current)
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MOLASSES - Continued
Value of Lvnorts - Continued
1917(year ended June 30): -Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic co<n-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. barbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p-,43.
Value of Shipments
1923: internal shipments to Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd.
state harbor commissioners. Bien, rept. 1922/24, p. 66.
*
' MAPLE MOLASSES
Production
1860(year ended June 1.): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911,
p. 34 (U. S.- Census)
SOR (STUM MOLASSES
Production
1860(vear ended June l): state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911,
p. 34 (U. S. Census)
MOLASSES PEED
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1918(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 104.
TOBACCO
Acreage
1856: Santa Cruz, Sutter counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1356, following p. 30- (State total p. 31) (County assessors)
1857: Alameda, Los Angeles, San Mateo and Trinity counties. In
Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept, 1857, table 1, following p. 22.
(Assessors' repts.) (State total p. 23)
1858: San Diego, 'San Joaquin, San Mateo counties. In Calif, Surveyor
gen, Rept. 1858, following p. 32 (Qomp. from repts. of county
assessors)
1859: 4 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1859, table 1,
following p, 30 (Assessors' repts.)
1860: Contra Costa ; and Yolo counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept.
1850, table 1, following p. 30 (Assessors' repts.)
1861: 4 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1861, table 1,
following p. 16 (Assessors' repts.)
1862(table headed 1861): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1852, p. 50-61 (Yolo, Co. figure also p. 143) (Assessors ' repts.
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TOBACCO - Continued
Acreage - Continued
1863: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1863, p. 82-83;
in- Calif, state agr. soc, trans. 1853, p. 236-237 (Conro. from repts.
of count"- assessors)
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1364, p. 36-37 (Assessors
repts.)
1865: 7 counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept . 1865, p. 124-125
(Assessors' repts.)
1866: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865/67, p.
76-77; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1856 and 1867, p. 554-555.
• (County asses-sors)
1867: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p.
133-139; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1367/69, p. 22-23.
(County assessors)
1868:: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1869, p.
360-351; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1867/69, p. 58-59.
(County assessors)
1869(table headed 1859-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1870, p. 178-179 (County assessors)
1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept.
1869, p. 12-13; also in Rept. 1869/71," p. 18-19 (County assessors)
1870: 4 counties and total. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
1859/71, -,.72-73 (County assessors)
1870(table headed 1870-71): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1871, p. 388-389 (County assessors)
1871 (tables headed 1872): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1873, p. 206-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept,
1871/73, ".32-33 (County assessors)
1872 (tables headed 1873): state, and county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans* 1873, p. 232-233; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept.
187l/73, p. 60-61 (County assessors)
1875: state and county. . In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p.
212-213; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 32-33.
(County assessors)
1874: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
124-5; in Calif* Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 56-57.
( County assessors)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p.
100-101; in Calif . -Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 28-29.
* (County assessors) . •
1876: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1875, p.
122-123; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1375/77, p. 50-51.
( County assessors)
1877: state end county. In Calif . .state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
348-349 (County assessors)
1878: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
234-235; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 16-17.
(County assessors)
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TOBACCO " - Continued
Acreage - Continued
1879: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
255-357; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.-rept. 1877/79, p. 38-39.
(County assessors)
1879: state and 4 counties. In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
1880, p. 119.
1880 (table headed 1879-80): counties.' In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1879/80, p. 64-65 (County assessors)
, 1881 (table headed 1830-81): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1880/82/0.63 (County assessors)
1882 (table headed 1881-82): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
3ien. rept. 1880/82, p. 78 (County assessors)
1882: -state and Los Angeles, San Benito and San Luis Obispo counties.
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Kept. 1883 and 1884, "p. 111.
1905: Sonoma county.' In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 242.
1906 (table headed 1905-06): Sonoma county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1906, p. 199.
. 1907 (tables- headed 1906-07): Sonoma, Yuba counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 189, 214.
.1909: state (acres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Re-ots. 1911-
1918 (U. S. Census)
1919,1909(tahles headed 1920,1910): state (acres harvested) In Calif.
State bd, agr. Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p. 181 (U. S.
Census)
Consumed (Used by Cigar and • Cigarette Manufactories)
.. 1 889-1 384 ( annual ) ! state '(lbs. of tobacco, used in cigar manufacture;
increase and decrease by years) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics.
. 4th Bien. rept. 1889-1890, p. 78.
. 1889/90: San Francisco city and counts. In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1889 and 1890, p. 88.
.1891/92: -San Francisco city and county. In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation. Rept. 1891 and 1892, p. 97.
1893/94: San Francisco city and county. . In Calif. State bd. equaliz-
ation.. Rept. -1893 and 1894, p. 111.
Freight Rates
1888: comparative statement of old and new rates of the San Francisco
• and Uorth Pacific R. R. between Healdsburg and San Francisco. In
Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. 10th Annual rept. 1889, p. 62.
Impo rt s •
1915 (year ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles
'
(domestic commerce -
inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, -0.55.
1918, 1917 (years ended "June 30): Port of Los 'Angeles (inbound domestic
•commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rents.
1916-13,
-.45,106.
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TOBACCO - Continued
Imports - Continued
I920(year ended June 30): imports' to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif . Ed, . state harbor com-
• missioners. Bien. rept. 1918/20, table . following p. 134.
1920 , 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
• 1918-20, p.48,81.
1922, 1921 (-/ears ended June 30): imports, Port of San Francisco from
.
' various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor .commission-
ers. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 2 and 4,..following p. 78.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco (tobacco and tobacco products)
• In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.: Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
Production
..
.
1656: .San. Diego county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1856, follow-
ing p. 30. ' State total p. 34 (County assessors)
1857: Los Angeles county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1857, table
• 1, following p. 22, 23 (Assessor's rept.)
1858: San Diego and San Mateo counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1858, following p. 32 (County assessors)
1859: Los Angeles' county. In Calif. Survej^or gen. Rept. 1859, table
1 following p. 30 (Assessor's rept.)
1860, 1850(years ended June l): state. . In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept.
• 1911, p. 34 (U. S. Census)
i862(table headed 1861): state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1862, p. 60-61 (Yolo Co. figure also p* 144) (Assessors ' repts.)
1853: state and county 1 In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1863, p. 82-83;
in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans-. 1863, p. $36-237 (County assessors)
1864: counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. ,1864, p. 36-37.
(Assessors 1 repts.)
1865: Contra Costa, Monterey and San Bernardino counties. In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865, p. 124-125 (Assessors' repts.)
1866:" state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Rept. 1865 /67, p. 76-
77; in. Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1866 and 1867, p. 554-555.
(Cduntv assessors)
1867: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1857/69,
p. 22-23; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1868, p. 138-139 (County
assessors)
1858: 'state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien.. rept. 1867/69,
p. 58-59; in Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1859, p. 360-361 (County
assessors)
1869: state and county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Statistical rept'.
1869, p.12-1 3; also in Rept. 1869/71, p. 18-19. (County assessors)
1869"( table headed 1869-70): state and county. In Calif, state agr.
• soc. Trans. 1870, p. 178-179 (County assessors)
1870(table headed 1871): state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1871, ' p. 388-389 (County assessors)
TOBACCO - Continued
Production - Continued - -
1870: state and county.. In Calif - -Surveyor gen. Rept. 1869/71, p.
72-73;. in Calif., state agr. soc. Trans. 1871-, p. 372-373. (County
assessors)
1871 (table headed 1872): state. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans.
1872, p. "85 (County assessors)
1871 (tables headed 1872): state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 206-207; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 137l/73,
p. 32?- 33. (County assessors)
1:87-2(-tables headed 1873): state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
Trans. 1873, p. 232-233; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Men. rept. 1871/73,
p. 30-51 (County assessors)
1873: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1874, p. 212-
13; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 32-33 (County
assessors)
1874: state, and county. In Calif, state agr, soc. Trans. 1875, p. 124-5
in Calif. Surveyor gen. -Bien. rept. 1873/75, p. 56-57 (County
asse ssor s
)
1875: state and county. In Calif, state-agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 100-
101; in Calif . .Surveyor; gen. Bien. rept* 1875/777, p. 28-29 (County
assessors) • :
•1876: state and county. ' In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1876, p. 122-
123; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1875/77, p. 50-51 (County
assessors) '.
1877: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1878, p.
348-9 (County assessors)
.
1878: state and county. .. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
234-235; in Calif. .Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 16-17.
(County assessors)
,1879: state and county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1879, p.
256-7; in Calif. Surveyor gen. Bien. rept. 1877/79, p. 33-39.
(County assessors)
1879: state and 5 counties. .In Calif . • State bd. equalization. Rept.
1880, p. 119.
1830 (table headed 1879-80): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Rept. 1879/80, p. 64-65 (County assessors)
188l(table headed 1880-81): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien.. rept.. 1880/82, p. 63 (County assessors)
18 82 (table headed 1881-82): counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Bien. rept. 1880/82, p. 78 (County assessors)
18.82: state and Los Angeles, San Benito, Sanguis Obispo counties.
In Calif. State bd. equalization. -Rept. 1883 and 1884, p. Ill,
1.883: San Benito county (reported by assessor) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept, 1883 and 1884, p. 68.
;
.
1907 (table headed 1906-07).: Amador county'/ In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1907, p. 58. " '
1908( tables headed 1907-08): Amador, Tulare counties. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 48, 209.
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TOBACCO - Continued
Production - Continued .
1909: state. In' Calif . State "bd. agr. Repts* 1911-1918 (U. S. Census)
I909(tahle headed 1903-09): Amador county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1909, p. 43.
1919,190S(tables headed 1910,1920): state. -In Calif. State hd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p. 167; 1921, p . 181 (U. S. Census)
Shipments
1883-1879 (annual ) : through freight Eastward. In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1884, p. 38. •
1888: Southern Pacific R. R. Co., freight traffic movement (per cent
of total also given) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1839 [appendix] p. 38.
1890: freight traffic movement over Southern Pacific Co. (Pacific
system), Altantic and Pacific R. R. Co., ai>d Nevada- Cal ifornia-
Oregon Ry.. In Calif. Bd. R. R. co ;missiont. rs. : Annual rept. 1891,
p. 110,166,210.
1891: freight traffic movement over Southern Pacific Co. (Pacific
system), Atlantic and .Pacific R. R. Co., and Nevada- California-
Oregon Railway. In .Calif.. -Bd. R. R. commissioners.-^Annual u^/pi...,^,
1892, p. 182, 234, 272.
1892: Nevada- Calif. -Oregon R. R.
,
freight traffic movement (also
expressed as per, cent) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept.
1893-94, [appendix], p. 123.
1892(year ended Dec. 3l), 1893(6 mos." ended June 30): Atlantic and
Pacific R. R. Co., freight traffic movement (per cent of total
also given) In Calif. Bd. R. . R. commissioners. Rept. 1393-94,
[appendix], p. 108-109.
1893(for 18 mos. ended June 30, 1893): South /Pacific R. R. Co.,' freight
traffic movement (expressed as per cent -also) In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. Rept. 1893-94 [appendix], "0.14.
1894(yej.r ended June 30): Southern Pacific R. R. Co., Redondo R. R.
Co. - freight traffic movement. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners.
Rept. 1893-94, [appendix], p. 219, 323.
1895(year ended June 30): Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (freight traffic
movement; per cent of total also given) In Calif. Bd. R. R. com-
missioners. Rept. 1895-96, p. 349.
-
1896(year ended June 30): Southern Pacific R. R. Co., Atlantic and
Pacific R. R. Co.- (freight traffic movement; per cent of total
also given) In Calif. 3d. R-« R. commissioners. Rept. 1895-96, p a
103,173. • •
1900(yesj? ended June.30): 3 Calif, railroads - freight traffic move-
ment (per cent of total also given) In Calif. 3d. R. R. commission-
er s.' Rept . 1 900, p. 80, 137, 198. - ..
1909(year ended June 30): various Calif, railroads, total movement of
freight. In Calif . Bd. R. R. commissioners.' Rept. 1909/10, O.190-
200. .
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TOBACCO - Continued
Shipment
s
- Continued
1910(year ended June 30): 4 Calif, railroads, total-movement of
freight. In Cal.if. Bd.i.-H. R. commissioners. Rept . 1909/10, p.
259,270,272,279. ' ' •
1911 (year ended June 30): moved over given California railroads;
total shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission, Rept. Jan. 1911-
June 30. 1912, p. 316-327. '• . - . i ' • *
1912(]rear ended June 30): moved over given California railroads;
total shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. 1912/13,
p. 1-100-1113.
.
1913(year ended June 30): moved over given California railroads;
total shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. 1913/14,
P. O/4-OOO.
1914(year ended June 30): moved over given California railroads;
total shipments.. In Calif. Railroad commission. Rept. 1914/15',
p. 452-451~. . . ' •
"
1915(year ended June 30): freight carried "by -7 railroads operating'
in Calif.; total. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commissioners. Rept;
1915/16, v.2, p. 131-14.
1916 (year ended June 30): moved over -given Calif, railroads; total
shipments. In Calif. Railroad commission. 'Rept. 1916/17, v.2,
0 . liD<J—13 c
.
1918 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles -(out"bound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d.- harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1916-18, p. 112.
1920 (year ended June 30): exports (tobacco and manufactures) Port
of Can Francisco to various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d.
state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1918-/20, table following
p. 134.
1920 (Jan • -June): Port of Los Angeles to Canada (unmanufactured leaf
tobacco) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20; p. 102.
1920, 1919(years ended June 30):. Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
Commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 52, 85.
1920/2l(0ct. to June 30) , 192l/22(July 1 to June 30): to San Prancisco
from cities of origin.
,
In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept, 1920/22, table 5, following p. 78-. •
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30) :. export s, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries (tobacco and manufactures) In Calif.'
3d. state harbor commissioners. 3ien. rept. 1920/22; tables 1
and 3, following p. 78.
1923: exports, Port of San Francisco (tobacco and cigarettes) In
Calif..3d. state harbor
.
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 51.
1923: shipments - coastwise to Fort of San Francisco; from Port of
San Francisco; internal from Port of San Francisco (coastwise
shipments include cigars) In .Calif . 3d. state harbor commissioners
3ien. rept. 1922/24, p.62,63,65.
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TOBACCO - Continued
y. I •
Shipments - Continued
1925, 1926(Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal - to Port of
San Francisco "by cities of origin; from Fort of San Francisco
by cities of destination (includes cigars) In Calif. "Bd. state
harbor commissioners, Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 88, 89 ,90, 92.
1 925, ;1925 (Jan.. 1 to June 30 for- 1926): exports, Port of San Fran-
cisco to various foreign countries (includes cigar.s) In Calif.
,-3d.. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p ..98, 100.
Value
-
•
.>,-'• h • -'Z " .* « •"• "
1880: state and 4 counti.es (reported, "by assessors) .In. Calif. State
bd. equalization.- Her) t. 1880,; p.^02- 103^
1882: Alameda county (reported by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
equalization. Rept. 1881 and 1882, p. 90.
_
1883.: state and Alameda, San -Benito and San Francisco counties (re-
; ported by assessors,, includes -average val"»*>.: - for San Benito county)
In Calif. State bd. equalization." Kept. It/: 3 and 1884, p. 68.
1884: state and Alameda, San Benito, San Francisco counties (reported
by..assessors) In Calif . State bd* equalization. Rept. 1883 and
1884, p. 96. '
_
*
.
'
. : 1
...1886: Alameda county (reported .by assessors) In Calif. State bd.
.
...
equalization. Rept. 1885. and ^1886,
_ :
p.-74." •
..
r
1887: Alameda., Los Angeles, San Francisco counties (reported by
... .assessors) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. ...1,887 and:
""'
1888, p. 72. " '.
!
..
::/-r--'<-' Jr^C Z : " Vv-V^ - '• Z
1888: state and 4 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1887 and 1838, p. 91. . ... • -
.
1889-! state and Alameda, San Francisco and Santa- Clara counties (re-
ported by assessors) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept.
* 1889 and 1890, p. 53. ' . •
1890: state and Alameda and San Francisco counties (reported by
assessors) In Calif. State bd. ' equalization. Rept . 1889 and 1890,
P. 72. •'
"
1891: state and 4 counties (reported by assessors). In Calif. State
bd. equalization, Rept. 1891 and 1892, p.53. .
.
„
1892: sti-.te and 4 counties (reported 'by assessors) In Calif. State
..bd. equalisation. Rept. 1891 and 1892,, p. 81.
1893: state and Alameda, San Francisco and Sierra counties (report-
ed "by assessors) In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1893
" '' and' 1894, p.S4. '•" . ;/
:
~
_
1894: state and 4 counties (reported $y assessors') In Calif. State
' bd. equalization. Rept. 1393 and 1894, p.94. ' '
1895: state and 4 counties (reported by assessors) In Calif. State
bd. equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, ..p. 34. ..
1896: state and San Francisco and Sierra' count io s (reported by assessors)
In Calif. State bd. equalization. Rept. 1895 and 1896, p. 77.
1907 (table headed 1906-07): Amador county . In Calif, state agr. soc.
Rept. 1907, p. 58. '
:
;
*' "
;
'
;
*' ' ""
:
'
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TOBACCO - Continued
Value - Continued
19CS( tables headed 1907-08): .Amador, Tulare counties. In Calif.
state agr. soc. Kept. 1908, u. 14-g,209.
1909( table headed 1908-09): Amador county. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1909, u.h3.
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1911-1918 (U.S. Census)
1919,1909( tables headed 1910,1920)? state".' In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical repts. 1920, p.l67; 1921, p. 131 (U. S. Census)
Value of Imports
1915(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (Approx. value of in-
bound domestic commerce. In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor corxiis si on-
ers. Annual rept. 191U/15, p. 55.
191S, ljl 7( years ended. June 30): Port of Los Angeles (est. value of
inbound domestic commerce*). In Los Angeles, Bd. harbor cor.r.is si on-
ers, Annual repts. 1 91 6-18, p. ^5»106.
1920,1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor comassi oners • Annual repts.
1918-20, p.Ug,gl.
1923 J imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor
commissi oners. 3ien. rept. 1922/2^, p. 60.
Value of Shipments
191S(year ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (est. value of outbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1916-13, p. 112.
1919 ( Jan.-June) : Port of Los Angeles to Canada (manufactured leaf
tobacco) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1912-20, p. 102.
1920, 1919( years ended June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic-
commerce) In Lcs Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1912-20, p. 52, 85.
1923: shipments - coastwise to Port of San Francisco; from Port of
San Francisco; internal from Port of San Francisco, (coastwise
shipments include cigars) In Calif. Bd. state harbor commission-
ers. 3ien. rept. 1922/2^4, p. 62, 63, 65.
1923: exports, Port of San Francisco (tobacco and cigarettes) In
Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p.6l
FLOWERS-, PLANTS, AND NURSERY PRODUCTS
Acreage
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918.
Value
1909: state. In Calif, State bd. agr. Repts. 1912-1918.
1909( table headed 1908-09) : Alameda county (nursery stock, flowers,
plants, etc.) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1909, P»37-
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ELOWERS, PLANTS AND .NURSERY PRODUCTS..- Continued
Value - Continued
• 1910( table headed 1909~1G Y : ' Alameda county (nursery stock, flowers,
plants, etc.) In. Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1910, J p. 6U.
.
NURSERIES
Acreage in Nurseries '
,
;
r \ . /
1055 J Alameda county (nursery: hedges (given in"miles) "In Calif.
Surveyor gen. Annual rept. XS55, p. 2o2, (County assessor's report)
1910 : Stanislaus county. In Calif.- State bd. equalization. Rept.
1909-1910, p. 39.
1919., 1909,-v state (seeds and nursery - land occupied in state by
Japanese) In Calif. St ate' b d. ' control Call 1. and "the Oriental,
rev. ed.
,
I922,p.45 (ccmpilect oy State Bu
:
r
;
. labor statistics and
... Japanese agr.' assoc. of Calif.) . - - ' ' •
Glass U.s'ed in Nurseries
.. / ' ' ' '
"
~,
'"'
1900: 'state and county (number of square "feet) "'•• In ' Calif
.
: State bd.
( . ;
agr. Rept. p.lSl.
;
Value'.
,
.
'
'
'
'
: \ "
1919 » 1909 state C seeds and nursery-land Occupied in state by Japanese)
In Calif. State bd. control, Calif, and the Oriental , 'rev. ed.
,
1922, pJ+9 (compiled by State Bur. labor statistics and Japanese
.
..
.
,
agr. assoc. of Calif.) }': :
:.
u
:
:
;
'
'-''
""
-/.V(
'
-
'•'<'-
NURSERY PRODUCTS ' "
;.
Acreage
. .
'
'
' / ' ' " -; - :
:
:
'
'••
*
-
f
-
1900: state and' county (one fourth acre) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Rept. 1911, p.isi. ;
'
1909 ( ? ) : farms visited in farm labor investigation (total acreage
on all farms; on white farms employing white and Japanese labor;
on Japanese farms; number cf farms also given) In. , Calif , Bur. •'
'
.labor statistics.
' l^th Men. rept. 1909-1910, pf 267. . '. \
1909(?): state (acreage on farms employing labor classified by race
and sex) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. lUth Bien. rept.. 1909-
1910, a. 270.
v
.
.' ;
'
'
:
;
'
190§:. .state
..
.( compared, with" N, Y. and Texas) ' In Crlif. State bd. agr.
'Statistical rept s/ '.1915-1913 (U.S. Census) ' ' •
.19.09- .1^99! state. '..In Calif.; State bd.. " agr.
.
'
;
Rept's.
' 1 912-1 91
3
'n" *'>Br •'" ' * • »v •"• *' "• *-•' '".< * ; .v..' . v. -. .v i • 'i'i~K -* •- -
Value
1
^ 4 '
1909: state (compared with N.Y. and Texas) In Calif. State bd. agr.
.
..-.Statistical rents.. 1915-1.9121 (U.S. Census) v . . ,
r
;
-
'
-
1909 ( tables headed 1908-09)': "Orange, " Tehama .co.un'tics. "In ;Qali'f . state
.
.
'agr., soc.. R©pt. 190-9,' u.121 ,1ST. ; '• ' ; . \ J ; /'; : '
HURSSRY PRODUCTS - Continued
Value - Continued
t
....
1909( 0 farms, visited "in- a fair, labor investigation (value of crop
on. all fr.tr.is; : on whi te -'farms enpl eying white and Japanese later;
on Japanese fams) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. lUth Bien.
rept. 1909-1910, p. 267.. ,
1903,1299 : state (1909 figure is given for fams reporting a pro-
duct of $250. cr over; all other fams), In Calif. State "b.d.
agr.; Rcpts. 1912-1918. ••
. ;
• iCRSERY
- STOCK - ' '
,
,
Acreage • v. '' a am: Vm'*m- '• :'= •r8:Z
'
:
'
*'
•
,
:
'.'
'
1S5^: Alameda count7 (nurseri«es, trees, 1 etc.) In Calif. Surveyor
gen. Animal ,rept. IS §4
, p • 62 (C oun t :~ assessors)
1925,192^,1923 (data collected in' crop and' soil survey during three
growing seasons): G-ilroy region - part of Santa Clara Valley
(pure plantings) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Hilgardi a, "' v.. 1 r. • n 0
.
.
• IS,. May,: 1926, p,Uo2, •'classified 'by soil types in pi. II in
folder.
.
' "
;:
5
:J
---'
"
•'
'"
19 2c-l 322 ( annual ; years ended June 30): state (acreage of nursery
stock of registered nurserymen-number registered .nursery;.:en -
given) I:i Calif.:- Depti agr. J Ken thi y' fcul. v.15, July-Dec. 1926
,
„.;.. pi
. 135^ l: V
f
/ .... V • T 7 >. I
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value )
191S(year ended June 30):?crt of Los Angeles (inbound domestic cani-
nerc o ) In Los Angel es . 3d. . harb cr-c errii ssicners. Annual rep t s
•
1916-is, p.10^.
192^-(year ended June 3°) * Port of Los Angeles (nursery and green
'
,-.
house stock from named foreign countries- value only given)
In Los Angaries. Bd. harbor cor.ru ssicners. Annual rept. 1923/2^,
folded; chart
, back cover.
Number - r - :'r.:". .< X a-:- •; <:xlh ''i-"> >''• • •
!
..
••
_ |
1893: San Diego county (Di strict• no. l) : (trees 'ready to'ulant)
In
-Calif.;. .State- bd. hort. Bien. rept. 1393- 9*+
,
p. 373 ( County .
horticultural commissioner) " : - *'
189^: San Diego county (Districts 1 and 2) In Calif. 'State fruit
growers 1 convention. Prcc.-, ISth, -p. 1&9.
l?9o(?) : Santa Clara county (nuri'ber of- deciduous trees: .roct-
ed graioevines and" ornamentals sent Into the county during
planting season) In Calif. State bd« hort. Bien. rept. 1395-
1296, p.157
.
.
.
.. .
Value {; :.:.-. '} .om. • • fx , ! - :J _ .1
I92.O Fresno county (estimate) - In Cali''f* State bd. a^r. St"at is-..
tical rept. 1920, p. 250 (Fresno- county Chamber of comerce)'
1921
:
Fresno county (estimate) In Calif. State bd. agr. Statis-
tical rept. 1921, p. 303 (Fresno county chamber of commerce)
- 399 -
NURSERY STOCK - Continued
Value' of Shipments ." "'
1920( Jan.-June) : Port of Los Angeles to Canada,.Chile, Guatemala
and 1.1 oxi c o • In Los Ang el es . B d. h'arb or con i s si one r s . Annual
repts. 1918-20, p.102,103, 117,131.
HtAjgS AND SHRUBS
Freight Rates
1S88( cenparod with- eld rate) : ( comparative statement of old and new
• rates on plants" of the San Francisco and North Pacific E.R.
"between Healdsburg and San Francisco) In Calif. Bd. R.R. com-
missioners. "10th Rept. 1889, p. 62.
Number Raised in Nurseries
190b(yoar ended Oct. 31) I San Joaguin county ( ornamental plant? and
shrubs; roses; includes importations . frcr. ether counties) In
Calif. State comm. 'hort. ' Bien. rept. 1905-1906, p. 302
Shipments (Quantity and Value)
-1917
5
, 19l6: shipped from the Port of Eureka (live -plants) In Calif,
Bd. harbor commissioners for the port of Eureka, Official re-
portsvv> 1917,1916 (Each report gives data for one year only)
FLOWERS AND PLANTS
Acreage
,
.
1900 : state and county (one fourth acre) In Cali-f. State bd. agr.
Rept. 1911, p. 181.
1905: Los Angeles, Mendocino, Sacranento, Santa Barbara counties.
In Calif, state agr. soc, Rept. 1905, P. 132, 1^6,181, 210.
1906 (table headed 1905-Ob) : 8 counties. In Calif, state a£r.. soc.
Rept. 1906", p. 105, 112, 136,151, l6l } l69, 172, 175.
1907(table headed 1906-07) : counties. In Calif, state ogr. soc.
Rept. 1907 (See Contents under names of counties)
1907 (table headed 1906-07) : Santa Craz county ( flowers, piants and
bulbs) In Calif, state agr.. soc. Rept. 1907, p.l71«
190S (table headed 1907-08): Santa Cruz county (flowers, plants and
bulbs) In Calif, state agr. soc 0 Rept. 1908, p.lJ3«
1908(table headed 1907-08) : counties. In Calif, state agr; sec. Rept.
1903 (See Contents under names of counties)
I90S (table headed 1908-09) : counties. In Calif, state agr. sec. Rept.
1909 (See Contents under names of counties)
1909,1S99: state. In Calif. State 'bd! agr. Repts. .1912-1918.
Acreage - Japanese ' '
1918(?): state (ornamental flowers and plants of Japanese famors)
In Calif. State bd.. control. Calif, and the Oriental, rev.ed.
,
1922, p. 223. ;
FLOWERS AND PLANTS - Continued
Numb er
1^53; number of roses in variety, pot -plants, evergreens, acacias,
arbor-vitae, in the Maintain View Nursery. In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. p. 253.
Value
1905: San Bernardino county (.flowering plants) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Rept. 1905, p. 191.
19^5? Los Angeles, Mendocino, Sa.cranont 0, Santa Barbara counties.
In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept. 1905, p. 132, 1^6 ,131 , 210.
1906(table headed 1905-06) : 6 counties. In Calif, stnte agr. soc.
Rept. 190b, p.105,112, 161,169, 172,175.
1907 ( table headed 1906-O7) i counties. In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept.
1907 (See' Contents under names of counties)
1907 ( t ab 1 e hcaded 1 906~0 7 ) : S,ant a Cruz c oun ty ( f1 owe r s , pi ant s and
bulbs) In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept, 1907,p.l7l.
190S( table headed 1907-03): Santa Cruz county- ( fl owe rs, plants and
bulbs) In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 190S,p.l73.
190B( table headed 1907-03): counties. In Calif, state agr. sec.
Rept. 1908 (See Contents under nanes of counties)
1909( table headed 190S-09): counties. In Calif, state agr. sec-
Rept. 1$09 (Sec Contents under nanes of counties) ' •
1909,lo99i state (1909 figure is given for farms reporting a product
of $250. or 'over; all other farms) In Calif. State bd. agr. Roots.
• 1912-1918.
Value - Japanese
19l3(?): state (Ornamental flowers and plants raised by Japanese
farmers) In Calif. State bd. control, Calif, and the Oriental, rev.
e
1922,p,223.
Value of Shipments
1905: Sacramento county. In Calif', state agr. sec. Rept. 1905, p. 132.
FLOWERS
Value
. .
190S(table headed 1907-03): Santiago county ( cut, flowers) In Calif."
state agr. sec. Rept. 190S,p.l5^. *
BULBS
Imports
1902(table headed 1907-03) : Santa. Cruz county (imported frer: Holland.
'
for a local bulb co. *~ approximate' freight and duty charges are
given also) In Calif, state agr. sec. Rept. 1903, P. 173*
Value of Imports
1925( year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (from named foreign
countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. liarbt r 'commissi oners. Annual
rept. 1923/ 2k, folded chart, back cover.
- Uoi -
Suhilov:shs
Acreage ,
1903: Stanislaus county (acres sowed) In Calif. State bd. equalization
Hcpt. 1907-190S, p. 23.
,
•
" / '". -
1909( tabic headed 190S-09)': Stanislaus county. In Calif, state agr.
sec. Rept. ,1909, p.179-
.
SWEET PEAS
.
Production and Value -
.
190o( tabic headed 1907-08): Santa Barbara county. In Calif, state
agr. sec. Kept. 1903, p.lG^.
1909( table headed .1903-09) : Santa Barbara county. In Calif, stnto
a--r. sec. Kept. I509, p. 152.
SEED BEDS
Nnnber
1396: San Diego county (table headed "This .table does not include the
piant of 1396") In Calif. State bd. hcrt. Bien. rept. 1395-1396,
:>151 (County con. is si oners) "h •: .
1
'
^ SEED BED STOCK ,
Nur.iber :
139^: San Die£;o county (districts 1 and 2). In Calif. State fruit grow-
• o-£s'''* convention. Proc. 13th, p.l$9«
SEEDLINGS
Acreage
"
' 19lS:Los Angeles county (fruit trees) In Calif. State bd. agr.
Statistical rept. 1913, p. 359 (Los Anjoles Chamber of Oonr.:erce)
1925, 192^, 1923(Hyrobalan seedings - data collected in croio and soil
survey during three growing seasons) Gdlroy region - part of
Santa. Clara Valley (pure planting) In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Hil-
gardia, v.l, no. IS, May, 1926, p.U&2:. classified by soil types
in pi. IJfH'n folder. . .
Number of Trees
.
1913: Los Angeles county. In Calif. State bd. agr. Statistical rept.
1913, p.359 (i° s Angeles Chanber of Ccnr.ercc)
1 9 20 ( s oas on): PIac 0r county ( n e'.v pi an t i n^s ) In Calif. Dept. cr r
.
Weekly' nuws letter, v. 2. no. 36, Sept. k t 1920, p. 2. •
-
'402 -
Freight Rates
looo (compared with old rate) : co.narr.tivG statement of eld and new
rates cf the San Francisco and North Pacific S.H. Ipetwcen Healds-
"
burg and San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. E.H. coamls si oners. '10th
Rept. .1339, p. 62. . ,
,
Imports ( Quantity and Estimated Value)
_
...
1917 (year ended June 30): Pert of Los Angeles (dormant trees - inhouni
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. aB&» harbor cemmis si oners.
Annual repts. 1916-lS, p. U5.
Number
_
lo55i Maj- .Bi dwell *s ' ranch, Butte county (shade trees - 'yellow lo-
cust China trees; Alanthus) In Calif.: Surveyor gen. Annual' rept.
1355,. p. 2b9 (County assessor)
1355 > Alameda county (ornamental trees 2 years old) In Calif. Sur-
veyor gen. Annual rept. 1355, p«263 (County assessor)
1359: Yolo county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Annual rept. 1359, ?«96
(Assessor's rept.)
.
.
1
Ilumher rpjscd in ITurseries " :
1353: nuohcr cf ornamental trees in the Mountain View- Nursery, 'in
Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1353, p. 253.
190o(year ended Oct. 31) I San Joaquin county ( ornamental and shade, .
gun; palm; includes importations from other counties) In Calif.
State comm. hort. Bien. rept. 1905-190.6, p. 302.
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1919(year ended June 30): Fort of Lcs Angeles (outhound foreign ccm-
merce) In Los Angeles Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1913-20, p. m
Value
,
•
' . •
'-
1907(table headed- -19'Ob-OT) } Alameda, county (nursery trees) In Calif.
st at e agr. soc. Hep t . 1907
,
?•• 53-
.
190o( table headed 1907-03) : . Alameda county (nursery trees) In Calif.
state agr. sec.-' Kept. 1900, P./+3-
COTgOinTOOD TKS5S
Numher
.
19Q9(taDle. headed I9do-09) : Imperial county. In Calif, state agr. soc,
Kept. 1909, p. 79.
EUCALYPTUS TIIIZS
Acreage
1903( table headed 1907-03): Stanislaus cunty. In Calif, state agr,
soc. Kept. 1903, p. 193.
EUCALYTTjS THEES - Continued
Ac rcape - Continued
-'J
1909( table headed ' 1903-09) : San Diego,- Yclc countios. • In Calif.
statei.'agr. -soc. Repti 1509, p. 1^,199. "
1925,192^,192*3 {EnGalyptus planting -'-data collected in crop and soil
survey during three growing seas ens): Giltoy 'region - part of
Santa, Clara Valley (pure planting) In Calif, Agr. exp. sta. Kil-
gardia, v.l, no. 13, Kay, 19 2b, p.^o2, classified by soil types
in pi. II in folder.
I'unb er
190o( table headed 190J-0S) : San Diego county. In Calif, state agr. soc.
±tept. 1960, p.154.
:
. 1909 (tables headed. 19C3-09) : Imperial, Fdvorside, San Diego counties.
In Calif, state agr. soc» Sept. 1909 , • p. 79 ,129 ,1^. \ :
Value •
190o( table headed 1907-03): San Diego county.'" In Calif, state agr.
soc. Pept. 1903, p.151!.
1909( tables- headed 1903-09) : San Diego, Yolo counties. In Calif.
state agr. -soc. Kept. 1909, > 1^,199.
JIT
Shipments
J.o9^(year ended June 30): San Diego, Cuyauaca and Eastern Railway
Co. - freight traffic novenent. In Calif. 3d. R.H. coixiis si on-
ers. P.ept. ,lo93~9^Ifippendixj P«330«
1905: XohcPQ county (shipped out of comity) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Kept. 1905, .
-P. 256.
Number of trees
1353: one orchard (no. young trees in orchard) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1353, p. 233.
WIIIC7S
Acreage and Value
1909: states (acres harvested) In Calif* State bd. agr. La t. 1911,
p. 90 (U.S. Census)
ALO1
Hunber of Plants
s -.1-856: 1 os Angeles county. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1356, follow-
ing p. 30; on p. 32 (County assessors} • •
ALOE- - Continued
ITunber. of Plants - Continued
" lo57: Calaveras ccurLty.
..
In -Calif. .Surveyor con. Kept.. 1357, table 2,
P ... following p. 22 and p.^4. (Assessor* s 'rept.) -. j •,
v
7 lo5.3: 5 !"counties.- In Calif.. Surveyor gen. Kept. ,lo52,. following p. 32
(County assessors): -
/.1S59: ^ count iesv- v In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept." lo~5 9, tabic 2, follow-
ing' p • 30- (A S-ses'.s qr$ * repits . ) - ; . • •
lo60: Santa Clara county. In .Calif. Surveyor .gen. Rept. lo6o, table 3,
following p. 30 (Assessorfs rept.) '/"••-;' ' • • .
lS6l: Sacra".:onto and San Luis Obispo counties, total. . In Calif. Sur-
veyor 'gen. Kept. 106.2, p. ol
.
(Assessors 1 repts.)
.
186l:
:
- Santa Clara and Tehama counties*,, In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept.
loSl, table 3j 'fallowing p. -lb .(Assessors* 1 .repts.)
136U: !Pc33€pa county.. In Calif. Surveyor gen. ''.Kept. lo64, . p.^3.
(Assessor*a rept.) . . \. .
;
1S65: Monterey, Solano counties. In Calif. Surveyor gen. Kept. 1865,
I*>. 130-131 (Assessors 1 repts.) ...
- BAMBOO :
Acreage, Production and Value
1909! state (acres harvested; production; value) In Calif. State "bd.
agr. Kept. 1911, p. 30 (U. S;- Census)
BEAU CA7£B
Imports (Quantity and Estimated. Value )
191? (year ended June, 30) / Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
corru.erce, tens and estimated value) In Los Angeles. Bd. , harb or
cordis si oners. Annual repts. 191 6^18, p.^-0.
1920( Jan.-June) : Port- o-f-Los Angeles from Japan. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts* 1918-20, p. 35
•
.
.
BEAU ELOUK
Imports ( Quantity and Estimated Value )'
1920(jan.-June) :Port of Los .Angeles from Japan. In Los Angeles. Bd.
harbor commi ssi oners • Annual repts. 191S-20, P«95»
.
SEAN USAL
Imports (quantity and Estimated Value) ''' ," , . .
1920 (year ended June - 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1913-20, p. 77
Shipment s (Quantity and Estimated Value )
191S (year ended June JG) : Port of Los Angeles ( outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd.' harbor -echini ssi oners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 107.
.
beam s.c?3r:.i:::-s
Imports (Quan tity and Estimated Value )
ISIS.,191 7( years ended Juno 30) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce - tons and estimated value) I-n Los Angeles. 3d. harbor
cordis si oners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p.Uo,101.
BEAN STHAU '
Production "and Value
1909 (table headed 190S-09) : Orange county (baled) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 121.
C*?.tAt n —* Tji
Cost of Product: on
Estimated cost of growing canaigro. In Calif. State bd. hort. 3ien.
rout. IS93-.9U, p.-r25 (Arizona Ex?. Station at Tucson) " .
CASCARA 3APX
Shipments (Quanti ty and Value )
19l6, 191^-19l3(annual) : ship /od from Port of Eureka. In Calif. 3d.
harbor conr-ixssioners for the Port of Eureka. Official repts....
19l6,l&l&-1913 (Each rcpt. gives data for one year only)
CASSIA
Imports (Quantity and Value)
1917(year ended June ~j0) : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce)' In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissi oners. Annual repts.
.
1916-18, p.^l.
Shipments
19^5, 1926( Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926) : intercoastal from San Fran-
cisco port by cities of destination. In Calif. 3d. state harbor
c.Oiurie si oners. Bien. rept. 192*4/26, p. 90,92.
CEECClt?
Acreage
1905: San Joaquin county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Kept. 1905,p. 205.
1907( table headed 1906-O7) : San Joaquin, county. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Hept. 1907. P» 159*
1909: state (ceres harvested) In Calif. State bd. agr. Ao; ;t. 1311,
p. 90 (U.S. Census)
1927(Jon. 1): ITorth Santa Barbara county (acrcago in the ground)
In Calif. Dept. a^r. Monthly bul. v. lb, Feb. 1927, p. ICC.
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CHICORY - Continued
Imports (j^gntitv and Value )
191 5 (year ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (domestic imports)
In Los Angeles. -Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept .. 1914/15, p»54
Production and Value
1906 (t a,Die headed 1905-06): San Joaquin county. In Calif, state agr.
so c . hep t . 1906, p .1 5 9
.
1907 (table headed 1906-07): San Joaquin county. In Calif, smate agr.
soc. Rept. 1907, p. 159.
1308 (table headed 1907-08): San Joaquin county. In Calif, state agr.
soc.. Rept. 1908, p.l59(Value of manufactured product given on p.
160)
1909: state. In Calif. State bd. agr. Rept. 1911, p. 90 (U. S. Census)
Shipment s
1905 (table headed 1905-05): San Joaquin county (shipped out of county)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1905, p. 159.
CHOCOLATE
Imports (^uaiititm and Estimated Value)
191 5 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 54.
1916 (--car ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p.255.
1918 ,191? (year g ended June 30): Port' of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual ropts.
1915-18, p. 41, 102.
1920 ,191 9 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-20, -.45, 78.
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1883-1879 (annual ) : through freight Eastward. In Calif. Bd. R. R.
commissioners. 5th Annual rept. 1884, p. 38 (Value not given)
1918 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 108.
1920, 191 9 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 49, 83.
COCOA
Imports
1915(vo ar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, m. 54.
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COCCA - Continued
Import
s
- Continued
1916(year ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/15, p.255.
1918(year ended June 30): Port of .Los .Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 102, 112.
1920(year ended June 30): imports to Port of San Prancisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
. Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
1920( Jan. -June ) : Port of Los . Angeles .from Costa Rica. (crude cocoa) and
Bcuador. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 89, 90, . •
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los, Angeles (domestic commerce
inbound) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 45, 78.
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1920/22-, tables 2 and 4, following" p.78.
Shiument s ( Tuan t i
t
y and Est imat ed Value
)
1918 (5rear ended. June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
• mcrce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor, commissioners. Annual re-pts.
1915-18,
-p. 108,
Value of Inroorts
1915 ('-ear ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approx. value of in-
bound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission-
ers. Annual rept . 1 914/15 , p . 54
.
191S(year ended June 30):. Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
• 1915/16, p. 255. . ;
•1918 (year- ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles ( e.st. value of inbound
domestic commerce; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles.. Bd., harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 102, 112.
1920 (Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles from Costa Rica (crude cocoa) and
Ecuador. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 89, 90.
1980,1919(years ended June. 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
Commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 45, 78. .. . •
COCOA AFP CHOCOLATE
Shipments
1925,l925(Jan.l to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal - to San Prancisco,
Port by cities of origin. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 88, 89.
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^ • AM) CHOCOLATE - Continued
Value of
1924 year ended Jvr.e 31
N
: Pert of Los Angeles ,frer. named foreign
countries) In Xos Angeles. "Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rent
1923/34, folded chart , "back cover.
1920(Jan.-June ) : Port of Los Angeles to 11 foreign countries. In
Los .^rneles. 3d. harbor. coEEiissiorer s . Annual rents. 1913-20, n.
100, 101 ,103 , 104, 113, 114- ,119, 121 , 127 , 138 , 141
.
1924 yes.- ended June cQ) : Pert :f Its Angela = [exported to named
foreign oountries! In los Angeles. 3d. hare z r eemr.issier.ers-.
Annual .rent . 1923/24, folded chart, hack oover.
2 2 CGA
1915(year ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles ( inbound domestic com-
merce) In los Anaeies. 3d. karhor o ononis si oners. Annual reno.
1914/15,
-p. 54.
1S16 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic Con-
ner oe) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor conmissioners. Annual rept.
191o
- IS , o.2o5.
1917 (year ended--June 30): Port of. Los Angeles (est. value of inbound
foreign eeemeree; In los Angeles. 3d. harper conmissioner s.
Annual reyes. 1916-15, p. 49.
1918 (year. ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (est. value of inbound
dome otic eermerce) In los Angeles. 3d. harbor conanissioners.
Annual rents. 1916-18, p. 102,
1 92 1 \ J an . -June ] : Port of los Angeles fron lest a Pica and Pouador
.
In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor coinmissicrer s . Annual repts. 1918-20,
p. £3,99.
1920, 19US(jears ended June 30} : Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
conmarce) In Los Angeles. Pd. harbor coisnlssioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, n.45,78..
1923: iorport s, Port of San Praneisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor
consaissioners^ Pien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
1925,1925 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1925): imports, Port of San Prancisco
frooi various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor con-
missloners. 3 ion. -rent. 1924/26, p. 94, 96 (value not given)
— -—
. —
—
-~
Suivreoms V-.n-iT-- end Value ;
1921
,
Jon. -Juno ) : Pert of Ice Amge-Ie s to Honduras (value only) and
[exico. In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor conmissioners. Annual repts.
191S-20,
-.120,131.
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COFFEE
Freight Rates
1892: comparative statement of rates on green, roasted, ground, etc.,
coffee from Fresno to points on the Southern Pacific Co.'s lines
in Calif., and points in Kans. on the Missouri Pacific Co.'s
lines, like distances from Wichita. In Calif. 3d. R. R. commission-
ers. Annual rept
. 1891/92, p.73-82 (Letter of submittal dated May
16, 1892)
v
'
1892: comparative statement of rates on coffee (green, roasted, ground)
from Sacramento to points on the "Southern Pacific Co.'s lines in
Calif, and points in Minn, oh the Northern Pacific R. R. Co.'s lines,
distances from St. Paul. In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Annual
rept. 1891/92, p. 83-90 (Letter of submittal dated June 6)
1894,1893: between given points (comparison of rates in C.L. ; in L.C.L.
for green coffee) In Calif. Bd. R. R. commissioners. Rept. 1893-94,
p. 24.
Imports
1914(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce-inbound-domestic;
foreign; total) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1914/15... abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 129.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (commerce-inbound-dome stic
;
foreign in green, roasted coffee) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1914/l5, p. 54, 57 (No foreign imports of
roasted coffee)
. .
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce in green, coffee roasted) In Los Angeles-. Bd.
harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1915/l6, p. 255, 260. .
:
1917 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce in green coffee) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1916-18, p. 49.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce in green coffee; roasted coffee) • In Los-Angeles. • 3d.
harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p.41,102.
1919( July-Dec. ) : Fort of Los Angeles (inbound foreign commerce- green
coffee only) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 86. • > . .
1920 (Jan. -June) : Port of Los Angeles from Colombia. In Los Angeles.
Bd. harbor commissioners. .Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 89.
.192.0 (year ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commission-
ers. 3ion. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce in green or roasted coffee) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 45, 78.
1922,192l(years ended June 30): imports to Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1920/22, table following p. 78.
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C0FFE5 - Continued
Import
s
- Continued
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd.. state har"bor
commissioners. 3ien. rept. 1922/ 24, p. 60.
1925, 1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): imports, Port of San Francisco
from various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 94, 96.
Price -
1863(monthly ; aver.' for the rear)': wholesale price of Rio Coffee per
• lb., at San Francisco. In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1863, p.
. 259 /(.Compe from Mercantile Gazette & Prices Current)
1864,1 865 (monthly s aver, for year) : Rio Coffee wholesale per lb. In
Calif. State agr. soc. Trans. 1864 and 1865, p. 380-381 (Comp. from
Mercantile Gazette & Prices Current)
• 1883(?): San Francisco; . Mass, ; Great Britain (average retail prices
compared of green; roasted coffee)'. : In Calif. Bur. labor statistics.
1st Bien.. rept. 1883-84, p. 135.
1883(?): San Francisco compared with Germany;. H. Y. ; Chicago (retail
prices) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84,
p. 259.
1883( ? ) : San Francisco compared with Bordeaux; L.aRochelle; N.Y, ;
Chicago (Retail prices) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st
Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 262.
1 883 (.?) : . San Francisco ; Hew York; Chicago prices compared with
several countries; with principal cities of Europe (retail prices)
In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1883-84, p. 266-257.
1883(?): San Francisco; New York; Chicago prices compared with
Brussels. In Calif. Bur. labor' statistics. 1st Bien. rept.
• IBS 3- 84, p. 273.
1 925t-1 92.3 ('annua]), 1913: Los Angeles, San Francisco (aver, retail
price) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 22nd Bien. rept. 1925-1926,
•p. 194, 195 (U. S. Bur. Labor statistics)
Shipment s . *
1916 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound foreign com-
merce in green coffee) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1915/16, p. 261.
191 8 , 1 917 (year s ended June 30): -Tort of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce in roasted coffee) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commission-
ers. Annual rept. 1916-18, p. 45, 108 (Exports of green coffee given
for 1917, p. 46)
1920( Jan. -June ) : roasted coffee from Port of Los Angeles to Japan and
Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 123, 127.
1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce in green and roasted coffee) In Los Angeles. -3d. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 49, 83 (1920 figure is for
roasted coffee only)
1922,192l(years ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commission-
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COFFEE - Continued
Shipme nts - Continued
1923: shipments - coastwise; internal - to Port- of San "Francisco;
from Fort of San Francisco . '. In -Calif . Ed. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 62,63, 65. .-
1925, 1926 (Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal - to Port of San
Francisco k by cities of origin; from Port of San Francisco. In
,
Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. .-rept. 1924/26, p. 88,
89,90,92.
t
*.
Value of Imports
,,
-
:
-
,
•
1915 (year ended June .30): Port of Los Angeles (approx. value of in-
bound domestic commerce in green, roasted coffee; foreign 1 inbound
commerce in green coffee) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission-
ers. Annual rept. '1914/l5, p. 54, 57.
1916(year ended June 30): Tort of Los Angeles (green, roasted
coffee - inbound domestic; foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd.
,
harbor commissioners.1 Annual rept. 1915/l6, p. 255, 260.
191? (year ended • June 30) : Port of Los Angeles (est. value of inbound
foreign commerce in green coffee)- In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 49.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (est. value of
inbound domestic commerce in green, roasted coffee) In Los
Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1916-18, p. 41, 102,
1919( July-Pec. )•: Port of Los Angeles' (inbound foreign commerce in
green coffee) In Los Angeles Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 86.
1920 (Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles from Colombia (green and roasted
coffee) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 89.
-1920, 19l9(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce in green and roasted coffee) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 45, 78.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
1924(year ended June 30 ): Port of Los Angeles (from named foreign
countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1923/24, folded chart, back cover.
Value of Shipments
'1905: Sacramento county (value of coffee prepared or manufactured and
exported to other points) In Calif, sta.te agr. soc. Rept. 1905 t
p. 182.
1916(year ended June 30): Port of Los 'Angeles (outbound foreign com-
merce in green coffee) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept r 1915/16, p.261.
' 1917 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
.
merce in green coffee)- In- Los Angeles. Bd.. harbor commissioners.
' Annual rept s . 1 91 6-1 8 , p . 46
.
'
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COFFi^B - Continued
Value of Shipments - Continued
1913, I9l7(years ended June 20): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce in roasted coffee) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commission-
ers. Annual repts. 1915-18, p. 46, 108.
1920 (Jan. -June) : roasted coffee from Port of Los Angeles to Germany,
Japan and Mexico. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p . 114, 122 , 127
.
1920, 1919 (year s ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce of green and roasted coffee) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 49, 83 (1920 figure is for
roasted coffee only)
1923: shipments - coastwise; internal - to Port of San Francisco;
from Fort of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd, state harbor commission-
ers. Bien. rept . 1922/24, p. 62, 63, 65,
1924(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (exported to named
foreign countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. 1923/24, folded chart,. back cover.
FOODSTUFFS
Expenditure "ocr Capita
1917(7): minimum; maximum expended per person per day for staple
foods. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 163, p. 7, 13; also in
Circ. 137, p. 2 (Figures by Prof. Jaffa)
Es?oenditure per Familyii i 1 i f'
,
1917(7): total minimum;, maximum expended per year for staple foods
for an average family of 5 persons. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta.
Circ. 153, '0.7,13; also in Circ. 137, p. 2 (Fig-ores by Prof. Jaffa)
1917(7): total .minimum; maximum expended per year for food classified
by kinds - protein; fats; starchy foods; fruits and vegetables;
sugar - for an average family of 5 persons.. In Calif. Agr. exp.
sta. Circ; 163, p. 7; also in Circ. 187, p.-2 (Figures by Prof. Jaffa)
Import s
1925, 1926"(Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): imports, Port of San Franciscotrom numerous foreign countries (does not include all foodstuffs)
In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p.
Percent age Changes In Costs of Food
19l9-19l4(a.nnual, as of Dec.): San Francisco and Oakland, Los Angeles,Portlana and Seattle (per cent of increase or decrease in cost ofiood; In Calif. Bur, labor statistics. 19th Bien. rept. 1919-1920,
192
?itn
r ' )
-
om?
t
red with aver
-
cost in 1913; with A^ r
-
1919
;
March
>J.*<su. Los Angeles; San Francisco; other cities of U.S. (per-
centage increase in retail costs) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics.19th Bien. rept. 1919-1920, p. 393.
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FOODSTUFFS - Continued
Percentage Changes in Costs of Food - Continued
1923-1 914 (annual, as of Dec. ) ; 1924(to June).: San Francisco and Oakland;
Los Angeles; Portland; Seattle (per cent of increase or decrease in
cost of food) In Calif. Bur, labor statistics. 21st Bien. rept.
1923-1924, p. 133-134.
1 926-1919 (annual ) : San Francisco and Oakland; Los Angeles (per cent of
increase in cost of living - given "by various items and total) In
Calif. Bur. laoor statistics. 22nd Bien. rept . 1925-1926, p. 194.
(U. S. Bur. labor statistics)
Shipment s
1920(year ended June 30): from Port- of San Francisco to various foreign
(countries (oread and foodstuffs) In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
1920/21 (Oct, to June 30) , 1921 /22(July 1 to June 30): to San Francisco
from cities of origin. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commissioners.
Bien. rept. 1920/22, table 5, following p. 78.
1922, 1921 (years ended June 30): exports, Port of San Francisco to
various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d, state harbor commission-
ers. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 1 and 3, following p. 78.
1925, 1926( Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): exports, Port of San Francisco
to various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 98, 100.
1925,1926(Jan.l to June 30, for 1926): intercoastal to Port of San
Francisco by cities of origin; from Port of San Francisco by
cities of destination. In Calif. Bd. state- harbor commissioners,
.
Bien. .rept. 1924/26, p. 88, 89, 90, 92.
GINGER ROOT
Value of Purport
s
1920 ( Jan.. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles from China (unground) and Hong-
kong. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1913-
20, p. 90, 93. •
H0RSFRJ\PISH
Shipments (Quantity and Value)
1914,1913: shipped from Port of Eureka. In Calif. Bd. harbor com-
missioners for the Port of Eureka. Official repts. ... 1914,1913.
(Each rept. gives data for one year only)
LEGUMINOUS MANURE CROPS
Acreage
1917/18-1915/16 (annual): Southern Calif
.(? Xacreage planted to
leguminous green manure crops - crops classified by -variety)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Rept. 1919/20, p. 35.
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MUSTARD
Acreage
1920: Monterey county (acres sown) In Calif. State M. equalisation.
Rept. 1919-1920, p. 38.
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value) .
1916 (year ended June 30): Fort .of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual ret>t.
1915/15 , :p.261.
Production and Value
1901: Santa Barbara county (English mustard) In Calif, state agr.
soc. Trans. 1901, p. 388 (value not' given)
1907 (table headed 1906-07): Santa Barbara county (dried mustard)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Rept. 1907, p. 164.
1908 (table headed 1907-08): Santa Barbara county. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1908, p. 164.
1909(table -headed 1908-09): Santa Barbara county. In Calif, state
agr. soc. Rept. 1909, p. 152.
1909(tahle headed 1908-09): Yolo county (wild mustard) In Calif.
state agr. soc- Rept. 1909, p. 200.
Receipts
1893: Ventura county (received at Fueneme Wharf Co. 's warehouses)
In Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 323.
Shipments
1883-1881 (annual ) : through freight Eastward. In Calif. Bd. R. R,
.
commissioners. 5th Annual rept. 1884, p. 38.
1893: Ventura county. In. Calif, state agr. soc. Trans. 1893, p. 324.
1905: Santa Barbara county. In Calif, state agr, soc. Rept. 1905,
p. 210.
POULTRY POOD
Imports Quantity and Estimated Value)
1914'; Port of Eureka. In Calif. Bd. harbor commissioners for the
Port of Eureka. Official report ... 1914.
19l4(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic imports) In
Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1914/15 ...
abridged rept. 1913/14, p. 130 (Value not given)
1915(year encled June 30).: Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
inbound) In Los Angelqs. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
rept. 1914/15, p. 55.
1916(yoar ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1915/16, p. 257' (Stock food given also)
1918,1917(years ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce)
. In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor conraissioners. Annual
repts, 1916-18, p. 44,105.
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POULTRY FOOD - Continued
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value ) - Continued
.1920, 191 9 (years ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts*
1918-20, p. 47, 80,
Fri'ce
1925-1910 (annual:):. Petaluma (relative wholesale price of poultry feeds)
In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Bui. 413,' table 18, p. 41 (prices from
Pet aluma Weekly Poultry Journal)
Shipments (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1913: shipped from Port of Eureka (dairy poultry food) In Calif # Bd.
harbor commissioners for the Port of Eureka. Official report ...
1913.
1916(year ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (outbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept«
1915-16, p. 260. ,
1918 ,1917(years ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce. 1918 figure includes bone) In Los Angeles* Bd„ harbor
commissioners. Annual repts. -1916-18, p. 48, 110.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners* Annual repts.
1918~20,^p.51,85.
ROOTS
Production
1864: 7 counties (roots other than beets) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Sept. 1864, p. 38-39 (Assessors' repts.)
1865: 5 counties (roots other than beets) In Calif. Surveyor gen.
Kept. 1865, p. 126-127 (Assessors 1 repts.)
Value of Shipments
1920 (Jan.-June ) : Fort of Los Angeles to Germany' (roots, herbs and .
bark, n.o.s.) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual
repts. 1918-20, p. 114.
SAGE
Price
1886 (monthly,. Nov. 1885-Oct ,1886 inc.): 'San Prancisco county and city
(ruling retail price) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd Bien.
rept, 1885-1886', table following p. 152.
SAGO
Imports (Quantity and Estimated Value)
1920 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-'
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 79.
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SPICES
Imports
. , , .....
19l4(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angels. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept,
1914/15 ... abridged' rept. 1913/14, p. 130.
19l5(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. B&. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1914/15, p. 54.
1918 (year ended June 30): Port' of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In* Los Angeles." 3d. harbor commissioners'. Annual rept s.
1916-18, p. 106.
1920 (year ended June 30 ): imports to Fort of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor com-
missioners. Bien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
»«i 1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p.48,81.
* 1922, 1921 (years ended June 30): imports, Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commission-
ers. 3ien. rept. 192Q/22; tables 2 and 4, following p. 78,
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco, In Calif. Bd.. state harbor
commissioners. 'Bien.' rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
Shipment
s
> .
"
191 8(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1916-18, p. 111. :-
1920( Jan. -June ) : Port of Los Angeles to 8 foreign countries. In
Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20, p.
100,1115115,118,121,132,136,144. '
1 920 (Jan .-June ) : Port of Los Angeles to Bolivia (unground spice)
In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-20,
p. 100.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
•1918-20, p. 52, 85.
Value of Imports
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54.
1918 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
•'. "
-fierce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts,
1916-18, p. 106.
1920, 1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p.48,81.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor
commissioners* Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 50.
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SPICSS - Continued
Value of Imports - Continued
1924(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (from named foreign
countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1923/24, folded chart back cover.
Value of Shipments
1918 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1316-18, p.lll.
1320( Jan.-June) : Port of "Los Angeles to 8 foreign countries. In Los
Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts. 1918-30, p. 100,
111 , 115 , 118 , 121, 132 , 136 , 144.
TAPIOCA
Imports
1315(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1314/15, p. 54.
1315(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual re~ot.
1315/16, p. 257.
1313(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce in tapioca flour) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1313-18, p. 105.
1313 , 1317(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1316-18, p.44,106.
1320, 1319(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1318-20, ;o.48,31.
1922, 1321(years ended June 30): imports, Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. Bd. state harbor commission-
ers. Bien. rept. 1920/22, tables 2 and 4, following p.78.
Shi-oments (Quantity and Estimated Value )
1918 (year. ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1316-18, p.lll.
Value of Ir.roorts
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value
of inbound domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor com-
missioners. Annual rept. 1314/15, p. 54.
1313 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1315/16, p. 257.
"
1318 ,1917 (years ended June 30 ): Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1316-18, p.44,106 (Tapioca flour also for 1318)
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TAPIOCA - Continued
Value of MjDorts - Continued
1920, 19X9 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce,) In Los Angeles, 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept s.
1918-20,' p. 48, 81.
TEA
Imports
1914 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles* (foreign imports) In
Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1914/15...
abridged, rept. 1913/14, p. 130.
19l5(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (domestic commerce -
foreign commerce inbound) In Los. Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept. IS 14-/15, p. 54,57.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners*
Annual rept. 1915/15
,
p. 257, 261.
1918 ,1917 (years ended June 30): Fort of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los
t
Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-18, p. 44, 106*.
1919 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 53.
1920(ycar ended June 30): imports from various foreign countries to
Port of San Francisco. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commissioners.
3ien. rept. 1918/20, table following p. 134.
19.20 (year ended June 30): imports from the Orient to Port of San
Francisco compared with Seattle imports. In Calif. 3d. state
harbor Commissioners." Sien. rept. 1918/20, p. 133.
1920( Jan. -June.); port of Los Angeles' from Ceylon, China and England.
In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissi oners. Annual rept. 1913-20,
p. 39, 90, 91.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce). In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 48, 81.
192.2, 1921 (years ended June 30): imports, Port of San Francisco from
various foreign countries. In Calif. 3d. state harbor commission-
ers. Sien. rept. 1920/22, tables 2 and 4, following p.78.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners. 3ien. rept. 1922/24, p. 50.
Pric:
1883(?): San Francisco
; Mass.; Great Britain (aver, retail prices of
Oolong tea compared) In Calif.' Bur. labor statistics. 1st 3ien.
rept. 1883-84," p. 135.
1333(?): San Francisco compared with Germany; 21. Y. ; Chicago (retail
prices) In Calif. Bur." labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept. 1833-
84, p. 259.
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Ti^A - Continued
Price - Continued
1383(?): San Francisco; Hew York; Chicago (prices compared with
several countries; with principal cities of Europe) In Calif.
Bur. labor statistics. 1st Bien. rept 6 1832-84, p. 256-267.
1935-1925,1913, annual; Los Angeles, San Francisco (aver, retail
prices) In Calif. Bur, labor statistics,, 22nd Bien. rept. 1925-
1S26, p. 194, 195 (U. S. Bur. labor statistics)
Shi'oments
1920,1919(years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 52, 85.
1S23: shipments - coastwise from Port of San Francisco. In Calif*
Bd. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 63.
1925: intercoastal to Port of San Francisco by cities of origin. In
Calif, Bd, state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 88.
1925, 1926( Jan. 1 to June 30 for 1926): intercoastal from Port of San
Francisco by cities of destination. In Calif. Bd, state harbor
commissioners. Bien. rept. 1924/26, p. 91, 93.
Value of Imports
1915 (year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (approximate value of
domestic commerce - foreign commerce inbound) In Los Angeles.
3d. harbor commissioners. Annual rept. 1914/15, p. 54, 57.
1915(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic;
foreign commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept, 1915/16, p. 257, 251.
1918, 1917 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1915-13, p. 44, 106.
1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound foreign com-
merce) In Los Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p. 53.
1920( Jan.-June ) : Port of Los Angelas for Ceylon, China, England, and
Hongkong. In Los Angeles.. Bd.- harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1913-20, p. 89, 90,91, 93.
1920, 1919 (years ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (inbound domestic
commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual repts.
1918-20, p.48,81.
1923: imports, Port of San Francisco. In Calif. Bd. state harbor
commissioners'. Bien. rept. 1922/24, p. 60.
1924(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (from named foreign
countries) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners. Annual rept.
1923/24, folded chart, back cover.
Value of Shi-oments 1
1920, 1919(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (outbound
domestic commerce) In Los Angeles. Bd. harbor commissioners.
Annual repts. 1918-20, p. 52,85.
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riA - Continued
Value of Shiprents - Continued
1923: shipments - coastwise from Fort of San Francisco. In Calif.
B&. state harbor commissioners. Bien. rept. 1322/24, p. 63.
1924(year ended June 30): Port of Los Angeles (exported to named
foreign countries) In Los, Angeles. 3d. harbor commissioners.
Annual rept; 1923/24 j folded chart, back cover.
ggA gjjg COFFEE
Consumption 'per Family
1917(?): minimum; maximum pounds o.f tea and coffee per year for an
average family of" 5 persons. .In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 153,
p. 13 (Figures by Frof. Jaffa)
1917 , 1316 (May ) : minimum pounds per month for a family of 5,
_
In Cali
A£r. exp. sta. [unnumbered circ.] "Living expenses" by M.E.Jaffa.
»
Expenditure
-per Family
1917(?): total minimum; maximum expended per year for an average
family of 5 persons. In Calif. Agr. exp. sta. Circ. 153, p. 7, 13;
also in Circ. '187, p. 2 (Figures by Prof.- Jaffa')
1917 ,1916(May ): minimum expended per month for a family of 5. In
Calif. Agr. exp. sta. [unnumbered circ] "Living expenses" by
11. F. Jaffa.
Prie;
1317 ,1916 (Hay): market price per lb. In Calif, Agr. exp. sta.
{ unnumbered circ] "Living expenses" by Um .E. Jaffa.
pric;
1835(monthly, "ov. 1C85 - Oct. 1886. inc.): San Francisco county and
city (ruling retail price) In Calif. Bur. labor statistics. 2nd
.
Bien. rept. 1885-86, table following p. 152. '
'
YFF3A SAFTA
Production and Value :
1305: Lake county. In Calif, state agr. soc. Hept. 1905, p.123.
.
1910( table headed 1309-10): Lake county (dried) In Calif, state
agr. soc. Hept. 1310, p. 53.
Shipments
130c: lake county (shipped out of county) In Calif, state agr. soc
Hept. 1905, p.123.
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See also Castor beans:
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Beet seed.. ....•..;> 336'
Beets
.
See
.
Sugar beets.
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oil, cake
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Canaigre 405
Cascara bark. .405
Cassi-av.-.* 405
Castor beans..' ..16-19
Celery
-seed 337
Cereals
See C-rain and names of grains
C e real s • (manufac ture d ) 228-229
Chicory.
. . . .
.405-406
China trees.
„ 402
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Clearances
-by sea.- -References
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•
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Clover 275-276
Clover and timothy. •••*•«••• .275-277
Clover seed 337-338
Cocoa , 406-407
Cocoa and chocolate .....407-408
See also Chocolate
Cocoa beans. 408
Cocoa. butter 408
Cocoa meal. • • 308
Cocoanut meal .230,308-309
Cocoanut oil..... 309
Cocoanut and linseed oil .310
Coffee 409-412
Consumption
barley • . . .66^.67
broomcorn. 13
corn . ..103-104
cotton. ... 25
cottonseed meal. 311
flaxseed. .-. .
.
, »i .341
flour .".........211
grain.„^ ...... ...... » .45-47
hops. . » • . • •292
sugar..... .... ...... ........ .371-372
sugar beets.. 358
tobacco.................. .390
wheat 133-184
Consumption .per. family
. ,
cereals. • ......... • .228
fiauiw......... ... . ....... 211-212
oil -and. fat. ...... 318
rice.-.-... .......... .....-..»-.-. ..... 148
sugar.-.-. ...... ........ 372
tea and -coffee............... 420
Copra. • 310
Copra cake. .-. . .• ........... . . .310
Copra meal ' .310
Corn 7,48,55,56,95-118
See also Barley and .corn.
Corn (sweet ) -
seed, , 351
Corn, cracked 229-230
Corn and rye. . ... ... ............. . 119
Corn for forage..... 118-119
Corn .meal and .farina.... 234-235
Cost' of -harvesting and . . .
handling .grain. . * 47
Cost of .harvesting .and ..
putting up crop
silage crops.. 6
Page
Cost of production
alfalfa 270
."barley. .............. 67
canal gre . • . . . 405
corn. • ••••• . . ..104
cotton. ......... .25-25
farm products. ...... 1
hay (^rain).
. . . . . . .v.-. ........ 273
hops. .............. . . .• . . ...... 292
oats..... 129
.
rice., 149
sorghra syrup .. ; 386
. so rghums 17
1
sugar • .................... rd—o7o
sugar beets ........ 358-359
wheat ........ 184
Cotton, 7,2Cu3S
Cotton linters 38
Cotton seed : ..338-341
Cottonseed cafce. . 311
Cbttpnse-ed meal 311
Cot tonseVd hiTxV.Y. .V.v.v. 230
Co 1 1 onse ed o I1V.V 3.11^313
Co 1 1 onwd o d ' t ree g ; 402
Cracked 'corn. 229-230
Cracked wheat 239
Crops.
.
-4-12
Cucunb 3 r seed
.
341
Ifee.r arid spelt....'...-. ,119
Sno s , John Summe ri ie Id. XX IV
.^uealpptus oil. 313
Eucalyptus tree s. 402-403
Eve rgre ens 400
Exports
See Shipments
.Farina
.
See Corn meal and farina
. Farm pro due ts. 1-4
fe ed. 1 230-232
See also Hay' and feed;
. .
namjs of kinds of feed
Peed o^rley ' ~ '
.
Sc.
e
Barley
Feterita
See_ Xaiiir, rnilo, maize
and feterita
gage
Fibers 19-20
See also names of fibers
Fires
grain and hay. 57
wheat 207
Flax.. 38-42
Flaxseed. .. . . . •. 341-342
Flour. . . .45., 4,8 , 211-223
See' also names of flours
Flower and garden seed. ..... .342-344
Fiowers 'and 'plant s. .399-400
See also names of flowers
and plants
Flowers, -olants, and nursery
products. 395-397
Foodstuff s.'.v .' .v 412-413
Forage
Se-: ' al so Hay and forage;
Kaffir and sorghum for
forage'; names- of - forage, crops
Forage and silage crops......... 241
Freight rates
barley 48-67
bran • 225
broomcorn. 12
coffee.. ;•;•••*»* , , 409
corn. • • 48
flaxseed. 342
' flour. . 45 , 43 , 207 , 212
pram. ............... ^c , ~~ ^~^~9 , 207
;rain product s •• 207
248
'malt....;...,. 305
mill stuffs ........48,207
molasses. V. .v. . . .. .. 386
oats...'. ....v.. .v..-.- 48
plant s and 1shrub g .... 399
"rice.......:. 149
rye 48
sugar........... 373
syrup «5otS
tobacco 390
trees 402
wheat... 48,134-185
Friedlar.de
r
1 s Annual
Grain Circular. XII
I
Fruit trees 401-403
ha:
424
Page
. •>t«t»*-..»«» »*•»«*»••
Ginger root..
.
413
Ginneries 38
Ginnings* ....... * 26
Graham • i lour-. ...a..*.*.*..*... »• 224-
Grain.... ..45-207
Grain. and- hay » s a . eb»» 'a -s^b. ...... 56-57
- Grain and. grain, product s. ....... 45
Grain and seeds..... 58
Grain- products. 207-211
See
. also - Grain and grain
products; names of grain
product s ' •
Grain vessels. • 56
Grains - and. legumes, cut for hay. • 281
Grass- seed*** • « • • . .344-345
See also names of grass seed
Grit s. « 232
Groats " 232
See Oatmeal and groat's
Harvesting, cost of
Se 3
.
C o et of - harvesting
Hay. ••»••.*••..••.•„•.•.•«•.-...%. 230 , 242—267
• See also- Grain and- hay;
• . names- of - hay- -
Hay
, Grain •• •• ••••••.•» . 7 9 277—28
1
• • See- also - names- of. grain hay
Hay and fe ed.
. » «. * * * %
%
* 267
See also- Teed, , • . .
Hay, and- borage .239-241
Hay. and- s t raw...... <•«..,...<.-,»....•.. 267
-
- See, als o- -Straw. ,...,...»
Hemp.
. . . ...».•««.».»>..»-.-. ». » .
.
» . 42—43
. Homing 232-233
Hops. * 288-305
Hop s
.
and. malt.. .. ................ . 305
• . See
. also- Malt
H o r-s a . beans ........... 307-308
Ho rseradi sh
. .
413
Import s. .XIII
• • References to imports are
- included in. the text under
the name- of the commodity.
Inspection certificates.. 55
Japanese. 6,12,25,35,36,55,57
102,116,117,148,156,291
304,330,358,355,399,400
Jute. 44
Page
Kal f i r i 4 » t v ; i i w v ....... • 120
Kaffir* and' milo\maize* 4 * . . . . .120^121
Kaffir - and- sorghum- for*
'
' ' f o rage * * * > * * %> •' *• % ** •> v v * v • • • • • 121
Kaffir* - mile- maize - and- •
- - feterita*
.
121
Kapok* . . -. . . . * > * . . . ........... . 44
Legume s- cut • for* hay-. ............ 281
Leguminous - manure- crop,-. ........ 413
Lemon- oil* % * .............. 313
Let tuc e • seed. . * . . > .............. 345
Linseed- oil.
-.
• •• * • •. ........ 313-315
See^ also- Cocoanut- and
• linseed- oil-
Linseed' oil- cake- and- meal»v« .315-316
Los- Angeles*- Board- of harbor
: . co^niss-ioners-. . * » »»••-» • * * • • • XL-XLI
Malt © ...... . ^ . «... . ..•*. . oOC— il>07
Maple- molasses •
.
. 388
Meadow- grass. .. c ......... . 281
Upn.l ............ O r£'T
-
*"> r?A
Sil^yJj-L ......................... Oc t_— ~_>«_^I
See - also- names- of - kinds of
- - meal - - - *
Meal- and- mill- feeds • •• 234
Middlings-. ................... 230 , 235
Millet 281-282
Milie t screenings. .............. 235
Millet - seed .. 345
Millet-, sudan grass , etc 282
•Kilo- maize.. 121 , 122
• • Se e, also- Kaffir- and- milo
maize; Kaffir, rnilo maize
and feterita
Molasses. 385-388
Molasses feed . # 388
Muskmelon seed •••• 345
•Mustard.-. 414
Mustard seed-. ................ 345-346
1>: Celt S - 0 0 0 oil.. ...... ...«...*... «3 16
Nurseries • ?97
Nursery products .397-398
See also Flowers, plants,
and nursery products;
names of nursery products
Nursery stock .398-399
Nut cake. 315
Nut oil..... 315-317
I- 425 -
Page
Oat flour. .7 224
Oat hay 282-283
Oat hulls. . 23S
Oatmeal and groat's. '. .7 236-238
.Oatmeal 'arid "rolled 'oats. 2j8
oat s . : : : : : : ..7 s 4s , 55 , 122-145
See also Barley and oats;
Oatmeal and rolled oats
Oil
See names of kinds of oil
Oil 'and' fat. . .. 318
Oil cake 317-318
See also names of kinds of
oil cake
Oil cake meal. ••.»•»• • • 230
Olive oil. ........ • ........ 31S-321
Oni on seed. 7. 7.
. 3^-3^7
Palm oil.*. 321
Parsiey seed. ...... 3^7
Parsnip seed.
.
.
'. . . v
Pea' seed. \ ........ . 348
Peanut oil. 77 1 ......... . . 321-322
Peanuts'.
.
'. . .. . . . ..... 325-330
Peanut s ( clri ed) V. ............ . 330
Pearl "barley. . 7. 7. 7 .7 ... 7.
.
225-226
Pepper seed. 7
.
' 7. 7.7 7. , 34g
Pepp er t re es .77 4o 3
plants ' * '
'
'
*
See Slower's and plant's'}'
Plowers, plants and nursery
' products;' name's 'of plants
Plant's and 'shrub's.'. .7 .7 . . . . . ... 399
Pop corn.77 7,7. .7.7 ' ... .7.. 119
Poultry food:.". 7. . .. . . . ... ..." 4l4-4l5
Price..... i..*... XX, 7
alfalfa.. ......7 1 9 270
alfalfa seed. • ...«. .. .... 333-334
barley.*.7.7.7. ...'..7... .
_1 '68-71
barley hay... 274
"bran •••r- 227
Droomcorn. ...... Ik
"buckwheat.'. .7. 7.7 .7.7 93
cereals (manufactured)
.
228
coffee.7.7.'. ...... ..7. 4l0
corn. ........... 105-106
corn meal 234
'cotton. .' ..." .7.7 ..... ...... .26-27
cottonseed 338-339
Price Continued
cott onseed 'meal . ... .v . 311
feed.. ./. '230
fi eld crops. 1
flour. 213-214
grain. .' 7 : ...... . %~50
hay .>....... 2"t-cj—250
hay, oat. . .. 283
hay; '.wheat. . . .... 286-287
hemp. 42
hops; : : 293-295
molasses. ................... 387
oatmeal 236-237
oats. 'l 29-131
oil and fat. . .............. 318
peanuts. 327
p oul t ry feeds 4l
5
.rice..:..'. '. -150-152
rye. .*.....'.... . . . Ib3-l64
sage. Hi 5
seed 331
s 0rghums 171-1 7 2
37M75
359-360
sugar
sugar' beet's*. '. '. .... « . . .
.
syrup
:
.
.
t ea. ». ..•*»••••••«
tea and coffee.. .
.
...thyme. . . ..........
' wh'eat'. Y. * . ". " '. ' .
.
'.
'.
Product!'On.' ' References
384
4lS-4l9
....... 420
.
'- 420
. . 1,186-188
to
produ'c't'io'n are included in
"
the text of the "bibliography
under the name of the comr.odity.
Production, cost of
See Cost of production
....*. » .... 342kin 'seed.'.
Pur'-ilasl'ng p»ower
cotton. ........
fi eld crops. . .
hay./.;: V..YY,
31
9
257
Radish seed..;.....' ........... 349
Range grasses. 283
Rape seed oil.. 322
Receipt's. ' 'References to
receipts are included in
the text of the bibliography
under the 'name 'of the comiv.odity.
Page
Red tcp and timothy. . . ' 2o3 ,
Rico, i < 7, 55,1^5-159
Rico "bran. . • 22o
Rice flour 22^
Rice polish. . * . . ........ . 233
Relied barley 225,230
Rolled oats • • • • -
See On.tr.ieal and- relied oat<s
Rolled wheat ...... . . .'. . . 239
Root crep-s- for forage*'* 2o-3~284
Roots, . kl$
See- a-Lso Ginger- rrr t
Roses. . . . . . ............ . .399-HoO
Rye .. .. ...... 4.2,1.59-170
See also corn -and rye
'
Rye flour •
See Buckwheat and rye flour
Sage k%5
Sago. . . . ... .• 4l5
Salsify seed. . ...... .-. ... 3^9
Screenings • .
S_ee Bean • screenings .
Seed bed stock. * „.
S oed "beds .' . . .... H-01
S codlings* ................. koi
Seeds..,.-.-..
.-...330-333
See - also -Grain and seeds;,
names of seeds • • <
S esame oil . . . .
.
t * » . . . 322
Sesamunseed, ... 9 .......... . 3^9
Shipments. . . * .............
. XI1
1
References to shipments
are included in the text
of the bibliography, under
the name • 0f the c cm 0di ty
.
:
" Shorts..;-,;
.. 230,238.
Silage crops
. 6,230
6 See- also Forage and •
• silage- crops
Sorghum cane. •. ...... 35-3-3 5
4
Sorghum cane seed 3%
Sorghum for forage •
See Kaffir and sorghum
-for forage-
Sorghum molasses >. .
. .
3S3
Sorghum syrup
.. 336
Sorghums..'..
.7,55,170-175
Soybean meal
, . 322
Pago
Soybean
.
oil
.
and/soybeans. . 322-,323
Spelt
See , Samer and; sp el
t
Spi ccs
.
k\ 6~^1
7
Spinach, seed. ...... .-. .... 3^9-350
Squash seed. .............. ^ > . 350
Stocks.
.
References to
stocks are included in the "./..
text cf the biblicgraphy
undcr the name of the commodity.
.•'.'Straw. ...............
4 . _
> 2Bk
See also . Jlay and straw;
Bean straw
Sudan grass ...... 2.Sh
See. .aJLso Mi.1.1 et, Sudan
grass., etc.
. ,
sugar.,.,......,,.....;.'.;...;..' *
:;.. 371-3^3
Sugar and syrup 383
Sugar. ..beet factories.... , XIX., 370
Sugar beet seed. . . . . . . ... . ... ... . 350
Sugar ,b cet s .. . 7 , 35^-370
Sugar cane. 371
Sugar cane syrup, . . . . .......... 3p6
Sugar .crops, ................ .. 371
Sunfl ower . seed. . . . . ... ........ 351
Sunfl owers. .
.
• • • • • • •• ^°1
Sur cmilk. ,»... ....... .......... 230
: Sweet
. cc rn, seed. . . . ... . ... ...... 351
Sweet joeas 401
Syrup ...... . • • 3^3-3^6
T aiitcagc. ....... ....«.•'. ....... 239
Tapi oca. • • Hl7~^lo
! Tea. .................. . ... .Hl&AzO
). -Tea and. coffec. ......... ^20
Sec also . Coffee
Tea, o ril.. ........ .
'
323
Thyme........ ^20
Timothy. 2o^-2S6
S.e.o al.so, .Clover and timothy
Re
f
d t,o]p and timothy
Timothy seed. ............
Tohacco... ... .............. ? 3&&-396
Tomat.o seed. 351
Trees. ^02
See also Fruit trees;
names of trees
Turnip seed 352
I- U27 -
Page
Value. References to value
are included in the text
of the bibliography under
the name of the commodity.
Vegetable oil. .• il: ...... 323-325 1
Vegetable seed 352
'See also names of
vegetable seed
Vetch. , . . . 2S6
'Vetch 'seed. 352
Warehouses. References to ware-
houses are included in the text
of the bibliography under the'
name of the commodity*
Watermelon seed 352
Page
Weekly news letter XII
Wheat. . . . V.. XX, 7>S,55,175-207
Sec also Barley and wheat;
Rolled wheat • •
Wheat, cracked. ....... 239
Wheat hay ..286-2S7
Wild*, salt, or prairie
.
•
grasses . , • 2&7
Willows H03
Wood oil. . . . . • ... 4*. -325
Yerba santa H20
Yield ;oer acre. References • to'
yield are included in the text
of. the bibliography under the
name cf the commodity.
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• Agriculture
Approx. ........ AVJp roximat e
Assoc. Association
Aver. .......... .Average
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February, 1925. Revised June, 1927.
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